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UCE, K.; ALBAYRAK, B.
Ankara University Observatory, 06837, Ahlatlbel, Ankara, TURKEY
e-mail: tolgahanastro1.siene.ankara.edu.tr
Observatory and telesope:
30-m Maksutov telesope of the Ankara University Observatory
Detetor: OPTEC SSP-5A photoeletri photometer (unooled)
ontaining a side-on R1414 Hamamatsu photomultiplier.
Method of data redution:
Redution of the observations were made in the usual way (Hardie, 1962).
Method of minimum determination:
The minima times were alulated using Kwee & van Woerden's (1956) method.
Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
V417 Aql 54297.4312 0.0003 II BV Sbs-C ls
54299.4671 0.0003 I BV Ul-Er
AC Boo 54189.4124 0.0001 I BV Cv-Sy
TZ Boo 54194.4432 0.0007 I BV C l-Cv
54228.3272 0.0004 I BV Ps-Kl
54235.4587 0.0010 I BV Gr-Blg
MR Cyg 54343.3918 0.0006 II BV Gk-Is
V2150 Cyg 54278.4673 0.0008 I BV Ul-Svm
54286.4548 0.0007 I BV Ct-Ckn
54310.4339 0.0007 II BV Ay-Alt
54331.4269 0.0004 I BV Bn-Ay
54344.4355 0.0016 I BV Cv-Erd
54366.3528 0.0005 I BV Tr-Ay
2 IBVS 5801
Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
V836 Cyg 54306.4192 0.0005 I BV Svm-Er
54336.4772 0.0003 I BV Bs-Sv
DM Del 54289.3915 0.0004 I BV Dm-Dmr
54316.4224 0.0004 I BV Sp-Kl
AK Her 54245.3765 0.0003 I BV Ak-Sn
54274.4626 0.0003 I BV Bs-El
54296.3785 0.0005 I BV Bn-Ay
54300.3867 0.0004 II BV Col-Sn
TX Her 54302.4079 0.0004 II BV Cv-Kl
V842 Her 54157.4921 0.0005 I BV C lk-Aln
54207.3614 0.0010 I BV Kl-Blg
54212.3870 0.0004 I BV Trn-Dmr
54292.4257 0.0005 I BV Svm-Ul
SW La 54338.5017 0.0005 I BV Alt-Dm
54346.3565 0.0002 II BV Snv-Tn
54346.5184 0.0001 I BV Tn-Gr
54351.4887 0.0002 II BV Sp-Erd
54357.4225 0.0002 I BV Ck-

Ur
54363.3555 0.0002 II BV Bs-Ck
54363.5163 0.0001 I BV Ylm-Tn
54364.3168 0.0002 II BV Snv-Bg
54364.4785 0.0001 I BV Tn-Bg
AM Leo 54184.4644 0.0003 II BV Ylm-Trn
54195.4391 0.0004 II BV Sh-C t
54226.3504 0.0004 I BV Alt-Bn
XY Leo 54098.5661 0.0003 II BV Trn-Dv
54198.4287 0.0003 I BV Alt-Dmr
V451 Oph 54253.3641 0.0005 I BV Ul-Erd
54265.4574 0.0006 II BV Ckn-Bb
V566 Oph 54279.3865 0.0003 I BV Ct-Shn
54290.4463 0.0004 I BV C ls-C lk
54305.3994 0.0003 II BV Kl-Gr
54351.4659 0.0005 I BV Gr-Ylm
DI Peg 54335.4878 0.0002 I BV Ckn-Sa
V781 Tau 54166.3319 0.0004 I BV C l-Ays
AH Vir 54285.3108 0.0005 I BV El-Ays
Z Vul 54284.3550 0.0003 I BV C l-Ckr
54322.4097 0.0007 II BV Is-Sv
IBVS 5801 3
Explanation of the remarks in the table:
Observers: Ak: M. Akdamar, Aln: N. Alan, Alt: B. Altuntas, Ay: G. Aydn, Ays:
G. Aysan, Bb: B. Babaoglu, Bg: N. Bagran, Blg: D. Bilgi, Bn: A.K. Bingol, Bs:

O. Basturk, Cv: E. Civelek, Ck: A. Celik, Ckn: D. Cakan, Ckr: T.D. Cakr, C l:
T. Colak, C lk: L. Celik, C ls: S. Calskan, Col: E. Col, C t: Y. Cetni, A.

O. Cavus,
Dm: E. Demiri, Dmr: U. Demirhan, Dv: O. Devei, El: A. Elmasl, Er: G. Ergan,
Erd: G. Erdogan, Gk: G. Gokay, Gr: H. Gursoytrak, Is: E. Isk, Kl: C. Kl, Kl:
T. Kloglu, Ps: C . Puskullu, Sbs: B. Subas, Sp: S. Sipahioglu, Sv: B. Savran,
Svm: S. Sevim, Sy: S. Saydam, Sa: S. Sahin, Sh: Z.S. Sahin, Shn: E. Sahiner,
Sn: Y. Sendag, Snv: H. V. Senav, Tn: T. Tanrverdi, Tr: Z. Terzioglu, Trn: E.




Ure, Ylm: M. Ylmaz.
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PHOTOELECTRIC MINIMA OF SELECTED ECLIPSING BINARIES
AND MAXIMA OF PULSATING STARS
(BAV MITTEILUNGEN NO. 186)
HU¨BSCHER, JOACHIM
Bundesdeutsche Arbeitsgemeinschaft fu¨r Vera¨nderliche Sterne e.V. (BAV), Munsterdamm 90, 12169 Berlin,
Germany
In this 58th compilation of BAV results, photoelectric observations obtained in the
years 2006 and 2007 are presented on 473 variable stars giving 735 minima and maxima
on eclipsing binaries and pulsating stars. All moments of minima and maxima are he-
liocentric. The errors are tabulated in column ‘±’. The values in column ‘O − C’ are
determined without incorporation of nonlinear terms. The references are given in the
section ‘Remarks’. All information about photometers and filters are specified in the
column ‘Rem’. The observations were made at private observatories. The photoelectric
measurements and all the light curves with evaluations can be obtained from the office of
the BAV for inspection.
Table 1: Eclipsing binaries
Variable M/m HJD 24. . . ± Obs O − C Bibliography Fil n Rem
GK And Min 53966.5641 .0010 RAT RCR −0.2834 GCVS 85 -Ir 97 1)
KP And Min 54025.5598 .0003 RAT RCR -Ir 179 1)
CX Aqr Min 53931.5448 .0001 RAT RCR +0.0076 GCVS 85 -Ir 110 1)
GK Aqr Min 53932.5567 .0001 RAT RCR -Ir 104 1)
GS Aqr Min 53943.488 .002 RAT RCR -Ir 93 1)
MU Aqr Min 53934.5075 .0002 RAT RCR -Ir 92 1)
V346 Aql Min 53954.4973 .0002 FLG −0.0098 GCVS 85 o 66 12)
Min 54307.4266 .0003 QU −0.0103 GCVS 85 V 52 3)
V417 Aql Min 53910.4523 .0001 RAT RCR −0.0541 s BAVR 33,152ff -Ir 98 1)
XX Aur Min 54116.3561 .0019 AG −0.4749 GCVS 85 -Ir 37 1)
ZZ Aur Min 54116.3480 .0006 AG +0.0161 GCVS 85 -Ir 36 1)
Min 54171.3625 .0017 AG +0.0194 s GCVS 85 -Ir 53 1)
AH Aur Min 54148.4708 .0009 AG +0.0610 BAVR 35,41ff -Ir 30 1)
AP Aur Min 53759.5025 .0002 RAT RCR +0.0625 IBVS 3942 -Ir 155 1)
Min 54114.5094 .0015 AG +0.0681 s IBVS 3942 -Ir 81 1)
BC Aur Min 54164.444 : .002 FR −0.659 GCVS 85 -Ir 34 8)
CG Aur Min 54115.2369 .0006 AG −0.0017 GCVS 85 -Ir 45 1)
CL Aur Min 54115.3547 .0010 AG +0.1180 GCVS 85 -Ir 45 1)
Min 54171.3512 .0009 SCI +0.1181 GCVS 85 o 43 2)
EM Aur Min 54172.3883 .0004 WN +0.0329 s AA 54.207 V 108 11)
GI Aur Min 54148.2957 .0019 AG -Ir 31 1)
HL Aur Min 53780.4594 .0003 RAT RCR −0.0103 GCVS 85 -Ir 51 1)
HP Aur Min 54115.4290 .0008 AG −0.6591 GCVS 85 -Ir 45 1)
HW Aur Min 53990.5597 .0004 MS FR +0.0169 IBVS 5016 o 594 5)
2 IBVS 5802
Table 1: (cont.)
Variable M/m HJD 24. . . ± Obs O −C Bibliography Fil n Rem
IZ Aur Min 53999.5766 .0003 MS FR o 328 5)
Min 54115.2510 .0003 MS FR o 469 5)
KU Aur Min 53814.3799 .0001 RAT RCR +0.0232 GCVS 85 -Ir 75 1)
MN Aur Min 52619.6790 .0020 AG −0.0573 GCVS 85 -Ir 130 1)
Min 54154.4351 .0004 AG −0.1241 GCVS 85 -Ir 234 1)
MO Aur Min 54176.3557 .0052 AG +0.0941 BAVM 68 -Ir 24 1)
V364 Aur Min 54024.4794 .0002 MS FR o 354 5)
V402 Aur Min 54115.5200 .0060 AG -Ir 45 1)
V404 Aur Min 53991.5634 .0003 MS FR o 432 5)
Min 54116.4121 .0022 AG -Ir 36 1)
Min 54171.4847 .0032 AG -Ir 53 1)
V410 Aur Min 54115.2750 .0025 AG -Ir 45 1)
Min 54115.4596 .0001 AG -Ir 45 1)
NSV 1998 Min 52688.3872 .0008 FR o 30 8)
SU Boo Min 54185.4972 .0006 AG +0.0301 GCVS 85 -Ir 31 1)
TU Boo Min 53867.5026 .0003 RAT RCR +0.0461 GCVS 85 -Ir 117 1)
TY Boo Min 54185.3719 .0023 AG −0.0222 s BAVM 68 -Ir 30 1)
Min 54185.5302 .0039 AG −0.0224 BAVM 68 -Ir 30 1)
Min 54240.3966 .0001 WTR −0.0231 BAVM 68 -Ir 70 10)
TZ Boo Min 53818.5391 .0003 RAT RCR −0.0566 BAVM 68 -Ir 117 1)
Min 53862.3720 .0001 RAT RCR −0.0543 s BAVM 68 -Ir 81 1)
Min 54259.5269 .0007 AG −0.0493 BAVM 68 -Ir 42 1)
XY Boo Min 53813.4192 .0004 RAT RCR +0.0868 s GCVS 85 -Ir 67 1)
Min 54239.3957 .0002 WTR −0.0654 s GCVS 85 -Ir 59 10)
YY Boo Min 54203.4437 .0009 AG −0.1056 GCVS 85 -Ir 27 1)
AC Boo Min 53860.4008 .0001 RAT RCR +0.0074 AA 54.207 -Ir 63 1)
Min 54170.5550 .0004 QU +0.0103 AA 54.207 V 44 3)
Min 54210.3819 .0004 QU +0.0109 AA 54.207 Ic 46 3)
Min 54218.4880 .0005 JU +0.0108 AA 54.207 o 63 2)
Min 54220.4258 .0005 FLG +0.0102 s AA 54.207 o 150 12)
CV Boo Min 53863.3731 .0002 RAT RCR −0.0109 BAVR 49,117 -Ir 52 1)
Min 54206.4062 .0003 QU −0.0102 BAVR 49,117 V 47 3)
ET Boo Min 54186.4736 .0022 SCI o 152 2)
Min 54219.3721 .0014 JU o 53 2)
EW Boo Min 54200.5408 .0020 SCI o 156 2)
Min 54259.4568 .0010 AG -Ir 43 1)
FI Boo Min 54221.4135 .0058 JU o 88 2)
GM Boo Min 53815.4769 .0004 RAT RCR -Ir 150 1)
Min 54186.5265 .0009 AG -Ir 21 1)
Min 54201.5136 .0012 AG -Ir 31 1)
Min 54213.4318 .0027 AG -Ir 21 1)
GN Boo Min 53858.3579 .0004 RAT RCR -Ir 68 1)
Min 54185.4454 .0015 AG -Ir 30 1)
Min 54185.5960 .0021 AG -Ir 30 1)
Min 54201.4298 .0027 AG -Ir 31 1)
Min 54213.3446 .0004 AG -Ir 21 1)
Min 54213.4947 .0008 AG -Ir 21 1)
GQ Boo Min 54186.5145 .0031 AG -Ir 22 1)
Min 54201.5208 .0012 AG -Ir 31 1)
Min 54213.4402 .0022 AG -Ir 21 1)
GR Boo Min 54186.3574 .0044 AG -Ir 25 1)
Min 54186.5449 .0028 AG -Ir 25 1)
Min 54201.4224 .0008 AG -Ir 31 1)
Min 54213.4770 .0035 AG -Ir 21 1)
GS Boo Min 54185.4351 .0011 AG -Ir 28 1)
i Boo Min 54197.5025 .0035 SCI −0.0109 GCVS 85 o 84 2)
Min 54217.4419 .0018 JU −0.0237 s GCVS 85 o 68 2)
U1200-07442402 Min 54185.5216 .0038 AG -Ir 30 1)
Y Cam Min 53758.3911 .0002 RAT RCR +0.2942 GCVS 85 -Ir 92 1)
SV Cam Min 54206.3812 .0018 WN +0.0495 GCVS 85 V 200 11)
IBVS 5802 3
Table 1: (cont.)
Variable M/m HJD 24. . . ± Obs O − C Bibliography Fil n Rem
SV Cam Min 54209.3444 .0019 WN +0.0473 GCVS 85 V 97 11)
AO Cam Min 53809.3529 .0001 RAT RCR +0.0044 s GCVS 85 -Ir 65 1)
RY Cnc Min 54150.3621 .0020 AG +0.0574 s GCVS 85 -Ir 16 1)
TU Cnc Min 54202.4358 .0007 AG +0.0325 AA 54.207 -Ir 19 1)
TX Cnc Min 54150.2674 .0001 AG +0.0368 GCVS 85 -Ir 16 1)
Min 54172.4725 .0064 AG +0.0348 GCVS 85 -Ir 34 1)
WW Cnc Min 54175.4928 .0007 AG −0.0689 BAVR 32,36ff -Ir 53 1)
WY Cnc Min 54179.4232 .0001 WN −0.0295 GCVS 85 V 113 11)
XZ Cnc Min 54174.3388 .0001 WTR -Ir 100 10)
AB Cnc Min 54202.4113 .0011 AG -Ir 21 1)
AC Cnc Min 54202.4573 .0003 AG -Ir 17 1)
AD Cnc Min 54202.3869 .0053 AG -Ir 18 1)
EH Cnc Min 54150.2490: .0040 AG -Ir 16 1)
GW Cnc Min 54172.2949 .0044 AG -Ir 41 1)
Min 54172.4346 .0019 AG -Ir 41 1)
Min 54172.5766 .0019 AG -Ir 41 1)
DH CVn Min 54205.5088 .0008 AG -Ir 46 1)
DI CVn Min 54205.4860 .0005 AG -Ir 47 1)
RS CMi Min 54149.4416 .0012 AG -Ir 25 1)
RW CMi Min 54153.2996 .0009 AG -Ir 18 1)
TX CMi Min 54149.3936 .0027 AG -Ir 22 1)
Min 54153.2860 .0006 AG -Ir 15 1)
Min 54200.3820 .0002 AG -Ir 17 1)
UZ CMi Min 54149.3431 .0014 AG -Ir 23 1)
Min 54200.3433 .0002 AG -Ir 17 1)
XZ CMi Min 54149.3702 .0020 AG +0.2828 GCVS 85 -Ir 22 1)
YY CMi Min 54148.3517 .0002 WTR +0.0143 GCVS 85 -Ir 79 10)
AK CMi Min 54149.3824 .0022 AG +0.2594 GCVS 85 -Ir 26 1)
AM CMi Min 54149.4487 .0071 AG +0.1711 s GCVS 85 -Ir 21 1)
BF CMi Min 54153.3309 .0033 AG -Ir 18 1)
U0900-05269593 Min 54149.3924 .0039 AG -Ir 22 1)
AL Cas Min 53749.3951 .0004 RAT RCR −0.0024 s GCVS 85 -Ir 80 1)
CW Cas Min 53942.5350 .0001 RAT RCR +0.0667 GCVS 85 -Ir 73 1)
DZ Cas Min 54019.5003 .0004 RAT RCR −0.1672 GCVS 85 -Ir 152 1)
EG Cas Min 54026.5209 .0003 RAT RCR +0.1253 s GCVS 85 -Ir 200 1)
EN Cas Min 54192.4773 .0118 SCI +0.2624 GCVS 85 o 145 2)
GK Cas Min 54212.5234 .0026 SCI +0.6839 GCVS 85 o 42 2)
GR Cas Min 54024.3345 .0003 MS FR o 333 5)
MR Cas Min 54115.3740 .0019 JU o 72 2)
Min 54122.3382 .0009 JU o 59 2)
Min 54126.4695 .0040 JU o 41 2)
Min 54147.3599 .0028 SCI o 31 2)
Min 54147.3610 .0019 JU o 75 2)
Min 54147.5779 .0028 SCI o 31 2)
MT Cas Min 54205.3900 .0014 SCI o 33 2)
OR Cas Min 54025.3303 .0002 MS FR −0.0204 GCVS 85 o 356 5)
V374 Cas Min 54024.5056 .0002 RAT RCR -Ir 171 1)
V375 Cas Min 53992.3255 .0003 MS FR +0.1841 BAVR 32,36ff o 484 5)
Min 54218.4929 .0018 AG +0.1878 s BAVR 32,36ff -Ir 44 1)
V381 Cas Min 54084.3582 .0005 QU −0.0097 BAVR 32,36ff V 88 3)
Min 54091.3426 .0010 QU −0.0091 BAVR 32,36ff V 77 3)
V473 Cas Min 54115.3212 .0016 AG −0.0192 s IBVS 4669 -Ir 45 1)
Min 54115.5334 .0006 AG −0.0147 IBVS 4669 115 -Ir 45 1)
V654 Cas Min 54193.5126 .0028 SCI o 258 2)
GSC 3675.1186 Min 54115.3661 .0013 AG -Ir 50 1)
Min 54115.5124 .0012 AG -Ir 50 1)
AV Cep Min 54223.4870: .0030 AG -Ir 146 1)
DK Cep Min 54241.3903 .0003 AG +0.0318 GCVS 85 -Ir 58 1)
EG Cep Min 54213.3592 .0003 AG +0.0146 GCVS 85 -Ir 56 1)
GI Cep Min 54216.5438 .0022 AG -Ir 33 1)
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HI Cep Min 54260.4249 .0030 AG -Ir 29 1)
IO Cep Min 54216.4172 .0037 AG −0.6163 GCVS 85 -Ir 34 1)
IW Cep Min 54244.4210 .0006 AG -Ir 38 1)
LP Cep Min 54216.3937 .0011 AG -Ir 33 1)
NS Cep Min 54221.5140 .0057 AG +0.1453 GCVS 85 -Ir 43 1)
NU Cep Min 54241.4615 .0005 AG -Ir 58 1)
NW Cep Min 54244.4674 .0014 AG −0.4350 GCVS 85 -Ir 38 1)
RW Com Min 53764.6054 .0003 RAT RCR −0.0198 s GCVS 85 -Ir 104 1)
Min 53817.4154 .0001 RAT RCR −0.0193 GCVS 85 -Ir 64 1)
Min 54154.5647 .0011 AG −0.0199 s GCVS 85 -Ir 13 1)
Min 54174.5026 .0007 AG −0.0190 s GCVS 85 -Ir 34 1)
Min 54174.6226 .0026 AG −0.0177 GCVS 85 -Ir 34 1)
Min 54186.3700 .0004 JU −0.0189 s GCVS 85 o 61 2)
Min 54216.3932 .0014 SCI −0.0200 GCVS 85 o 88 2)
Min 54216.3941 .0003 JU −0.0191 GCVS 85 o 48 2)
Min 54216.5117 .0013 SCI −0.0201 s GCVS 85 o 126 2)
RZ Com Min 54174.4486 .0007 AG +0.0405 s GCVS 85 -Ir 35 1)
Min 54174.6182 .0019 AG +0.0409 GCVS 85 -Ir 35 1)
Min 54175.4650 .0004 AG +0.0414 s GCVS 85 -Ir 31 1)
Min 54175.6352 .0007 AG +0.0423 GCVS 85 -Ir 31 1)
UX Com Min 54176.4175 .0020 AG −0.0955 BAVM 69 -Ir 30 1)
CC Com Min 53765.5180 .0002 RAT RCR −0.0129 s GCVS 85 -Ir 102 1)
Min 54175.4396 .0002 AG −0.0160 GCVS 85 -Ir 31 1)
Min 54175.5505 .0008 AG −0.0155 s GCVS 85 -Ir 31 1)
Min 54202.3634 .0001 WTR −0.0159 GCVS 85 -Ir 69 10)
Min 54204.3531 .0010 DIE −0.0124 GCVS 85 o 19 9)
Min 54206.3358 .0004 DIE −0.0159 GCVS 85 o 23 9)
Min 54209.4245 .0009 SCI −0.0168 GCVS 85 o 60 2)
Min 54209.5347 .0007 SCI −0.0169 s GCVS 85 o 53 2)
CM Com Min 54175.6082 .0052 AG -Ir 31 1)
CN Com Min 54175.5299 .0014 AG -Ir 31 1)
Min 54200.5349 .0010 FR -Ir 42 8)
EK Com Min 54174.5285 .0008 AG -Ir 34 1)
Min 54176.3950 .0018 AG -Ir 31 1)
Min 54176.5303 .0012 AG -Ir 31 1)
Min 54187.4637 .0005 AG -Ir 23 1)
Min 54187.5955 .0006 AG -Ir 23 1)
Min 54220.3980 .0024 SCI o 102 2)
LL Com Min 54176.4052 .0007 AG −0.0287 IBVS 4386 -Ir 24 1)
Min 54187.5945 .0006 AG −0.0291 s IBVS 4386 -Ir 22 1)
LO Com Min 54154.5761 .0008 AG -Ir 13 1)
Min 54174.4773 .0001 AG -Ir 34 1)
Min 54174.6205 .0027 AG -Ir 34 1)
LP Com Min 54174.5358 .0007 AG -Ir 34 1)
LT Com Min 54187.3672 .0006 AG -Ir 23 1)
RW CrB Min 54221.5715 .0014 AG −0.0053 GCVS 85 -Ir 31 1)
TW CrB Min 54199.5934 .0014 SCI +0.0068 SAC 70 o 105 2)
YY CrB Min 54201.4502 .0016 SCI o 102 2)
Min 54201.6343 .0017 SCI o 53 2)
Min 54259.4387 .0009 JU o 61 2)
AV CrB Min 53990.3456 .0003 RAT RCR −0.0080 s GCVS 2007 -Ir 60 1)
VZ Cru Min 54277.274 .003 HND o 72 4)
XY Cru Min 54276.453 .005 HND o 57 4)
Y Cyg Min 54296.4600 .0010 QU −0.0759 GCVS 85 V 66 3)
WW Cyg Min 53904.4980 .0001 RAT RCR +0.0678 GCVS 85 -Ir 130 1)
Min 54259.5020 .0002 AG +0.0705 GCVS 85 -Ir 30 1)
WZ Cyg Min 53920.4919 .0001 RAT RCR +0.0584 GCVS 85 -Ir 114 1)
Min 54003.4867 .0001 RAT RCR +0.0591 GCVS 85 -Ir 161 1)
ZZ Cyg Min 52862.4194 .0005 AG −0.0434 GCVS 85 -Ir 51 1)
AE Cyg Min 53227.4971 .0003 AG −0.0048 GCVS 85 o 34 1)
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BR Cyg Min 54297.4348 .0004 QU +0.0002 GCVS 85 V 61 3)
CV Cyg Min 53966.4496 .0048 FLG −0.0019 s AA 54.207 o 123 12)
Min 54034.3030 .0005 RAT RCR −0.0038 s AA 54.207 -Ir 107 1)
DL Cyg Min 53999.5466 .0010 RAT RCR -Ir 190 1)
V370 Cyg Min 54252.5087 .0005 AG −0.0225 GCVS 85 -Ir 31 1)
V443 Cyg Min 54259.4781 .0006 AG -Ir 30 1)
V453 Cyg Min 54222.572 : .005 FR -Ir 42 8)
V454 Cyg Min 53993.5051 .0002 RAT RCR -Ir 130 1)
V496 Cyg Min 54271.4984 .0007 AG -Ir 33 1)
V498 Cyg Min 54262.4536 .0017 AG +0.1515 GCVS 85 -Ir 20 1)
V505 Cyg Min 53989.4862 .0003 RAT RCR +0.0769 s GCVS 85 -Ir 125 1)
Min 53991.4904 .0003 RAT RCR +0.0781 s GCVS 85 -Ir 168 1)
V508 Cyg Min 52862.5056 .0016 AG -Ir 52 1)
Min 53607.4575 .0012 AG -Ir 30 1)
V512 Cyg Min 54241.5050 .0009 AG -Ir 28 1)
V513 Cyg Min 54262.5267 .0016 AG −0.3294 GCVS 85 -Ir 21 1)
V525 Cyg Min 52831.4230 .0003 AG o 32 1)
V534 Cyg Min 52898.5005 .0002 AG o 22 1)
V628 Cyg Min 53935.5048 .0003 RAT RCR −0.0030 s IBVS 4381 -Ir 124 1)
V726 Cyg Min 54259.5379 .0011 AG -Ir 30 1)
Min 54271.4899 .0015 AG -Ir 33 1)
V728 Cyg Min 54260.4833 .0005 AG +0.0546 GCVS 85 -Ir 29 1)
V749 Cyg Min 52836.5269 .0007 AG -Ir 19 1)
Min 54239.4873 .0023 AG -Ir 37 1)
V787 Cyg Min 53985.5308 .0002 RAT RCR +0.0041 GCVS 85 -Ir 144 1)
V828 Cyg Min 53990.5232: .0009 RAT RCR +0.3250 s GCVS 85 -Ir 105 1)
V841 Cyg Min 54245.4324 .0011 AG +0.0060 GCVS 85 -Ir 30 1)
V912 Cyg Min 54252.3968 .0013 AG −0.1060 GCVS 85 -Ir 31 1)
V963 Cyg Min 54252.3746 .0011 AG −0.0003 GCVS 85 -Ir 32 1)
V1004 Cyg Min 54252.3868 .0013 AG −0.1547 GCVS 85 -Ir 31 1)
V1019 Cyg Min 54024.3730 .0067 FR -Ir 29 8)
V1048 Cyg Min 54241.4999 .0023 AG -Ir 29 1)
V1188 Cyg Min 54239.4283 .0020 AG -Ir 36 1)
V1189 Cyg Min 54241.5048 .0009 AG -Ir 29 1)
V1191 Cyg Min 54025.3548 .0003 RAT RCR +0.0798 s GCVS 85 -Ir 83 1)
V1193 Cyg Min 54221.5631 .0013 AG -Ir 42 1)
V1196 Cyg Min 52836.4858 .0018 AG -Ir 18 1)
Min 54260.5287 .0006 AG -Ir 29 1)
V1305 Cyg Min 54019.2940 .0007 RAT RCR -Ir 118 1)
V1326 Cyg Min 54239.4193 .0006 AG -Ir 37 1)
V1411 Cyg Min 53940.4569 .0002 RAT RCR −0.1767 s GCVS 85 -Ir 135 1)
V1787 Cyg Min 52836.5217 .0025 AG -Ir 18 1)
Min 54239.3648 .0003 AG -Ir 37 1)
V2240 Cyg Min 53993.5326 .0007 RAT RCR -Ir 130 1)
V2277 Cyg Min 54024.3827 .0003 RAT RCR -Ir 143 1)
V2280 Cyg Min 54240.4651 .0011 AG -Ir 33 1)
V2284 Cyg Min 54240.4994 .0010 AG -Ir 32 1)
GSC 3776.0170 Min 52862.5033 .0008 AG -Ir 51 1)
EX Del Min 53932.4138 .0002 RAT RCR −0.0601 GCVS 85 -Ir 45 1)
Z Dra Min 53813.5121 .0004 RAT RCR −0.1746 GCVS 85 -Ir 101 1)
RR Dra Min 54200.5341 .0001 AG +0.0477 GCVS 85 -Ir 90 1)
RX Dra Min 54196.3531 .0013 AG +0.0502 GCVS 85 -Ir 38 1)
RZ Dra Min 53862.5110 .0003 RAT RCR +0.0432 GCVS 85 -Ir 56 1)
Min 54196.3404 .0007 AG +0.0431 GCVS 85 -Ir 39 1)
Min 54206.5343 .0017 AG +0.0458 s GCVS 85 -Ir 79 1)
Min 54217.5500 .0010 AG +0.0441 s GCVS 85 -Ir 73 1)
SX Dra Min 54217.4787 .0009 AG +0.1029 GCVS 85 -Ir 74 1)
UZ Dra Min 54204.5710 .0002 AG +0.0025 GCVS 85 -Ir 153 1)
WW Dra Min 54136.5301 .0026 SCI +0.4536 GCVS 85 o 153 2)
Min 54210.598 : .002 SCI +0.447 GCVS 85 o 166 2)
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AK Dra Min 54208.4380 .0003 AG -Ir 42 1)
AX Dra Min 53758.5549 .0003 RAT RCR −0.0017 s BAVR 32,36ff -Ir 135 1)
Min 53809.4038 .0001 RAT RCR −0.0035 BAVR 32,36ff -Ir 40 1)
Min 53864.5162 .0001 RAT RCR −0.0029 BAVR 32,36ff -Ir 88 1)
Min 53866.5060 .0004 RAT RCR −0.0017 s BAVR 32,36ff -Ir 126 1)
BE Dra Min 53993.3712 .0002 RAT RCR +0.1293 GCVS 85 -Ir 68 1)
BS Dra Min 54187.4820 .0003 AG +0.0004 GCVS 85 -Ir 76 1)
BU Dra Min 54199.3627 .0006 AG +0.0201 MVS 12,4 -Ir 209 1)
FU Dra Min 53809.5421 .0002 RAT RCR -Ir 150 1)
GQ Dra Min 54262.4470 .0023 AG -Ir 49 1)
GV Dra Min 54171.5447 .0028 SCI −0.0080 IBVS 4990 o 140 2)
KK Dra Min 54202.5301 .0005 AG -Ir 75 1)
LZ Dra Min 54187.4947 .0008 AG -Ir 76 1)
MU Dra Min 53991.3318 .0003 RAT RCR -Ir 63 1)
RU Gem Min 54141.5204 .0016 AG -Ir 34 1)
RW Gem Min 54141.4307 .0003 AG +0.0022 GCVS 85 -Ir 52 1)
WW Gem Min 54141.3987 .0012 AG +0.0360 s GCVS 85 -Ir 50 1)
AC Gem Min 54173.4345 .0057 FR −0.2395 s GCVS 85 -Ir 29 8)
AF Gem Min 54141.2971 .0007 AG −0.0639 GCVS 85 -Ir 31 1)
AL Gem Min 54141.5406 .0009 AG +0.0633 GCVS 85 -Ir 31 1)
AV Gem Min 54116.4849 .0007 AG -Ir 22 1)
Min 54149.4705 .0011 AG -Ir 20 1)
AY Gem Min 53765.3025 .0002 RAT RCR −0.0525 GCVS 85 -Ir 68 1)
Min 54165.3331 .0013 JU −0.0501 GCVS 85 o 64 2)
Min 54171.4391 .0002 FR −0.0514 GCVS 85 -Ir 30 8)
BO Gem Min 54136.3830 .0012 AG -Ir 43 1)
Min 54136.3848 .0003 FR -Ir 37 8)
CK Gem Min 54171.4664 .0025 FR -Ir 29 8)
CP Gem Min 54148.2791 .0019 FR -Ir 32 8)
CX Gem Min 54116.4074 .0031 FR −0.0210 s GCVS 85 -Ir 39 8)
DP Gem Min 54019.535 : .001 MS FR −0.081 s GCVS 85 o 250 5)
FG Gem Min 54141.4104 .0020 AG −0.0283 s GCVS 85 -Ir 31 1)
FT Gem Min 54116.4089 .0012 AG −0.0231 GCVS 85 -Ir 22 1)
Min 54149.3157 .0011 FR −0.0226 GCVS 85 -Ir 37 8)
GM Gem Min 54149.3615 .0022 AG -Ir 20 1)
GP Gem Min 54116.4624 .0034 AG -Ir 22 1)
Min 54148.3673 .0010 JU o 89 2)
GW Gem Min 54085.4471 .0002 RAT RCR +0.0250 GCVS 85 -Ir 35 1)
GZ Gem Min 54115.2717 .0010 FR -Ir 33 8)
HR Gem Min 54093.4396 .0006 RAT RCR -Ir 35 1)
IM Gem Min 54116.2781 .0016 FR -Ir 61 8)
KQ Gem Min 54150.3953 .0009 FR -Ir 34 8)
KV Gem Min 54150.2843 .0002 FR −0.0069 BAVR 52,95ff -Ir 46 8)
MU Gem Min 54149.5246 .0027 FR +0.0182 GCVS 85 -Ir 39 8)
GSC 1375.1085 Min 54147.4593 .0003 SIR -Ir 138 7)
Min 54148.4665 .0003 SIR -Ir 189 7)
Min 54173.3694 .0003 SIR -Ir 100 7)
TU Her Min 54217.4525 .0017 AG −0.1717 GCVS 85 -Ir 19 1)
TX Her Min 54268.4193 .0053 WTR −0.0058 GCVS 85 -Ir 63 10)
BC Her Min 53889.5219 .0002 RAT RCR −0.3814 GCVS 85 -Ir 133 1)
CC Her Min 54251.5038 .0001 AG +0.1730 GCVS 85 -Ir 74 1)
DD Her Min 54271.4623 .0023 AG +0.3629 SAC 63 -Ir 44 1)
DK Her Min 54239.4661 .0002 AG −0.1180 GCVS 85 -Ir 30 1)
DP Her Min 54239.4858 .0005 AG -Ir 29 1)
EF Her Min 54219.5161 .0004 AG -Ir 19 1)
ES Her Min 54220.5422 .0038 AG -Ir 11 1)
GL Her Min 54221.5864 .0015 SCI +0.0709 GCVS 85 o 33 2)
Min 54282.5576 .0007 AG +0.0728 GCVS 85 -Ir 32 1)
GU Her Min 54210.5128 .0026 AG +0.7494 GCVS 85 -Ir 30 1)
LT Her Min 54218.4095 .0021 SCI −0.0231 BAVM 69 o 84 2)
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LT Her Min 54244.4224 .0008 AG −0.0271 BAVM 69 -Ir 47 1)
MT Her Min 53861.4976 .0002 RAT RCR +0.0147 GCVS 85 -Ir 127 1)
MX Her Min 54262.4442 .0006 AG −0.5233 GCVS 85 -Ir 43 1)
V338 Her Min 54245.4916 .0005 AG +0.0778 GCVS 85 -Ir 33 1)
Min 54296.4149 .0001 WTR +0.0773 GCVS 85 -Ir 83 10)
V342 Her Min 54282.4613 .0006 AG +0.0141 GCVS 85 -Ir 32 1)
V387 Her Min 54219.4276 .0025 AG +0.0805 GCVS 85 -Ir 19 1)
V450 Her Min 54205.4528 .0014 AG +0.1266 s GCVS 85 -Ir 36 1)
V643 Her Min 54222.4676 .0030 AG -Ir 19 1)
Min 54282.3983 .0010 AG -Ir 32 1)
V687 Her Min 54217.4927 .0023 SCI o 42 2)
V719 Her Min 54240.5550 .0001 AG -Ir 26 1)
V728 Her Min 53116.4350 .0099 AG +0.0459 s IBVS 3234 o 16 1)
Min 53858.4766 .0003 RAT RCR +0.0464 IBVS 3234 -Ir 127 1)
Min 54240.4604 .0011 AG +0.0522 s IBVS 3234 -Ir 26 1)
V731 Her Min 54222.4375 .0035 SCI o 84 2)
V740 Her Min 53116.4894 .0002 AG o 13 1)
V742 Her Min 54212.4039 .0011 SCI o 23 2)
V829 Her Min 54204.4342 .0019 SCI +0.0164 s IBVS 5496 o 113 2)
Min 54204.6116 .0014 SCI +0.0147 IBVS 5496 o 102 2)
Min 54217.5082 .0045 AG +0.0179 IBVS 5496 -Ir 12 1)
Min 54223.4189 .0001 AG +0.0191 s IBVS 5496 -Ir 27 1)
V842 Her Min 54297.4523 .0004 JU −0.0386 BAVR 49,180 o 55 2)
V856 Her Min 54218.5711 .0014 SCI o 41 2)
V857 Her Min 54218.4067 .0020 AG -Ir 21 1)
V1033 Her Min 54210.4231 .0014 AG -Ir 28 1)
Min 54210.5730 .0002 AG -Ir 28 1)
Min 54217.4281 .0012 AG -Ir 17 1)
V1034 Her Min 54200.4918 .0009 AG -Ir 26 1)
V1038 Her Min 54000.3326 .0002 RAT RCR -Ir 71 1)
Min 54217.4252 .0013 AG -Ir 16 1)
Min 54217.5588 .0002 AG -Ir 16 1)
Min 54218.4999 .0054 AG -Ir 20 1)
Min 54223.4586 .0016 AG -Ir 32 1)
V1039 Her Min 54219.4172 .0017 AG -Ir 19 1)
V1047 Her Min 54217.4796 .0028 AG -Ir 16 1)
V1054 Her Min 54219.5206 .0029 AG -Ir 18 1)
V1055 Her Min 54240.4255 .0011 AG -Ir 26 1)
V1057 Her Min 54219.3895 .0061 AG -Ir 17 1)
V1062 Her Min 53116.4174 .0001 AG o 16 1)
Min 54245.4916 .0009 AG -Ir 31 1)
V1067 Her Min 54245.4315 .0009 AG -Ir 34 1)
Min 54245.5597 .0023 AG -Ir 34 1)
V1073 Her Min 53897.4145 .0001 RAT RCR -Ir 42 1)
Min 54220.5370 .0002 AG -Ir 11 1)
TY Hya Min 54171.4597 .0002 AG -Ir 58 1)
AV Hya Min 54136.3655 .0011 AG −0.0891 GCVS 85 -Ir 55 1)
DF Hya Min 54202.4026 .0036 AG +0.0161 GCVS 85 -Ir 19 1)
DI Hya Min 54172.3965 .0003 WTR -Ir 116 10)
AW Lac Min 53614.4933 .0026 AG +0.0336 s BAVR 35,1ff -Ir 29 1)
Min 54282.4964 .0010 AG +0.0380 BAVR 35,1ff -Ir 28 1)
CN Lac Min 54019.2717 .0010 MS FR −0.0201 GCVS 85 o 380 5)
FI Lac Min 54222.5178 .0017 AG -Ir 16 1)
IP Lac Min 54266.4009 .0020 AG -Ir 15 1)
LY Lac Min 54244.4170 .0013 AG +0.2271 GCVS 85 -Ir 36 1)
V339 Lac Min 53966.3832 .0007 RAT RCR -Ir 80 1)
RW Leo Min 54207.4032 .0019 SCI −0.1031 GCVS 85 o 28 2)
Min 54207.4065 .0003 AG −0.0998 GCVS 85 -Ir 48 1)
UU Leo Min 53764.388 : .001 RAT RCR +0.140 GCVS 85 -Ir 60 1)
Min 54199.4466 .0012 SCI +0.1483 GCVS 85 o 77 2)
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UU Leo Min 54199.4478 .0013 AG +0.1495 GCVS 85 -Ir 26 1)
UV Leo Min 54204.3933 .0019 WN +0.0128 IBVS 5338 V 118 11)
Min 54207.3828 .0016 WN +0.0019 IBVS 5338 V 149 11)
Min 54207.3829 .0001 SIR +0.0020 IBVS 5338 -Ir 677 7)
Min 54207.3842 .0008 AG +0.0033 IBVS 5338 -Ir 49 1)
Min 54213.3840 .0010 WN +0.0022 IBVS 5338 V 175 11)
UZ Leo Min 54207.4404 .0005 AG −0.1283 GCVS 85 -Ir 50 1)
Min 54216.4035 .0005 QU −0.1268 s GCVS 85 V 74 3)
VZ Leo Min 54199.4152 .0012 AG −0.0641 GCVS 85 -Ir 25 1)
Min 54211.3999 .0010 SCI −0.0684 GCVS 85 o 60 2)
XX Leo Min 54199.3939 .0029 AG +0.2500 GCVS 85 -Ir 25 1)
XY Leo Min 54174.4229 .0011 AG +0.0245 GCVS 85 -Ir 54 1)
Min 54174.5644 .0009 AG +0.0239 s GCVS 85 -Ir 54 1)
Min 54199.4233 .0045 AG +0.0244 GCVS 85 -Ir 26 1)
XZ Leo Min 53749.5137 .0002 RAT RCR +0.0380 GCVS 85 -Ir 116 1)
Min 54174.5850 .0030 AG +0.0481 s GCVS 85 -Ir 56 1)
Min 54199.4564 .0011 AG +0.0450 s GCVS 85 -Ir 26 1)
AL Leo Min 54174.4343 .0060 AG +0.0104 IBVS 3401 -Ir 28 1)
AM Leo Min 54173.3091 .0007 DIE +0.0092 GCVS 85 o 22 9)
Min 54192.3301 .0005 DIE +0.0086 GCVS 85 o 22 9)
Min 54196.3536 .0001 WTR +0.0084 GCVS 85 -Ir 71 10)
Min 54200.3772 .0005 JU +0.0082 GCVS 85 o 88 2)
Min 54202.3890 .0008 JU +0.0081 s GCVS 85 o 90 2)
Min 54207.3301 .0001 DIE +0.0109 GCVS 85 o 22 9)
Min 54207.5131 .0011 AG +0.0111 s GCVS 85 -Ir 49 1)
AP Leo Min 54173.3974 .0007 QU −0.0369 GCVS 85 V 51 3)
BL Leo Min 54172.3430 .0021 SCI o 23 2)
Min 54172.4862 .0010 SCI o 35 2)
Min 54172.6295 .0014 SCI o 25 2)
ET Leo Min 54193.3893 .0060 JU o 52 2)
EX Leo Min 54209.4219 .0020 JU o 80 2)
RT LMi Min 54199.3339 .0003 WTR −0.0068 s GCVS 85 -Ir 79 10)
VW LMi Min 54185.4263 .0009 JU o 73 2)
RZ Lyn Min 54200.3218 .0003 WTR −0.0995 GCVS 85 -Ir 50 10)
SW Lyn Min 53864.3788 .0002 RAT RCR +0.0394 GCVS 85 -Ir 56 1)
Min 54150.3488 .0024 DIE +0.0452 GCVS 85 o 22 9)
Min 54173.5324 .0005 AG +0.0425 GCVS 85 -Ir 68 1)
TY Lyn Min 54210.4685 .0004 AG +0.0644 GCVS 85 -Ir 191 1)
UU Lyn Min 54175.3512 .0001 WTR −0.0059 GCVS 85 -Ir 92 10)
CD Lyn Min 54172.4095 .0007 AG −0.0088 IBVS 4911 -Ir 94 1)
DU Lyr Min 54222.5192 .0010 AG -Ir 19 1)
LZ Lyr Min 53899.4200 .0004 RAT RCR -Ir 121 1)
Min 53999.3173 .0006 RAT RCR -Ir 78 1)
OT Lyr Min 54222.4568 .0005 AG -Ir 19 1)
V411 Lyr Max 52147.475 .005 AG o 25 1) 13)
V412 Lyr Min 54245.5069 .0007 AG -Ir 31 1)
V563 Lyr Min 53898.4535 .0003 RAT RCR -Ir 88 1)
Min 53900.4740 .0003 RAT RCR -Ir 96 1)
Min 53985.3918 .0003 RAT RCR -Ir 73 1)
V574 Lyr Min 54295.4577 .0006 JU o 37 2)
V580 Lyr Min 54300.4479 .0016 JU o 23 2)
V596 Lyr Min 54003.3377 .0003 RAT RCR -Ir 78 1)
CF Mon Min 54154.3158 .0002 AG -Ir 17 1)
GU Mon Min 53769.3520 .0008 RAT RCR −0.0060 GCVS 85 -Ir 64 1)
IU Mon Min 54116.3729 .0010 AG -Ir 22 1)
IZ Mon Min 53768.334 : .001 RAT RCR -Ir 74 1)
V395 Mon Min 54154.3438 .0017 AG -Ir 17 1)
V396 Mon Min 54154.3826 .0005 AG −0.0697 s GCVS 85 -Ir 17 1)
V442 Mon Min 53764.269 : .002 RAT RCR +0.030 GCVS 85 -Ir 48 1)
Min 54154.3628 .0011 AG +0.0397 GCVS 85 -Ir 17 1)
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V496 Mon Min 54154.3478 .0024 AG −0.0339 GCVS 85 -Ir 17 1)
V514 Mon Min 54154.4178 .0031 AG +0.0271 GCVS 85 -Ir 16 1)
V530 Mon Min 54026.684 : .001 MS FR +0.131 GCVS 85 o 27 5)
Min 54085.5429 .0003 MS FR +0.1308 GCVS 85 o 291 5)
V532 Mon Min 54096.4545 .0003 RAT RCR +0.0120 GCVS 85 -Ir 76 1)
V536 Mon Min 54150.3514 .0040 WTR −0.0066 BAVR 52.165ff -Ir 78 10)
V714 Mon Min 54024.6114 .0002 MS FR o 297 5)
Min 54154.3184 .0012 AG -Ir 17 1)
V843 Mon Min 54116.4529 .0022 AG −0.0706 s BAVM 147 -Ir 22 1)
Min 54149.3343 .0013 AG −0.0829 BAVM 147 -Ir 20 1)
WZ Oph Min 54244.4632 .0006 AG +0.0040 GCVS 85 -Ir 47 1)
Min 54288.3893 .0030 WTR +0.0033 s GCVS 85 -Ir 48 10)
AL Oph Min 54219.3956 .0053 AG -Ir 19 1)
V449 Oph Min 53503.4349 .0015 AG +0.0688 GCVS 85 -Ir 24 1)
V501 Oph Min 53860.5221 .0002 RAT RCR −0.0089 GCVS 85 -Ir 81 1)
V2553 Oph Min 53503.4509 .0016 AG -Ir 24 1)
Min 54219.3874 .0001 AG -Ir 19 1)
Min 54239.5251 .0015 AG -Ir 29 1)
CQ Ori Min 54016.5780 .0028 MS FR −0.0006 GCVS 85 o 121 5)
FZ Ori Min 54114.4574 .0013 AG −0.0629 GCVS 85 -Ir 36 1)
QT Ori Min 54114.3236 .0025 AG -Ir 39 1)
V343 Ori Min 53744.3740 .0004 RAT RCR +0.1850 GCVS 85 -Ir 96 1)
Min 54096.3535 .0008 RAT RCR +0.1947 GCVS 85 -Ir 56 1)
V392 Ori Min 53758.2596 .0006 RAT RCR +0.0016 GCVS 85 -Ir 56 1)
BO Peg Min 53941.4686 .0004 RAT RCR −0.0263 GCVS 87 -Ir 101 1)
BY Peg Min 53250.5212 .0028 AG o 22 1)
CE Peg Min 53936.4783 .0003 RAT RCR -Ir 119 1)
MQ Peg Min 53938.5321 .0011 RAT RCR -Ir 98 1)
BY Per Min 53992.5824 .0005 MS FR o 485 5)
Min 53995.464 : .004 MS FR o 196 5)
Min 54115.3481 .0058 AG -Ir 49 1)
CC Per Min 54115.4269 .0016 AG -Ir 54 1)
IK Per Min 54001.4451 .0017 MS FR −0.1490 GCVS 87 o 611 5)
KL Per Min 53987.4646 .0011 MS FR o 594 5)
Min 54085.2823 .0004 RAT RCR -Ir 82 1)
KR Per Min 53780.3702 .0003 RAT RCR −0.0154 GCVS 87 -Ir 60 1)
NZ Per Min 53751.2817 .0005 RAT RCR +0.0357 GCVS 87 -Ir 61 1)
V432 Per Min 54093.2740 .0003 RAT RCR −0.0081 s IBVS 3797 -Ir 65 1)
UZ Sge Min 53913.4436 .0005 RAT RCR -Ir 37 1)
AQ Ser Min 54207.4151 .0006 FR −0.2585 GCVS 87 -Ir 59 8)
AU Ser Min 53817.5223 .0001 RAT RCR +0.0097 SAC 73 -Ir 160 1)
CX Ser Min 54207.4727 .0004 FR −0.0757 s GCVS 87 -Ir 59 8)
GSC 2038.0293 Min 54192.6353 .0010 FR +0.0011 BAVM 177 -Ir 53 8)
Min 54213.4447 .0006 FR +0.0033 BAVM 177 -Ir 57 8)
Min 54221.3725 .0004 FR +0.0046 BAVM 177 -Ir 57 8)
Y Sex Min 53769.4429 .0005 RAT RCR +0.0010 BAVR 32,36ff -Ir 39 1)
Min 54173.3127 .0029 AG +0.0015 BAVR 32,36ff -Ir 30 1)
Min 54173.5234 .0018 AG +0.0023 s BAVR 32,36ff -Ir 30 1)
AL Tau Min 54026.528 : .002 MS FR o 330 5)
AS Tau Min 54115.3795 .0011 AG -Ir 45 1)
CR Tau Min 54141.3427 .0004 AG −0.0048 IBVS 4778 -Ir 34 1)
GW Tau Min 54136.3755 .0014 JU o 83 2)
V471 Tau Min 54136.3401 .0030 SCI +0.0113 GCVS 87 o 81 2)
TW UMa Min 54203.4304 .0009 AG −0.2428 GCVS 87 -Ir 83 1)
Min 54216.4301 .0002 AG −0.2441 GCVS 87 -Ir 173 1)
TY UMa Min 54195.3905 .0004 JU +0.0635 s GCVS 87 o 80 2)
UY UMa Min 54115.6130 .0024 SCI +0.0902 GCVS 87 o 75 2)
XY UMa Min 54192.3796 .0008 JU +0.0289 GCVS 87 o 74 2)
Min 54197.4085 .0012 JU +0.0284 s GCVS 87 o 80 2)
AA UMa Min 53765.4204 .0002 RAT RCR +0.0349 GCVS 87 -Ir 55 1)
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AA UMa Min 54186.4986 .0003 AG +0.0342 s GCVS 87 -Ir 100 1)
Min 54206.3923 .0006 JU +0.0325 GCVS 87 o 100 2)
AW UMa Min 54201.4057 .0030 JU −0.0654 GCVS 87 o 100 2)
IW UMa Min 54186.4386 .0004 AG -Ir 89 1)
RT UMi Min 54207.5026 .0004 AG +0.1106 GCVS 87 -Ir 217 1)
TV UMi Min 54222.3944 .0012 JU o 77 2)
NSV 8499 Min 53863.4756 .0001 RAT RCR -Ir 137 1)
AW Vir Min 53818.4245 .0001 RAT RCR +0.0173 GCVS 87 -Ir 32 1)
AX Vir Min 54219.3808 .0005 FR +0.0105 BAVR 32,36ff -Ir 79 8)
Min 54220.4306 .0042 FR +0.0065 s BAVR 32,36ff -Ir 44 8)
BH Vir Min 54206.4974 .0008 AG −0.0070 s GCVS 87 -Ir 58 1)
CM Vir Min 54204.5302 .0006 AG -Ir 68 1)
NY Vir Min 54206.3214 .0015 AG -Ir 60 1)
Min 54206.4221 .0015 AG -Ir 60 1)
Min 54206.5228 .0015 AG -Ir 60 1)
GSC 0278.0814 Min 54185.4915 .0031 FR -Ir 50 8)
Min 54186.5042 .0032 FR -Ir 50 8)
Min 54187.4817 .0054 FR -Ir 42 8)
Z Vul Min 54306.4498 .0004 QU −0.0075 GCVS 87 V 70 3)
AW Vul Min 53931.4193 .0001 RAT RCR −0.0115 GCVS 87 -Ir 44 1)
Min 54289.4837 .0003 SIR −0.0115 GCVS 87 -Ir 110 7)
AZ Vul Min 53897.5087 .0003 RAT RCR +0.0273 GCVS 87 -Ir 100 1)
BK Vul Min 53927.4440 .0004 RAT RCR +0.0359 s GCVS 87 -Ir 130 1)
BM Vul Min 53250.5223 .0012 AG o 21 1)
Min 53255.4244 .0027 AG o 29 1)
Min 53255.6126 .0008 AG o 29 1)
BP Vul Min 53933.4432 .0001 RAT RCR −0.0116 GCVS 87 -Ir 126 1)
IM Vul Min 53921.4692 .0003 RAT RCR -Ir 111 1)
Table 2: Pulsating stars
Variable M/m HJD 24. . . ± Obs O − C Bibliography Fil n Rem
TZ Aur Max 54136.3723 .0010 QU +0.0119 GCVS 85 V 66 3)
Max 54174.3650 .0013 WN +0.0121 GCVS 85 V 97 11)
Max 54203.3488 .0018 WN +0.0120 GCVS 85 V 87 11)
DN Aur Min 53386.307 .000 AG -Ir 38 1) 14)
Min 53386.612 .001 AG -Ir 38 1) 14)
Min 53387.539 .002 AG V 61 1) 14)
Min 53388.470 .002 AG V 38 1) 14)
Min 53410.363 .001 AG V 23 1) 14)
MV Aur Max 54176.383 .005 AG -Ir 25 1)
PY Aur Max 54171.456 .003 AG -Ir 53 1)
RS Boo Max 54185.324 .003 AG +0.019 BAVR 36,157ff -Ir 30 1)
RU Boo Max 54213.476 .003 AG -Ir 21 1)
SZ Boo Max 54186.418 .005 AG +0.008 SAC 73 -Ir 21 1)
Max 54201.579 .003 AG +0.007 SAC 73 -Ir 31 1)
TW Boo Max 54222.3767 .0007 QU −0.0264 BAVR 48,189 V 51 3)
VX Boo Max 54213.484 .003 AG -Ir 20 1)
WZ Boo Max 54186.493 .005 AG -Ir 20 1)
XX Boo Max 54185.532 .005 AG +0.014 GCVS 85 -Ir 30 1)
Max 54213.443 .005 AG +0.018 GCVS 85 -Ir 21 1)
CM Boo Max 54199.4190 .0005 QU −0.1024 GCVS 85 V 75 3)
CQ Boo Max 54216.4031 .0010 MZ −0.0223 BAVR 48,189 -Ir 112 2)
U1200-07442272 Max 54185.386 .003 AG -Ir 30 1)
AQ Cnc Max 54222.3877 .0018 WN −0.0707 GCVS 85 V 89 11)
CQ Cnc Max 54172.520 .002 AG −0.014 BAVR 49,41 -Ir 40 1)
EF Cnc Max 54172.380 .003 AG -Ir 41 1)
Max 54175.3577 .0028 SCI o 105 2)
RR CVn Max 54205.396 .005 AG -Ir 47 1)
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RZ CVn Max 54205.5304 .0019 WN +0.1069 BAVR 48,189 V 102 11)
Max 54221.4190 .0007 QU +0.1083 BAVR 48,189 V 66 3)
SW CVn Max 53080.588 .002 AG -Ir 42 1)
Max 54205.521 .003 AG -Ir 46 1)
TZ CVn Max 54176.364 .005 AG -Ir 25 1)
AP CVn Max 54187.439 .005 AG -Ir 23 1)
BN CVn Max 54208.4145 .0009 MZ +0.0602 BAVM 75 -Ir 78 2)
AD CMi Max 54187.298 : .002 WN +0.010 GCVS 85 V 62 11)
IU Car Max 54178.470 .003 HND o 57 4)
BI Cen Max 54258.358 .002 HND o 90 4)
Max 54277.387 .002 HND o 57 4)
KS Cen Max 54259.306 .002 HND o 65 4)
V480 Cen Max 54275.454 .002 HND o 53 4)
V595 Cen Max 54254.425 .003 HND o 60 4)
V753 Cen Max 54258.447 .003 HND o 85 4)
Max 54259.333 .003 HND o 75 4)
Max 54262.431 .003 HND o 65 4)
Max 54263.316 .003 HND o 82 4)
RZ Cep Max 54219.393 .003 AG −0.014 GCVS 85 -Ir 79 1)
GZ Cep Max 54213.476 .003 AG -Ir 55 1)
RT Col Max 54145.364 .002 HND o 87 4)
RW Col Max 54165.448 .003 HND o 53 4)
Max 54170.360 .003 HND o 20 4)
Max 54171.455 .003 HND o 24 4)
U Com Max 54187.562 .005 AG −0.002 BAVR 49,41 -Ir 23 1)
V Com Max 54203.3503 .0020 FR +0.0372 GCVS 85 -Ir 50 8)
AC Com Max 54201.4222 .0020 FR -Ir 49 8)
AE Com Max 54201.4702 .0030 FR -Ir 48 8)
AG Com Max 54175.434 .005 AG -Ir 31 1)
Max 54202.5172 .0020 FR -Ir 50 8)
AO Com Max 54206.3784 .0040 FR -Ir 46 8)
CU Com Max 54201.4618 .0015 FR -Ir 50 8)
CW Com Max 54201.5021 .0030 FR -Ir 48 8)
CY Com Max 54202.5749 .0025 FR -Ir 48 8)
CZ Com Max 54202.4769 .0020 FR -Ir 50 8)
GH Com Max 54203.5912 .0030 FR -Ir 46 8)
GR Com Max 54203.4474 .0040 FR -Ir 34 8)
HY Com Max 54218.3918 .0030 FR -Ir 79 8)
IQ Com Max 54203.5835 .0045 FR -Ir 44 8)
IS Com Max 54176.434 .005 AG -Ir 28 1)
RV CrB Max 54205.465 .005 AG −0.047 GCVS 85 -Ir 37 1)
Max 54210.435 .005 AG −0.051 GCVS 85 -Ir 29 1)
UY CrB Max 54221.529 .005 AG -Ir 30 1)
X Crt Max 54254.375 .005 HND o 52 4)
SW Cru Max 54275.310 .002 HND o 55 4)
Max 54276.292 .002 HND o 61 4)
XX Cyg Max 53975.5248 .0001 FLG +0.0020 GCVS 85 o 137 12)
DM Cyg Max 54001.3979 .0015 FLG −0.0004 BAVR 51,98ff V 135 12)
V882 Cyg Max 53935.3968 .0030 FR -Ir 33 8)
Max 54003.2741 .0030 FR -Ir 33 8)
Max 54029.4622 .0030 FR -Ir 27 8)
Max 54035.4604 .0030 FR -Ir 30 8)
RT Dor Max 54167.436 .004 HND o 45 4)
Max 54170.334 .002 HND o 29 4)
VW Dor Max 54166.437 .002 HND o 71 4)
Max 54170.437 .003 HND o 89 4)
Max 54178.423 .004 HND o 28 4)
VX Dor Max 54166.507 .005 HND o 57 4)
Max 54170.450 .003 HND o 59 4)
XX Dor Max 54144.397 .003 HND o 90 4)
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XX Dor Max 54170.383 .005 HND o 27 4)
Max 54171.344 .005 HND o 70 4)
AE Dra Max 54201.382 .005 AG -Ir 88 1)
DD Dra Max 54196.500 .003 AG −0.081 BAVR 49,6 -Ir 39 1)
Max 54200.425 .003 AG −0.078 BAVR 49,6 -Ir 90 1)
Max 54202.385 .003 AG −0.079 BAVR 49,6 -Ir 80 1)
Max 54206.623 .005 AG −0.089 BAVR 49,6 -Ir 80 1)
RR Gem Max 54192.3603 .0022 WN +0.0029 BAVR 47,67 V 159 11)
Max 54196.3250 .0011 WN −0.0054 BAVR 47,67 V 112 11)
Max 54198.3154 .0009 WN −0.0014 BAVR 47,67 V 84 11)
Max 54209.4368 .0008 WN −0.0042 BAVR 47,67 V 96 11)
Max 54217.3825 .0013 WN −0.0044 BAVR 47,67 V 122 11)
AK Gem Max 54161.6889 .0010 HMB −0.2285 GCVS 85 o 220 6)
Max 54162.7277 .0010 HMB −0.2484 GCVS 85 o 220 6)
Max 54163.7661 .0011 HMB +0.2606 GCVS 85 o 330 6)
Max 54164.8046 .0010 HMB +0.2405 GCVS 85 o 225 6)
Max 54168.614 : .001 HMB −0.185 GCVS 85 o 45 6)
Max 54169.6546 .0010 HMB −0.2029 GCVS 85 o 178 6)
Max 54187.6645 .0004 HMB −0.1906 GCVS 85 o 191 6)
Max 54188.7033 .0004 HMB −0.2105 GCVS 85 o 225 6)
Max 54195.6303 .0009 HMB −0.1649 GCVS 85 o 120 6)
GI Gem Max 54149.440 .003 AG −0.004 BAVR 51,40ff -Ir 20 1)
GU Gem Max 54141.369 .003 AG -Ir 30 1)
TW Her Max 54220.527 .003 AG −0.007 GCVS 85 -Ir 11 1)
AR Her Max 54203.578 .003 AG +0.029 BAVR 52,3ff -Ir 27 1)
EP Her Max 54271.427 .003 AG -Ir 44 1)
GS Her Max 54205.472 .005 AG -Ir 37 1)
HM Her Max 54210.341 .003 AG -Ir 29 1)
IT Her Max 54219.3947 .0026 SCI o 65 2)
Max 54219.5690 .0021 SCI o 72 2)
V447 Her Max 54203.541 .003 AG -Ir 27 1)
V552 Her Max 54239.380 .003 AG -Ir 30 1)
V596 Her Max 54210.529 .003 AG -Ir 30 1)
UU Hya Max 54171.364 .003 AG -Ir 56 1)
Max 54173.458 .003 AG -Ir 30 1)
UV Hya Max 54171.357 .003 AG -Ir 59 1)
Max 54173.475 .003 AG -Ir 30 1)
DT Hya Max 54259.314 .003 HND o 62 4)
FX Hya Max 54275.401 .002 HND o 54 4)
GL Hya Max 54197.3944 .0020 MZ -Ir 53 2)
RW Hyi Max 54144.405 .002 HND o 96 4)
RR Leo Max 54195.4457 .0005 QU +0.0397 BAVR 47,67 V 67 3)
Max 54195.4472 .0018 WN +0.0412 BAVR 47,67 V 135 11)
Max 54205.3991 .0013 WN +0.0404 BAVR 47,67 V 149 11)
ST Leo Max 54175.4301 .0004 QU −0.0196 GCVS 85 V 61 3)
Max 54197.4148 .0005 QU −0.0222 GCVS 85 V 65 3)
AE Leo Max 54187.3545 .0010 MZ +0.2105 GCVS 85 -Ir 78 2)
DM Leo Max 54210.4176 .0007 MZ -Ir 125 2)
Y LMi Max 54202.3495 .0010 MZ +0.0141 BAVR 49,41 -Ir 104 2)
U Lep Max 54145.450 .003 HND +0.046 GCVS 85 o 87 4)
SZ Lyn Max 54173.408 .001 AG +0.026 GCVS 85 -Ir 31 1)
Max 54180.4001 .0009 WN +0.0273 GCVS 85 V 104 11)
Max 54185.3401 .0012 WN +0.0254 GCVS 85 V 96 11)
Max 54186.4267 .0011 WN +0.0272 GCVS 85 V 111 11)
Max 54187.3918 .0017 WN +0.0280 GCVS 85 V 116 11)
Max 54188.3548 .0013 WN +0.0267 GCVS 85 V 91 11)
Max 54191.3688 .0010 WN +0.0273 GCVS 85 V 235 11)
Max 54191.4889 .0015 WN +0.0269 GCVS 85 V 235 11)
Max 54197.3950 .0012 WN +0.0268 GCVS 85 V 57 11)
Max 54202.3361 .0013 WN +0.0260 GCVS 85 V 75 11)
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SZ Lyn Max 54203.4208 .0008 WN +0.0258 GCVS 85 V 68 11)
Max 54223.4278 .0007 WN +0.0240 GCVS 85 V 135 11)
TV Lyn Max 54172.555 .003 AG +0.016 GCVS 85 -Ir 119 1)
TW Lyn Max 53098.484 .004 AG +0.052 GCVS 85 -Ir 51 1)
BE Lyn Max 54221.3942 .0009 WN V 111 11)
Max 54222.4490 .0008 WN V 70 11)
CR Lyr Max 53891.8176 .0023 HMB -Ir 38 6)
Max 53893.7974 .0032 HMB -Ir 37 6)
Max 53894.7811 .0047 HMB -Ir 24 6)
EZ Lyr Max 53948.4515 .0006 FLG +0.0276 BAVR 34,145ff o 55 12)
MW Lyr Max 53926.5133 .0022 HMB V 13 6)
Max 53930.4884 .0099 HMB V 71 6)
Max 53932.4773 .0012 HMB V 77 6)
Max 53934.4539 .0009 HMB -Ir 71 6)
NR Lyr Max 53898.7392 .0050 HMB o 71 6)
RV Men Max 54165.399 .004 HND o 38 4)
Max 54171.356 .004 HND o 130 4)
Max 54178.410 .003 HND o 31 4)
GM Mon Max 54084.8782 .0019 HMB -Ir 226 6)
TX Mus Max 54262.417 .003 HND o 91 4)
Max 54264.311 .003 HND o 68 4)
EM Mus Max 54277.406 .002 HND o 96 4)
V452 Oph Max 53503.483 .003 AG -Ir 24 1)
V785 Oph Max 53503.519 .005 AG −0.007 GCVS 85 -Ir 24 1)
BT Peg Max 53607.440 .003 AG +0.087 BAVR 49,105 -Ir 27 1)
DY Peg Max 53977.4504 .0005 FLG −0.0068 GCVS 87 o 114 12)
ST Pic Max 54167.358 .003 HND o 40 4)
HH Pup Max 54179.345 .003 HND o 34 4)
Max 54188.331 .002 HND o 45 4)
T Sex Max 54173.500 .003 AG −0.074 BAVR 51,247 -Ir 30 1)
V Sex Max 54173.409 .003 AG -Ir 30 1)
U Tri Max 54126.3537 .0004 MZ −0.0148 BAVR 49,105 -Ir 100 2)
RV UMa Max 54186.4057 .0005 QU +0.0076 BAVR 48,189 V 74 3)
SX UMa Max 54203.573 .003 AG −0.152 SAC 73 -Ir 84 1)
TU UMa Max 54152.4975 .0005 QU −0.0265 GCVS 87 V 60 3)
Max 54170.3439 .0007 QU −0.0251 GCVS 87 V 65 3)
Max 54171.4579 .0005 QU −0.0265 GCVS 87 V 80 3)
Max 54185.4000 .0005 QU −0.0258 GCVS 87 V 65 3)
Max 54195.4359 .0015 SCI −0.0278 GCVS 87 o 162 2)
Max 54205.4725 .0018 WN −0.0290 GCVS 87 V 108 11)
Max 54219.4157 .0010 FLG −0.0273 GCVS 87 o 196 12)
AE UMa Max 54171.4664 .0023 WN +0.0053 BAVR 48,189 V 103 11)
Max 54174.4816 .0002 WN +0.0100 BAVR 48,189 V 110 11)
Max 54175.4206 .0013 WN +0.0027 BAVR 48,189 V 85 11)
Max 54196.4976 .0009 WN +0.0056 BAVR 48,189 V 58 11)
Max 54197.359 .002 WN +0.007 BAVR 48,189 V 62 11)
Max 54197.4402 .0006 WN +0.0020 BAVR 48,189 V 92 11)
Max 54198.3850 .0009 WN +0.0006 BAVR 48,189 V 163 11)
Max 54198.4741 .0007 WN +0.0037 BAVR 48,189 V 163 11)
Max 54202.4288 .0007 WN +0.0016 BAVR 48,189 V 52 11)
GSC 4139.0289 Max 54192.3685 .0010 MZ -Ir 120 2)
AF Vel Max 54258.351 .002 HND o 64 4)
AN Vel Max 54188.407 .002 HND o 59 4)
ST Vir Max 54204.574 .003 AG +0.026 GCVS 87 -Ir 70 1)
XZ Vir Max 54211.4539 .0010 MZ -Ir 92 2)
BN Vul Max 53956.4045 .0011 FLG −0.0206 SAC 73 o 135 12)
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Remarks:
AG: Agerer, F., Tiefenbach MZ: Maintz, G., Bonn
DIE: Dietrich, M., Radebeul QU: Quester, W., Esslingen
FLG: Flechsig, Dr. G., Teterow RAT: Ra¨tz, M., Herges-Hallenberg
FR: Frank, P., Velden RCR: Ra¨tz, C., Herges-Hallenberg
HMB: Hambsch, Dr. F., Mol (B) SCI: Schmidt, U. Karlsruhe
HND: Hund, F., Windhoek (Namibia) SIR: Schirmer, J., Willisau (CH)
Ju: Jungbluth, Dr. H., Karlsruhe WN: Wischnewski, M. Wennigsen
MS: Moschner, W., Lennestadt WTR: Walter, F., Mu¨nchen
: = uncertain
s = secondary minimum
red = reduced results
C = CCD-camera
o = without filter
V = V-filter
-Ir = -Ir-filter
1) = ccd-camera ST-6 chip 375*242 uncoated
2) = ccd-camera ST-7
3) = ccd-camera ST-7E
4) = ccd-camera ST-8E
5) = ccd-camera ST-9 chip
6) = ccd-camera STL-11K
7) = ccd-camera Alpha Maxi chip KAF401e
8) = ccd-camera OES-LcCCD12
9) = ccd-camera pictor 1616XT
10) = ccd-camera Pictor 416XT
11) = ccd-camera Meade DSI Pro 2
12) = ccd-camera SIGMA 402 chip
Variables which possibly require a new classification
13) = GCVS-type EW:/KE: - possibly RR
14) = GCVS-type RRC - possibly EW
GCVS yy = General Catalogue of Variable Stars, 4th ed. 19yy
IBVS nnnn = Information Bulletin on Variable Stars No.nnn
MVS vv,ppp = Mitteilungen u¨ber Vera¨nderl. Sterne; volume,pages
SAC vv = Rocznik Astronomiczny No. vv, Krakow (SAC)
BAVM nnn = BAV Mitteilungen No.nnn
BAVR nn, ppp = BAV Rundbrief No.nn, page ppp
AA vv, ppp = Acta Astronomica volume nn, page ppp
U = USNO A 2.0 Catalogue
ERRATUM FOR IBVS 5657
Corrections to BAVM 173
V699 Cyg 53258.5458 AG must be deleted
ERRATA FOR IBVS 5802
Corrections to BAVM 186
AO Cam 53809.3529 RAT RCR correct value: 53809.3259
GK Cas 54212.5234 RAT RCR correct value: 54211.5234
ERRATUM FOR IBVS 5802 (BAVM 186)
GSC 0137501085 SIR all results must be deleted
ERRATUM FOR IBVS 5802 (BAVM 186)
GSC 03776.00170 52862.5033 AG has to be deleted
COMMISSIONS 27 AND 42 OF THE IAU
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Nova Sgr 2007 (= V5558 Sgr) was disovered by Y. Sakurai at10.3 mag on Apr 14.777
UT (f. Nakano 2007a). It was reovered on predisovery images by K. Haseda at mag 11.2
on Apr. 11.792 UT (f. Yamaoka 2007). On April 20, spetrosopi onrmation was
provided by Iijima (2007a), who argued that the objet ould be a rather peuliar nova
seen in the pre-maximum phase, and by Naito et al. (2007), who onluded the objet is
probably not a lassial nova. Later, Iijima (2007b) reapped the spetrosopi evolution
until mid July and onluded the objet is indeed a nova with a very peuliar behaviour. A
detailed desription of the rst three months of photometri and spetrosopi evolution
of Nova Sgr 2007 was provided by Munari et al. (2007a), that also highlighted the
similarity with Nova Cas 1995 (V723 Cas) and reported about their positive detetion
of the nova in the X-rays with the SWIFT satellite. Further evolution in optial and
infrared spetra were reported by Kiss and Sarnezky (2007a) and Lynh et al. (2007).
Aording to Munari et al. (2007a), maximum brightness ourred around July 10.0 UT
with V = 6:53, B   V = +0:96, V   I
C
= +1:22. Aording to the AAVSO International
Database, Nova Sgr 2007 went through ve further progressively fainter maxima.
Nova Vul 2007 (= V458 Vul) was disovered on August 8.54 UT by H. Abe at 9.5 mag
(f. Nakano 2007b). Spetrosopi onrmation was obtained on the following day by
Munari et al. (2007b), Buil (2007) and Fujii (2007). A desription of the spetrum
for August 18 was reported by Kiss and Sarnezky (2007b). Aording to the AAVSO
International Database, Nova Vul 2007 went through three distint maxima of similar
8.2 mag brightness on August 9, 13 and 19, before entering a stable deline.




photometri sequene around both novae. These
sequenes are based on the visual sequenes used by the AAVSO, with a wider olor range
for CCD alibration. To alibrate the sequenes, we obtained CCD photometry with the
Sonoita Researh Observatory 0.35-m roboti telesope on several distint photometri




lters and an SBIG STL-1001E CCD amera. Pixel size is 1:
00
25/pix




. Observations on eah photometri night inluded fol-





Landolt standard elds (Landolt 1983, 1992). The photometri sequenes are presented
in Figures 1 and 2.
Astrometry was performed using SLALIB (Wallae 1994) linear plate transformation
routines in onjuntion with the UCAC2 referene atalog. Errors in oordinates were
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less than 0.1 arse in both oordinates, referred to the mean oordinate zero point of





















047), lose to the oordinates




1, and by Ko (2007) at




8. No progenitor is visible on POSS plates within a few
arse from this position, whih would set the outburst amplitude to B  13:4 mag.
7.2 arse north of the nova lies eld star GSC2 S9JJ000329, for whih we measured psf-t













Table 1. Nova optial ompanions







V5558 Sgr 12.25 0.05 +1.39 0.05 +0.77 0.08 +0.73 0.06
V458 Vul 15.96 0.05 +1.80 0.08 +1.01 0.05 + 0.97 0.08





















049), lose to the oordinates reported by Nakano (2007b) at




9. Within 0.61 arse from our position of the nova
lies USNO-B1.0 1108-0460444, at atalog B=18.2 and R=17.8 mag. The blue olor and
B=10.5 mag outburst amplitude make this objet a viable progenitor for the nova.
7.4 arse south of the nova lies USNO-B1.0 1108-0460435, for whih we measured psf-t
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Nova Vul 2007 
J2000
= 19 54 24.63 Æ
J2000














a 298.643151 0.040 +20.927677 0.020 3 11.548 0.015 1.221 0.080 0.678 0.016 0.651 0.016 1.333 0.012
b 298.651372 0.023 +20.906116 0.041 3 12.522 0.018 0.623 0.003 0.377 0.012 0.406 0.014 0.788 0.012
 298.636528 0.040 +20.925733 0.077 3 13.054 0.023 1.948 0.015 1.153 0.020 1.162 0.030 2.331 0.025
d 298.623639 0.040 +20.857857 0.020 3 13.148 0.022 0.431 0.012 0.251 0.025 0.282 0.033 0.536 0.023
e 298.561497 0.053 +20.878355 0.143 3 14.089 0.026 1.319 0.045 0.744 0.041 0.780 0.037 1.535 0.034
f 298.585079 0.117 +20.880976 0.088 3 14.376 0.026 0.795 0.024 0.459 0.042 0.463 0.032 0.925 0.036
g 298.648972 0.117 +20.887449 0.150 3 14.522 0.019 0.902 0.080 0.510 0.040 0.498 0.042 1.009 0.049
h 298.619093 0.185 +20.838994 0.220 3 15.310 0.016 1.706 0.069 0.919 0.037 0.976 0.040 1.912 0.024
i 298.654575 0.348 +20.831294 0.299 2 16.103 0.008 0.719 0.037
 298.668638 0.081 +20.950372 0.022 3 9.826 0.017 1.167 0.006 0.624 0.008 0.590 0.013 1.216 0.016
 298.776093 0.139 +20.865219 0.065 3 10.020 0.018 1.169 0.008 0.628 0.012 0.570 0.017 1.197 0.010
 298.663720 0.089 +20.762015 0.027 3 10.138 0.025 0.061 0.003 0.062 0.008 0.083 0.017 0.143 0.016
Æ 298.780210 0.118 +20.991291 0.052 3 10.266 0.032 0.165 0.007 0.096 0.009 0.151 0.015 0.250 0.014
 298.741060 0.104 +21.016166 0.051 3 10.804 0.028 0.982 0.011 0.542 0.011 0.504 0.009 1.045 0.005
 298.513049 0.083 +20.806158 0.020 3 11.154 0.023 0.164 0.007 0.109 0.006 0.141 0.015 0.250 0.012
 298.616811 0.051 +20.781844 0.035 3 11.444 0.019 0.510 0.005 0.304 0.009 0.318 0.011 0.624 0.010
 298.609665 0.043 +20.978029 0.026 3 11.959 0.020 1.363 0.014 0.756 0.008 0.698 0.015 1.455 0.015




photometri omparison sequene around Nova Vul 2007. The ross indiates the
nova. N is the number of nights in whih the given star has been measured in the given band. The




area entered on the nova and




area is zoomed in on the left panel.
 = HD 345257 (K5),  = HD 345267 (K2),  = HD 345266 (B5), Æ = HD 345268 (B8),
 = HD 345256 (G5) and  = HD 345264 (A2).
4 IBVS 5803
Nova Sgr 2007 
J2000
= 18 10 18.26 Æ
J2000














a 272.538878 0.034 {18.796609 0.057 4 11.732 0.023 1.716 0.019 0.973 0.014 0.916 0.020 1.888 0.024
b 272.611939 0.042 {18.768947 0.040 4 12.330 0.035 0.489 0.018 0.337 0.032 0.337 0.020 0.674 0.021
 272.568396 0.037 {18.766809 0.040 4 12.790 0.030 1.554 0.015 0.854 0.023 0.751 0.014 1.597 0.027
d 272.561203 0.028 {18.791726 0.051 4 12.795 0.028 0.555 0.014 0.337 0.026 0.360 0.016 0.700 0.022
e 272.531353 0.039 {18.763034 0.055 4 13.076 0.029 0.653 0.025 0.407 0.031 0.446 0.014 0.858 0.024
f 272.627226 0.050 {18.804664 0.034 4 13.196 0.032 1.308 0.025 0.829 0.031 0.796 0.019 1.625 0.037
g 272.623339 0.044 {18.755838 0.033 4 13.471 0.029 0.785 0.024 0.491 0.033 0.455 0.016 0.943 0.030
h 272.551990 0.098 {18.765991 0.108 4 13.768 0.047 0.625 0.025 0.403 0.057 0.502 0.020 0.917 0.036
i 272.606784 0.103 {18.759362 0.079 4 14.010 0.043 0.720 0.043 0.415 0.049 0.414 0.043 0.830 0.054
j 272.524881 0.155 {18.756105 0.146 4 14.644 0.041 0.922 0.037 0.493 0.040 0.606 0.050 1.114 0.066
l 272.574081 0.246 {18.773926 0.207 4 14.993 0.048 0.831 0.094 0.510 0.087 0.569 0.029 1.087 0.076
 272.645233 0.039 {18.700251 0.045 4 8.726 0.028 1.181 0.013 0.628 0.038 0.516 0.064 1.134 0.101
 272.742383 0.039 {18.824034 0.035 4 9.163 0.030 0.138 0.011 0.071 0.020 0.095 0.014 0.167 0.022
 272.547984 0.044 {18.931866 0.067 4 9.397 0.029 1.149 0.012 0.626 0.021 0.580 0.009 1.203 0.017
Æ 272.715511 0.028 {18.728065 0.037 4 9.864 0.032 0.262 0.019 0.162 0.026 0.167 0.020 0.328 0.019
 272.578128 0.046 {18.659235 0.036 4 10.079 0.033 0.209 0.012 0.138 0.030 0.164 0.012 0.304 0.021
 272.699868 0.014 {18.675985 0.037 4 10.601 0.030 0.509 0.010 0.328 0.028 0.324 0.020 0.651 0.016
 272.426442 0.046 {18.681610 0.028 4 11.127 0.024 0.554 0.016 0.350 0.033 0.393 0.020 0.748 0.017
 272.609916 0.028 {18.868806 0.059 4 11.180 0.025 1.678 0.012 1.005 0.020 0.947 0.010 1.951 0.018
 272.678816 0.020 {18.748600 0.025 4 11.392 0.034 1.561 0.026 0.848 0.037 0.755 0.012 1.596 0.024
 272.634969 0.031 {18.713396 0.047 4 11.718 0.030 0.369 0.008 0.200 0.021 0.243 0.014 0.447 0.013
 272.679044 0.048 {18.647745 0.028 4 12.026 0.036 0.535 0.009 0.335 0.030 0.328 0.020 0.662 0.025
 272.499717 0.048 {18.771681 0.049 4 12.602 0.027 0.402 0.020 0.214 0.023 0.287 0.033 0.509 0.036




photometri omparison sequene around Nova Sgr 2007. The ross indiates the
nova. N is the number of nights in whih the given star has been measured in the given band. The




area entered on the nova and




area is zoomed in on the left panel.
 = HD 166240 (K0III),  = HD 166322 (B9IV), = HD 166145 (G5/G6III), Æ = HD 312752 (A0),
 = HD 166189 (B9II) and  = HD 312750.
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The RV Tauri star LV Del was observed by the Indiana University 0.41 meter auto-
mated photometri telesope (a.k.a., Robosope) from 1990 to 2003, and was rst noted
by Honeyutt et al. (1992). The V magnitude light urve of LV Del is presented in Fig-
ure 1, and onsists of 1263 data points aquired from JD 2448420 through JD 2452919.
We have redued the light urve using the method of ensemble photometry on an inho-
mogeneous data set (Honeyutt, 1992), and the error bars represent the unertainty of
the dierential photometry. The zero point has an unertainty (standard deviation of the
mean) of 0.006 mag, determined using standards from the eld of HR Del (Henden &
Honeyutt, 1997), in whih LV Del lies.
























A Fourier transform of the data, presented in the top panel of Figure 2, gives 96.2d as
the dominate period. To demonstrate spetral leakage and aliasing, in the bottom panel
we present a FT of a sine wave having the same period and amplitude; this wave has
been evaluated at the same JDs as the atual light urve. Visual inspetion of the light
urve indiates that the 96.2d signal is not the \formal" RV Tauri period, but rather is
the rst harmoni, implying a value of 192.4d for the formal period. Visual inspetion
also suggests that the traditional RV Tauri \double hump" feature orresponding to the
formal period is poorly expressed after about 1996 - 1997. The appearane of the light
urve after this point is \Cepheid-like", whih is one of the typial irregularities exhibited
by RV Tauri stars (Tsesevih, 1975); this apparent behavior is quantitatively supported
by the dominane of the rst harmoni in the FT, while no signiant peak orresponding
to the predited formal period appears to present.
In order to test for any systemati hanges in the period (another irregularity noted
by Tsesevih, 1975), we have applied Fourier transforms to the light urve in two year
overlapping windows (i.e., 12 suh windows were used). A least squares t to the resulting
values of the rst harmoni period versus time gives a rate of 0:10  0:27 day/year,
indiating no signiant hange in period.
Visual inspetion of the light urve of LV Del suggests two other phenomena of interest:
rst, there appears to be a long term systemati variation of the mean brightness; seond,
there appears to be variation in the amplitude of the rst harmoni, on a similarly long
time sale. We examine the rst in the top panel of Figure 3, whih plots the mean
brightness for one whole yle out of eah year of data (with error bars representing the
standard deviation of the mean), along with a sinusoidal t. Note that points for 1997 and
1999 have been omitted due to the data being more sparse in those years. The variations
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are larger than the errors, thus substantiating the presene of this signal, and identifying
LV Del as a member of RVb photometri sublass (i.e., those exhibiting suh long term
variations; see, e.g., Tsesevih, 1975). The tted sinusoid has a period of 1636.3d, a mean
magnitude of 14.79, and an overall amplitude of 0.24 mag. Visual inspetion suggests that
these variations are not in fat stritly periodi, whih is not unommon for RVb stars
(Tsesevih, 1975; Fokin, 1994). Two low frequeny peaks, at 1762d and 1017d, also
suggest the presene and irregularity of suh a signal. It has been proposed (Tsesevih,
1975; Fokin 1994) that the seondary variability of the RVb lass may be due to their
being a member of a binary system in whih they are periodially elipsed by the ejetion












To examine the apparent variation in pulsational amplitude, in the bottom panel of
Figure 3 we plot the average amplitude for the same yles as used for the top panel (in
magnitudes; again, 1997 and 1999 have been omitted), with typial errors, and again with
a sinusoidal t. The errors are signiantly smaller than the variations, thus verifying
the presene of this variation in amplitude. The sinusoid has a period 1369.3d, where as
that in top panel has a period of 1636.3d, and lags that in bottom panel by a phase of
3.7 years. For some RVb stars, these two variations are in phase (Tsesevih, 1975). In the
ase of LV Del, if we ompare the data points in the two panels, we see that they appear
to be in phase only during roughly the rst half of the data set; however, the sinusoid ts
indiate that, on average, the two variations are not in phase. This apparent shift in the
behavior of the light urve is roughly orrelated with the shift to Cepheid-like behavior
mentioned above. If the star is in fat a binary, this orrelation ould support the idea
that RVb stars are lose binary systems, as proposed by Fokin (1994), whih might allow
a physial orrelation between the pulsation and the binary nature.
4 IBVS 5804
The haoti nature of the light urves of the RV Tauri stars AC Her (RVa) and R St
(RVb) has been established (Kollath et al., 1998; Kollath, 1990). We have tested for
haos in the light urve of LV Del using the TISEAN non-linear time analysis pakage
(Hegger et al., 1999). Note that this analysis was performed using a spline-smoothed
light urve, with one day spaing, in order to insure uniform spaing and to maximize the
available information, given that the non-linear time series analysis is very sensitive to
noise. Following the proedure of Kiss & Szatmary (2002), we used the TISEAN pakage
to generate a phase spae reonstrution of the data, and used the resulting phase spae
vetors to generate Broomhead-King projetions of the phase spae. The presene of
intersetions and usps appeared to be minimized for an embedding dimension of 4, and
so we may take this as a tentative indiator of the embedding dimension of the phase
spae (see, e.g., Kollath et al., 1998). However, the projetions were quite noisy, and
no signiant struture was apparent. Given the high data density of both the real and
smoothed light urves, this is an indiation that the data set is simply too short to obtain
informative results. In this regard, we may ompare to the data of Kollath (1990), Kollath
et al. (1998), and Kiss & Szatmary (2002) who had data sets of 32 years, 150 years, and
100 years, respetively.
A quantitative measure of the haos present in a signal an be ahieved by alulating
the maximal Lyapunov exponent, whih is a measure of the exponential growth of the
innitesimal perturbations whih lead to haos (Hegger et al., 1999). If haos is present
the maximal exponent should be positive (e.g., Kiss & Szatmary, 2002). Again using
the proedure laid out by Kiss & Szatmary (2002), we have used the TISEAN pakage
to alulate the maximal Lyapunov exponent, nding a value of 0:0238  0:0031, whih
quantitatively indiates the presene of haos. Again note that the spline-smoothed light
urve was used.
The analysis herein has identied LV Del as an RV Tauri star of the RVb sublass.
Although the formal period is poorly expressed, the irregularities exhibited by this star
are typial of RV Tauri stars. The hange in the behavior of the amplitude variations from
being in phase to being out of phase with the long term variations in mean brightness
may be orrelated with the hange to Cepheid-like behavior exhibited in the light urve,
but we an only speulate as to the physial origin of either eet. The positive value
of the maximal Lyapunov exponent indiates the presene of haos in the light urve,
but this must be taken with aution, as a longer data set would provide more ertain
results (see, e.g., Kiss et al., 1998). The Broomhead-King projetions of the phase spae
trajetories suggest that the light urve is embedded in a low-dimension phase spae with
an embedding dimension of 4, but this is only tentative.
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Strohmeier and Knigge (1961) disovered that CN Cam is variable and lassied it as
an elipsing system. It was shown to be a type ab RR Lyrae star by Campos-Cuarella,
Nomen-Torres, Gomez-Forrellad and Garia-Melendo (1996); they made CCD observa-
tions of the star in B and V for 12 nights between 16 Deember 1995 and 12 February 1996.










magnitudes in V and B respetively). They gave the following ephemeris:
HJD
max
= 2450080:588 0:002 + 0:6214 0:0001 E (1)
New photometri observations were needed, not only to improve the ephemeris but
beause Campos-Cuarella et al. only gave the PPM magnitude for their omparison
star, SAO 001899; onsequently the zero-points of their magnitudes need to be heked.
We observed this omparison star on ve nights and found V = 10:201  0:003 and
B   V = +0:
m
356 0:005. The variable and this omparison star were observed in 1998,
1999 and 2004 (Fig. 1) and we found the following ephemeris:
HJD
max
= 2450080:588 0:002 + 0:621445 0:000002 E (2)
The photometri observations in 1998 and 1999 were made with the Kitt Peak 0.9-m
telesope using a 512  512 Tektronix hip under the ontrol of the CCDPHOT program
(Tody & Davis 1992, Kinman 1998). The observations in 2004 were made with the
ommerial roboti f/7 0.8-m Rithey-Chretien telesope at the Tenagra Observatory in
Arizona (Shwartz, 2007). The detetor on this telesope was a 1024  1024 SITe CCD.
These data were redued with standard IRAF routines (Tody, 1993).
Our photometri observations (Table 1) give hV i = 9:
m





about 0.1 mag brighter than the value found by Campos-Cuarella et al. although the




49 in V and B respetively) are lose to their values.










Wils et al. (2004) used the data in the The Northern Sky Variability Survey (Wozniak
et al., 2004) to give the following ephemeris for CN Cam:
HJD
max
= 2451628:65 + 0:62149 E (3)
1
The National Optial Astronomy Observatories are operated by the Assoiation of Universities for Researh in Astron-
omy, In., under ooperative agreement with the National Siene Foundation
2 IBVS 5805
This does not agree well with our ephemeris nor the epoh of maximum given by Campos-
Cuarella et al. Our examination of the Northern Sky Variability Survey shows that the
best dened maximum in this data is given by the three observations at
JD(hel) 2451311.6756, 2451311.6778 and 2451311.6787. If we take their epoh of maxi-
mum light to be the mean of these three epohs (JDhel 2451311.677), we nd a phase
of 0.010 with our ephemeris and a phase of 0.979 with the ephemeris of Wils et al. We
therefore onsider that there is no disrepany between our ephemeris and the data of
the Northern Sky Variability Survey, but that our ephemeris is to be preferred to that of
Wils et al.
Radial veloities of CN Cam were obtained using the WIYN 3.5 m telesope and the
Hydra ber spetrograph in July, 1998. A spetral region of 510

A entered on 4315
was used (0.26

A per pixel or 0.8

A resolution). The veloity standard HD 136202
(Sp Type F8 III-IV, +54.4 km s
 1
, Sarfe et al., 1990; Jeery et al., 2007) was used as
the template (using the whole spetrum inluding H) to measure the radial veloities.
HD 128167 (Sp Type F2 V, +0.04 km s
 1
, Fekel, 1999) was observed as a hek. The
phases of the spetra were derived from our ephemeris and the -veloities were derived
following Liu (1991). The results are given in Table 1 where T is the UT time (start),
t is the integration time, JD
hel
is the helioentri Julian date,  is the phase, V
hel
is the
helioentri radial veloity and V

is the derived -veloity.
Table 1. Radial veloities of CN Cam and Veloity standards.










CN Cam Jul 12 05:15 300 1006.7181 0.270  82.7  98.9
CN Cam Jul 12 05:25 600 1006.7269 0.284  81.3  98.4
HD 136202 Jul 12 05:42 100 1006.7405    +54.2   
HD 136202 Jul 12 05:49 300 1006.7467    +54.4   
HD 128167 Jul 14 03:52 60 1008.6615    +0.9   
HD 136202 Jul 14 03:58 90 1008.6686    +54.4   
CN Cam Jul 14 04:12 900 1008.6775 0.424  72.9  98.8
Jursik & Kovas (1996), Kovas & Walker (2001) and Sandage (2004) have shown
that the metalliity [Fe/H℄ an be derived from the shape of the light urve and period of
an RR Lyrae star. A Fourier ombination 
31
of 2.467 was derived from the V light urve
given by Campos-Cuarella et al. (1996); this gave [Fe/H℄ =  1.095 using Sandage's
equation (3). A visual amplitude of 0:
m
357 gave [Fe/H℄ =  1.013 with Sandage's equation
(6) while a rise-time of 0.25 gave [Fe/H℄ =  1.135 with Sandage's equation (7). These
agree well with the approximate [Fe/H℄ =  1.2 that Castelli (2004) derived from our
1998 Jul 14 spetrum by omparison with spetra derived from model atmospheres. If we

















4 and b = +35:
Æ
3) was taken from Shlegel et al. (1998) to give a distane of
594 p. If we assume a 10% error in the parallax (1.684 mas), and the TYCHO proper
motions 

=  113.21.1 mas, 
Æ
=  81.51.1 (Hog et al., 2000), we get the following
helioentri galati oordinates in km s
 1
:
U =  222 24; V =  338 24 and W = +27 8
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using the right-handed system whih is positive towards the Galati Centre, the diretion
of Galati rotation and the North Galati Pole (Johnson & Soderblom, 1987). CN Cam
is therefore a halo RR Lyrae star with a signiant retrograde galati rotation and is
onsequently likely to belong to an areted halo population (Kinman et al., 2007).
We are grateful to Franiso Campos-Cuarella for sending us their data so that the
Fourier analysis ould be made. We also thank Fiorella Castelli for deriving a metalliity
from our spetrum of CN Cam.
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Figure 1. Fig. 1 (above) The (B   V ) olours and (below) the V magnitude of CN Cam as a funtion
of phase (). 1998 observation (triangles), 1999 observations (open irles) and 2004 observations (lled
irles).
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PHOTOELECTRIC MINIMA OF SOME ECLIPSING BINARY STARS
KRAJCI, TOM
PO Box 1351 Cloudroft, New Mexio 83117; e-mail: tom krajitularosa.net
Observatory and telesope:
Observations were onduted in Cloudroft, New Mexio. 28m Shmidt-
Cassegrain, 2640 mm foal length. German equatorial mount.
Detetor: SBIG ST-7E, -25
Æ
C, overing 85 arminutes, 18 miron
pixels (binned 22). Unltered.
Method of data redution:
All CCD frames alibrated with bias, dark, and at frames using AIP4WIN soft-
ware. Dierential aperture photometry performed using AIP4WIN software
y
.
Method of minimum determination:
Digital traing paper method, bisetion of hords, urve tting, and (oasionally)
Kwee and van Woerden (1956).
Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
HV Aqr 2454012.6534 0.0003 I None
V1647 Aql 2453930.6824 0.0003 II None
V1647 Aql 2453930.9199 0.0005 I None
DO Aur 2454048.8796 0.0003 I None
EM Aur 2454137.7738 0.0003 II None
S Cn 2453876.9159 0.0010 I None
XZ Cn 2454049.9853 0.0004 I None
BI CVn 2454137.9636 0.0002 I None
RR CMa 2454045.9819 0.0002 I None
AD CMa 2454055.9368 0.0002 I None
CV CMa 2454044.9377 0.0008 II None Apsidal motion
BQ Cap 2453994.7980 0.0015 I None Period 1.47409d
RZ Cas 2453989.8576 0.0003 I None
GK Cas 2454031.8360 0.0002 I None
NU Cas 2454078.6502 0.0002 I None
GW Cep 2453957.9704 0.0007 I None
GW Cep 2454137.6350 0.0002 II None
GW Cep 2454138.5914 0.0002 II None
y
AIP4WIN software available at: http://www.willbell.om/aip/index.htm
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Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
NR Cep 2454047.8227 0.0002 II None
DY Cet 2453994.9419 0.0002 II None Period 0.440792d
EK Com 2454169.8621 0.0003 II None
NU Cyg 2453919.8921 0.0003 I None Period 0.281122d
NU Cyg 2454277.9001 0.0003 II None
QW Cyg 2453917.7304 0.0003 II None
V500 Cyg 2453977.6723 0.0001 I None
V704 Cyg 2453989.6342 0.0002 II None
V842 Cyg 2453941.8300 0.0003 I None
V884 Cyg 2453919.7626 0.0004 II None Period 0.480053d
V1189 Cyg 2453995.6313 0.0002 I None
V1901 Cyg 2453996.7451 0.0005 I None
V1902 Cyg 2453989.6812 0.0005 I None Period 0.450204d
V1902 Cyg 2453995.7584 0.0002 II None
V2150 Cyg 2453994.6667 0.0008 I None Period 0.591859d
V2197 Cyg 2453972.6656 0.0003 II None Period 0.465748d
V2197 Cyg 2453976.6248 0.0003 I None
V2290 Cyg 2453958.8123 0.0002 I None
BQ Eri 2454056.8743 0.0006 I None Period 0.821981d
WW Gem 2454176.6753 0.0002 I None
DQ Her 2454194.8589 0.0003 I None
V1050 Her 2453918.6933 0.0004 I None
V1050 Her 2453988.6435 0.0008 II None
V1063 Her 2453906.7337 0.0004 I None Period 1.65981d
RX Hya 2454109.8898 0.0001 I None
DI Hya 2454058.9801 0.0001 I None
KW Hya 2454108.7935 0.0010 II None
VX La 2453918.9449 0.0001 I None
CW Lib 2453929.7171 0.0003 I None
GI Lib 2454192.9117 0.0002 I None
GV Lib 2454176.9311 0.0002 I None
GV Lib 2454277.7088 0.0006 II None
Del Lib 2454138.9684 0.0006 I None
SW Lyn 2454169.6670 0.0002 I None
DF Lyr 2453933.6540 0.0002 I None
V429 Lyr 2453975.8341 0.0002 I None
EH Mon 2454179.6989 0.0006 I None
EW Mon 2454050.9209 0.0002 II None
EW Mon 2454078.8256 0.0003 I None
HM Mon 2454053.8793 0.0002 I None
V524 Mon 2454052.8766 0.0002 II None
V634 Mon 2454075.7686 0.0005 I None
V709 Oph 2453975.6722 0.0008 I None
V641 Ori 2454058.8514 0.0002 I None
V1027 Ori 2454076.7923 0.0002 II None
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Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
BQ Peg 2454012.7412 0.0002 I None
BY Peg 2453957.8253 0.0002 II None
CF Peg 2453917.8006 0.0004 I None Period 0.413498d
CW Peg 2454273.8879 0.0001 I None
DX Per 2454049.8828 0.0004 I None
V364 Per 2453988.9165 0.0003 II None
V364 Per 2454109.5937 0.0002 I None
BL Pup 2454138.7848 0.0002 I None
V1068 Sgr 2453928.7201 0.0003 II None
V1963 Sgr 2453918.8250 0.0002 II None Period 0.825080d
V1963 Sgr 2453930.7890 0.0002 I None
MX Ser 2453906.8760 0.0010 I None Period 0.30776d
MX Ser 2454169.9725 0.0003 I None
RW Tri 2453972.9106 0.0002 I None
XY UMa 2454076.9392 0.0002 I None
XY UMa 2454173.6989 0.0002 I None
DN UMa 2454166.7367 0.0005 I None
DV UMa 2454179.7820 0.0002 I None
DV UMa 2454179.8675 0.0002 I None
IY UMa 2453838.6023 0.0002 I None
IY UMa 2453838.6763 0.0002 I None
IY UMa 2453838.7502 0.0002 I None
IY UMa 2453838.8241 0.0002 I None
IY UMa 2453838.8981 0.0002 I None
CM Vir 2454173.9112 0.0003 I None
DM Vir 2453919.6710 0.0003 I None
FO Vir 2454194.7473 0.0007 I None
HP Vul 2454271.8414 0.0006 I None
NSV 13635 2453996.6262 0.0005 II None
NSV 13638 2454030.6114 0.0003 II None Period 0.427415d
GSC 0594-0324 2453958.9374 0.0003 I None Period 0.241202d
GSC 0594-0324 2453975.9427 0.0006 II None
GSC 0742-0237 2454031.9763 0.0005 I None
GSC 0742-0237 2454049.0089 0.0006 I None
GSC 2484-0592 2454057.9386 0.0009 II None
GSC 0742-0237 2454166.5979 0.0005 I None
GSC 3449-0680 2454075.9657 0.0002 I None
GSC 3449-0680 2454174.6384 0.0002 I None
Aknowledgements:
This researh has made use of the SIMBAD database, operated at CDS, Strasbourg,
Frane (see referenes).
Referenes:
Kwee, K. K., & van Woerden, H., 1956, B.A.N., 12, (464), 327-330
SIMBAD astronomial database, http://dsweb.u-strasbg.fr/Simbad.html
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EARLY SPECTRAL EVOLUTION OF NOVA Vul 2007=V458 Vul
TARASOVA, T. N.
Crimean Astrophysial Observatory, Nauhnyj, Crimea, 98409, Ukraine; email: tayarao.rimea.ua
The star has been disovered as a bright nova on 2007 August 8.54 UT with the oor-












9 J2000 and had brightness of about V = 8 mag
(Abe, 2007; Nakamura et al. 2007). The nova has been given the oÆial name V458 Vul
(Samus, 2007). The light urve of V458 Vul based on AAVSO data (Henden, 2007a) is
shown in Fig. 1. During the light fading the nova showed loal ares up to 8th magnitude,
and then delined to 11th magnitude (Nakano et al. 2007; Buil & Fujii, 2007).
We obtained ve spetra on the 8th, 9th, 12th, 22nd and 24th day after the outburst
(i.e. observed maximum magnitude)when the nova was at magnitude V=10.1, 10.2, 10.5,
11.2 and 11.3 respetively. The dates of our spetrosopi observations are marked on the
light urve by arrows (see Fig.1).


















Nova Vul 2007=V458 Vul
             AAVSO
 
 
Figure 1. Light urve of V458 Vul based on AAVSO data. Arrows indiated the time of our spetral
observations
The spetral observation was arried out at the Crimean Astrophysial Observatory






, were observed in the wavelength ranges 3700-6190

A and 5600 -7600

A and





and overs the spetral range 4200 - 5300

A. The data were proessed
following standard proedures for CCD frames, inluding bias subtration, at eld or-
retion, wavelength alibration. The spetrophotometri standard HR 7679 (Kharitonov
et al. 1988) was used for ux alibration of the observed star. Four short time exposures
of the standard star have been obtained just before and after the nova observations.
All our spetra are shown in Fig. 2. The spetra are separated vertially by a onstant
oset. The rst two spetra were obtained before the seond maximum, the third spetrum
was obtained at the end of the seond maximum and the last two were taken during the
phase of slow deline.





































































































































































Figure 2. Spetrosopi evolution of V458 Vul. The lower four spetra are shifted downwards by one -
four units respetively in log (ux). Flux F








Data analysis shows that the rst two spetra, obtained during two onseutive nights
are quite similar. The H, FeII emission lines of the 27, 28, 37, 38, 42, 49, 74 multiplets,
and HeI 5876, 6678, 7065

A dominate the spetrum of the nova. The expansion veloity
(FWHM) is about 2700 kms
 1
for H and about 3000 kms
 1
for HeI lines. The line
proles of H and FeII lines have the rounded-topped form. The proles of the HeI lines
(but the HeI 4471) are dierent as they show \at-top" proles with some \jags".
On the third spetrum the strongest lines are the same as in the previous ones. But the
line proles dier notieably from two previous and subsequent spetra. The H emission
lines have a omplex prole showing a lear P Cyg absorption and a multiomponent
emission. While, the HeI line prole has evolved in asymmetri saddle shaped proles.
It is possible that the prole of the H emission lines is also saddle shaped and that the
multiomponent appearane results from blend with HeII multiplets (2 and 3). However,
we disard this hypothesis as the ux of the isolated line HeII 5412

A is lower than that
of the assumed blends. The analysis of the line proles will be realized in detail in a
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subsequent paper. The width of the H lines is FWHM  2600 kms
 1
, the HeI lines are
wider, FWHM  4000 kms
 1
. The ux of the H and HeI lines has also evolved dierently
with time. In partiular, the ux of the H lines dereased by a fator of 2, while that
of the HeI lines inreased by a similar fator in the time between our seond and third
observation.
The last two spetra were obtained within two days and are very similar to eah
other. However, they dier notieably from the previous spetrum. The line proles
of the HeI lines 5876, 6678, 7065

A evolved bak to \at-top" with \jags" as in our
rst and seond observations. While the prole of the H lines beame very similar to
that of the HeI lines. The width of the H and the HeI lines are FWHM  2900 kms
 1
and FWHM  3000 kms
 1
, respetively. The ux of the H lines beame again al-
most same as on the rst two spetra (inreased by almost a fator of two). The ux
of the other Balmer lines has pratially not hanged. The ux of the HeI 5876 and
7065

A lines beame notieably greater than on the previous spetra while the ux of HeI
6678

A line is almost not hanged. The intensity of the metal emission lines dereased.
The lines NI 5679

A and [NII℄ 5755

A , visible as weak emissions sine the beginning





A beame appreiable on the last spetra also. The HeII 4686

A line and the
blend of the NIII 4640





The nova showed several maxima near 8th magnitude, with minima near 10th magni-
tude between them. The spetra of the nova showed P Cyg proles of Balmer and FeII lines
when the magnitude was at maximum (see, for example, Henden, 2007b). Therefore, this
star has been lassied as a standard FeII-type nova in the Tololo system (Williams,
1992). However, our spetra, obtained between the 8th - 24th days after the outburst,
show that the nova better ts in the He/N lass. This is onsistent with the observations
by Skoda et al. (2007) and Kiss & Sarnezky (2007), who report broad and \at-top"
emission lines. We, thus, onlude that nova V458 Vul belongs to the hybrid nova lass
aording to Williams' spetrosopi lassiation.
Aknowledgements: This work was partially supported by the Ukrainian Fund of
Fundamental Researh F25.2/139. I am grateful to the referee Dr. E. Mason for very
useful omments.
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THE FIRST BV RI LIGHT CURVES AND ANALYSIS
OF THE SHORT-PERIOD ALGOL-TYPE BINARY DI Hya
MANIMANIS, V. N.; NIARCHOS, P. G.
Dept. of Astrophysis, Astronomy and Mehanis, Faulty of Physis, National & Kapodistrian University of





nding hart with the omparison (C) star marked; DI Hya is marked with a V.
North is up and east is to the left.
The elipsing binary DI Hydrae (AN 203.1932), inluded by Budding et al. (2004)
in their list of Algols was observed in our searh for near-ontat variables. The only
published light urve of DI Hya before this work appears to be an unltered (visual)
one by Brelsta, presented by Isles (1988). The observations were made at the South
Afrian Astronomial Observatory Sutherland Station, using the 1.0 m Cassegrain tele-
sope equipped with a CCD amera, liquid-nitrogen ooled at 180.5 K, with 1024  1024




3. The BV RI lters
were used. The dates of the observations of DI Hya were 13, 21, 22 and 23 January 2006.
The star 2MASS J 09065133-1231368 (USNO-B1.0 0774-0251554), loated 172
00
WNW of
the variable, was used as a omparison star.
Approximately 350 observational points were seured in eah lter, namely 351 in blue,
349 in yellow, 349 in red and 348 in the infrared. The period of the system is 0.6147132
days. The heights of the two maxima are equal within the observational error in all bands.
The seondary minimum is shallow and deepens onsiderably at longer wavelengths; this
fat indiates a large temperature dierene between the omponents. DI Hya is known
to have a spetral type of A6+[G8IV℄.
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Figure 2. The omplete B (upper) and V
(lower) light urves of DI Hya.
Figure 3. The omplete R (upper) and I (lower)
light urves of DI Hya.
Two times of minimum were extrated from our data, the seondary minimum at
HJD2453757:459280:0008 and the primary at HJD2453758:381320:0007. The latter
was used as a basis for the ephemeris used, ombined with the above orbital period of the
system.
All the observational points of all lters were used in order to analyze the light urves
with Wilson-Devinney program's PHOEBE 0.28 version (Prsa & Zwitter 2005) and obtain
a photometri solution of the light urves. We solved the light urves assuming that there
are no spots on the omponents of the system, sine no asymmetry indiative of spots is
present. Sine no double-line spetrosopy was available, initial values for the mass ratio
(q = 0:42) and for the inlination (i = 83
Æ
) were adopted from the tables by Budding
et al. (2004). Initial values of the system's other parameters were derived from the LC
part of the Wilson-Devinney programme. Also, the standard values for gravity darkening
oeÆients and bolometri albedos aording to the spetral types of the omponents
were used. The values of the limb darkening oeÆients are automatially interpolated
step-by-step by the PHOEBE program aording to the Van Hamme (1993) tables. The
results onverged assuming semi-detahed (with either star lling its Rohe lobe), as well
as detahed onguration for the system. The minimum 
2
rms value averaged for all
lters was ahieved with the mode in whih the primary lls its Rohe lobe (Mode 4) (these
errors are redued hi-squared values as they appear in the PHOEBE main programme).
In partiular, this mode gave an rms 
2
of 0.1214, while the mode in whih the seondary
lls its Rohe lobe gave an rms 
2
of 0.1271 and the mode for a detahed onguration
0.1232 (Mode 2). Table 1 shows the two best solutions we obtained (the Modes 4 and 2
of the original Wilson-Devinney program). The large dierene between the mass ratios
of the two solutions suggests a spetrosopi mass ratio is needed for a denite study of
the system.
The theoretial light urves of our Mode 4 solution, along with the observed ones, are
shown in Figure 4. A ross-setional surfae outline of the system is given in Figure 5
and a three-dimensional model of the system is shown in Figure 6. The relatively short
distane between the two stars (the entre of mass of the system is inside the body of the
primary) supports the assertion that this is a near-ontat system, and therefore it was
orretly inluded by Shaw (1994) in his seond atalog of suh binary systems.
Sine no double-line spetrosopy is available, the only way to estimate absolute pa-
rameters is to make assumptions about the absolute magnitude or the mass of the primary
and use the value of q obtained photometrially. Assuming that the primary has a mass of
2.01 solar masses, the value for a normal MS star of its spetral type, we get the following
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Figure 4. The observational points and the theoretial light urve tting for our model (Mode for
semi-detahed systems of the W-D program) and for the V light urve of DI Hya.














= 2:01 (assumed) M
2
= 1:42 0:070
and the bolometri absolute magnitudes:
M
bol(1)
= 1:92 and M
bol(2)
= 4:39
Aording to them, the primary omponent is loated relatively lose to the ZAMS
line (for stars of solar metalliity) in the mass-radius diagram, indiating an only slightly
evolved star, while the seondary omponent seems to have evolved slightly more. In the
region oupied by the 16 near-ontat systems studied by Niarhos & Manimanis (2002),
these stars appear relatively unevolved, espeially the seondary.
Figure 5. A ross-setional surfae outline of DI
Hya at phase 0.75 (Max II) for our solution using
Mode 4 of the W-D program.
Figure 6. Three-dimensional model of the sys-
tem of DI Hya as it appears at phase 0.25 (at Max
I). The entre of mass of the system (red ross)
is inside the body of the primary.
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Table 1: Light urve solution of DI Hydrae
Parameter Mode 4 Mode 2
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236 MINIMA TIMINGS OF ECLIPSING BINARIES
OBSERVED BY INTEGRAL OMC
SOBOTKA, P.
Astronomial Institute, Aademy of Sienes of the Czeh Republi, 251 65 Ondrejov, Czeh Republi;
e-mail: sobotkaastro.z
This study uses data provided by the Optial Monitoring Camera (OMC) onboard
the ESA INTEGRAL satellite (The International Gamma-Ray Astrophysis Laboratory).
There are four o-aligned instruments onboard the INTEGRAL satellite: (1) gamma-ray
imager IBIS (15 keV-10 MeV, eld of view 9 deg), (2) gamma-ray spetrometer SPI (12
keV-8 MeV, eld of view 16 deg), (3) X-ray monitor JEM-X (3-35 keV, eld of view
4.8 deg), and (4) optial monitoring amera OMC (Johnson V-lter, eld of view 5 deg)
(Winkler et al., 2003).
While the main goal of INTEGRAL is to provide simultaneous observations of high-
energy soures in all data bands, also the OMC data alone an provide important inputs
for various analyses of astrophysial objets.
During the observations, OMC is pointed to the same astrophysial objet as other
INTEGRAL instruments. High priority INTEGRAL objets are gamma-ray bursts and
other gamma-ray and X-ray soures. Optial data of the other variable objets are by-
produt.
But for short periodi variables, it seems to be an advantage. INTEGRAL often wath
entral objet for a ouple of days, so ontinuous light urves an be obtained. It allows
analysing light hanges of some short periodi variable stars as are elipsing binaries.
In this study I present 236 times of minima of elipsing binaries. OMC observations
analyzed in this paper overs time span from Otober 2002 to Otober 2006. Photometri
data were obtained through Johnson V lter. All times of minima were double heked.
Observatory and telesope:
ESA INTEGRAL satellite (The International Gamma-Ray Astrophysis
Laboratory)
{ 50 mm Optial Monitoring Camera (OMC)
Detetor: See tehnial details at (Mas{Hesse et al., 2003)
Method of data redution:
Data proessing was done by O-line Sienti Analysis pakage (OSA 6.0) on
Laboratory for Spae Astrophysis and Theoretial Physis (LAEFF) near Madrid,
Spain.
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Method of minimum determination:
The minima times were omputed using software AVE version 2.5 based on Kwee{
van Woerden method (Barbera 1996)
Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
XY Ant 53327.6489 0.0007 I 2
DY Aqr 52634.1942 0.0005 I 1
FK Aql 52766.1200 0.0008 2
FK Aql 52768.772 0.001 3
V342 Aql 52966.705 0.002 2
V342 Aql 53139.625 0.003 2
V917 Aql 52739.378 0.002 3
V917 Aql 53140.677 0.002 3
V964 Aql 52962.9449 0.0007 2
V1426 Aql 52709.1130 0.0004 1
V1426 Aql 53083.420 0.007 3
CV Cam 53377.1949 0.0006 I 2
CV Cam 53394.709 0.002 I 3
CV Cam 53410.779 0.001 II 2
CV Cam 53411.755 0.001 II 3
ST Car 53152.0927 0.0005 2
ST Car 53154.7996 0.0003 2
SW Car 52824.837 0.004 3
AS Car 52824.839 0.002 2
AS Car 53145.676 0.001 3
AS Car 53148.449 0.002 3
AS Car 53159.522 0.002 3
CO Car 53148.383 0.002 2
DQ Car 53145.1508 0.0009 2
DV Car 53143.478 0.002 2
EZ Car 53161.698 0.001 2
EZ Car 53152.1924 0.0008 2
EZ Car 53167.6421 0.0008 2
GL Car 53546.900 0.002 2
ZZ Cas 53346.966 0.003 II 3
ZZ Cas 53350.094 0.005 I 3
BS Cas 53552.1143 0.0006 I 2
BS Cas 53554.979 0.001 II 3
BS Cas 53557.397 0.001 I 2
KL Cas 53349.5960 0.0005 2
V459 Cas 53559.452 0.001 II 3
V646Cas 53275.117 0.001 2
V654 Cas 53348.417 0.003 3
V785 Cas 53565.452 0.001 II 2
SS Cen 53087.976 0.001 2
SV Cen 53539.884 0.001 3
BD Cen 52835.421 0.002 II 3
MN Cen 53536.441 0.008 3
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Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
V379 Cen 53989.826 0.001 3
V380 Cen 53372.149 0.001 3
V676 Cen 53028.5526 0.0004 I 2
V676 Cen 53033.8140 0.0007 I 2
V676 Cen 53035.131 0.001 II 2
V677 Cen 52652.331 0.001 I 3
V677 Cen 52652.8237 0.0006 II 3
V685 Cen 53536.810 0.002 2
V685 Cen 53543.952 0.002 3
V700 Cen 52839.7889 0.0007 2
V700 Cen 52840.553 0.001 2
XX Cep 53352.315 0.002 2
BB Cep 53046.07 0.01 3
CM Cep 53355.420 0.003 I 3
CM Cep 53366.583 0.004 I 3
AT Cir 53373.029 0.004 2
BB Cir 53211.2621 0.0004 1
BD Cir 53397.04 0.01 I 3
RZ Com 53385.7292 0.0004 II 2
RZ Com 53386.0668 0.0003 II 2
EK Com 52670.0214 0.0003 I 3
EK Com 53381.9364 0.0007 II 2
EK Com 53382.4716 0.0006 II 2
EK Com 53382.5968 0.0006 I 2
EK Com 53509.8057 0.0006 I 3
EK Com 53511.8135 0.0005 II 3
EK Com 53513.8093 0.0006 I 3
EK Com 53514.6147 0.0007 I 2
EK Com 53531.4103 0.0006 I 3
EK Com 53531.8114 0.0005 II 3
EK Com 53531.9460 0.0007 I 2
EK Com 53532.3460 0.0004 II 2
AB Cru 53534.394 0.001 3
AB Cru 53537.819 0.002 2
AC Cru 53534.2800 0.0004 I 2
AC Cru 53534.7251 0.0004 II 2
AC Cru 53545.5768 0.0006 II 2
AN Cru 53549.8031 0.0008 3
AR Cru 53541.184 0.004 3
AY Cru 53525.734 0.001 2
AY Cru 53528.935 0.001 2
AY Cru 53540.1222 0.0009 2
AY Cru 53543.319 0.002 3
AY Cru 53549.720 0.002 2
UW Cyg 53207.3156 0.0007 1
WZ Cyg 53040.2806 0.0008 3
WZ Cyg 53202.7655 0.0005 2
WZ Cyg 53206.2728 0.0003 2
CV Cyg 52625.082 0.003 II 3
4 IBVS 5809
Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
GG Cyg 52595.972 0.002 2
GG Cyg 52606.018 0.001 2
GG Cyg 52608.0257 0.0006 1
GG Cyg 52610.036 0.001 1
GG Cyg 52612.0474 0.0006 2
KR Cyg 52612.6234 0.0003 I 1
KR Cyg 52613.0512 0.0007 II 2
V388 Cyg 52613.0782 0.0007 2
V388 Cyg 52612.633 0.001 2
V442 Cyg 52613.0385 0.0004 II 1
V466 Cyg 52604.9663 0.0006 I 1
V466 Cyg 52606.3585 0.0004 I 1
V466 Cyg 52607.7506 0.0003 I 1
V466 Cyg 52609.1429 0.0004 I 1
V466 Cyg 52613.3164 0.0004 I 1
V466 Cyg 52616.0996 0.0003 I 1
V466 Cyg 52604.2725 0.0004 II 1
V466 Cyg 52607.0531 0.0004 II 1
V466 Cyg 52608.4450 0.0005 II 1
V466 Cyg 52609.8394 0.0004 II 1
V466 Cyg 52611.2290 0.0003 II 1
V466 Cyg 52614.0118 0.0002 II 1
V466 Cyg 52615.4033 0.0004 II 1
V466 Cyg 52616.7950 0.0004 II 1
V466 Cyg 52623.062 0.001 I 3
V466 Cyg 52624.4484 0.0005 I 2
V490 Cyg 52613.024 0.002 II 2
V689 Cyg 52606.371 0.001 3
V689 Cyg 52607.829 0.001 3
V689 Cyg 52609.2822 0.0008 2
V689 Cyg 52610.731 0.001 3
V689 Cyg 52612.1899 0.0008 3
V689 Cyg 52613.6452 0.0007 3
V689 Cyg 52615.104 0.008 3
V689 Cyg 52616.557 0.002 3
V809 Cyg 52606.055 0.001 I 3
V809 Cyg 52608.0198 0.0005 I 2
V809 Cyg 52609.9838 0.0004 I 2
V809 Cyg 52613.9121 0.0008 I 2
V809 Cyg 52615.8806 0.0008 I 2
V809 Cyg 52605.076 0.001 II 3
V809 Cyg 52607.0368 0.0008 II 3
V809 Cyg 52608.9952 0.0007 II 3
V809 Cyg 52610.9648 0.0008 II 3
V822 Cyg 52613.6636 0.0008 2
V822 Cyg 52616.1908 0.0009 2
V1011 Cyg 52607.071 0.001 1
V1011 Cyg 52610.308 0.004 2
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Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
V1011 Cyg 52613.5486 0.0003 2
V1011 Cyg 53342.442 0.004 3
V1034 Cyg 52613.0006 0.0009 I 2
SX Gem 53112.232 0.001 II 3
SX Gem 53112.927 0.002 I 2
AF Gem 53300.0698 0.0007 II 1
AF Gem 53300.688 0.003 I 1
AF Gem 53301.302 0.002 II 1
AF Gem 53301.9357 0.0003 I 1
AF Gem 53303.1783 0.0003 I 1
V829 Her 53573.9032 0.0009 3
AS Hya 53499.568 0.001 2
EZ Hya 53496.4425 0.0004 3
FO Hya 53499.4290 0.0008 1
UW LMi 53516.4313 0.0007 1
RR Nor 53211.9276 0.0005 2
TV Nor 53242.4533 0.0005 II 1
TV Nor 53408.678 0.001 I 2
GK Nor 53399.182 0.002 3
IT Nor 53227.3334 0.0007 3
IT Nor 53430.800 0.001 2
V456 Oph 53089.7944 0.0003 I 2
V456 Oph 53091.8267 0.0004 II 1
V502 Oph 53402.5929 0.0003 I 1
V502 Oph 53405.5412 0.0008 II 1
DZ Ori 52689.9811 0.0007 2
FT Ori 52939.0726 0.0004 1
V343 Ori 52690.0619 0.0004 2
GY Pup 52676.0519 0.0003 I 1
GY Pup 52676.6707 0.0002 II 1
GY Pup 52676.8749 0.0003 I 1
GY Pup 52677.0817 0.0003 II 1
GY Pup 52677.2881 0.0003 I 1
GZ Pup 52676.0137 0.0002 II 1
GZ Pup 52676.6538 0.0003 II 1
GZ Pup 52676.8149 0.0002 I 1
GZ Pup 52676.9754 0.0002 II 1
GZ Pup 52677.1347 0.0007 I 1
GZ Pup 52677.2953 0.0003 II 1
RS Sgr 53799.627 0.001 2
V457 So 52699.4299 0.0008 II 2
V562 So 53427.360 0.005 3
V569 So 53058.498 0.001 I 2
V569 So 53060.0718 0.0006 II 2
V569 So 53255.9086 0.0008 II 3
V569 So 53257.4725 0.0002 I 2
V569 So 53426.081 0.001 I 2
V569 So 53426.6035 0.0004 II 3
6 IBVS 5809
Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
V569 So 53427.6495 0.0004 II 2
V569 So 53429.737 0.005 II 3
CQ Ser 52888.9121 0.0007 2
Y Sex 52598.988 0.001 II 2
Y Sex 52600.036 0.001 I 1
Y Sex 52600.2478 0.0008 II 1
Y Sex 52600.4547 0.0009 I 1
Y Sex 52600.665 0.002 II 2
Y Sex 52600.8759 0.0005 I 1
Y Sex 52601.0844 0.0007 II 1
Y Sex 52601.2982 0.0004 I 2
Y Sex 52602.1320 0.0006 I 1
Y Sex 52602.3443 0.0008 II 2
Y Sex 52602.9703 0.0008 I 3
Y Sex 52603.188 0.002 II 2
Y Sex 52603.3950 0.0007 I 2
Y Sex 52603.6037 0.0006 II 2
Y Sex 52603.8143 0.0004 I 1
Y Sex 52604.0249 0.0006 II 1
RZ Tau 52867.6490 0.0004 II 1
RZ Tau 52867.8557 0.0004 I 1
RZ Tau 52868.0648 0.0003 II 1
BV Tau 52679.3175 0.0005 I 1
BV Tau 52680.2469 0.0007 I 2
BV Tau 52681.176 0.001 I 1
BV Tau 52688.6214 0.0006 I 1
BV Tau 52690.478 0.004 I 3
BV Tau 52679.7755 0.0007 II 2
BV Tau 52681.6333 0.0008 II 2
HY Tau 52687.8326 0.0009 2
EG Tra 53397.6685 0.0005 1
XY Vel 53163.714 0.001 3
AH Vir 52842.2377 0.0002 II 1
AH Vir 52842.4415 0.0003 I 1
AH Vir 52842.6460 0.0003 II 1
AH Vir 52843.4607 0.0004 II 2
AH Vir 52843.6649 0.0002 I 1
AH Vir 52843.8684 0.0004 II 2
AO Vel 52805.8838 0.0007 II 2
AO Vel 52978.607 0.002 II 3
AO Vel 52981.0223 0.0008 I 2
AT Vel 52984.26 0.01 3
AW Vel 52980.581 0.001 2
AZ Vel 52819.418 0.001 2
CK Vel 53160.734 0.003 3
DL Vel 52814.8289 0.0008 1
FU Vel 53169.7491 0.0008 2
FW Vel 53163.475 0.003 3
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Remarks:
The last olumn represents quality of data used to determine the time of the mini-
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We announe the disovery of a new variable star in the eld of the Seyfert galaxy





70-m telesope of the Crimean Astrophysial Observatory over 62 nights from 20.03.2007
to 17.07.2007. We used the CCD AP7p amera with a eld size of 515  512 pixels. The




. Typially, for eah observational night we




photometry of objets in the Mrk 290 eld was made with the aperture A = 12
00
. We
also observed the Seyfert galaxies NGC 3227, NGC 3516, NGC 4051, and NGC 5548
over the same nights. Some stars in the elds of these galaxies were alibrated earlier by






nding hart for the variable star 9 (marked by an open irle), the omparison star
(No. 1), and ontrol stars (No. 2, 3, 4, 6, 7). The Seyfert galaxy Mrk 290 is marked by two lines.
For aurate photometry it is important to searh for possible variable stars among
the referene star andidates. We used the 
2
riterion to single out the variable stars.
2 IBVS 5810
Figure 2. The Lomb-Sargle periodogram (upper panel), Stellingwerf periodogram (middle panel), and
the spetral window (bottom panel) obtained from the nightly average observational data on star 9 in
the B band.
We omputed the light urves for eah seleted star and alulated the 
2
value per one
degree of freedom as well as the ondene level for the 
2
 1 hypothesis. If the star
under onsideration is not variable, 
2
is lose to 1 in eah lter. For variable stars 
2
should be signiantly greater than 1. For star 9 
2
per dof was equal to 11.512, 20.174,




bands, respetively. So, star 9 turns out to be a variable
with high ondene level. Stars 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, and 7 are not variable stars, as 
2
 1.
Star 5 is a possible variable star, sine for this star 
2
was equal to 2.552, 3.147, 3.015,









stars 1-7. Stars 3, 4, 6, and 7 an be used as ontrol stars in addition to star 2 inasmuh
as they are not variables. Observations, proessing, and photometri unertainties were
desribed in more detail by Doroshenko et al. (2005).




photometry of stars in the eld of Mrk 290








1 14.926 0.008 14.078 0.015 13.600 0.009 13.188 0.011
2 14.599 0.008 13.880 0.006 13.466 0.006 13.061 0.006
3 15.616 0.010 15.075 0.008 14.731 0.007 14.431 0.007
4 16.138 0.012 15.213 0.009 14.648 0.007 14.143 0.008
5 14.514 0.009 13.461 0.008 12.836 0.007 12.328 0.006
6 16.086 0.013 15.470 0.009 15.091 0.006 14.748 0.010
7 16.094 0.012 15.454 0.010 15.059 0.006 14.675 0.008
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in the NOMAD1 atalog (Zaharias et al., 2004). The reddening map by Shlegel et al.
(1998) implies that E(B   V ) 0:
m





system. Figure 3 shows the observed light urves of star 9 and
ontrol star 2 (two upper plots).





(Fig. 2) revealed high peaks at the frequenies f=0.342, 0.659, 1.659, 2.659, et. /d. The
most signiant frequeny is f=1.659 /d, although the frequeny peak at f=0.659 /d
is only a little bit lower. The spetral window shows peaks at the frequenies f=1.001,
2.001, 3.001, et. /d. If the atual period orresponds to f=1.659 /d, the peaks with
f=0.659 and 2.659 /d an be onsidered as alias peaks due to resonane f=1.659 /d
with fw=1.001 /d. However, if the atual frequeny of variability is f=0.659 /d, the
resonane frequenies should be f=0.342 and f=1.659 /d, respetively. Almost the same
periods (Fig. 2) were revealed with the use of the Stellingwerf periodogram alulated by
means of the software developed by Pelt (1992). The phased light urves with P=1.518 d
(f=0.659 /d) and P=0.603 d (f=1.659 /d) are almost sinusoidal and have muh in
ommon (Fig. 3, two bottom plots). So, the true period is very diÆult to determine. It
is quite possible that the variable star belongs to short-period elipsing binaries. In this
ase the orbital period is P=1.205 d, the hypotheti primary and seondary minima of




bands (see Fig. 4). The phase urve with P=1.518 d does not ontradit the idea of a
single fast-rotating spotted star.
Figure 3. Observed light urves for star 9 and ontrol star 2 as well as phase urves of star 9 in the B
band with the period P=1.518 d and P=0.603 d. Nightly average light urves and the points alulated
from the sinusoidal model with P=0.603 d (open irles) are shown in the middle of the gure.
4 IBVS 5810
Figure 4. The nightly averaged observed light urve in B band (lled irles) and model tting (open






The mean V magnitude and olor indies of star 9 are V = 14:
m











637. The observed B   V olor index is normal to
the spetral K5   K6 lass. The variability amplitude derived from the average phase
light urves slightly dereases from B to I: B = 0:
m











053. Probably we observed a small blue are (Fig. 5) with an amplitude of
about 0:
m
1 in B on July 30, 2007. This are was not seen in the RI lters.
The observed dependene of the olor indies on V (Fig. 6) an be omprehended in





) olor indies derease. Suh relationships were observed, in partiular, in the
spotted stars LQ Hya (Alekseev & Kozlova, 2002), in the star HBC 379 (Grankin 1998),
and in V410 Tau (Petrov et al., 1994), and others. Suh olor hanges are onsistent with
those seen in some RS CVn stars with spot ativity, for example, in IN Com (Alekseev,
Kozhevnikova, 2004).
The exat variability type is diÆult to determine from only photometri data without
referene to spetral data. Nevertheless, we found that this star belongs to the spetral
lass K5 K6, its brightness varies with a period whih is slightly greater than 1 day, the
phase light urves are almost sinusoidal, and the variability amplitude is about 0:
m
1. These
results as well as the relationships between V and olor indies and the possible presene
of ares indiate that star 9 probably belongs to the lass of fast-rotating spotted dwarf
stars or to lose/ontat binaries with spot ativities (W UMa or RS CVn type systems).
IBVS 5810 5
We wish to thank Dr. Katalin Olah, Dr. Roald Gershberg, Dr. Konstantin Grankin,
and the referee for useful disussions. This study was partially supported by the Russian
Foundation for Basi Researh (Grant No. 06-02-16843).
Figure 5. The are on star 9 in B.
Figure 6. The relationships between the V magnitudes and olor indies.
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ERRATA FOR IBVS 5438, 5543, 5713
As Dr. Samus reported, the star erroneously labelled GSC 02850-01075 is really
GSC 00285-01075.
The Editors
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These stars were disovered and reported to be of RR Lyrae type by Boye & Huruhata
(1942), and Morgenroth (1934). Exept for V864 Oph and V2312 Oph (see details noted in
the remarks below), neither further observations nor ephemeris have been published until
today. Photographi plates of a eld entered at alpha Oph, taken with the Sonneberg
Observatory 40-m Astrographs during three intervals spread over the years from 1964 to
1994, were used to investigate the behaviour of these objets (see Table 1).
The given elements were obtained by means of least-squares solutions. Photographi
amplitudes were derived with respet to magnitudes of the omparison stars given in
Table 2. An extensive list holding the times of maxima derived an be retrieved as




First elements were derived from Northern Sky Variability Survey data (NSVS 13682138,
Max (hel) = J.D. 2451373.78 + 0:
d
50969) by Wils et al. (2006). The initial epoh given
in this paper was used for our period analysis.
V2312 Oph
First elements derived by Garrigos Sanhez (1996) ould be established and rened. In
addition to our observations, the CCD reorded maximum timing (J.D. hel. 2450241.467)
published in his paper was inluded in this period analysis.
This researh made use of the SIMBAD data base, operated by the CDS at Strasbourg,
Frane.
Referenes:
Boy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Garrigos San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Morgenroth, O., 1934, Astron. Nahr., 252, 389











































































































Figure 9. Light urve of V2312 Oph Figure 10. Light urve of NSV 9004
Table 1. Summary of this paper
Star Type Epoh Period Max. Min. M  m No. of
2400000+ (day) Plates

















































































Table 2. Comparison stars and ross referenes
V781 Oph V787 Oph
HV 10981 HV 10988
USNO 0975-09383928 USNO 0975-09419570






















V793 Oph V801 Oph
HV 10995 HV 11004
USNO 0975-09461015 USNO 0975-09485291
























V808 Oph V813 Oph
HV 11010 HV 11022
USNO 0975-09525734 USNO 0975-09563863
























V826 Oph V864 Oph
HV 11049 AN 72.1934
USNO 0975-09763780 USNO 0975-09046689






















V2312 Oph NSV 9004
HV 10972 HV 10958
USNO 0975-09350557 USNO 0975-09298413























Magnitudes refer to the B values of the USNO A2.0 atalogue
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THE FIRST LIGHT CURVE ANALYSIS OF TWO OVERCONTACT
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Preise photometri observations of the two negleted and faint elipsing binaries were
arried out. All CCD measurements were obtained by the 65-m telesope at the Ondrejov
observatory, using Apogee AP-7 and Moravian Instruments
y
G-2 3200 ME CCD amera,
only R lter was used. The observations were arried out from 2003 to 2007. New times
of minima were also derived using the Kwee-van Woerden (1956) method, 4 and 3 for
EY Cas and NO Vul, respetively (see Table 1.).
Table 1. New times of minima. Epohs and O   C values orrespond to the linear
ephemeris. N denotes the number of points, from whih the minimum was omputed.
Star HJD Error (d) Epoh O   C (d) N
EY Cas 2453394.2190 0.0003  0.5 0.0022 48
EY Cas 2453579.5457 0.0004 384.0 0.0030 46
EY Cas 2454000.3222 0.0001 1257.0 0.0006 77
EY Cas 2454027.5536 0.0001 1313.5  0.0005 85
NO Vul 2453657.2381 0.0003 19718.5 0.0003 29
NO Vul 2453934.3847 0.0003 20466.0  0.0001 41
NO Vul 2454364.2876 0.0002 21625.5 0.0007 106















= 13:9 mag) is a W UMa-type elipsing binary system, with orbital period of
about 0.48 days. The photometri variability of the star was disovered by C. Homeister
in 1936. Distane, spetral type as well as physial parameters of the omponents are
known only with a low ondene level.
The Phoebe programme (see e.g. Prsa & Zwitter, 2005), based on the Wilson-
Devinney algorithm (Wilson & Devinney, 1971), was used. The temperature of the
seondary omponent was xed at the value T
2
= 6700 K, aording to the spetral
type of F2 + F1.5 assumed by Svehnikov & Kuznetsova (1990). The results of the t are
presented in Table 2 and the light-urve with the theoretial t is plotted in Fig. 1. The
3-D model of the system is in Fig. 2. Nevertheless, further observations are needed, spe-














Figure 1. The R light urve of EY Cas, the solid urve stands for the model t (with the parameters
from Table 2), while the points represent the observed data.
One an see some distortion of the light urve near phase  0.15 and larger satter near
its maxima, whih ould be aused by the presene of spots, or by possible O'Connell
eet. But these hypotheses ould be onrmed only by another, more detailed analysis.
The period analysis of EY Cas was performed using 31 times of minima (listed in
5812-t1.txt, available through the IBVS website), the rst one is from 1935. Four new
minima were observed, see Table 1. The linear light elements suitable for the observations
are the following
HJD Min I = 24 53394:4578 + 0:
d
48199184  E: (1)
 0:0009  0:
d
00000023
From a numerial point of view, there is a problem with tting the temperature. The
nal t remains nearly the same for a very wide range of values (6200 K < T
1
< 8300 K).
In priniple, the temperature ould not be derived only on the basis of observations in
one lter. The mass ratio q is also hardly derivable only from the photometry.
Table 2. The physial parameters of EY Cas and NO Vul.
y
EY Cas NO Vul
Parameter Value






















1.17  0.11 1.78  0.16










denote the temperature, relative radius and luminosity for primary and seondary, respetively. f stands
for the ll-out fator and 
 for the modied Kopal potential. The temperatures T
2
were xed, see the text. The \Overontat
binary" mode was used for omputing and the eentriity was set to 0 (irular orbit). The limb-darkening oeÆients
were interpolated from van Hamme's tables (see van Hamme, 1993). The values of gravity brightening and bolometri


















The basi physial parameters (e.g. the individual masses) of the stars ould not be
derived only from the photometry. Therefore, detailed spetrosopi analysis is needed.
Nevertheless, the results from the light-urve t are in agreement with other analyses of
similar overontat systems. The high degree of the overontatness f = 0:66 is ompa-
rable with other similar systems, suh as GR Vir (f = 0:78, see Qian & Yang, 2004), or
IK Per (f = 0:60, see Zhu et al., 2005).
Figure 2. The 3-D plots of EYCas (left) and NOVul (right) at the phase 0.25, primary is on the left.














= 12:83 mag) is an elipsing
binary of W UMa type. The orbital period of NO Vul is about 0.37 days and the depth
of the primary minimum is about 0.7 mag in R lter. Its photometri variability was
disovered by Kalv & Leis (1973). However, the basi physial parameters of the system
have not been derived so far. There is only one analysis of the period variations by Qian
& Ma (2001).
The light urve was also analyzed by the Phoebe ode, the same xed values were
adopted as in the ase of EY Cas. The light urve with its solution is plotted in Fig. 3
and the parameters are given in Table 1. From the spetral types F8 + F8.5 derived
by Svehnikov & Kuznetsova (1990), we assumed the temperature T
2
= 6100 K (see e.g.
Harmane, 1988).









Figure 3. The R light urve of NO Vul, parameters of the t are in Table 1.
Period analysis was done, using 108 times of minima, listed in 5812-t2.txt (available
through the IBVS website). A few new times of minima were observed given in Table 1.
The O C diagram is plotted in Fig. 4, where the solid line represents the linear ephemeris,
suitable for future observations,
HJD Min I = 24 46346:3049 + 0:
d
37076516  E: (2)




The previous period analysis (Qian & Ma, 2001), indiated quadrati term in the
ephemeris, whih desribes the times of minima sine 2001 (see the dash-dotted line
in Fig. 4). Nevertheless, the reent times of minima deviate from this t. Muh better
explanation of the period variation ould be done using a light-time eet (see e.g. Mayer,
1990), this t is plotted as a dashed line in Fig. 4. The period of suh variation is about
64 years, with the semiamplitude of about 0.016 days and an eentriity of 0.41. A
predited third body ould have a minimum mass of about 0.36 M

, orresponding to
spetral type about M2 (aording to Harmane, 1988), and the ontribution of the third
light is only about 1%, whih is undetetable in the present analysis. Further minimum
observations in the upoming years ould prove or rejet this hypothesis.
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Figure 4. The O   C diagram of NO Vul, the dots denote the primaries, the irles the seondaries,
small ones for visual and bigger ones for the CCD and photoeletri measurements, respetively. For
the explanation of the lines, see the text.
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Be stars are well known to be variable on virtually all timesales, reahing from minutes
to dozens of years. For the study of the latter, long term data olletions as homogeneous
as possible are neessary.
The professional astronomer, however, is often hampered in the study of intermediate-
to long-term time sale proesses as in Be stars. The reasons are the observational pra-
ties usually employed at professional observatories, whih typially are not suited for
observing a bright objet with exeution times of a few minutes only about every other
week for several seasons; as well as the funding timesales, making it hard to start the ol-
letion of a long-term database that does not promise a signiant number of publiations
within the rst few years.
On the other hand, the interpretation of time-limited observations with professional
resoures, suh as interferometers, polarimeter, or high-resolution spetrographs, in almost
all ases an prot from the knowledge of the dis state in the ourse of the long-term
evolution.
The problems in long-term data aquisition for the professional astronomer, however,
open a promising eld for the dediated amateur. Amateur spetrographs at relatively
small telesopes of about 20 m diameter, equipped with CCD-detetors meanwhile reah
resolution powers well above 10 000 and and are sensitive enough to reah many of the
brighter Be stars. This work desribes a database worth of more than ve years of
observation of the Be star  Tau.
 Tau is a well known frequently observed objet. Observations of the H emission line
reah bak many deades. This work amends those series by the results of H-observations
taken between late 2000 and early 2006, i.e. six full observing seasons. All observations
were made with a 20 m Shmidt-Cassegrain telesope. From Nov. 2000 to Apr. 2003, a
slitless prism-spetrograph with a dispersion of 43

A/mm was used (R  8000), from Sep.
2003 to Apr. 2006 a slitless grating one with a dispersion of 27

A/mm and R  14 000.
The spetra were normalized by hand-seleting a number of ontinuum points through
out the spetrum from 6500 to 6700

A and then applying a spline t through those points.
The wavelength alibration was derived using telluri features in the region of H, reahing
an auray of about 0.1

A on those features when ompared to wavelengths derived
with high resolution instruments (telluri wavelengths measured with UVES were kindly
provided by R. Hanushik, priv. omm.).
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Figure 1. All H proles measure from late 2000 to early 2006. The vertial oset of the proles is
proportional to time and orresponds to 25 days per ontinuum unit. The lowermost spetra date from
Nov. 1, 2000 (left), Sep. 9, 2002 (middle) and Aug. 23, 2004 (right), respetively.
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The H spetra obtained by EP will be published eletronially together with this
ommuniation in the form of ASCII tables. (The les are available through the IBVS
website as 5813-t1.txt and 5813-t2.txt.) The rst olumn of eah table is holding the
wavelength, while the rst row notes the Julian date (minus 2 400 000) at mid exposure.
Equivalent width. In the normalized and alibrated spetra, the H equivalent
width was measured by integrating the normalized spetrum in the range from 6520 to
6600

A. Comparison of the data presented here with quasi-simultaneous spetra taken by
Rivinius et al. (2006) onrm the sienti reliability of the present data, both in terms
of prole shape (see Fig. 1 vs. Rivinius et al.) and equivalent width (see Figs. 2 and 3).
In theory, the measured equivalent width should be independent from dispersion. In
pratie, this is typially not the ase, however: spetra with lower resolution, i.e. the
ones with 43

A/mm, dier systematially from higher resolution data. In our observations,
this an be seen from the available quasi-simultaneous observations with professional
instruments. We attempt no orretion of this eet, but rather point out its existene
in order not to over-interpret the data.
In general, the auray of amateur instruments for measuring equivalent widths ur-
rently is hardly better than about 5%.
To hek the auray obtained, both for the equivalent width and the peak height ratio
of the emission, a series of observations of standard stars was obtained in three nights,
8h worth of observations in total. For both quantities, the RMS-error of the individual
measurements in a single night was below 3%. No orretion for the ontamination due
to telluri vapour lines to the total EW was attempted, as the eet is, with about 1%,
well below the measuring auray.
Fig. 2 shows the measurements of this work ombined with various published values
from about 1975 to 2006 to illustrate the longest variation time sale present in  Tau,
while Fig. 3 shows a loseup entered on the data derived in this study. The EW urrently
is on a slow, but steady deline, similar to the one seen before 1990.
Peak height ratio. The H-prole normally shows two emission peaks separated by
a entral absorption ore. In  Tau, both peaks strengths vary in anti-phase respetive
to eah other, so that the ratio of their violet to red heights, alled V=R-ratio, ylially
hanges from V > R to V < R and bak. At times, however, the lear entral absorp-
tion may weaken or even disappear, and the emission peaks then may have ompliated
appearane, split into sub-peaks and often alled triple-peak prole. The origin of suh
triple-peak proles is unlear. They generally appear at transitions from V < R to V > R,
but not vie versa. In the observations reported here suh triple-peak strutures are seen
from De. 2003 to Sept. 2004. The temporal evolution of the H prole between 2000
and 2006 is shown in Fig. 1.
V=R-ratio have been measured in the spetra in whih both peaks are apparent, and
subjeted to a formal period analysis using the time series tools introdued by Kaufer
et al. (1996). Note that the following unertainties are 1-errors. The rst iteration
reveals a V=R yle time of 147115 d, i.e. about 4.0 years (Fig. 4, left). While this is
shorter than the 5 to 7 years in the list by Okazaki (1997) derived from 1960 to 1993, it is
onsistent with the 4.25 years yle time given by Rivinius et al. (2006) for 1991 to 2003.
Given that only a little more than one yle is overed the main purpose of this exerise
is to pre-whiten the data for the analysis of shorter variations.
The seond iteration on the residuals, i.e. after removing the sine wave t derived in
the rst step, reveals a 69.30.2 d yle (Fig. 4, right). This yle is learly present during
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Figure 2. H equivalent widths of  Tau sine 1975. Data taken from the literature are plotted as
open symbols: Heros group (Rivinius et al., 2006, squares), Guo et al., 1995 (triangles), Fontaine et
al., 1982 (plus), Slettebak & Reynolds, 1978 (rosses), Andrillat & Fehrenbah, 1982 (asterisks); data
taken by various amateur observers as lled ones: Pollmann prism (lled triangle), Pollmann grating
(lled square), Stober (lled irles), and Shanne (lled diamonds).
Figure 3. Enlargement of Fig. 2 (see there for symbols and data soures), showing the data presented
in this work in greater detail, also for omparison between values taken with professional and amateur
equipment.
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Figure 4. H V=R-ratio. Left: The measured values vs. Julian date (open symbols) and the sine wave
with P = 1471 d (plus signs). Right: The residuals of the left panel, folded with P = 69:3 d and the
respetive sine t. Shown are 1.4 yles for lariation, i.e. 40% of the points are redundant.
the entral part of the dataset, but it is not of onstant amplitude. The variane seen
in the right panel of Fig. 4 is well above the measuring unertainty. In fat, looking at
individual seasons, the 69.3 d yle is not seen before JD=2 452 100, hardly visible until
53000, but then beoming very strong, and nally weakening again after JD=2 453 500.
The ephemeris of the residual V=R maximum is
2 452 996 + 69:3 E
The yle time of 69.3 days is about half of the orbital period of the system of 132.97 d
(Harmane, 1984), but a preise 1:2 ratio is well outside a 3 unertainty. As a hek,
sorting the data with the orbital period rather shows the properties of a satter diagram
than a meaningful phase urve.
Phase loking of the V=R ratio has been observed in a number of binaries. However,
while Harmane et al. (2002) attribute this to the property of the Rohe lobe, e.g. for the
ase of 59Cyg,

Ste et al. (2007, also Okazaki, priv. omm.) found in hydrodynamial
simulations that a true phase lok will not happen for a density wave, usually thought
to ause V/R variations. Rather, they attribute preise loks, as in 59Cyg, to radiative
eets (Maintz et al., 2005) whih is not likely in  Tau, however. Instead of an exat
tidal lok, the

Ste et al. mention that in eentri binaries tidally indued disturbanes
may develop with a period slightly longer than the orbital one, and we may note that at
least the double-wave period would qualify under this statement.
This small dierene may also oer an explanation for the strongly variable ampli-
tude: The orbital period, supposedly ausing a tidal disturbane and the V=R variation
yle length as observed, would give rise to a long-term beating period in the exitation
mehanism of about 9 years.
Disussion and Outlook. The data presented in this work extend the  Tau spetra
shown by Rivinius et al., (2006, their Fig. A.4 in Appendix A). While their data over
the years 1991 to 2003, the data here over 2000 to 2006, with the observations ongoing.
Long-term spetrosopi monitoring by dediated amateurs an deliver important data
for the professional ommunity. For instane, one easily reognizes state of the V=R yle
due to the one-armed density wave, as well as maxima in equivalent width at 50150 and
52600, that do not oinide with the V=R yle.
6 IBVS 5813
Figure 5. Strength of 69.3 d V=R-ratio yles in individual data subsets.
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The 69.3 d yle in spetrosopy is another example of a phenomenon almost inaes-
sible to professional astronomers due to the observational timesales required, whih on
the other hand poses no problem to the dediated amateur observer.
In the rst few spetra of the 2006/2007 observing season, a sharp rise in equivalent
width from about 18 to 26

A is seen. At the same time, as the V/R ratio hanges from
V < R to V > R again, the emission has developed a triple-peak prole, entering a new
yle in its V=R variations.
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TIMES OF MINIMA FOR NEGLECTED ECLIPSING BINARIES 2006{2007
DVORAK, S. W.
Rolling Hills Observatory, Clermont, FL USA; e-mail: sdvorakrollinghillsobs.org
Observatory and telesope:
25m atadioptri telesope at Rolling Hills Observatory (RHO)





5 FOV, 512  512 pixels.
Method of data redution:




Method of minimum determination:
The times of minima were omputed using the Kwee and van Woerden method as
implemented in a ustom-written C appliation.
Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
CN And 54425.5629 0.0001 II V
DS And 54424.7131 0.0001 I V
LO And 54439.5544 0.0004 I V
AC Boo 54197.8699 0.0001 I V
FI Boo 53885.6150 0.0002 I V
AO Cam 53742.5213 0.0002 I V
TX Cn 53776.5720 0.0001 I V
BI CVn 53883.6162 0.0002 I V
DF CVn 53882.6544 0.0001 I V
MT Cas 53767.5305 0.0001 I V
V523 Cas 54441.6632 0.0001 I V
EK Com 54138.9270 0.0001 I V
LP Com 53811.7679 0.0003 II V
54149.7013 0.0002 II V
1
Sextrator is written by Emmanuel Bertin and is available from http://terapix.iap.fr
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Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
GM Dra 53892.6388 0.0003 I V
AA Eri 53782.5389 0.0002 I V
BD Gem 54413.8433 0.0001 I V
QW Gem 54454.8445 0.0001 I V
V387 Her 53795.8946 0.0001 II V
EM La 54440.5584 0.0001 I V
PP La 54422.5770 0.0001 I V
AP Leo 54219.6596 0.0001 II V
DU Leo 53840.5874 0.0001 I V
RT LMi 54152.6574 0.0001 I V
UU Lyn 54166.6857 0.0002 II V
V714 Mon 53780.5293 0.0001 I V
FL Ori 54451.6986 0.0001 I V
BB Peg 54444.5506 0.0001 I V
BG Peg 54001.6770 0.0003 I V
DI Peg 54436.5670 0.0001 I V
DZ Ps 54415.6735 0.0001 I V
AS Ser 53893.7080 0.0001 I V
OU Ser 53840.8570 0.0004 I V
AH Tau 54145.5677 0.0002 II V
CT Tau 54415.8555 0.0001 I V
WY Tau 54172.6073 0.0001 I V
VZ Tri 54140.5376 0.0001 I V
V781 Tau 54409.8378 0.0001 I V
AA UMa 54159.5805 0.0001 I V
AW UMa 53868.6366 0.0001 II? V
BM UMa 53744.9418 0.0002 I V
AZ Vir 54121.8779 0.0001 II V
HN UMa 53874.6271 0.0003 I V
HW Vir 53773.9324 0.0001 I V
53861.5886 0.0001 I V
Referene:
Kwee, K. K. & van Woerden, H., 1956, BAN, 12, 327
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AL Com is a WZ Sge-type dwarf nova, whih is a sublass of dwarf novae haraterized
by very long reurrene times of outbursts. In the ase of AL Com, outbursts were
observed in 1892, 1941, 1961, 1965, 1974, 1975 (Bertola, 1964; Rihter, 1992), 1976, 1995
(Howell et al., 1996; Kato et al., 1996; Patterson et al., 1996; Nogami et al., 1997), and
2001 (Ishioka et al., 2002). Superhumps were deteted for the rst time in 1995, and
again in 2001. The 1961, 1965, and 1975 outbursts also lasted more than 30 days, whih
were probably superoutbursts (Rihter, 1992). The light urve of its superoutbursts is
haraterized by a \dip" whih suddenly interrupts a plateau phase of the superoutbursts
(Bertola, 1964; Rihter, 1992; Howell et al., 1996; Ishioka et al., 2002). After the dip,
AL Com experiened a rebrightening. Several types of rebrightening phenomena have
been observed in WZ Sge stars just after main superoutbursts (Rihter, 1992; Kato et al.,
2004; Uemura et al. 2007). The mehanism of them and the origin of their diversity are
poorly understood. The rebrightening light urve of AL Com is haraterized by a long
plateau lasting more than 10 days.
Here, we report a new outburst of AL Com in Otober|November 2007. We per-
formed optial and near-infrared photometry at 3 observatories. Details of our obser-
vational equipments are shown in Table 1. Using the standard proedure of image re-
dution and aperture photometry, we obtained magnitudes of AL Com and omparison













3 with the AAVSO V -band magnitude (V = 13:509, a star la-
beled as \AUID 000-BBS-916"
1
) for the images obtained at Higashi-Hiroshima and Ilston.
For the infrared data obtained at Higashi-Hiroshima we used the same omparison star
with J-band magnitude from the 2MASS atalog (J = 12:032, 2MASS 12321003+1420153
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Figure 1 shows the optial light urve of the outburst. While our observations are
rather sparse due to a bad seasonal ondition, the feature of the light urve is reminisent
of the past superoutbursts in 1995 and 2001; a main superoutburst until JD 2454405 and
a subsequent rebrightening phase until about JD 2454425. We, hene, propose that this
outburst is a superoutburst. On the basis of the latest 3 superoutbursts, the superyle
of AL Com is alulated to be  6 yr. This is the shortest among WZ Sge stars (Kato et
al., 2004), while the stability of the yle should be heked by a long monitoring in the
future.
A noteworthy feature of the 2007 superoutburst is the behavior during the rebrighten-
ing phase. As an be seen in Figure 1, the magnitude apparently osillates in a range of
V = 16:2|15:2 mag between JD 2454410 and 2454421. A lear short are was, further-
more, observed on JD 2454425, just before the nal fading stage. These large amplitude
variations were not seen during the past rebrightenings of AL Com, in whih the objet
exhibited only low amplitude ( 0:1mag) superhumps (Nogami et al., 1997). The lower
panel of Figure 1 presents the V   J olor variation. The olor beame bluer when the
objet was brighter. This is a typial behavior of dwarf nova outbursts, suggesting an
appearane and disappearane of a hot, optially-thik aretion disk. We note that the
V  J olor is atypially red during the rebrightening phase, ompared with typial olors
at the maximum of dwarf nova outbursts (V   J  0).
In order to nd possible superhumps, we performed time-series observations during
the rebrightening phase. The light urves are shown in Figure 2. The gure ontains 4
sets of light urves, in eah the left panel inludes all observations and the right panel
is a phase-averaged light urve using the superhump period of 0.05722 d (Kato et al.,
1995). As an be seen in these gures, we annot nd signiant periodi variation
having amplitudes larger than  0:1mag. The observed large osillation is, hene, not
attributed to superhumps. In onjuntion with the olor behavior, we onlude that the
apparent osillation is a sign of repetitive short rebrightenings with a yle of 1|2 days,
as observed in WZ Sge (Patterson et al., 2002).
As mentioned above, it is unlear what determines the rebrightening types in WZ Sge
stars. In this paper, we revealed that AL Com exhibits not only long plateau type rebright-
enings, but also short repetitive ones. This is the seond ase that dierent rebrightening
behaviors were unambiguously observed in a WZ Sge star; WZ Sge itself exhibited no
major rebrightening in the 1946 superoutburst, while short repetitive rebrightenings were
observed in the 1978 and 2001 superoutbursts (Patterson et al., 1981). EG Cn also
experiened a hint of dierent types of rebrightenings (Kato et al., 2004). These fats
indiate that the type of rebrightenings depends not diretly on the physial parameters
of the binaries and their omponents, for example, mass ratios or the strength of magneti
elds, but on the mass-aretion proess of the outburst.
Table 1. Details of instruments used for our observations.
Site Telesope Camera Filter Exposure time (se)
Higashi-Hiroshima 1.5-m (KANATA) TRISPEC V , J 63(V ), 60(J)
Ilston 35-m SXVF-H16 no lter 30





















Figure 1. Upper panel: Light urve of the 2007 superoutburst of AL Com. The absissa and ordinate
denote the time in JD and the magnitude, respetively. The lled irles are V -magnitudes obtained at
Higashi-Hiroshima. The open triangles and squares indiate unltered CCD observation at Ilston and
Iowa. The magnitudes of Ilston's data were alulated by adding the V -magnitude of the omparison
star (V = 13:509) to its dierential magnitudes. Those of Iowa's data were alulated by adding the
R

-magnitude of the omparison (R

= 13:09) to its dierential magnitudes. Errors of the magnitudes
are indiated as vertial bars, while most of errors are smaller than the symbol size. Lower panel: Color

























































































Figure 2. Time-series light urves during the rebrightening phase. Observations were performed on
JD 2454415 (upper left), 2454416 (upper right), 2454418 (lower left), and 2454419 (lower right). Eah
panel ontains two light urves; the left ones show all data points and the right ones are phase-averaged
light urves folded by the superhump period of 0.05722 d (Kato, et al., 1995).
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The rst period variation analyses (Liu et al., 1991, Tang et al., 1992, Liu & Jiang.,
1994) of the HADS star BE Lynis (m
V
 8:8 mag, P =0:
d
09586954) indiated a paraboli
t of the O   C. Kiss & Szatmary (1995) suggested the presene of period variations
possibly due to a ompanion. Derekas et al. (2003, D03) re-analysed the available data,
and disproved the light-time hypothesis. They also noted that the satter of the points
in the O   C diagram was slightly higher than the auray of individual data points,
whih might refer to mirovariability. However, both Rodrguez et al. (1996) and D03
failed to detet additional frequeny omponents. Later, Fu & Yiang (2005) revived the
binary hypothesis again. The purpose of this paper is to test whether there is yli phase
modulation in the light urve of BE Lyn that may refer to a light-time eet. We present
6 times of maxima from the period between 2003{2006, and re-analyse the available light
urve data with phase shift analysis (e.g. Jursik et al., 2001) using template urve
tting.
Table 1: The log of new observations
Date HJD length number instrument lter
(rst point) (hour) of points
2003.12.08 2452981.51 4.03 174 1.0 RCC V
2004.04.22 2453119.47 2.98 281 1.0 RCC V
2006.10.18 2454027.47 4.97 567 0.4 N V
2006.10.19 2454028.42 5.90 668 0.4 N V
2006.10.27 2454036.44 5.74 568 0.4 N V
2006.10.30 2454039.42 6.47 833 0.4 N V
We took new CCD observations of BE Lyn from two dierent sites. First, we used the
the 1-meter RCC telesope of Konkoly Observatory, loated at the Piszkestet}o Mountain
Station (1.0 RCC). The typial integration time was 8 s for Johnson V lter. In Otober,
2006 further observations were made with the 40 m Newton telesope (0.4 N) of the
University of Szeged, Dept. of Experimental Physis and Astronomial Observatory.
Instrumental magnitudes were taken with Johnson V lter and with typially 10 seonds
exposures. The log of observations is listed in Table 1, the light urves are shown in






















































Figure 1. New light urves of BE Lynis
In addition to the new observations, we olleted light urves obtained between 1987
and 2007 from the literature. A template urve was determined by a 5-th order Fourier












where A is the relative amplitude, a
0
is the mean brightness and  = 2t=P . The resulted
























=  0:0041. If A = 1, this template urve has a total amplitude of 0:395 mag. The
template urve was then tted to the individual observing runs allowing a slight global
phase shift. Beause the observed light urve varied slightly, the A amplitude parameter
and the a
0
mean brightness was also tted as a free parameter. The time of maximum of
the best-t model light urve an be similarly evaluated as the O C, using alulated
moments of maxima as C = 2449749:4651 + 0:09586952  E. We determined a rened




00000003 at 3{ ondene level.
Photometri data were available for us from Oja, 1987; Rodrguez et al., 1990, Kiss
& Szatmary, 1995; D03 and the measurements published here. We show the O   C
diagram of maxima for all published data in the upper panel of Fig. 2. The lower panel
shows the phase shift diagram (O   C of the tted template urves) from the available
photometries suitable for re-analysis (for omparison, these points are highlighted with
lled irles in the upper panel). The errors were alulated from the orrelation matries
of the parameters.
All new and re-determined times of maxima and amplitudes are available at the IBVS
IBVS 5816 3
site (as 5816-t3.txt). This table also inludes the moments of maxima from the arhive
time series even if the data were not available for the present analysis, in this ase the

























Figure 2. Upper panel: the O   C of BE Lyn from times of maxima. All published data are plotted,
lled irles show photometries involved into phase shift analysis. Lower panel: The phase shift diagram
of BE Lynis. Note that the O   C axis has half sale as in the upper panel.
The re-determined times of maxima show only little variation, all data points are
pratially 0 within some 10 seonds auray. This strongly suggests that there is no
variation in the global phase of the light urves. On the other hand, we onrm that the
satter of the lassial O C diagram is too high to be a single artefat (as also noted by
D03). Thus, we suggest that the phase of the maximum brightness varies slightly, leading
to the observed behaviour of the O   C of light maxima.
Amplitude variations are present in the data set with a range of about 0.03 mag (Fig. 3),
as rst noted by Rodrguez et al. (1996). We revisited the nature of the amplitude
variation using Fourier-analysis, and we onrm that it is not periodi. The majority of
the observed amplitudes is between 0.375 and 0.415 mag. This may be aused either by
the dierent instrumental systems or simply by the extintion orretions, whih laks in
some ases.
The orrelated variation of the light urve shape and the amplitude is a known property
of the Blazhko RR Lyrae stars (Jursik et al., 2005). The suspeted variation of the



















Figure 3. The variation of the total amplitude of BE Lynis from template tting.
a orrelated way. To test this in BE Lyn, we plotted the phase of the maximum vs. the
amplitude, and we found them to be unorrelated.
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VARIABLE STAR DESIGNATIONS FOR EXTREME HELIUM STARS
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Variability in hydrogen-deient Bp supergiants was rst established in BD+13
Æ
3224 =
V652Her and HD160641 = V2076Oph by Landolt (1975). Reports of variability in other
hydrogen-deient Bp supergiants followed. Amongst these was the detetion of small-
amplitude variations in HD168476 = PVTel by Walker & Hill (1985). After establishing
that several suh stars were variable, the GCVS identied a new lass with PVTel as
the prototype and a denition: \a helium supergiant Bp star with weak hydrogen lines
and enhaned lines of He and C. They pulsate with periods of approximately 0.1 to 1
days, or vary in brightness with an amplitude of 0.1 mag in V during a time interval of
about a year." (Kholopov et al., 1985{88). The GCVS ontains twelve onrmed PVTel
variables, three unonrmed PVTel variables and V652Her, whih \resembles PVTel
type stars but is a helium rih subdwarf."
The PVTel designation is useful beause it identies A- and B-type hydrogen-deient
stars whih are also variable. It presents problems beause it misrepresents the types of
variability observed. We propose a revision of the PVTel designation.
Why should the designation be hanged? First, observations of the helium-rih Bp
supergiant PVTel (Walker & Hill, 1985) showed evidene for light and radial veloity
hanges over intervals of the order of a year. There is no doubt that the star is variable.
However the Walker & Hill data are also onsistent with variability on shorter timesales.
Subsequent observations have shown PVTel to vary quasi-periodially with an amplitude
of about 0.1 mag on a timesale of 8 { 10 days (Jones et al., 1989; Lawson et al., 1993).
Hene PVTel is not a PVTel variable { aording to the denition.
Seond, the inlusion of periods of approximately 0.1 to 1 d followed the detetion of
variability in V652Her (P=0.108d, Landolt, 1975), V2076Oph 0.7 - 1.1 d (Landolt, 1975;
Lynas-Gray et al., 1987) and BD+10
Æ
2179 = 0.16 d (Bartolini et al., 1982). The light
urves of V652Her and V2076Oph are easily distinguished from one another, the former
is stritly regular, the latter is either multiperiodi, quasiperiodi or irregular. Whih one
is not yet lear. BD+10
Æ
2179 was shown to be non-variable (Hill et al., 1984; Grauer et
al., 1984). Hene, simply hanging the denition of the PVTel lass (e.g. by extending
the period range) fails to use available information. A orollary would be the need for two
lasses of pulsating subdwarf B star, namely EC14026=V361Hya and PG1716=V1093Her
variables, with periods of  100 s and  3000 s, respetively.
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Table 1: Types of light variation in hydrogen-deient supergiants.




4381 19{22 Jeery & Malaney, 1985
NOSer BD 1
Æ
3438 5{8 Jeery et al., 1985





10-15 Lawson et al., 1993
V2244Oph LS IV 1
Æ
2 10{11 Morrison, 1987; Jones et al., 1989
V4732 Sgr LS IV 14
Æ





3{4 Morrison & Willingale, 1987





? Lawson & Kilkenny, 1998
Ups Sgr HD181616  21 SB Malom & Bell, 1986






 20 SB Morrison et al., 1987
V1037 So HD320156,
=LSS 4300
15{20 SB Jones et al., 1989; Frame et al., 1995
PVTEL II
V2076Oph HD160641 0.7{1.1 Landolt, 1975; Lynas-Gray et al., 1987;
Wright et al., 2005
V2205Oph BD 9
Æ
4395 3{9 Jeery et al., 1985, Jeery & Heber,
1992





3224 0.1 Landolt, 1975
BXCir LSS 3184 0.1 Kilkenny & Koen, 1995
not pulsating
(V821Cen) HD124448 { Jeery & Lynas-Gray, 1990
(DNLeo) BD+10
Æ
2179 { Hill et al., 1984; Grauer et al., 1984
HD144941 { Jeery & Hill, 1996
MVSgr { RCB De Maro et al., 2002
















Proposed variability lasses. The variability types exhibited by helium-rih Bp super-
giants (referring to luminosity lass, sine these are all low-mass stars) an be quite learly
divided into sub-types. For ontinuity, we propose to preserve the PVTEL moniker for
two of these, simply adding the prinipal spetral type for eah group:
PVTEL I: Hydrogen-deient A or late-B supergiants showing low-amplitude quasi-
periodi light variations on a timesale of 5 { 30 days; radial veloity variations are also
seen.
Theoretially, these variations are interpreted as due to radial pulsations driven by
strange-mode instability (Saio & Jeery, 1988). The prototype FQAqr = BD+1
Æ
4381
(Jeery & Malaney 1985) is the oolest EHe, other reognised members of the lass
inlude NOSer, V354Nor, V2244Oph, V4732 Sgr, V1920Cyg, up to the hottest PVTel
= HD168476 itself. LSE 78 and LSS 4357 were reported variable by (Lawson & Kilkenny,
1998).
This proposed lass denition also inludes the hydrogen-deient binaries  Sgr, KSPer,
V426Car and V1037 So (Table 1). These single-lined spetrosopi binaries are easily
distinguished from EHes by other means. However, all show low-amplitude light variations
in the 15 { 30 days range.
PVTEL II: Hydrogen-deient O or early-B supergiants showing low-amplitude quasi-
periodi light variations on a timesale of 0.5 { 5 days; radial veloity and line-prole
variations are also seen.
Theoretially, these variations are interpreted as non-radial g-mode pulsations driven
by strange-mode instability (Saio & Jeery, 1988), sine \periods" are muh longer than
the dynamial timesales in these stars. The prototype V2076Oph = HD160641 (Lynas-
Gray et al., 1987) is the hottest EHe, other members of the lass are V5541 Sgr (Lawson
& Kilkenny, 1998; Woolf et al., 2001) and V2205Oph = BD 9
Æ
4395 (Jeery et al., 1985).
The third sub-type is quite distint, and its designation should reet this:
BXCIR: Hydrogen-deient B stars showing low-amplitude variations in light (0.1 mag
in V) and radial veloity with a unique and regular period of a few hours.
Theoretially, we asribe the variation to radial pulsations driven by the  mehanism
through Z-bump instability (Saio, 1993). The lass omprises V652Her and BXCir.
Unlike the PVTEL variables desribed above, the pulsations are so regular that both
stars an be used as loks (Kilkenny et al., 2005).
V652Her was originally lassied as a helium-rih subdwarf; in fat its gravity is lower
than that of the main-sequene (Jeery et al., 2001), so it is a helium-rih Bp giant, with




P , Kilkenny et al., 1982, 1984, 1996) and an
amplitude of 0.1 mag.
A minority of EHes are established as not varying on short timesales, inluding
BD+10
Æ
2179 (=DNLeo), HD124448 (=V821Cen) and the metal-poor HD144941 (Grauer
et al., 1984; Hill et al., 1984; Jeery & Lynas-Gray, 1990; Jeery & Hill, 1996). These
stars lie below the instability boundary for the appropriate metalliity (Fig. 1) (Jeery
& Saio, 1999). Variability in LS IV+6
Æ
2 and LSS 99 has not been onrmed. The hot R
Coronae Borealis (RCB) stars DYCen and MVSgr strongly resemble EHe stars LSE 78
and HD124448 respetively (Jeery & Heber, 1993; Jeery et al., 1988). They showed
strong RCB-like variability in the past, but are not urrently known to vary on short
timesales (De Maro et al., 2002).
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Table 1 summarises the prinipal variability harateristis for all known EHe stars.
Approximate timesales P are given for PVTEL variables, but the term is used loosely.
Major referenes are given for the denition of the light urve types and the estimate
of periods. The proposed lasses are sensible for several reasons. They an be simply
established from the timesale, light urve and amplitude of the variation and from the
spetral lass of the variable (whih was already required for the PVTEL lassiation).
Figure 1 shows the log g log T
e
diagram for extreme helium stars, inluding the position
of the Eddington limit (assuming Thomson sattering: dashed) and the loi of stars with
given luminosity-to-mass ratios (solar units: dotted). Stars above the boundaries shown
for metalliities Z = 0:004; 0:01; 0:03 (dot-dash) are predited to be unstable to pulsations
(Jeery & Saio, 1999). Ellipses (oloured in eletroni version) identify three groups of
pulsating helium stars. In the eletroni version, PVTEL I variables are shown in purple
and red (H-def binaries), PVTEL II variables in blue, and BXCIR variables in green.
Non-variables are blak. The values and soures for T
e
and log g are given in Table 2.
There has to be some question about the high value of log g for NOSer.
Figure 1. log g   log T
e
diagram for H-deient variable stars
Eah type of variable has a dierent physial mehanism, and oupies a separate
region of the Hertzsprung-Russell or log g   log T
e
diagram. Sine these lasses have
been well established for over a deade (Saio & Jeery, 1988; Saio, 1993), a revision to
the single PVTEL designation is overdue. The suggested division into lasses PVTEL
types I and II and BXCIR reets urrent knowledge.
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4381 8750300 0.300.30 Pandey et al., 2006
V4732 Sgr LS IV 14
Æ





10400500 *1.000.50 Pandey & Reddy, 2006
NOSer BD 1
Æ
3438 11750250 2.300.40 Pandey et al., 2001
V2244Oph LS IV 1
Æ
2 12750250 1.750.25 Pandey et al., 2001
PVTel HD168476 13750400 1.600.25 Pandey et al., 2006










18300400 2.200.20 Pandey et al., 2006






14000800 1.250.5 Morrison, 1987
V1037 So HD320156,
=LSS 4300




4395 227001200 2.550.10 Jeery and Heber, 1992
V5541 Sgr LSS 5121 298001830 *3.000.50 Jeery et al., 2001
V2076Oph HD160641 34000 2.80 Rauh, 1996
BXCIR
BXCir LSS 3184 2339090 3.380.02 Woolf and Jeery, 2002
V652 Her BD+13
Æ
3224 24550500 3.680.05 Jeery et al., 1999
not pulsating
MVSgr 16000500 2.480.30 Jeery et al., 1988
(V821Cen) HD124448 16100300 2.300.25 Pandey et al., 2006
(DNLeo) BD+10
Æ
2179 16900500 2.550.20 Pandey et al., 2006
DYCen 19500500 2.150.10 Jeery & Heber, 1993
HD144941 23200500 3.9 0.1 Harrison & Jeery, 1997
not known
LSS 99 15330500 1.900.25 Jeery et al., 1998
LS IV+6
Æ
2 31800800 4.050.10 Jeery, 1997
BD+37
Æ
442 53000 4.0 Heber et al., 1987
BD+37
Æ
1977 56000 4.1 Darius et al., 1979
LSE 153 700002000 4.750.15 Husfeld et al., 1989
LSE 259 700003000 4.9 0.25 Husfeld et al., 1989
LSE 263 700007000 4.4 0.3 Husfeld et al., 1989
*: estimated
Cool H-deient variables. We onlude with a remark on designations for some re-
lated variables. Theoretially speaking (Saio & Jeery, 1988), there is a probable physial
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onnetion between PVTEL-type variations desribed above and the  40 d pulsations
observed in ool RCB variables suh as RYSgr (Alexander et al., 1980) and the late-type
arbon-rih hydrogen-deient giants suh as HMLib = HD137613 (Kilkenny et al., 1988;
Jones et al., 1989). RCB-type minima are denitive and, oupled with an appropriate
spetral type, the designation needs little modiation. Indeed, the RCB denition in-
ludes \yli pulsations with amplitudes up to several tenths of a magnitude and periods
in the range 30-100 days". Of those hydrogen-deient giants whih do not show RCB-
type minima, the GCVS tentatively desribes HMLib as a semi-regular variable (\SR:").
Three other variables are LVTra = HD148839, V4152 Sgr = HD175893, and HD173409
(Kilkenny et al., 1988; Jones et al., 1989). Only HD182040 has not been proven to vary
on these timesales (ibid.). Radial veloity variations have been observed on the same
timesales (Lawson & Cottrell, 1997). While LVTrA is lassied \RCB:", it is not lear
that it has ever shown a deep RCB-type minimum. Meanwhile, there is inreasing evi-
dene for an evolutionary onnetion between all of these groups of stars (Saio & Jeery,
2002; Pandey et al., 2006; Clayton, 2008). Perhaps the PVTEL designation should be
further extended to inlude these ool giants:
PVTEL III: Hydrogen-deient and arbon-rih F or G supergiants showing low-
amplitude quasi-periodi light variations on a timesale of 30 { 100 days; radial veloity
variations are also seen.
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IDENTIFICATION OF TWO ROTSE TRANSIENTS
AS CATACLYSMIC VARIABLES IN OUTBURST
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In 2007 November the ROTSE sky survey observed two optial transients, using the
0.45m ROTSE-IIIb telesope at MaDonald Observatory (Yuan et al., 2007). The two
transients were labeled ROTSE3 J031031.4+431115.0 and ROTSE3 J113709.0+513451.1
(hereafter ROTSE0310 and ROTSE1137, respetively). The brightness of ROTSE0310
rose from below the detetion limit to ROTSE (unltered) magnitude 16.4 (2007 Novem-
ber 8), before gradually fading over a period of one week. It had previously been ob-
served twie at magnitude 17.0 (2007 September 7 and Otober 20). The brightness of
ROTSE1137 was observed to rise to magnitude 17.2 (2007 November 2) before deaying
to magnitude 18.5 over the following week.





= 19:10. ROTSE1137 has a ounterpart in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS;
York et al., 2000) with magnitudes g = 20:64 and r = 20:10. Based on the observed
outbursts and the magnitudes of the ounterparts in the USNO and SDSS surveys, Yuan
et al. (2007) \tentatively" lassied both objets as faint CVs whih were observed by
ROTSE-IIIb whilst in outburst.
It is beoming progressively more important to understand the harateristis of optial
transients in monitoring surveys, as large-area deep variability studies beome more om-
mon (e.g. OGLE, PanSTARRS and the LSST). We therefore obtained medium-resolution
spetrosopy of ROTSE0310 and ROTSE1137 in order to determine their objet types.
The observations were obtained with the William Hershel Telesope and ISIS double-
beam grating spetrograph, using a slit width of 1.0 arse and the standard 5300

A
dihroi. The blue arm was equipped with the R600B grating, giving a wavelength ov-
erage of 3600{5100

A and a resolution of 2

A. In the red arm we used the R316R grating,
obtaining a overage of 6200{8800

A with a resolution of 4

A.
A spetrum of ROTSE0310 was obtained on the night of 2007 Deember 31, with an
exposure time of 900 s. Its brightness was roughly V = 19:5, indiating that it was in
quiesene. ROTSE1137 was observed on 2008 February 15 in poor onditions (seeing
2.5{3.5 arse), with a longer exposure time of 1800 s. Its brightness was onsistent with
its SDSS magnitudes, so it was also in quiesene. Data redution was performed using
optimal extration (Marsh, 1989) and our usual proedures (see Southworth et al., 2007a,
2007b). Wavelength alibration was undertaken using opper-neon and opper-argon ar
lamps. Flux alibration and orretions for telluri absorption was done using spetra of
HD84937).
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Figure 1. WHT/ISIS spetrum of ROTSE3 J031031.4+431115.0 whilst in quiesene. The spetrum
from the blue arm is shown on the left and that from the red arm on the right. The data have been
smoothed slightly for display purposes.
The spetrum of ROTSE0310 is plotted in Fig. 1. Its ux alibration is only approxi-
mate as it does not take aount of slit losses; the ux level is appropriate for an objet at
magnitude V  19:5 at the time of observation. The spetrum shows strong single-peaked
emission at the hydrogen Balmer line wavelengths. The emission is strongest at H and
dereases to higher-order lines, whih is the signature of an optially thin hydrogen-rih
aretion dis (Williams, 1980). Emission is also seen at a number of He I lines, inluding
4386, 4471, 4921, 5015, 6678 and 7065. He II 4686 emission is also detetable.
The spetrum of ROTSE0310 displays the lassial signatures of a atalysmi variable
(CV) in quiesene (Warner, 1995), unambiguously onrming the tentative identiation
asribed by Yuan et al. (2007). As it is known to show outbursts, ROTSE0310 an be
further ategorised into the dwarf nova sublass of CVs (Warner, 1995).
Our observation of ROTSE1137 was obtained during poor seeing onditions, and has
a very low ux level. A portion of the red spetrum is shown in Fig. 2, and only H
an learly be identied. The rest of the spetrum is unusuable as slight inauraies in
subtration of the sky emission lines auses hanges in ux at a similar level to the puny
signal deteted from the target. The ISIS blue spetrum has too low a ontinuum ux
level to extrat a spetrum, so we have taken the osmologist's approah (A. Levan, priv.
omm.) of measuring the positions of emission lines diretly from the CCD image. By
areful appliation of the orret wavelength alibration, we have been able to identify
four emission lines with wavelengths 4861 (H), 4341 (H) and 4100 (HÆ). We have
therefore deteted emission from four Balmer lines. The Balmer emission and the light
urve obtained by ROTSE point to the identiation of ROTSE1137 as a faint CV of
dwarf nova type.
To summarise, ROTSE0310 and ROTSE1137 were both deteted as transient objets
by the ROTSE-III sky survey. Their magnitudes peaked at 16.4 and 17.2, respetively,
before deaying to below the detetion limit over roughly one week. There are faint
ounterparts of both objets, one in USNO-B1.0 and one in the SDSS. We have obtained
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Figure 2. WHT/ISIS red spetrum of ROTSE3 J113709.0+513451.1 in quiesene. The data have
been smoothed slightly for display purposes.
WHT medium-resolution spetrosopy of ROTSE0310 and ROTSE1137, and in both
ases have deteted the Balmer emission lines whih are the dominant spetral hara-
teristi of quiesent CVs. We therefore onrm the suggestion of Yuan et al. (2007) that
the two objets are faint CVs whih were aught in outburst by ROTSE. Neither system
is mentioned in the CV atalogues of Downes et al. (2001) or Ritter & Kolb (2003; plus
updates), so both are new disoveries.
This is not the rst time that faint optial transients have turned out to be previously
unknown CVs. Rau et al. (2007) followed up three faint optial transients and found
that two of these were CVs, both of whih were new disoveries. In the near future
an inreasing number of large-sale deep optial sky surveys will obtain observations of
many thousands of transient objets. Beker (2008) disusses the various types of optial





of these per night. A substantial proportion of these will be CVs, and
follow-up observations similar to those presented here will likely lead to a huge inrease
in the known CV population.
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ERRATA FOR IBVS 5583
The following orretions were ommuniated to IBVS by Petr Zashe and the au-
thor, Miloslav Zejda. The times of minima for HT Vir were erroneously given in the
artile, and should be replaed by those given below.
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EXLup is the prototype of EXors, a lass of pre-main sequene eruptive variables, ex-
hibiting unpreditable brightenings lasting some months (Herbig, 1977; Herbig et al., 2001;
Herbig, 2007). Aording to the urrent piture, eruptions of pre-main sequene stars are
aused by enhaned aretion (Hartmann & Kenyon, 1996). In quiesent phase, EXLup
has typially V 13 mag, while in outburst, it may brighten by 1{4 mag. The last known
are-up happened in 2002 (Herbig, 2007). As was announed by Jones (2008), EXLup
has been in outburst again sine at least 2008 January 15. Based on visual estimates, the
star reahed a peak brightness of 8 mag, brighter than at any time before. We started
an optial spetrosopi monitoring programme on 2008 January 25. In this paper we
present our spetra olleted until 2008 February 17, as well as the visual light urve for
the same period.
Our spetrosopi observations were arried out during 13 nights in 2008 January
and February with the newly installed 0.8m f/8 Cassegrain telesope, equipped with a
DFM Cassegrain Spetrograph and a 10241024 pixels Apogee Alta amera, at Florida
Institute of Tehnology. Unfortunately, due to the loation of the site, we were onstrained
to observe at extremely high airmasses (between 2.5 and 3.8). The 5
00
slit and 600 l/mm
grating yielded a spetral resolution of = = 730 in the 4250{6050

A wavelength range
at a dispersion of 1.7

A/pixel. The S/N for our spetra is typially 5-10. The data
were redued using IRAF dred tasks and spetra were extrated by using the twodspe
pakage. The spetra were traed by a 5th order Legendre funtion using the apall task,
and the bakground was sampled over a 25 pixel range on both sides of the spetra.
Wavelength alibration was done using observations of a HgAr lamp. The positions of
four identied HgAr lines were tted by a 3rd order Legendre funtion with rms around
0.01, to obtain the dispersion axis. The log of observations an be seen in Tab. 1.
In order to inrease the signal to noise ratio, we ombined all 13 spetra, by rst shifting
them in wavelength and then by averaging them. The resulting averaged spetrum is
plotted in Fig. 1. The spetrum is dominated by emission lines, of whih many an be
identied as metalli lines (Fe I, Fe II, Mg I, Ti II). In addition, a prominent H

an
be observed, however, H

is absent from all our spetra. No absorption lines seem to
be present. The identied spetral features are marked in Fig. 1. In order to be able
to quantitatively ompare our spetra with eah other and with others published in the
literature, we seleted three lines and measured their equivalent widths, see Tab. 1.
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Table 1: Log of spetrosopi observations, and equivalent widths of seleted emission lines of EXLup.
The rst two olumns show the date and JD when the exposure started; the third olumn gives the
exposure time in seonds; the fourth olumn shows the number of spetra taken that night; and the last
three olumns display the equivalent widths in

A of seleted emission lines. The unertainties of the
equivalent widths are about 10% and are dominated by the unertainties in tting the ontinuum level.
Date JD-2450000 Exp. time Nr. H

Fe II 4921 Fe II 5015
2008 Jan 25 4490.959 600 1  30.0  12.1  11.4
2008 Jan 26 4491.956 900 1  13.4  6.0  5.4
2008 Jan 28 4493.949 900 1  12.3  4.7  4.6
2008 Jan 29 4494.945 900 1  6.5  3.2  3.4
2008 Jan 30 4495.956 600 3  9.0  3.9  3.6
2008 Jan 31 4496.945 900 2  7.3  3.6  3.2
2008 Feb 1 4497.938 900 1  8.8  3.7  3.8
2008 Feb 5 4501.936 900 1  10.4  6.3  6.6
2008 Feb 6 4502.936 900 1  7.4  4.2  4.5
2008 Feb 9 4505.967 900 1  8.3  4.8  5.0
2008 Feb 11 4507.915 600 1  13.2  5.8  6.5
2008 Feb 14 4510.912 900 1  10.8  5.7  5.9
2008 Feb 17 4513.913 900 1  5.1  3.1  3.2


































































































































































































Figure 1. Average of our 13 normalised spetra of EXLup. Identied spetral lines are marked.
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Figure 2. Light urve of EXLup in the period 2008 January 15 { 2008 February 19. Filled dots: visual
estimates of A.F. Jones; open squares: V-band magnitudes from the AAVSO International Database.
The vertial lines at the bottom mark the dates when spetra were obtained.







Figure 3. Proles of the H

line on 2006 January 25 (solid line), 26 (dashed line), and February 1
(dotted line).
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Similar optial spetra were already published for EXLup both in quiesent and in
outburst phases (Appenzeller et al., 1983; Patten, 1994; Lehmann et al., 1995; Herbig et
al., 2001; Herbig, 2007). All these spetra show prominent Balmer lines. H

is learly
visible also in our spetra, and its equivalent width is similar to those published in the
literature. Interestingly, H

is absent from all our spetra, though it was observed in all
the previous studies. Weak He lines were reported in the literature. We found no He lines,
but this might be due to our limited spetral resolution (some He lines might be blended
with Fe lines). On the other hand, while Fe and other metalli lines were either weak
or absent in previous spetra, they are very strong in ours, very likely the strongest ever
observed.
Our 13 spetra over a period of nearly one month around the peak brightness, as shown
in the light urve in Fig. 2, whih is a ompilation of visual and V-band observations. In
mid-January, the star already had a visual brightness of  10 mag, well above the usual
quiesent brightness of 13 mag. It soon beame even brighter, reahing a maximum of
8-9 mag, then started a slow fading. Cheking the equivalent width values in Tab. 1, we
found a trend: the equivalent widths were high on the rst date, then beame signiantly
redued between 2008 January 25 and 28, and stayed more or less onstant sine then (see
e.g. the H

proles in Fig. 3). The hydrogen and iron lines follow the same trend. Patten
(1994) found that the equivalent widths of the Balmer lines did not appear to hange
muh between the outburst and the quiesent phase. This is dierent in our results. The
signiant hanges in our equivalent widths, however, might be due to the brightening of
the objet between the dates of our rst and subsequent spetra. The lak of absorption
features that would normally be present in an M-type dwarf suggests that the inreased
brightness of EXLup is not due to variable photosphere but to the addition of a featureless
ontinuum, probably the aretion luminosity.
In summary, our photometri and spetrosopi observations prove that EXLup is in
outburst, exhibiting the highest peak brightness ever observed. The spetra of the present
outburst dier signiantly from the previous ones in several aspets: the lak of the H

and He lines, and the extremely strong metalli features. The inreased brightness of
the system is probably due to inreased aretion. Inreased aretion, and onsequently
inreased stellar wind, an also explain the wealth of metalli lines oming from infalling
or ejeted hot gas, similarly to the ase of DRTau (Beristain et al., 1998).
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ooled  10 < T <  30
Æ
C
Method of data redution:
Aperture photometry using MIRA, by Axiom Researh.
Method of minimum determination:
Digital traing paper method, bisetion of hords, urve tting, and (oasionally)
Kwee and van Woerden (1956).
Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
WZ And 54452.6138 0.0002 II R
BL And 54409.6187 0.0004 I R
GI Aur 54412.8176 0.0002 I R
IZ Aur 54127.5901 0.0002 I 
MU Aur 54161.7816 0.0005 I 
V0402 Aur 54435.6811 0.0005 II R
V0404 Aur 54398.8961 0.0002 I R
V0410 Aur 54378.8722 0.0003 II R
TY Boo 54155.8767 0.0002 II R
AC Boo 54131.9628 0.0005 I R
GQ Boo 54161.902 0.001 I R
GR Boo 54181.8356 0.0002 I R
GT Boo 54209.8456 0.0005 II R
AO Cam 54134.6098 0.0001 II R
DN Cam 54352.887 0.001 II B
MT Cam 54442.6343 0.0001 I R
V0445 Cas 54354.954 0.003 II R
V0471 Cas 54356.7491 0.0002 II 
V0471 Cas 54357.7510 0.0002 I R
V0471 Cas 54358.7535 0.0002 II R
V0471 Cas 54381.8075 0.0002 I R
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Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
V0471 Cas 54382.8096 0.0003 II R
V0520 Cas 54435.593 0.001 II 
NW Cep 54398.6343 0.0004 I R
EH Cn 54441.8327 0.0003 II R
FF Cn 54455.8268 0.0002 II R
HN Cn 54399.0193 0.0002 I R
RZ Com 54181.7267 0.0002 I R
LQ Com 54133.9190 0.0001 I? R
RW CrB 54220.8444 0.0001 I R
BI CVn 54177.7284 0.0001 II R
BO CVn 54131.8950 0.0002 II R
DF CVn 54153.814 0.001 II R
DH CVn 54187.7679 0.0002 II R
G2533-1563 CVn 54130.9201 0.0002 II R
G2534-1121 CVn 54180.8174 0.0002 I R
G2537-0520 CVn 54217.8755 0.0003 I R
V0680 Cyg 54357.833 0.003 II BVR
V0680 Cyg 54360.8332 0.0003 I BVR
V0700 Cyg 54210.9659 0.0004 I R
V0841 Cyg 54352.7540 0.0001 I R
V1191 Cyg 54440.5940 0.0002 II R
V1918 Cyg 54220.9430 0.0002 II R
V2282 Cyg 54225.9364 0.0003 II R
BV Dra 54220.7367 0.0002 II B
BW Dra 54220.7163 0.0002 II B
FU Dra 54187.8788 0.0003 II R
RW Gem 54155.7573 0.0001 I R
AC Gem 54381.9507 0.0002 I R
BD Gem 54127.6834 0.0002 I R
V0345 Gem 54155.6440 0.0003 I B
V0719 Her 54233.739 0.001 II 
V0728 Her 54233.8613 0.0001 II R
V1055 Her 54229.8543 0.0002 I R
V1073 Her 54211.8555 0.0001 II R
G3092-1291 Her 54219.8302 0.0003 I R
V0390 Hya 54130.7676 0.0001 I R
V0342 La 54403.7319 0.0002 I R
SW Lyn 54378.9910 0.0001 I V
SW Lyn 54440.8222 0.0002 I R
DZ Lyn 54405.9692 0.0003 II R
AH Lyr 54403.6053 0.0003 I R
V0411 Lyr 54218.899 0.001 I 
V0574 Lyr 54354.7252 0.0001 II R
V0714 Mon 54153.6300 0.0003 II R
DM Peg 54355.766 0.001 I R
DK Per 54441.599 0.001 II R
IU Per 54354.8190 0.0001 I R
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Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
KR Per 54442.7613 0.0001 I R
KW Per 54443.673 0.001 I R
V0432 Per 54131.6044 0.0005 II VRI
V0432 Per 54131.7959 0.0002 I VRI
V0432 Per 54133.7124 0.0002 I VRI
V0432 Per 54134.7123 0.0001 II VRI
V0432 Per 54185.6516 0.0005 II R
V0432 Per 54418.7038 0.0002 II VRI
V0579 Per 54432.747 0.001 II B
RV Ps 54423.8347 0.0002 I R
AU Ser 54225.8558 0.0001 II R
OU Ser 54148.0127 0.0002 I V
RZ Tau 54353.9033 0.0003 I R
SV Tau 54455.6836 0.0004 II R
AH Tau 54126.6057 0.0001 II R
AM Tau 54440.8236 0.0002 I R
CR Tau 54415.7904 0.001 I 
CU Tau 54406.760 0.001 I R
EQ Tau 54355.8789 0.0002 II R
V0781 Tau 54382.9345 0.0005 I R
UX UMa 54126.8701 0.0003 I 
XY UMa 54442.8964 0.0001 I R
ZZ UMa 54455.9259 0.0001 I R
AA UMa 54154.8989 0.0002 I R
BM UMa 54419.0613 0.0002 II 
HH UMa 54418.9558 0.0003 I R
G3449-0688 UMa 54435.9180 0.0001 I 
BG Vul 54415.6871 0.0003 II 
GI Vul 54217.964 0.001 II R
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The Be/X-ray binary GRO J2058+42 (CXOU J205847.5+414637) has an orbital period
of 55.03 days (Corbet et al., 1997; Wilson et al., 2005). The optial ounterpart of
GRO J2058+42 was disovered by Reig et al. (2004). Its spetral type is O9.5-B0 IV-V
(Wilson et al., 2005) with V=14.9 mag and R=14.2 mag. The spetra obtained by Reig
et al. and Wilson et al. have shown a double peak H emission line whih was a signature
of a Be star. They have alulated a mean equivalent width (EW) of 4.5

A. The Be star
has a disk in its equatorial plane whih an give rise to X-ray outburst of its ompanion,
the neutron star. When material from the disk of the Be star aretes to the neutron star
X-rays are produed. This system is in X-ray quiesent state sine 2002 aording to the
X-ray observations of RXTE/ASM
1
.
The results of our optial observations of this system between JD 2453500 and 2454000
were published in Kzloglu et al. (2007). A non-radial pulsation with a frequeny of
2.404 d
 1
has been found in our light urve from period analysis of the Be star. No long
term variability has been observed. Therefore we expeted a nearly stable disk around
the Be star. We have alulated the EW of the H emission line as 2.31

A.
In this study further optial photometri and spetrosopi observations of this Be/X-
ray system are presented. The photometri observations were obtained by using 45 m
roboti reeting telesope (ROTSE IIId, loated at Bakrltepe, Turkey
2
) whih operates
without lters (Akerlof et al., 2003). The telesope was equipped with a 20482048 pixel
CCD with pixel size of 3:
00
3. Data redution proedures are the same as in Baykal et
al. (2005) and Kzloglu et al. (2007). The optial spetrosopi observations were
obtained using medium resolution spetrometer TFOSC (TUB
_
ITAK Faint Objet Spe-
trometer and Camera; installed on the RTT150, 1.5 m Russian-Turkish telesope loated
at Bakrltepe). The amera is equipped with 20482048, 15 miron pixel CCD. Grism
G8 (5800-8300

A) with average dispersion of 1.1

A per pixel was used.
Figure 1 shows the dierential light urve of the optial ounterpart to GRO J2058+42.
We adopted three nearby stars as the referene stars (Table 1) and we used their mean
magnitudes in obtaining the dierential magnitudes (Kzloglu et al., 2007). The X-ray
light urve in the energy band 5-12 keV is also plotted in the same gure to see if there






between the optial and X-ray light urves after an inrease of the optial brightness.
The system is in X-ray quiesent phase in spite of the presene of the Be disk. Type I
X-ray outbursts whih are expeted to our at every periastron passage of neutron star
were not observed after 2002. If the Be disk is trunated at a resonane radius whih is
smaller than the Rohe Lobe radius, then Type I outbursts are not seen sine there is no
mass transfer to the neutron star from the disk of the Be star (Okazaki and Negueruela,
2001).
Figure 1. ROTSEIIId weekly averaged dierential light urve of the Be/X-ray system GRO J2058+42
(CXOU J205847.5+414637) (top panel, a) and weekly averaged mean light urve of referene stars
properly osetted (top panel, b) for the period 2005-2007. X-ray light urve of the system obtained
from RXTE/ASM observations (weekly average of 5.0-15.0 keV band light urve) is given in the lower
panel. MJD = JD - 2400000.5.
No long-term variability is seen in the optial light urve up to JD 2454100. After
JD 2454100 there is an inrease in the light output of the system. The hange is about
0.3 magnitude. Suh an inrease is also reeted in the EW of H prole, obtained on
2007, June 14. The EW is found to be as 5.4

A. This value is greater than the previous
value of 2.3

A. We suppose an inrease in the disk density after JD 2454100, sine H
EW is related with the disk density of the Be star rather than with its size (Wilson et al.,
2005; Negueruela et al., 2001). There is a strutural hange in the disk of the Be star.
The double peaked H line prole is shown in Figure 2. The depth of the self absorption
is not as deep as in the previously obtained H line proles (Kzloglu et al., 2007).
IBVS 5821 3
Table 1. CXOU J205847.5+414637 and the referene stars.





















































After JD 2454100, there are less observational data sine we intended to follow only
long-term variations. Nevertheless, we performed period analysis for the inreasing part
of the light urve, but we did not detet any periodi behavior. Folding the same data
with the known pulsation periods of 0.4162 and 0.4218 d did not reveal strong indiations
for the presene of the pulsations.
An inrease in the disk density may enhane the optial brightness of the system. A









assuming a ylindrial disk with a vertial height of 0.1 R
star
for the
H emitting region (Hanushik et al., 1993). Rivinius et al. (2003) pointed out that
enhanement in brightness is assoiated with mass loss from a Be star whih is indued
by non-radial pulsations. Suh a mass loss will inrease the disk density. We also know
from our previous study that GRO J2058+42 has at least one non-radial pulsation mode.
Figure 2. H prole observed on 2007 June 14 ( JD 2454266.498).
It is also possible that the disk begins its preession with a sudden hange in the
struture of the Be disk. As the revealed part of the disk gets larger due to preession
we get more light from the system and the H EW will also be larger than our previous
value (Kzloglu et al. 2007).









ish Sienti and Tehnologial Researh Counil), through projet 106T040.
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o di Padova, Sede di Asiago, I-36032 Asiago (VI), Italy
Nova Vul 2007 N.2 (= V459 Vul) was disovered by H. Kaneda at 8.7 mag on De
25.35 UT (f. Nakano, 2007). Spetrosopi onrmation was provided by Yamaoka
(2007) and Munari et al. (2007). The latter reported a peak brightness V = 7:58 and
B V = +1:10 on De. 27.75 UT. At that time the spetrum was haraterized by strong
absorptions, with feeble emission omponents visible only in H and OI 7772

A. A day
later, the absorption spetrum weakened remarkably and a rih and strong emission line
spetrum appeared, typial of novae soon after maximum.
Nova Cyg 2008 (= V2468 Cyg) was also disovered by H. Kaneda, at 8.2 mag on Mar
7.80 UT (f. Nakano, 2008), and spetrosopi onrmation was provided by Nogami et
al. (2008). On Mar 8.8 UT, they observed a rih emission line spetrum, with veloities
and P-Cyg proles typial of novae lose to maximum brightness.




photometri sequene around both novae, optimized
for CCD observations and their olor orretions. To alibrate the sequenes, we obtained
CCD photometry with the Sonoita Researh Observatory 0.35-m roboti telesope on




lters and an SBIG STL-1001E CCD
amera. Pixel size is 1:
00




. Observations on eah pho-





exposures of Landolt standard elds (Landolt, 1983, 1992). The photometri
sequenes are presented in Figures 1 and 2.
Some very red stars are inluded in these sequenes for the purpose of extending over
a wide olor range the determination of the transformation oeÆients. When intrinsi,
suh red olors are generally assoiated to variable ool stars. However, both elds suer
from large reddenings. In fat, both novae at maximum displayed olors reddened by
E(B   V )  0:6 and in both ases blue eld stars are missing. Thus, the very red stars
inluded in the sequenes are suh at least in part beause of the large reddenings and
not neessarily beause they are intrinsially very ool. Nevertheless, these stars have not
been observed suÆiently often to guard against possible variability.
Astrometry was performed using SLALIB (Wallae, 1994) linear plate transformation
routines in onjuntion with the UCAC2 referene atalog. Errors in oordinates were
less than 0.1 arse in both oordinates, referred to the mean oordinate zero point of the
referene stars in eah eld.
2 IBVS 5822





















027), lose to the oordinates reported by Kaneda (2007) at




8. Within 0.1 arse of this position there is the very
faint star USNO-B1.0 1112-0430634, deteted only on red POSS-II plates at R = 20 mag





8 (1 arse error). If this was the progenitor, the amplitude of the outburst in the B
band exeeded 12.5 mag.


























5. Three arse away there is the very faint star USNO-B1 1198-




4 (1 arse error), visible only
on POSS-II red plates and not on blue ones,with no ounterpart in the 2MASS atalog.
If this star was the progenitor, the amplitude of the outburst was larger than 12 mag in
the B band.
We would like to thank J. Gross, W. Cooney and D. Terrell for their help in setting
up the SRO observations and relinquishing their observing time.
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Nova Vul 2007 N.2 
J2000
= 19 48 08.87 Æ
J2000














a 297.053417 0.019 +21.302438 0.018 3 12.963 0.015 0.700 0.009 0.411 0.020 0.436 0.018 0.849 0.007
b 297.033846 0.019 +21.283494 0.012 3 13.009 0.010 1.764 0.020 0.973 0.021 0.902 0.018 1.868 0.039
 297.047833 0.032 +21.266738 0.021 3 13.278 0.015 1.965 0.025 1.133 0.015 1.048 0.030 2.173 0.043
d 297.022789 0.023 +21.284726 0.010 3 13.477 0.014 0.776 0.013 0.462 0.017 0.481 0.020 0.945 0.008
e 297.063279 0.019 +21.245797 0.023 3 13.898 0.015 0.532 0.008 0.297 0.020 0.362 0.020 0.665 0.005
f 297.015996 0.013 +21.279974 0.019 3 14.021 0.020 0.571 0.007 0.301 0.017 0.355 0.022 0.662 0.012
g 297.074160 0.059 +21.236478 0.016 3 14.091 0.016 1.485 0.016 0.838 0.021 0.834 0.018 1.671 0.007
h 297.039547 0.046 +21.298807 0.030 3 14.137 0.015 0.815 0.015 0.479 0.018 0.495 0.019 0.976 0.005
i 297.043746 0.078 +21.220482 0.115 3 14.573 0.017 0.912 0.021 0.514 0.022 0.492 0.017 1.003 0.006
j 297.008875 0.042 +21.236568 0.014 3 14.927 0.021 0.776 0.026 0.460 0.016 0.539 0.024 1.007 0.017
l 297.019181 0.085 +21.211302 0.047 3 15.542 0.015 1.053 0.063 0.609 0.030 0.586 0.018 1.193 0.019
 297.168824 0.000 +21.425196 0.038 3 10.583 0.017 0.238 0.023 0.083 0.045 0.384 0.013
 296.853879 0.035 +21.288030 0.007 3 10.715 0.044 0.166 0.045 0.115 0.028 0.283 0.033 0.407 0.030
 296.984049 0.037 +21.427287 0.016 3 11.096 0.018 0.994 0.011 0.391 0.061 0.406 0.032 0.799 0.032
Æ 296.940301 0.028 +21.315796 0.008 3 11.490 0.015 0.357 0.016 0.177 0.045 0.239 0.040 0.422 0.011
 297.090971 0.013 +21.172636 0.020 3 11.952 0.015 0.338 0.007 0.174 0.017 0.232 0.021 0.411 0.010




photometri omparison sequene around Nova Vul 2007 N.2. The ross indiates
the nova. N is the number of nights in whih the given star has been measured in the given band. The




area entered on the nova and




area is zoomed in on the left panel.
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Nova Cyg 2008 
J2000
= 19 58 33.36 Æ
J2000














a 299.608794 0.037 +29.838600 0.041 3 11.610 0.012 0.599 0.059 0.373 0.040 0.297 0.034 0.664 0.051
b 299.614562 0.052 +29.845833 0.015 3 11.670 0.009 0.205 0.013 0.142 0.015 0.107 0.024 0.247 0.033
 299.678984 0.049 +29.840657 0.017 3 12.266 0.004 1.247 0.009 0.808 0.016 0.776 0.040 1.581 0.055
d 299.684122 0.069 +29.833979 0.015 3 12.620 0.010 0.931 0.016 0.548 0.016 0.407 0.022 0.942 0.029
e 299.620718 0.055 +29.870303 0.023 3 13.052 0.010 0.396 0.010 0.259 0.015 0.231 0.024 0.488 0.032
f 299.695823 0.054 +29.860969 0.014 3 13.161 0.007 0.768 0.010 0.459 0.014 0.366 0.023 0.817 0.028
g 299.595427 0.012 +29.906124 0.015 3 13.375 0.010 1.779 0.026 1.004 0.019 0.895 0.023 1.888 0.029
h 299.681125 0.052 +29.855634 0.022 3 13.884 0.013 0.448 0.018 0.280 0.018 0.241 0.027 0.517 0.038
i 299.622727 0.063 +29.865338 0.047 3 14.014 0.011 1.451 0.023 0.850 0.020 0.765 0.023 1.606 0.033
j 299.647902 0.068 +29.875127 0.023 3 14.366 0.011 0.548 0.019 0.379 0.016 0.350 0.035 0.727 0.037
l 299.590166 0.082 +29.898026 0.036 3 14.553 0.013 1.266 0.034 0.743 0.018 0.659 0.023 1.394 0.033




photometri omparison sequene around Nova Cyg 2008. The ross indiates the
nova. N is the number of nights in whih the given star has been measured in the given band. The




area entered on the nova and shows stars down
to V=17.0. Star b is HD 33314.
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THE GEOS RR Lyr SURVEY
Eighth List of Maxima of RR Lyr Stars Observed by the Automated Telesopes TAROT
(GEOS Cirular RR 33)









GEOS (Groupe Europeen d'Observations Stellaires), 23 Par de Levesville, 28300 Bailleau l'Eve^que, Frane
2
LATT, Observatoire Midi-Pyrenees, Universite de Toulouse, Toulouse, Frane
3
CESR, Observatoire Midi-Pyrenees, Universite de Toulouse, Toulouse, Frane
4
Observatoire de Haute-Provene, Frane
We present here the eighth list of light maxima of RR Lyrae stars from the GEOS
RR Lyr Survey (Le Borgne et al., 2007), a GEOS program (http://www.upv.es/geos/)
(Boninsegna et al., 2002) of automated observations of RR Lyr stars started in January
2004.
We are using the 25-m automati telesopes TAROT (http://tarot.obs-hp.fr)
(Boer et al., 2001; Bringer et al., 1999). One of the telesopes is loated in the north-
ern hemisphere in Calern Observatory (Observatoire de la Co^te d'Azur, Nie University,
Frane). A seond idential telesope in the southern hemisphere is loated in ESO La
Silla Observatory, Chile. Images are obtained by 2048  2048 Maroni 42-40 thin bak





from bias subtration and atelding to photometry using SExtrator (Bertin & Arnouts,
1996), is performed automatially. The aim of this legay projet for the study of period
variations of RR Lyr stars is to monitor maxima of light of these stars in order to feed
the GEOS RRLyr web database (http://dbRR.ast.obs-mip.fr).
The present list ontains 727 maxima observed with no lter mainly between July and
Deember 2007 (Table 1). The maxima are determined by tting a polynomial funtion
on the data points. The unertainties on individual maxima are estimated from the data
sampling of eah maximum. The nominal sampling (two onseutive 30-s exposures taken
every 10 minutes on a time baseline of 2 hours entered around the predited maximum
time) may be altered by loal events (weather or telesope operation). This results un-
ertainties from 0.002 to 0.010 day. For a well observed star, the mean unertainty on
maxima is about 0.003 day (4.3 minutes). The O   C's are omputed with the GCVS
elements (Kholopov et al., 1985) and are displayed in Table 1 in olumn `O   C'. The
olumn `E' ontains the yle number. Note that this yle number takes into aount
the shifts indued by the elements when the period of the elements is very dierent from
the atual one, the absolute value of O   C beoming greater than 1 period. When no
elements are available in the GCVS, the referene of the elements, if exists, is given as a
footnote of Table 1. The fth olumn in Table 1 gives the abbreviation of the name of
the observatory where the star was observed.
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Table 1: maxima of RR Lyrae stars
Variable Maximum O   C E Obs.

Variable Maximum O   C E Obs.

HJD 24. . . (days) HJD 24. . . (days)
SW And 54310.4820.003  0.769 81800. C TY Aps 54326.6070.002 0.048 29102. LS
SW And 54321.5420.005  0.766 81825. C TY Aps 54330.6200.002 0.047 29110. LS
SW And 54357.3630.002  0.769 81906. C VX Aps 54325.5990.002  0.005 41451. LS
SW And 54376.3800.002  0.770 81949. C VX Aps 54339.6570.003 0.001 41480. LS
SW And 54390.5330.002  0.770 81981. C XZ Aps 54292.5800.003  0.214 43541. LS
SW And 54413.5310.002  0.771 82033. C XZ Aps 54329.5760.002  0.226 43604. LS
SW And 54433.4330.003  0.771 82078. C BS Aps 54292.5050.003 0.003 28963. LS
SW And 54438.2970.002  0.773 82089. C BS Aps 54317.5820.005 0.030 29006. LS
SW And 54449.3540.003  0.773 82114. C CK Aps 54283.5710.002  0.178 28217. LS
XX And 54340.5210.002 0.228 21104. C CK Aps 54284.8180.002  0.178 28219. LS
XX And 54351.3660.003 0.232 21119. C DD Aps 54317.5500.003 0.082 27140. LS
XX And 54358.5890.003 0.228 21129. C DI Aps 54283.7040.002  0.024 35116. LS
XX And 54366.5420.005 0.230 21140. C DI Aps 54319.5290.003  0.027 35185. LS
XX And 54379.5500.005 0.229 21158. C EL Aps 54283.7890.003  0.174 45355. LS
XX And 54385.3320.003 0.229 21166. C EL Aps 54322.6430.005  0.161 45422. LS
XX And 54395.4510.003 0.230 21180. C EX Aps 54286.8490.004 0.013 55857. LS
XX And 54405.5670.003 0.227 21194. C EX Aps 54341.5790.005 0.015 55973. LS
XX And 54408.4610.003 0.230 21198. C EX Aps 54367.5290.005 0.016 56028. LS
XX And 54419.3050.003 0.233 21213. C LU Aps 54283.8630.005 0.196 22500. LS
XX And 54432.3100.002 0.228 21231. C SW Aqr 54316.4080.003 0.000 63616. C
XX And 54434.4880.005 0.238 21234. C SW Aqr 54343.5100.005 0.003 63675. C
XX And 54437.3680.007 0.227 21238. C SW Aqr 54349.4800.004 0.002 63688. C
AT And 54300.4560.005  0.006 19382. C SW Aqr 54355.4490.002 0.000 63701. C
AT And 54337.4800.005 0.003 19442. C SW Aqr 54356.3700.005 0.002 63703. C
AT And 54366.4650.002  0.007 19489. C SW Aqr 54372.4390.002  0.004 63738. C
AT And 54368.3240.005 0.001 19492. C SX Aqr 54356.3880.005  0.114 27179. C
AT And 54387.4420.004  0.005 19523. C SX Aqr 54359.6040.003  0.113 27185. LS
AT And 54405.3350.005  0.003 19552. C SX Aqr 54371.3930.003  0.109 27207. C
AT And 54406.5700.006  0.002 19554. C SX Aqr 54401.3890.002  0.113 27263. C
AT And 54408.4260.003 0.004 19557. C TZ Aqr 54317.4700.005 0.019 29357. C
AT And 54411.5060.004  0.001 19562. C TZ Aqr 54319.7480.003 0.012 29361. LS
AT And 54432.4770.003  0.005 19596. C TZ Aqr 54327.7420.002 0.009 29375. LS
AT And 54447.2860.004  0.002 19620. C TZ Aqr 54329.4590.002 0.013 29378. C
CI And 54337.5630.005 0.108 38412. C TZ Aqr 54345.4490.005 0.009 29406. C
CI And 54339.5020.002 0.108 38416. C TZ Aqr 54378.5820.005 0.013 29464. LS
CI And 54340.4690.002 0.106 38418. C WZ Aqr 54289.8170.004 0.068 67878. LS
CI And 54342.4120.003 0.110 38422. C WZ Aqr 54351.6020.004 0.071 68003. LS
CI And 54354.5260.002 0.106 38447. C YZ Aqr 54358.6660.002 0.053 34414. LS
CI And 54356.4640.003 0.105 38451. C AA Aqr 54325.7120.003  0.118 55145. LS
CI And 54386.5160.002 0.104 38513. C AA Aqr 54328.7570.003  0.117 55150. LS
CI And 54407.3560.003 0.102 38556. C AA Aqr 54361.6360.004  0.118 55204. LS
CI And 54416.5650.003 0.101 38575. C AA Aqr 54383.5550.002  0.119 55240. LS
CI And 54422.38260.0018 0.1018 38587. C BN Aqr 54299.8010.002 0.554 34977. LS
CI And 54423.3480.003 0.098 38589. C BN Aqr 54330.8010.002 0.558 35043. LS
CI And 54432.5580.002 0.098 38608. C BN Aqr 54344.4200.003 0.557 35072. C
CI And 54435.4660.002 0.098 38614. C BN Aqr 54347.7090.006 0.558 35079. LS
CI And 54438.3730.003 0.097 38620. C BN Aqr 54375.4200.002 0.560 35138. C
DR And 54351.4760.002  0.019 30422. C BN Aqr 54380.5860.005 0.560 35149. LS
DR And 54368.3600.003  0.028 30452. C BO Aqr 54326.7920.002 0.141 18307. LS
DR And 54378.5090.002  0.015 30470. C BO Aqr 54358.7160.003 0.141 18353. LS
DR And 54396.5350.002  0.009 30502. C BR Aqr 54328.8160.002  0.156 34641. LS
DR And 54405.5400.003  0.014 30518. C BR Aqr 54329.7800.002  0.156 34643. LS
DR And 54412.2900.003  0.022 30530. C BR Aqr 54349.5390.002  0.154 34684. C
DR And 54430.3130.005  0.018 30562. C BR Aqr 54350.4990.002  0.158 34686. C
DR And 54431.4490.010  0.009 30564. C BR Aqr 54378.4550.004  0.151 34744. C
DR And 54448.34360.0015  0.0075 30594. C BR Aqr 54401.5890.005  0.147 34792. LS
TY Aps 54298.5010.005 0.037 29046. LS CP Aqr 54307.4630.002  0.110 35440. C
TY Aps 54319.5820.002 0.046 29088. LS CP Aqr 54326.4650.002  0.108 35481. C
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CP Aqr 54327.3890.004  0.111 35483. C AH Cam 54395.4640.005  0.421 42487. C
CP Aqr 54333.4160.004  0.108 35496. C AH Cam 54419.4270.003  0.426 42552. C
CP Aqr 54352.4130.002  0.111 35537. C AH Cam 54433.4660.006  0.399 42590. C
CP Aqr 54358.4380.003  0.110 35550. C AH Cam 54434.5710.002  0.400 42593. C
CP Aqr 54371.4200.005  0.103 35578. C AH Cam 54436.40420.0014  0.4103 42598. C
CP Aqr 54372.3400.002  0.110 35580. C AH Cam 54441.5650.005  0.412 42612. C
DN Aqr 54328.7520.003 0.045 40873. LS AH Cam 54453.3620.005  0.414 42644. C
DN Aqr 54335.7240.006 0.045 40884. LS RW Cn 54419.5420.003 0.209 27162. C
FX Aqr 54320.7560.003 0.120 15449. LS SS Cn 54419.5440.0014 0.051 85319. C
GP Aqr 54328.6930.003 LS SS Cn 54448.56270.0010 0.0500 85398. C
GP Aqr 54352.5800.010 LS TT Cn 54442.5890.003 0.105 25731. C
GP Aqr 54383.3900.008 C AN Cn 54420.6240.003 0.143 29439. C
HH Aqr 54336.6350.005 LS AN Cn 54438.54950.0019 0.1445 29472. C
AA Aql 54323.6430.003 0.033 82856. LS AS Cn 54414.5950.005 0.349 24637. C
AA Aql 54325.4560.003 0.037 82861. C AS Cn 54417.6870.003 0.353 24642. C
AA Aql 54362.3560.005 0.034 82963. C AS Cn 54445.4730.005 0.351 24687. C
V341 Aql 54288.4470.003 0.031 22650. C AS Cn 54453.5030.003 0.353 24700. C
V341 Aql 54292.4930.005 0.031 22657. C EZ Cn
1
54447.5340.003  0.031 13364. C
V341 Aql 54330.6390.002 0.027 22723. LS EZ Cn
1
54454.6260.002  0.034 13377. C
V341 Aql 54354.3410.003 0.030 22764. C AA CMi 54451.4670.002 0.055 37527. C
V341 Aql 54358.3860.005 0.029 22771. C AA CMi 54465.7560.003 0.054 37557. LS
S Ara 54327.6920.004 0.174 29156. LS BB CMi 53754.5410.010 0.112 70909. C
CZ Ara 54286.7000.005  0.156 37518. LS BB CMi 53758.5050.010 0.111 70919. C
CZ Ara 54320.5450.003  0.159 37565. LS IU Car 54410.6910.005 0.266 17249. LS
X Ari 54386.6360.002 0.331 25805. C IU Car 54432.8100.003 0.271 17279. LS
X Ari 54394.4520.005 0.333 25817. C IU Cas 54321.5580.002  0.107 39381. C
X Ari 54396.4060.003 0.334 25820. C IU Cas 54377.4050.005  0.107 39467. C
X Ari 54407.4780.005 0.337 25837. C IU Cas 54386.5000.003  0.104 39481. C
X Ari 54411.3830.002 0.335 25843. C IU Cas 54397.5390.003  0.104 39498. C
X Ari 54416.5930.005 0.336 25851. C IU Cas 54401.4350.003  0.105 39504. C
X Ari 54431.5690.003 0.335 25874. C IU Cas 54412.4740.003  0.105 39521. C
X Ari 54435.4760.002 0.336 25880. C IU Cas 54418.3190.007  0.105 39530. C
X Ari 54450.4530.004 0.336 25903. C IU Cas 54429.3620.003  0.101 39547. C
TZ Aur 54383.5200.002 0.013 88035. C IU Cas 54438.4490.003  0.105 39561. C
TZ Aur 54408.5860.002 0.012 88099. C V363 Cas 54338.3880.005 0.543 33292. C
TZ Aur 54447.3620.002 0.012 88198. C V363 Cas 54339.4810.003 0.543 33294. C
BH Aur 54370.5270.002  0.003 25475. C V363 Cas 54350.4200.005 0.551 33314. C
BH Aur 54385.5810.005 0.000 25508. C V363 Cas 54358.6240.010 0.557 33329. C
BH Aur 54397.4360.002  0.003 25534. C V363 Cas 54370.6280.005 0.537 33351. C
BH Aur 54408.3860.002 0.001 25558. C V363 Cas 54374.4780.005 0.561 33358. C
BH Aur 54411.5770.002  0.001 25565. C V363 Cas 54385.4100.004 0.563 33378. C
BH Aur 54452.6210.004  0.005 25655. C V363 Cas 54387.5920.004 0.559 33382. C
ST Boo 54287.4890.005 0.096 56414. C V363 Cas 54396.3450.005 0.567 33398. C
ST Boo 54292.4670.002 0.096 56422. C V363 Cas 54402.3390.005 0.549 33409. C
U Cae 54427.6530.002  0.107 47912. LS V363 Cas 54415.4470.010 0.540 33433. C
U Cae 54432.6960.002  0.102 47924. LS V363 Cas 54416.5600.005 0.560 33435. C
U Cae 54440.66810.0018  0.1056 47943. LS V363 Cas 54432.3980.005 0.549 33464. C
U Cae 54443.6040.002  0.108 47950. LS AQ Cep 54102.2910.002 0.062 39871. C
U Cae 54445.70190.0015  0.1094 47955. LS RR Cet 54011.7680.002 0.006 37666. LS
U Cae 54448.63880.0015  0.1110 47962. LS RR Cet 54021.7220.002 0.006 37684. LS
U Cae 54450.73930.0010  0.1095 47967. LS RR Cet 54026.6990.002 0.005 37693. LS
U Cae 54453.6820.002  0.105 47974. LS RR Cet 54031.6770.002 0.006 37702. LS
U Cae 54463.7580.003  0.104 47998. LS RR Cet 54036.6530.002 0.005 37711. LS
U Cae 54464.59650.0016  0.1055 48000. LS RR Cet 54047.7150.002 0.006 37731. LS
U Cae 54466.69250.0015  0.1085 48005. LS RR Cet 54051.5870.002 0.007 37738. LS
AH Cam 54370.4150.003  0.396 42419. C RR Cet 54358.5180.002 0.007 38293. C
AH Cam 54378.5290.003  0.394 42441. C RR Cet 54379.5330.003 0.007 38331. C
AH Cam 54387.3460.005  0.427 42465. C RR Cet 54381.7440.003 0.006 38335. LS
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RR Cet 54412.7140.003 0.007 38391. LS DM Cyg 54299.5000.002 0.061 27907. C
RR Cet 54419.3530.004 0.009 38403. C DM Cyg 54328.4690.002 0.060 27976. C
RR Cet 54435.3880.002 0.007 38432. C DM Cyg 54339.3860.002 0.060 28002. C
RR Cet 54440.3640.003 0.005 38441. C DM Cyg 54344.4220.002 0.058 28014. C
RU Cet 54402.5810.003 0.077 24862. LS DM Cyg 54365.4140.002 0.057 28064. C
RU Cet 54416.6570.005 0.082 24886. LS DM Cyg 54394.38710.0015 0.0597 28133. C
RU Cet 54419.5860.006 0.080 24891. LS DM Cyg 54402.3650.003 0.060 28152. C
RX Cet 54351.8530.006 0.218 24797. LS DM Cyg 54415.3900.005 0.070 28183. C
RX Cet 54374.8070.004 0.225 24837. LS DU Del 53215.5750.005  0.273 42576. C
RX Cet 54416.6880.005 0.226 24910. LS DX Del 54296.4170.005 0.060 31588. C
RZ Cet 54379.6800.010  0.150 40095. LS DX Del 54330.4410.002 0.055 31660. C
RZ Cet 54394.4950.004  0.142 40124. C DX Del 54374.3960.002 0.057 31753. C
RZ Cet 54435.3430.002  0.143 40204. C DX Del 54375.3410.005 0.057 31755. C
RZ Cet 54436.36250.0016  0.1449 40206. C DX Del 54400.3870.003 0.054 31808. C
UU Cet 54330.7070.004  0.129 21651. LS DX Del 54401.3350.002 0.057 31810. C
UU Cet 54375.5520.005  0.134 21725. LS VW Dor 54406.6640.005  0.083 28088. LS
UU Cet 54401.6210.010  0.126 21768. LS VW Dor 54407.8010.003  0.087 28090. LS
UU Cet 54415.5550.003  0.132 21791. LS RW Dra 54287.4770.002 0.171 33663. C
RW Col 54420.8040.005  0.243 50285. LS RW Dra 54291.4540.002 0.162 33672. C
RW Col 54426.8030.004  0.065 50296. LS XZ Dra 54311.4740.002  0.104 25988. C
RW Col 54431.7120.006 0.081 50305. LS XZ Dra 54312.4230.002  0.108 25990. C
RW Col 54443.7080.003  0.096 50328. LS XZ Dra 54339.5800.004  0.111 26047. C
RX Col 54402.7180.005  0.033 43078. LS XZ Dra 54342.4360.003  0.114 26053. C
RX Col 54427.6580.005  0.043 43120. LS XZ Dra 54350.5390.005  0.112 26070. C
RX Col 54456.7650.006  0.044 43169. LS BC Dra 53440.5870.010 0.081 15512. C
RX Col 54465.6670.003  0.053 43184. LS BC Dra 53525.4960.010 0.080 15630. C
RY Col 54379.7760.010  0.169 41911. LS BC Dra 53941.4100.010 0.079 16208. C
RY Col 54402.7870.004  0.143 41959. LS BC Dra 53961.5570.010 0.078 16236. C
RY Col 54425.7630.003  0.152 42007. LS BC Dra 54295.4500.005 0.088 16700. C
RY Col 54440.5960.002  0.164 42038. LS BC Dra 54344.3820.005 0.089 16768. C
S Com 54454.6740.003  0.100 23526. C BC Dra 54372.4550.014 0.098 16807. C
WW CrA 54328.6070.004  0.035 41184. LS BC Dra 54400.5020.006 0.082 16846. C
V413 CrA 54286.7120.005 0.044 21696. LS BC Dra 54411.2960.008 0.082 16861. C
V592 CrA 54340.6100.005 0.195 39311. LS BC Dra 54452.3140.004 0.084 16918. C
SW Cru 54283.5100.005 0.069 86195. LS BD Dra 54328.4730.002 0.745 21311. C
UY Cyg 54301.4390.005 0.056 56835. C BD Dra 54331.4100.002 0.737 21316. C
UY Cyg 54311.5300.002 0.054 56853. C BD Dra 54371.4510.005 0.722 21384. C
UY Cyg 54329.4690.002 0.051 56885. C BD Dra 54372.6330.005 0.726 21386. C
UY Cyg 54342.3700.005 0.055 56908. C BD Dra 54378.5290.002 0.731 21396. C
UY Cyg 54352.4610.002 0.054 56926. C BD Dra 54397.3720.002 0.725 21428. C
UY Cyg 54365.3600.003 0.056 56949. C BD Dra 54401.4930.002 0.722 21435. C
UY Cyg 54366.4770.002 0.052 56951. C BD Dra 54407.3860.005 0.725 21445. C
UY Cyg 54370.4020.002 0.052 56958. C BD Dra 54423.3070.003 0.741 21472. C
UY Cyg 54374.3270.003 0.052 56965. C BD Dra 54430.3690.005 0.735 21484. C
UY Cyg 54375.4490.002 0.053 56967. C BD Dra 54450.4010.003 0.739 21518. C
UY Cyg 54383.2970.003 0.051 56981. C BK Dra 54289.4310.003  0.154 48585. C
UY Cyg 54397.3220.003 0.058 57006. C BK Dra 54331.4670.002  0.155 48656. C
UY Cyg 54416.3850.003 0.057 57040. C BT Dra 54290.4110.003  0.014 40015. C
XZ Cyg
2
54285.4900.005 0.001 12248. C RT Equ 54318.6530.004 0.035 36978. LS
XZ Cyg
2
54286.4200.002  0.002 12250. C RT Equ 54322.6540.003 0.033 36987. LS
XZ Cyg
2
54292.4800.005  0.008 12263. C RT Equ 54325.7640.005 0.030 36994. LS
XZ Cyg
2
54300.4090.003  0.011 12280. C RT Equ 54326.6580.002 0.034 36996. LS
XZ Cyg
2
54335.4170.002 0.002 12355. C RT Equ 54329.7680.005 0.031 37003. LS
XZ Cyg
2
54350.3450.002  0.001 12387. C RT Equ 54330.6590.002 0.032 37005. LS
XZ Cyg
2
54357.3410.002  0.004 12402. C RX Eri 54409.7180.003  0.010 55713. LS
XZ Cyg
2
54368.5410.004  0.002 12426. C RX Eri 54416.7630.003  0.012 55725. LS
DM Cyg 54289.4220.003 0.060 27883. C RX Eri 54453.7660.005  0.005 55788. LS
DM Cyg 54294.4560.002 0.055 27895. C RX Eri 54466.6860.003  0.005 55810. LS
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SV Eri 54415.6410.007 0.748 26426. LS VZ Her 54329.4230.002 0.064 39835. C
SV Eri 54430.6340.010 0.752 26447. LS AR Her 54284.4280.006  1.213 27299. C
SV Eri 54445.6250.007 0.753 26468. LS AR Her 54292.4160.005  1.216 27316. C
XY Eri 54432.6510.005  0.252 53530. LS BD Her 54317.4320.005 0.143 45767. C
XY Eri 54437.6670.010  0.224 53539. LS BD Her 54326.4130.002 0.120 45786. C
XY Eri 54443.7850.004  0.202 53550. LS BD Her 54327.3540.005 0.113 45788. C
XY Eri 54453.7220.003  0.242 53568. LS BD Her 54335.4420.003 0.144 45805. C
XY Eri 54463.67170.0015  0.2688 53586. LS BD Her 54344.4310.002 0.129 45824. C
BB Eri 54408.7800.003 0.227 26056. LS BD Her 54345.3760.002 0.126 45826. C
BB Eri 54452.6620.002 0.227 26133. LS UU Hor 54357.7990.002 0.146 46040. LS
RX For 54368.8040.005  0.011 24338. LS UU Hor 54379.6860.004 0.147 46074. LS
RX For 54374.7530.004  0.035 24348. LS UU Hor 54406.7220.005 0.149 46116. LS
RX For 54410.58310.0016  0.0440 24408. LS SZ Hya 54448.69180.0016  0.1870 25630. C
RX For 54417.7520.003  0.043 24420. LS BI Hya 54232.5770.002 0.220 50015. LS
RX For 54423.7380.003  0.030 24430. LS DD Hya 54445.4890.002  0.143 25410. C
RX For 54429.7310.003  0.010 24440. LS DD Hya 54448.5030.0016  0.140 25416. C
RX For 54432.70950.0016  0.0182 24445. LS DD Hya 54450.5170.003  0.133 25420. C
RX For 54447.6100.005  0.051 24470. LS DD Hya 54451.5160.003  0.137 25422. C
SS For 54340.8210.005  0.130 31633. LS DG Hya 54466.8330.003 0.051 40585. LS
SS For 54401.7540.005  0.136 31756. LS ET Hya 54120.68340.0018 0.1390 26548. LS
SS For 54407.6990.003  0.136 31768. LS ET Hya 54142.61660.0017 0.1356 26580. LS
SS For 54413.6450.003  0.135 31780. LS ET Hya 54155.6430.002 0.137 26599. LS
SW For 54362.7570.005 0.415 24907. LS GO Hya 54445.6580.004  0.078 45246. C
SW For 54411.7850.005 0.415 24968. LS V Ind 54348.6810.005  0.136 29672. LS
SW For 54428.6580.005 0.409 24989. LS V Ind 54372.6570.002  0.140 29722. LS
SW For 54440.7220.008 0.417 25004. LS CQ La 54328.4370.002 0.126 31114. C
SX For 54380.7460.004 0.038 25147. LS CQ La 54333.3950.003 0.124 31122. C
SX For 54408.5990.004 0.045 25193. LS CQ La 54339.5950.004 0.124 31132. C
SX For 54423.7280.003 0.040 25218. LS CQ La 54377.4220.006 0.128 31193. C
SX For 54437.6530.003 0.043 25241. LS CQ La 54385.4830.003 0.129 31206. C
SX For 54463.6860.006 0.046 25284. LS CQ La 54395.4020.002 0.127 31222. C
RR Gem 54394.5780.002  0.374 32815. C CQ La 54405.32270.0017 0.1272 31238. C
RR Gem 54396.5630.002  0.376 32820. C CQ La 54416.4870.004 0.131 31256. C
RR Gem 54417.6210.003  0.375 32873. C RX Leo 54453.6930.005 0.093 27773. C
RR Gem 54446.61870.0010  0.3813 32946. C WW Leo 54446.5670.003 0.035 32453. C
RR Gem 54449.40070.0015  0.3805 32953. C X LMi 54414.6840.005 0.206 22233. C
RR Gem 54454.56550.0010  0.3807 32966. C X LMi 54438.6280.003 0.199 22268. C
RR Gem 54455.36080.0015  0.3801 32968. C U Lep 54411.7620.002 0.042 22459. LS
GI Gem 54408.5310.002 0.071 55536. C U Lep 54425.7180.002 0.043 22483. LS
GI Gem 54450.5590.003 0.073 55633. C U Lep 54428.6170.005 0.034 22488. LS
GI Gem 54454.45610.0015 0.0703 55642. C U Lep 54436.7690.002 0.046 22502. LS
RW Gru 54345.7140.005  0.137 36317. LS U Lep 54450.7220.003 0.043 22526. LS
TW Her 54284.4600.002  0.011 81930. C U Lep 54453.6310.003 0.045 22531. LS
TW Her 54290.4510.003  0.014 81945. C VY Lib 54284.6360.003  0.027 24610. LS
TW Her 54296.4470.002  0.012 81960. C TT Lyn 54416.6300.003  0.034 29736. C
TW Her 54308.4350.003  0.012 81990. C TT Lyn 54440.5250.005  0.036 29776. C
TW Her 54310.4330.002  0.012 81995. C TT Lyn 54447.6960.002  0.035 29788. C
TW Her 54312.4310.003  0.012 82000. C TT Lyn 54455.4620.004  0.035 29801. C
TW Her 54316.4310.002  0.008 82010. C TW Lyn 54395.6530.003 0.054 19452. C
TW Her 54324.4180.002  0.013 82030. C TW Lyn 54408.6640.002 0.055 19479. C
TW Her 54340.4030.003  0.012 82070. C TW Lyn 54451.5500.002 0.056 19568. C
TW Her 54342.4000.003  0.013 82075. C TW Lyn 54452.5140.004 0.056 19570. C
VX Her 54286.4600.002  0.411 71450. C TW Lyn 54453.4770.002 0.055 19572. C
VX Her 54291.4690.003  0.411 71461. C TW Lyn 54455.4040.002 0.055 19576. C
VZ Her 54288.4730.002 0.064 39742. C RZ Lyr 54285.5500.005 0.006 25628. C
VZ Her 54299.4800.002 0.063 39767. C RZ Lyr 54324.3870.004  0.011 25704. C
VZ Her 54307.4060.002 0.063 39785. C RZ Lyr 54325.4080.003  0.013 25706. C
VZ Her 54318.4150.005 0.064 39810. C RZ Lyr 54330.5190.003  0.014 25716. C
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Variable Maximum O   C E Obs.

Variable Maximum O   C E Obs.

HJD 24. . . (days) HJD 24. . . (days)
RZ Lyr 54345.3520.003  0.007 25745. C AR Ot 54338.8130.004 0.016 44455. LS
RZ Lyr 54366.3140.002  0.006 25786. C V445 Oph 54286.6180.002 0.019 67359. LS
RZ Lyr 54368.3610.002  0.004 25790. C V455 Oph 54288.4510.005  0.245 27440. C
RZ Lyr 54370.4070.002  0.003 25794. C V455 Oph 54298.4310.003  0.251 27462. C
RZ Lyr 54371.4310.005  0.001 25796. C V816 Oph 54299.5710.002  0.102 47146. LS
AW Lyr 53217.5730.004 0.053 56058. C V964 Ori 54415.6790.002  0.388 45409. LS
AW Lyr 53219.5680.005 0.058 56062. C V964 Ori 54416.6890.002  0.387 45411. LS
AW Lyr 53224.5380.003 0.054 56072. C V964 Ori 54423.75490.0015  0.3864 45425. LS
AW Lyr 53245.4350.005 0.058 56114. C V964 Ori 54465.6400.002  0.388 45508. LS
AW Lyr 54285.5560.005 0.017 58205. C TX Pav 54284.5950.002  0.168 58978. LS
AW Lyr 54299.4750.005 0.008 58233. C TX Pav 54285.5150.002  0.168 58980. LS
AW Lyr 54308.4350.005 0.014 58251. C TX Pav 54330.5830.002  0.167 59078. LS
AW Lyr 54311.4150.002 0.009 58257. C TX Pav 54342.5380.005  0.168 59104. LS
AW Lyr 54325.3450.005 0.011 58285. C TY Pav 54285.7180.002 0.275 17952. LS
CN Lyr 54285.4830.005 0.022 23820. C TY Pav 54325.4990.003 0.274 18008. LS
CN Lyr 54297.4120.005 0.021 23849. C TY Pav 54347.5230.005 0.275 18039. LS
CN Lyr 54311.3940.002 0.016 23883. C WY Pav 54285.6250.005 0.071 46582. LS
CN Lyr 54318.3940.005 0.023 23900. C BH Pav 54284.8270.002 0.202 55014. LS
CN Lyr 54325.3810.003 0.016 23917. C BH Pav 54319.6550.002 0.212 55087. LS
CN Lyr 54327.4340.005 0.012 23922. C BH Pav 54339.6740.003 0.198 55129. LS
CN Lyr 54339.3720.003 0.020 23951. C BH Pav 54340.6320.005 0.203 55131. LS
CN Lyr 54353.3580.004 0.019 23985. C BN Pav 54289.7550.002  0.027 45759. LS
IO Lyr 54312.4490.002  0.028 25460. C BN Pav 54319.8110.002  0.031 45812. LS
IO Lyr 54357.4610.003  0.032 25538. C BN Pav 54348.7330.004  0.035 45863. LS
IO Lyr 54368.4220.003  0.036 25557. C BN Pav 54381.6270.005  0.037 45921. LS
Z Mi 54299.6850.006  0.117 21642. LS BP Pav 54285.5510.002 0.025 48290. LS
Z Mi 54323.7530.010  0.113 21683. LS BP Pav 54319.8160.002  0.104 48354. LS
Z Mi 54329.6310.004  0.104 21693. LS BP Pav 54320.8690.005  0.125 48356. LS
Z Mi 54373.6460.009  0.109 21768. LS BP Pav 54345.6490.005  0.066 48402. LS
EM Mus 54296.5640.002  0.150 33727. LS BP Pav 54372.5270.005  0.058 48452. LS
Y Ot 54292.6280.003  0.206 40076. LS BP Pav 54373.58220.0014  0.0774 48454. LS
Y Ot 54296.5080.004  0.205 40082. LS BP Pav 54382.5450.003  0.250 48471. LS
Y Ot 54327.5430.003  0.208 40130. LS BP Pav 54412.5890.005 0.237 48526. LS
RS Ot 54318.8470.004 0.097 39277. LS DN Pav 54285.8340.002 0.097 27970. LS
RS Ot 54320.6810.005 0.099 39281. LS DN Pav 54299.8880.002 0.098 28000. LS
RS Ot 54329.8460.003 0.103 39301. LS DN Pav 54369.6860.003 0.098 28149. LS
RV Ot 54283.6880.005 0.126 68574. LS DN Pav 54370.6240.003 0.099 28151. LS
RY Ot 54327.4920.004 0.117 46746. LS VV Peg 54298.4420.002  0.025 30527. C
RY Ot 54328.6170.003 0.115 46748. LS VV Peg 54317.4880.003  0.026 30566. C
RY Ot 54408.6250.005 0.111 46890. LS VV Peg 54338.4880.003  0.027 30609. C
SS Ot 54285.8100.004  0.063 42239. LS VV Peg 54365.3510.002  0.025 30664. C
SS Ot 54317.5320.003  0.054 42290. LS VV Peg 54384.3950.002  0.028 30703. C
SS Ot 54325.6130.002  0.057 42303. LS VV Peg 54387.3300.004  0.023 30709. C
SS Ot 54326.8550.002  0.059 42305. LS VV Peg 54405.39960.0017  0.0242 30746. C
SS Ot 54335.5590.005  0.060 42319. LS VV Peg 54431.2850.003  0.023 30799. C
SS Ot 54341.7740.005  0.063 42329. LS AV Peg 54291.5030.003 0.108 26900. C
SS Ot 54369.7600.003  0.060 42374. LS AV Peg 54307.5090.003 0.108 26941. C
SS Ot 54371.6270.005  0.058 42377. LS AV Peg 54309.4610.002 0.108 26946. C
SS Ot 54409.5630.005  0.053 42438. LS AV Peg 54327.4180.003 0.108 26992. C
UV Ot 54330.5210.002  0.118 36862. LS AV Peg 54345.3770.002 0.110 27038. C
UW Ot 54283.8880.002  0.010 44875. LS AV Peg 54363.3350.003 0.111 27084. C
UW Ot 54357.6700.003  0.013 45041. LS AV Peg 54400.41990.0017 0.1099 27179. C
UW Ot 54365.6750.003  0.009 45059. LS AV Peg 54402.3730.004 0.111 27184. C
UW Ot 54372.7880.003  0.008 45075. LS AV Peg 54407.4480.003 0.111 27197. C
UW Ot 54418.5660.002  0.012 45178. LS AV Peg 54429.3090.003 0.111 27253. C
AR Ot 54325.8080.002 0.000 44422. LS BH Peg 54337.5130.005  0.081 23358. C
AR Ot 54328.5690.002 0.006 44429. LS BH Peg 54405.4160.005  0.124 23464. C
AR Ot 54334.8740.005 0.013 44445. LS BH Peg 54432.3400.003  0.121 23506. C
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Table 1 (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Variable Maximum O   C E Obs.

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BH Peg 54441.3260.007  0.109 23520. C X Ret 54363.6600.005 0.197 30336. LS
CG Peg 54296.4870.002  0.046 32526. C X Ret 54380.8560.004 0.173 30371. LS
CG Peg 54297.4170.004  0.050 32528. C X Ret 54381.8490.005 0.182 30373. LS
CG Peg 54310.4990.002  0.048 32556. C X Ret 54420.7330.002 0.199 30452. LS
CG Peg 54326.3830.002  0.047 32590. C X Ret 54425.6560.002 0.202 30462. LS
CG Peg 54330.5850.002  0.049 32599. C X Ret 54445.8250.002 0.200 30503. LS
CG Peg 54354.4090.002  0.049 32650. C X Ret 54448.7770.003 0.200 30509. LS
CG Peg 54376.3670.002  0.047 32697. C V675 Sgr 54285.6980.004 0.065 40322. LS
CG Peg 54389.4460.002  0.048 32725. C V675 Sgr 54287.6250.005 0.065 40325. LS
CG Peg 54411.4020.005  0.047 32772. C V756 Sgr 54299.5820.003 0.097 47455. LS
CG Peg 54412.3360.002  0.047 32774. C V756 Sgr 54323.6840.005 0.097 47501. LS
DZ Peg 54330.4190.003 0.160 33653. C V1130 Sgr 54289.7630.005 0.041 47406. LS
DZ Peg 54350.4600.002 0.159 33686. C V1176 Sgr 54322.6850.005 0.009 92697. LS
DZ Peg 54384.4690.002 0.156 33742. C V1645 Sgr 54320.5850.005  0.043 36333. LS
DZ Peg 54386.2950.003 0.160 33745. C V1645 Sgr 54326.6680.004  0.041 36344. LS
DZ Peg 54392.3690.005 0.161 33755. C V1645 Sgr 54341.5950.005  0.041 36371. LS
AR Per 54352.5250.002 0.055 63719. C V494 So 54287.6590.002  0.146 30799. LS
AR Per 54355.5010.002 0.053 63726. C V690 So 54286.5810.003  0.015 25371. LS
AR Per 54358.4830.003 0.056 63733. C RU Sl 54334.8320.004 0.403 47050. LS
AR Per 54383.5910.003 0.056 63792. C RU Sl 54336.8000.005 0.398 47054. LS
AR Per 54384.4400.002 0.054 63794. C RU Sl 54375.7790.002 0.403 47133. LS
AR Per 54386.5680.003 0.055 63799. C RU Sl 54418.7010.002 0.405 47220. LS
AR Per 54389.5480.004 0.056 63806. C RU Sl 54419.6860.004 0.403 47222. LS
AR Per 54396.3570.002 0.056 63822. C UZ Sl 54299.7790.002 0.036 33816. LS
AR Per 54415.5040.002 0.053 63867. C UZ Sl 54352.7760.003 0.037 33934. LS
AR Per 54422.31390.0015 0.0543 63883. C UZ Sl 54375.6790.002 0.035 33985. LS
AR Per 54433.3790.003 0.055 63909. C UZ Sl 54411.6110.005 0.037 34065. LS
AR Per 54435.50780.0017 0.0562 63914. C VW Sl 54322.7790.003  0.009 51894. LS
AR Per 54448.27390.0016 0.0559 63944. C VW Sl 54323.8000.005  0.010 51896. LS
RV Phe 54329.7960.003  0.174 20815. LS VW Sl 54346.7870.004  0.014 51941. LS
RV Phe 54350.6610.003  0.183 20850. LS VW Sl 54363.6490.005  0.013 51974. LS
RV Phe 54372.7340.005  0.178 20887. LS VW Sl 54365.6930.005  0.012 51978. LS
RV Phe 54384.6620.005  0.178 20907. LS VW Sl 54407.5850.004  0.015 52060. LS
TZ Phe 54320.8170.004 LS VX Sl 54338.8000.003  0.565 19966. LS
TZ Phe 54349.7460.005 LS VX Sl 54345.8060.005  0.569 19977. LS
TZ Phe 54365.7490.005 LS VX Sl 54382.7550.003  0.586 20035. LS
TZ Phe 54373.7570.006 LS VX Sl 54419.7090.003  0.597 20093. LS
TZ Phe 54376.8310.005 LS VX Sl 54428.6260.003  0.603 20107. LS
TZ Phe 54402.6900.006 LS AE Sl 54339.7750.005 0.198 23854. LS
TZ Phe 54413.7760.008 LS AE Sl 54361.7930.002 0.213 23894. LS
U Pi 54377.8170.002 0.059 28865. LS AE Sl 54381.5960.003 0.212 23930. LS
U Pi 54407.7610.003 0.058 28933. LS AE Sl 54410.7520.002 0.214 23983. LS
U Pi 54444.75220.0013 0.0579 29017. LS AF St 54326.6020.002 0.097 50988. LS
U Pi 54452.6820.003 0.061 29035. LS AT Ser 54284.6010.005 0.032 16725. LS
RY Ps 54331.5860.005 0.514 21993. C RU Sex
3
54453.6160.007 0.040 33798. C
RY Ps 54338.4720.002 0.514 22006. C RU Sex
3
54455.7210.006 0.043 33804. C
RY Ps 54356.4840.003 0.515 22040. C BI Tel 54319.7540.005  0.159 48912. LS
RY Ps 54366.5460.005 0.513 22059. C HY Tel 54289.8160.005 0.009 63521. LS
RY Ps 54378.7310.002 0.515 22082. LS HY Tel 54327.6720.004 0.030 63615. LS
RY Ps 54389.3280.003 0.517 22102. C HY Tel 54352.6440.003 0.046 63677. LS
RY Ps 54407.3510.003 0.530 22136. C RW TrA 54284.7900.002  0.166 34209. LS
RY Ps 54412.6480.003 0.530 22146. LS RW TrA 54292.6460.003  0.165 34230. LS
RY Ps 54415.2930.003 0.526 22151. C RW TrA 54365.5810.005  0.169 34425. LS
RY Ps 54433.3090.002 0.532 22185. C RW TrA 54368.5740.005  0.168 34433. LS
XX Pup 54446.7250.002 0.467 24504. LS W Tu 54322.8370.004 0.158 27162. LS
HH Pup 54431.7650.003 0.009 40772. LS W Tu 54355.5920.005 0.159 27213. LS
HK Pup 54456.7390.007  0.240 24309. LS W Tu 54364.5830.004 0.159 27227. LS
X Ret 54351.8590.003 0.204 30312. LS W Tu 54367.7950.003 0.160 27232. LS
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W Tu 54371.6440.005 0.156 27238. LS BK Tu 54318.8090.002  0.088 31958. LS
W Tu 54376.7840.003 0.158 27246. LS BK Tu 54335.8600.003  0.093 31989. LS
W Tu 54423.6660.002 0.157 27319. LS TU UMa 54448.61350.0015  0.0272 20832. C
W Tu 54425.5960.003 0.160 27322. LS EX UMa 54412.5640.006 0.028 9947. C
YY Tu 54327.8170.003 0.244 19579. LS EX UMa 54413.6580.007 0.037 9949. C
YY Tu 54334.8020.003 0.244 19590. LS EX UMa 54449.4770.005 0.029 10015. C
YY Tu 54341.7840.005 0.240 19601. LS SV Vol 54439.7770.003 0.188 33546. LS
YY Tu 54355.7530.002 0.239 19623. LS BN Vul 54291.4900.005 0.061 14746. C
YY Tu 54376.7040.002 0.234 19656. LS BN Vul 54294.4610.003 0.062 14751. C
YY Tu 54411.6240.005 0.228 19711. LS BN Vul 54316.4440.005 0.062 14788. C
AE Tu 54336.8620.003 0.174 48420. LS BN Vul 54332.4800.003 0.056 14815. C
AE Tu 54346.8110.002 0.178 48444. LS BN Vul 54335.4560.003 0.062 14820. C
AE Tu 54357.5870.002 0.180 48470. LS BN Vul 54351.5000.002 0.064 14847. C
AG Tu 54329.7480.003 0.046 24125. LS BN Vul 54354.4700.003 0.064 14852. C
AG Tu 54344.8170.002 0.051 24150. LS BN Vul 54385.3670.005 0.066 14904. C
BK Tu 54284.7010.003  0.083 31896. LS
* C = Calern, LS = La Silla
1 Boninsegna, 1990
2 Baldwin and Samolyk, 2003
3 Williams, 1993
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In the last few years we have repetitively observed the variability ofGSC2.3 N32O092280












) during a program to study the dwarf nova
VW Vul (Capezzali et al., 2007). After our aidental disovery, we soon noted that the
variability of this soure has been already reported in literature by Pojmanski et al. (2005)
with the All Sky Automated Survey (ASAS), but the variability type and the period were
quite unertain and needed of a deeper investigation. Intrigued by the strange behaviour
of this soure, we began observing intra{night variability at the Porziano Astronomial
Observatory, Mt. Subasio, Assisi (Italy). We used a 0.35 m Shmidt-Cassegrain telesope





Johnson{Cousins broad-band lters. The intra{night observations were
taken on 7, 8, 14 and 15 July 2007, with a total of 256 photometri data with the R
C
lter. Moreover we observed the variable during the night of September 15th 2007 in the
V and I
C




data of sporadi observations
done during the years 2004{2007. The total number of observations is 356 (Eletroni
table 1).
The CCD frames were rst orreted for standard de{biasing and at{elding, then
proessed for aperture photometry and dierential photometry using the omparison stars
already alibrated for VW Vulpeulae (Capezzali et al., 2007). Every magnitude has been
obtained by omparison with at least four stars and we have veried that the typial
standard deviation is of the order of 0.01{0.02 magnitudes. The time has been onverted
in Helioentri Julian Days.
From a preliminary analysis we noted that the intra{night light urves show a vari-
ability of a few tenths of magnitude in all the four bands (Table 1), and minima with a
typial reurrene time of 0:
d
192225, in agreement with Pojmanski et al. (2005). However,
a deeper analysis soon revealed a small dierene in magnitude between two onseutive
minima, and a variability feature typial of W UMa systems, i.e. ontinually hanging
light levels through all phases with primary and seondary elipses of almost equal depths.
The total elipse has a relatively long duration (0.1 phases) and suggests an extreme mass
ratio system in a state of over{ontat. The seondary elipse is slightly less deep and is
total, indiating that the inlination is lose to 90
Æ
. The preliminary value of the orbital
period has been obtained by means of the Fourier periodogram:











Table 1: Photometri parameters of the new variable system
lter N data max min
B 13 13.590.06 14.120.05







To estimate the mean eetive temperature of star 1 (the star elipsed at primary




data suggest a temperature of
5200 K, while the JHK values reported by 2MASS (Cutri et al., 2003) are onsistent
with an higher average temperature (5800 K). It is extremely probable that the star
is reddened by the interstellar matter in the Vulpeula region, so we used the Galati
Extintion E(B   V ) = 0:18 reported by Shlegel et al. (1998) to estimate T
1
= 6100 K,
a value that now allows an agreement between optial and near-infrared dereddened olor
indies.
We analyzed our dereddened observations with the 2003 version of the Wilson-Devinney
program (Wilson & Devinney, 1971; Wilson, 1979, 1990). We used mode 3, appropriate
for over{ontat binaries of this type, and adjusted the parameters shown in Table 2. As
explained before, we set the mean eetive temperature of star 1 equal to 6100 K. Unad-
justed parameters suh as the gravity darkening exponents and bolometri albedos were
set to their theoretially expeted values for this type of star. Limb darkening oeÆients
were taken from the tables presented by Van Hamme (1993). Only the prinipal parame-
ters were iterated: phase of the primary onjuntion 
0
, inlination i, average temperature
of the seondary star T
2






, mass ratio q, and relative monohro-
mati luminosity of the primary star L
1




bands. Figure 1 shows the




normalized ux versus phase. The geometrial representation is
given in Figure 2.
It is well established in literature that the Wilson{Devinney ode underestimates the
errors (see e.g. Maeroni & Ruinski, 1997), and spurious values an be obtained when
ts of almost the same quality have been ahieved for a large range of mass ratio values
(Kreiner et al., 2003). However, in the favorable ase of total-annular elipses an overon-
tat photometri mass-ratio is very aurate and reliable (Wilson, 1994; Terrell & Wilson,
2005), and we have eetively veried that the t is sensibly poorer when the mass ratio
is hanged.
In onlusion, the average parameters reported in Table 2 give eetively the best
t to our photometri data, while the errors should be at least doubled in order to be
realisti. Our solution indiates that GSC2.3 N32O092280 is an A-type W UMa ontat
binary: the primary minimum orresponds to a transit elipse of the smaller seondary in
front of the larger primary omponent. These variables usually have surfae temperatures
greater than 6000 K, in agreement with the estimate obtained onsidering the interstellar
extintion. The temperature dierene between the two omponents is relatively small
('190 K) and this is in agreement with a good thermal ontat. The primary omponent





Further photometri and spetrosopi observations ould be useful sine the system
shows the night-to-night variability that is ommon for W UMa systems, and the maxi-
mum at phase 0.75 is slightly brighter than the maximum at 0.25 (O'Connell eet).
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phase diagrams of the
new variable system in Vulpeula. The best t is obtained with the Wilson-Devinney ode for an
A{type W UMa over{ontat binary.
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Table 2: Adjusted Parameters from the Wilson-Devinney ode









































































* Formal errors from the dierential orretions solution.
Figure 3. Geometrial representation of GSC2.3 N32O092280 during the maximum
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double mode RR Lyrae variables. Analysis of the light urve of BN UMa reveals a funda-
mental frequeny of 1:8659240:000019 and a rst overtone of 2:50218050:0000076: The
deonvoluted light urves of BN UMa are shown in Figures 1 and 2. Suessive prewhiten-
ing of the data (Period04) using both the fundamental and rst overtone periods and
their rst three harmonis reveals several prominent ombination bands, Table 1.
A similar analysis for CF Del indiates a fundamental frequeny of 2:0900900:000020
and the rst overtone at 2:808845 0:000016. The deonvoluted light urves of CF Del
are shown in Figures 3 and 4, and the ombination bands are listed in Table 2.
The ratio of the rst overtone period P1 to the primary period P0, P1/P0, for BN UMa
is 0:74572  0:00002 and for CF Del is 0:74411  0:00003. These are typial values for
RRd stars, Figure 5. It is interesting to note that the apparent outlier, GSC 3059-0636, is
the only RRd in the galati eld known to have a muh stronger fundamental mode pulsa-
tion than its overtone: A1/A0 = 0.52 (Oaster et al., 2006). In ontrast to GSC 3059-0636,
BN UMa and CF Del have typial amplitude ratios in whih the rst overtone has a larger
amplitude than the fundamental: A1/A0 for BN UMa is 2.47, while that for CF Del is
1.24. Table 3 ontains the harateristis of all 31 known galati eld RRd stars.
For BN UMa a total of 438 observations were obtained on 44 nights between JD 2454144
and 2454546, while for CF Del 239 observations were obtained on 34 nights between
JD 2454349 and 2454576. Observations were taken approximately 20 minutes apart
and were onduted with a roboti 0.45m f/4.5 Newtonian telesope loated outside
Seguin, Texas, USA using an unltered SBIG ST-10XME CCD amera. Stellar data
were extrated from dark orreted and at elded images using Sextrator; magnitudes
were derived dierentially. For BN UMa GSC 3010-2100 was the omparison star and
GSC 3010-2126 and GSC 3012-0837 were hek stars. For CF Del USNOA2 0975-18805217
was the omparison star and USNO A2 0975-18802001, 0975-18808454, 0975-18802602
were hek stars. The photometri auray varied by night, but was typially between
0.010 and 0.015 mag for both stars. Dierential magnitudes of CF Del-omp and BN UMa-
omp are available in the eletroni form of this doument (through the IBVS-website as
5825-t4.txt and 5825-t5.txt) and will also be submitted to the AAVSO database at
www.aavso.org.
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Figure 1. Finding hart for BN UMa identify-





9. The R magnitude of the om-
parison star is 14:
m
1 aording to the USNO A2
atalogue.
Figure 2. Finding hart for CF Del identifying





9. The GSC 2.3 V magnitude of
the omparison star GSC 3010.2100 is 12:
m
55.
Figure 3. Fundamental mode of BN UMa af-
ter removing the rst overtone and its rst three
harmonis.
Figure 4. First overtone mode of BN UMa af-
ter removing the fundamental mode and its rst
three harmonis.
Figure 5. Fundamental mode of CF Del after
removing the rst overtone and its rst four har-
monis.
Figure 6. First overtone mode of CF Del after
removing the fundamental mode and its rst four
harmonis.
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Figure 7. Petersen diagram of the 31 known RRd galati eld variables.
Table 3. All known galati eld double mode RR Lyrae stars exluding the galati bulge
Star Period Period Period Amplitude ref
F(d) 1O(d) ratio ratio 1O/F
GSC 7411-1269 0.461255 0.342477 0.7425 0.98 Wils, 2006
V2493 Oph 0.463349 0.344234 0.7429 1.58 Wils, 2006
EM Dra 0.464727 0.345387 0.7432 1.18 Wils, 2006
GSC 8403-0647 0.467814 0.347778 0.7434 1.05 Wils, 2006
V372 Ser 0.471254 0.350791 0.7444 1.4 Wils, 2006
GSC 6368-0742 0.47302 0.35206 0.7443 1.5 Bernhard, 2006
GSC 3047-0176 0.474608 0.352983 0.7437 1.29 Wils, 2006
SW Ret 0.476624 0.354811 0.7444 2.73 Szzygiel, 2007
GSC 0526-0586 0.47722 0.35498 0.7438 1.3 Bernhard, 2006
CF Del 0.478448 0.356018 0.7441 1.24 urrent work
GSC 8758-1831 0.47907 0.35636 0.7439 1.5 Bernhard, 2006
ASAS 141539+0010.1 0.481932 0.358842 0.7446 1.57 Szzygiel, 2007
V458 Her 0.483723 0.359971 0.7442 2.17 Wils, 2006
ASAS122801-2328.4 0.48482 0.360634 0.7439 1.57 Pileki, 2007
BS Com 0.487817 0.363066 0.7443 1.42 Dekany, 2007
Z Gru 0.487995 0.363187 0.7442 1.3 Wils, 2006
GSC 9092-1397 0.491521 0.365738 0.7441 1.17 Wils, 2006
GSC 3059-0636 0.4940 0.3669 0.7427 0.52 Oaster, 2005
GSC 7509-0299 0.49785 0.37102 0.7452 1.6 Bernhard, 2006
ASAS 211848-3430.4 0.50486 0.376366 0.7455 2.12 Szzygiel, 2007
EN Dra 0.511849 0.381272 0.7449 2.03 Wils, 2006
GSC 8936-2145 0.517197 0.385208 0.7448 1.37 Wils, 2006
BN Uma 0.535786 0.39966 0.7459 2.48 urrent work
GSC 4421-1234 0.540804 0.403193 0.7456 2.25 Wils, 2006
CU Com 0.544158 0.405762 0.7457 2.00 Wils, 2006
GSC 6108-0220 0.54452 0.40644 0.7464 6.0 Bernhard, 2006
AQ Leo 0.549995 0.410357 0.746 1.65 Wils, 2006
ASAS040054-4923.8 0.558588 0.416671 0.7459 1.61 Szzygiel, 2007
GSC 4868-0831 0.56392 0.420805 0.7462 2.45 Wils, 2006
GSC 8833-1048 0.5668 0.42249 0.7454 1.9 Bernhard, 2006
GSC 7019-0641 0.58823 0.4386 0.7456 2.2 Bernhard, 2006
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Table 1. BN UMa Frequeny Data















































Table 2. CF Del Frequeny Data
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Y Leo (HIP 47178=SAO 80927) is a less studied Algol binary system with orbital
period of 1.68610 d, and deep primary elipses of about 3.1 magnitudes. Spetral type
of the primary omponent is A3 aording with Struve (1945). Based on Struve's radial
veloity determinations and the most extensive photoeletri UBV I observational study
of Y Leo, up to date, made by Johnson (1960), Giuriin et al. (1980) solved the system





We have observed Y Leo during winter-spring 2008 season. We present here obser-
vations made outside primary elipse in three nights (orbital phase 0.764 . . . 0.922 on
JD 2454517, 0.680 . . . 0.877 on JD 2454522, and 0.325 . . . 0.470 on JD 2454545). The
orbital phases were determined with following new ephemeris, based on our data:
t
n
= HJD 2454509:35034 + 1:68610897  n
The telesope used was a 16
00
Meade LX200 Shmidt-Cassegrain (D = 40m, F=D =10)













3 N, Alt. = 756 m). The CCD amera were SBIG ST-8XMEI with V lter
(from Custom Sienti UBV RI set). Integration time was 20 seonds in analog binning
mode (18m  18 m, 765  510 binned pixels).
The alibration and photometri redutions were performed using AIP4WIN2 soft-
ware (Berry & Burnell, 2005). Calibrations of CCD images were made with dark frame
substration and at eld orretion. Photometri redution was made in aperture pho-
tometry mode with 7:
00




55 sky annulus radii. Seeing
was less than 2
00
on eah night.
Table 1. Photometri parameters of observed stars from
the Tyho-2 atalogue (ESA 1997) and ESO/ST-ECF GSC






























































































Figure 1. Light urve of Y Leo on February 20/21, 2008
















Figure 2. Light urve of Y Leo on February 25/26, 2008
















Figure 3. Light urve of Y Leo on Marh 19/20, 2008
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The V time series in instrumental system for VAR-C1, C1- C2, and C3-C1, obtained
during eah night, were separately analyzed, taking into aount the individual weights
derived from the observational errors. Their amplitude spetra were analyzed using the
methods of Kushnig et al. (1997) and that proposed by Pop (2005), whih was derived
from the previous one [see also Pop (2005) and Pop & Vamos (2007)℄.
The C2-C1 and C3-C1 observations performed during eah of the three nights proved
to be photometrially stable within the limits of the observational errors.
All the three VAR-C1 data sets (Figs. 1-3) obviously display rapid low-amplitude
osillations superposed on the elipsing binary light urve. We analyzed the amplitude
spetra of eah of these data sets through the above mentioned methods after performing
a preliminary detrending. For the rst two nights we used seond order polynomials, while
for the third one, overing desending part of the shallow seondary elipse, a fourth order
polynomial was neessary.

















Figure 4. Amplitude spetra of detrended and merged data


















Figure 5. Power spetral window of merged data
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The highest peak in three amplitude spetra appeared at about 35 /d, i.e. a periodiity
of about 41 minutes. In all ases it was found to be statistially signiant at ondene
levels of 100%. The appliation of Breger's et al. (1993) method, in the same frequeny
domain, supplied us the following values of the S/N ratio: 8.19, 6.61, and 3.91. These
results agree with those obtained through the previously mentioned methods. In Fig. 4
we presented the amplitude spetrum of the three detrended and merged data sets, while
in Fig. 5 we displayed the orresponding power spetral window.
The appliation of Pop's method (2005, 2007) [and also Pop & Vamos (2007)℄ empha-
sized the presene of noise levels signiantly higher than expeted from the observational
noise. We also note the presene of a yle-to-yle variability of the light urve, as well
as the asymmetri shape of the highest peak in the amplitude spetrum (see the struture
of window spetrum in Fig. 5). In order to larify the atual harater of the pulsations,
more observations are needed and a proper deoupling of the pulsation and binarity,
inluding frequeny modulation due to the light-time eet (e.g. Pop & Turu, 1993).
Considering the amplitude and period of its osillations and also its spetral type
and mass, this star is a Æ Suti pulsator with frequeny of 34.48337( 0.00056) /d
and semiamplitude 4.09( 0.15) mmag. Yoon et al. (2004) found some H line prole
variations in Y Leo, probably related to the presene of mass transfer phenomena in the
system, or that of some gas streams et. Thus, Y Leo is a new andidate for the \oEA"
(osillating EA) stars group (Mkrtihian et al., 2004).
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knowledge the 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THE UNCONFIRMED ECLIPSING NATURE OF V348 And
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Preise photometri observations in standard Johnson-Cousins BV R

system of a ne-
gleted elipsing binary V348 And were arried out. All the measurements were obtained
with the 34-mm refrator at the Private observatory in Brno, using the SBIG ST-7XME
CCD amera, and standard B, V and R

lters by the speiation by Bessell (1990).




, see Fig. 1 left, or equivalently the angular pixel




. The observations ome from the time span from September 2007 to
January 2008. The measurements were proessed by the software C-Munipak
y
, whih
is based on aperture photometry.















= 6:76 mag, sp. B9V, aording to Simbad database) is one member
of an astrometri binary A 1256 (the seond omponent is less then 1
00
distant). The
observations obtained by the Hipparos satellite (see Peryman & ESA, 1997) indiate
that the system is an Algol-type elipsing binary with its orbital period 5.5392 days
(Kruszewski & Semeniuk, 1999).
























Figure 1. Left: Identiation frame for the stars. Right: PDM spetrum for Hipparos and our data.
Also the dierent periods are plotted, the dashed one for 5.5392 days, the dash-dotted one for
6.06 days, and the dotted one for 5.876 days.
Sine its disovery as an elipsing binary, the photometri variation has not been
onrmed so far. The Hipparos observations of the two elipses were the only ones,




by the Hipparos satellite were not overed by the data suÆiently, and only 8 points were
used for estimation of these minima and its orbital period. Aording to a light urve
observed by Hipparos, a predited depth of the primary minimum of the star should be
at least 0.13 mag and its duration, D more than 10 hours.

















Figure 2. The B, V and R

light urves of V348 And. The shift 0.02 mag was applied to R

and B
observations for the better larity of the plot.
Sine September 2007, we have tried to reprodue the observations made by Hippar-
os and using B, V and R

lters, the star has been observed eah lear night, until a
phase light urve of the system was overed. The data les are available through the













, J2000.0, V = 6:15 mag, sp. A2V, aording to Simbad database) was
used as a omparison star. As hek stars to ontrol the non-variability of this star we
used the two following stars HD 1448 and HD 1848 (see Fig. 1 left). No visible vari-
abilities between these three stars were observed. The nal result is presented in Fig. 2,
where the phase light urves in B, V and R

lters are plotted (the period 5.5392 days
was used). We assumed that the minimum is detetable in all lters, and the light urve
is well overed at least in R

lter. Despite the satter in eah lter is ira 0.01 mag,
there has not been deteted any observable photometri derease. No minimum ourred
during these 19 nights of observations (more than 100 hours of observations in total).
The PDM spetrum of our observations as well as of Hipparos data are plotted in Fig. 1
right. The result is that the orbital period of the system is dierent than presumed on the
basis of the Hipparos data. Using the Hipparos photometry, the period ould be also a
dierent one, about 5.876 or 6.06 days (see the dierent minima in the PDM spetrum in
Fig. 1 right and also the Hipparos light urves in Fig. 3). Aording to our new obser-
vations only, one is not able to judge whether the orbital period is one of the suggested
periods above or other one, further photometri observations are still needed.























Figure 3. The light urves of V348 And aording to the Hipparos data, the periods 5.5392, 5.876,
and 6.06 days were used, respetively (from left to right).
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HD 1438. Another interesting result from the observing ampaign of V348 And was
the disovery of a photometri variability of the star HD 1438 (= 26 And A = HR 70












, J2000.0, V = 6:11 mag, sp. B8V,
aording to Simbad database). This star is about 30 ar minutes distant from V348 And.
The star is a primary omponent of an astrometri binary ADS 254, while the seondary
(NSV 119) is about 4 magnitudes fainter and ira 6:
00
2 distant. No hanges in position
angles of the two omponents have been deteted yet, so its possible orbital period is
more than a thousand years. Baize (1962) mentioned a possible long-term photometri
variation of the seondary omponent. This variation is very slow (9.5 mag in 1845,
11.0 mag in 1913, 12.0 mag in 1934, 11.2 mag in 1959) and has not been explained so
far. The spetral types were estimated as B8V+F3V (aording to Lindroos, 1985 and
Wyatt, 2003), while Soderblom et al. (1991) presented the spetral types B8V+dG0.
Wyatt (2003) also derived a distane of the system about 212 p, and investigated a
possible presene of a dust dis around the star. The submillimeter observations of the




Our new photometri observations of the star from the same time epoh as V348 And
indiate a shallow photometri variability (see Fig. 4). Suh a variability has an amplitude
about only 0.015 mag, but despite this fat, it is learly visible in all B, V and R

lters.
Its period is about 1.6 days.
The nature of these variations ould be explained by presene of a pulsating omponent
in the system. Due to the small telesope used (beause of the high brightness of the stars),
the omponents A and B ould not be resolved into separate stars and one is not able to
judge, whether the variable omponent is the primary, or the seondary one.
There ould be also an alternative explanation of the variability. Almost sinusoidal
osillations ould be also desribed as ellipsoidal variations (lose binary with tidally
distorted stars, where the omponents are not elipsing eah other). This solution was
presented in Fig. 4 with the theoretial t, while the parameters of suh t are in Table 1.
The nal period of suh variation is therefore doubled, about 3.16 days.
















Figure 4. The B, V and R

light urves of HD 1438.
Altogether there are 806 (B), 855 (V ) and 1040 (R

) observations, respetively. The
data les are available through the IBVS website as 5827-t5   5827-t7.txt. For analy-
sis thePhoebe programme (see e.g. Prsa & Zwitter, 2005), based on the Wilson-Devinney
algorithm (Wilson & Devinney, 1971), was used. The value of the mass ratio was esti-
mated via the \q-searh" method, see Fig. 5 for the sums of squares in the individual
passbands as a funtion of the mass ratio. This value results in q = 0:7  0:2. The
temperature of the primary was xed at the typial value for B8V stars (11600 K, see
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Harmane, 1988). The amount of the third light was also omputed, but its ontribution
to the total light is only very small (below 1 perent) and suh a low value is omparable
with its respetive error. The value of the third light reveals that the variable is the
primary omponent. Nevertheless, further observations are still needed, espeially the
spetrosopi ones to onrm the nature of this system.




















Figure 5. Sum of squares as a funtion of the mass ratio.
Table 1. The physial parameters of HD 1438.

Parameter Value Parameter Value
HJD
0
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OPTICAL SPECTROSCOPY SN 2007gr OF TYPE I
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SN 2007gr was disovered on 2007 August 15.51 UT (Li et al., 2007) in NGC 1058 whih
is a member of a group of nearby galaxies. The distane to this galaxy is 10:6 1:3 Mp
(Pilyugin et al., 2004). Chornok et al. (2007) lassied SN 2007gr as Type Ib/ based
on the spetrum obtained on the night after the disovery. The later spetral evolution
did not onrm the presene of He, therefore SN 2007gr was lassied as Type I. This
supernova is one of the nearest stripped-envelope SNe ever observed.












Figure 1. Light urve of SN 2007gr based on AAVSO data. Vertial bars indiate the time of our
spetral observations
The spetral observations were arried out at the Crimean Astrophysial Observa-





were registered in two spetral regions 3700 - 6190

A, 5600 - 7600

A and were
ombined with the exeption of the rst spetrum. It was obtained on August 21.9 and
overed the spetral region 5600 - 7600

A. The spetral images were proessed in stan-
dard fashion for CCD frames, inluding bias subtration, at-eld orretions, wavelength
2 IBVS 5828
alibration. The spetrophotometri standard HR 788 (Kharitonov et al., 1988) was used
for ux alibration of the SN spetrum.
The light urve of SN 2007gr based on AAVSO data (Henden, 2007) is shown in Fig. 1.
The observation span a period of  56 days. A preliminary analysis of the light urve
gives V
max
=12.6 in period from 24 till 28 August. The dates when spetra were taken,
are labeled by vertial bars. The rst spetrum was obtained before the maximum, the
seond and the third spetra were taken in the phase of brightness fading. All our spetra
are shown in Fig. 2. The spetra are separated vertially by a onstant oset.






































































. Epohs (days) are given relative to maximum
brightness.
The rst spetrum obtained for 6 days before the maximum brightness of the supernova





identied as NaID and SiII 6355

A, respetively. The feature entered at 6430

A is more
likely identied as CII 6580

A and the feature entered at 7550

A is possibly identied
as OI. The feature entered at 6430

A was rst identied by Chornok et al. (2007) as
HeI. The later spetral evolution did not onrm the identiation of this line as HeI.
Therefore SN 2007gr was lassied as SN I. This feature was investigated in detail by
Valenti et al. (2008). These authors pointed out that the more likely identiation for
this line is CII 6580

A at veloities  11000 km/s.
The subsequent two spetra, obtained on 31st and 85th day after maximum bright-
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ness of the supernova are quite similar. The NaID line dominates in the spetra. The















A , respetively. Moreover, we iden-
















Some broad absorption features are also present in the spetra at 6900

A and the
\W"-shaped absorption feature entered at  4300

A. However, we annot tell whether
the absorption feature entered at 6900

A is real or it is a result of noise from the telluri
bands at 6880

A. The \W"-shaped absorption feature is observed in many Type I SNe
around and after maximum. It is speied by Valenti et al. (2008) as a blend of two
spetral lines TiII 4252

A and MgII 4354

A.
The spetral line SiII 6355

A fades on the 31st day and apparently disappears on the
85th day after maximum brightness. It is possible that the SiII is lled by the forbidden




A on the 85th day. Therefore we believe that the spetrum
taken on the 85th day after maximum brightness of the supernova probably displays the
rst signs of the nebular stage.
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Private obs., Sevilla(Spain) with Shmidt-Cassegrain tel.
Detetor: CCD Camera
Filter(s): V
Date(s) of the observation(s):
2007.02.09 { 2008.21.02
Comparison star(s): Parenago 1492,1518,1540,1600,1641
Availability of the data:
Available at the IBVS website (5829-t1.txt)
Type of variability: EXor
Remarks:
Sine 1983, the disovery, V1118 Ori beame known as an EXor or Subfuor
(Parsamian and Gasparian, 1987; Herbig, 1990). We have information onerning
its outbursts the periods 1983-84 (Kosai, 1983; Hurst et al., 1984; Parsamian and
Gasparian, 1987), 1988-90 (Parsamian et al., 1993; Parsamian et al., 1996), 1992-94
(Garia Garia, Mampaso and Parsamian, 1995; Parsamian et al., 2002), 1996-98
(Hayakawa et al., 1998; Garia Garia and Parsamian, 2000), 2004-06 (Waagen
et al., 2005; Williams et al., 2005; Garia Garia et al., 2006). New observations
show, that V1118 Ori started brightening at 12.10.2007 until reahed its maximum
of V=15:
m
3, then dereased. Some utuations of the brightness are observed. The
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BAV-RESULTS OF OBSERVATIONS - PHOTOELECTRIC MINIMA OF
SELECTED ECLIPSING BINARIES AND MAXIMA OF PULSATING STARS
(BAV MITTEILUNGEN NO. 193)
H

UBSCHER, JOACHIM; STEINBACH, HANS-MEREYNTJE; WALTER, FRANK
Bundesdeutshe Arbeitsgemeinshaft fur Veranderlihe Sterne e.V. (BAV), Munsterdamm 90, 12169 Berlin,
Germany
In this 60th ompilation of BAV results, photoeletri observations obtained in the
years 2007 are presented on 292 variable stars giving 399 minima on elipsing binaries
and maxima on pulsating stars. All moments of minima and maxima are helioentri. The
errors are tabulated in olumn `'. The values in olumn `O C' are determined without
inorporation of nonlinear terms. The referenes are given in the setion `Remarks'.
All information about photometers and lters are speied in the olumn `Rem'. The
observations were made at private observatories. The photoeletri measurements and all
the lighturves with evaluations an be obtained from the oÆe of the BAV for inspetion.
Table 1: Minima of Elipsing binaries
Variable Min HJD 24. . .  Obs O   C Bibliography Fil n Rem
RT And 54304.4365 .0032 AG  0:0038 s GCVS 85 -Ir 23 1)
TW And 54338.5491 .0040 FR +2:0333 GCVS 85 -Ir 15 7)
XZ And 54429.2461 .0002 JU +0:1654 GCVS 85 93 2)
AD And 54360.4324 .0006 AG  0:0464 GCVS 85 -Ir 37 1)
AP And 54360.5174 .0008 AG -Ir 38 1)
BD And 54390.4269 .0016 AG +0:0174 GCVS 85 -Ir 39 1)
BL And 54382.5480 .0021 AG +0:0139 s GCVS 85 -Ir 56 1)
54390.4839 .0029 AG +0:0037 s GCVS 85 -Ir 37 1)
CU And 54390.6056 .0016 AG -Ir 37 1)
EX And 54360.4979 .0027 AG -Ir 37 1)
GK And 54360.3951 .0012 AG  0:2879 GCVS 85 -Ir 39 1)
54366.4259 .0005 AG  0:2852 GCVS 85 -Ir 45 1)
GZ And 54433.3182 .0010 JU  0:0069 GCVS 85 87 2)
LO And 54360.4212 .0018 AG +0:0486 GCVS 85 -Ir 38 1)
54360.6123 .0016 AG +0:0492 s GCVS 85 -Ir 38 1)
V404 And 54380.3651 .0008 JU 86 2)
54381.3781 .0011 JU 143 2)
V412 And 54360.3313 .0022 AG -Ir 39 1)
54423.3193 .0005 JU 100 2)
V425 And 54360.5331 .0005 AG -Ir 21 1)
54390.3693 .0018 AG -Ir 36 1)
CD Aqr 54383.3949 .0027 FR +0:0591 GCVS 85 V 35 5)
CX Aqr 54410.2498 .0005 DIE +0:0085 GCVS 85 o 23 8)
FK Aql 54327.4958 .0013 AG  0:0494 GCVS 85 -Ir 27 1)
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ont.)
Variable Min HJD 24. . .  Obs O   C Bibliography Fil n Rem
QY Aql 54312.4466 .0016 AG  0:1623 GCVS 85 -Ir 34 1)
V346 Aql 54380.4465 .0008 WN  0:0103 GCVS 85 V 72 10)
54389.2972 .0005 WN  0:0106 GCVS 85 V 101 10)
V416 Aql 54327.4767 .0004 AG -Ir 27 1)
V417 Aql 54326.5044 .0001 AG  0:0504 BAVR 33,152 -Ir 36 1)
54327.4272 .0005 AG  0:0534 s BAVR 33,152 -Ir 27 1)
V609 Aql 54389.3821 .0022 AG  0:0341 s GCVS 85 -Ir 25 1)
V724 Aql 54297.4885 .0009 AG  0:0275 IBVS 3555 -Ir 44 1)
V761 Aql 54314.4620 .0007 AG +0:0961 GCVS 85 -Ir 28 1)
54375.4147 .0002 AG +0:0962 GCVS 85 -Ir 26 1)
54389.3152 .0019 AG +0:0953 GCVS 85 -Ir 25 1)
V803 Aql 54325.4462 .0006 AG -Ir 50 1)
V804 Aql 54325.4229 .0011 AG -Ir 53 1)
V829 Aql 54297.5404 .0012 AG -Ir 44 1)
V970 Aql 54327.4718 .0013 AG -Ir 27 1)
V1045 Aql 54312.5144 .0006 AG -Ir 35 1)
54389.2953 .0035 AG -Ir 25 1)
V1075 Aql 54312.4118 .0006 AG -Ir 35 1)
54375.4020 .0031 AG -Ir 26 1)
54382.4545 .0025 AG -Ir 24 1)
V1096 Aql 54377.3405 .0005 AG  0:2733 GCVS 85 -Ir 20 1)
54382.3398 .0028 AG  0:2752 s GCVS 85 -Ir 24 1)
V1097 Aql 54314.4436 .0017 AG -Ir 28 1)
54382.4512 .0030 AG -Ir 24 1)
V1243 Aql 54296.3491 .0017 AG -Ir 33 1)
V1299 Aql 54389.4095 .0034 AG -Ir 47 1)
V1430 Aql 54389.3923 .0005 QU  0:0091 AJ 119,2391 V 68 3)
V1538 Aql 54326.3882 .0008 AG  0:0763 BAVM 140 -Ir 32 1)
54327.4707 .0034 AG  0:0656 BAVM 140 -Ir 27 1)
V1542 Aql 54314.4436 .0005 QU +0:0083 s IBVS 5161 V 85 3)
SS Ari 54389.3208 .0004 DIE  0:0450 s GCVS 85 o 22 8)
BC Aur 54406.355 : .002 FR  0:662 GCVS 85 V 122 5)
54455.320 : .004 FR  0:656 s GCVS 85 V 33 5)
FR Aur 54164.3736 .0040 FR  0:5263 GCVS 85 -Ir 25 7)
V432 Aur 54389.670 : .001 FR +1:538 IBVS 5319 -Ir 74 7)
AC Boo 54313.4732 .0003 QU  0:0498 s GCVS 85 I 59 3)
AM CMi 54491.3984 .0010 QU +0:1839 GCVS 85 V 64 3)
AX Cas 54367.4688 .0005 AG  0:0942 GCVS 85 -Ir 61 1)
54388.4835 .0010 AG  0:0927 GCVS 85 -Ir 45 1)
54390.2831 .0012 JU  0:0942 GCVS 85 80 2)
BN Cas 54308.5023 .0004 AG -Ir 25 1)
BS Cas 54308.3991 .0010 AG  0:0153 IBVS 4778 -Ir 21 1)
54319.4105 .0011 AG  0:0157 IBVS 4778 -Ir 20 1)
BU Cas 54367.3529 .0016 AG  0:0218 GCVS 85 -Ir 61 1)
EN Cas 54374.4475 .0032 AG +0:2854 GCVS 85 -Ir 26 1)
GU Cas 54374.4400 .0025 AG  0:3306 GCVS 85 -Ir 25 1)
IR Cas 54382.5845 .0013 AG +0:0087 s GCVS 85 -Ir 55 1)
IT Cas 54363.4056 .0005 QU +0:0599 GCVS 85 V 76 3)
MV Cas 54374.4157 .0001 AG -Ir 22 1)
NN Cas 54374.4781 .0006 AG -Ir 22 1)
OR Cas 54388.4555 .0010 AG  0:0201 s GCVS 85 -Ir 40 1)
OX Cas 54357.4099 .0007 QU +0:0253 s GCVS 85 V 86 3)
54367.3670 .0010 QU +0:0250 s GCVS 85 V 68 3)
54388.4781 .0017 JU +0:0066 GCVS 85 84 2)
54388.4815 .0010 AG +0:0100 GCVS 85 -Ir 40 1)
PV Cas 54327.4053 .0004 QU  0:0338 GCVS 85 V 56 3)
54356.3195 .0013 JU +0:0326 s GCVS 85 o 60 2)
54453.4343 .0005 QU  0:0387 GCVS 85 V 66 3)
54454.3466 .0005 QU +0:0334 s GCVS 85 V 85 3)
V336 Cas 54374.4041 .0008 AG -Ir 24 1)
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V345 Cas 54382.3855 .0007 AG -Ir 56 1)
V360 Cas 54374.3776 .0003 AG -Ir 25 1)
V366 Cas 54388.4234 .0014 AG  0:0651 s IBVS 4798 -Ir 24 1)
V374 Cas 54374.5153 .0043 AG -Ir 27 1)
V375 Cas 54378.3655 .0047 JU +0:1988 BAVR 32,36 21 2)
54462.3479 .0025 QU +0:1986 BAVR 32,36 V 80 3)
V381 Cas 54317.4657 .0007 QU +0:0144 s BAVR 32,36 V 91 3)
54366.3507 .0012 AG +0:0130 s BAVR 32,36 -Ir 47 1)
54455.3928 .0007 QU +0:0120 s BAVR 32,36 V 95 3)
V387 Cas 54319.4450 .0012 AG +0:0757 GCVS 85 -Ir 20 1)
54388.6029 .0007 AG +0:0806 GCVS 85 -Ir 45 1)
V396 Cas 54366.3791 .0022 AG -Ir 33 1)
V427 Cas 54366.5402 .0016 AG -Ir 34 1)
V459 Cas 54367.2818 .0009 AG  0:0127 IBVS 4737 -Ir 77 1)
54388.3609 .0006 AG  0:0793 s IBVS 4737 -Ir 46 1)
V471 Cas 54388.4234 .0015 SCI  0:0134 s GCVS 85 o 29 2)
54388.6253 .0014 SCI +0:0205 GCVS 85 o 25 2)
V523 Cas 54366.2982 .0026 AG  0:0409 GCVS 85 -Ir 47 1)
54366.4144 .0007 AG  0:0416 s GCVS 85 -Ir 47 1)
54366.5319 .0009 AG  0:0409 GCVS 85 -Ir 47 1)
V860 Cas 54366.4445 .0002 AG -Ir 47 1)
SU Cep 54382.4856 .0004 FR +0:0100 GCVS 85 -Ir 31 7)
WY Cep 54385.3619 .0010 AG +0:0225 s GCVS 85 -Ir 55 1)
XX Cep 54364.3851 .0017 JU  0:0230 GCVS 85 75 2)
XY Cep 54298.4091 .0007 AG  0:0406 GCVS 85 -Ir 74 1)
ZZ Cep 54360.3942 .0007 JU  0:0106 GCVS 85 o 32 2)
AI Cep 54382.4797 .0012 FR +0:1666 GCVS 85 -Ir 31 7)
BE Cep 54366.4791 .0008 AG -Ir 34 1)
BU Cep 54385.3590 .0027 AG -Ir 57 1)
CW Cep 54387.3616 .0016 FR  0:0064 GCVS 85 -Ir 60 7)
54432.3890 .0012 JU  0:0098 s GCVS 85 70 2)
DW Cep 54384.3026 .0010 AG +0:4339 GCVS 85 -Ir 46 1)
EF Cep 54375.3628 .0011 AG  0:1519 GCVS 85 -Ir 110 1)
GS Cep 54366.3923 .0017 AG +0:0647 GCVS 85 -Ir 33 1)
IM Cep 54338.4893 .0012 AG -Ir 38 1)
NW Cep 54357.3526 .0015 AG  0:4231 GCVS 85 -Ir 39 1)
Y Cyg 54314.4350 .0031 WTR  0:0789 GCVS 85 -Ir 85 9)
54314.4370 .0003 FR  0:0769 GCVS 85 -Ir 40 7)
54410.320 .007 JU  0:077 GCVS 85 48 2)
SY Cyg 54365.3278 .0006 AG -Ir 58 1)
AE Cyg 54359.5073 .0004 AG  0:0052 GCVS 85 -Ir 37 1)
54363.3841 .0008 JU  0:0052 GCVS 85 61 2)
BO Cyg 54367.3920 .0038 SCI +0:0847 GCVS 85 o 86 2)
54367.3984 .0002 WTR +0:0911 GCVS 85 -Ir 142 9)
54388.4737 .0007 QU +0:0917 GCVS 85 V 86 3)
54388.4742 .0008 FR +0:0922 GCVS 85 -Ir 22 7)
CG Cyg 54338.4117 .0012 AG +0:0589 GCVS 85 -Ir 36 1)
54388.2699 .0006 DIE +0:0570 GCVS 85 o 22 8)
DK Cyg 54360.3930 .0015 AG +0:0498 BAVR 35,1 -Ir 35 1)
DO Cyg 54364.3655 .0003 AG -Ir 65 1)
EN Cyg 54326.5230 .0011 AG -Ir 21 1)
GG Cyg 54365.3636 .0012 AG +0:1246 GCVS 85 -Ir 30 1)
54367.3791 .0036 FR +0:1318 GCVS 85 -Ir 12 7)
GV Cyg 54312.4833 .0006 AG -Ir 25 1)
KR Cyg 54313.4927 .0036 FR +0:0077 s GCVS 85 -Ir 22 7)
54338.4286 .0004 QU +0:0116 GCVS 85 V 70 3)
KV Cyg 54366.4142 .0030 SCI +0:0513 GCVS 85 o 126 2)
LO Cyg 54356.3690 .0027 SCI o 42 2)
54360.4501 .0038 SCI o 72 2)
54366.4243 .0013 JU 117 2)
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LO Cyg 54367.3725 .0015 JU 85 2)
54378.3580 .0021 SCI o 36 2)
54382.4737 .0047 SCI o 85 2)
MR Cyg 54337.5270 .0013 AG +0:0013 GCVS 85 -Ir 28 1)
NU Cyg 54380.3713 .0021 SCI o 33 2)
V385 Cyg 54338.4560 .0011 AG  0:1287 GCVS 85 -Ir 35 1)
V387 Cyg 54360.4336 .0017 AG +0:0173 s GCVS 85 -Ir 37 1)
V388 Cyg 54316.5253 .0031 SCI  0:1368 BAVR 32,36 o 175 2)
V398 Cyg 54307.4549 .0028 SCI o 18 2)
V445 Cyg 54317.4805 .0013 SCI o 29 2)
V447 Cyg 54365.4161 .0014 AG -Ir 29 1)
V466 Cyg 54298.5030 .0002 AG +0:0051 GCVS 85 -Ir 29 1)
V488 Cyg 54313.4696 .0037 FR +0:0698 s GCVS 85 -Ir 27 7)
V493 Cyg 54240.5680 .0030 SCI +0:1205 GCVS 85 o 55 2)
V496 Cyg 54339.3447 .0013 AG -Ir 32 1)
V526 Cyg 54357.5429 .0013 AG +0:0423 GCVS 85 -Ir 56 1)
V620 Cyg 54360.5110 .0010 AG -Ir 38 1)
V628 Cyg 54357.4216 .0008 AG  0:0033 IBVS 4381 -Ir 29 1)
V642 Cyg 54389.3947 .0030 SCI +0:3097 GCVS 85 o 52 2)
V680 Cyg 54364.4335 .0007 AG +0:0209 BAVR 32,36 -Ir 64 1)
V711 Cyg 54337.4126 .0048 AG -Ir 28 1)
V725 Cyg 53991.5511 .0064 FR +0:2672 s GCVS 85 -Ir 40 7)
54365.3803 .0004 AG +0:2386 GCVS 85 -Ir 29 1)
V743 Cyg 54296.4533 .0005 AG -Ir 36 1)
54298.4947 .0014 AG -Ir 28 1)
V873 Cyg 54360.3840 .0008 FR V 36 5)
V909 Cyg 54339.5051 .0016 AG  0:0163 s BAVR 47,2f -Ir 23 1)
V959 Cyg 54366.4486 .0008 FR  0:0455 GCVS 85 -Ir 21 7)
V961 Cyg 54298.5115 .0008 AG  0:0887 s GCVS 85 -Ir 28 1)
V962 Cyg 54326.3665 .0007 AG -Ir 18 1)
V965 Cyg 54366.5301 .0104 FR V 40 5)
V975 Cyg 54339.5311 .0004 AG -Ir 22 1)
V979 Cyg 54327.4578 .0003 FR +0:0297 GCVS 85 o 52 7)
54365.3892 .0006 FR +0:0298 s GCVS 85 V 93 5)
54365.5703 .0014 FR +0:0240 GCVS 85 V 93 5)
54367.4442 .0004 FR +0:0294 GCVS 85 V 53 5)
V995 Cyg 54365.4626 .0044 SCI o 124 2)
V1004 Cyg 54339.4707 .0032 AG  0:1547 GCVS 85 -Ir 19 1)
V1013 Cyg 54298.5203 .0035 AG -Ir 29 1)
V1018 Cyg 54339.4272 .0015 AG  0:0844 GCVS 85 -Ir 23 1)
54365.4057 .0021 AG  0:0847 GCVS 85 -Ir 31 1)
V1136 Cyg 54365.5417 .0052 AG +0:4102 s GCVS 85 -Ir 28 1)
V1147 Cyg 54327.5350 .0004 FR o 49 5)
54367.3615 .0015 FR V 53 5)
V1171 Cyg 54298.4576 .0008 AG  0:0490 GCVS 85 -Ir 28 1)
54339.3941 .0023 AG  0:0520 GCVS 85 -Ir 22 1)
V1411 Cyg 54312.5167 .0013 AG  0:1749 s GCVS 85 -Ir 25 1)
54337.3742 .0009 AG  0:1730 s GCVS 85 -Ir 31 1)
V1414 Cyg 54312.4600 .0009 AG -Ir 25 1)
V1508 Cyg 54367.4218 .0068 FR +0:1776 s GCVS 85 -Ir 21 7)
V1723 Cyg 54360.5432 .0001 AG -Ir 38 1)
V1815 Cyg 54405.3557 .0003 WTR +0:0034 s BAVR 55,1 -Ir 124 9)
V1918 Cyg 54343.4492 .0004 QU V 60 3)
V2181 Cyg 54296.4650 .0007 AG +0:0097 BAVR 50,45f -Ir 36 1)
54312.5221 .0007 FR +0:0093 BAVR 50,45f -Ir 35 7)
RR Del 54308.4971 .0564 AG +0:3272 GCVS 85 -Ir 17 1)
TY Del 54357.3902 .0001 WTR +0:0520 GCVS 85 -Ir 113 9)
YY Del 54313.4304 .0005 AG +0:0105 GCVS 85 -Ir 22 1)
54375.2910 .0004 AG +0:0099 GCVS 85 -Ir 27 1)
AL Del 54327.3837 .0018 AG -Ir 46 1)
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AL Del 54385.3184 .0023 AG -Ir 25 1)
AV Del 54313.4899 .0003 AG +0:0684 GCVS 85 -Ir 25 1)
BG Del 54381.4017 .0008 AG -Ir 34 1)
BH Del 54313.3929 .0015 AG -Ir 24 1)
BO Del 54327.4551 .0023 AG -Ir 40 1)
BS Del 54385.3014 .0030 AG -Ir 23 1)
BW Del 54308.5096 .0001 AG -Ir 18 1)
54325.4742 .0006 AG -Ir 28 1)
BY Del 53991.3364 .0013 AG -Ir 42 1)
54327.5372 .0024 AG -Ir 55 1)
CR Del 54313.4321 .0033 AG -Ir 22 1)
DM Del 54327.3988 .0013 AG  0:1061 GCVS 85 -Ir 40 1)
TZ Dra 54318.4417 .0004 QU  0:0231 GCVS 85 V 66 3)
BE Dra 54389.4211 .0007 AG +0:1309 GCVS 85 -Ir 116 1)
BF Dra 54389.5933 .0012 AG +0:0435 GCVS 85 -Ir 116 1)
BO Gem 54433.4070 .0008 FR V 34 5)
CW Gem 54454.3417 .0034 FR +0:0190 s BAVM 69 V 48 5)
IM Gem 54454.5509 .0016 FR V 78 5)
ES Her 54368.3449 .0006 AG -Ir 34 1)
LV Her 54297.4498 .0008 AG  0:0146 GCVS 85 -Ir 34 1)
PW Her 54391.4184 .0050 AG  0:2543 BAVM 68 -Ir 62 1)
V342 Her 54317.3829 .0003 WTR +0:0147 GCVS 85 -Ir 76 9)
V381 Her 54297.4702 .0025 AG -Ir 34 1)
V387 Her 54297.5300 .0006 AG +0:0779 s GCVS 85 -Ir 34 1)
V1052 Her 54297.5439 .0008 AG -Ir 34 1)
V1073 Her 54368.2663 .0003 AG -Ir 34 1)
AW La 54357.3499 .0036 AG +0:0345 s BAVR 35,1 -Ir 38 1)
CG La 54390.4151 .0039 AG -Ir 37 1)
CN La 54312.4526 .0012 AG  0:0314 GCVS 85 -Ir 25 1)
CO La 54348.4255 .0011 JU  0:0091 GCVS 85 o 77 2)
54389.3097 .0011 JU +0:0066 s GCVS 85 71 2)
CY La 54357.5236 .0018 AG -Ir 39 1)
EK La 54337.4481 .0025 AG  0:0050 GCVS 85 -Ir 32 1)
EM La 54357.4775 .0005 AG +0:0672 s GCVS 85 -Ir 38 1)
EO La 54384.1767 .0100 AG -Ir 51 1)
EP La 54368.3881 .0012 AG  0:3681 GCVS 85 -Ir 46 1)
ES La 54359.4243 .0032 AG -Ir 46 1)
54368.3363 .0017 AG -Ir 33 1)
EY La 54000.5040 .0200 AG -Ir 31 1)
54384.3213 .0020 AG -Ir 21 1)
FI La 54384.3232 .0024 AG -Ir 19 1)
FL La 54390.3114 .0017 AG  0:0615 GCVS 85 -Ir 39 1)
GX La 54366.4544 .0013 AG -Ir 34 1)
IP La 54364.3813 .0008 AG -Ir 65 1)
54381.4290 .0105 AG -Ir 27 1)
KS La 54384.4327 .0017 AG -Ir 20 1)
MZ La 53150.4765 .0020 AG  0:3368 s GCVS 85 o 17 1)
54363.4283 .0017 AG  0:3623 s GCVS 85 -Ir 17 1)
NW La 54357.3723 .0011 AG -Ir 38 1)
54363.4165 .0009 AG -Ir 16 1)
PP La 54359.3951 .0009 AG  0:0504 s GCVS 85 -Ir 45 1)
54359.5939 .0005 AG  0:0522 GCVS 85 -Ir 45 1)
V339 La 54363.4373 .0014 AG -Ir 16 1)
V345 La 54359.4912 .0026 AG +0:0841 GCVS 85 -Ir 45 1)
TT Lyr 54357.4341 .0007 JU +0:0138 GCVS 85 o 54 2)
UZ Lyr 54343.4567 .0008 JU  0:0239 GCVS 85 o 70 2)
BV Lyr 54306.4358 .0010 JU o 60 2)
FT Ori 54494.3957 .0007 QU  0:1188 s GCVS 85 V 95 3)
U Peg 54359.3910 .0016 ALH  0:0122 BAVR 45,3 o 556 4)
ZZ Peg 54387.4392 .0022 FR +0:1448 s GCVS 87 V 46 5)
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ont.)
Variable Min HJD 24. . .  Obs O   C Bibliography Fil n Rem
AT Peg 54356.4011 .0007 ALH +0:0238 GCVS 87 o 384 4)
BB Peg 54360.3206 .0004 DIE  0:0008 GCVS 87 o 22 8)
BY Peg 54382.3404 .0012 FR V 41 5)
54382.5125 .0017 FR V 41 5)
54440.3001 .0004 FR V 40 5)
CC Peg 54388.4508 .0039 FR  0:0147 s IBVS 5017 V 42 5)
54440.2398 .0015 FR  0:0048 IBVS 5017 V 63 5)
CU Peg 54367.5832 .0012 AG -Ir 35 1)
DP Peg 54367.3956 .0016 AG -Ir 33 1)
GH Peg 54381.4274 .0007 QU +0:0054 GCVS 87 V 86 3)
RT Per 54452.2871 .0003 JU +0:0587 GCVS 87 80 2)
AG Per 54450.3227 .0016 JU +0:1276 GCVS 87 87 2)
IU Per 54453.3739 .0006 JU +0:0099 GCVS 87 99 2)
KN Per 54462.388 .008 WTR +0:009 s BAVR 52,93 -Ir 121 9)
LS Per 54390.4651 .0004 AG -Ir 49 1)
V366 Per 54390.4871 .0047 AG -Ir 50 1)
V449 Per 54390.4826 .0022 AG +0:0462 GCVS 87 -Ir 48 1)
V Sge 54388.3306 .0006 AG  0:0456 GCVS 87 -Ir 30 1)
SY Sge 54325.5419 .0035 AG +0:1527 GCVS 87 -Ir 28 1)
UZ Sge 54314.4972 .0008 AG -Ir 28 1)
54365.4585 .0002 AG -Ir 45 1)
54375.4165 .0018 AG -Ir 28 1)
CK Sge 54304.4361 .0015 AG -Ir 30 1)
CW Sge 54375.3398 .0018 AG +0:0112 GCVS 87 -Ir 27 1)
DK Sge 54304.3875 .0016 AG -Ir 30 1)
54388.3316 .0011 AG -Ir 30 1)
DL Sge 54314.4553 .0009 JU o 76 2)
FL Sge 54389.3930 .0024 AG -Ir 25 1)
GN Sge 54365.3538 .0009 AG +0:0010 s GCVS 87 -Ir 44 1)
GO Sge 54365.3434 .0031 AG -Ir 46 1)
54382.3486 .0015 AG -Ir 24 1)
DK St 54319.4127 .0017 AG +0:0169 GCVS 87 -Ir 27 1)
EY St 54319.5073 .0038 AG -Ir 26 1)
CD Tau 54432.4747 .0003 SIR +0:0062 GCVS 87 -Ir 787 6)
CF Tau 54387.6264 .0044 SCI  0:0030 BAVR 35,1 o 99 2)
V Tri 54381.5324 .0009 FR  0:0025 s GCVS 87 V 57 5)
RV Tri 54390.3176 .0034 AG  0:0212 s GCVS 87 -Ir 50 1)
RR Vul 54359.3461 .0012 AG  0:0691 GCVS 87 -Ir 37 1)
54364.3994 .0002 WTR  0:0665 GCVS 87 -Ir 151 9)
AT Vul 54374.3595 .0100 AG  0:0778 GCVS 87 -Ir 32 1)
AW Vul 54388.2726 .0018 AG +0:3903 GCVS 87 -Ir 31 1)
AX Vul 54388.3254 .0008 AG  0:0296 GCVS 87 -Ir 31 1)
AY Vul 54325.3609 .0004 AG  0:0719 GCVS 87 -Ir 28 1)
BG Vul 54367.4997 .0008 AG -Ir 35 1)
BM Vul 54367.3238 .0021 AG -Ir 36 1)
54367.5120 .0026 AG -Ir 36 1)
BP Vul 54325.3939 .0021 AG  0:0114 GCVS 87 -Ir 28 1)
54388.4173 .0009 AG  0:0493 s GCVS 87 -Ir 31 1)
BS Vul 54318.3781 .0001 WTR  0:0217 GCVS 87 -Ir 76 9)
BU Vul 54338.3608 .0024 AG +0:0177 GCVS 87 -Ir 35 1)
54359.4117 .0011 AG +0:0159 GCVS 87 -Ir 36 1)
54387.2948 .0006 DIE +0:0184 GCVS 87 o 22 8)
CD Vul 54339.3458 .0001 WTR  0:0004 GCVS 87 -Ir 70 9)
EU Vul 54374.3440 .0005 AG -Ir 33 1)
FM Vul 54339.4518 .0010 AG +0:0244 GCVS 87 -Ir 20 1)
FO Vul 54339.4561 .0039 AG -Ir 19 1)
FR Vul 54339.4133 .0012 AG  0:0057 GCVS 87 -Ir 17 1)
GI Vul 54339.5355 .0009 AG -Ir 30 1)
G2038.0293 54271.4084 .0001 FR +0:0041 BAVM 177 -Ir 49 7)
54318.4708 .0012 FR +0:0025 BAVM 177 -Ir 42 7)
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G2038.0293 54325.4076 .0005 FR +0:0036 BAVM 177 -Ir 28 7)
54326.3998 .0009 FR +0:0049 BAVM 177 -Ir 21 7)
G2656.4286 53611.4344 .0021 AG  0:0006 IBVS 5900 -Ir 22 1)
53612.5615 .0031 AG +0:0007 IBVS 5900 -Ir 25 1)
53620.4400 .0015 AG  0:0015 IBVS 5900 -Ir 30 1)
53637.3236 .0068 AG  0:0051 IBVS 5900 -Ir 25 1)
53992.5225 .0022 AG  0:0009 s IBVS 5900 -Ir 35 1)
G3089.1247 54252.3742 .0025 FR -Ir 46 7)
54252.5172 .0006 FR -Ir 46 7)
54337.4197 .0012 FR -Ir 48 7)
G3679.1920 54319.4570 .0016 AG -Ir 18 1)
U1125-18642389 54388.3455 .0026 FR V 41 5)
54440.3548 .0015 FR V 31 5)
U1200-13084491 54327.5197 .0012 FR o 35 5)
54367.4664 .0020 FR V 53 5)
U1275-15124020 54312.4256 .0012 AG -Ir 26 1)
54357.4836 .0011 AG -Ir 30 1)
U1275-15134722 54357.3494 .0041 AG -Ir 30 1)
Table 2: Maxima of Pulsating stars
Variable Max HJD 24. . .  Obs O   C Bibliography Fil n Rem
GP And 54450.4247 .0010 WN +0:0059 GCVS 85 V 51 10)
V341 Aql 54380.3507 .0012 WN +0:0105 BAVR 45,74 V 85 10)
V525 Aql 54357.3730 .0010 MZ -Ir 77 2)
V921 Aql 54365.3608 .0010 MZ -Ir 63 2)
RU Boo 54218.4004 .0008 MZ -Ir 77 2)
YZ Boo 54381.2786 .0008 WN +0:0020 GCVS 85 V 68 10)
CU Boo 54203.5081 .0004 MZ -Ir 113 2)
54316.3729 .0030 MZ -Ir 79 2)
RZ Cep 54338.523 .003 AG  0:037 GCVS 85 -Ir 40 1)
54385.438 .003 AG  0:042 GCVS 85 -Ir 55 1)
UY Cyg 54338.447 .003 AG +0:057 GCVS 85 -Ir 36 1)
XX Cyg 54363.3973 .0012 WN +0:0024 GCVS 85 V 72 10)
54380.3901 .0013 WN +0:0022 GCVS 85 V 41 10)
54387.4041 .0011 WN +0:0032 GCVS 85 V 135 10)
DM Cyg 54381.3710 .0014 WN  0:0036 BAVR 51,98 V 87 10)
54389.3471 .0013 WN  0:0049 BAVR 51,98 V 55 10)
V357 Cyg 54359.598 .003 AG -Ir 36 1)
V791 Cyg 54339.387 : .002 FR V 48 7)
54360.3481 .0020 FR V 12 5)
V835 Cyg 54359.544 .003 AG -Ir 37 1)
V1344 Cyg 54360.399 : .005 FR V 15 5)
V1962 Cyg 54381.3434 .0005 MZ -Ir 72 2)
BX Del 54325.564 .010 AG -Ir 28 1)
CD Del 54327.535 .003 AG -Ir 40 1)
CG Del 54381.366 .003 AG -Ir 31 1)
DX Del 54384.3206 .0017 WN +0:0566 GCVS 85 V 144 10)
EF Del 54385.460 .003 AG -Ir 23 1)
EG Del 54385.347 .002 AG +0:028 GCVS 85 -Ir 23 1)
EH Del 54385.372 .003 AG -Ir 23 1)
VX Her 54380.2641 .0009 WN +0:0420 GCVS 85 V 53 10)
VZ Her 54348.3575 .0010 WN +0:0639 GCVS 85 V 133 10)
54359.3654 .0010 WN +0:0636 GCVS 85 V 141 10)
54363.3277 .0009 WN +0:0630 GCVS 85 V 90 10)
54366.4094 .0012 WN +0:0623 GCVS 85 V 97 10)
V633 Her 53895.3857 .0002 MZ -Ir 72 2)
CZ La 54381.4477 .0012 WN  0:0589 BAVR 53,12f V 105 10)
54404.3367 .0024 WN  0:0758 BAVR 53,12f V 154 10)
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Y Lyr 54299.3904 .0020 MZ -Ir 72 2)
RZ Lyr 54366.3140 .0015 WN  0:0066 BAVR 48,189 V 106 10)
54388.3038 .0015 WN  0:0002 BAVR 48,189 V 129 10)
AQ Lyr 54324.4286 .0010 MZ -Ir 84 2)
CN Lyr 54381.3281 .0019 WN +0:0019 BAVR 43,57 V 62 10)
CX Lyr 54362.4056 .0004 MZ +0:1511 BAVR 49,41 -Ir 76 2)
DI Lyr 54366.3467 .0008 MZ -Ir 80 2)
LX Lyr 54379.3806 .0004 MZ +0:0044 BAVR 49,105 -Ir 87 2)
VV Peg 54450.3301 .0018 WN  0:0253 GCVS 87 V 143 10)
BH Peg 54357.3610 .0012 ALH +0:0000 BAVR 47,67 o 408 4)
54387.4691 .0020 WN  0:0183 BAVR 47,67 V 136 10)
CG Peg 54339.4611 .0005 QU  0:0278 SAC 72 V 81 3)
CV Peg 54367.327 .003 AG -Ir 36 1)
DY Peg 54450.3777 .0010 WN  0:0065 GCVS 87 V 43 10)
SS Ps 54433.4504 .0007 QU +0:0068 BAVR 47,67 V 69 3)
FI Sge 54381.325 .003 AG -Ir 36 1)
BT Ser 54318.3878 .0040 MZ -Ir 80 2)
54326.3679 .0060 MZ -Ir 36 2)
XZ Vir 54223.3750 .0003 MZ -Ir 61 2)
DR Vir 54222.4139 .0040 MZ -Ir 133 2) red
Remarks:
AG: Agerer, F., Tiefenbah QU: Quester, W., Esslingen
ALH: Alih, K., Shahausen (CH) SCI: Shmidt, U., Karlsruhe
DIE: Dietrih, M., Radebeul SIR: Shirmer, J., Willisau (CH)
FR: Frank, P., Velden WN: Wishnewski, M., Wennigsen
Ju: Jungbluth, Dr. H., Karlsruhe WTR: Walter, F., Munhen
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OF V733 Cep (PERSSON'S STAR)
SEMKOV, E. H.; PENEVA, S. P.
Institute of Astronomy, Bulgarian Aademy of Sienes, 72, Tsarigradsko Shose blvd., BG-1784 Soa, Bulgaria,
e-mail: esemkovastro.bas.bg, spenevaastro.bas.bg,
Photometri variability is a widespread harateristi of the pre-main sequene (PMS)
stars. FU Orionis (FUor) outbursts are a very rare phenomenon but with an important
role in stellar evolution (Herbig, 1977). An inrease in optial brightness of the order
of 4-5 magnitudes, an F-G supergiant spetrum with broad blue-shifted Balmer lines,
strong infrared exess and onnetion with reetion nebulae are the main harateristis
of FUors (Reipurth, 1990). Aording to Hartmann and Kenyon (1985) the FUor outburst
is a result of a major inrease of aretion from a irumstellar disk on the stellar surfae.
Another lass of PMS objets with high amplitude variations has for a prototype the
variable star UX Orionis (UXor). UXors are intermediate mass stars displaying sudden
drops in brightness of up to 3 mag. probably aused by variable irumstellar extintion
(Natta et al., 1997).
The PMS objet V733 Cep (Persson's star) is loated in the dark loud L1216 near to
Cepheus OB3 assoiation. The variability of V733 Cep is disovered by Swedish amateur
astronomer Roger Persson in 2004 (Persson, 2004). He noted the presene of the star on
the red POSS-II image (1991) and its absene on the orresponding POSS-I image (1953).
The star is visible also on a Palomar Quik-V plate from 1984. A R-band CCD image of
V733 Cep was taken with the 88 inh telesope on Mauna Kea, Hawaii, on 2004 Otober 9.
The magnitude, measured from this observation is about R = 17:
m
3 (Reipurth et al., 2007).
Comparing this value with the data from USNO-B atalog, Reipurth et al. (2007) onlude
that the star has faded by 1:
m
6 (R) over a time period of about 13 yr. The authors suspet
a possible outburst in the period 1953-1984 and nd great spetral similarities to FU Ori
itself.




photometri data of V733 Cep obtained in the pe-
riod February 2007 - February 2008. Our observations were performed at two observato-
ries with three telesopes: the 2-m Rithey-Chretien-Coude and 50/70/172 m Shmidt
telesopes of the National Astronomial Observatory Rozhen (Bulgaria) and the 1.3-m
Rithey-Chretien telesope of the Skinakas Observatory
1
of the Institute of Astronomy,
University of Crete (Greee). Five dierent CCD ameras were used during the period
of our photometri observations. The tehnial parameters and hip speiations for
the CCD ameras used are summarized in Table 1. All frames were taken through a
standard Johnson-Cousins set of lters. Aperture photometry was performed using IDL
DAOPHOT routines. All frames obtained with the 2-m RCC, the 1.3-m RC the 50/70 m




Skinakas Observatory is a ollaborative projet of the University of Crete, the Foundation for Researh and Tehnology
- Hellas, and the Max-Plank-Institut fur Extraterrestrishe Physik.
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Table 1. CCD ameras and hip speiations
Telesope CCD type Size Pixel size Field RON

























In order to failitate transformation from instrumental measurements to the standard





bands. The standard stars used for omparison are of great importane for the
orret magnitude estimation. In regions of star formation like the Cepheus L1216 dark
loud a great perentage of stars an be photometri variables. Calibrations were made
with the 1.3-m RC telesope during four lear nights in June and July 2007. Standard
stars from Landolt (1992) were used as a referene. The nding hart (R band images
obtained with the 1.3-m RC telesope) of the omparison sequene is presented in Fig. 1.




5, entered on V733 Cep. North is at the top and east to the left.
Table 2 (available through the IBVS website as 5831-t2.tex) ontains our photometri
data for the BV RI omparison sequene. The orresponding mean errors of the mean
are listed, too.
Three stars from our list (C, G and N) were also measured by Pozzo et al. (2003) in
BV I bands. Comparing our magnitudes with the data reported in Pozzo et al. (2003) we
nd a good agreement for I and V values. Only for B magnitudes there are dierenes
at about 0:
m
2. Three of stars primary seleted for our omparison sequene appear to be
photometri variables unknown to the present. The USNO-B1.0 identiation number,
the oordinates of the stars and the observed minimal and maximal values for I and V
bands are summarized in Table 3. The stars are named Var. 1, Var. 2, and Var. 3 and
they are also marked on Fig. 1. One of them Var. 1 show a very high amplitude of
brightness variation (V = 2:
m
98) and it is probably a long period variable of Mira type.
Var. 2 lie at about 4
0
south-east from V733 Cep in the same dark loud and it is probably
a PMS objet.
Table 3. New variable stars in the eld of V733 Cep








Var. 1 1525-0418386 22:53:46.53 62:34:58.6 13.88 16.24 16.28 19.26
Var. 2 1525-0418333 22:53:36.22 62:31:46.8 13.87 14.54 16.36 17.38
Var. 3 1525-0418196 22:53:15.69 62:35:27.9 13.06 13.33 15.26 15.61
The results from our CCD photometri observations are given in Table 4. The table




, V and B magnitudes. Our photometri
observations of V733 Cep in the period February 2007 - February 2008 show that the
brightness of the star is almost steady. We observed only a low amplitude utuations
of about 0:
m
1 (I) around the middle values. Using our omparison sequene we measured
the plate sans from POSS-II and Quik-V. The orresponding photometri values are:
V = 17:
m
75 (Aug. 27, 1984), I = 13:
m
77 (Jul. 24, 1991), R = 16:
m
00 (Sep. 3, 1991) and
B = 20:
m
78 (Aug. 9, 1991). The light urve of V733 Cep from all known observations is
plotted on Fig. 4. On the gure the arrow marks the limit of the red plate from POSS-I
(Ot. 31, 1953).
Our photometri data suggest that in the period Feb. 2007 - Feb. 2008 the star
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Figure 1. A nding hart of the omparison sequene in the eld of V733 Cep
brightness is similar to the measured from POSS-II and Quik-V plates (Fig. 4). Thus
the photometri behavior of V733 Cep appears dierent from the well studied FUors.
A main photometri harateristi of FUors is the slow dereases in brightness after the
outburst (Clarke et al., 2005). The two observed minimums (on POSS-I and on Ot. 2004)
an be explained by a variable extintion from the irumstellar environment - a UXor
type of variability. On the other hand the observed amplitude of V733 Cep ( 5 mag. in
red) is extremely high for this type of variability. Only a few UXors suh as V1184 Tau
have a similar photometri behavior (Semkov et al., 2008). The onstrution of the
historial light urve of V733 Cep would be very important for a determination of the
type of variability. The shape of the light urve will be a very strong evidene for FUor or
UXor type of variability. We'll try to ollet more data from the arhiving photographi
plates and new CCD observations to solve the problem with the exat lassiation of
V733 Cep.
Aknowledgements: The authors thank the Diretor of Skinakas Observatory Prof. I. Pa-
pamastorakis and Prof. I. Papadakis for the telesope time. The Digitized Sky Survey
was produed at the Spae Telesope Siene Institute under U.S. Government grant
NAG W-2166. The images of these surveys are based on photographi data obtained us-
ing the Oshin Shmidt Telesope on Palomar Mountain and the UK Shmidt Telesope.
The plates were proessed into the present ompressed digital form with the permission
of these institutions.
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Table 4. Photometri observations of V733 Cep in the period





V B CCD Tel.
2007 Feb 25 4157.212 14.06 16.35 18.19   ST-8 Shmidt
2007 Apr 10 4200.582 14.07 16.04 18.19   VersArray 2m RCC
2007 Jun 27 4278.519 14.17 16.41 18.41 21.08 Photometris 1.3m RC
2007 Jul 04 4285.525 14.11 16.33 18.34 21.08 Photometris 1.3m RC
2007 Jul 23 4305.494 14.02 16.25 18.22 20.75 ANDOR 1.3m RC
2007 Jul 25 4306.512 14.04 16.27 18.27 20.81 ANDOR 1.3m RC
2007 Aug 14 4327.401 14.07 16.02 18.18   VersArray 2m RCC
2007 Aug 15 4328.402 14.09 16.04 18.22   VersArray 2m RCC
2007 Aug 17 4330.461 14.10 16.09 18.19 21.01 VersArray 2m RCC
2007 Nov 06 4411.217 14.17 16.12 18.24   VersArray 2m RCC
2008 Feb 12 4509.235 14.29 16.25 18.38   ST 11000 Shmidt























light urves of V733 Cep
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AB Doradus (HD 36705) is a young, ative, K{type dwarf. Reent work has shown
the AB Dor system to onsist of at least four stars (e.g. Guirado et al., 2006), but
AB Dor itself is not a lose binary. The rapid rotation and the high level of ativity are a
onsequene of the star's relative youth. Ativity signatures have been deteted at radio,
UV, and X-ray wavelengths.
AB Dor has been systematially observed sine attention was drawn to it by Pakull
(1981), who disovered the 0.5 d rotation period, although in reent seasons optial
overage has dereased. An analysis of the photometri data to 2000 by Jarvinen et al.
(2005) noted evidene for a possible 20{year ativity yle.
We obtained CCD B and V data at the Brightwater Observatory, Tasmania, in 2007
Marh 03{April 13 and 2007 Deember 15{2008 Marh 22. See Innis et al. (2007) for more





allowing us to observe both AB Dor and the omparison stars HD 36316 and HD 37082 si-
multaneously. Instrumental magnitudes were found using standard aperture photometry
tehniques. We orreted for extintion (inluding the seond{order olour{dependent
term in the B{band) and transformed our instrumental magnitudes to the standard
Cousins system.
The mean and standard deviations for our observed V and B V dierenes HD 37082
  HD 36316 were 1.720.01 and  1.300.03 respetively, whih agree reasonably well
with previous work (Grothues et al., 1997, HD 37082: V = 9.651, B   V = 0.169,
HD 36316: V = 7.951, B   V = 1.451; Cutispoto, 1998, HD 36316: V = 7.95, B  
V = 1.46). Our nal magnitudes and olours for AB Dor have been derived relative to
HD 37082 (using V = 9.651, B   V = 0.169, from Grothues et al., 1997).
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Just over 1800 individual exposures were obtained in eah of B (exposure time 45s)
and V (exposure time 30s) lters, yielding around 450 data points in eah lter as we
average four onseutive exposures to redue sintillation noise (datales are available
through the IBVS website as 5832-t1.txt, 5832-t2.txt). We use the period and epoh
of P=0.51479 d and HJD 2444296.575 (Innis et al., 1988) for the following phase plots.
In 2007 Marh{April AB Dor varied in V by approximately 0.08 mag, from V 6.98
to V 7.06, as shown in the top left panel of Figure 1. Minimum light is very nearly at
phase zero. The top right panel shows the hek omparison star magnitude dierenes
at the same sale.
Figure 1. Photometry from the Brightwater Observatory: Top left panel AB Dor V light urve for
2007 Marh{April; top right panel: hek  omparison star V magnitude dierenes 2007 Marh{April.
Middle left panel: 2007 Deember{2008 Marh V AB Dor light urve; middle right panel: hek 
omparison star V magnitude dierenes 2007 Deember{2008 Marh. Lower left panel: V light urve
for AB Dor for aperture 4 of the ASAS data set (Pojmanski and Maiejewski, 2005) for 2006
February{July. Lower right: observed (small dots) and phase{binned B   V data (big dots: 2007,
triangles: 2008) for the Brightwater photometry.
In 2007 Deember{2008 Marh (middle left panel of Figure 1) the light urve was
less stable, with maximum light somewhat brighter, near 6.95, and with a lear shift in
minimum to near phase 0.9. Minimum light at the two epohs are omparable. We show
again the hek omparison star dierenes in the middle right panel to support the ase
that it is AB Dor whih has hanged { similar hanges have of ourse been noted earlier.
The lower left panel of Figure 1 shows V data for AB Dor for 2006 February to July,
taken in aperture 4 as part of the All Sky Automated Survey (ASAS, Pojmanski and
Maiejewski, 2005). We inlude this to show that the amplitude of variation and the
phasing of minimum light in mid 2006 was lose to that seen in our 2007 Marh{April
observations.
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Our B data are somewhat more sattered than our V data, most likely due to the
lower sensitivity of the CCD at shorter wavelengths. Small B   V hanges were noted,
however these were of omparable size to the observational noise. We have binned our
B   V data in 0.1 phase bins to redue noise. The lower right panel of Figure 1 shows
the original and phase{binned B   V data. There is an indiation that the star is about
0.02-0.03 mag redder when fainter in both seasons observed at Brightwater. The mean
and sample standard deviation for our determination of B  V (for our entire CCD data,
2007 Marh{2008 Marh) is 0.860.02 mag.
For interest, we performed a spot modeling analysis on our 2007 Marh{April data.
Adopting maximum light observed at that epoh as the unspotted ux level, we nd
that a single, irular midlatitude spot of radius 14
Æ
produes a good t to the data.
However, if we take the historial maximum (equivalent to V 6.74) a polar spot near
40
Æ
in radius (some 11% by area) is required to redue the overall ux, in addition to a
midlatitude spot of around 12
Æ
needed to produe the rotational modulation. Supposing
T
star
= 5000 K and T
spot
= 3500 K we get exellent simultaneous ts both to the B and
V light urves. For the modeling tehnique see Ribarik et al., 2003.
Figure 2. Top panel: V {band data for AB Dor, from the ompilation of Jarvinen et al. (2005) (dots),
with our reent data (extreme right, triangles), and ASAS aperture 4 data (rosses).The mean value of
the ASAS data may be unertain by 0.05 mag. Our new data support the  20{year ativity yle
proposed by Jarvinen et al. (2005). Lower Panel: B   V data for AB Dor, from the unpublished
ompilation of Messina (in preparation) and inluding our new B   V data. A lear variation is seen.
In the top panel of Figure 2 we show the omplete V history of AB Dor, as far as it
is known, using the photometri ompilation of Jarvinen et al. (2005) and inluding our
2007{2008 data. We inlude all the urrently available `aperture 4' ASAS data as rosses.
For bright stars like AB Dor the biggest 'aperture 4' photometry (diameter = 6 pixels, one
pixel 15 arses, see Pojmanski, 2002) gives magnitudes with the lowest noise. These
data over a reent gap in the reord, but we note there are systemati dierenes of
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0.05 mag between the various ASAS apertures. However, the ASAS data also suggest
that AB Dor was at the fainter part of its brightness range over this interval (e.g. as seen in
the data in the lower panel of Fig. 1). Jarvinen et al. (2005) dedued the likely presene
of two dierent yles, one a `ip{op' (spot{longitude) yle of about 5.5 years, and
another, longer-term, mean{brightness yle of near 20 years. Our reent data, showing
the star to be even fainter than at the minimum reorded some 18 years ago, appears
to support the 20{year yle proposed by Jarvinen et al. (2005). Our new analysis,
inluding the 2007{2008 data, yields a period of 193 y, with a false alarm probability
(FAP) of 1.410
 4
, as determined using the Lomb method for unevenly sampled data
(Press et al., 1992).
In the lower panel of Figure 2 we plot the B   V history of AB Dor, from published
observations ompiled by Messina (in preparation), also with our reent data. A lear,
long{term, olour hange is seen. Messina's analysis (in preparation) shows that the long-
term B   V variations are in phase with the V variations, with the same yle period,
but with a smaller variation amplitude. The new B V data seem to further support the
yli olor variation of AB Dor, with the star getting redder when it is fainter. We are
ontinuing the analysis.
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amplitude outbursts. It was lassied as an elipsing dwarf nova by
Barwig et al. (1993). Baptista, Catalan and Costa (2000), using photometri observations,
found that this system has a mass ratio q = 0:72 and an inlination angle i = 85
Æ
.









. Knigge (2006) determined the spetral lass of the mass donor
to be M1.50.5. Assuming that the ux densities at mid-elipse are indiative of the
seondary star, Baptista, Catalan and Costa (2000) estimated 290 p as the lower limit
for the distane. Following Knigge (2006), another estimate of the lower limit distane
using 2MASS JHK photometry and the K-band magnitude of the red dwarf gives 216 p.
However, this value ontradits our elipse mapping data, beause during quiesent states
the aretion dis beomes too old to provide outbursts. A detailed disussion an be
found in Halevin et al. (2008).
JD 24....










Figure 1. Long-term light urve of EX Dra for AAVSO visual and CCD observations.
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Studies of elipse timings show that the ephemeris is not desribed by a simple linear
relationship. Baptista, Catalan and Costa (2000) found that the ephemeris must be mod-
ied by adding a sinusoidal term with a 1479
d
period. Another estimate by Shafter and
Holland (2003) gives a sinusoidal period of 1823
d
. Aording to the previous investigators,
EX Dra showed outbursts with a yle of about 20 days and a duration of about 10 days.
Observations and data analysis. In our work we used 3500 visual and V band
CCD observations of EX Dra, obtained by members of Amerian Assoiation of Variable
Star Observers (AAVSO) during the time interval from 1995 to 2008.
One an see the long-term variability of EX Dra in the AAVSO light urve (Fig. 1).
Visual inspetion shows two dierent states of ativity in the system: before and after JD
2452650. Signiant hange of the system behavior is learly visible: before JD 2452650,
EX Dra has a quiesent magnitude of about 15:
m
5, and after this date, the quiesent
magnitude is approximately 15
m
. At the same time, the maximum brightness beomes





We used Fourier tehniques on our data, divided into two sets, to analyze the outburst
yle length: before the state swithing and after it. Power spetra for the two segments




























Figure 2. Power spetra for EX Dra observations before JD 2452650 (top) and after (bottom) this
date.
We see here that before JD 2452650 the periodogram shows one prominent peak or-
responding to the yle length of 23.9 days. For the later state of EX Dra, the power
spetrum shows two peaks near 12.6 and 12.7 days. The last one is higher and we onsider
it as representing the new yle length time-sale.
The information about photometri and time-sale hanges of the system behavior is
summarized in the Table 1.
Detailed light urve inspetion shows that the last system state is desribed with a
very unstable outburst behavior and in priniple we annot use the 12.7 day yle length
as the only outburst variability parameter.
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Outburst yle, days 23.9 12.7
To perform more detailed data analysis, we used wavelet analysis to searh for possible
evolution of outburst yles. A detailed desription of wavelet analysis priniples an be
found in Foster (1996). Here we used the ode written by Foster to alulate the weighted




























Figure 3. Weighted wavelet Z-transform map and the dominant yle length evolution for Fig. 1
observations.
Fig. 3 shows the wavelet map for AAVSO data (top), and the urve (bottom) whih rep-
resents evolution of the most prominent time-sales of the wavelet map. The wavelet map
shows a dramati swithing of the outburst time-sale from the nearly regular 20-25 days
yle length before JD 2452650 to one with less prominent outbursts that have a time-sale
of about 10-15 days.
The wavelet analysis also gives JD 2452665 as a more preise determination of the
moment of state swithing. Before this date we see smooth yle length hanges in the
range from 18 to 30 days. These hanges have two dierent timesales: a short one of
about 225 days and a long one with 1280 days. The last time sale is lose to the period
of system ephemeris hanges determined by Baptista, Catalan and Costa (2000). After
the state swithing the system behavior beomes more ompliated. With the urrent
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shorter outburst yle, we now need more frequent observations of this star to ahieve
good time resolution in order to resolve variability details of the system.
Disussion. To explain the state swithing of the system we analyzed the dependene
of the outburst yle length from the other system parameters. From the standard -dis




























is white dwarf mass in solar masses
and R
10
is aretion dis radius in 10
10
m units.
One an see that simply inreasing the mass transfer rate by the minimum system
brightness inrease fator ( 1.7) in our ase annot explain the observed derease of the
outburst yle by more than 1.8 times. To provide an additional derease of the visous
time-sale, we would need to derease the aretion dis size by a fator of 1.4. The other
possible explanation is to inrease the  parameter value in the dis.
Aknowledgements: We a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this researh.
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Nova Cyg 2008 N.2 (= V2491 Cyg) was disovered by K. Nishiyama and F. Kabashima
at 7.7 mag on Apr. 10.728 UT (f. Nakano, 2008a). Spetrosopi onrmation was
provided by Ayani and Matsumoto (2008) on Apr. 11.72 UT, that observed a FWHM
of 4500 km/s for the H emission line. P-Cyg absorption omponents for Balmer lines
at  4000 km/s were reported by Tomov et al (2008a) for Apr. 11.99 and 13.95 spe-
tra, together with presene of an additional emission omponent at +2300 km/s and a
lassiation as a FeII-type nova given the numerous FeII multiplets seen in emission.
A lassiation as He/N-type nova was instead preferred by Lynh et al. (2008) on the
base of their near-IR spetra of Apr. 12.56 UT that displayed a FWHM of 5500 km/s for
the emission lines that inluded HeI, NI, NII and OI. From the intensity of OI emission
lines at 0.84 and 1.13 m on Apr. 17.6 UT, Rudy et al. (2008) estimated a reddening
E
B V
0.43. The FWHM of the emission lines in the near-IR spetra of Ashok et al. (2008)
for Apr. 18 and 20 were 4100 km/s, while it ranged from 4200 to 5400 km/s depending
from the given emission line in the optial spetra for Apr. 27.3 and 28.4 UT of Hel-
ton et al. (2008) who also remarked on the appearane of HeII and NIII emission lines
in the spetra and the disappearane of P-Cyg absorption omponents from all emission
lines. A detailed desription of the spetral appearane on Apr 15 and 17 was presented
by Tomov et al. (2008b), who revised their lassiation to that of a He/N-type nova.
Ibarra and Kuulkers (2008) were the rst to note the positional oinidene of Nova
Cyg 2008 N.2 with an X-ray soure observed before outburst by Rosat, Swift and XMM-
Newton satellites. A greater number of details of suh pre-outburst X-ray observations
were reported by Ibarra et al. (2008), that noted how the soure was largely variable on
time sales of 4 days, sometimes displaying a very soft energy distribution. The only
other nova deteted in X-rays before the outburst is Nova Oph 1998 (=V2487 Oph, Her-
nanz and Sala, 2002). The nova was not-deteted by Swift on Apr. 11 and instead
positively observed by the X-ray satellite on Apr. 15, at a muh lower ount rate than
before the outburst (Kuulkers et al., 2008).
Finally, Balman, Pekon and Kiziloglu (2008) reported that their serendipitous moni-
toring on the nova eld from July to November 2007 failed to reveal any soure at the
nova position brighter than the R
C
=18.2 mag limiting magnitude of their observations.
Nova Sgr 2008 (= V5579 Sgr) was also disovered by K. Nishiyama and F. Kabashima,
at 8.4 mag on Apr 18.784 UT (f. Nakano et al., 2008b). Spetrosopi onrmation
2 IBVS 5834
was provided by M. Fujii on Apr. 19.82 UT (f. Yamaoka, 2008) who noted a prominent
P-Cyg prole for H.




photometri sequene around both novae, optimized
for CCD observations and their olor orretions. To alibrate the sequenes, we ob-
tained CCD photometry with the Sonoita Researh Observatory 0.35-m roboti telesope




lters and an SBIG STL-1001E
CCD amera. Pixel size is 1:
00




. Observations on eah





exposures of Landolt standard elds (Landolt, 1983, 1992). The photomet-
ri sequenes are presented in Figures 1 and 2. Astrometry was performed using SLALIB
(Wallae, 1994) linear plate transformation routines in onjuntion with the UCAC2 refer-
ene atalog. Errors in oordinates were less than 0.1 arse in both oordinates, referred
to the mean oordinate zero point of the referene stars in eah eld.





















017), lose to the oordinates reported by Sostero and Guido




5. Within 0.9 arse of this position there is
the very faint star USNO-B1.0 1223-0482965 (R=15.9 mag), with no ounterpart in the




8 (0.4 arse error). If this was
indeed the progenitor, the amplitude of the outburst in the R band reahed 9 mag.





















25), lose to the oordinates reported by Nakano (2008b) at




0. The eld is extremely rowded, with several very
faint eld stars laying within 4 arse from nova position and not listed in USNO B1 or
2MASS atalogs.
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Nova Cyg 2008 N.2 
J2000
= 19 43 01.980 Æ
J2000














a 295.770766 0.000 32.337710 0.012 2 10.130 0.030 0.073 0.035 0.024 0.028 0.059 0.027 0.084 0.023
b 295.715457 0.023 32.295483 0.035 2 11.430 0.011 0.647 0.003 0.364 0.042 0.344 0.047 0.703 0.017
 295.795501 0.068 32.339573 0.083 5 12.266 0.022 1.224 0.031 0.651 0.026 0.548 0.033 1.186 0.032
d 295.730632 0.029 32.371117 0.011 5 12.588 0.024 0.928 0.037 0.532 0.022 0.448 0.029 0.969 0.033
e 295.755898 0.035 32.292282 0.026 5 12.920 0.020 0.620 0.030 0.365 0.033 0.352 0.018 0.715 0.030
f 295.714856 0.058 32.369232 0.035 5 13.447 0.027 0.405 0.029 0.240 0.035 0.249 0.017 0.489 0.029
g 295.725640 0.109 32.279405 0.065 4 13.768 0.012 1.716 0.046 1.338 0.024 1.495 0.086 2.841 0.089
h 295.730676 0.067 32.282243 0.026 4 13.825 0.023 1.150 0.049 0.590 0.062 0.533 0.034 1.113 0.032
i 295.796389 0.027 32.298523 0.044 5 13.912 0.019 0.473 0.034 0.295 0.028 0.292 0.017 0.586 0.034
j 295.767954 0.085 32.356529 0.048 5 14.065 0.031 1.388 0.041 0.796 0.040 0.720 0.013 1.505 0.043
l 295.802322 0.044 32.340871 0.075 5 14.112 0.026 0.845 0.038 0.486 0.048 0.507 0.040 0.994 0.042
m 295.709392 0.120 32.367846 0.079 4 14.183 0.011 1.713 0.079 0.983 0.037 0.871 0.034 1.837 0.025
n 295.702940 0.061 32.343425 0.051 3 14.751 0.018 1.320 0.038 0.750 0.041 0.708 0.013 1.450 0.037
p 295.706523 0.086 32.310415 0.062 3 15.308 0.017 1.425 0.027 0.841 0.037 0.808 0.013 1.642 0.031
q 295.795897 0.096 32.319984 0.055 4 15.858 0.016 0.571 0.045 0.393 0.023 0.454 0.041 0.854 0.042
r 295.797462 0.087 32.351040 0.080 3 16.203 0.022 0.842 0.049 0.520 0.023 0.481 0.037 0.996 0.051
s 295.739036 0.030 32.305966 0.146 3 16.897 0.039 0.935 0.025 0.565 0.061 0.529 0.039 1.088 0.060
t 295.761767 0.303 32.286087 0.076 3 17.680 0.034 0.815 0.116 0.639 0.028 0.566 0.053 1.194 0.061




photometri omparison sequene around Nova Cyg 2008 N.2. The ross indiates
the nova. N is the number of nights in whih the given star has been measured in the given band. The




area entered on the nova and shows stars down
to V=18.2. Star a is HD 331150.
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Nova Sgr 2008 
J2000
= 18 05 58.92 Æ
J2000














a 271.498698 0.013 {27.218845 0.068 3 12.181 0.029 1.274 0.013 0.670 0.019 0.593 0.033 1.253 0.036
b 271.461207 0.022 {27.184760 0.063 3 12.358 0.025 1.695 0.030 0.906 0.054 0.803 0.049 1.694 0.046
 271.551541 0.105 {27.210843 0.072 3 12.535 0.026 1.433 0.037 0.824 0.044 0.928 0.061 1.761 0.084
d 271.466788 0.028 {27.181444 0.076 3 12.652 0.020 0.646 0.029 0.361 0.036 0.367 0.040 0.728 0.044
e 271.457383 0.060 {27.209712 0.139 3 12.860 0.025 1.700 0.014 0.916 0.035 0.822 0.036 1.725 0.044
f 271.520404 0.088 {27.169562 0.081 3 12.991 0.025 0.354 0.030 0.246 0.031 0.278 0.047 0.528 0.057
g 271.511246 0.107 {27.204964 0.099 3 12.999 0.017 1.228 0.029 0.653 0.048 0.563 0.032 1.206 0.032
h 271.546017 0.112 {27.267344 0.101 3 13.129 0.022 0.831 0.014 0.439 0.052 0.428 0.034 0.865 0.043
i 271.463180 0.134 {27.198303 0.175 3 13.213 0.027 0.254 0.034 0.156 0.043 0.211 0.028 0.391 0.012
j 271.511217 0.170 {27.241061 0.278 3 13.463 0.026 0.667 0.035 0.402 0.039 0.409 0.049 0.814 0.060
 271.326008 0.028 {27.135099 0.069 3 10.728 0.021 0.085 0.027 0.047 0.023 0.056 0.026 0.105 0.039
 271.437136 0.029 {27.160220 0.032 3 11.226 0.026 1.171 0.020 0.630 0.030 0.557 0.026 1.178 0.019
 271.472608 0.108 {27.148808 0.109 3 11.377 0.025 1.574 0.014 0.824 0.037 0.706 0.028 1.514 0.035
Æ 271.393885 0.049 {27.114685 0.060 3 11.608 0.011 1.806 0.026 1.192 0.038 1.370 0.041 2.577 0.049
 271.553356 0.022 {27.248853 0.043 3 11.872 0.023 0.679 0.011 0.379 0.032 0.369 0.026 0.747 0.035
 271.503831 0.033 {27.109669 0.032 3 12.159 0.023 0.825 0.027 0.463 0.033 0.390 0.035 0.844 0.043




photometri omparison sequene around Nova Sgr 2008. The ross indiates the
nova. N is the number of nights in whih the given star has been measured in the given band. The




area entered on the nova and




area is zoomed in on the left panel.
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NEW AND ARCHIVE TIMES OF MINIMA























































Baja Astronomial Observatory of Bas-Kiskun County, Baja, Szegedi ut, Kt. 766, H{6500 Hungary;
e-mail: borkoalyone.bajaobs.hu
2
Beersel Hills Observatory, Beersel, Belgium
3










OMI Satellite Geodeti Observatory, Pf. 585, Budapest, H{1592 Hungary
8
Konkoly Observatory of the Hungarian Aademy of Sienes, Budapest, Pf. 67, H{1525 Hungary
9
Department of Astronomy, Eotvos Lorand University, Budapest, Pf. 32, H{1518 Hungary
10
Guest observer at Piszkestet}o Observatory of Konkoly Observatory
Observatory and telesope:
50-m f=8:4 Rithey{Chretien telesope (Ba50) of the Baja Astronomial Obser-
vatory (Hungary)
50-m f=15 Cassegrain telesope (Pi50) of the Konkoly Observatory at Piszkestet}o
Mountain Station (Hungary)
13-m refrator, 25, and 40-m Newton telesopes (BHO13, BHO25, BHO40, re-
spetively); Beersel Hills Observatory (Belgium)
8-m refrator and 20-m reetor (Duf08, Duf20) of Sjoerd Dufoer (Belgium)
20-m reetor and 30-m SC telesope (ZPO20, ZPO30) of Zagori Observatory
(ZPO), Epirus (Greee)
28-m SC telesope (WOB28) of Willebroek Observatory (Belgium)
40-m f/8.9 Rithey-Chretien telesope (IAO40) of the Izsak Astrophysial Obser-
vatory of the Eotvos Lorand University (Hungary)
2 IBVS 5835
Detetor: 512 512 Apogee AP-7 CCD amera (Ba50)
ooled UBVRI Photometer (Pi50)
unooled UBV Photometer (Pi50u)
2184  1472 SBIG ST-10XME with lter wheel (lters
Bessell speiations) (BOHxx)
SBIG ST-7 with lter wheel (lters Bessell speiations)
(BHOxxST7)
2184 1472 SBIG ST-10XME (Dufxx)
SBIG ST-7XMEI with lter wheel (ZPO30)
FLI CM10 CCD amera (ZPO20)
2184 1472 SBIG ST-10XME (WOB28)
4008 2672 SBIG STL-11K (IAO40)
Method of data redution:




BHO observations were redued by Mira-AP (7) software.
Duf and WOB measurements by MaximDL4.
ZPO observations: AIPWIN V1.25.
Method of minimum determination:
The minima times were omputed with paraboli tting, and in some ases with
linearized Pogson-method or Kwee-van Woerden method (Kwee & van Woerden,
1956). ZPO minima alulations: Minima25 (developed: R.H. Nelson)
Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
AP Aur 54133.2997 2 II V Csz/IAO40
CL Aur 54487.4260 1 I V ZPO30
54510.4465 3 II R Bor/Ba50
HP Aur 54172.3437 5 II V BHO25
54428.4489 3 II V WOB28
54487.4952 1 I B ZPO20
IM Aur 53762.3599 5 II R Br/Ba50
54078.5493 4 I B; V;R Heg/Ba50
54516.3425 1 I V Kis/Ba50
IU Aur 54495.3575 2 II B; V ZPO30
54496.2615 1 I B ZPO20
54523.4332 4 I V ZPO30
44i Boo
a
54199.3577 7 II U;B Reg/Pi50
54199.3592 5 II V;R Reg/Pi50
54199.4926 6 I U;B; V;R Reg/Pi50
54222.5252 3 I B; V;R Bor/Pi50
Y Cam 52558.3989 3 I V BHO40ST7
52687.3230 1 I V BHO40ST7
54201.3690 3 I V BHO40
SV Cam 44661.4686 1 I V;B Pat/Pi50u
45613.3482 1 I V;B Pat/Pi50u
45766.3647 1 I V;B Pat/Pi50u
46362.4016 1 I V;B Pat/Pi50u
1
IRAF is distributed by the National Optial Astronomial Observatories, operated by the Assoiation of the Universities
for Researh in Astronomy, in., under ooperative agreement with the National Siene Foundation
IBVS 5835 3
Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
AS Cam 54077.4252 5 II R Bor/Ba50
54525.3607 1 I R Bor/Ba50
IT Cas 54445.2352 3 I V ZPO30
OX Cas 54342.4736 4 II V Duf08
PV Cas 54454.3461 2 II V WOB28
VW Cep 54190.4896 6 I B; V;R Bor+Reg/Pi50
54192.438 1 I B; V;R Reg/Pi50
54557.4398 10 II B; V;R Bor+Reg/Pi50
GK Cep
b
54222.3977 6 II B Bor/Pi50
54222.4014 6 II V;R Bor/Pi50
CC Com 54192.3224 2 II V Csz/IAO40
54192.4325 2 I V Csz/IAO40
54207.3290 2 II V;R Bor/Ba50
54207.4393 3 I V;R Bor/Ba50
54207.5500 1 II V;R Bor/Ba50
V370 Cyg 54397.3474 4 I V Duf20
V453 Cyg 54366.4316 12 I   Duf08
V477 Cyg 54323.5483 1 I V Duf08
V478 Cyg 54457.3028 11 I V Duf20
V961 Cyg 54397.3462 3 I V Duf20
RX Dra 54192.5694 3 I   BHO13
EF Dra 54570.4248 5 I V Kla/IAO40
TU Her 54192.5171 4 I V BHO40
AK Her 54212.4950 6 I R Bor/Ba50
54223.4556 9 I V;R Bor/Pi50
CT Her 54174.5508 54 II V BHO40
54200.4662 2 I B BHO40
AU La 54366.3163 3 I   Duf08
RW Leo 54202.3591 2 I   BHO40
XY Leo 54133.3698 2 I V Csz/IAO40
UV Lyn 54442.5408 1 II V ZPO30
EF Ori 54380.5720 9 II   BHO40
GU Ori 54380.5621 2 II   BHO40
AG Per 54452.3540 2 I V Duf20
54452.3542 3 I V WOB28
V432 Per 54389.3808 1 I V Csz/IAO40
AO Ser 54175.5429 3 I V BHO13
54186.5371 14 II V BHO13
54201.4835 7 II V BHO40
54211.5959 2 I B BHO40
54213.3545 1 I B BHO40
54244.5717 9 II V BHO40
OU Ser 54234.3739 4 I V Csz/IAO40
54234.5152 3 II V Csz/IAO40
SV Tau 54454.6025 3 I V Duf20
RS Tri 54397.2910 8 I V WOB28
W UMa 54556.5283 2 II V Kla/IAO40
VV UMa 54192.3861 2 I   BHO13
54193.4220 11 II   BHO13
54203.3849 6 I V BHO13ST7
54388.6326 7 II V BHO40
XY UMa 54556.4186 1 I V Kla/IAO40
DW UMa 54176.3651 1 I R Bor/Ba50
54176.5016 1 I R Bor/Ba50
54176.6384 1 I R Bor/Ba50
54214.3420 3 I V;R Bor/Ba50
54214.4785 6 I V;R Bor/Ba50
54544.3831 1 I R Bor/Ba50
54544.5196 1 I R Bor/Ba50
54544.6563 2 I R Bor/Ba50
HX UMa 54211.425 2 II V Csz/IAO40
4 IBVS 5835
Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
LP UMa 54176.4566 8 I R Bor/Ba50
54176.621 1 II R Bor/Ba50
54214.4245 8 II V;R Bor/Ba50
54214.584 1 I V Bor/Ba50
54544.4768 5 II R Bor/Ba50
54544.629 1 I R Bor/Ba50
RT UMi 54172.5058 3 I V BHO25
DR Vul 54312.4591 3 I V Duf08
Explanation of the remarks in the table:
[Observer(s)℄/Instrument
a
: 44i Boo: On the night 2454199 the disrepany between the seondary mid-
elipse times in U;B and V;R bands is supposed to be real.
b
: GK Cep: On the night 2454222 the disrepany between the mid-elipse times
in B and V;R bands is supposed to be real.
Aknowledgements:
P.L., P.V.C., M.V.L., S.D. and S.K. thank Patrik Wils for providing them with
software.
Part of BHO data were aquired with equipment purhased thanks to a researh
fund naned by the Belgian National Lottery (1999).
P.V.C thanks Astrotehniek (http://www.astrotehniek.net)
Referenes:
Kwee, K. K., & van Woerden, H., 1956, Bull. Astron. Inst. Neth., 12, 327
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UX Ari: NEW PHOTOMETRY AND LONGITUDINAL ASYMMETRY
IN SPOT ACTIVITY FIXED IN ORBITAL REFERENCE FRAME
ROSARIO, M. J.
1
; MEKKADEN, M. V.
2
; RAVEENDRAN, A. V.
2
1
Vainu Bappu Observatory, Indian Institute of Astrophysis, Kavalur 635701, India. e-mail: mjriiap.res.in
2
Indian Institute of Astrophysis, Bangalore 560034, India. e-mail: mvmiiap.res.in, avriiap.res.in
UX Ari (HD 21242) is one of the brightest member of RS CVn binaries, and has been
observed photometrially almost every season sine the disovery of its light variability in
1972 by Hall et al. (1975). It is a non-elipsing, double-lined spetrosopi binary with a
K0{K1 subgiant as the primary and a G5 dwarf as the seondary in a near-irular orbit
(Carlos & Popper, 1971; Duemmler & Aarum, 2001).
We observed UX Ari photometrially in BV bands on 23 nights during January{
Marh 2008 with the 34-m telesope of Vainu Bappu Observatory, Kavalur. All the
measurements were made with respet to the omparison 62 Ari. HR 999 was also observed
on several nights along with the variable as the hek star. Table 1 lists the results of
our photometri observations. Eah value given in the table is a mean of 3-4 independent
measurements. The typial unertainty in both the dierential V and (B   V ) values is
0.01 mag.
The dierential V and (B   V ) values given in Table 1 are plotted in Fig. 1 af-
ter onverting the Julian dates of observation to orbital phases with the ephemeris:
JD = 2450646.83 + 6:
d
4372703E. The initial epoh orresponds to the onjuntion with
the more massive, ool primary in front. The orbital period and the epoh of maximum
radial veloity of the ative star from whih the above time of onjuntion is derived are
from Duemmler & Aarum (2001). Figure 1 shows that the light variation during January{
Marh 2008 was highly asymmetri with a broad minimum and a narrow maximum. The
monotoni derease in the brightness at light urve minimum observed during 2001{07
(Rosario et al., 2007) seems to be over and the light urve minimum seems to be getting
brighter from this season onwards. The trend in (B   V ) variation over the photometri
yle is not well-dened; however, there is some indiation that the star is bluer at fainter
visual magnitudes as reported by several observers earlier.
Aarum Ulvas & Henry (2003), who analysed the individual light urves of UX Ari, have
reported that there is no lear orrelation between the orbital phase of light minimum





40. They also reported that the migration rate of phase of light minimum




, and most of the time the rate had a negative
value.
All the dierential V magnitudes of UX Ari with respet to 62 Ari obtained during
1972{2008 (Aarum Ulvas & Henry, 2003; Rosario et al., 2007; Table 1) are plotted in
2 IBVS 5836
Table 1: BV photometry of UX Ari.
JD JD
2450000.0+ V (B   V ) 2450000.0+ V (B   V )
4475.1170 1.204 | 4476.1592 1.089  0.203
4477.1181 1.098  0.225 4478.1951 1.211  0.239
4480.1072 1.250  0.257 4481.1188 1.239  0.240
4485.1243 1.241  0.253 4486.1181 1.255  0.241
4487.1100 1.244  0.262 4491.1278 1.214 |
4502.1311 1.081  0.232 4514.0905 1.182  0.255
4515.0924 1.081  0.211 4516.0944 1.148  0.217
4517.0917 1.227  0.230 4522.0912 1.103  0.224
4525.1090 1.221  0.244 4528.0953 1.093  0.254
4529.0993 1.165  0.248 4530.1026 1.245 |
4531.1078 1.237 | 4532.1035 1.222  0.235
4534.1023 1.126  0.211
Fig. 2 after onverting the Julian dates of observation to orbital phases with the above
ephemeris. The unertainty in the orbital period quoted by Duemmler & Aarum (2001) is
only 0:
d
0000069 and the aumulated error in orbital phase over 36 years, over whih the
V band observations of UX Ari span, is only 0:
p
002. Figure 2 shows that the range in the
observed dierential V magnitudes of UX Ari has a lear orbital modulation, implying
that the spot ativity in the star has a longitudinal asymmetry that is xed in the orbital
frame of referene. The upper envelope of the V values shows a maximum around 0:
p
50.
The lower boundary shows a minimum around the same phase and a maximum around
0:
p
0 where the upper envelope shows a minimum. It is remarkable that the total spread
in V magnitudes at 0.
p




Figure 1. Plot of V and (B   V ) values of UX Ari obtained during January{Marh 2008 against




The fainter seondary omponent of the binary system also shows a low level of hromo-
spheri ativity as indiated by the variation in the Ca II K ore emission from it (Aarum
Ulvas & Engvold, 2003). UX Ari appears bluer at fainter visual magnitudes, whih is
unusual for a spotted star. Rosario et al. (2007) have shown that the bluer olour of
UX Ari at fainter V magnitudes results beause of the inreased frational ontribution
to the total light in the blue spetral region by the hotter G5 ompanion as the ooler
omponent beomes fainter. Hene, most of the light variation observed in UX Ari an
be attributed to the intrinsi light variability of the ool primary omponent.
The ative stars in RS CVn binaries are presumed to undergo highly enhaned solar-like
ativity. Starspots, whih are analogues to sunspots, distributed asymmetrially aross
the stellar surfae rotationally modulate the observed ux, thereby produing light vari-
ability observed in these objets. The variations in light urves are attributed to hanges
in sizes of spots or spot groups and their distribution on the stellar surfae. The phases of
light minimum in many of these objets are found to migrate along the orbital phases at
dierent rates. In some of the objets the migration an be traed ontinuously for several
years while in some it an be traed only for a few years. To aount for this, in analogy
with the sun, Hall (1972, 1991) proposed that there is dierential rotation in the ative
stars and only a partiular latitude o-rotates synhronously with the orbital motion, and
hene spots present in dierent latitudes would produe light urves with slightly dierent
periods. The existene of dierential rotation in omponents of lose binaries, espeially
in ative stars of RS CVn systems, is not well-established observationally. Almost all
information on the dierential rotation of spotted stars is based on the migration of the
phase of the minimum of light urves of these stars.
Figure 2. Plot of V values of UX Ari obtained so far against the orresponding orbital phase




Figure 2 learly shows that there is enhaned spot ativity, as indiated by a larger
spread in observed magnitudes, in the hemisphere of the ative star faing the hotter
ompanion when ompared to that away from it. The minimum and maximum of a
light urve obtained during a partiular epoh may our over a large range of orbital
phases (Aarum Ulvas & Henry, 2003). But the fainter light minima and brighter light
maxima among them always our at orbital phases lose to 0:
p
5. The orbital inlination
of UX Ari is around 60
Æ
(Duemmler & Aarum, 2001). Hene, the existene of a signiant
orbital modulation in spot ativity implies that the regions of enhaned spot ativity are
loated loser to the equator rather than the poles and that these regions rotate in near-
perfet synhronism with the orbit. Any slight dierene in the rotational period would
ompletely smear out the modulation when data spread over suh a time interval as long
as 35 years ( 2000 photometri yles) are ombined.
The large spread of about 0.5 mag in V magnitudes lose to 0:
p
5 requires that the regions
that produe the enhaned ativity have an appreiable latitudinal extent on the surfae
of the ative star. The rotation of a large latitudinal zone in near-perfet synhronism
with the orbit would mean that dierential rotation in the ative star is either absent or
really small.
Another impliation of the existene of the longitudinal asymmetry in spot ativity,
whih is xed in the orbital frame of referene, is that the spots do not appear and
disappear with equal probability at all longitudes on the surfae of the ative star in the
UX Ari system; the presene of the ompanion signiantly aets the physial proesses
that produe spots and modulates the surfae distribution of spots on the ative star.
Referenes:
Aarum Ulvas, V. & Henry, G. W., 2003, A&A, 402, 1033
Aarum Ulvas, V. & Engvold, O., 2003, A&A, 402, 1043
Carlos, R. C. & Popper, D. M., 1971, PASP, 83, 504
Duemmler, R. & Aarum, V., 2001, A&A, 370, 974
Hall, D. S., 1972, PASP, 84, 323
Hall, D. S., Montle, R. E. & Atkins, H. R., 1975, Ata Astron., 25, 125
Hall, D. S., 1991, IAU Coll., 130, 353, in: The Sun and Cool Stars: ativity, magnetism,
dynamos, ed.: I. Tuomien, D. Moss, G. Rudiger, Springer-Verlag
Rosario, M. J., Raveendran, A. V. & Mekkaden, M. V., 2007, A&A, 474, L41
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166. LIST OF TIMINGS OF MINIMA ECLIPSING BINARIES
BY BBSAG OBSERVERS
(BBSAG Bulletin No. 134)
DIETHELM, ROGER
BBSAG, Bahnhofstrasse 3, CH{4118 Rodersdorf, Switzerland
The following Table lists timings of minima of elipsing binaries seured by photoele-
trial means by BBSAG observers, obtained between July 2007 and June 2008. The given
O C values generally refer to the linear elements of the GCVS (Kholopov et al., 1985),
exept for the ases stated in the remarks. All times given are helioentri UTC. This is
the last installment of the BBSAG Bulletin. Sine only two observer ontributed to our
lists in the last two years, we have deided to publish our results as personal ontribution
in the future.
Table 1: Elipsing binaries
Variable Type HJD 24. . .  O   C n Obs Remarks
V1075 Aql p 54297.4395 0.0009  0:0265 14 RD V
V379 Aur p 54505.2822 0.0012 17 RD V
V523 Aur p 54505.3974 0.0011 9 RD V
GSC2393-680 Aur p 54504.3716 0.0011 +0:0038 12 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5695
TX Boo p 54633.6985 0.0001  0:8673 235 RD V
FY Boo s 54632.7167 0.0001 +0:0036 101 RD V; el.: IBVS 5741
AK Cam p 54504.3143 0.0002 +0:0251 29 RD V; el.: BAV Mitt. 69
DH CVn p 54564.3642 0.0004  0:0161 19 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5149
LO Com p 54564.3606 0.0004 +0:0130 18 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5052
LP Com s 54564.3386 0.0005  0:0199 16 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5052
V385 Cyg p 54295.4702 0.0004  0:1214 39 RD V
V469 Cyg p 54925.4723 0.0003  0:1094 40 RD V
V809 Cyg p 54295.4902 0.0003 +0:0374 31 RD V
V853 Cyg p 54295.4566 0.0005 +0:0250 37 RD V
V961 Cyg p 54295.4568 0.0001 +0:0017 30 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 4278
V974 Cyg s 54295.4685 0.0004  0:2413 42 RD V; non-irular orbit
V2280 Cyg p 54407.2568 0.0004 +0:0549 28 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 4996
V2282 Cyg s 54407.3458 0.0006  0:0473 21 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 4996
V2284 Cyg s 54407.3514 0.0008 +0:0035 22 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 4985
V2294 Cyg s 54407.3468 0.0005 +0:0439 24 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 4995
MU Dra s 54387.3245 0.0006  0:0281 13 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5232
2 IBVS 5837
Table 1: Elipsing binaries (ont.)
Variable Type HJD 24. . .  O   C n Obs Remarks
GSC3523-505 Dra p 54388.2980 0.0007  0:0019 15 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5699
GSC3552-321 Dra s 54407.2234 0.0010 +0:0006 33 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5699
GSC3888-464 Dra s 54288.4095 0.0008 +0:0114 17 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5505
GSC3905-60 Dra s 54388.2489 0.0011  0:0020 16 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5699
TZ Gem p 54505.380 0.003 +0:087 9 RD V
AZ Gem s 54504.3038 0.0008 +0:0846 27 RD V
BD Gem p 54504.3817 0.0007  0:0279 17 RD V
EN Gem p 54504.3060 0.0011  0:0429 26 RD V
NSV3210 Gem p 54504.3410 0.0009  0:0031 31 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5630
NSV3346 Gem p 54504.2644 0.0024 +0:0051 13 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5630
LT Her p 54296.4520 0.0008  0:0312 31 RD V; el.: BAV Mitt. 69
LV Her p 54297.4509 0.0004 +0:0333 31 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5201
V357 Her s 54296.4322 0.0011  0:0072 16 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5280
V731 Her s 54297.4938 0.0006 +0:0005 22 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5592
V732 Her p 54297.536 0.002  0:088 21 RD V
V733 Her s 54297.4393 0.0004  0:0149 19 RD V
V742 Her s 54296.4560 0.0008 +0:0357 24 RD V
V1088 Her s 54296.3768 0.0011  0:0567 10 RD V; el.: ROTSE1
GSC963-246 Her p 54295.4543 0.0005 +0:0038 23 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5799
s 54318.3951 0.0002 +0:0078 22 EBl C
GSC1518-913 Her s 54295.4469 0.0007 19 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5799;
rened period: 0.32104
p 54318.4142 0.0010 17 EBl C
GSC1537-1557 Her s 54288.4754 0.0007 +0:0016 13 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5505
GSC1549-3991 Her p 54288.3991 0.0009  0:0010 12 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5505
GSC2587-289 Her p 54295.4353 0.0003  0:0011 27 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5799
p 54318.3566 0.0002 +0:0013 23 EBl C
GSC2587-4476 Her p 54295.4476 0.0009 16 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5799;
revised period: 0.310764
GSC3097-1297 Her s 54288.3907 0.0007 +0:0011 14 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5564
GSC3101-547 Her p 54364.3497 0.0005 +0:0026 19 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5564
GSC3106-1368 Her s 54364.2974 0.0012 +0:0049 21 EBl C; revised el.:
53229.5392 + 0.358362E
GSC3510-5 Her p 54288.4186 0.0009 +0:0204 17 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5564
GSC3532-553 Her s 54388.2794 0.0005  0:0002 21 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5699
BV Lyr p 54295.4580 0.0002 +0:0263 40 RD V
V400 Lyr p 54384.2906 0.0004  0:0391 15 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 4995
V574 Lyr s 54384.3601 0.0008  0:0030 22 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 4976
V579 Lyr p 54384.3040 0.0004  0:0131 18 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 4982
V580 Lyr p 54384.2715 0.0004  0:0203 22 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 4982
V582 Lyr s 54384.3610 0.0007 +0:0405 16 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 4985
V591 Lyr p 54387.2562 0.0005 +0:0004 13 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5232
s 54387.4069 0.0014 +0:0010 7 EBl C
V592 Lyr p 54387.3600 0.0009 +0:0098 16 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5232
V596 Lyr s 54387.3162 0.0021 +0:0077 10 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5232
GSC3108-57 Lyr s 54387.3904 0.0008  0:0036 10 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5525
GSC3109-859 Lyr s 54387.2559 0.0008  0:0053 11 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5525
GSC3526-1995 Lyr s 54387.3850 0.0017  0:0131 11 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5525
GSC3526-2369 Lyr s 54387.2505 0.0004 +0:0251 12 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5525
p 54387.412 0.003 +0:022 10 EBl C
IBVS 5837 3
Table 1: Elipsing binaries (ont.)
Variable Type HJD 24. . .  O   C n Obs Remarks
V2332 Oph p 54297.4253 0.0004  0:0718 24 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 4345
GSC995-1646 Oph s 54364.3625 0.0013 +0:0119 22 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5505
NSV8780 Oph s 54296.415 0.003  0:099 16 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5360
NSV9637 Oph p 54296.4467 0.0005  0:0164 29 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5644
GU Ori s 54505.2898 0.0005  0:0434 22 RD V; el.: JAAVSO 14, 12
GSC107-596 Ori s 54474.3452 0.0008 +0:0006 20 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5799
GSC702-1892 Ori p 54474.2846 0.0009  0:0007 12 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5493
GSC706-845 Ori p 54474.3600 0.0019  0:0045 22 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5799
GSC1283-53 Ori s 54474.2857 0.0008 +0:0001 26 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5799
Observers:
EBl : E. Blattler Wald, Switzerland
RD : R. Diethelm Rodersdorf, Switzerland
Referenes:
Kholopov, P. N., Samus, N. N., Frolov, M. S., Goranskij, V. P., Gorynya, N. A., Kireeva,
N. N., Kukarkina, N. P., Kurohkin, N. E., Medvedeva, G. I., Perova, N. B.,
Shugarov, S. Yu., 1985, General Catalogue of Variable Stars, Mosow
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V841 Cen (HD 127535) is an ative single{lined RS CVn binary of orbital period just
under 6 d (Collier Cameron, 1987). The star is one of the more ative southern RS CVn
systems having been deteted at mirowave frequenies, both in short{term are events
and more slowly varying `quiesent' emission (Slee et al., 1987a, 1987b). Photometri data
have been presented by a number of workers { Udalski & Geyer (1984); Innis et al. (1985);
Bopp et al. (1986); Collier Cameron (1987); Mekkaden & Geyer (1988); Strassmeier et al.
(1994); and espeially Cutispoto (1990, 1993, 1996, 1998a, & 1998b). These data show
a 6 d spot wave of varying amplitude, usually 0.05 to 0.25 mag in V , with smaller
assoiated olour hanges. The spot wave is highly variable (op it.), hanging at times
within a few weeks (e.g. Innis et al., 1998).
We observed V841 Cen at the Brightwater Observatory in 2007 and 2008. A desription
of the observatory and tehniques is given in Innis et al. (2007). In brief, a short{fous,





target and omparison stars to be observed simultaneously. The observations in B and
V lters were transformed to the Cousins system. We used exposure times of 45 se in
B and 30 se in V . We ombine 4 suh individual (and onseutive) exposures in eah
lter to form normal points. Usually 4 or more normal points in eah of B and V were
obtained on a given night.
We olleted 38 nights of data between 2007 April{September ( 180 normal points
in eah lter), and a further 9 nights of data between 2008 April and May ( 130 normal
points in eah lter). We used HD 128227 as the omparison star and CPD  59
Æ
5634
as the hek star. For the normal points we nd for these stars magnitude dier-
enes (and standard deviations) V : 1.2560.016 for 2007; 1.2630.012 for 2008; B:
0.9850.028 for 2007; 0.9980.042 for 2008. These results indiate no detetable variation
in the omparison and hek stars above observational satter. For the omparison star
HD 128277 we use V =8.33 and B   V =1.07 (whih are average values from the work
of Bopp et al., 1986; Collier Cameron 1987; Mekkaden & Geyer, 1988; and Cutispoto,
1990,1993,1996, 1998a, 1998b { all those authors report V and B   V values that losely
agree).
Figure 1 shows the data for V841 Cen plotted against HJD. The top panel shows
V data, the lower panel shows B   V . The dots represent the 2007 April{September
data, and the rosses represent the 2008 April{May data. The range in V is very large,
slightly over 0.4 mag.
2Figure 1. Brightwater Observatory V data (top) and B   V (lower) data for V841 Cen. The dots
represent the 2007 April{September data, and the rosses represent the 2008 April{May data.
We use the period of 5.988 d and epoh HJD 2444653.737 (Innis et al., 1998) for the
phase plots shown in Figure 2. These observations show that, given the rapid hanges
the star has exhibited previously, the light urve has been remarkably stable over the
13 month extent of the dataset. The lower panel of Figure 2 shows B   V versus V .
A lear olour hange of several hundredths of a magnitude is seen. The star appears to
have been slightly redder in 2008 ompared to 2007.
In Figure 3 we have olleted the known V photometri range versus year for V841 Cen,
obtained from the referenes listed above. The most reent data show that both maximum
and minimum light are omparable to the historial extremes. What is unusual is that
the 2007 and 2008 data show suh a large range of 0.4 mag in V , whih is signiantly
larger than has been seen previously for this star. It is also among the largest spot waves
seen for this lass of objet. That the spot wave has apparently maintained this amplitude
over 13 months is of further interest.
Assuming a spot or spot group that ontributes eetively no ux ompared to the
unspotted photosphere, at minimum light approximately 45% of the visible stellar disk
must be overed to produe the 0.4 mag spot wave. The data indiate that suh a
large spot or spot region remained relatively unhanged during the observing interval.
An alternative hypothesis would be that the large amplitude is a onsequene of a bright
spot on one hemisphere, and a dark spot on the other. This would however require two
spots (or spot regions) to stay relatively stable over a year. If so, by referene to the
overall V variation in Figure 3, one may also need to onlude suh a bright spot had
been present previously to aount for maximum light in the 1994 observations. The data
do not allow us to determine if this was the ase, but postulating a single long{lived spot
or spot group requires fewer assumptions.
We intend to ontinue monitoring V841 Cen. We expet that, given the history of
this star, the large amplitude spot wave is likely to exhibit signiant hanges in the near
future.
3Figure 2. Top panel: V light urve for V841 Cen using the period of 5.988 d and epoh
HJD 2444653.737 (Innis et al., 1998). Lower Panel: B   V olour index urve of V841 Cen. In both
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Figure 3. Range in V light for V841 Cen.
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ERRATUM FOR IBVS 5838
In IBVS 5838, rst page, third paragraph, the omparison star of V841 Cen is men-
tioned with two dierent HD numbers. The orret name of the star is HD 128227.
The Editors
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Nova Cyg 2008 N.2 (= V2491 Cyg) and Nova Sgr 2008 (= V5579 Sgr) were disovered
on 10 April 10 and 18 April 2008, respetively. A summary of the disovery irumstanes
and early studies of these two novae has been presented by Henden and Munari (2008).
To the aim of providing more information on the nature of these two novae, we have
searhed the arhives of the Asiago Shmidt telesopes for photographi plates imaging
their progenitors.
Henden and Munari (2008) found the position of Nova Cyg 2008 N.2 to be oinident
with the faint star USNO-B1.0 1223-042965 (within 0.9 arse). We loated 131 Asiago
photographi plates overing the position of Nova Cyg 2008 N.2, 44 of whih were later
disarded for various reasons (too bright sky bakground, poor fous or guiding, too
bright limiting magnitude, or other plate defets). A total of 87 good B and V plates
(exposed between Ot 4, 1970 and Ot 10, 1986) were then retained, and the magnitude





alibration sequene of Henden and Munari (2008). The results are given in Table 1
(available eletroni only) and plotted for the B-band in Figure 1. During the 16 years
overed by the Asiago arhive plates, no outburst or large variability was deteted. The
progenitor remained stable around the mean values:
< B > = 17:88 (dispersion 0:20 mag) (1)
< V > = 17:06 (dispersion 0:22 mag) (2)
< B   V > = +0:82 (3)




The V   R
C
is obtained by omparison with POSS-II plate on whih the progenitor
shines at R
C
16.33 mag. Comparing with maximum brightness attended by the nova,
the outburst amplitude has been B=8.9, V=8.5 mag and R
C
=8.7. Suh a limited
amplitude is in sharp ontrast with the rapid deline of Nova Cyg 2008 N.2. A 8.7 mag
amplitude would orrespond to a mean deline time t
2
200 days (f. Warner 1995, his
Figure 5.4), a dozen times slower than the observed t
2
17 days (Munari et al. 2008).
A serendipitous monitoring of the eld of Nova Cyg 2008 N.2 was arried out by Balman
et al. (2008) from July to November 2007. They failed to reveal any soure at the nova
2 IBVS 5839
Figure 1. B band photometry of the progenitor of Nova Cyg 2008 N.2 from photographi plates of the
Asiago Shmidt telesopes arhives, showing its onstany in brightness over the period 1970-1986.
position brighter than the R
C
=18.2 mag limiting magnitude of their observations. Balman
et al. (2008) do not speify what is the astrometri position they assumed for the nova.
They linked their magnitude sale to USNO-B1 R
C
magnitudes of the surrounding stars.
By omparing with the Henden and Munari (2008) photometri sequene, no systemati
oset larger than 0.1 mag is likely to aet the USNO-B1R
C
values. This would imply that
the progenitor of Nova Cyg 2008 N.2, whih was photometrially stable over the period
1970-1986, should have turned fainter by R
C
2 mag for several months right before to
erupt as a nova. This behavior would be highly peuliar and has no orrespondene among
other novae, whih instead in some ases tend to show an inrease in their luminosities
in the years before the outburst (f. Robinson 1975). It seems therefore worthwhile that
Balman et al. (2008) speify the astrometri position they assumed for the nova and
possibly publish a zoomed piture of the eld from their piled-up CCD R
C
observations.
Similarly for Nova Cyg 2008 N.2, we searhed the Asiago Shmidt plate arhives also
for Nova Sgr 2008, and found 106 plates overing its position. After plate inspetion,
58 good B and I
C
band plates were nally retained. We adopted nova position and
photometri omparison sequene from Henden and Munari (2008). The 58 good plates
over the period June 16, 1961 to 24 July, 1977, with an average limiting magnitude
B18, I
C
15.5. They are listed in Table 2 (available eletroni only). The progenitor
was below limiting magnitude on all the plates.
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es:
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V458 Her was disovered to be variable by Homeister (1936). It was lassied as
an RR type variable with a period of 0.3599801 days. From data in the Northern Sky
Variability Survey (NSVS; Wozniak et al., 2004), Wils et. al (2006) found it to be a
double-mode RR Lyrae type variable (RRd), with a fundamental period of 0.48374 days
and a period ratio of 0.7442 (with the rst overtone period having the largest amplitude,
ommon among RRd stars). Szzygie l & Fabryky (2007) ast some doubt on this lassi-
ation beause a signiant seondary frequeny ouldn't be found in data from the All
Sky Automated Survey (ASAS-3; Pojmanski & Maiejewski, 2005).
CCD observations were therefore performed with a 35-m C14 and an SBIG ST-8
amera on 10 nights in July-August 2007 (V and R
C
data) and on 14 nights in April-May
2008 (only V data) to verify the lassiation. The omparison stars used were GSC 1539-
0959 (adopted magnitude V = 12:45 and R = 12:37 from the Tyho2 atalogue) and
GSC 1539-1173. The median nightly standard deviation for the hek star measurements
was 0.02 mag. All data are available eletronially.
The data were analysed using Period04 (Lenz & Breger, 2005). The presene of an
additional frequeny (the fundamental mode) and some of its ombination frequenies with
the rst overtone mode were readily identied. Table 1 gives an overview of the frequenies
identied, together with their amplitudes and phases. The values for the R
C
data were
alulated using the frequenies derived from the V data. The unertainties on the values
were derived from Monte Carlo simulations. The top panel of Fig. 1 presents a phase
diagram of the V data, plotted with the rst overtone period, the period with the largest
amplitude. The bottom panel shows a phase diagram of the V data, prewhitened with
the rst overtone period and its harmonis (but not with the ombination frequenies),




for V458 Her an then





The extended ASAS-3 data set, inluding data from 2007 and 2008, now also learly
onrms the RRd nature of V458 Her. The frequenies derived from these data are
f
1
= 2:777932 and f
0










This researh made use of the SIMBAD and VizieR databases operated at the Centre
de Donnees Astronomiques (Strasbourg) in Frane.
2 IBVS 5840
Table 1: Frequenies deteted in V458 Her.




/d mmag degrees mmag degrees
f
1
2.777971(6) 2081 158.80.3 1753 1611
f
0
2.067729(20) 671 68.20.9 503 704
2f
1



















4f1 11.111883 61 140.78.6
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Figure 1. Top: phase diagram of the V458 Her V data, plotted with the rst overtone period of
0.359975 days. Bottom: V data, prewhitened with the rst overtone period, and plotted with the
fundamental period.
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The study of spetral variability of O-type stars led, in a few ases, to the disovery
of variations with periods of a fration of a day (see e.g.  Pup, Baade 1991, and  Oph,
Kambe et al. 1997). These variations are often onsidered to be the signature of non-
radial pulsations. More reently, Rauw et al. (2008) investigated in detail the ase of
HD93521 and reported on variations on time sales of 1.75 and 2.89 h. As only a handful
of O-type stars displaying short-term variations are known, any new detetion onstitutes
as signiant improvement of the atalog of short-term varying massive stars.
In this paper, we present the results of a spetrosopi monitoring of two O-type stars.
HD13268 is an ON8V star that belongs to the PerOB1 assoiation. HD15137 (O9.5V) is a
runaway SB1 system (P 30 d) whose preliminary orbital parameters have been published
by Boyajian et al. (2005) and MSwain et al. (2007). The former authors suggested that
this star may have been ejeted from the nearby luster NGC654 in the Perseus spiral
arm. Both stars display broad absorption lines due to a rather high rotational veloity.
Their projeted rotational veloities are respetively estimated to be equal to 302 km s
 1
(Penny 1996) and 178 km s
 1
(Conti & Ebbets 1977).
Our analysis is based on data olleted with the Aurelie spetrograph at the 1.52-m
telesope of the Observatoire de Haute Provene (OHP, Frane). In the ase of HD13268,
the time series is onstituted of 62 spetra obtained between Otober 2004 and November
2007, but most of the data were obtained during 4 nights in autumn 2007 (see Table 1).
We observed HD15137 44 times during the same epoh, with 12 spetra obtained on the
same night with a timespan of about 6 hours (on 2006, Otober 26th, see Table 2). Our
spetra overed wavelengths between 4460 and 4890

A , with a resolving power of about
8000. Exposure times were of the order of 25{45 minutes depending on the sky onditions.
The signal-to-noise of our spetra { estimated in regions devoid of spetral lines { was
higher than 200. The data were redued following the proedure desribed by Rauw &
De Beker (2004).
We applied the Time Variane Spetrum (TVS) analysis tehnique as desribed by
Fullerton et al. (1996) to our spetral time series. In the ase of HD13268, we deteted a
signiant { although weak { variability in the prole of He i  4471, He i  4542,4686,
and H. This variability was present both in the omplete data set, and in data sets of
individual nights during whih several spetra were olleted. We analyzed our time se-
ries using the generalized Fourier tehnique of Hek et al. (1985) and revised by Gosset et
2 IBVS 5841
al. (2001). This tehnique is espeially adapted to the ase of unequally spaed data. The
power spetra are shown in Fig. 1 for He ii  4686 and H. Our results point to potential
variability time sales of 14.5 and 6.7 h respetively for the two lines, even though signif-
iant residuals are still present after prewhitening (see middle panels of Fig. 1). Several
fators are likely to ontribute to these residuals: (i) the reported time sales may be in-
orret (aliasing, ...), (ii) the low amplitude of the variations makes our temporal analysis
very sensitive to noise, and (iii) more than one unidentied time sale may ontribute
to the deteted variations. The studies of the other few examples of short-term varying
O-type stars suggest indeed that multiperiodi variations are ourring.
Table 1. Journal of the observations of HD13268. The helioentri Julian date at mid-exposure is given
as HJD - 2 450 000, and the date (yyyy/mm/dd) is that of the beginning of the night.
# HJD Date # HJD Date # HJD Date
1 3286.512 2004/10/07 22 4396.484 2007/10/22 43 4421.454 2007/11/16
2 3289.595 2004/10/10 23 4396.505 2007/10/22 44 4421.475 2007/11/16
3 3290.490 2004/10/11 24 4396.551 2007/10/22 45 4421.499 2007/11/16
4 3294.634 2004/10/15 25 4396.574 2007/10/22 46 4421.549 2007/11/16
5 3295.482 2004/10/16 26 4396.595 2007/10/22 47 4421.573 2007/11/16
6 3295.672 2004/10/16 27 4407.364 2007/11/02 48 4421.598 2007/11/16
7 3296.597 2004/10/17 28 4407.381 2007/11/02 49 4422.356 2007/11/17
8 3648.620 2005/10/04 29 4407.399 2007/11/02 50 4422.373 2007/11/17
9 3652.586 2005/10/08 30 4407.418 2007/11/02 51 4422.388 2007/11/17
10 3654.456 2005/10/10 31 4407.436 2007/11/02 52 4422.402 2007/11/17
11 3982.621 2006/09/03 32 4407.454 2007/11/02 53 4422.439 2007/11/17
12 3984.575 2006/09/05 33 4407.473 2007/11/02 54 4422.454 2007/11/17
13 4034.408 2006/10/25 34 4407.490 2007/11/02 55 4422.469 2007/11/17
14 4034.466 2006/10/25 35 4407.553 2007/11/02 56 4422.484 2007/11/17
15 4034.524 2006/10/25 36 4407.570 2007/11/02 57 4422.516 2007/11/17
16 4034.585 2006/10/25 37 4407.691 2007/11/02 58 4422.533 2007/11/17
17 4035.386 2006/10/26 38 4421.613 2007/11/16 59 4422.557 2007/11/17
18 4396.369 2007/10/22 39 4421.350 2007/11/16 60 4422.570 2007/11/17
19 4396.392 2007/10/22 40 4421.370 2007/11/16 61 4422.594 2007/11/17
20 4396.414 2007/10/22 41 4421.393 2007/11/16 62 4422.608 2007/11/17
21 4396.462 2007/10/22 42 4421.433 2007/11/16
Table 2. Journal of the observations of HD15137.
# HJD Date # HJD Date # HJD Date
1 3652.642 2005/10/08 16 4035.545 2006/10/26 31 4409.528 2007/11/04
2 3654.538 2005/10/10 17 4035.568 2006/10/26 32 4410.475 2007/11/05
3 3980.585 2006/09/01 18 4035.588 2006/10/26 33 4411.551 2007/11/06
4 3982.552 2006/09/03 19 4035.611 2006/10/26 34 4412.504 2007/11/07
5 3984.545 2006/09/05 20 4035.632 2006/10/26 35 4413.584 2007/11/08
6 4033.406 2006/10/24 21 4035.655 2006/10/26 36 4414.530 2007/11/09
7 4033.495 2006/10/24 22 4396.438 2007/10/22 37 4415.546 2007/11/10
8 4033.602 2006/10/24 23 4397.516 2007/10/23 38 4416.453 2007/11/11
9 4034.670 2006/10/25 24 4400.646 2007/10/26 39 4417.467 2007/11/12
10 4035.413 2006/10/26 25 4401.598 2007/10/27 40 4418.383 2007/11/13
11 4035.437 2006/10/26 26 4402.588 2007/10/28 41 4419.412 2007/11/14
12 4035.458 2006/10/26 27 4405.599 2007/10/31 42 4421.525 2007/11/16
13 4035.480 2006/10/26 28 4406.590 2007/11/01 43 4422.421 2007/11/17
14 4035.502 2006/10/26 29 4407.532 2007/11/02 44 4423.322 2007/11/18
15 4035.524 2006/10/26 30 4408.591 2007/11/03
In the ase of HD15137, our sampling of high frequenies is rather poor as this star
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was intensively observed during only one night. However, the TVS indiates a signiant
line prole variability of at least He i  4471 and H, i.e. the strongest absorption lines
in the blue spetrum, during that partiular night. The omparison of the line proles
obtained during a same night reveals indeed variations from one spetrum to the other,
with time intervals of the order of 30{40 minutes between two onseutive observations.
These variations an be seen in the line proles plotted in the left part of Fig. 2. We
note that it is unlikely that these variations be due to the orbital motion of the SB1
as its period is of the order of 30 d, i.e. muh longer than the time sales investigated
during a single night. The right part of Fig. 2 shows the power spetrum of the omplete
time series for H. The wavelength position of the line prole has been orreted for the
orbital motion before omputing the power spetrum. The orretions were alulated
on the basis of a SB1 orbital solution omputed from our data and the radial veloities
published by Boyajian et al. (2005) and MSwain et al. (2005), using the same method as
De Beker et al. (2006). We note the presene of a family of peaks lose to 2 d
 1
. Some
power is also found at higher frequenies (see for instane a low amplitude family of peaks
whose presene is suggested around 10 d
 1
). A muh better sampling of high frequenies
is however needed in order to larify the situation and propose valuable values for the
short variability time sale(s). We note that Boyajian et al. (2005) already suggested the
ourrene of short-term variations for this star.
He II λ 4686 Hβ
= 1.6525 dν −1 = 3.5725 dν −1
Figure 1. Fourier analysis of He ii  4686 between 4682 and 4685

A (left part) and H between 4857
and 4860

A (right part) in the ase of HD13268. Upper panels: mean power spetrum over the speied
wavelength domain. Middle panels: prewhitened power spetrum using the speied frequeny
orresponding to the highest peak in the upper panel. Signiant residual power is still present, but a
muh better sampling of higher frequenies is requested in order to determine aurately the variability
time sales. Lower panels: spetral window related to the data sampling.
Considering (i) the low amplitude of the variations and (ii) their rather high frequeny,
intensive monitoring with large olleting area telesopes is really needed if one wants to
investigate the short term behaviour of these stars. Typially, several omplete nights on
4-m lass telesopes, using rather high resolving power (at least 20000), should be devoted
to these targets in order to haraterize their short term variations in a way similar to





Figure 2. Left part: Line proles of He i  4471 and H in the ase of HD15137. The seleted spetra
are those obtained during a single night (number #10 to #21 in Table 2, from the top to the bottom).
Right part: Fourier analysis of the omplete time series (44 spetra) for H after orretion for the SB1
orbital motion. We note that some residual power due to the orbital motion may still be present at low
frequenies. The power spetrum suggests however the presene of frequenies likely related to time
sales of a fration of a day.
In summary, we report on the detetion of signiant variations on time sales of a fra-
tion of a day in the blue spetrum of two late-type main-sequene O stars: HD13268 and
HD15137. The frequeny sampling of our time series did not allow us to determine the
variability time sale, but we laim that these stars should be onsidered as very valuable
targets for future studies aiming at investigating rapid variations in O-type stars. Suh
variations may be the signature of non-radial pulsations, or of strutures related to ir-
umstellar rotating material. Intensive high spetral resolution spetrosopi ampaigns
are needed to investigate suh a behaviour.
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SHORT-PERIOD OSCILLATIONS FOUND IN
THE ALGOL-TYPE SYSTEM GSC 4550-1408
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GSC 4550-1408 was disovered as an elipsing binary by Biyalieva and Khruslov (2007),
in their searh for new variables in the NSVS database (Wozniak et al. 2004). This star
is suitable for more detailed study taking into onsideration its period P = 1:23837 days,
amplitude of primary minimum A
R
' 0:4 mag, and visual magnitude V
T
= 11:26 mag.
The CCD photometry of GSC 4550-1408 was arried out with the 60m Cassegrain
telesope at NAO Rozhen, equipped with the CCD amera FLI PL09000 (3056x3056, 12
pixel), and Bessell (1990) standard UBV RI lters. The standard IRAF proedures were
used for the redution of the photometri data.
The phased light urve is shown on Fig. 1. Light urves for several nights, aquired in
theBV R passbands are shown in Fig. 3 and 4. Osillations with a peak-to-peak amplitude
up to 0.02 mag in R, and 0.04 mag in B, were deteted in four of the observational runs
(inluding seondary minimum). A preliminary analysis of the out-of-elipse data shows
a main periodiity about 37 /d ( 39 min.).
Spetral observations of GSC 4550-1408 were obtained with the Coude spetrograph
(resolution of 0.19

A/pixel) with the 2m RC telesope at NAO Rozhen. The spetral




, and MgII 4481 lines. The data redution
of the spetra was made with the standard IRAF proedures. The orresponding radial
veloities were measured with the ross-orrelation tehnique using syntheti spetrum,
alulated with the programme SPECTRUM (Gray & Corbally 1994) and a grid of LTE
atmosphere models for a solar-type hemial omposition (Castelli & Kuruz 2003), as
a template spetrum. Comparing the syntheti and the observed spetra (Fig. 5), the
parameters of the primary omponent were estimated (Table 4).
The preliminary orbital and physial parameters were omputed using both Rozhen
and NSVS data, with the PHOEBE software (Prsa & Zwitter 2005). The new ephemeris
is as follows:
HJD(MinI) = 2451403:832(0:004) + 1:2383832(0:0000008)E (1)




, and the  veloity is -52.3
kms
 1
(Fig. 2). The physial parameters of the seondary omponent, omputed with
the PHOEBE, are shown in Table 4. The spetral types of the two omponents were
estimated using Gray & Corbally (1994) alibration.
2 IBVS 5842
Aknowledgements We made use of the SIMBAD database from the Centre de
Donnees Astronomiques, Strasbourg, Frane. D.D. aknowledges the DIVA-BG soiety
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nan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Table 1. Data of the variable, omparison, and hek stars used for the CCD photometry
ID Name RA (J2000) DEC (J2000) Spetral type






































Table 2. Observational runs of GSC 4550-1408



































R 60 100 0.796{0.855
Table 3. Rozhen spetra of GSC 4550-1408






13.05.2008 2454600.4071 28 1800 -73.7 2.7 4400-4600 0.251
13.05.2008 2454600.4282 28 1800 -67.8 6.8 4400-4600 0.268
13.05.2008 2454600.4516 33 1800 -45.6 6.6 4800-5000 0.287
13.05.2008 2454600.4727 31 1800 -73.0 4.4 4800-5000 0.304
13.05.2008 2454600.4953 38 1800 -71.1 5.4 6500-6700 0.322
13.05.2008 2454600.5166 38 1800 -78.4 6.3 6500-6700 0.340
10.06.2008 2454628.3810 29 1800 -42.8 4.9 4400-4600 0.840
10.06.2008 2454628.4041 37 1800 -43.9 4.3 4800-5000 0.859
10.06.2008 2454628.4268 46 1800 -49.5 3.6 6500-6700 0.877
11.06.2008 2454629.3406 26 1800 -31.8 4.7 4400-4600 0.615
11.06.2008 2454629.3641 33 1800 -34.2 5.1 4800-5000 0.634
11.06 2008 2454629.3870 33 1800 -38.2 7.4 6500-6700 0.653
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IBVS 5842 3
Figure 1. R band light urve of GSC 4550-1408
observed at NAO Rozhen (dots), and the syn-
theti light urve (solid line)
Figure 2. The Radial Veloity urve of GSC
4550-1408 (diamonds), and the best t for the
irular orbit assumption (solid line).
Table 4. Physial parameters of the primary and seondary omponents of GSC 4550-1408




log g 4.0 3.6
v sin i [kms
 1
℄  60
Spetral type A3 V-IV F2 III
Figure 3. Nightly light urves of GSC 4550-1408: dierential magnitudes between the variable and
omparison stars R(Var - C1), and between the hek and omparison stars R(C2 - C1)
4 IBVS 5842
Figure 4. BV R light urves of GSC 4550-1408 and the hek star observed on 16.05.2008
Figure 5. Rozhen ombined spetra (thin line) of GSC 4550-1408 and the best syntheti spetra
(thik line)
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The following table lists CCD times-of-minima of several binaries reorded by the
"Pi of the Sky" (http://grb.fuw.edu.pl/pi/) roboti telesope during GRB patrol
observations (Burd et al. 2005) in 2004-2007.
The observations, made in white light with an infrared-bloking lter, were redued in
the usual way. Times of minima, determined with the method of Kwee and van Woerden
(1956), were added to the database of minima desribed by Kreiner (2004).
Web aess to the database with individual times of minima is available at
http://www.as.ap.krakow.pl/miniauto.
We would like to thank the sta of Las Campanas Observatory for their help in in-
stalling and maintaining the "Pi of the Sky" telesope.
"Pi of the Sky" was naned by the Polish Ministry of Siene in 2005{2007 as a
researh projet.
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2 IBVS 5843
Star HJD 2450000+ Error Type Star HJD 2450000+ Error Type
ST Aqr 3259.7033 0.0008 pri AG Ari 3320.7312 0.0014 pri
ST Aqr 3281.5646 0.0013 pri AG Ari 3321.6776 0.0018 pri
SU Aqr 3250.8167 0.0028 pri AL Ari 3340.6998 0.0007 se
SU Aqr 3251.8540 0.0010 pri TU CMa 4070.6730 0.0008 pri
SU Aqr 3974.7854 0.0008 pri VW CMa 4064.7022 0.0004 pri
CW Aqr 3974.8142 0.0021 pri VW CMa 4069.7452 0.0007 pri
CW Aqr 3976.7327 0.0015 se VW CMa 4120.5647 0.0016 se
CW Aqr 3980.7923 0.0016 pri CX CMa 4119.5907 0.0006 pri
CW Aqr 4032.6475 0.0014 se FF CMa 4122.6579 0.0025 se
CX Aqr 3251.5709 0.0002 pri FZ CMa 4048.7534 0.0004 pri
CX Aqr 3253.7905 0.0007 pri FZ CMa 4069.7594 0.0006 se
CX Aqr 3258.7970 0.0005 pri FZ CMa 4120.6744 0.0004 se
CX Aqr 3259.6282 0.0007 se HY CMa 4073.6777 0.0016 pri
CX Aqr 3281.5940 0.0003 pri IQ CMa 4074.7232 0.0003 pri
CX Aqr 3282.7088 0.0011 pri IS CMa 4042.7249 0.0010 pri
CX Aqr 3980.7490 0.0010 se IS CMa 4054.7579 0.0011 se
CX Aqr 3982.6956 0.0006 pri IS CMa 4071.7239 0.0006 pri
DD Aqr 3260.6574 0.0011 pri KL CMa 4072.7344 0.0012 se
DD Aqr 3281.5667 0.0011 pri LV CMa 4120.6850 0.0016 pri
DY Aqr 4059.5686 0.0013 pri YY CMi 3361.7474 0.0009 pri
EE Aqr 3250.5730 0.0010 se YY CMi 3390.7434 0.0012 se
EE Aqr 3250.8282 0.0003 pri YY CMi 3401.6850 0.0015 se
EE Aqr 3251.5880 0.0011 se YY CMi 3407.6955 0.0012 pri
EE Aqr 3251.8477 0.0003 pri BU CMi 3378.6805 0.0013 pri
EE Aqr 3253.6299 0.0008 se RR Cen 3455.6494 0.0007 pri
EE Aqr 3980.7258 0.0011 pri V678 Cen 3509.7239 0.0013 pri
EE Aqr 3982.7611 0.0003 pri V700 Cen 3504.5353 0.0031 pri
EE Aqr 4032.6440 0.0002 pri V757 Cen 3504.5693 0.0003 pri
EF Aqr 3974.7963 0.0004 pri V757 Cen 3504.7453 0.0007 se
EK Aqr 4005.7181 0.0027 pri V757 Cen 3509.5445 0.0004 se
EK Aqr 4028.7013 0.0016 pri V757 Cen 3509.7202 0.0007 pri
EL Aqr 3260.7514 0.0012 pri V839 Cen 3504.6512 0.0003 pri
EL Aqr 3309.6208 0.0028 se TT Cet 3311.6685 0.0010 pri
EL Aqr 3310.5820 0.0016 se TV Cet 3328.7196 0.0005 pri
EL Aqr 4004.7676 0.0009 se TX Cet 3287.7168 0.0015 pri
EL Aqr 4005.7290 0.0013 se WY Cet 3311.6391 0.0015 pri
EL Aqr 4006.6899 0.0009 se XY Cet 3320.6722 0.0005 se
EL Aqr 4011.7441 0.0014 pri XY Cet 3338.7512 0.0011 pri
EL Aqr 4028.5967 0.0008 pri YY Cet 4040.7737 0.0002 pri
EL Aqr 4038.6943 0.0015 pri AA Cet 4040.7756 0.0005 pri
HV Aqr 3250.6336 0.0009 pri DY Cet 3337.7258 0.0010 se
HV Aqr 3280.5840 0.0009 pri DY Cet 4040.7832 0.0029 se
HV Aqr 3986.6397 0.0014 se TX Cn 3387.7552 0.0016 se
KX Aqr 3251.7534 0.0003 pri TX Cn 3388.7118 0.0011 pri
KX Aqr 3253.8255 0.0009 pri WY Cn 3390.6964 0.0011 pri
QR Ara 3426.8540 0.0025 pri XZ Cn 3399.6336 0.0016 pri
RX Ari 3340.5585 0.0003 pri FF Cn 3388.7447 0.0011 pri
RX Ari 3341.5820 0.0014 pri FF Cn 3400.6475 0.0010 pri
SS Ari 3326.6583 0.0013 se RS Col 4057.6405 0.0007 pri
SS Ari 3338.6450 0.0009 pri RS Col 4060.6586 0.0008 se
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RS Col 4067.7185 0.0012 pri YY Eri 3306.7868 0.0002 se
RS Col 4072.7520 0.0012 se YY Eri 4024.6932 0.0003 se
eps CrA 3991.5288 0.0013 pri YY Eri 4046.7155 0.0003 pri
RV Crv 3466.5913 0.0009 pri YY Eri 4047.6802 0.0002 pri
RV Crv 3469.5805 0.0005 pri YY Eri 4051.6990 0.0001 se
RV Crv 3470.7091 0.0009 se YY Eri 4055.7180 0.0001 pri
RV Crv 3473.6999 0.0007 se YY Eri 4063.5940 0.0002 se
RV Crv 3474.8161 0.0008 pri YY Eri 4063.7548 0.0001 pri
RV Crv 3475.5555 0.0006 pri YY Eri 4067.6134 0.0000 se
RV Crv 3477.8022 0.0016 pri YY Eri 4067.7738 0.0002 pri
RV Crv 3478.5477 0.0005 pri AS Eri 3306.6756 0.0023 pri
RV Crv 3479.6751 0.0008 se BC Eri 4024.7859 0.0009 se
RV Crv 3504.7031 0.0006 pri BC Eri 4043.7663 0.0013 se
RV Crv 3506.5658 0.0012 se BC Eri 4057.7356 0.0017 pri
SX Crv 3466.6869 0.0006 pri BC Eri 4060.6407 0.0015 se
SX Crv 3466.8389 0.0015 se BC Eri 4067.7531 0.0005 pri
SX Crv 3468.5925 0.0013 pri BU Eri 4046.7405 0.0003 pri
SX Crv 3468.7486 0.0010 se BU Eri 4052.6431 0.0003 pri
SX Crv 3469.6963 0.0005 se BU Eri 4063.6037 0.0005 pri
SX Crv 3470.6523 0.0009 se BV Eri 3306.6811 0.0011 pri
SX Crv 3471.5920 0.0010 se BV Eri 4039.7283 0.0008 pri
SX Crv 3471.7570 0.0008 pri BV Eri 4051.6588 0.0001 pri
SX Crv 3473.6596 0.0009 pri BV Eri 4052.6739 0.0005 pri
SX Crv 3474.5999 0.0007 pri BW Eri 4051.6976 0.0010 se
SX Crv 3474.7581 0.0012 se BW Eri 4067.6478 0.0014 se
SX Crv 3475.5533 0.0013 pri BZ Eri 3306.8076 0.0007 pri
SX Crv 3477.6074 0.0008 se FO Eri 3305.5690 0.0017 pri
SX Crv 3477.7722 0.0013 pri FX Eri 3304.8383 0.0016 pri
SX Crv 3478.5634 0.0006 se GH Eri 4023.8201 0.0005 pri
SX Crv 3478.7250 0.0004 pri GH Eri 4042.6048 0.0010 pri
SX Crv 3480.6236 0.0009 pri GK Eri 4047.7522 0.0006 pri
SX Crv 3480.7797 0.0005 se GW Eri 4067.6099 0.0011 pri
SX Crv 3504.6844 0.0011 pri HN Eri 4024.7003 0.0006 pri
TW Crt 3466.6943 0.0005 pri HN Eri 4047.7812 0.0011 pri
TW Crt 3468.5808 0.0009 pri HN Eri 4063.6746 0.0005 se
W Crv 3466.7679 0.0009 se HN Eri 4067.7304 0.0003 pri
W Crv 3468.7075 0.0007 se AE For 4039.7544 0.0003 se
Y Crv 3473.6422 0.0038 pri AE For 4040.6730 0.0002 se
RW Dor 4036.5947 0.0003 pri AE For 4052.6091 0.0002 se
RW Dor 4036.7411 0.0008 se AL Gem 4106.7526 0.0009 pri
RW Dor 4037.5995 0.0014 se GW Gem 4127.6524 0.0003 pri
RW Dor 4037.7384 0.0004 pri QT Gem 3378.7173 0.0026 pri
RW Dor 4041.7335 0.0007 pri SX Hya 3471.7411 0.0017 pri
RW Dor 4049.5878 0.0007 se SX Hya 3474.6335 0.0009 pri
RW Dor 4059.7177 0.0006 pri SX Hya 3497.7983 0.0039 pri
RW Dor 4107.6761 0.0007 pri WY Hya 3389.6753 0.0006 pri
AV Dor 4065.6784 0.0008 pri WY Hya 3390.7408 0.0012 se
RU Eri 4046.7924 0.0016 pri WY Hya 3409.7133 0.0010 pri
RU Eri 4047.7467 0.0015 se EZ Hya 4079.7577 0.0011 pri
YY Eri 3306.6253 0.0002 pri FG Hya 3387.7496 0.0006 se
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FG Hya 3388.7329 0.0010 se AP Leo 3445.6625 0.0005 pri
FG Hya 3389.7165 0.0010 se AP Leo 3446.7374 0.0010 se
FG Hya 3400.6934 0.0007 pri AP Leo 3447.5982 0.0008 se
FG Hya 3404.6285 0.0018 pri AP Leo 3448.6735 0.0007 pri
FG Hya 3404.7926 0.0016 se AP Leo 3449.7477 0.0006 se
FG Hya 3405.6126 0.0003 pri AP Leo 3458.5710 0.0007 pri
FG Hya 3405.7800 0.0009 se AP Leo 3459.6493 0.0005 se
FG Hya 3406.7616 0.0006 se AP Leo 3462.6609 0.0004 pri
FG Hya 3409.7104 0.0018 se AP Leo 3476.6465 0.0006 pri
HU Hya 3404.6543 0.0009 pri AP Leo 3489.5578 0.0006 pri
HU Hya 3409.6792 0.0004 pri DU Leo 3418.7118 0.0006 se
QY Hya 3466.6784 0.0003 pri V Lep 4054.7643 0.0005 pri
QY Hya 3468.7232 0.0009 se V Lep 4069.7462 0.0005 pri
QY Hya 3470.7666 0.0011 se Z Lep 4043.7843 0.0016 pri
QY Hya 3477.6326 0.0005 pri Z Lep 4055.7062 0.0015 pri
QY Hya 3477.7847 0.0013 se Z Lep 4057.6982 0.0006 pri
QY Hya 3478.6645 0.0021 se Z Lep 4060.6805 0.0007 pri
QY Hya 3480.7094 0.0007 se Z Lep 4067.6379 0.0017 pri
V340 Hya 3470.6329 0.0024 pri RR Lep 4043.6978 0.0005 pri
V356 Hya 3497.7677 0.0007 pri RS Lep 4060.6730 0.0003 pri
V358 Hya 3404.7641 0.0020 pri VZ Lib 3509.8297 0.0006 se
UX Leo 3459.6740 0.0026 pri VZ Lib 3511.6204 0.0010 se
UZ Leo 3411.6875 0.0011 pri VZ Lib 3511.7985 0.0021 pri
UZ Leo 3415.6998 0.0008 se VZ Lib 3517.7113 0.0013 se
UZ Leo 3419.7261 0.0007 pri ES Lib 3517.6814 0.0007 pri
UZ Leo 3432.7033 0.0008 pri IR Lib 3511.6166 0.0021 pri
UZ Leo 3446.6112 0.0008 se IR Lib 3511.7580 0.0008 pri
VZ Leo 3390.7585 0.0008 se SX Lup 3938.6220 0.0021 se
XY Leo 3390.7340 0.0005 pri SX Lup 3941.6965 0.0031 pri
XZ Leo 3390.7818 0.0007 se FS Lup 3463.8760 0.0012 pri
AM Leo 3414.6435 0.0001 pri FT Lup 3938.6193 0.0006 pri
AM Leo 3431.6516 0.0004 se TY Men 3981.7195 0.0005 pri
AM Leo 3433.6644 0.0003 pri AN Men 4066.6222 0.0007 pri
AM Leo 3436.5909 0.0007 pri Z Nor 3938.6828 0.0016 se
AM Leo 3440.6124 0.0005 pri NS Mon 3372.3718 0.0014 se
AM Leo 3444.6382 0.0005 pri IR Nor 3938.5794 0.0014 pri
AM Leo 3446.6496 0.0003 se V1010 Oph 3511.8652 0.0015 pri
AM Leo 3503.5318 0.0003 pri V2394 Oph 3511.6615 0.0015 se
AP Leo 3414.6745 0.0005 pri ET Ori 3343.7634 0.0015 pri
AP Leo 3430.8136 0.0006 se ET Ori 3344.7142 0.0009 pri
AP Leo 3431.6711 0.0006 se FR Ori 3354.6536 0.0007 pri
AP Leo 3432.7515 0.0007 pri V1388 Ori 3375.6364 0.0017 pri
AP Leo 3433.6096 0.0005 pri U Peg 3263.7374 0.0007 se
AP Leo 3433.8242 0.0006 se U Peg 3264.6730 0.0003 pri
AP Leo 3434.6886 0.0003 se U Peg 3265.6110 0.0003 se
AP Leo 3436.6247 0.0007 pri U Peg 3265.7957 0.0000 pri
AP Leo 3438.7776 0.0004 pri U Peg 3266.7357 0.0004 se
AP Leo 3439.6361 0.0005 pri U Peg 3267.6703 0.0005 pri
AP Leo 3444.5849 0.0003 se U Peg 3272.7276 0.0006 se
AP Leo 3444.7978 0.0013 pri U Peg 3273.6644 0.0004 pri
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Star HJD 2450000+ Error Type Star HJD 2450000+ Error Type
U Peg 3282.6595 0.0003 pri VZ Ps 4005.6224 0.0009 se
U Peg 3283.6000 0.0003 se VZ Ps 4005.7542 0.0006 pri
U Peg 3294.6529 0.0006 pri VZ Ps 4006.6691 0.0009 se
U Peg 3295.5930 0.0008 se VZ Ps 4006.7950 0.0001 pri
U Peg 3296.7154 0.0005 se VZ Ps 4028.6134 0.0007 se
U Peg 3298.5910 0.0006 se VZ Ps 4038.6641 0.0006 pri
U Peg 3300.6492 0.0005 pri AQ Ps 3271.8084 0.0007 pri
U Peg 3301.5890 0.0007 se AQ Ps 3273.7106 0.0009 pri
TY Peg 3265.6978 0.0015 pri AQ Ps 3274.6609 0.0008 pri
AT Peg 3260.7413 0.0007 pri AQ Ps 3283.6975 0.0007 pri
BB Peg 3987.6129 0.0010 pri AQ Ps 3286.7873 0.0007 se
BB Peg 4008.5804 0.0013 pri AQ Ps 3287.7417 0.0009 se
BX Peg 3987.9119 0.0006 pri AQ Ps 3288.6942 0.0011 se
BX Peg 3989.6960 0.0004 pri AQ Ps 3289.6437 0.0005 se
DI Peg 3265.6239 0.0002 pri AQ Ps 3302.7217 0.0011 pri
DI Peg 3267.7591 0.0005 pri AQ Ps 3338.6295 0.0006 se
DI Peg 3272.7415 0.0002 pri AQ Ps 3994.7293 0.0006 pri
DI Peg 3282.7067 0.0005 pri TY Pup 4120.6157 0.0012 pri
DK Peg 3263.6938 0.0006 pri UZ Pup 4119.7152 0.0006 se
DK Peg 3281.6377 0.0016 pri EN Pup 4119.7125 0.0013 pri
DK Peg 3294.6972 0.0007 pri EN Pup 4120.7216 0.0006 pri
DK Peg 3299.5934 0.0010 pri MP Pup 4120.7522 0.0011 pri
OO Peg 3280.5699 0.0009 se UX Ret 4023.7521 0.0001 pri
V357 Peg 3266.7474 0.0007 pri UX Ret 4037.7194 0.0002 se
V357 Peg 3273.6884 0.0011 pri UX Ret 4041.6420 0.0003 se
AE Phe 3304.7990 0.0006 se V1055 So 3483.6384 0.0013 pri
AE Phe 3946.7458 0.0003 pri V1055 So 3483.8200 0.0005 pri
AE Phe 4021.7574 0.0001 pri V1055 So 3938.6120 0.0010 pri
AE Phe 4077.7443 0.0004 se V1055 So 3941.7053 0.0009 se
RW PsA 4032.6553 0.0005 se V1084 So 3991.6479 0.0006 pri
Y Ps 3264.6854 0.0009 pri V1084 So 3995.5929 0.0008 pri
Y Ps 4002.7795 0.0030 pri U St 3950.7122 0.0012 pri
SZ Ps 3309.6047 0.0012 pri RS Ser 3940.6797 0.0013 se
UV Ps 3273.6972 0.0002 se RS Ser 3944.5653 0.0012 pri
UV Ps 3283.5936 0.0003 pri CQ Ser 3944.6360 0.0012 pri
UV Ps 3286.6058 0.0010 se Y Sex 3410.7111 0.0009 pri
UV Ps 3288.7592 0.0004 pri Y Sex 3411.7596 0.0014 se
UV Ps 3289.6211 0.0004 pri Y Sex 3412.8075 0.0010 pri
UV Ps 3294.7887 0.0006 pri Y Sex 3413.6501 0.0011 pri
UV Ps 3298.6607 0.0006 se VY Sex 3410.7003 0.0009 se
UV Ps 3307.7029 0.0002 pri VY Sex 3411.8060 0.0007 pri
UV Ps 3311.5756 0.0010 se VY Sex 3413.7982 0.0006 se
VZ Ps 3260.6343 0.0007 pri VY Sex 3459.6932 0.0010 pri
VZ Ps 3260.7736 0.0010 se YY Sgr 3940.7137 0.0005 se
VZ Ps 3272.6548 0.0005 pri BN Sgr 3983.5230 0.0021 pri
VZ Ps 3272.7931 0.0009 se DV Sgr 3940.6809 0.0007 pri
VZ Ps 3282.5822 0.0026 pri EG Sgr 3945.7061 0.0023 pri
VZ Ps 3282.7139 0.0008 se EG Sgr 3950.6682 0.0016 pri
VZ Ps 3990.5990 0.0008 pri V1647 Sgr 3983.5713 0.0010 se
VZ Ps 4004.7015 0.0006 pri V4396 Sgr 3994.6141 0.0014 pri
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Star HJD 2450000+ Error Type Star HJD 2450000+ Error Type
RW Tau 3353.6892 0.0012 pri VV Vir 3497.6343 0.0006 pri
RZ Tau 3327.7995 0.0005 se AG Vir 3432.7710 0.0005 pri
RZ Tau 3329.6726 0.0007 pri AG Vir 3459.7610 0.0006 pri
RZ Tau 3343.6058 0.0010 se AG Vir 3461.6926 0.0005 pri
RZ Tau 3344.6379 0.0007 pri AG Vir 3462.6585 0.0005 se
RZ Tau 3345.6759 0.0007 se AG Vir 3463.6184 0.0010 pri
RZ Tau 3349.6264 0.0006 pri AG Vir 3501.5363 0.0012 pri
RZ Tau 3354.6103 0.0005 pri BF Vir 3470.6330 0.0012 pri
RZ Tau 3355.6552 0.0007 se BF Vir 3475.7447 0.0005 pri
RZ Tau 3356.6901 0.0004 pri BF Vir 3477.6703 0.0009 pri
RZ Tau 3370.6135 0.0008 se BF Vir 3495.6033 0.0004 pri
AH Tau 3328.7072 0.0001 pri BH Vir 3473.7648 0.0005 se
AH Tau 3347.6456 0.0009 pri BH Vir 3492.5531 0.0003 se
CD Tau 3348.6890 0.0004 se CX Vir 3490.6421 0.0010 pri
GR Tau 3328.7476 0.0009 pri DM Vir 3515.7677 0.0007 se
GR Tau 3347.6615 0.0014 pri GR Vir 3490.6846 0.0002 pri
GR Tau 3353.6777 0.0008 pri GR Vir 3492.5940 0.0003 se
GR Tau 3356.6796 0.0014 pri GR Vir 3492.7665 0.0002 pri
HU Tau 3343.7646 0.0006 pri GR Vir 3496.7582 0.0002 se
V781 Tau 3334.7661 0.0009 pri GR Vir 3497.6240 0.0002 pri
V781 Tau 3343.7216 0.0013 pri GR Vir 3497.7983 0.0004 se
V781 Tau 3344.7576 0.0010 pri HY Vir 3470.6966 0.0009 pri
V781 Tau 3348.7250 0.0005 se HY Vir 3492.5545 0.0018 pri
V781 Tau 3352.6900 0.0005 pri IM Vir 3474.6294 0.0005 pri
V781 Tau 3353.7309 0.0005 pri LU Vir 3490.8006 0.0014 pri
V781 Tau 3356.6609 0.0005 se LU Vir 3492.7543 0.0007 pri
V781 Tau 3357.6920 0.0004 se LU Vir 3496.6907 0.0005 pri
V781 Tau 3370.6283 0.0006 pri LU Vir 3497.6759 0.0013 pri
V1061 Tau 3327.7339 0.0015 pri MS Vir 3490.6006 0.0008 se
V1121 Tau 3328.6906 0.0004 pri MS Vir 3490.7528 0.0008 pri
V1121 Tau 3347.6461 0.0005 pri MS Vir 3492.6323 0.0007 pri
V1121 Tau 3366.6087 0.0006 pri MS Vir 3492.7890 0.0010 se
V1128 Tau 3305.7179 0.0010 pri MS Vir 3496.6932 0.0012 pri
V1128 Tau 3315.6411 0.0004 se MS Vir 3504.6621 0.0011 se
V1128 Tau 3315.7964 0.0005 pri MS Vir 3509.6613 0.0006 se
V1128 Tau 3320.6811 0.0005 pri
V1128 Tau 3321.7496 0.0002 se
V1128 Tau 3326.6372 0.0002 se
V1128 Tau 3326.7905 0.0006 pri
V1128 Tau 3327.7054 0.0005 pri
V1128 Tau 3328.6207 0.0004 pri
V1128 Tau 3328.7742 0.0004 se
V1128 Tau 3329.6894 0.0005 se
V1128 Tau 3339.6151 0.0003 pri
V1128 Tau 3347.7071 0.0005 se
V1128 Tau 3366.6353 0.0003 se
X Tri 3320.7036 0.0007 pri
X Tri 3321.6746 0.0003 pri
UW Vir 3480.7279 0.0030 pri
VV Vir 3492.7257 0.0011 pri
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In the present paper we publish the third set of our observations of monoperiodi
fundamental mode RR Lyrae stars. The rst and seond sets of RRab light urves were
published in Jursik et al. (2006) and Sodor et al. (2007), respetively. CCD observations
of short period (P < 0:5 d), northern variables are obtained in order to determine the
true inidene rate of light urve modulation ourring in these stars.
Now light and olour urves of BK And, UU Boo, and V387 Per are presented. The
observations were made with the 60 m automati telesope of Konkoly Observatory,





ters. Data redution and aperture photometry were performed using standard IRAF
y
paka-
ges. Seond order extintion orretion of the B data were taken into aount, with





tem by observing standard magnitude stars determined by A. Henden in the elds of CZ
Laertae and MW Lyrae (Jursik et al. 2008, and Sodor et al. in preparation). Log of
observations and omparison stars' data are given in Table 1.
Light urves of BK And and V378 Per were previously published by Shmidt & Reiswig
(1993) and Shmidt & Seth (1996), respetively. These observations ontained, however
only 10-20 V an R CCD data points, that are not enough for aurately desribe the
light variations of the stars. Observations of UU Boo were obtained by Sturh (1966)
and Bookmeyer et al. (1977). This light urve is, however, inomplete and noisy. Our
observations are the rst omplete, aurate, multiolour light urves of these variables.
The time overage of the data also allows us to onlude that the light urves of these
stars are stable, no light urve modulation with amplitude larger than  0:02 mag in
maximum brightness our.
The photometri data are available eletronially from the IBVS website (5844-t5.txt




magnitude and relative B   V ,
V   R
C
, V   I
C
olour time series with respet to the omparison stars. We heked
y
IRAF is distributed by the National Optial Astronomy Observatories, whih are operated by the Assoiation of
Universities for Researh in Astronomy, In., under ooperative agreement with the National Siene Foundation.
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the onstany of the brightness of the omparisons by measuring magnitude dierenes
to several hek stars in our respetive eld of views. The r:m:s: satter of these data
is between 0.006 and 0.012mag in eah band. This is in aordane with the r:m:s:




light urves of BK And, UU Boo, and
V378 Per, whih are 0.012/0.008/0.009, 0.011/0.011/0.010/0.011, and {/0.010/0.010 mag,
respetively. The V light urves and the olour urves of the three stars are plotted in
Figs. 1  3.
Table 1. Log of observations
Star Comparison Observation period No. of
GSC 2.3.2 RA(2000) DEC(2000) V






BK And N078000076 23 35 08.29 +41 04 09.1 13.16 54413 { 54512 20 391 / 391 / 0 / 373
UU Boo N6AZ000508 15 17 36.40 +35 05 29.5 11.90 54171 { 54567 16 338 / 330 / 328 /320
V378 Per NCGO000977 03 55 02.99 +32 39 10.6 12.82 54413 { 54509 15 0 / 578 / 0 / 573






0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
phase
∆ V [mag]
∆ (B-V) + 0.3 [mag]
∆ (V-IC) + 0.6 [mag]
BK And
Figure 1. Dierential V , B   V and V   I
C
light and olour urves of BK And.















0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
phase
∆ V [mag]
∆ (B-V) + 1.7 [mag]
∆ (V-RC) + 1.9 [mag]
∆ (V-IC) + 2.3 [mag]
UU Boo
Figure 2. Dierential V , B   V V   R
C
and V   I
C





0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
phase
∆ V [mag]
∆ (V-IC) + 0.5 [mag]
V378 Per
Figure 3. Dierential V and V   I
C
light and olour urves of V378 Per.
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[d℄ [mag℄ [rad℄ [rad℄ [rad℄ [rad℄
BK And 0.4216093(8) 0.360 0.518 0.321 0.159 0.109 2.671 5.410 1.990 4.688
UU Boo 0.4569339(2) 0.454 0.458 0.341 0.228 0.161 2.244 4.707 1.037 3.687
V378 Per 0.3987208(5) 0.417 0.555 0.371 0.246 0.161 2.337 5.112 1.469 4.206

Phase dierenes are given aording to sine term deomposition.
Seasonal normal maximum timings and Fourier parameters of the V light urves of
BK And, UU Boo, and V378 Per are listed in Table 2, and Table 3, respetively.
Table 4 ompares the photometri metalliities alulated from the V light urves of
the variables aording to Eq. 3 of Jursik & Kovas (1996) to the results of spetrosopi
metalliity measurements.







BK And  0:04 0:10 Layden (1994)
UU Boo  1:17  1:64 Layden (1994)
 1:00 Kinman & Carretta (1992)
V378 Per  0:31 {
a: Spetrosopi metalliities are transformed to the [Fe/H℄ sale used
for the photometri metalliities aording to Eq. 3, and Eq. 2 of
Jursik (1995) and Jursik & Kovas (1996).
We thank Bela Szeidl for his many helpful omments on this work. This researh has
made use of the SIMBAD database, operated at CDS, Strasbourg, Frane. The nanial
support of OTKA grants T-048961, and T-068626 is aknowledged. ZsK is a grantee of
the Bolyai Janos fellowship of the HAS.
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℄ was observed as a part of
our ontinuing study of negleted interating elipsing binaries. It was disovered by
Wahmann (1964) and identied as a W UMa star with a period of 0.64 days or possibly
as an RR Lyrae type  with  1 magnitude amplitude. He reported 7 times of minimum
light. We realulated his early ephemeris using our omputer program using his original
minima:
HJD Tmin I = 2435047:295 (0:017) + 0:640575 (0:000009) d E: (1)
In addition, four other times of minimum light have been published by Zejda, (2004),
Hubsher, Pashke, Walter (2007) and by Hubsher, Pashke and Walter (2006). There
have been no further referenes.
Our U;B; V;R; I light urves were taken with the Lowell 31 inh reetor in Flagsta





lters on July 19-25, 2004. Our individual observations inlude 83 in U ,
94 in B, 112 in V , 77 in R and 92 in I. A nding hart of V965 Cyg (V), the omparison












25℄, and the hek












64℄ are given in
Figure 1. Our observations, Variable (V) minus Comparison (C) delta magnitudes are
given in Table 1.
Standard magnitudes were determined from two nights of observations, July 20 and
24. V965 Cyg is found to have an apparent V magnitude range of  14:0  14:5. Using a
standard reddening line and a plot of U B vs. B V with a alibrated U B vs. B V
main sequene plot (Cox, 2000) we determined a dereddened (B V )
0
 0:070:02. This
is that of an A3-type main sequene star. From this we estimate the primary omponent
to have a temperature of about 8725 K (Cox, 2000). The hek and omp star are both
of 11th magnitude and are of K4-K5V type. The standard magnitudes and olor indies
with unertainties are given in Table 2.
We determined two times of minimum light from our present observations,
HJD I = 2453211:9135 0:0005 and HJD II = 2453207:7440 0:0036:
2 IBVS 5845
Figure 1. Finding Chart, V965 Cyg Variable (V), Comparison (C) and Chek (K), V' is V963 Cyg.
Figure 2. Quadrati t overlying linear residuals from Equation 4.
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The following ephemeris was alulated from all the available times of minimum light
HJD Tmin I = 2453211:9129 (0:0009) + 0:64056889 (0:00000010) d E (2)
A quadrati behavior is suggested by our timings. Our alulation gives:




Sine we only have twelve times of minimum light (one outlier removed), and there are only
six preision points (weighted 10 times that of the earlier points), we believe the quadrati
ephemeris is still tentative. However, the early points do supply a useful ontribution to
this determination. In fat the latest points, overing only a brief period suggest only a
linear t. Continued monitoring of this system will result in a true piture of its period
behavior. All times of minimum light are shown in Table 3 along with the linear and the
quadrati residuals. Figure 2 shows the quadrati residuals.
A BV RI syntheti light urve solution was undertaken. We rst used Binary Maker 3.0
(Bradstreet, 2002) to explore the harater of our light urves and determine initial ts
to eah of our BV RI light urves. Using the average starting values from these ts, we
proeeded to ompute a simultaneous ve olor light urve solution with the 2004 version
of the Wilson Code (Wilson and Devinney, 1971; Wilson, 1990, 1994; Van Hamme and
Wilson, 1998), whih inludes Kuruz atmospheres, rather than blak body, and a detailed
reetion treatment along with 2-D limb darkening oeÆients. We explored a range of
mass ratios to nd the best t.
Figure 3. The q vs. sum of square residual plot of Mass Ratio Searh for V965 Cyg.
Our rst solution gave a ontat binary with various harateristis whih we will give
below. The mass ratio was 0.55. Sine the elipses were partial (inlination 73 degrees),
we onduted a q-searh in parameter spae to try to nd the a better mass ratio. Our
q-searh is given in Figure 3. This urve is fairly shallow so the mass ratio is still not
well determined. The lowest residual mass ratio was near 0.65. Taking this solution as
a starting point, we determined a new solution allowing q to vary. The solution was
essentially the same as that resulting from the q-searh.
Our best solution and photometry reveals V965 Cyg as a hot, high ll-out ontat
binary (79%) (all our solutions gave high ll-outs) with a large polar spot region on
the seondary (less massive) omponent. The spot would indiate V965 Cyg has strong
magneti ativity. The high ll-out as well as its high rotation veloity would inrease the
4 IBVS 5845
onvetive ativity. Also, with its high ll-out we would suspet that V965 Cyg will soon
beome unstable and oalese into a FK Comae-type star. A dereasing period would
help verify this senario. Radial veloity urves are needed to give a solid determination
of the mass ratio. The omplete Wilson ode solution is given in Table 4. The solution
overlaying the UBV RI light urves are given in Figure 4, 5 and 6. Figure 7 shows the
surfae potential.
Figure 4. UBV RI light urves and U  B olor urve overlaid on the Syntheti Light Curve Model.
Figure 5. UBV RI light urves and B   V olor urves overlaid on the Syntheti Light Curve Model.
IBVS 5845 5
Figure 6. UBV RI light urves and R  I olor urves overlaid on the Syntheti Light Curve Model.
Figure 7. Stellar surfae of V965 Cyg.
6 IBVS 5845
Table 4: Syntheti urve Parameters for V965 Cyg


































































































































 photometri + reddening estimate unertainty.







) Spot Radius (
Æ
) Temp. Fator
2 7.51.5 45.314.5 5322 0.820.31
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The fourth set of CCD light urves of monoperiodi fundamental mode RR Lyrae
stars based on the observations of the 60 m automati telesope of Konkoly Observatory,
Svabhegy, Budapest is published. The equipment and data redution proedure were the
same as in Jursik et al. (2008).
Observations of RZ Cam, SW CVn, GI Gem and SU Leo are presented, whih are
the rst omplete, aurate, multiolour light urves of these variables. Photometri data
of the stars were published previously by Bookmeyer et al. (1977), Shmidt, Chab &
Reiswig (1995) and Sturh (1966). These data were, however, either too noisy or santy
to dene aurate light urves. Based on the time overage of the data we onlude that
the light urves of the stars are stable, there is no light urve modulation apparent with
amplitude larger than 0:02  0:03 mag in the maximum brightness of any of the stars.
Table 1. Log of observations
Star Comparison Observation period No. of
GSC 2.3.2 / BD RA(2000) DEC(2000) V

[mag℄ JD 2400000 + nights B=V=I
C
data
RZ Cam N7T2000280 06 34 25.02 +67 03 14.2 12.70 54510 { 54585 17 457 / 460 / 445
SW CVn BD +37
Æ
2310 12 41 23.02 +37 01 00.3 9.99 54544 { 54602 10 400 / 387 / 377
GI Gem N8N9000652 07 04 59.14 +13 27 03.3 12.81 54431 { 54523 22 646 / 655 / 643
SU Leo N6WV000233 09 53 37.66 +08 01 20.0 12.83 54453 { 54576 12 0 / 321 / 317

V magnitudes of the omparison stars are from GSC 2.3.2
The photometri data are available eletronially from the IBVS website (5846-t5.txt
  5846-t19.txt). The tables list the relativeBV I
C
magnitude and relativeB V , V  I
C
olour time series with respet to the omparison stars. The brightnesses of the ompar-
ison stars remained onstant during the observations. The r:m:s: satter of their relative
magnitudes measured to several hek stars are about 0.006 and 0.012mag. For ompar-
ison, the r:m:s: satter of the Fourier ts to the B; V; I
C
light urves of RZ Cam, SW
CVn, GI Gem, and SU Leo are 0.014/0.009/0.010, 0.013/0.011/0.013, 0.013/0.010/0.010,
and {/0.010/0.009 mag, respetively.
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Figure 1. Dierential V , B   V and V   I
C
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Figure 2. Dierential V , B   V and V   I
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Figure 3. Dierential V , B   V and V   I
C
light and olour urves of GI Gem.
Table 2. Normal maximum timings of the V light urves.
Star T
max




RZ Cam 54546.4615 SW CVn 54573.4340
GI Gem 54479.5847 SU Leo 54497.5215























[d℄ [mag℄ [rad℄ [rad℄ [rad℄ [rad℄
RZ Cam 0.4804514(8) 0.444 0.453 0.351 0.229 0.167 2.251 4.751 1.118 3.736
SW CVn 0.441671(1) 0.461 0.480 0.342 0.223 0.152 2.264 4.807 1.135 3.744
GI Gem 0.4332664(6) 0.402 0.550 0.366 0.250 0.164 2.377 5.143 1.545 4.345
SU Leo 0.4722633(5) 0.454 0.458 0.347 0.221 0.163 2.239 4.724 1.104 3.702

Phase dierenes are given aording to sine term deomposition.
Seasonal normal maximum timings and Fourier parameters of the V light urves of
RZ Cam, SW CVn, GI Gem, and SU Leo are listed in Table 2, and Table 3, respetively.
Table 4 ompares the photometri metalliities alulated from the V light urves of the
variables aording to Eq. 3 of Jursik & Kovas (1996) to the results of spetrosopi
metalliity measurements.
We thank Bela Szeidl for his many helpful omments on this work. This researh has
made use of the SIMBAD database, operated at CDS, Strasbourg, Frane. The nanial
support of OTKA grants T-048961, and T-068626 is aknowledged. ZsK is a grantee of
the Bolyai Janos fellowship of the HAS.
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RZ Cam  1:24  0:77 Layden (1994)
SW CVn  0:95  1:26 Layden (1994)
 1:65 Suntze et al.(1994)
GI Gem  0:46 { {
SU Leo  1:23  1:15 Layden (1994)
a: Spetrosopi metalliities are transformed to the [Fe/H℄ sale used
for the photometri metalliities aording to Eq. 3 and Eq. 2 of




0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
phase
∆ V [mag]
∆ (V-IC) + 0.5 [mag]
SU Leo
Figure 4. Dierential V and V   I
C
light and olour urves of SU Leo.
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Bruno-H.-Burgel-Sternwarte, Topelstr. 46, D-04746 Hartha, Germany
2
Sternwarte Sonneberg, Sternwartestr. 32, D-96515 Sonneberg, Germany
email: sternwarteharthalyos.de, tb4pisysteme.de, pk4pisysteme.de
These stars were disovered and reported to be variable by Boye & Huruhata (1942)
and Homeister (1930, 1949, 1967). Photographi plates of elds entered around  Oph
and 67 Oph resp., taken with the Sonneberg Observatory 40m Astrographs during three
intervals spread over the years from 1938{1994, were used to hek the behaviour of
these objets (see Table 1). The given elements were obtained by means of least-squares
solutions. Photographi amplitudes were derived with respet to magnitudes of the om-
parison stars given in Table 2. An extensive list holding the times of minima derived an
be retrieved as 5847-t3.txt, using the link in the HTML version of this paper. Individual
data are available upon request.
Remarks:
V415 Oph
Published times of minimum light by Homeister (1930, the faintest observation only),
Meinunger (1966) and Pashke (see Diethelm, 2004) were inluded in our analysis.
V760 Oph
First elements (now ontained in the GCVS) derived from four minima observed by
Mandel and published by Tsessevih (1960) have been found to be wrong. The four
times of minimum light published there were inluded in this analysis.
V947 Oph
First elements (now ontained in the GCVS) published by Gotz et al. (1957) have been
found to be erroneous. The ASAS database ontains only 97 measurements of this star.
Three very faint ones were used as times of minimum light and inluded in this analysis.
V968 Oph
Both type and period previously published by of Gotz et al. (1957) and ited in the GCVS
are erroneous. The same applies to the values given in the paper of Kraus (2007).
The period varies. Elements valid for J.D. 2429100-2447500 and J.D. 2447500-2449500
(at least, end of observations) resp.
NSV 9840
Further investigation is needed to onrm the existene as well as the duration (d=0:
p
04:)






















































































































Figure 7. Light urve of NSV 9740 Figure 8. Light urve of NSV 9840
IBVS 5847 3
Table 1. Summary of this paper
Star Type Epoh Period Max. Min.I Min. II D No. of
2400000+ (day) Plates
































V968 Oph (2) E 49215.440 0.7232656 32
22 199


































This researh made use of the SIMBAD data base, operated by the CDS at Strasbourg,
Frane.
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Table 2. Comparison stars and ross referenes
V415 Oph V760 Oph
176.1929 HV 10937
USNO 0900-11244760 USNO 0975-09180391
























V947 Oph V968 Oph
S 4199 S 4226
USNO 0958-0324966 USNO 0900-12423939




















NSV 8869 NSV 8970
HV 10948 HV 10956
USNO 0975-09260589 USNO 0975-09289484






















NSV 9740 NSV 9840
S 9838 S 9831
USNO 0900-10650673 USNO 0975-09921950





















Magnitudes refer to the B values of the USNO A2.0 atalogue exept for V947 Oph.
USNO B1.0 was used for this star due to the lak of appropriate objets in the other atalogue
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V772 Cas: AN INTRINSICALLY VARIABLE BpSi
STAR IN AN ECLIPSING BINARY?
GANDET, T. L.
Lizard Hollow Observatory, P.O. Box 89175, Tuson, AZ 85752-9175, USA; e-mail: tlglhobsomast.net
V772 Cas (HD 10260, HR 481) was disovered to be variable by the Hipparos team
(ESA, 1997), who determined the amplitude to be 0.039 magnitudes (Hp). Kazarovets
et al. (1999) lassied it as an ACV: star and assigned the GCVS designation of V772
Cas. Hube (1970) announed the radial veloity (RV) to be variable, based on eleven
spetra. An ongoing study, by the present author, of late{B stars whose RVs have been
disovered to vary (e.g. by Hube, 1970), but whih lak published orbits, has so far
yielded orbital periods, P
orb
, for several of them, inluding V772 Cas. Combining the RVs
of Hube (1970) with the Hipparos photometry of V772 Cas, we nd that P
orb
= 5:0138
days and onrm that it is an elipsing binary, perhaps an Algol-type. We present a
preliminary spetrosopi orbit and evidene for a possible modulation of the light urve,
whih may arise in intrinsi variability of the primary star, perhaps of the 
2
CVn type.
The purpose of this note is to alert observers to the possibility of intrinsi variability
of this hemially peuliar, slowly rotating, B8IIIpSi elipsing binary star, in order that
observations may be made as early as the oming observing season (2008{2009).
Otero (2007) announed that V772 Cas is an elipsing binary, with an eentri orbit
and a period of 10.7269 days. At the same time, he autioned that the star `might be a
small amplitude ACV (V = 6:68 6:69) star with a period of 3.5473 d'. We attempted to
resolve this unertainty in the period and to determine the type of variability by requiring
that the photometri and RV data meet, as losely as possible, these onditions: the or-
ret period must result in the maximum oherene in the phased veloity and light urves;
the least squares solution for the spetrosopi orbital elements onverges to a Keplerian
one; the nal orbit yields the minimum standard error (S.E.) of one RV observation, and
that it predits a naive proxy time of primary minimum. It should be emphasized that
Hipparos did not observe any elipse throughout its entire length, so that there is no
diretly observed time of minimum for V772 Cas. As a simple proxy for it, we adopted
T
min
to be the JD of the faintest magnitude observed by Hipparos.
Candidate periods were initially hosen from amongst those with the strongest signals
in a period searh of the Hipparos data using various standard periodogram tehniques.
The resulting power spetra diered amongst themselves. However, the strongest peaks
in the spetral window, between 0.9 and 12 days, are at 5.08, 5.67, 8.23, 9.08, 10.84 days,
with a very weak one at 3.55 days, and there are no peaks at aliases of one year. Phase
plots of the RV and Hipparos photometry data for periods orresponding to the strongest
peaks in the power spetra between 0.9 days and 12 days, fousing on the interval between
3 and 12 days, were ultimately relied upon to eliminate those andidate periods that gave
learly inoherent or extremely noisy light urves.
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No oherent phased light urves were found for periods between 10.1 and 12.5 days,
although somewhat oherent and noisy light urves for periods of 3.461 and 10.026 days
must be mentioned, as the former provides some support for the shorter period proposed
by Otero (2007) and the latter is twie the period ultimately settled upon as being the
orret one. The andidate period of 10.026 days yields a light urve with two lear
minima separated by very nearly 0:5P , but it was eliminated beause the resulting RV
urve is double-waved, inonsistent with dupliity and evidene that this andidate period
is twie the true period. While the 3.461-day period light urve is very noisy, it produes
a very lean RV urve, whih is nonetheless neither Keplerian nor onvergent in the orbit
solution.
As might be expeted from suh a small number of observations, the periodogram
searh of the RVs was not very helpful. However, none of the spetral window peaks in
the RV data orrespond to any of the andidate periods desribed above, nor do any of
the strongest RV power spetrum peaks yield a oherent and Keplerian RV urve.
Combining the results from the periodogram and phase-plot period searhes of the
Hipparos and RV data, it was found that light and RV urves that met the requirements
desribed above ould only be obtained by periods between about 5.012 and 5.014 days.
Applying those riteria, we found that P
orb
= 5:0138 days produes the minimum satter
in the light urve, a spetrosopi orbit solution that both onverges to a Keplerian orbit
and very losely predits a simple proxy for T
min
(see below).
However, the orbit solution onverged to P
orb
= 5:01253 days when all orbital elements
were allowed to vary as unknowns. Elipses will our, assuming i = 90
Æ
, at phases




, where  is the true anomaly and ! is the longitude
of periastron in the orbit. P
orb
= 5:01253 was rejeted beause T
min
, as predited from the





is only slightly more than 1 longer while produing a more oherent light urve. We thus
xed the period in the orbit solution at 5.0138 days, and the resulting orbital elements
are listed in Table 1, whih also provides their standard errors. Orbital elements from the
P
orb
= 5:01253 solution dier from the one adopted here by no more than expeted from
the standard errors of eah solution. We also emphasize that none of the other andidate
periods resulted in both oherent light and veloity urves, and that the orretness of
P
orb
= 5:0138 days an be supported entirely by the photometry, without appeal to the
RVs, as disussed below. Moreover, these ombined results appear to exlude any period
near 3.5 days, or between 10.0-12.0 days, from being the orret one. The RVs and
Hipparos data over 387 and 233 yles of the orbit, respetively.











= 3.1 2.9 km se
 1
K=38.4 4.7 km se
 1
Figure 1 shows the eleven RVs of Hube (1970), phased on P
orb
= 5:0138 days and
referred to the time of periastron in Table 1. The small grey dots indiate the RV urve
using those orbital elements. In view of the small number of RV measures of V772 Cas,
this orbit must be onsidered preliminary.
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Figure 1. Radial veloity urve of V772 Cas, P
orb
= 5:0138 days, observations by Hube (1970).
 = 0:0 is the time of periastron passage given in Table 1. The theoretial veloity urve is that from
the orbital elements in Table 1.
Figure 2. Light urve of V772 Cas light urve (Hipparos observations). The observations are phased
on P
orb




Figure 2 shows the full light urve of the Hipparos data, phased on P
orb
=5.0138 days
and the proxy T
min
=JD 2448099.08; the light urves in Figures 3 and 4 also are phased
this way. Largely owing to the distortion of the light urve evident in Figure 2, we do
not oer an estimate of the unertainty of T
min
, but point out that T
min
=JD 2448099.19
would be appropriate if the elipse were total and the egress portion of the light urve were
as short as the ingress portion. However, P
orb
and the time of periastron passage given
in Table 1 predits T
min
to our only 0.002 day later than the proxy T
min
given above.
Notie that the time of periastron and time of minimum were determined by virtually
independent methods, the period being xed entirely from the photometry while the time
of periastron is entirely from the orbit solution.
Figures 3 and 4 show detail from Figure 2 near primary elipse, at =0.0, and at =0.5,
respetively. The oset by 0.06 in phase of the shallow `seondary minimum', seen in
Figure 3, is merely onsistent with the poorly-determined eentriity given in Table 1.
It may, instead, be aounted for by a short-period modulation of the system's light that
appears to be present throughout the entire orbit, and this putative modulation may
also be responsible for the marked asymmetry of the light urve during primary elipse
(0.10<  <0.25), visible in Figure 3, and for the `third' minimum at 0.35 seen in
Figure 4. If it is aepted that the supposed minimum at 0.56 is real and not merely
an observational artifat, then it seems diÆult to dismiss the minima at 0.35 as
ourring entirely by hane. It was not found possible to artiially fore light minima
to our at preisely =0.0 and 0.5 and to have both a onviningly oherent light urve
and a onvergent orbit solution. Sine v sin i is only 20 km se
 1
(Abt et al. 2002),
variations owing to an ellipsoidal-shaped primary star do not seem likely.
This short-period modulation apparently persisted during the 233 orbital yles overed
by the Hipparos observations, and its period must therefore be equal to an integer fration
of P
orb
to have maintained oherene. A value for it very lose to one day may be gleaned
from the light urve, and we note, in passing, that P
orb
/5 = 1.00276 days. (A referee,
more alert than the present author, pointed out that this is very lose to the length
of the sidereal day in units of mean solar days. It is worth mentioning that the spetral
window of the out-of-elipse Hipparos data set shows no signatures, above the noise level,
between periods of 0.5-1.7 days.) An attempt to determine a more aurate value for
this periodiity was made by removing from onsideration all observations made during
primary elipse, onstrued narrowly, and then performing periodogram searhes of the
remaining data. None of the strongest peaks in the power spetrum of this out-of-elipse
data are very lose to an integer fration of P
orb
, in the interval 0.5-7.0 days, and none
of them produe a onviningly oherent light urve. A period of 1.609 days produes a
onvining light urve, and P
orb
/3=1.671. But this result is ompliated by the hoie
of observations that are presumed to fall outside of elipse. It is hoped that future
observations will sort out this situation.
Beause the modulation apparently remained oherent, it may be attributed to either
intrinsi variability with a onstant period, or to dupliity of one of the omponents.
The primary star's spetral type, B8IIIpSi (Cowley 1972), and the distortion of the light
urve at primary minimum suggest that intrinsi variability of the primary star is the
more likely soure of the modulation and that it is of the 
2
CVn type (ACV). That it
is the primary star to whih the variability should be assigned is indiated by the large
m between the two omponents, whih is inferred by the failure, so far, to detet the
seondary's spetrum and by the shallow, `seondary', minimum near 0.56.
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Figure 3. Light urve of V772 Cas light urve (Hipparos observations) showing detail near primary
elipse. Notie the light urve asymmetry during primary elipse. The observations are phased on
P
orb
=5.0138 days and T
min
=JD 2448099.08.
Figure 4. Light urve of V772 Cas (Hipparos observations) showing detail near =0.5. A shallow
minimum may our at 0.56. Another minimum, of about the same depth, is possible at 0.35.
The observations are phased on P
orb




This note proposes an orbital period of 5.0138 days for V772 Cas and that the light
urve may be modulated by intrinsi light variations of the primary star with a period
near 1 day. High-resolution spetra and time-series photometry of V772 Cas are highly
desirable to determine the harater of the putative modulation, espeially of its period,
and to larify the nature of the elipsing-spetrosopi binary system. Observations at
sites separated by some distane in terrestrial longitude would be valuable.
Dr. P. Etzel, of the Mt. Laguna Observatory, kindly furnished the program with whih
the spetrosopi orbital elements were alulated. The assistane of the anonymous
referee in the preparation of this paper is very muh appreiated. This researh has
made use of the SIMBAD database, operated at CDS, Strasbourg, Frane, and of the
Smithsonian Astrophysial Observatory/NASA Astrophysis Data System (ADS) hosted
at CDS.
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13℄ was observed as a part of our study of near-ontat,
solar-type binaries with possible stream impats. Also, its rare ombination of an EB-
type light urve and very short period indiated that the system was made up of dwarf
omponents, possibly harboring a brown dwarf.
Figure 1. Finding hart, HH95-79, omparison star (C) and hek star (K).
The system was disovered by Robertson et al. (2004) who gave the following ephemeris:
HJD Tmin I = 2452963:744(0:004) + 0:2508(0:0001)d E: (1)
After the initial presentation of the present work in May 2005 (MKenzie et al., 2005),
Austin et al. (2007) took observations in Deember 2005 in UBV and obtained single line
2 IBVS 5849
radial veloity urves of the primary and a spetrosopi identiation of the primary of
spetral type dM3e (T  4100K). A syntheti light urve solution was given indiating
a mass ratio of 0.52. They found that emission features were present onrming hro-
mospheri ativity and possibly irumstellar material. However, they did no modeling
of a third light as we do here. They indiated a near ontat onguration. Sine their
absolute masses were based on single line urves, we an not regard these as denitive.
The Center for Bakyard Astrophysis observed 66 times of minimum light for the paper,
some of whih are dupliate epohs. They give an improved ephemeris:
HJD Tmin I = 2452963:74445 + 0:250816(0:000001)d E: (2)
No hanges in the period over the rather brief period ( 2 years) are indiated, whih
is expeted. This does not indiate, however, that the period is not hanging.
Our U;B; V;R; I light urves were taken at the taken Southeastern Assoiation for Re-
searh in Astronomy (SARA) observatory on Kitt Peak using a 0.9-m reetor with the




lters. The CCD observations were taken on
7, 8 Deember 2004 and 21 Marh 2005 in remote mode by RGS and NCH. More than 100
In the B; V;R; I passbands, 97, 90, 94 and 95 images were taken, respetively as well as


























were used as the omparison (C) and hek (K) stars, respetively. A nding hart of
HH95-79 (V), the omparison star (C), and hek star (K) is given in Figure 1. The
light urves are given in Figure 2, as normalized ux versus phase. Our standardized
observations are given in Table 1 (available through the IBVS website as 5849-t1.txt)
as Variable-omp magnitudes.
Figure 2. B,V,R normalized ux light urves for HH95-79 with syntheti light urve solution overlaid.
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Six mean epohs of minimum light were determined from elipse timings in all pass
bands, using parabola ts: HJD Tmin I = 2453348.7476 (0.0011), 2453349.0008 (0.0028)
and HJD Tmin II = 2453347.8687 (0.0015), 2453348.8715 (0.0013), 2453441.6739
(0.0010), 2453450.7025 (0.0030).
From all available observations (we used only primary elipses and thus well determined
ones from the CBA observations), we alulated the following denitive improved linear
ephemeris:
HJD TMin I = 2453348:7473(0:0001) + 0:25081621(0:00000008)d E (3)
The times of minimum light are given in Table 2 (available through the IBVS website as
5849-t2.txt). Further observations are needed to better haraterize the period behavior
of this system.
From standard star measurements taken on 7, 8 Deember 2004 we were able to obtain
standard magnitudes at all quadratures, and of C and K. The results are given in Table 3
(available through the IBVS website as 5849-t3.txt). The photometrially determined
spetral types for the variable ranged from K7 to K9 while the omparison was K71
and hek, G95. The apparent magnitude range of the variable was V = 13:75  14:47
mags while the omparison was 10.050.01 and hek, 13.83 0.02 mags in V .
Our light urves were premodeled with Binary Maker 2.0 (Bradstreet, 1992) and ts
were obtained in B and V using semi-detahed and ontat ongurations. The hand
model parameters gave starting values for a simultaneous BV R syntheti light urve
solution using the 2004 version of the Wilson Code (Wilson and Devinney, 1971; Wilson,
1990, 1994; Van Hamme and Wilson, 1998) whih inludes Kuruz atmospheres, and a
detailed reetion treatment along with 2-D limb darkening oeÆients and iterative spot
modeling. We removed the I-urve sine it was disrepant. We suppose this was due to
loal atmospheri eets, probably variable humidity.
Our BV R simultaneous solution yielded a mass ratio of 0.530.01, equal to that of
Austin et al. (2007), within the errors. We list the parameters of that solution as Table 4,
and display the light urve solution overlaying our data in Figure 2. The errors aom-
panying the orreted parameters in Table 4 are from the full set alulation, rather that
subsets. Our displayed solution uses two hot spots two t asymmetries. Our solutions
show a hot spot with a temperature fator near 1.25 on the seondary omponent. Its
loation is that of a stream impat spot arising from a oming into ontat binary. We
believe the mass transfer is not vigorous at this time. The other spot is presumably mag-
neti in nature, arising from white light faulae. These may dominate the surfaes of short
period, hromospherially ative binaries (Guinan, 1990). Austin et al. (2007) used ool
star spots, only, in their solution. Our Rohe lobe model is given as Figure 3 and 4. All
indiations are that the seondary omponent is not a brown dwarf, but an early M-type
main sequene star.
We wish to thank SARA for their alloation of observing time, and the Amerian
Astronomial Soiety for a small researh grant whih supported our observing runs.
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Figure 3. Geometrial representation of HH95-
79 at phase 0.24 with stream spot shown on om-
ponent 2.
Figure 4. Geometrial representation of HH95-
79 at phase 0.81 with seond spot region shown
on omponent 2.

















































































































) Spot Radius (
Æ
) Temp. Fator
2 889 2767 142 1.470.04
2 9115 356 156 1.250.07
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EARLY SPECTROSCOPY AND PHOTOMETRY OF THE
NEW OUTBURST OF V1647 Ori
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Konkoly Observatory, H-1525 Budapest, P.O.Box 67, Hungary, e-mail: kunkonkoly.hu
V1647 Ori is a young eruptive variable star, illuminating a variable reetion nebula
(MNeil's Nebula). The previous outburst of the star between 2004 January and 2005
Otober has been extensively doumented in the literature (e.g. Brie~no et al. 2004,
Ojha et al. 2006, Aosta-Pulido et al. 2007, Fedele et al. 2007). Optial, near-, and mid-
infrared observations of the star during the quiesent period following the outburst (Aspin
et al. 2008) suggested a spetral type of M00.2, mass 0.80.2M

, and age < 0.5Myr for
V1647 Ori. The observed properties of the outburst of V1647 Ori are dierent in several
respets from both the EXor and FUor type outbursts, and suggest that this star probably
represents a new type of eruptive young stars, younger and more deeply embedded than
EXors, and exhibiting variations on shorter time sales than FUors.
A new outburst of the star was announed on 27th August 2008. Itagaki et al. (2008)
deteted the apparent brightening of V1647 Ori on 26 August. The ux-alibrated optial
spetrum of the star, obtained by Aspin (2008) on Aug 30, showed strong H emission
line with P Cygni prole, the CaII triplet lines in emission, and suggested a Johnson R
magnitude of 17.3, orresponding to a brightening of some 6 mag in the R-band with
respet to the quiesent phase.
In order to ompare the present brightness and emission line strengths of the star with
those observed at the beginning of the outburst in 2004 I observed V1647 Ori between 28
August and 1 September 2008, using the CAFOS instrument on the 2.2-m telesope of
Calar Alto Observatory (Spain). Spetra overing the wavelength region of 4800{7800

A
were obtained on Aug 29 and 31, using the grism G{100 whose dispersion is 2.12

A/pix.
Grism R{100, having a dispersion of 2.04

A/pix, was used for observing the spetral region
5800{9000

A on Aug 28, 30, and Sep 1. The exposure time was 1800 s for eah spetrum.
The spetrum of a He{Hg{Rb lamp was observed for wavelength alibration. Diret
images, eah with an exposure time of 60 s, were taken immediately after the spetrosopi
observations, utilizing the entral 10241024 pixel region of the SITe 20482048 hip.
The image sale was 0.53
00
/pix. The 9-armin eld of view inluded seven seondary
standard stars published by Semkov (2004). Two I
C
-band images were obtained on both




bands were taken on the
remaining three nights. Data redution and analysis were performed in IRAF. One-
dimensional spetra were extrated from the spetrosopi images using the `apextrat'
pakage of IRAF. The spetrum of the nebula was also extrated from the images obtained
through grism G{100. The resulting spetra were wavelength-alibrated and analysed in
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the `onedspe' pakage of IRAF. The diret images, obtained through the same lter on
eah night, were oadded after bias subtration and ateld orretion, using dome at
eld images. The instrumental magnitudes of V1647 Ori and the omparison stars were
determined on the oadded images by PSF-photometry using the `daophot' pakage in
IRAF. The preliminary aperture photometry, used for saling the PSF magnitudes was
obtained using 1.5 arse apertures in eah image. The instrumental magnitudes were
transformed into the standard photometri system as desribed by Aosta-Pulido et al.
(2007).
The upper panel of Fig. 1 shows the spetrum of the star (thik line) and the nebula
(thin line) in the green spetral region, normalized to the ontinuum. The most on-
spiuous feature of this spetral region, is the strong H emission with P Cygni type
absorption. Both spetra indiate a weak H and NaID absorption. The lower panel
shows the red spetral region with strong H and CaII triplet emissions. In addition to
the strong atmospheri absorption bands around 6860, 7600, and 8280

A the OI line at
7773

A is learly seen in absorption in eah red spetrum. The left panel of Fig. 2 shows
an I-band image, entred on V1647 Ori, obtained on 1 September. The right panel shows





magnitudes, as well as the equivalent widths of the H, CaII, and OI
lines are listed in Table 1. Values for both the emission and absorption omponents of the
H line are shown. The UT, given in Column 2, refers to the start of the spetrosopi
exposure. The photometri unertainties were omputed as the quadrati sum of the
formal errors of the instrumental magnitudes provided by IRAF and the unertainties of
the standard transformation. The unertainties of the equivalent widths are around 6%,
estimated from repeated measurements.






















2008 Aug 28 04:17    14.64 (0.06)  31.5 1.6  7.46  7.84  6.24 1.6
2008 Aug 29 03:39    14.80 (0.07)  41.5 3.4         
2008 Aug 30 03:48 17.02 (0.07) 14.64 (0.05)  41.3 5.0  8.45  8.50  6.79 2.2
2008 Aug 31 03:32 16.81 (0.07) 14.66 (0.07)  41.5 6.0         
2008 Sep 01 03:51 17.11 (0.05) 14.69 (0.04)  43.6 3.6  7.97  8.52  6.36 2.0
Comparison of the image of MNeil's Nebula, the main apparent features of the spe-
trum of V1647 Ori, and the data listed in Table 1 with similar data obtained in February{
Marh 2004 suggests that the initial onditions of the present outburst are largely the
same as were in 2004. Walter et al. (2004) and Ojha et al. (2006) measured similar
H and CaII equivalent widths in February{Marh 2004, MGehee et al. (2004), Ojha





the same period. The optial spetra obtained in February{Marh 2004 by Fedele et al.
(2007) show P Cygni-type prole of the H line with strong absorption and weak emis-
sion omponent, indiating that the soure of the line is a strong stellar wind. Only the
absorption omponent of the H an be identied in the low S/N part of our spetra. The
IBVS 5850 3
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Figure 1. Upper panel: The spetrum of V1647 Ori (thik line) and MNeil's Nebula (thin line), on
the wavelength interval 4700{7100

A, obtained on Aug 29. Lower panel: The 6400{8800

A region of the
spetrum of V1647 Ori obtained on Sep 01 2008.
























Figure 2. Left: I-band image of the eld entered on V1647 Ori, observed on September 1. Right: H




A absorption was also deteted by Ojha et al. (2006) in the spetra obtained









(8542) are useful traers of the physial onditions at the origin of the
emission (e.g. Hamann & Persson 1992). Our measured ratios, averaged for the three
nights, are 0.95 and 0.78, whereas the same ratios obtained by Walter et al. (2004) in
Marh{April 2004 are 1.10 and 0.63, respetively. Both measurements show that the
 8662

A line was the weakest omponent of the triplet. Ojha et al. (2006) reported on
nearly equal equivalent widths of the triplet omponents in later phases of the outburst.
The ratios measured in the quiesent phase by Aspin et al. (2008), 0.86 and 0.97, show a
similar situation.
The simultaneous spetrosopi and photometri observations allow us to alulate line
uxes. The average observed uxes of the H, CaII(8498), CaII(8542), and CaII(8662)























, respetively. These numbers indiate a 14-
fold inrement of the H ux with respet to the ux measured in 2007 February (Aspin
et al. 2008). The observed emission line uxes are aeted by the inreased aretion rate
from the disk onto the star, the strong wind aompanying the enhaned aretion, and
the dereasing irumstellar extintion assoiated with the outburst (Aspin et al. 2008).
The ontribution of these proesses to the uxes of various emission lines may be strongly
dierent.
Aknowledgements: These results are based on observations obtained at the Cen-
tro Astronomio Hispano Aleman (CAHA) at Calar Alto, operated jointly by the Max-
Plank-Institut fur Astronomie and the Instituto de Astrofsia de Andalua (CSIC). The
observations were supported by the OPTICON projet. OPTICON has reeived researh
funding from the European Community's Sixth Framework Programme under ontrat
number RII3-CT-001566. Finanial support from the Hungarian OTKA grant T49082 is
aknowledged.
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The hemially peuliar star HD99563 is an important member of the lass of rapidly
osillating Ap (roAp) stars and its monoperiodi rapid osillation shows the highest known
radial veloity amplitude among these (Elkin et al. 2005). The rapid pulsation was
disovered photometrially by Dorokhova & Dorokhov (1998) and was omprehensively
studied by Handler et al. (2006) in a multisite photometri ampaign. The longitudinal
magneti eld in HD99563 was rst deteted by Hubrig et al. (2004) and later onrmed
by Hubrig et al. (2006).
The roAp stars as a lass are in general well-desribed by the oblique pulsator model,
whih assumes a dipole magneti eld axis that is aligned with the stellar pulsation axis.
It is important to observe the longitudinal magneti eld over the stellar rotation period
for HD99563 to provide a geometrial model of the magneti eld struture.
We obtained observations of the magneti eld with the 6-m telesope BTA (Big Tele-
sope Alt-azimuthal) of the Speial Astrophysial Observatory in Russia. The observa-
tions and the data redution were performed similarly to the proedures desribed by
Kudryavtsev et al. (2006). The results of our magneti eld measurements together with
those obtained by Hubrig et al. (2004, 2006) are given in Table 1.
Table 1: The longitudinal magneti eld measurements for HD99563. The olumns give: HJD of the
middle of the exposure, rotational phase using the ephemeris of Handler et al. (2006), the longitudinal
magneti eld B
l
, the standard deviation of B
l
and the observing plae. The rst three measurements
were taken from Hubrig et al. (2004, 2006) who used ESO VLT and the other six are our observations
with 6-m BTA.
HJD (2450000+) Phase B
l
[G℄  [G℄ Telesope
2494.483 0.0728 -688 145 VLT
3012.749 0.0617 -235 73 VLT
3015.727 0.0845 -670 84 VLT
3395.550 0.5273 +580 100 BTA
3718.580 0.4660 +680 100 BTA
3719.553 0.8002 -320 280 BTA
3784.569 0.1289 -110 120 BTA
3786.526 0.8010 -750 160 BTA
3812.523 0.7290 +270 120 BTA
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Figure 1. Variation of the longitudinal magneti eld in HD99563 (lled irles - new observations
from the 6-m telesope, triangles - results by Hubrig et al. 2004, 2006). A best-t sine urve is shown
with the full line, while the dotted line is for a sine urve inluding the rst harmoni. Both urves t
the observations well, but several measurements with similar phases do show a satter. The dierenes
in the two points at the phase near 0.8 may be explained by relatively large errors. Although the
dierenes in the measurements from VLT, obtained at nearly equal rotational phases, are still not lear.
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We have a total of nine points spread over the rotation period. Fig. 1 shows the vari-
ation of the longitudinal eld with the stellar rotation period aording to the ephemeris
given by Handler et al. (2006):
HJD = 2452031:29627 + 2:91179E:
This rotation period is quite reliable and additionally supported by Doppler imaging
and line prole variations (Freyhammer et al 2008). The number of magneti eld mea-
surements is not suÆient to determine the rotation period independently. Least-squares
sine tting was performed with the program Period04 (Lenz & Breger 2004), whih for a












The observations are illustrated in Fig. 1 with the tted urve shown as a solid line
for the determined parameters: mean magneti eld B
0
= 21  58G and amplitude
B
1



















we get the urve shown with a dotted line in the gure. This t has the magneti eld
parameters: B
0
= 6  77G, B
1
= 846  149G, B
2
= 311  186G. The harmoni
amplitude is signiant only at the 1.7 level, indiating that a purely sinusoidal t is
suÆient for the present observations.
The photometry by Handler et al. (2006) shows a double wave light variation with
the rotation period, and maximum brightness in the U and B lters at phases 0.25 and
0.75 and minimum brightness at phases 0.0 and 0.50. The variations in the V , R, I lters
are in antiphase to U and B and have lower amplitudes. This behaviour is typial for a
dipole rotator where two opposing spots ome into view over the rotation period.
The minima of the U and B lters thus oinide with the times when one of the
magneti poles is losest to the line-of-sight, i.e., the times of magneti maxima and
minima in Fig. 1. The t to the magneti measurements possibly suggests a minor phase
oset of '
rot
=  0:046 0:027 (units of frational phase) as the magneti minimum in
Fig. 1 ours near phase 0.95, while the positive extremum oinides with phase 0.45. This
phase dierene has, however, only a 1.7 signiane, and onsidering the unertainties
in the magneti urve, more observations are needed at a higher preision.
Handler et al. (2006) alulated the radius of HD99563 to be 2.38R

. Taking into
aount the longitudinal eld variations and the projeted rotation veloity of v sin i =
28:5  1:1 km s
 1
(Elkin et al. 2005), the geometrial parameters for an oblique rotator
model are: inlination angle between rotation axis and line of sight i = 43:
Æ
5 and magneti
obliquity (angle between rotation axis and the magneti dipole axis)  = 88:
Æ
4. These
are similar to those determined by Handler et al. (2006).
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Contat binary stars are of great interest sine it is not obvious how they ame to be
or what they will evolve to beome. Beause many of these interesting stars are bright
enough to be observed with small telesopes from bright loations, they make an ideal
projet for amateur-professional ollaboration. The star GSC 2414-0797 was suspeted of
variability in brightness from the IPHAS survey (Drew et al., 2005) data. GSC 2414-0797
an be found in the NOMAD atalog (Zaharias et al., 2004) whih lists B = 13:96mag,
V = 13:41mag, R = 12:58mag and 2MASS measurements reveal that J = 11:77mag,
H = 11:33mag and K = 11:18mag with an unertainty of approximately 0:15 due to
brightness variations of the star.
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Figure 1. Finder hart labelled with the GSC identiation numbers from region 2414.
The University of Vitoria (UVi) observations were made with our automated 0.5m
telesope, Star I CCD and redued in a fashion similar to that desribed in Robb and
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Table 1: Stars observed in the eld of GSC 2414-0797
GSC R.A. De. GSC R   I  



























































































13.3 1.618 0.014 0.013 0.949 0.002 0.007
Greimel (1999). All UVi observations were made using 120 seond exposures and Cousins
R and I lters. The eld of stars, seen in Figure 1, was observed during the years 2005,
2006 and 2008 and Julian Dates of observation (-2450000) were 3385, 3409, 3411, 3416,
3776, 3777, 3780, 4487-4489, and 4514. Table 1 lists the stars' identiation numbers and
magnitudes from the Hubble Spae Telesope Guide Star Catalogue (GSC) (Jenkner et
al., 1990).
Our dierential magnitudes are alulated in the sense of the star minus GSC 2414-
1093. For eah star the mean of the nightly means is shown as R and I in Table 1.
Brightness variations on an hourly timesale were measured by the standard deviation of
the dierential magnitudes and are listed for the most photometri night in the olumn
labelled \ Hours". A \ Hours" one night of 0.007 sets an upper limit on variations of an
hourly timesale. The standard deviation of the means of eah night is a measure of the
night to night variations and is alled \ Nights" in Table 1. The smallest \ Nights" is
0.002 magnitudes. This exellent photometry shows that night to night variations in GSC
2414-1093 and GSC 2414-0371 must be less than a few millimagnitudes. Only the 2008
data are inluded in the table sine the mean values for the other years were dierent by
a few hundredths of a magnitude due to slight dierenes in the at elds. If we assume
the at elds are perfet the standard deviation of the R nightly means for all 11 nights
would be 0.011 magnitudes for the stars GSC 2414-1093 and GSC 2414-0371, so these
stars remained onstant at that level on the nights we observed them.
The star GSC 2414-0797 showed brightness variations during a night typial of a on-
tat binary star. During the night 2454487 more than one orbit was observed allowing an
unambiguous estimate of the period to be 0:340 0:002 days. Times of minimum bright-
ness listed in Table 2 were found using the method of Kwee and van Woerden (1956) on
the data within 0.04 days of the minimum. The 2008 times of minima are the average of
the times of minima determined from the R and I ltered data.
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Table 2: Times of Minimum Light HJD-2450000
Year HJD (O-C) Type HJD (O-C) Type
2005 3385.7698(06) -0.0010 II 3411.6583(06) +0.0006 II
3416.7659(04) -0.0011 II
2006 3777.6528(16) +0.0014 I 3777.8226(03) +0.0009 II
2008 4487.6677(07) -0.0012 II 4487.8400(08) +0.0008 I
4488.0071(23) -0.0024 II 4488.6905(11) -0.0003 II
4489.7126(16) +0.0000 II 4489.8852(12) +0.0023 I
From these times of minima our best estimate of the ephemeris is:





where the unertainty in eah nal digit is given in brakets and the RMS deviation was
0.0014 days. There is no evidene for a hanging orbital period.




Figure 2. Spetra of GSC 2414-0797 and the MK K0V spetral lass standard star 54 Pisium
Spetra of GSC2414-0797 and 54 Pisium observed with the Dominion Astrophysial
Observatory's 1.8m telesope at 60

A=mm are shown in Figure 2. The time of observation
was 4:22 UT 18 Feb 2006, whih orresponds to a phase of approximately 0.16. The
strength of the G band, Calium H&K lines and the Calium I 4227

A line are typial of
a late G or early K spetrum and the H  4340

A and Fe I 4326

A lines indiate a K0V1
spetral lassiation. All the atalog olour measurements listed in the rst paragraph
are onsistent with a spetral lass of K0V3, if the V measurement is assumed to be
too faint by 0.3 magnitudes, so heneforth we will assume that at maximum brightness
V = 13:1mag.
Comparison of plots of the individual years' data reveal no systemati osets as might
be expeted from at elding errors or hanges in ative regions. Therefore the 1152
individual R observations were averaged into 100 normal points and plotted in Figure
3. Using the Light Curve Synthesis software Binary Maker 3.0 (Bradstreet 2004) various
models were t to the data. Beause there are no known radial veloity data and the
elipses seem to be partial, the mass ratio / inlination / llout fator degeneray annot
be broken (Terrell and Wilson 2005). We an however put limits on the inlination, mass
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ratio and llout fator and show that the system an be desribed by astronomially
reasonable parameters. The (mass ratio, inlination, llout fators) limits were (0.22,
75
Æ
, 0.20) to (0:90; 66
Æ
; 0:05). Plotted in Figure 3 is the best t found using a mass ratio
of 0.3, an inlination of 71:3
Æ
, a llout fator of 0.17, temperatures of 5150 and 5052
Kelvin. To model the dierene in maxima a spot 90% of the photospheri temperature
on the more massive star at olatitude of 55
Æ
and longitude of 275
Æ
and a radius of 13:5
Æ
was assumed. This t gave mean residuals of 0.004. The 2008 data taken with both the I
and R band lters were used to alulate 50 normal points and the dierenes are plotted
in Figure 3 shifted by an arbitrary amount. As expeted the olor and thus temperature
did not hange as a funtion of phase.












Figure 3. Model of GSC 2414-0797 with the parameters given in the text
Assuming a K0 star, the PLC relation by Ruinski (2004) implies an absolute magni-
tude of about M
V
= 4:75  0:25, so with an apparent magnitude of V = 13:1  0:1 an
estimate of the distane is 470  100 parses. Sine the star seems to have a dark spot
it might be expeted to be an X-ray soure but it is not inluded in the ROSAT Bright
Soure atalog (Voges, et al. 1999). GSC 2414-0797 seems to be a rapidly rotating late
type ontat binary star with ative regions overing a signiant part of its surfae.
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We present here the ninth list of light maxima of RR Lyrae stars from the GEOS
RR Lyr Survey (Le Borgne et al. 2007), a GEOS program (http://www.upv.es/geos/,
Boninsegna et al., 2002) of observations of RR Lyr stars using the automati telesopes
TAROT (http://tarot.obs-hp.fr, Boer et al., 2001, Bringer et al., 1999). The present
list ontains 328 maxima observed mainly between January and June 2008 (Table 1).
A desription of the present list may be found in the former lists (for example Le
Borgne et al. 2008). The data are also available in the GEOS RRLyr web database
(http://dbRR.ast.obs-mip.fr). The O   C's are omputed with the GCVS elements
(Kholopov et al., 1985) when available. Otherwise, the referene of the elements, if exists,
is given as a footnote of Table 1.
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Table 1: maxima of RR Lyrae stars
Variable Maximum O   C E Obs. Variable Maximum O   C E Obs.
HJD 24. . . (days) HJD 24. . . (days)
CI And 54472.3090.002 0.102 38690. C AL CMi 54479.6950.003 0.448 32483. LS
WY Ant 54523.6480.003 0.212 24164. LS RV Cap 54617.8420.004 0.003 46309. LS
TY Aps 54519.7500.005 0.039 29487. LS BI Cen 54471.7970.006 0.032 39237. LS
TY Aps 54626.6090.004 0.037 29700. LS BI Cen 54519.8440.002 0.041 39343. LS
XZ Aps 54525.7230.003 -0.282 43938. LS BI Cen 54526.6370.002 0.036 39358. LS
V341 Aql 54624.8560.003 0.032 23232. LS BI Cen 54608.6670.002 0.040 39539. LS
S Ara 54641.7060.003 -0.322 29852. LS V499 Cen 54589.6540.003 0.030 25831. LS
S Ara 54642.6070.003 -0.325 29854. LS V499 Cen 54615.7150.002 0.031 25881. LS
MS Ara 54590.6590.003 0.377 50676. LS V499 Cen 54624.5760.003 0.031 25898. LS
MS Ara 54641.5820.002 0.379 50773. LS S Com 54527.4110.002 -0.100 23650. C
TZ Aur 54474.3870.002 0.011 88267. C S Com 54541.4910.003 -0.098 23674. C
TZ Aur 54478.3040.002 0.012 88277. C S Com 54581.3790.004 -0.098 23742. C
TZ Aur 54548.4170.006 0.015 88456. C S Com 54605.4270.003 -0.101 23783. C
TZ Aur 54557.4240.003 0.013 88479. C ST Com 54503.5050.005 -0.025 18832. C
BH Aur 54474.5180.003 0.000 25703. C ST Com 54512.4870.005 -0.027 18847. C
RS Boo 54499.6430.002 0.001 33734. C ST Com 54551.4170.005 -0.027 18912. C
RS Boo 54539.6450.003 0.005 33840. C ST Com 54582.5650.004 -0.024 18964. C
RS Boo 54569.4530.002 0.003 33919. C V413 CrA 54590.8190.008 0.052 22212. LS
RS Boo 54600.3970.003 0.005 34001. C V413 CrA 54623.8140.004 0.044 22268. LS
RS Boo 54609.4540.002 0.006 34025. C TV CrB 54539.5440.002 0.026 39207. C
RS Boo 54629.4500.003 0.003 34078. C TV CrB 54542.4660.003 0.025 39212. C
RS Boo 54632.4670.002 0.001 34086. C TV CrB 54635.4190.002 0.025 39371. C
ST Boo 53165.5020.010 0.099 54611. C TV CrB 54642.4320.003 0.022 39383. C
ST Boo 54504.6490.002 0.077 56763. C W Crt 54526.6460.002 -0.022 36121. LS
ST Boo 54519.5940.003 0.087 56787. C W Crt 54592.5680.002 -0.022 36281. LS
TW Boo 54521.5140.002 -0.053 51910. C W Crt 54606.5780.004 -0.021 36315. LS
TW Boo 54544.4050.004 -0.050 51953. C X Crt 54588.5460.004 0.068 17453. LS
TW Boo 54578.4650.005 -0.055 52017. C UY Cyg 54638.4250.002 0.058 57436. C
UY Boo 54503.7070.005 0.782 19463. C XZ Cyg
2
54578.5090.003 -0.004 12876. C
UY Boo 54554.4950.005 0.805 19541. C XZ Cyg
2
54635.4360.002 -0.002 12998. C
UY Boo 54582.4990.004 0.823 19584. C XZ Cyg
2
54641.5010.002 -0.003 13011. C
CM Boo 54540.5030.002 -0.103 30602. C XZ Cyg
2
54642.4320.002 -0.005 13013. C
AH Cam 54472.5220.002 -0.429 42696. C V939 Cyg
3
54642.4480.005 0.019 12525. LS
AH Cam 54473.2580.002 -0.429 42698. C RW Dra 54538.6150.002 0.175 34230. C
AH Cam 54475.4990.003 -0.401 42704. C RW Dra 54546.5650.005 0.153 34248. C
AH Cam 54499.4640.002 -0.404 42769. C RW Dra 54571.4100.002 0.194 34304. C
TT Cn 54551.3340.002 0.105 25924. C RW Dra 54586.4360.003 0.161 34338. C
AN Cn 54475.4780.006 0.138 29540. C RW Dra 54598.4260.003 0.192 34365. C
AS Cn 54474.4980.002 0.352 24734. C SU Dra 54512.4060.003 0.051 16066. C
EZ Cn
1
54472.6390.002 -0.032 13410. C SU Dra 54518.3560.004 0.058 16075. C
W CVn 54520.5420.006 -0.132 60023. C SU Dra 54527.5970.004 0.053 16089. C
W CVn 54540.4070.004 -0.131 60059. C SU Dra 54539.4830.003 0.051 16107. C
W CVn 54542.6130.005 -0.132 60063. C SU Dra 54551.3710.002 0.052 16125. C
W CVn 54572.4070.003 -0.133 60117. C SU Dra 54584.3920.003 0.052 16175. C
W CVn 54573.5100.003 -0.133 60119. C SW Dra 54502.4950.003 0.062 49639. C
Z CVn 54553.4270.003 0.359 23893. C SW Dra 54518.4390.002 0.055 49667. C
Z CVn 54570.4250.005 0.357 23919. C SW Dra 54519.5810.002 0.058 49669. C
RU CVn 54502.5370.003 0.212 34922. C SW Dra 54547.4930.003 0.056 49718. C
RZ CVn 54550.5280.004 -0.160 25038. C XZ Dra 54584.5000.003 -0.111 26561. C
RZ CVn 54570.3760.002 -0.171 25073. C BC Dra 54538.6620.006 0.083 17038. C
SS CVn 54521.6130.005 0.157 31135. C BC Dra 54539.3870.005 0.089 17039. C
SS CVn 54568.5150.005 0.164 31233. C BC Dra 54572.4850.009 0.086 17085. C
SS CVn 54570.4240.002 0.158 31237. C BC Dra 54587.5980.005 0.088 17106. C
SS CVn 54572.3360.002 0.156 31241. C BC Dra 54639.4070.005 0.087 17178. C
UZ CVn 54538.5090.004 0.246 40286. C BC Dra 54644.4420.005 0.085 17185. C
AA CMi 54504.3420.003 0.058 37638. C BD Dra 54517.5360.005 0.722 21632. C
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Table 1 (ont.): maxima of RR Lyrae stars
Variable Maximum O   C E Obs. Variable Maximum O   C E Obs.
HJD 24. . . (days) HJD 24. . . (days)
BD Dra 54537.5250.005 0.683 21666. C ST Leo 54541.5650.002 -0.021 55689. C
BD Dra 54540.4940.003 0.707 21671. C ST Leo 54586.4960.002 -0.020 55783. C
BD Dra 54570.5510.004 0.722 21722. C SZ Leo 54473.5950.002 0.429 16863. C
BD Dra 54573.4980.002 0.724 21727. C SZ Leo 54523.7840.002 0.416 16957. LS
BD Dra 54576.4400.004 0.721 21732. C AX Leo 54472.6060.005 -0.031 40213. C
BD Dra 54609.3810.005 0.675 21788. C AX Leo 54512.5750.005 -0.038 40268. C
BK Dra 54630.4680.002 -0.156 49161. C AX Leo 54550.3750.005 -0.033 40320. C
BK Dra 54646.4530.002 -0.157 49188. C AX Leo 54558.3620.003 -0.041 40331. C
BT Dra 54510.5800.005 -0.009 40389. C V LMi 54548.4060.003 0.035 64381. C
BT Dra 54569.4400.002 -0.017 40489. C V LMi 54579.4050.002 0.031 64438. C
BT Dra 54573.5600.004 -0.017 40496. C U Lep 54471.6560.003 0.044 22562. LS
RR Gem 54503.4340.002 -0.382 33089. C VY Lib 54593.7840.002 -0.031 25189. LS
SZ Gem 54502.4030.003 -0.055 54493. C TT Lyn 54499.6720.005 -0.035 29875. C
SZ Gem 54521.4460.002 -0.055 54531. C TT Lyn 54528.3470.004 -0.037 29923. C
SZ Gem 54527.4580.002 -0.057 54543. C TT Lyn 54547.4660.003 -0.036 29955. C
GI Gem 54499.5140.002 0.069 55746. C TT Lyn 54550.4520.003 -0.037 29960. C
GI Gem 54529.4100.002 0.069 55815. C TW Lyn 54502.6260.003 0.054 19674. C
VX Her 54555.5790.004 -0.417 72041. C TW Lyn 54520.4530.002 0.052 19711. C
VX Her 54556.4900.005 -0.417 72043. C TW Lyn 54547.4430.004 0.058 19767. C
VX Her 54638.4530.002 -0.421 72223. C RZ Lyr 54579.4940.002 -0.014 26203. C
VZ Her 54542.5430.002 0.065 40319. C RZ Lyr 54582.5640.004 -0.011 26209. C
VZ Her 54576.4500.002 0.067 40396. C RZ Lyr 54600.4590.002 -0.010 26244. C
VZ Her 54579.5320.002 0.066 40403. C RZ Lyr 54644.4390.002 0.003 26330. C
VZ Her 54598.4660.003 0.066 40446. C AW Lyr 54584.5140.005 0.010 58806. C
VZ Her 54613.4370.002 0.066 40480. C CN Lyr 54608.4170.004 0.021 24605. C
VZ Her 54646.4610.003 0.065 40555. C CN Lyr 54638.4450.007 0.018 24678. C
AR Her 54541.5120.003 -1.235 27846. C CN Lyr 54645.4410.003 0.021 24695. C
AR Her 54644.4270.003 -1.256 28065. C IO Lyr 54586.5790.004 -0.032 25935. C
BD Her 54642.4540.003 0.065 46453. C IO Lyr 54600.4330.003 -0.029 25959. C
DL Her 54586.5030.004 0.041 27683. C IO Lyr 54608.5080.005 -0.033 25973. C
V542 Her 54555.5460.006 0.128 24715. C IO Lyr 54630.4400.003 -0.032 26011. C
V593 Her 54638.4630.005 -0.114 29935. C IO Lyr 54645.4440.002 -0.033 26037. C
V650 Her 54638.4690.003 0.025 29283. C MW Lyr 53909.4220.002 0.132 44911. C
SV Hya 54626.5630.003 0.102 31989. LS MW Lyr 53911.4010.002 0.122 44916. C
SZ Hya 54503.4850.003 -0.192 25732. C MW Lyr 53922.5120.002 0.093 44944. C
UU Hya 54473.6450.002 0.026 28623. C MW Lyr 53926.5120.002 0.115 44954. C
UU Hya 54507.6900.002 0.019 28688. LS MW Lyr 53932.4800.005 0.115 44969. C
WZ Hya 54509.7000.002 -0.001 27677. LS MW Lyr 53936.4400.003 0.096 44979. C
BI Hya 54512.6630.002 0.227 50547. LS MW Lyr 53942.4210.002 0.110 44994. C
DD Hya 54472.5740.003 -0.154 25464. C MW Lyr 53944.4100.002 0.109 44999. C
DD Hya 54501.6830.002 -0.148 25522. LS MW Lyr 53985.3560.005 0.077 45102. C
DD Hya 54506.6950.002 -0.154 25532. LS V340 Lyr 54582.6120.005 -0.030 42221. C
IK Hya 54506.7440.005 -0.016 24685. LS RV Ot 54588.6910.004 0.128 69108. LS
IK Hya 54618.5620.005 0.002 24857. LS RV Ot 54608.6780.002 0.124 69143. LS
GO Hya 54499.7560.005 -0.077 45331. LS RV Ot 54627.5300.003 0.128 69176. LS
GO Hya 54521.3930.005 -0.079 45365. C SS Ot 54627.8310.003 -0.046 42789. LS
V Ind 54616.7760.004 0.347 30230. LS SS Ot 54642.7500.002 -0.051 42813. LS
V Ind 54626.8500.003 0.350 30251. LS UV Ot 54588.7830.005 -0.145 37338. LS
RR Leo 54576.3700.002 0.089 24936. C UV Ot 54589.8690.003 -0.145 37340. LS
RX Leo 54529.4870.007 0.091 27889. C UV Ot 54627.8590.003 -0.138 37410. LS
SS Leo 54501.7790.004 -0.052 20309. LS UV Ot 54630.5710.004 -0.139 37415. LS
SS Leo 54523.6950.003 -0.058 20344. LS V445 Oph 54586.7760.003 0.028 68115. LS
SS Leo 54554.3880.003 -0.056 20393. C V445 Oph 54594.7110.003 0.022 68135. LS
SS Leo 54569.4190.002 -0.057 20417. C V445 Oph 54611.7870.004 0.026 68178. LS
SS Leo 54579.4410.003 -0.057 20433. C V445 Oph 54641.5580.002 0.021 68253. LS
ST Leo 54474.6540.005 -0.014 55549. C V445 Oph 54643.5420.003 0.020 68258. LS
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Table 1 (ont.): maxima of RR Lyrae stars
Variable Maximum O   C E Obs. Variable Maximum O   C E Obs.
HJD 24. . . (days) HJD 24. . . (days)
V452 Oph 54643.4380.002 0.007 32281. C RV UMa 54558.5200.002 0.113 20260. C
V455 Oph 54613.4420.004 -0.254 28156. C RV UMa 54573.4990.002 0.114 20292. C
V455 Oph 54642.4830.003 -0.263 28220. C RV UMa 54640.4330.002 0.116 20435. C
WY Pav 54585.7940.006 0.065 47092. LS TU UMa 54539.5100.002 -0.029 20995. C
WY Pav 54595.7980.003 0.063 47109. LS TU UMa 54553.4560.003 -0.025 21020. C
WY Pav 54598.7440.005 0.066 47114. LS TU UMa 54558.4720.002 -0.028 21029. C
WY Pav 54624.6460.005 0.070 47158. LS AB UMa 54473.4930.016 0.125 30431. C
WY Pav 54641.7100.003 0.066 47187. LS AB UMa 54512.4640.011 0.124 30496. C
BN Pav 54594.8640.003 -0.057 46297. LS AB UMa 54548.4280.011 0.113 30556. C
BN Pav 54598.8340.002 -0.058 46304. LS AB UMa 54578.4130.006 0.119 30606. C
BN Pav 54640.8010.002 -0.061 46378. LS AB UMa 54581.4010.004 0.109 30611. C
XX Pup 54478.7900.003 0.467 24566. LS EX UMa 54473.3640.006 0.031 10059. C
XX Pup 54503.6160.003 0.468 24614. LS EX UMa 54518.4130.005 0.025 10142. C
BB Pup 54472.7780.002 0.112 32592. LS EX UMa 54557.5020.004 0.030 10214. C
BB Pup 54476.6240.002 0.114 32600. LS AF Vel 54599.5950.003 0.300 24966. LS
HH Pup 54480.6100.003 0.011 40897. LS FS Vel 54597.6060.002 -0.143 31609. LS
HH Pup 54514.6070.003 0.013 40984. LS FS Vel 54606.6480.004 -0.140 31628. LS
HH Pup 54521.6380.003 0.010 41002. LS ST Vir 54554.5860.002 0.012 33635. C
HH Pup 54523.5920.002 0.011 41007. LS ST Vir 54571.4260.002 0.008 33676. C
V440 Sgr 54605.8280.004 0.094 27428. LS ST Vir 54582.5230.002 0.013 33703. C
V440 Sgr 54625.8760.003 0.088 27470. LS ST Vir 54588.6870.002 0.014 33718. LS
V675 Sgr 54588.8650.005 0.071 40794. LS ST Vir 54595.6660.002 0.009 33735. LS
V675 Sgr 54597.8540.005 0.068 40808. LS ST Vir 54609.6400.002 0.015 33769. LS
V675 Sgr 54599.7880.005 0.075 40811. LS ST Vir 54625.6520.003 0.005 33808. LS
V675 Sgr 54626.7590.003 0.070 40853. LS UU Vir 54512.7940.003 -0.007 26735. LS
V675 Sgr 54642.8170.003 0.071 40878. LS UU Vir 54529.4390.002 -0.007 26770. C
V1645 Sgr 54599.7880.002 -0.024 36838. LS UU Vir 54557.5030.003 -0.005 26829. C
V1645 Sgr 54625.7730.003 -0.022 36885. LS UU Vir 54568.4420.004 -0.005 26852. C
V494 So 54595.7250.005 -0.187 31520. LS UU Vir 54595.5540.005 -0.003 26909. LS
V494 So 54618.7930.004 -0.195 31574. LS UV Vir 54499.5490.005 0.023 24710. C
V494 So 54621.7900.003 -0.189 31581. LS UV Vir 54507.7480.003 0.003 24724. LS
V690 So 54586.8540.002 -0.018 25981. LS UV Vir 54527.7170.005 0.011 24758. LS
V690 So 54587.8400.003 -0.016 25983. LS UV Vir 54586.4320.003 0.018 24858. C
V690 So 54589.8090.003 -0.016 25987. LS UV Vir 54597.5820.003 0.013 24877. LS
V690 So 54617.8650.002 -0.019 26044. LS UV Vir 54617.5370.005 0.007 24911. LS
VY Ser 54555.5500.005 0.049 32671. C AF Vir 54585.7040.003 -0.120 29461. LS
VY Ser 54592.6890.009 0.055 32723. LS AF Vir 54609.4030.003 -0.126 29510. C
VY Ser 54612.6780.015 0.050 32751. LS AF Vir 54616.6590.003 -0.126 29525. LS
AN Ser 54637.5110.003 0.001 76481. C AF Vir 54617.6250.003 -0.128 29527. LS
AT Ser 54640.7110.003 0.039 17202. LS AS Vir 54585.6140.002 0.133 27882. LS
AV Ser 54572.5970.003 0.137 53797. C AS Vir 54611.6070.003 0.115 27929. LS
AV Ser 54587.7170.005 0.142 53828. LS AT Vir 54538.4790.003 -0.273 28263. C
AV Ser 54602.8220.002 0.133 53859. LS AT Vir 54567.3970.004 -0.274 28318. C
RU Sex
4
54510.7110.009 0.047 33961. LS AT Vir 54611.5580.004 -0.280 28402. LS
RU Sex
4
54522.6230.005 0.051 33995. LS AV Vir 54512.5770.009 0.023 19854. C
RV Sex 54498.7070.005 0.056 49379. LS AV Vir 54541.4780.006 0.020 19898. C
RW TrA 54588.8840.003 -0.170 35022. LS AV Vir 54568.4150.008 0.023 19939. C
RW TrA 54620.6810.005 -0.167 35107. LS AV Vir 54594.6890.005 0.021 19979. LS
RW TrA 54628.5340.002 -0.169 35128. LS AV Vir 54625.5640.003 0.021 20026. LS
RV UMa 54504.6930.005 0.113 20145. C BB Vir 54569.4650.002 0.260 31746. C
RV UMa 54542.6080.006 0.115 20226. C BB Vir 54598.6730.003 0.260 31808. LS
RV UMa 54553.3730.004 0.115 20249. C BN Vul 54641.4390.002 0.068 15335. C
* C = Calern, LS = La Silla
1 Boninsegna (1990)
2 Baldwin, M.E., Samolyk, G. (2003)
3 Agerer, F., Moshner, W. (1996)
4 Williams, D.B. (1993)
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We present here a list of light maxima of RR Lyrae stars of ab and  types extrated
from AAVSO International Database (http://www.aavso.org/, Henden, 2007). We have
extrated the measurements of RR Lyrae stars made with CCDs and seleted the time
series whih allow the determination of maximum times with an auray better than
0.005 day and whih have not been used and published for suh a purpose yet. These
unpublished times of maximum were determined in order to supply the GEOS RR Lyr
database (http://dbrr.ast.obs-mip.fr, Le Borgne et al., 2007).
The seleted data were obtained by 20 observers (Table 1) who use telesopes of di-
ameter from 20 to 40 m. The time series ontain from about 30 to 300 measurements
obtained during a time interval from 2 to 6 hours. The present list ontains 479 maxima
observed with V , B, R or I lters between JD 2452654 and 2454452 (Table 2). Most
of the measurements have been done through V lter. In Table 2, the lter is indiated
in the last olumn when dierent from V . Some maxima have been obtained with more
than 1 lter: the times of maximum were omputed separately for eah lter but the
mean value is given sine the dierenes are within errors in all ases. Only 3 maxima
were obtained with no lter. The olumns in Table 2 are self explanatory. The observers
are identied by their AAVSO aronyms whih identies them in Table 1. The times of
maximum are determined by tting a polynomial funtion on the data points. O   Cs
are omputed with GCVS elements (Kholopov et al., 1985), when available. Note that
the yle number `E' takes into aount the shifts indued by the elements when the
period of the elements is very dierent from the atual one, the absolute value of O   C
beoming then greater than 1 period. The unertainty on the times of maximum depends
on individual measurement unertainties, the time sampling and the shape of the light
urve; the sharp maximum of an RRab star is determined with a better auray than
the at one of an RR though the period of an RR is shorter. The typial unertainty is
about 0.002 day (3min). As noted above, the maxima of RR stars are usually at and
may be even double. In this last ase, we have measured the rst ourring maximum.
When relevant, this is noted as remarks in the last olumn of Table 2.
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Table 1: Observers
Observer Number of Observer Number of
maxima maxima
M. Ban 5 BVN M. A. Niholas 1 NMI
N. Butterworth 142 BIW R. Papini 4 PCC
G. Di Sala 11 DSI V. Petriew 8 PVA
S. Dvorak 291 DKS H. Pulley 1 PHA
G. Hagen 1 HGH W. Rausher 1 RWA
R. Huziak 5 HUZ C. W. Robertson 10 RCW
G. Klingenberg 2 KGE D. R. Starkey 1 SDB
A. Marhini 2 MXI D. Trowbridge 1 TDW
M. P. Niholson 1 NMR J. Waller 4 WAJ
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Table 2: maxima of RR Lyrae stars
Variable Maximum O   C E Obs. Variable Maximum O   C E Obs.
HJD 24. . . (days) HJD 24. . . (days)
XX And 54126.5790.003 0.219 20808 DKS BH Aur 53396.7740.002 -0.004 23340 DKS
ZZ And 53709.5680.003 0.022 52082 DKS BH Aur 53698.7070.003 -0.002 24002 DKS
AC And 54023.4230.014 -0.220 7766 PCC BH Aur 53762.5600.002 -0.002 24142 DKS
AC And 54024.5610.008 0.207 7767 PCC BH Aur 54124.6950.003 -0.002 24936 NMI
AC And 54056.5760.004 0.216 7812 DKS RS Boo 53755.9030.003 -0.004 31763 DKS
AC And 54058.7000.007 0.206 7815 DKS RS Boo 53803.8250.002 -0.005 31890 DKS
AC And 54295.4950.004 0.158 8148 PCC RS Boo 54152.8680.002 -0.000 32815 DKS
AC And 54308.5370.009 -0.313 8167 BVN RS Boo 54222.6710.002 -0.004 33000 DKS
AC And 54308.5400.008 -0.310 8167 MXI RS Boo 54292.8550.002 -0.006 33186 TDW
AC And 54316.4900.013 -0.184 8178 MXI ST Boo 53467.9270.005 0.091 55097 NMR
AT And 53338.6830.003 -0.009 17823 DKS SW Boo 53006.9100.003 0.232 20322 DKS
AT And 54029.6340.004 -0.003 18943 DKS SW Boo 53041.8320.003 0.234 20390 DKS
AT And 54063.5610.004 -0.006 18998 DKS SW Boo 53474.7550.002 0.253 21233 DKS
AT And 54278.8650.006 -0.005 19347 DKS SW Boo 53479.8890.003 0.252 21243 DKS
CI And 53731.6480.003 0.091 37162 DKS SW Boo 53511.7290.003 0.253 21305 DKS
CI And 54008.9170.002 0.101 37734 DKS SW Boo 53530.7320.002 0.255 21342 DKS
CI And 54033.6350.003 0.098 37785 DKS SZ Boo 53167.9600.003 0.007 48827 BIW
CI And 54044.7810.003 0.096 37808 DKS SZ Boo 53474.8560.002 0.008 49414 DKS
CI And 54078.7100.002 0.094 37878 DKS TV Boo 52654.8950.002 0.054 89728 DKS
CI And 54129.6100.003 0.099 37983 DKS TV Boo 53396.9190.003 0.062 92102 DKS
DR And 53697.7080.002 -0.007 29261 DKS TV Boo 53482.8750.003 0.064 92377 RCW
DR And 53745.5710.003 -0.009 29346 DKS TV Boo 53500.7050.004 0.078 92434 RCW
DR And 53754.5830.002 -0.007 29362 DKS TV Boo 53510.7060.004 0.077 92466 RCW
DR And 53763.5920.003 -0.008 29378 DKS TV Boo 53523.8220.004 0.066 92508 RCW
DR And 54006.8430.004 -0.024 29810 DKS TV Boo 53540.7060.004 0.072 92562 RCW
DR And 54028.8110.002 -0.018 29849 DKS TV Boo 53544.7630.003 0.065 92575 RCW
1
DR And 54066.5320.004 -0.025 29916 DKS TV Boo 53545.7040.003 0.069 92578 RCW
1
DR And 54075.5330.004 -0.034 29932 DKS TV Boo 54139.9060.006 0.095 94479 DKS
2
SW Aqr 52893.0260.002 -0.002 60517 BIW TV Boo 54185.8250.003 0.068 94626 DKS
SW Aqr 53265.9810.003 -0.001 61329 BIW TV Boo 54228.6800.002 0.102 94763 DKS
SW Aqr 53672.0040.002 -0.002 62213 BIW TV Boo 54243.6460.003 0.066 94811 DKS
SW Aqr 54360.0410.002 -0.001 63711 BIW TW Boo 52817.7180.005 -0.043 48709 WAJ R
SX Aqr 53668.5410.002 -0.104 25895 DKS TW Boo 53073.7420.002 -0.043 49190 DKS
TZ Aqr 52898.0400.003 0.007 26872 BIW TW Boo 53469.7500.002 -0.046 49934 DKS
TZ Aqr 53640.0290.004 0.014 28171 BIW UU Boo 52658.8910.002 0.147 36274 DKS
TZ Aqr 54037.5770.003 0.011 28867 DKS UU Boo 53051.8530.002 0.157 37134 DKS
YZ Aqr 52896.0370.003 0.043 31764 BIW UU Boo 53133.6450.002 0.160 37313 DKS
YZ Aqr 53245.9600.004 0.041 32398 BIW UU Boo 53504.6740.002 0.170 38125 DKS
AA Aqr 52903.9720.003 -0.099 52810 BIW UU Boo 53810.8210.002 0.180 38795 DKS
AA Aqr 53261.9920.005 -0.107 53398 BIW UU Boo 54241.7090.002 0.192 39738 DKS
AA Aqr 53687.6050.002 -0.107 54097 DKS UY Boo 53485.6640.006 -0.003 17900 DKS
BO Aqr 52895.0020.005 0.112 16244 BIW UY Boo 53539.6970.003 0.010 17983 DKS
BO Aqr 53267.0010.003 0.117 16780 BIW UY Boo 54240.7420.003 0.104 19060 DKS
BO Aqr 54018.6430.003 0.137 17863 DKS XX Boo 54172.7380.003 0.011 42666 DKS
BR Aqr 52915.9670.003 -0.137 31709 BIW AE Boo 54164.8540.002 0.093 75507 DKS
BR Aqr 53273.0340.002 -0.142 32450 BIW AE Boo 54242.6370.008 0.098 75754 DKS
BR Aqr 53646.0020.001 -0.148 33224 BIW AE Boo 54248.6140.008 0.092 75773 DKS
BR Aqr 53697.5630.002 -0.149 33331 DKS U Cae 53701.0060.004 -0.091 46181 BIW BV RI
BR Aqr 54388.5670.002 -0.158 34765 DKS U Cae 53740.0460.002 -0.092 46274 BIW
BR Aqr 54390.9760.002 -0.158 34770 BIW U Cae 54446.9620.002 -0.109 47958 BIW V I
BR Aqr 54415.5520.002 -0.158 34821 DKS U Cae 54452.0010.002 -0.107 47970 BIW V I
DN Aqr 52911.0220.003 0.022 38636 BIW UY Cam 53808.4210.010 -0.082 68316 KGE
DN Aqr 53277.9650.005 0.022 39215 BIW AH Cam 53669.8390.005 -0.376 40519 DKS
AA Aql 53661.5710.002 0.031 81026 DKS AH Cam 53670.9360.001 -0.386 40522 DKS
S Ara 53184.9790.003 -0.179 26628 BIW AH Cam 53680.8950.002 -0.382 40549 DKS
S Ara 53625.9830.003 -0.212 27604 BIW AH Cam 53697.8810.002 -0.358 40595 DKS
TZ Aur 53687.9040.002 0.011 86259 DKS AH Cam 53717.7800.006 -0.371 40649 DKS
IN Ara 53176.0700.003 0.141 41059 BIW AH Cam 53731.7920.003 -0.371 40687 DKS
IN Ara 54338.0180.003 0.146 42899 BIW AH Cam 53734.7270.002 -0.385 40695 DKS
MS Ara 53198.9250.003 -0.218 48026 BIW AH Cam 53744.6930.002 -0.375 40722 DKS
BH Aur 52660.6480.003 -0.001 21726 DKS AH Cam 53764.6050.002 -0.375 40776 DKS
BH Aur 53380.8120.003 -0.003 23305 DKS AH Cam 53785.6310.004 -0.367 40833 DKS
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Table 2 (ont.): maxima of RR Lyrae stars
Variable Maximum O   C E Obs. Variable Maximum O   C E Obs.
HJD 24. . . (days) HJD 24. . . (days)
AH Cam 54002.8060.005 -0.377 41422 DKS AN Cap 52849.0500.005 0.112 6035 BIW
RW Cn 52695.8390.003 0.183 24012 DKS AN Cap 52854.0430.005 0.116 6047 BIW
RW Cn 53102.9590.003 0.187 24756 BIW AN Cap 52883.9910.004 0.127 6119 BIW
RW Cn 53442.7720.003 0.189 25377 DKS AN Cap 53226.9990.005 0.108 6944 BIW
RW Cn 53450.9850.005 0.194 25392 BIW AN Cap 53632.0450.005 0.175 7918 BIW
RW Cn 53726.7940.003 0.215 25896 DKS IU Car 53105.9450.006 0.272 15479 BIW
RW Cn 53739.9160.005 0.204 25920 DKS BI Cen 53163.8860.002 0.007 36351 BIW
RW Cn 53745.9250.003 0.194 25931 DKS V499 Cen 53161.0110.002 0.024 23090 BIW
RW Cn 53761.8110.003 0.211 25960 DKS V674 Cen 53115.0140.002 -0.062 37825 BIW
RW Cn 53767.8300.003 0.211 25971 DKS RR Cet 53718.6610.002 0.004 37136 DKS
RW Cn 53788.6150.004 0.202 26009 DKS RU Cet 52931.0100.005 0.068 22352 BIW
RW Cn 53802.9100.004 0.270 26035 DKS RU Cet 53273.9960.005 0.081 22937 BIW
RW Cn 53829.6620.004 0.209 26084 DKS RV Cet 52968.0370.004 0.166 22224 BIW
RW Cn 54075.8920.003 0.200 26534 DKS RV Cet 53401.9470.005 0.187 22920 BIW
RW Cn 54081.9200.003 0.209 26545 DKS RV Cet 53673.7410.005 0.178 23356 DKS
RW Cn 54087.9400.003 0.209 26556 DKS RX Cet 52933.0280.006 0.133 22324 BIW
RW Cn 54126.7970.003 0.215 26627 DKS RX Cet 53286.9730.002 0.110 22941 BIW
SS Cn 54100.6920.002 0.048 84451 DKS RZ Cet 52969.9210.003 -0.112 37334 BIW
SS Cn 54150.6490.002 0.047 84587 DKS RZ Cet 53380.9590.003 -0.116 38139 BIW
TT Cn 53000.7000.003 0.084 23172 DKS RZ Cet 54041.6740.002 -0.131 39433 DKS
TT Cn 53455.9780.003 0.094 23980 BIW UU Cet 52930.0640.004 -0.119 19340 BIW
TT Cn 53479.6460.002 0.098 24022 DKS UU Cet 53264.0110.004 -0.122 19891 BIW
TT Cn 53698.8130.003 0.083 24411 DKS RY Col 53097.9600.003 -0.084 39234 BIW
TT Cn 53707.8350.002 0.090 24427 DKS RY Com 54151.8210.002 -0.007 31033 DKS
TT Cn 53734.8970.003 0.106 24475 DKS WW CrA 53193.9620.003 -0.065 39156 BIW
TT Cn 53742.7820.002 0.102 24489 DKS RV CrB 54177.9170.003 -0.099 67768 DKS
1
TT Cn 53755.7350.002 0.096 24512 DKS RV CrB 54188.8590.002 -0.101 67801 DKS
1
TT Cn 53764.7390.003 0.085 24528 DKS RV CrB 54246.8920.003 -0.100 67976 DKS
TT Cn 53772.6200.002 0.078 24542 DKS TV CrB 53486.6560.004 0.029 37406 DKS
TT Cn 53772.6210.002 0.079 24542 DKS SW Cru 53091.0350.004 0.057 82557 BIW
TT Cn 53794.6040.003 0.087 24581 DKS SW Cru 53835.0980.002 0.060 84827 DSI
TT Cn 53803.6240.003 0.092 24597 DKS SW Cru 54171.0740.002 0.061 85852 DSI BV RI
TT Cn 54049.8420.003 0.083 25034 DKS SW Cru 54175.0070.002 0.061 85864 DSI BV RI
TT Cn 54054.9180.007 0.088 25043 DKS SW Cru 54214.0120.003 0.060 85983 BIW
TT Cn 54058.8650.003 0.091 25050 DKS RW Dra 52786.8820.003 0.179 30275 DKS
TT Cn 54167.6150.003 0.095 25243 DKS RW Dra 53504.8220.002 0.150 31896 DKS
TT Cn 54198.6070.000 0.097 25298 DKS RW Dra 53513.6820.003 0.152 31916 DKS
AS Cn 54129.9100.002 0.340 24176 DKS RW Dra 53535.8610.002 0.185 31966 DKS
W CVn 54155.8310.003 -0.131 59362 DKS RW Dra 53822.8790.002 0.193 32614 DKS
W CVn 54176.7970.003 -0.131 59400 DKS RW Dra 53970.7760.005 0.156 32948 PHA
Z CVn 53519.6260.003 0.245 22312 DKS XZ Dra 52753.8470.004 -0.062 22719 DKS
Z CVn 53726.9040.002 0.263 22629 DKS RX Eri 53007.9630.002 -0.008 53326 BIW
Z CVn 53743.8920.005 0.252 22655 DKS RX Eri 53359.7220.003 -0.009 53925 DKS
Z CVn 53762.8530.004 0.252 22684 DKS RX Eri 53409.0540.004 -0.006 54009 BIW
Z CVn 53794.8970.003 0.259 22733 DKS RX Eri 53739.6700.002 -0.010 54572 DKS
Z CVn 53813.8580.004 0.259 22762 DKS BB Eri 53056.9490.003 0.194 23684 DKS
Z CVn 53830.8640.004 0.266 22788 DKS BB Eri 53396.6180.003 0.204 24280 DKS
Z CVn 54197.6870.003 0.296 23349 DKS BB Eri 53415.9950.004 0.204 24314 BIW
RX CVn 54208.7950.003 -0.040 27115 DKS RX For 53032.6060.003 -0.018 22101 DKS
SS CVn 53043.9490.002 0.166 28047 DKS RX For 53373.0640.003 -0.029 22671 BIW
AA CMi 54116.6120.003 0.055 36824 DKS SS For 52964.9910.003 -0.146 28856 BIW
AL CMi 54141.6780.002 0.437 31869 DKS SS For 53391.5630.002 -0.141 29717 DKS
RV Cap 52868.9740.003 0.023 42403 BIW SS For 53398.9950.003 -0.140 29732 BIW
RV Cap 53228.9610.003 0.024 43207 BIW SS For 53400.9750.002 -0.142 29736 BIW
RV Cap 53596.9700.003 -0.013 44029 BIW SX For 53680.9740.005 0.038 23991 BIW
RV Cap 53613.9810.002 -0.016 44067 BIW SX For 53683.9980.005 0.036 23996 BIW
RV Cap 54003.5360.003 0.001 44937 DKS RR Gem 52659.6080.002 -0.289 28448 WAJ
VW Cap 52860.0030.005 0.106 87349 BIW
1
RR Gem 52669.5450.004 -0.285 28473 WAJ
VW Cap 53239.9600.005 0.123 88558 BIW
1
RR Gem 52674.7060.003 -0.289 28486 DKS
VW Cap 53596.0330.005 0.139 89691 BIW
1
RR Gem 52682.6520.002 -0.289 28506 DKS
YZ Cap 53221.9900.005 0.034 34712 BIW
1
RR Gem 52707.6850.003 -0.287 28569 WAJ
YZ Cap 53639.0130.005 0.036 36237 BIW
1
RR Gem 52742.6450.003 -0.290 28657 WAJ
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Table 2 (ont.): maxima of RR Lyrae stars
Variable Maximum O   C E Obs. Variable Maximum O   C E Obs.
HJD 24. . . (days) HJD 24. . . (days)
RR Gem 53073.5880.002 -0.306 29490 DKS SZ Hya 53465.0430.002 -0.149 23799 BIW
RR Gem 53323.8780.001 -0.322 30120 DKS SZ Hya 53708.9500.002 -0.149 24253 DKS
RR Gem 53352.8790.001 -0.325 30193 DKS SZ Hya 53784.6970.003 -0.152 24394 DKS
RR Gem 53429.9570.002 -0.325 30387 BIW SZ Hya 54145.7100.005 -0.165 25066 DKS
RR Gem 53467.6970.002 -0.330 30482 PVA
3
SZ Hya 54173.6460.002 -0.166 25118 DKS
RR Gem 53482.3960.002 -0.331 30519 HGH UU Hya 53065.9930.003 0.008 25936 BIW
RR Gem 53687.8000.002 -0.337 31036 DKS UU Hya 53112.6290.001 0.019 26025 DKS
RR Gem 53730.7060.002 -0.341 31144 DKS UU Hya 53421.7010.003 0.010 26615 DKS
RR Gem 54138.7190.001 -0.365 32171 DKS UU Hya 53459.9460.004 0.012 26688 BIW
RR Gem 54169.7100.002 -0.364 32249 DKS UU Hya 53464.6580.002 0.009 26697 DKS
RR Gem 54175.6670.002 -0.367 32264 DKS DG Hya 53058.6650.010 0.044 37310 DKS
SZ Gem 54138.5790.002 -0.054 53767 DKS DG Hya 53069.9730.005 0.173 37336 BIW
GI Gem 53705.7730.002 0.070 53914 DKS DG Hya 53419.9410.003 0.143 38150 BIW
GI Gem 54089.6460.002 0.069 54800 DKS DH Hya 53043.8060.003 0.051 44719 DKS
GI Gem 54148.5700.002 0.070 54936 DKS DH Hya 53056.0310.003 0.052 44744 BIW
RR GRU 53609.0650.003 BIW DH Hya 53377.7950.003 0.055 45402 DKS
RR GRU 54351.0220.003 BIW DH Hya 53413.0010.002 0.053 45474 BIW
SS Gru 53631.0190.003 0.163 51661 BIW DH Hya 53705.9160.001 0.057 46073 DKS
TW Her 52732.8140.002 -0.009 78047 DKS V Ind 53647.0230.002 -0.153 28209 BIW
TW Her 53120.8260.001 -0.009 79018 DKS V Ind 54364.9830.002 -0.140 29706 BIW
TW Her 53203.9420.002 -0.010 79226 BIW RR Leo 52787.5720.002 0.054 20982 DKS
TW Her 54275.6670.002 -0.012 81908 DKS RR Leo 53092.9420.002 0.059 21657 DKS
VX Her 52757.8190.001 -0.365 68093 DKS RR Leo 53463.0070.002 0.065 22475 BIW
VX Her 53174.9280.002 -0.378 69009 BIW RR Leo 53735.8060.002 0.071 23078 DKS
VX Her 53509.6190.002 -0.386 69744 DKS SS Leo 53478.9680.003 -0.043 18676 BIW
VX Her 54249.5770.002 -0.409 71369 DKS ST Leo 53490.0010.002 -0.019 53489 BIW
AR Her 52744.7150.005 -1.585 24024 DKS SZ Leo 53440.6870.004 -0.138 14930 DKS
AR Her 53489.6930.005 -1.601 25609 DKS SZ Leo 53441.7530.003 -0.141 14932 DKS
AR Her 53497.6680.002 -1.617 25626 DKS SZ Leo 54078.8930.002 -0.136 16125 DKS
AR Her 53505.6350.005 -1.640 25643 DKS SZ Leo 54116.8280.001 -0.119 16196 DKS
AR Her 53510.7830.005 -1.192 25653 DKS SZ Leo 54148.8760.002 -0.115 16256 DKS
AR Her 53519.7640.003 -1.612 25673 DKS SZ Leo 54168.6250.003 -0.126 16293 DKS
AR Her 53536.6530.004 -1.644 25709 DKS TV Leo 52727.6960.004 0.093 23313 DKS
AR Her 53817.7280.002 -1.176 26306 PVA TV Leo 52737.1140.003 0.091 23327 BIW
AR Her 54245.3780.004 -1.251 27216 BVN TV Leo 53087.0040.003 0.098 23847 BIW
AR Her 54260.4620.003 -1.208 27248 BVN TV Leo 53477.9320.003 0.099 24428 BIW
AR Her 54276.3940.006 -1.257 27282 BVN WW Leo 53135.9730.003 0.027 30279 BIW
AR Her 54276.3960.003 -1.255 27282 PCC WW Leo 53366.8640.002 0.028 30662 DKS
AR Her 54300.3920.002 -1.230 27333 BVN WW Leo 53428.9590.003 0.030 30765 BIW
DL Her 52871.9420.006 0.017 24785 BIW WW Leo 53744.8520.003 0.032 31289 DKS
DL Her 53223.9700.006 0.027 25380 BIW WW Leo 53822.6190.003 0.032 31418 DKS
DL Her 53954.0490.005 0.037 26614 BIW AA Leo 52764.6190.003 -0.067 21996 DKS
DL Her 54191.8750.005 0.029 27016 DKS AA Leo 53503.9550.002 -0.070 23231 BIW
DL Her 54249.8470.004 0.021 27114 DKS AA Leo 53718.8730.003 -0.070 23590 DKS
DL Her 54274.7140.003 0.040 27156 DKS AA Leo 54154.6900.003 -0.074 24318 DKS
SZ Hya 52673.6980.010 -0.139 22326 DKS Y LMi 53784.9050.004 -0.173 34757 DKS
SZ Hya 52720.9490.005 -0.165 22414 BIW Y LMi 54165.6410.002 -0.203 35483 DKS
SZ Hya 52729.0440.003 -0.129 22429 BIW Y LMi 54185.5690.003 -0.205 35521 DKS
SZ Hya 52736.0350.002 -0.122 22442 BIW U Lep 52994.7040.002 0.042 20022 DKS
SZ Hya 52741.9410.003 -0.126 22453 BIW U Lep 53042.9660.002 0.041 20105 BIW
SZ Hya 52755.9080.003 -0.127 22479 BIW U Lep 53399.9940.002 0.043 20719 BIW
SZ Hya 52756.9860.003 -0.123 22481 BIW TT Lyn 54155.5520.003 -0.033 29299 DKS
SZ Hya 52758.0600.003 -0.124 22483 BIW TV Lyn 53806.5310.003 0.022 53420 KGE
3
SZ Hya 52763.9710.003 -0.123 22494 BIW TV Lyn 54110.7140.002 0.022 54684 DKS
SZ Hya 52777.8840.004 -0.178 22520 BIW TV Lyn 54127.5610.002 0.024 54754 DKS
1
SZ Hya 52784.9190.002 -0.127 22533 BIW TV Lyn 54177.6170.002 0.024 54962 DKS
1
SZ Hya 53055.6830.002 -0.132 23037 DKS TW Lyn 54088.7050.002 0.051 18815 DKS
SZ Hya 53382.8220.005 -0.172 23646 DKS RR Lyr 53956.8720.003 -0.045 19465 RCW V I
SZ Hya 53389.8390.002 -0.140 23659 DKS RR Lyr 53984.6840.007 -0.008 19514 RCW I
SZ Hya 53410.7840.005 -0.147 23698 DKS RZ Lyr 53073.9010.002 0.002 23258 DKS
SZ Hya 53427.9670.005 -0.155 23730 BIW RZ Lyr 53538.6230.002 0.004 24167 DKS
SZ Hya 53431.6860.002 -0.197 23737 DKS RZ Lyr 53671.5460.002 0.004 24427 DKS
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Table 2 (ont.): maxima of RR Lyrae stars
Variable Maximum O   C E Obs. Variable Maximum O   C E Obs.
HJD 24. . . (days) HJD 24. . . (days)
RZ Lyr 53821.8420.003 -0.005 24721 DKS RU Sl 53284.9700.002 0.366 44922 BIW
RZ Lyr 54014.5870.002 0.002 25098 DKS RU Sl 54016.1240.004 0.392 46404 DSI
RZ Lyr 54269.6980.002 0.003 25597 DKS RU Sl 54021.0560.002 0.391 46414 DSI
RZ Lyr 54275.8350.002 0.005 25609 DKS CS Ser 53165.9560.002 0.012 41742 BIW
CN Lyr 53559.8040.006 0.022 22056 DKS CS Ser 53561.0480.002 0.007 42492 BIW
EZ Lyr 53557.6540.002 -0.118 37397 DKS CS Ser 53567.8930.003 0.003 42505 BIW
KS Lyr 54002.5870.002 DKS CS Ser 53568.9470.003 0.004 42507 BIW
Z Mi 54358.9660.002 -0.116 21743 BIW CS Ser 53570.0010.003 0.004 42509 BIW
CM Ori 54140.6330.003 -0.022 43972 DKS SS Tau 53671.7210.002 0.489 42471 DKS
V964 Ori 53668.8190.002 -0.357 43929 DKS SS Tau 53734.6070.002 0.489 42641 DKS
V964 Ori 53707.6760.002 -0.358 44006 DKS SS Tau 54009.8220.002 0.485 43385 DKS
BN Pav 54368.0170.003 -0.035 45897 BIW SS Tau 54013.8910.003 0.484 43396 DKS
AO Peg 54269.7900.003 0.038 52546 DKS SS Tau 54020.9170.002 0.482 43415 DKS
AV Peg 52909.9430.002 0.083 23361 BIW SS Tau 54023.8780.002 0.483 43423 DKS
AV Peg 53267.9230.002 0.090 24278 BIW SS Tau 54088.5940.002 0.464 43598 DKS
AV Peg 53315.5490.001 0.090 24400 RWA
3
BI Tel 53201.1440.007 -0.051 46834 BIW
AV Peg 53645.0310.002 0.096 25244 BIW HH Tel 53627.9800.002 -0.187 52389 BIW
AV Peg 53680.5560.001 0.097 25335 DKS HH Tel 54381.0070.002 -0.170 53951 BIW
AV Peg 54020.5790.002 0.104 26206 DKS U Tri 54034.6720.002 -0.040 78109 DKS
AV Peg 54261.8360.002 0.109 26824 DKS U Tri 54050.7730.003 -0.040 78145 DKS
BH Peg 53538.8320.004 -0.085 22112 DKS U Tri 54063.7430.002 -0.041 78174 DKS
BH Peg 53678.5530.004 -0.101 22330 DKS UX Tri 53662.8540.006 0.036 3061 DKS
BH Peg 54001.6220.004 -0.092 22834 DKS UX Tri 53672.6410.003 0.018 3082 DKS
BH Peg 54015.7100.003 -0.106 22856 DKS UX Tri 53700.6360.004 -0.001 3142 DKS
BH Peg 54044.5420.003 -0.119 22901 DKS UX Tri 53735.6450.004 -0.010 3217 DKS
BT Peg 53677.5880.003 0.079 30929 DKS UX Tri 54032.6270.002 0.021 3853 DKS
BT Peg 54059.5350.004 0.082 31615 DKS UX Tri 54038.6830.002 0.007 3866 DKS
CG Peg 54023.6810.005 -0.043 31942 DKS YY Tu 53644.0150.003 -0.276 18503 BIW
CG Peg 54248.8380.002 -0.047 32424 DKS YY Tu 54424.9600.002 0.229 19732 BIW
DZ Peg 53728.5370.002 0.156 32662 DKS RV UMa 53223.5930.002 0.094 17408 DKS
ET Peg 54034.5240.002 -0.046 30681 DKS RV UMa 53506.7700.003 0.094 18013 DKS
GY Peg 54054.7100.002 -0.246 25499 DKS RV UMa 53507.7050.005 0.093 18015 SDB B
GY Peg 54100.5360.003 -0.234 25590 DKS RV UMa 53762.8070.002 0.102 18560 PVA
TU Per 54011.7690.002 -0.222 25103 DKS RV UMa 53827.8670.003 0.102 18699 DKS
TU Per 54031.8060.002 -0.219 25136 DKS RV UMa 54127.8990.002 0.108 19340 DKS
TU Per 54115.5740.002 -0.227 25274 DKS RV UMa 54255.6760.003 0.104 19613 DKS
AR Per 53661.8550.002 0.051 62096 DKS SX UMa 53480.8610.002 0.111 27258 PVA
1 3
AR Per 53678.8760.003 0.050 62136 DKS SX UMa 53483.9320.002 0.111 27268 PVA
1 3
AR Per 54089.5330.002 0.052 63101 DKS SX UMa 53492.8400.002 0.112 27297 PVA
1 3
ET Per 53731.5580.002 0.064 64841 DKS SX UMa 53780.9350.002 0.131 28235 PVA
1
ET Per 54014.8370.002 0.048 65560 DKS SX UMa 54061.0400.002 0.145 29147 PVA
1
FM Per 53705.6550.006 0.007 40760 DKS
1
TU UMa 54165.8800.001 -0.028 20325 DKS
FM Per 53727.6820.003 0.020 40805 DKS AB UMa 54191.6790.004 0.113 29961 DKS
U Pi 53715.0510.003 0.051 27360 BIW B AB UMa 54236.6430.006 0.108 30036 DKS
U Pi 53715.0510.002 0.051 27360 BIW AX UMa 54140.8740.004 0.234 16373 DKS
U Pi 53715.9310.003 0.051 27362 BIW B AF Vel 53114.9220.003 0.253 22151 BIW
U Pi 53715.9320.002 0.051 27362 BIW AN Vel 53093.9590.002 -0.127 68769 BIW
RU Ps 54019.6520.006 0.014 35545 DKS CD Vel 53090.9110.002 -0.183 42494 BIW
RU Ps 54028.6260.005 0.010 35568 DKS AE Vir 53151.9800.003 0.086 39235 BIW
RU Ps 54064.5260.006 -0.006 35660 DKS AE Vir 53518.9900.005 0.093 39814 BIW
HH Pup 53737.0170.002 0.008 38994 BIW BB Vir 54256.6480.002 -0.221 31083 DKS
V796 Sgr 53202.9880.004 -0.059 30316 BIW BC Vir 53499.7210.002 0.099 59480 DKS
V494 So 53195.9390.002 -0.031 28244 BIW FK Vul 53698.5600.003 0.023 40599 DKS
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The Drao dwarf galaxy (Ddg) is a satellite of the Milky Way Galaxy, haraterized by
low reddening (E
B V
= 0:03), low metalliity ([Fe/H℄  2), high veloity dispersion
(
V
= 10:5 km se
 1
), a tidal radius of 40 armin ( 0:83 kp), a total mass within the




, and a distane modulus of m M = 19:3mag. The overall
light-to-mass ratio is M=L = 146 42 (in solar units), indiating a strongly dark-matter
dominated, bound stellar system (Odenkirhen et al. 2001).
The rst three arbon stars (named C1, C2, C3) were disovered in Ddg by Aaronson et
al. (1982). Sine then, other three were found (f. Kinemuhi et al. 2008, and referenes
therein). One of the arbon stars, C1, is a symbioti binary (Belzynski et al. 2000). It
displays a rih and high ionization emission line spetrum (Aaronson et al. 1982, Munari
and Buson 1994) and it is a super-soft X-ray soure (Bikert et al. 1996).
An extensive searh for variable stars in Ddg was arried out by Baade and Swope
(1961), during whih they found 260 variables. They did not notie any of the arbon
stars as a variable star, in spite the mean brightness of the variables they disovered and
haraterized (mainly RR Lyr) was three whole magnitudes fainter than the arbon stars
themselves. Should any of the arbon stars have varied by more than 0.2 mag, Baade and
Swope's survey would have deteted them. The issue if any of the arbon stars in Ddg
is indeed variable, of very low amplitude, is still an open issue given the ontraditing
results reported in the literature (see Kinemuhi et al. 2008 for a partial summary).
Over the last three years we have arried out a surveillane monitoring of C1, looking





CCD photometri surveillane extended from 2006.30 to 2008.68. To-
gether with C1, in the same eld of view our CCD observations, we reorded also C2 and
C3. We observed with several telesopes, all loated in Italy: the 0.5m of Museo Civio di
Rovereto (Trento), the 0.5m of Osservatorio Astronomio S. Luia di Stronone (Terni),
the 0.4m of Assoiazione Ravennate Astroli Rheyta in Bastia (Ravenna), the 0.4m of
Osservatorio Astronomio Pizzinato (Bologna), and a 0.3m loated in Folgaria (Trento).





lters. All observations were redued and orreted for olor equations
using the same photometri omparison sequene alibrated around C1 by Henden and
2 IBVS 5855




photometry of Drao C1, C2 and C3 overing the
period from 2006.30 to 2008.68. Median values (and errors) from Skopal et al. (2007, oded b) and mean
values (and errors) from Kinemuhi et al. (2008, oded a) are given for omparison.
< V > < I
C







C1 17.17 0.08 15.68 0.05 1.49 0.14 1.49 0.06 0.63 0.06
C2 17.36 0.06 16.03 0.05 1.59 0.25 1.31 0.07 0.63 0.05
C3 17.53 0.09 16.23 0.08 1.47 0.29 1.31 0.10 0.59 0.06
C1 17.15 0.08 15.66 0.04 1.49 0.09 a
C2 17.30 0.05 15.99 0.04 1.31 0.06 a
C1 17.19 0.05 15.82 0.07 1.45 0.03 1.41 0.05 0.65 0.02 b




runs were olleted in separate nights, 33 of whih
inluded also observations in the B band.
Even if no outburst or bright phase of C1 has been reorded, the olleted data allow to
put onstraints on the variability of C1, C2 and C3. Table 1 lists the median values of our
observations, and for omparison the median values obtained by Skopal et al. (2007), who
monitored C1 from 2003.9 to 2007.2, and by Kinemuhi et al. (2008), who monitored C1
and C2 from 1993 to 1996. The values in Table 1 agree well within the errors, indiating
the absene of any long term trend aeting C1 and C2 over the last 15 years.
The program stars were faint, our telesopes of limited diameter and the observations
were arried out in surveillane, short-exposure mode. Therefore, the error aeting the
single photometri point is signiant. To obtain meaningful light-urves is neessary to
bin the data. A bi-monthly binning proved to be the most onvenient in term of noise
suppression and preservation of light-urve details. Suh a bi-monthly binning provides
the following results for the three program stars.
C3 is not variable, at least not with an amplitude larger than 0.05mag.
C2 is a border-line ase. The amplitude of any atual variability should not exeed
0.1mag. Shetrone et al. (2001) listed C2 as a denite photometri variable, but they
did not provide supporting details. An amplitude around 0.2mag is listed for C2 by
Kinemuhi et al. (2008), again with not details.
C1 is more ondently a true variable, as illustrated by Figure 1 whih ould also
support feeble hints of an anti-orrelation of brightness and olor (C1 redder when fainter,
bluer when brighter), as observed in pulsating stars. The amplitude is  0:2mag, with a
possible periodiity of the order of one year. Amplitude and period would be appropriate
for either a reetion eet or an ellipsoidal distortion of the arbon star. It is worth
notiing that Shetrone et al. (2001) asserted C1 to be not variable, while it is denitively
a variable aording to Kinemuhi et al. (2008).
The reetion eet is quite ommon in symbioti binaries and it is aused by the very
hot and luminous white dwarf illuminating the faing side of the ool giant ompanion.
In this ase the period of the reetion eet is also the orbital period. The ellipsoidal
distortion of the mass donor ool giant is also frequently observed in symbioti binaries,
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where the high mass transfer rate neessary to sustain the stable H-burning onditions
on the white dwarf, requires Rohe lobe lling onditions. In this ase, the orbital period
is twie longer than the period of photometri variability. Given its super-soft X-ray
nature, both a reetion eet and the Rohe lobe lling are highly probable to our in
C1, and the light-urve in Figure 1 ould result from the ombination of the two. The
high-resolution spetrosopi observations by Munari (1991) proved C1 to be variable in
both radial veloity and emission line proles. Clearly, C1 is worth further observations,
whih we plan to arry out.
Figure 1. V , V   I
C
light-urve of arbon symbioti binary C1 from our observations, binned into
bi-monthly means. The size of the dots is proportional to the number of observations in that bin. The
error bars are the errors of the mean.
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SHORT-PERIOD OSCILLATIONS IN THE ALGOL-TYPE SYSTEMS II:
NEWLY DISCOVERED VARIABLE GSC 3889-0202
DIMITROV, D.; KRAICHEVA, Z.; POPOV, V.
Institute of Astronomy, BAS, Tsarigradsko Shossee 72, 1784 Soa, Bulgaria,
e-mail: dinkoastro.bas.bg; zkastro.bas.bg; vpopovastro.bas.bg
GSC 3889-0202 was disovered as a new elipsing binary in our searh for new variables
in the NSVS database (Wozniak et al. 2004). Aording to the NSVS data the star was
lassied as Algol-type binary with period P ' 2:71 days, amplitude of primary minimum
A
R
> 0:35 mag, and the magnitude in maximum R
0
max ' 10:6 mag.
The CCD photometry (in BV R bands) of GSC 3889-0202 was arried out with the
60m Cassegrain telesope at NAO Rozhen, equipped with the CCD amera FLI PL09000
(3056x3056, 12 pixel), and Bessell (1990) standard UBV RI lters. The standard IRAF
proedures were used for the redution of the photometri data. There are no suitable
standards in the eld (Fig. 1) and we apply the photometry method of Everett and Howell
(2001). An ensemble standard star (COMP) was reated using four stars (Table 1) with
 < 0:013 mag in all R band observations.
The phased light urves, based on the NSVS data and Rozhen observations, are shown
on Fig. 2. The light urves for several nights, aquired in the BV R passbands are shown
in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Short-period osillations with a peak-to-peak amplitude of up to
0.045 mag in R (Table 2), 0.05 mag in V , and 0.07 mag in B (also present at the primary
and the seondary minima) were deteted. A preliminary periodogram analysis (Fig. 6)
of the data shows a main periodiity of about 22.69 /d ( 63.47 minutes).
Spetral observations of GSC 3889-0202 were obtained with the Coude spetrograph
(resolution of 0.19

A/pixel) of the 2m RC telesope at NAO Rozhen (Table 3). The spe-




, and MgII 4481 lines (Fig. 3). The data
redution of the spetra was made with the standard IRAF proedures. The orrespond-
ing radial veloities were measured by the ross-orrelation tehnique using syntheti
spetrum, alulated with the programme SPECTRUM (Gray & Corbally 1994) and a
grid of LTE atmosphere models for a solar-type hemial omposition (Castelli & Ku-
ruz 2003), as a template spetrum. The physial parameters of the primary omponent
were estimated by omparing the syntheti and the observed spetra. The parameters of
the seondary were omputed with the PHOEBE software (Prsa & Zwitter 2005). The
spetral types of the two omponents were determined using Gray & Corbally (1994) al-





and the  veloity is -16.2 kms
 1
(Fig. 2).
The new ephemeris were omputed using both Rozhen and NSVS data:
2 IBVS 5856
HJD(MinI) = 2454620:151(0:004) + 2:71066(0:00008)E (1)
Aknowledgements This study made use of the SIMBAD, ADS, and VSX databases,
and GCVS atalogue.
Table 1. Data for the variable, omparison, and hek stars used in the CCD photometry


































































Table 2. Observational runs of GSC 3889-0202




























































































BV R 120,60,30 57 0.47-0.54 0.04
Table 3. Rozhen spetra of GSC 3889-0202






10.06.2008 2454628.5088 39 1800 -40.8 1.7 4400-4600 0.094
10.06.2008 2454628.4841 51 1800 -35.4 6.5 4800-5000 0.084
10.06.2008 2454628.4612 63 1800 -36.0 4.3 6500-6700 0.076
11.06.2008 2454629.4740 38 1800 -32.7 1.6 4400-4600 0.450
11.06.2008 2454629.4968 52 1800 -25.9 6.8 4800-5000 0.458
11.06 2008 2454629.5197 63 1800 -24.3 2.3 6500-6700 0.467
12.06.2008 2454630.5328 35 1800 +17.2 1.8 4400-4600 0.840
12.06.2008 2454630.5096 48 1800 +22.4 5.7 4800-5000 0.832
12.06 2008 2454630.4864 58 1800 +24.6 2.6 6500-6700 0.823
Table 4. Physial parameters of the primary and seondary omponents of GSC 3889-0202




log g 3.9 3.2
v sin i [kms
 1
℄  60
Spetral type A7 V-IV K III
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). North is down and East is to
the right.
Figure 2. Light and radial veloity urves of
GSC 3889-0202. Upper panel - NSVS data, midlie
panel - Rozhen R data (dots) and model (solid
line), and lower panel - Rozhen RV data (dia-
monds) and model (solid line).
Figure 3. Rozhen ombined spetra (thin line)
of GSC 3889-0202 and the best syntheti spetra
(thik line).
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Figure 4. Sample R light urves of GSC
3889-0202 (VAR{COMP, diamonds) and prop-
erly shifted C3 star (C3{COMP, rosses). Resid-
uals between observations and the model near
the primary minimum are presented on the lower
panel. Dashed vertial lines indiate the begin-
ning, middle, and the end of the elipse.
Figure 5. Dierential BV R light urves of GSC
3889-0202 (VAR{COMP, diamonds) around se-
ondary minimum and shifted C3 star (C3{COMP,
rosses). Dashed vertial lines indiate the mid-
dle of the seondary elipse.
Figure 6. Power spetrum of GSC 3889-0202 Rozhen data after subtrating the syntheti light urve
from the data.
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VARIABLE STARS IN THE FIELD OF THE OPEN CLUSTER KING 7
BUKOWIECKI,  LUKASZ; MACIEJEWSKI, GRACJAN
Centrum Astronomii, Uniwersytet Miko laja Kopernika, Pl-87100 Torun, Poland;
e-mail: gmastri.uni.torun.pl
King 7 (C 0355+516) was disovered by King (1949) who desribed the luster as a
moderately rih group of stars fainter than 16 mag and spread in the area of 8'  4'.





of the luster and obtained fundamental parameters suh as the age of 600Myr, the
interstellar extintion E(B   V ) = 1:37mag, and the distane of 1.9 kp. These authors
also studied the mass funtion of the luster. Durgapal et al. (1997) redetermined luster's
parameters and obtained the age of 600 800Myr, the interstellar extintion E(B V ) =
1:25mag, and the distane of 2:20  0:34 kp. Durgapal & Pandey (2001) reported the




. Sandhu et al. (2003) estimated the photometri
binary ontent in the luster for about 20%. In this report we present results of a dediated
CCD searh for variable stars in the eld of King 7.
The observations were gathered in B and V bands between January and April, 2008
with the 90/180 m Shmidt-Cassegrain Telesope of the Niolaus Copernius University
Astronomial Observatory in Piwnie near Torun, Poland. The telesope was used in the
imaging mode with a 60 m orretion plate and a eld-attening lens mounted near the
foal plane. SBIG STL-11000 CCD amera (4008  2672 pixels  9 m) was used as a
detetor. The eld of view was 72 armin in delination and 48 armin in right asension
with the sale of 1.08 arse per pixel. The 22 binning was used to inrease the signal-to-
noise ratio. The exposure time was set to 20 s and 600 s. The typial seeing (FWHM) was
5{6". During about 31 hours of observations in total 277 images in V and 90 in B were
obtained. About 5700 stars brighter than 18.5mag in V were monitored. The olleted
observations were redued with the software pipeline developed for the Semi-Automati
Variability Searh sky survey (Niedzielski et al. 2003, Maiejewski & Niedzielski 2005).
The BV magnitudes were obtained for the rowded luster's ore (r < 8
0
) with the
DAOPHOT pakage using the prole-tting photometry. The alibration oeÆients that
transform instrumental magnitudes into standard ones were determined using 270 stars
loated in the eld of the luster for whih photometry was taken from Durgapal et al.
(1997). The (B   V ) overage was in range between 0.85 and 2.45mag. The omparison
of the observed (B   V ) with the literature one is presented in Fig. 1. The instrumental
oordinates of stars were transformed into equatorial ones based on positions of stars
brighter than 16mag and extrated from the Guide Star Catalog. The andidates for
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new variable stars were seleted from the V -band database using the analysis of variane
method (ANOVA, Shwarzenberg-Czerny 1996).
The olleted BV photometry allowed us to redetermine luster's basi parameters.
The proedure desribed in Maiejewski & Niedzielski (2007) in detail was applied. As













, the limiting radius of 11:6  0:7 armin, log(age) = 9:00  0:05,
E(B   V ) = 1:07 0:05mag, the apparent distane modulus of 14:7 0:1mag, and the
distane of 1:90  0:25 kp. The radial density prole with the best-t King's formula
(King 1966) is plotted in Fig. 2. The entral density f
0
= 9:27  0:22, the ore radius
r
ore
= 1:39 0:05, and the density of the bakground stellar eld f
bg
= 1:08 0:04 were
derived. The leaned olour-magnitude diagram (CMD) was onstruted for the entral
part (r < 3r
ore
) of King 7 and was plotted with the best-t isohrone of solar metalliity
in Fig. 3.
As a result of our survey 16 variable stars were deteted in the eld of King 7. They
are listed in Table 1 and their light urves are presented in Fig. 4. V13 is known as
V721 Per { a semi-regular pulsating star. The remaining 15 stars are previously unknown
variables. Only 5 variables { V1, V2, V3, V4, and V5 { are loated within or near to
the limiting radius of the luster and their membership an be disussed onsidering their
loation in the luster's CMD. The remaining stars are treated as variables of the Galati
bakground.
V1 was lassied as a pulsating variable of Æ Cephei type. The star is situated near
to the isohrone (Fig. 1). Assuming it belongs to the luster, its absolute magnitude is
M
V
= +1:8mag and dereddened (B   V )
0
= 0:30. That loates the star in Æ Suti or 
Doradus area in the Hertzsprung-Russell diagram. However, the relatively long period of
variane and the large amplitude in V are in disagreement with harateristis of both
types. Therefore the membership of V1 is unlikely and the star seems to be a bakground
Cepheid. V2 is a faint elipsing system of EA type. The olleted data did not allow
to determine the period of variability beause only one inomplete elipse was observed.
Its loation in the CMD learly indiates that it is a Galati bakground star. V3 is
a faint variable revealing long-time hanges in the light urve. It was not deteted in
exposures in B lter that indiates the star is very red with (B   V ) greater than 2.0
mag. Its loation in the CMD learly shows that the star is not a member of King 7.
V4 was lassied as a short-period EB system with unequal brightness in both maxima
(V
max
= 0:05 mag). The system is situated far from luster's isohrone and is loated in
the outskirts of the luster. That makes its membership unlikely. V5 is another variable
star belonging to luster's halo and it is situated just beyond the limiting radius. It was
lassied as a pulsating star of RR Lyrae type. The loation of the variable in the CMD
makes its membership unlikely.
To summarize, none of 5 variables deteted in the eld of King 7 an be treated as a
likely luster's member. This observation an be justied onsidering a relatively small
number of stars that onstitute the luster. We estimate that only 150 the brightest stars
of the luster were monitored in our survey.
The original photometri data are available in eletroni form on survey's web site
1








































Figure 2. The radial density prole with the best-t King's formula. The horizontal ontinuous line
marks the bakground-star-density level and the dashed ones { 3-sigma error.
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Table 1. The list of variable stars deteted in the eld of King 7. d denotes the distane from the
luster enter, V
max
{ the maximal brightness in V band, V { the amplitude of variation in V , (B V )
{ the olor index at the maximum of brightness, P { the period of variation, T
0
{ the epoh of minimum
brightness for elipsing systems or maximum for pulsating stars, types of variability: EA { a detahed
binary, EB { a semidetahed binary, EW { a ontat system, RR { a pulsating star of RR Lyrae type,
DCEP { a pulsating star of Æ Cephei type, MISC { a misellaneous variable of unresolved type.
ID Coordinates d V
max
V (B   V ) P T
0
Type
J2000.0 (armin) (mag) (mag) (mag) (days) HJD{2450000
V1 035848+514259 5.8 16.54 0.35 1.37 4.3253 505.4001 DCEP
V2 035931+515446 7.7 17.39 0.58 1.26 { { EA
V3 035957+515700 11.8 17.46 0.32 >2 { { MISC
V4 035857+513540 12.3 15.76 0.14 1.02 0.28785 499.8975 EB
V5 040006+513902 12.5 17.52 0.47 1.10 0.57644 501.1083 RR:
V6 035939+513337 14.9 15.18 0.16 1.32 { { MISC
V7 035911+520433 16.8 11.49 0.08 1.88 { { MISC
V8 040041+515659 16.9 17.93 1.33 >2 { { MISC
V9 035700+514409 20.3 13.92 0.17 1.11 1.8667 503.1155 DCEP
V10 035652+514850 21.2 15.68 0.58 1.54 { { MISC
V11 035652+515156 21.5 12.63 0.18 0.84 3.9231 502.6295 EA
V12 035751+520550 21.6 16.20 1.18 2.26 { { MISC
V13 040039+512101 30.2 14.62 2.62 2.26 { { MISC
V14 040105+512140 31.8 16.05 0.14 1.18 0.36105 499.6698 EW
V15 035920+511424 33.4 14.91 0.80 0.93 0.57001 500.1683 EB
















Figure 3. The olour-magnitude diagram for King 7 with best-t isohrone of solar metalliity. The




























































































































































































Figure 4. V -band light urves of variable stars disovered in the eld of King 7.
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These stars were disovered and reported to be of RR Lyrae type by Boye & Huruhata
(1942) and Homeister (1966, 1967, 1968).
Exept some remarks onerning the type of variability no further observations or
ephemeris have been published until today.
Photographi plates of a eld entered at  Oph, taken with the Sonneberg Observatory
40-m Astrographs during three intervals spread over the years from 1964 to 1994, were
used to investigate the behaviour of these objets (see Table 1).
The given elements were obtained by means of least-squares solutions. Photographi
amplitudes were derived with respet to magnitudes of the omparison stars given in
Table 2. An extensive list holding the times of maxima derived an be retrieved as
5858-t3.txt, using the link in the HTML version of this paper. Individual data are
available upon request.
Remarks:
V1064 Oph, V1074 Oph, V2028 Oph
Brightness in minimum light beyond the plate limit.
This researh made use of the SIMBAD data base, operated by the CDS at Strasbourg,
Frane.
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Boy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Ho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Homeister, C., 1967, Astron. Na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Figure 9. Light urve of NSV 9592 Figure 10. Light urve of NSV 9642
Table 1. Summary of this paper
Star Type Epoh Period Max. Min. M  m No. of
2400000+ (day) Plates

















































































Table 2. Comparison stars and ross referenes
V821 Oph V1062 Oph
HV 11039 S 8618
USNO 0975-09664766 USNO 0975-09287755
























V1064 Oph V1074 Oph
S 8621 S 9829
USNO 0975-09393539 USNO 0975-09803952
























V2023 Oph V2026 Oph
S 10339 S 10343
USNO 0975-09537477 USNO 0975-09650550
























V2028 Oph NSV 9576
S 10346 S 8625
USNO 0975-09754043 USNO 0975-09598276






















NSV 9592 NSV 9642
S 9818 HV 11040
USNO 0975-09612849 USNO 0975-09668186




















Magnitudes refer to the B values of the USNO A2.0 atalogue
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The fth set of CCD light urves of monoperiodi fundamental mode RR Lyrae stars
based on the observations of the 60 m automati telesope of Konkoly Observatory,
Svabhegy, Budapest is published. The equipment and data redution proedure were
the same as desribed in Jursik et al. (2008).
Observations of CN Lyr, CG Peg and FH Vul are presented here. Photometri data
on these three variables were published previously by Oosterho (1960), Sturh (1966),
Stepien (1972), Penston (1973), Shmidt & Reiswig (1993), and Castellani et al. (1998).
The light urve of FH Vul was onsidered as a stable one and was used as a alibrator
objet for deriving the [Fe/H℄ { Fourier parameter relation by Jursik & Kovas (1996).
Though no indiation of light urve variation of any of these variables was evident, small
amplitude Blazhko-modulation (e.g. found in Jursik et al. 2005, 2006) ould not be
exluded from the earlier observations.
Based on the auray and time overage of our data we onlude that the light urves
of these 3 stars are stable, indeed. There is no apparent light urve modulation with
amplitude larger than 0:01  0:02 mag in the maximum brightness of any of the stars.
Table 1. Log of observations
Star Comparison Observation period No. of
GSC 2.3.2 RA(2000) DEC(2000) V [mag℄

JD 2400000 + nights B=V=I
C
data
CN Lyr N24S000237 18 41 42.87 +28 44 57.1 11.90 54642 { 54701 8 267 / 271 / 242
CG Peg N2MC000574 24 41 01.91 +24 44 16.6 13.16 54656 { 54751 11 333 / 292 / 295
FH Vul N2P8000417 20 40 29.43 +22 12 24.3 12.82 54633 { 54741 8 218 / 234 / 227

V magnitudes of the omparison stars are from GSC 2.3.2
The photometri data are available eletronially from the IBVS website (5859-t5.txt {
5859-t16.txt). The tables list the relative BV I
C
magnitude and relative B   V , V   I
C
olour time series with respet to the omparison stars listed in Table 1. The brightnesses
of the omparison stars remained onstant during the observations. The r:m:s: satter of
their relative magnitudes measured to several hek stars are between 0.005 and 0.015mag.
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For omparison, the r:m:s: satter of the Fourier ts to the B; V; I
C
light urves of CN Lyr,
CG Peg, and FH Vul are 0.007/0.006/0.005, 0.010/0.007/0.006, and 0.016/0.009/0.009
mag, respetively.
The V light urves and the olour urves of the three stars are plotted in Figs. 1  3.
Normal maximum timings and Fourier parameters of the V light urves of CN Lyr,
CG Peg, and FH Vul are listed in Table 2, and Table 3, respetively. Table 4 ompares the
photometri metalliities alulated from the V light urves of the variables aording to
Eq. 3 of Jursik & Kovas (1996) to the results of spetrosopi metalliity measurements.
-0.5
0.0
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
phase
∆ V [mag]
∆ (B-V) + 0.1 [mag]
∆ (V-IC) + 0.2 [mag]
CN Lyr
Figure 1. Dierential V , B   V and V   I
C
light and olour urves of CN Lyr.
-1.0
-0.5
0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
phase
∆ V [mag]
∆ (B-V) - 0.4 [mag]
∆ (V-IC) - 0.3 [mag]
CG Peg
Figure 2. Dierential V , B   V and V   I
C
light and olour urves of CG Peg.
IBVS 5859 3
Table 2. Normal maximum timings of the V light urves.
Star T
max




CN Lyr 54671.3549 FH Vul 54640.5113





0.0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9 1.0
phase
∆ V [mag]
∆ (B-V) + 1.5 [mag]
∆ (V-IC) + 1.8 [mag]
FH Vul
Figure 3. Dierential V , B   V and V   I
C
light and olour urves of FH Vul.
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[d℄ [mag℄ [rad℄ [rad℄ [rad℄ [rad℄
CN Lyr 0.41138232

0.205 0.439 0.224 0.073 0.024 2.616 5.523 2.274 5.679
CG Peg 0.46713820

0.312 0.542 0.327 0.186 0.099 2.574 5.435 2.035 4.742
FH Vul 0.405413(4) 0.440 0.516 0.373 0.239 0.170 2.256 4.930 1.227 3.927

Phase dierenes are given aording to sine term deomposition.

GCVS period.







CN Lyr +0:17  0:05 Layden (1994)
CG Peg  0:25  0:26 Layden (1994)
FH Vul  0:59  0:61 Layden (1994)
a: Spetrosopi metalliities are transformed to the [Fe/H℄ sale
used for the photometri metalliities aording to Eq. 3 and Eq. 2
of Jursik (1995) and Jursik & Kovas (1996), respetively.
We thank Bela Szeidl for his many helpful omments on this work. This researh has
made use of the SIMBAD database, operated at CDS, Strasbourg, Frane. The nanial
support of OTKA grants T-048961, and T-068626 is aknowledged. ZsK is a grantee of
the Bolyai Janos sholarship of the HAS.
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ERRATUM FOR IBVS 5793
In IBVS 5793 Table 3 the 2nd line on the maximum timings of BK Cas gives erroneous
T
max
value. This line should orretly be: \BK Cas 54321.1434 normal".
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2 (UCAC2; Zaharias et al., 2004a), was found to be an eentri elipsing
binary by Otero et al. (2004). It is an early type binary: Nesterov et al. (1995) give a
spetral type B9, the AGK3 atalogue (Hekmann, 1975) lists A0.
CCD observations of the objet were done on 7 nights in 2007 at SETEC Observatory





). The images were redued with AIP4Win (Berry & Burnell, 2000). HD 350730,
with a similar spetral type of A0 (Hekmann, 1975), was used as omparison star. Its
magnitude V = 10:04 and olour B   V = 0:073 were taken from the Tyho atalogue
(ESA, 1997), the R = 9:980 value from NOMAD (Zaharias et al., 2004b) and the I

=
9:974 magnitude from TASS (Rihmond, 2007). The data are available in the eletroni
edition of IBVS (5860-t3.txt { 5860-t7.txt).
The times of minima derived from our data are listed in Table 1. The following
ephemeris was alulated using data from ASAS (Pojmanski, 2002), NSVS (Wozniak et
al., 2004), and the minima from Zejda et al. (2006), Brat et al. (2007) and Table 1.
HJD Min I = 2454651:4603(14) + 1:635135(3)E (1)
HJD Min II = 2454650:7235(20) + 1:635135(3)E (2)
A phase plot of the data is given in Fig. 1. Note that Otero et al. (2004) reversed
the primary and seondary elipses. There is indeed only a small dierene in the depth
of the two elipses, suggesting that both stars have a similar temperature. This is also
supported by the B   V , V   R
C
and V   I
C
olour urves plotted in Fig. 2, showing
only small variation.
The Phoebe program (Prsa & Zwitter, 2005) was used to determine the orbital pa-
rameters of HD 350731. Calulations were done for a detahed system. As is usual when
radial veloity urves are absent, it is very diÆult to obtain a preise value for the mass
ratio q. Values in the range of 0.7 to 1.1 all give very good ts. We further took linear
limb darkening oeÆients from van Hamme (1993) and assumed periastron-synhronized
rotation, albedo and gravity brightening values equal to 1 and a primary temperature of
2 IBVS 5860
Table 1: List of minima of HD 350731. O   C values are derived from Eqs. 1 and 2.
Epoh Min Unertainty O   C Observer Filter
HJD-2400000 [days℄ [days℄
54299.9065 I 0.0002 0.0002 CWR V
54340.7838 I 0.0002 -0.0009 CWR V
54345.6896 I 0.0001 -0.0005 CWR V




















































data have been shifted in magnitude























Figure 2. Phase plot of the B   V , V  R
C
and V   I
C
olours of HD 350731. The latter two olours
have been shifted for larity by 0.1 and 0.2mag. respetively.
Table 2: Calulated system parameters for HD 350731.
























= 10500K, based on the spetral type (Cox, 2000). Unertainties on the alulated
parameters were then derived by varying q in the range given above. The results obtained
are presented in Table 2.
HD 350731 shows some satter outside of elipse, but no periodiity was found. Mainly
beause of the fairly short period of this eentri elipsing binary, apsidal motion will
be dominated by general relativisti eets. With an estimate of 3 M

for the mass
of a main sequene primary (Cox, 2000), general relativity predits an apsidal motion
of 28  6
Æ
per entury (Gimenez, 1985), while lassial eets are only responsible for
less than one tenth of that amount (Claret & Gimenez, 1993). Beause the argument
of periastron ! is lose to the asending node, variations in the phase of the seondary
minimum will however be almost negligible in the near future.
A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ECLIPSE MAPPING OF RW Tri IN THE LOW LUMINOSITY STATE
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RW Tri is a bright well known elipsing nova-like system. It was disovered in 1937
(Protith, 1937). Walker (1963) determined the orbital period to be 5.57 h. Afriano
et al. (1978) found that elipse timings demand that the ephemeris has a yli term
with a period of 2777 or 4980 days. Dierent authors give dierent values of the system
inlination angle i: 80
Æ
(Longmore et al. 1981), 82
Æ
(Frank & King 1981), 70.5
Æ
(Smak
1995). Frank & King (1981) found that the dis size is about 0.4a where a is the orbital
separation.
Horne & Stiening (1985) performed the rst elipse mapping of the system. They
found that the temperature of the inner part of aretion dis is about 40000 K. Also
using the elipse mapping tehnique, Rutten et al. (1992) determined the mass aretion
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Figure 1. Fragment of the AAVSO visual light urve of RW Tri. Elipse observations are marked with
an arrow.
2 IBVS 5861
Poole et al. (2003) estimated the range for the primary and seondary stellar masses as
0.4 - 0.7 and 0.3 - 0.4 M

respetively. Groot et al. (2004) using spetral elipse mapping







In our paper we used AAVSO observations of RW Tri, obtained by Keith Graham
with a Meade LX200 f/10 12" telesope and SBIG ST-9E CCD amera in V band. The
exposure duration is 70 se and the read time for this CCD is less than 1 se. Observations
were obtained during the low luminosity state (Fig. 1) on Otober 10, 2005 (JD 2453672).




7 visual magnitudes for about
150 days. There are no outbursts observed during this state although the time interval
between AAVSO visual measurements was sometimes longer than 25 days. This shows
that the aretion dis temperature is high enough even in low state to hold the hydrogen
in the ionized state and to prevent the appearane of the outbursts (this situation is
typial for nova-like stars).
The elipse light urve is shown in Fig. 2. For our observations, the out-of-elipse









04. There is a small eet of the hotspot presene on the post elipse light
urve (0.05 - 0.1 phase interval). The light urve before the elipse does not show the
typial hump usually assoiated with a bright spot. This feature appears in atalysmi
variables due to anisotropi radiation of the hot spot in the plae where the aretion ow
shoks the aretion dis. Apparently the outer part of aretion dis is optially thin


























Figure 2. Top: normalized light urve of RW Tri and the model t. Fluxes were alulated using zero
magnitude absolute uxes, determined by Bessel et al. (1998). Below: residuals for the t. One an see
that large amplitude residuals orrespond to the ikering on out-of-elipse parts of the light urve.
In this paper we used zero magnitude absolute uxes, determined by Bessel et al.
(1998) to prepare our observations for the elipse mapping proedures.
We applied a geneti algorithm elipse mapping tehnique (see Halevin, 2007 for de-
tailed desription) to alulate the elipse map of the RW Tri aretion dis. In our
modiation the aretion dis brightness is modeled with a distribution of radiating
IBVS 5861 3
points in the orbital plane inside the Rohe lobe of the primary star. Our tehnique looks
for an optimal spatial distribution of the points to t the observed elipse light urve.
The system ux is reonstruted here by summing of the brightness of points visible at
dierent phases.
To remove smooth orbital brightness variations we used a seond-order polynomial
approximation for the out-of-elipse parts of the light urve. After that we divided the
elipse light urve by the approximation values and saled the result with the polynomial
value at zero phase.











). Elipse models for other system parameters estimates
show either shifted or highly asymmetri aretion dis elipse maps (Halevin & Henden,
2008).
One an see the normalized phase light urve of the elipse with the t and residuals
in Fig. 2. To estimate the errors of our observations we alulated the sattering of the
residuals in the elipse time range where the ikering is not signiant. The error value










. So in the mid-elipse the signal-to-






























and therefore has a signal to noise of 40.
X







Figure 3. Elipse map for the JD 2453672 light urve of RW Tri alulated for the system parameters
q = 0:86 and i = 75
Æ
. The solid line is the ballisti trajetory of the aretion stream. Spatial
oordinates are in orbital separation units.
To build the map of aretion dis we used a model with 300 radiating points. The
orresponding smoothed map for the brightness distribution in the aretion dis is in
Fig. 3. The solid line inside the Rohe lobe shows a ballisti stream trajetory.
4 IBVS 5861
One an see that the brightest part of aretion dis is about 0.1a in radius and the
hotspot distane is about 0.17a. We onsider this value as the real size of aretion dis.
Figure 4. Azimuthally averaged radial intensity distribution in aretion dis for Fig. 3 elipse map
(top). Radial brightness temperature distribution in aretion dis. Solid lines are theoretial









rate (bottom). Dashed line shows ritial temperature above whih gas is in steady aretion regime
Warner (1995).
Trigonometri parallax determination with the Hubble Spae Telesope gave a distane









was taken using the value for the nearest objet
from Nekel et al. (1980), we alulated the radial brightness temperature distribution
in the dis and ompared it with preditions of aretion dis models. In the ase of the
A
V
=0 one would obtain the temperature beomes about 13 perent lower. It shows the
importane of the interstellar extintion aounting in our ase.
In Fig. 4 the radial brightness temperature plot is shown. Here we ompare the ob-





solar masses per year. Our t of the temperature distribution with that

















(during the low luminosity state).






found b = 0:56(0:01). Our estimate of parameter b is far from that predited in the
steady state model 3=4 value. From Fig. 4 one an see that the temperature distribution
onsists of two dierent parts: for R less than 0:14a and for R greater than this radius.
If we t these parts separately, we obtain values b = 0:52  0:04 for R < 0:14a and
b = 0:74 0:03 for R > 0:14a. This dierene is typial for SW Sex type stars.









, but during their observations the system was in
the high luminosity state (V  12:
m
5) and the authors used lower distane value to be 300
p. Aording to their data the temperature in the dis does not drop below the ritial
value, above whih gas remains in the steady state aretion regime, typial for lassial
nova-like systems.
The dashed urve in Fig. 4. shows the ritial temperature level Warner (1995), al-
ulated for the RW Tri system parameters. One an see that the temperature drops
below ritial value immediately after the hotspot distane and, hene, the most probable
aretion dis radius. It is enough for the aretion dis to remain in the steady state.
Using elipse mapping tehniques we alulated the radial brightness temperature dis-
tribution. For inner parts of aretion dis the slope of this distribution is lose to the
R
 1=2
law. For outer parts the temperature distribution orresponds to a steady state
R
 3=4








. Our results show that even during the low luminosity phase, dis remains in
the hot steady state.
Aknowledgements: We aknowledge with thanks the variable star observations
from the AAVSO International Database ontributed by observers worldwide and used in
this researh.
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On Ot. 26, 2008, Maehara (2008) reported outburst of the dwarf nova in Triangulum












3 J2000. The brightness of the nova
at the time of disovery was 14:
m
12, measured with unltered CCD. A faint ounterpart
with J = 21:74 was found in GSC2.3. It indiates large amplitude super-outburst
 8
m
, typial for WZ Sge-type dwarf novae. These objets are haraterized by the
\outburst orbital humps" or \early superhumps", whih appear in the early phase of
outburst with the binary orbital period. Nakajima (see Kato, 2008a) did not detet any
lear superhumps larger than 0:
m
1 during the 7.5 hour observations of this dwarf nova
before Ot. 28, 2008.
Our UBV (RI)
C
observations of the superoutburst of the dwarf Nova Tri 2008 were
obtained with the 0.5m telesope of the Astronomial Institute of the Slovak Aademy of
Sienes at Stara Lesna Observatory from Otober 26, 2008 till November 7, 2008. The
SBIG ST10-MXE CCD amera (2184x1472) was used. The part of our CCD frame with
the objet and omparison stars is presented in Fig. 1.
In this paper we analyse only our V observations. We used GSC 2336 2105 (V = 9:
m
95
aording to Hipparos and Tyho Catalogues (ESA, 1997) and our own measurements)
as a omparison star. (No. 1 in the nding hart shown in Fig. 1.) Its onstany was
heked against a number of hek stars in the eld. (No. 2 { 4 in Fig. 1.)
The light urve of the outburst in V passband is presented in Fig. 2. The higher
resolution of observational runs A (early superhumps) and B (ordinary superhumps) are
shown in Fig. 3.
Fourier period analysis of our CCD observations taken from Ot. 26 till Nov. 1, 2008
(during the rst 8 nights of the superoutburst), after trend removal, revealed the pres-
ene of small amplitude early superhumps (double-humped variations) with the period
76:460:5 minutes (0:
d
0531). This period was used to onstrut the phase diagram of the
residuals. Their mean values with errors are given in Fig. 4. The observations taken from
Nov. 2 till Nov. 7, 2008 revealed the presene of 77:330:2 minutes (0:
d
0537) superhumps.
Their phase diagram is presented in Fig. 5. It is remarkable, that the superhump period
of dwarf Nova Tri 2008 is the shortest one among WZ Sge-type objets.
2 IBVS 5862
Figure 1. UBV (RI)
C
photometri omparison sequene around dwarf Nova Tri 2008.
Similar period values were obtained just reently by Maehara and Ohshima (see Kato,
2008b).
This researh made use of the SIMBAD data base, operated by the CDS at Strasbourg,
Frane.
Aknowledgements. This study was supported by the VEGA grant No. 7010 of the
Slovak Aademy of Sienes, SAI sholarship(VIM) and RFBR No. 08-02-01220(SSY).
Referenes:
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Kato, T., 2008a, vsnet-alert 10639
Kato, T., 2008b, vsnet-alert 10686
Maehara, H., 2008, vsnet-alert 10628
ERRATUM FOR IBVS 5862
In IBVS 5862, the disovery of the CV was inorretly attributed to Maehara (2008).
The variable was disovered by the Catalina Real Time Transient Survey and designated
as CSS081026:023839+355648.
Referene:
Catalysmi Variables deteted by CSS, http://nesssi.ar.alteh.edu/atalina/BrightCV.html
The Editors
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Figure 2. The light urve of dwarf Nova Tri 2008. The higher resolution of observational runs A and
B are shown in Fig. 3.
Figure 3. The early superhumps (A) and ordinary superhumps (B).
4 IBVS 5862
Figure 4. The phase diagram of early superhumps (mean values).
Figure 5. The phase diagram of ordinary superhumps.
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The present 79th Name-List of Variable Stars ontains data neessary for identiations
of new variables nally designated in 2008. This list is speial beause it ontains almost
only stars earlier inluded into the NSV atalogue (Kholopov, 1982) or its Supplement
(Kazarovets et al., 1998). Exeptions are several Novae and unusual variables named
upon requests of the IAU Bureau of Astronomial Telegrams. With the 1270 stars of the
urrent Name-List, the total number of named variable stars, not ounting designated
non-existing stars or stars subsequently identied with earlier-named variables, is now
41 483.
In order to keep the volume of this publiation reasonable, we deided to separate the
atalogue of newly designated variables (to be published elsewhere in the nearest future)
from the Name-List proper. In aordane to this, Table 1 of the urrent Name-List, deal-
ing with stars that were already atalogued, ontains the NSV number, new GCVS name,
equatorial oordinates (rounded to an auray suÆient for identiation), and variabil-
ity type for eah star. The order of stars in Table 1 orresponds to the order of stars in the
GCVS. The eletroni version of the Name-List at http://www.sai.msu.su/gvs/gvs/nl79
additionally presents variability ranges, identiations with astronomial atalogues, and
bibliographi referenes for the newly named variable stars. The remarks onerning the
two unusual variables, V1710 Aql (type *) and V1129 Cen (type EB+*) follow Table 1.
The stars in Table 1 were seleted in the ourse of our large-sale systemati revision of
the NSV atalogue. For a part of them, studies by dierent authors have been published
during the reent deades. For many other stars, we were able to properly study and
lassify them using publily available data of modern automati sky surveys, rst of all,
of the ASAS-3 survey (Pojmanski, 2002).
As usual, we ontinued naming Novae and other variables of astrophysial importane
upon requests from the IAU Bureau of Astronomial Telegrams. Suh stars, named sine
the 78th Name-List (Kazarovets et al., 2006), are listed in Table 2. It ontains, for
eah star, its GCVS name, equatorial oordinates (rounded to an auray suÆient for
identiation), variability type, range of variation with the photometri system indiated
(an asterisk means an instrumental CCD system), epoh of maximum brightness (for
Novae), and two referenes. The rst referene is to the disovery announement and the
2 IBVS 5863
seond one, to the nding hart. \2MASS" instead of the seond referene means that
the star an be found using its oordinates in the 2MASS atalogue (Cutri et al., 2003).
This study was supported in part by Russian Foundation for Basi Researh through
grant 08-02-00375, by the Programme \Origin and Evolution of Stars and Galaxies" of the
Presidium of Russian Aademy of Sienes, and by the Support Programme for Leading
Sienti Shools of Russia (grant NSh 433.2008.2). Our researh has made extensive
use of the exellent ASAS-3 data base. Eetive software for period determination was
kindly provided by Dr. V.P. Goranskij. Thanks are due to Dr. B. Reipurth for valuable
suggestions.
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ERRATUM FOR IBVS 5721
In IBVS No. 5721 (\The 78th Name-List of Variable Stars"), erroneous oordinates of
















NSV Name R.A., Del., 2000.0 Type NSV Name R.A., Del., 2000.0 Type
h m s o ' " h m s o ' "
00098 V0456 And 00 13 52.6 +45 26 34 SR 24897 V1717 Aql 19 49 01.5 +00 29 12 M
00288 V0457 And 00 45 42.2 +46 11 58 M: 12461 V1718 Aql 19 50 34.0 +00 54 38 SRB
00608 V0458 And 01 44 02.1 +48 02 43 EA 24909 V1719 Aql 19 50 44.2 +01 45 50 EA
00854 V0459 And 02 33 57.9 +45 59 56 M 12510 V1720 Aql 19 52 54.1 +06 40 54 LB
00855 V0460 And 02 34 14.3 +42 14 28 DSCT 24910 alpha Aql 19 50 47.0 +08 52 06 DSCT
14453 V0461 And 23 11 59.0 +49 39 37 LB 20721 V0882 Ara 16 39 56.4 -61 09 28 EA
14500 V0462 And 23 19 32.6 +45 55 32 EA 07991 V0883 Ara 16 51 45.1 -50 17 47 EA
14514 V0463 And 23 20 13.9 +37 08 40 EB 08110 V0884 Ara 17 02 41.0 -58 54 20 EA
26077 V0464 And 23 24 01.8 +46 52 12 SRB 08125 V0885 Ara 17 03 59.7 -63 24 36 EB
14742 V0465 And 23 53 15.9 +46 53 06 LB 21540 V0886 Ara 17 21 56.2 -51 25 26 SRB
04537 BG Ant 09 34 23.7 -25 33 13 EB 08629 V0887 Ara 17 27 10.1 -57 11 44 EB:
04565 BH Ant 09 39 14.5 -24 40 37 SRB 08808 V0888 Ara 17 30 30.6 -61 46 25 EW
04593 BI Ant 09 42 53.8 -40 12 54 SRA 09348 V0889 Ara 17 39 42.0 -52 38 03 EA
04604 BK Ant 09 44 14.8 -39 39 41 RRAB 09472 V0890 Ara 17 41 34.5 -48 54 36 CWA
04649 BL Ant 09 50 53.5 -27 07 18 EW 09482 V0891 Ara 17 41 50.2 -51 53 36 EB
04652 BM Ant 09 51 08.6 -29 08 51 EW 09542 V0892 Ara 17 43 27.5 -52 21 43 EA
04681 BN Ant 09 57 06.0 -39 17 26 RRAB 09650 V0893 Ara 17 47 03.3 -46 33 49 EA
04749 BO Ant 10 07 53.8 -32 35 52 EB 09677 V0894 Ara 17 48 30.3 -51 13 36 EA
04766 BP Ant 10 10 31.4 -36 32 13 M 10164 V0895 Ara 18 06 01.7 -47 31 27 RVA
04792 BQ Ant 10 14 16.6 -33 43 22 SRB 10161 V0896 Ara 18 06 16.7 -56 02 13 EA
04801 BR Ant 10 15 55.5 -30 57 52 LB 00930 BD Ari 02 48 12.4 +16 16 28 SRB
04817 BS Ant 10 17 53.4 -37 50 12 SRB 01707 V0556 Aur 04 45 18.8 +35 58 15 SR
04885 BT Ant 10 32 02.6 -30 10 37 RR 01732 V0557 Aur 04 50 46.7 +42 40 32 SR:
04925 BU Ant 10 39 10.2 -39 39 28 LB 01753 V0558 Aur 04 53 40.1 +37 18 44 SR:
05056 BV Ant 11 01 25.5 -37 10 18 EA 01766 V0559 Aur 04 55 45.0 +41 52 27 SR:
06592 PT Aps 14 15 33.0 -72 17 40 EA 16199 V0560 Aur 04 56 42.8 +39 17 24 EA
06722 PU Aps 14 37 53.2 -74 21 57 EA 01813 V0561 Aur 05 03 54.2 +29 49 04 LB
06956 PV Aps 15 11 28.5 -73 25 34 EA 01916 V0562 Aur 05 18 55.3 +29 38 21 EW
07039 PW Aps 15 25 28.4 -78 26 55 SRB 01943 V0563 Aur 05 22 00.6 +32 53 53 LB
07907 PX Aps 16 45 29.9 -76 48 19 EB: 02072 V0564 Aur 05 32 05.0 +30 06 55 SRB
08251 PY Aps 17 13 40.1 -73 53 43 SRB 02432 V0565 Aur 05 37 42.4 +39 15 30 EA
08564 PZ Aps 17 24 47.0 -69 08 48 EA 02565 V0566 Aur 05 42 03.0 +41 03 48 SR
10349 QQ Aps 18 17 01.8 -78 10 33 EA 02591 V0567 Aur 05 43 37.0 +33 54 14 EW
13281 NZ Aqr 20 46 05.1 -04 31 07 LB 02590 V0568 Aur 05 43 55.5 +44 51 40 SRB
13331 OO Aqr 20 49 43.2 -13 07 36 EW 02621 V0569 Aur 05 46 34.2 +44 26 52 EB
13435 OP Aqr 20 58 10.4 -03 07 31 LB 02645 V0570 Aur 05 49 27.8 +44 39 24 SRB
13526 OQ Aqr 21 06 09.1 -08 11 12 SRB 02651 V0571 Aur 05 49 41.9 +39 54 40 LB
25517 OR Aqr 21 13 13.7 -04 16 00 EA 02735 V0572 Aur 05 56 51.0 +30 06 57 LB
13694 OS Aqr 21 25 39.2 -13 32 19 EB 02739 V0573 Aur 05 58 04.3 +46 48 11 LB
25913 OT Aqr 22 29 13.3 -09 02 54 SRB 02763 V0574 Aur 06 01 48.7 +51 45 03 RRAB
14437 OU Aqr 23 08 48.0 -12 20 40 LB 02828 V0575 Aur 06 07 30.9 +51 06 53 RRAB
26081 OV Aqr 23 26 08.6 -19 22 24 EA 02850 V0576 Aur 06 10 11.3 +30 01 44 EA
14603 OW Aqr 23 32 18.0 -17 23 51 RRAB 16791 V0577 Aur 06 10 18.1 +32 03 11 SR:
14744 OX Aqr 23 54 01.3 -07 40 39 RRAB 02939 V0578 Aur 06 22 50.0 +30 19 52 LB
11441 V1707 Aql 18 52 03.7 +11 17 26 EA 02951 V0579 Aur 06 25 46.5 +46 19 58 EA
11493 V1708 Aql 18 53 57.5 +01 36 41 SR: 03008 V0580 Aur 06 32 14.1 +31 09 54 EA
24627 V1709 Aql 18 54 54.4 +01 07 18 GDOR 06461 HQ Boo 13 49 52.2 +12 22 29 RRAB
24661 V1710 Aql 19 02 00.3 +02 09 11 * 06813 HR Boo 14 48 33.0 +21 44 01 EW
24712 V1711 Aql 19 13 15.2 +01 34 38 LB 06881 HS Boo 15 00 06.3 +21 47 43 RRAB
12008 V1712 Aql 19 25 28.5 +11 23 39 EW 06940 HT Boo 15 06 46.1 +21 26 17 RRAB
12215 V1713 Aql 19 37 44.0 +01 49 36 EW 06948 HU Boo 15 07 31.5 +25 03 07 RRC
12263 V1714 Aql 19 39 39.5 +09 34 10 EA 06969 HV Boo 15 09 49.8 +26 51 15 RRAB
12374 V1715 Aql 19 45 39.2 -05 19 18 M 01698 SW Cae 04 41 41.9 -33 14 53 SRB
12433 V1716 Aql 19 48 58.7 +12 34 06 SRB 01708 SX Cae 04 43 56.5 -43 05 19 EA
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01403 MX Cam 03 56 24.5 +69 02 28 EA 03475 V0395 CMa 07 14 20.3 -19 40 22 SRB
15852 MY Cam 03 59 18.3 +57 14 14 ELL 03482 V0396 CMa 07 14 42.1 -17 25 41 LB
01444 MZ Cam 04 05 15.9 +54 36 11 DCEPS 03489 V0397 CMa 07 15 18.3 -16 16 12 EA
01485 NN Cam 04 12 38.2 +69 29 09 UG 17456 V0398 CMa 07 23 34.7 -31 18 00 EA
01495 NO Cam 04 14 51.6 +75 20 41 EW 03434 DF CMi 07 10 23.2 +06 29 12 SRB
02748 NP Cam 06 02 05.2 +72 51 05 SRD: 03521 DG CMi 07 18 33.4 +09 29 40 EA
03715 NQ Cam 07 48 12.8 +72 29 17 EW 03522 DH CMi 07 18 44.8 +10 21 53 SRB
03754 NR Cam 07 54 30.6 +78 06 45 EW 03594 DI CMi 07 27 00.3 +03 58 27 LB
03771 NS Cam 07 55 39.7 +74 15 11 EB 03637 DK CMi 07 33 14.2 +02 44 16 EA
04019 NT Cam 08 24 17.4 +74 30 25 DSCT 03710 DL CMi 07 44 36.4 +07 16 52 EA
04638 NU Cam 09 54 47.4 +83 21 01 EB 17647 DM CMi 07 53 59.9 +03 45 00 EA
04069 IR Cn 08 26 18.4 +23 15 13 EB 03927 DN CMi 08 09 52.9 +05 03 37 SRB
04150 IS Cn 08 36 47.4 +06 59 22 LB 13698 CP Cap 21 25 59.3 -15 03 05 RRC:
04207 IT Cn 08 42 42.6 +21 24 57 EW: 13702 CQ Cap 21 26 32.7 -17 52 42 EB
04347 IU Cn 09 00 59.1 +12 58 52 EW 13710 CR Cap 21 27 21.2 -19 07 59 RR(B)
06154 EK CVn 13 14 32.5 +34 20 56 LB: 13967 CS Cap 21 56 54.3 -12 12 50 SRB
19773 EL CVn 13 23 57.0 +43 35 55 EA 17246 V0603 Car 06 55 10.1 -62 07 47 RRAB
06227 EM CVn 13 24 22.8 +48 04 38 SR 03497 V0604 Car 07 14 50.6 -59 16 04 EW
06303 EN CVn 13 32 05.3 +46 00 07 EA 03687 V0605 Car 07 39 50.2 -53 38 28 EB
02888 V0360 CMa 06 15 07.6 -14 55 04 RRAB 03725 V0606 Car 07 44 38.7 -56 42 32 EA
02956 V0361 CMa 06 25 01.2 -23 28 26 SRB 17677 V0607 Car 07 56 22.7 -61 17 02 ACV
02969 V0362 CMa 06 26 50.3 -23 15 06 EB 03920 V0608 Car 08 07 34.0 -55 19 37 EW
02985 V0363 CMa 06 29 41.3 -20 21 46 SRB 04408 V0609 Car 09 10 25.5 -57 30 22 EA
03015 V0364 CMa 06 31 47.7 -14 54 51 SRB 04476 V0610 Car 09 22 59.8 -59 44 56 EA
03037 V0365 CMa 06 35 17.9 -15 22 50 SRA 04528 V0611 Car 09 31 35.2 -65 51 05 EA
03044 V0366 CMa 06 35 41.1 -29 12 46 SRA 04535 V0612 Car 09 33 14.2 -64 21 07 M
03042 V0367 CMa 06 35 46.9 -13 05 02 SR: 04546 V0613 Car 09 35 16.6 -60 27 28 EA
03046 V0368 CMa 06 36 39.5 -16 59 34 SRB 04559 V0614 Car 09 36 57.8 -65 50 07 SRB
03051 V0369 CMa 06 37 16.5 -29 50 02 SRB 04560 V0615 Car 09 37 35.8 -58 30 38 SRB
03084 V0370 CMa 06 40 05.5 -13 55 31 SRB 04591 V0616 Car 09 41 07.2 -72 53 19 LB
03169 V0371 CMa 06 41 08.1 -20 09 05 SRB 04589 V0617 Car 09 41 33.9 -61 39 03 M
03184 V0372 CMa 06 43 14.2 -15 56 12 SRB 04592 V0618 Car 09 42 11.8 -59 02 18 SRA
03209 V0373 CMa 06 46 33.0 -19 19 18 SRB 04610 V0619 Car 09 43 13.0 -72 06 38 LB
03242 V0374 CMa 06 51 23.2 -16 14 56 SRB 04603 V0620 Car 09 43 16.3 -66 03 52 LB
03251 V0375 CMa 06 52 05.7 -13 29 57 EA 04606 V0621 Car 09 43 41.4 -61 32 15 M
03267 V0376 CMa 06 54 04.7 -19 29 54 LB 04611 V0622 Car 09 43 47.1 -66 04 54 SRB
17233 V0377 CMa 06 55 16.1 -17 12 55 EA 04625 V0623 Car 09 45 33.8 -73 58 00 EA
03308 V0378 CMa 06 57 14.1 -31 24 58 EB 04626 V0624 Car 09 45 58.0 -72 12 38 SRB
03327 V0379 CMa 06 59 55.8 -15 55 47 LB 04657 V0625 Car 09 50 47.8 -67 23 15 EW
03336 V0380 CMa 07 01 04.0 -18 51 36 LB 04659 V0626 Car 09 50 48.0 -69 06 03 LB
17283 V0381 CMa 07 01 32.1 -27 51 34 EB 04655 V0627 Car 09 51 08.6 -57 08 45 SRA:
03348 V0382 CMa 07 02 29.7 -15 39 20 SRB 04666 V0628 Car 09 51 33.2 -73 36 11 SRB
03357 V0383 CMa 07 03 11.0 -24 51 06 SRB 04670 V0629 Car 09 53 04.6 -65 48 10 EW
03362 V0384 CMa 07 03 55.1 -17 52 48 DCEP 04679 V0630 Car 09 54 59.7 -61 57 40 M:
03361 V0385 CMa 07 04 04.7 -16 06 22 SRB 04687 V0631 Car 09 57 18.3 -67 10 09 SRB
03366 V0386 CMa 07 04 32.3 -19 37 46 LB 04686 V0632 Car 09 57 50.3 -58 15 33 EA
03384 V0387 CMa 07 05 36.1 -25 06 33 SRB 04700 V0633 Car 09 58 22.5 -72 29 37 EA
17336 V0388 CMa 07 06 07.4 -12 57 08 EA 04708 V0634 Car 10 00 19.4 -69 13 40 SRA:
03391 V0389 CMa 07 06 17.2 -24 36 58 LB: 04711 V0635 Car 10 00 30.0 -69 58 21 EB
03393 V0390 CMa 07 06 38.0 -15 48 07 DCEP 04714 V0636 Car 10 01 03.4 -68 54 19 M
03433 V0391 CMa 07 09 46.2 -20 05 35 EA 04716 V0637 Car 10 01 23.7 -71 17 01 RRC
03439 V0392 CMa 07 10 16.4 -16 15 49 SRB 04718 V0638 Car 10 02 08.6 -70 06 35 SRA
03466 V0393 CMa 07 13 18.2 -14 34 47 SRB 04722 V0639 Car 10 02 34.7 -75 00 37 RRC
03471 V0394 CMa 07 14 01.7 -14 36 01 LB 04727 V0640 Car 10 04 30.3 -58 39 52 INA
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04728 V0641 Car 10 04 57.7 -60 04 56 M 14606 V1020 Cas 23 32 39.0 +63 04 09 DCEP
04735 V0642 Car 10 05 27.8 -67 36 59 M: 14638 V1021 Cas 23 35 24.0 +61 50 12 EA
04737 V0643 Car 10 06 09.0 -60 10 37 M 14773 V1022 Cas 23 57 08.5 +55 42 21 EA
04751 V0644 Car 10 06 47.5 -71 50 43 SR 18645 V1066 Cen 11 06 38.2 -49 18 00 SR
04754 V0645 Car 10 07 34.1 -63 09 49 M 05092 V1067 Cen 11 07 14.9 -44 11 34 M
04760 V0646 Car 10 09 14.3 -62 42 23 M 05095 V1068 Cen 11 07 25.4 -52 48 00 M
04769 V0647 Car 10 10 35.6 -61 51 48 SRB 05094 V1069 Cen 11 07 25.7 -42 46 31 M
04775 V0648 Car 10 11 02.9 -57 48 14 ZAND: 05130 V1070 Cen 11 11 39.7 -54 11 25 SRA:
04783 V0649 Car 10 12 46.3 -57 49 51 M 05128 V1071 Cen 11 12 07.6 -37 34 37 EA
04795 V0650 Car 10 14 12.1 -66 08 19 M 05131 V1072 Cen 11 12 13.3 -55 17 00 M
04830 V0651 Car 10 21 23.9 -68 50 23 M 05135 V1073 Cen 11 12 32.6 -47 33 41 M
04853 V0652 Car 10 24 54.1 -63 52 14 SRA: 05136 V1074 Cen 11 12 37.1 -56 20 16 EA
04858 V0653 Car 10 25 39.6 -68 14 56 M 05141 V1075 Cen 11 13 39.4 -47 27 23 M
18424 V0654 Car 10 29 24.6 -60 05 16 EA 05145 V1076 Cen 11 14 22.4 -42 40 20 M
04881 V0655 Car 10 30 08.8 -66 59 05 EA 05148 V1077 Cen 11 14 59.9 -42 28 27 M
04910 V0656 Car 10 36 27.1 -62 11 33 DCEP 05156 V1078 Cen 11 16 41.6 -42 38 10 EA
04919 V0657 Car 10 38 27.3 -57 19 38 M 05164 V1079 Cen 11 17 35.4 -51 37 40 M
18470 V0658 Car 10 38 47.3 -58 43 32 EA 05167 V1080 Cen 11 18 06.6 -46 08 51 M
04944 V0659 Car 10 41 13.2 -71 33 15 M 05176 V1081 Cen 11 21 58.3 -49 28 55 M
18486 V0660 Car 10 43 39.6 -60 10 22 M: 05177 V1082 Cen 11 22 05.5 -47 17 33 EA
18497 V0661 Car 10 44 00.4 -59 52 28 EA 05194 V1083 Cen 11 25 08.3 -60 31 28 LB
18518 V0662 Car 10 45 36.3 -59 48 23 EB 05201 V1084 Cen 11 26 12.2 -51 21 38 SRB
04984 V0663 Car 10 48 46.4 -69 17 50 M 05207 V1085 Cen 11 26 46.2 -50 47 14 M
04991 V0664 Car 10 50 30.7 -72 44 36 M 05215 V1086 Cen 11 28 18.5 -49 15 00 M
04996 V0665 Car 10 51 52.0 -66 20 07 EA 18773 V1087 Cen 11 28 52.0 -62 55 52 EA
05001 V0666 Car 10 52 08.2 -73 36 39 SRB 05218 V1088 Cen 11 28 55.8 -53 43 00 SRB
05002 V0667 Car 10 52 44.3 -58 10 39 SRB 18786 V1089 Cen 11 31 48.7 -60 41 36 EA
05009 V0668 Car 10 52 55.3 -69 39 08 M 05239 V1090 Cen 11 32 02.0 -44 23 02 M
05010 V0669 Car 10 53 23.8 -59 35 12 SRA: 05250 V1091 Cen 11 33 29.1 -53 37 13 M
05027 V0670 Car 10 56 36.5 -71 32 27 M 05265 V1092 Cen 11 36 26.2 -61 19 10 LC
05039 V0671 Car 10 58 09.3 -72 14 46 M 05264 V1093 Cen 11 36 26.7 -59 30 57 EA
05046 V0672 Car 10 59 25.4 -58 12 18 M 05266 V1094 Cen 11 36 33.8 -46 30 07 EB
05084 V0673 Car 11 05 38.6 -73 15 48 M 05297 V1095 Cen 11 41 48.8 -51 52 29 M:
18655 V0674 Car 11 06 50.2 -59 50 48 EA 05302 V1096 Cen 11 42 48.4 -51 46 09 SRB
05098 V0675 Car 11 07 42.1 -71 35 41 SRA: 18909 V1097 Cen 11 46 59.8 -62 28 29 EB
05112 V0676 Car 11 09 19.6 -71 48 11 SRB 05330 V1098 Cen 11 47 04.3 -62 28 55 SR:
05142 V0677 Car 11 13 28.9 -67 35 29 M 05335 V1099 Cen 11 47 20.2 -61 54 58 EB
05166 V0678 Car 11 17 29.0 -74 03 09 SRB 05340 V1100 Cen 11 47 53.8 -63 44 59 M
00042 V1004 Cas 00 07 19.1 +64 17 00 EA 05352 V1101 Cen 11 49 14.5 -46 13 23 EA
15024 V1005 Cas 00 07 25.3 +63 20 57 EA 05354 V1102 Cen 11 49 30.1 -35 46 54 SRB
15025 V1006 Cas 00 07 37.5 +53 31 36 GDOR 05363 V1103 Cen 11 51 13.6 -38 03 14 SRB
00049 V1007 Cas 00 08 03.3 +51 08 03 EW 05369 V1104 Cen 11 51 42.7 -62 53 11 EB
00135 V1008 Cas 00 21 16.2 +48 11 06 LB 05381 V1105 Cen 11 54 08.7 -54 10 17 SRB
00320 V1009 Cas 00 51 09.9 +56 04 59 EB 05386 V1106 Cen 11 55 12.9 -56 52 21 EB
00353 V1010 Cas 00 57 57.0 +60 06 15 EA 05405 V1107 Cen 11 59 03.5 -52 35 06 SRA
00381 V1011 Cas 01 04 15.0 +62 32 16 EB 05411 V1108 Cen 12 00 12.7 -42 12 04 SRA
15255 V1012 Cas 01 12 53.9 +51 36 08 GDOR 05418 V1109 Cen 12 00 46.1 -40 21 17 EA
00481 V1013 Cas 01 21 42.4 +61 46 07 DCEP 05440 V1110 Cen 12 03 47.8 -53 16 48 M
00517 V1014 Cas 01 28 36.5 +52 37 32 EB 05451 V1111 Cen 12 05 40.0 -35 45 17 SRB
00587 V1015 Cas 01 42 06.4 +70 43 39 EA 05459 V1112 Cen 12 06 37.7 -42 43 19 EW
15367 V1016 Cas 01 43 16.8 +59 59 51 DCEP 05460 V1113 Cen 12 06 46.9 -50 19 26 M
00752 V1017 Cas 02 14 24.8 +65 35 58 DCEP 05471 V1114 Cen 12 08 21.7 -43 04 01 RRC
01009 V1018 Cas 03 01 19.4 +60 34 20 EA 05480 V1115 Cen 12 10 06.8 -53 25 40 M
14486 V1019 Cas 23 17 51.6 +62 08 05 DCEPS 05487 V1116 Cen 12 11 03.2 -50 40 23 EA
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05497 V1117 Cen 12 11 57.6 -50 50 42 EA 06187 V1171 Cen 13 20 35.5 -63 24 43 BE
19345 V1118 Cen 12 16 43.0 -45 52 03 EA 06200 V1172 Cen 13 21 37.6 -61 34 15 LB
05525 V1119 Cen 12 16 56.8 -45 12 07 EA 06202 V1173 Cen 13 21 42.9 -60 49 47 SRB
05541 V1120 Cen 12 18 37.0 -53 08 12 M 06203 V1174 Cen 13 21 49.9 -61 57 03 BE
05584 V1121 Cen 12 23 38.7 -34 24 13 EA 06208 V1175 Cen 13 22 28.7 -45 53 30 EA
05590 V1122 Cen 12 24 03.0 -41 49 08 SRB 19754 V1176 Cen 13 23 01.8 -62 26 32 EA
05601 V1123 Cen 12 24 53.5 -47 09 08 SRD 06218 V1177 Cen 13 24 18.2 -37 17 01 EA
05620 V1124 Cen 12 26 36.6 -52 25 25 M 06226 V1178 Cen 13 24 53.5 -39 44 03 EA
05642 V1125 Cen 12 29 01.2 -47 57 39 SRB 06234 V1179 Cen 13 25 56.5 -40 18 19 RRC
05700 V1126 Cen 12 32 54.5 -54 38 54 LB 06237 V1180 Cen 13 26 29.2 -64 29 51 M
05723 V1127 Cen 12 33 52.8 -34 49 58 SRB 06255 V1181 Cen 13 27 45.4 -37 46 59 RRAB
05743 V1128 Cen 12 35 14.7 -35 36 50 LB 06256 V1182 Cen 13 28 10.1 -48 02 29 EA
19448 V1129 Cen 12 39 07.9 -45 33 44 EB+* 06263 V1183 Cen 13 28 51.5 -32 00 09 LB
05849 V1130 Cen 12 40 46.4 -34 51 35 RRC 06268 V1184 Cen 13 29 07.0 -35 52 41 RRC
05861 V1131 Cen 12 41 56.6 -50 16 12 M 06266 V1185 Cen 13 29 13.0 -64 06 41 LB:
05868 V1132 Cen 12 42 09.6 -43 55 03 M: 06262 V1186 Cen 13 29 14.0 -59 27 33 LB
05891 V1133 Cen 12 43 15.0 -33 41 02 EA 06269 V1187 Cen 13 29 14.4 -44 14 02 SRB
05922 V1134 Cen 12 44 54.1 -40 17 18 RRAB 06294 V1188 Cen 13 32 04.2 -38 36 32 RRAB
05946 V1135 Cen 12 48 00.5 -44 01 20 M 06318 V1189 Cen 13 34 59.4 -35 52 16 RRAB
05964 V1136 Cen 12 49 33.0 -55 23 40 M 06279 V1190 Cen 13 35 14.8 -43 50 22 SRB
05989 V1137 Cen 12 50 56.1 -31 19 19 LB: 06338 V1191 Cen 13 36 19.2 -34 25 12 RRAB
06001 V1138 Cen 12 52 03.8 -31 02 53 RRC 06344 V1192 Cen 13 37 36.8 -38 11 45 M
06003 V1139 Cen 12 52 23.8 -31 03 27 EW 06346 V1193 Cen 13 38 07.8 -39 29 53 SRA
06010 V1140 Cen 12 53 16.4 -37 21 02 EW 06354 V1194 Cen 13 38 34.6 -49 42 59 EB
06032 V1141 Cen 12 57 00.3 -33 30 07 LB 06358 V1195 Cen 13 39 39.4 -40 49 27 LB
06036 V1142 Cen 12 58 14.9 -62 58 08 EA 06360 V1196 Cen 13 40 02.1 -44 04 55 M
06045 V1143 Cen 12 59 08.5 -31 41 55 LB 19910 V1197 Cen 13 40 38.0 -63 22 30 DCEP
06047 V1144 Cen 12 59 14.9 -31 56 42 EA 19913 V1198 Cen 13 40 51.6 -62 52 47 EA
06048 V1145 Cen 12 59 47.8 -50 15 47 RRAB 06422 V1199 Cen 13 45 22.9 -35 56 16 SRA:
19569 V1146 Cen 13 00 50.2 -64 37 51 SRA 19977 V1200 Cen 13 52 17.5 -38 37 17 EA
06052 V1147 Cen 13 00 57.6 -49 12 12 UGSS: 06494 V1201 Cen 13 55 58.2 -30 29 36 SRB
06059 V1148 Cen 13 01 44.9 -50 42 17 M 20009 V1202 Cen 13 59 20.1 -62 27 37 EA
06061 V1149 Cen 13 01 54.9 -50 40 45 EA 20056 V1203 Cen 14 11 48.0 -62 01 35 EB
06065 V1150 Cen 13 02 38.4 -47 07 16 SRA 06584 V1204 Cen 14 13 48.4 -64 00 30 EA
06070 V1151 Cen 13 03 14.8 -48 30 29 M 06605 V1205 Cen 14 16 40.7 -36 56 18 SRA
06075 V1152 Cen 13 03 51.0 -64 06 00 LB 06624 V1206 Cen 14 19 29.1 -34 23 50 EA
06078 V1153 Cen 13 04 36.0 -61 40 17 EA 06635 V1207 Cen 14 21 03.2 -32 53 13 EA
06084 V1154 Cen 13 05 30.8 -52 06 56 SRS 06692 V1208 Cen 14 32 05.6 -63 31 39 M
19593 V1155 Cen 13 06 17.9 -48 27 46 BY 06714 V1209 Cen 14 36 03.1 -58 28 25 EA
06091 V1156 Cen 13 06 26.5 -38 23 17 EA 06728 V1210 Cen 14 36 55.6 -58 15 41 CEP(B)
06093 V1157 Cen 13 06 33.9 -42 32 33 M 06746 V1211 Cen 14 39 29.4 -42 27 08 EB:
06118 V1158 Cen 13 10 31.7 -45 19 47 SRB 00043 V0734 Cep 00 07 38.6 +76 08 28 EA
06121 V1159 Cen 13 10 44.1 -47 17 19 M 13492 V0735 Cep 21 02 23.9 +60 04 42 EA
19643 V1160 Cen 13 11 06.7 -54 10 00 EA 13635 V0736 Cep 21 16 29.1 +55 23 10 EW
06134 V1161 Cen 13 12 09.1 -39 54 44 SRA 13695 V0737 Cep 21 23 48.3 +63 33 28 EW
06132 V1162 Cen 13 12 24.0 -57 06 44 M 25632 V0738 Cep 21 29 55.1 +58 56 16 EA
06135 V1163 Cen 13 12 25.6 -57 00 01 SRB 13796 V0739 Cep 21 34 54.6 +55 56 32 DCEP
06139 V1164 Cen 13 13 00.4 -48 30 50 LB 14038 V0740 Cep 22 04 32.9 +80 11 15 RRAB
06151 V1165 Cen 13 14 46.4 -55 58 53 SRB 25862 V0741 Cep 22 13 48.1 +67 10 26 EA
06157 V1166 Cen 13 15 51.3 -63 53 03 EA 14111 V0742 Cep 22 17 24.3 +70 53 42 RRAB
06159 V1167 Cen 13 15 53.0 -36 03 48 RRAB 14110 V0743 Cep 22 18 06.2 +55 54 16 EA
06167 V1168 Cen 13 17 17.7 -33 47 21 RRAB 14149 V0744 Cep 22 24 05.0 +68 44 59 EB
19703 V1169 Cen 13 18 30.8 -62 39 45 EA 14280 V0745 Cep 22 37 51.8 +85 06 15 EA
06178 V1170 Cen 13 19 02.6 -47 07 21 M 14288 V0746 Cep 22 42 20.5 +65 54 43 EA
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00201 FV Cet 00 33 57.8 -13 31 19 RRAB 05749 WX Crv 12 35 17.4 -20 33 45 SRB
00252 FW Cet 00 40 24.6 -21 34 34 RRAB 05901 WY Crv 12 43 42.7 -13 51 13 RRAB
00285 FX Cet 00 45 06.1 -18 54 15 RRAB 05914 WZ Crv 12 44 15.2 -21 25 35 EA
15337 FY Cet 01 35 47.9 -11 22 29 SRB 05042 AC Crt 10 59 21.8 -12 28 40 EW
00601 FZ Cet 01 42 25.2 -22 15 57 UGSU 05159 AD Crt 11 17 14.9 -23 36 06 SRB
00646 GG Cet 01 53 01.0 -08 04 22 RRAB 05327 AE Crt 11 46 47.1 -15 20 02 SRB
00675 GH Cet 01 56 49.9 -21 11 44 EA 05359 AF Crt 11 49 48.0 -08 17 20 SRB
15628 GI Cet 03 03 13.1 +00 54 20 SR 05435 EK Cru 12 02 58.5 -62 40 19 EB
04451 EW Cha 09 14 02.6 -82 13 12 EA 19280 EL Cru 12 11 11.7 -62 45 34 EA
04547 EX Cha 09 33 25.7 -78 52 55 M 05594 EM Cru 12 24 39.8 -62 45 50 M
04911 EY Cha 10 35 25.0 -77 59 09 SRA: 05616 EN Cru 12 26 06.2 -59 37 22 SRB
04933 EZ Cha 10 39 09.0 -77 57 22 LB 05640 EO Cru 12 29 00.8 -61 15 58 EA
04980 FF Cha 10 46 44.9 -80 26 14 LB 05783 EP Cru 12 37 16.8 -56 47 17 EA
05004 FG Cha 10 51 28.6 -80 46 40 SRA 19453 EQ Cru 12 40 24.3 -59 49 11 EA
05055 FH Cha 11 00 14.1 -76 44 16 IT: 05870 ER Cru 12 42 21.3 -58 28 07 SRB
18674 FI Cha 11 07 43.7 -77 39 41 INT 05930 ES Cru 12 46 13.2 -61 50 09 SRB
18675 FK Cha 11 07 58.0 -77 38 44 INT 05978 ET Cru 12 50 28.0 -60 39 49 EA
18679 FL Cha 11 08 39.0 -77 16 04 INT 11822 V2469 Cyg 19 12 16.1 +49 42 24 EA
05116 FM Cha 11 09 53.4 -76 34 26 INT 11924 V2470 Cyg 19 19 58.0 +46 53 21 RRAB
18686 FN Cha 11 10 04.7 -76 35 45 INT 12777 V2471 Cyg 20 04 31.5 +53 03 44 EW
05124 FO Cha 11 10 49.6 -77 17 52 INT 24999 V2472 Cyg 20 05 02.6 +41 59 44 LB
05191 FP Cha 11 24 05.9 -75 54 49 SRA 12860 V2473 Cyg 20 09 45.8 +48 52 07 EA
05228 FQ Cha 11 30 11.0 -78 07 03 SRB 12870 V2474 Cyg 20 10 46.2 +33 48 05 EB:
05260 FR Cha 11 35 22.8 -81 50 50 SRB 12928 V2475 Cyg 20 13 56.2 +35 19 41 DCEP
05366 FS Cha 11 51 38.7 -78 11 54 M 12945 V2476 Cyg 20 14 39.7 +35 39 14 EB
05371 FT Cha 11 51 53.9 -76 44 07 SRA 13016 V2477 Cyg 20 18 58.9 +56 36 19 EW
05423 FU Cha 12 00 59.3 -79 46 00 SRB 25285 V2478 Cyg 20 42 24.6 +42 18 05 EW
05694 FV Cha 12 33 33.9 -82 26 28 SRB 25325 V2479 Cyg 20 45 10.8 +36 48 42 LB
05918 FW Cha 12 45 56.9 -81 00 08 M 13506 V2480 Cyg 21 04 05.9 +39 33 00 EA
05965 FX Cha 12 50 57.1 -81 19 24 SRB 25452 V2481 Cyg 21 04 17.1 +37 51 07 M:
06057 FY Cha 13 02 10.3 -76 03 04 LB: 25482 V2482 Cyg 21 07 39.5 +40 40 02 M:
06069 FZ Cha 13 04 23.1 -79 27 38 LB 25486 V2483 Cyg 21 08 09.4 +36 28 19 EB
06192 GG Cha 13 21 57.3 -78 10 43 LB 25535 V2484 Cyg 21 15 22.9 +38 04 04 LB
06252 GH Cha 13 29 27.8 -79 07 04 SRB 13625 V2485 Cyg 21 15 37.2 +38 02 28 EB
06312 GI Cha 13 36 25.5 -79 33 27 SRB 13637 V2486 Cyg 21 16 59.4 +40 19 57 EA
06334 GK Cha 13 37 53.4 -75 50 22 M 25545 V2487 Cyg 21 18 50.7 +39 54 12 LB:
06421 GL Cha 13 47 35.3 -76 07 15 M 25674 V2488 Cyg 21 33 32.7 +36 31 19 SRB
06392 DH Cir 13 42 55.1 -65 22 42 SRB 25697 V2489 Cyg 21 36 21.7 +38 23 24 SR
06518 DI Cir 14 01 49.5 -64 49 17 EA 13853 V2490 Cyg 21 42 26.0 +28 49 47 EB
06792 DK Cir 14 47 12.7 -57 40 38 EA 13112 OS Del 20 29 56.5 +09 35 44 RRAB
06800 DL Cir 14 48 08.1 -60 34 09 EA 13121 OT Del 20 31 31.9 +06 46 32 EA
07044 DM Cir 15 24 08.5 -56 50 15 EW 13149 OU Del 20 34 14.3 +06 34 06 LB:
02740 AV Col 05 56 50.6 -27 40 02 RRAB 13271 OV Del 20 45 00.3 +16 48 05 LB
02826 AW Col 06 05 11.3 -32 43 51 EA 13304 OW Del 20 48 14.3 +04 36 54 EA
03034 AX Col 06 34 04.9 -41 32 32 SRA 25346 OX Del 20 49 00.6 +16 13 48 EA
19199 MS Com 12 06 00.8 +23 12 17 GDOR 01687 BD Dor 04 38 19.1 -57 12 14 EA
19553 MT Com 12 55 10.6 +26 42 27 NL+ZZ 04629 MW Dra 09 50 17.1 +74 58 16 EA
06277 MU Com 13 29 53.1 +25 39 04 SRB 05499 MX Dra 12 12 15.1 +68 53 00 RS
10915 V0731 CrA 18 30 51.8 -37 16 49 EB 05631 MY Dra 12 27 43.1 +67 58 06 EA
11217 V0732 CrA 18 42 51.2 -43 11 21 EA 05644 MZ Dra 12 28 24.7 +74 14 07 EA
11335 V0733 CrA 18 47 37.7 -41 03 44 EA 06080 NN Dra 13 04 03.0 +65 15 24 EW
11391 V0734 CrA 18 51 08.7 -43 11 06 EA 20276 NO Dra 15 11 44.4 +63 37 19 EA
11767 V0735 CrA 19 10 12.9 -44 31 17 M 22984 NP Dra 17 35 16.3 +55 00 12 EA
05526 WW Crv 12 17 02.5 -24 18 50 LB 11317 NQ Dra 18 44 13.2 +57 41 01 RRAB
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12492 NR Dra 19 49 53.9 +68 10 20 RRAB 10870 V1134 Her 18 28 14.5 +12 19 51 EB
13510 TW Equ 21 05 02.4 +08 26 51 SRB 10993 V1135 Her 18 32 13.0 +12 17 04 EB
13663 TX Equ 21 20 42.1 +05 41 43 EA 24495 V1136 Her 18 32 47.9 +24 40 45 GDOR
00728 IY Eri 02 07 28.2 -57 52 10 EW: 01043 AG Hor 03 05 21.3 -52 18 05 SRB
15578 IZ Eri 02 46 29.1 -13 57 03 RRAB 15830 AH Hor 03 52 14.4 -49 04 18 SRB
15648 KK Eri 03 11 57.8 -03 48 29 RRAB 03966 V0424 Hya 08 15 52.4 -01 50 49 M
01284 KL Eri 03 45 25.4 -08 47 34 RRAB 04017 V0425 Hya 08 20 51.8 +06 28 24 RRAB
01564 KM Eri 04 20 33.1 -15 54 50 SRB 04095 V0426 Hya 08 28 35.2 -13 51 14 EA
01652 KN Eri 04 34 17.9 -04 56 46 EW 04178 V0427 Hya 08 39 38.9 -05 58 52 SRA
01660 KO Eri 04 35 38.9 -04 05 54 SRB 17960 V0428 Hya 08 41 46.1 +02 11 20 M
16154 KP Eri 04 43 07.2 -07 24 42 EA 04312 V0429 Hya 08 55 43.8 -19 13 28 SRB
01780 KQ Eri 04 56 16.1 -08 58 14 LB 04369 V0430 Hya 09 04 48.6 +05 30 08 RRAB
01781 KR Eri 04 56 51.9 -06 32 09 SRB 04412 V0431 Hya 09 11 39.4 -12 09 35 LB
16254 KS Eri 05 09 02.9 -07 44 12 EB 18149 V0432 Hya 09 12 18.6 -11 04 44 EA
00763 AU For 02 15 02.4 -33 51 05 EA 04647 V0433 Hya 09 50 16.5 -22 40 32 LB:
15483 AV For 02 18 33.7 -29 40 16 EA 04653 V0434 Hya 09 51 16.1 -26 36 34 EA
01068 AW For 03 11 00.2 -35 20 44 RRAB 04677 V0435 Hya 09 55 36.1 -19 41 27 EA
02837 V0378 Gem 06 08 17.5 +22 42 29 SR 04732 V0436 Hya 10 05 35.1 -12 35 15 SRB
02840 V0379 Gem 06 08 45.0 +25 51 18 SRB 04800 V0437 Hya 10 15 53.3 -26 29 06 LB
02889 V0380 Gem 06 16 12.8 +25 39 56 EW 04915 V0438 Hya 10 37 58.3 -20 11 09 LB
03029 V0381 Gem 06 34 00.0 +15 17 03 SR 04952 V0439 Hya 10 44 07.4 -27 26 42 M
03186 V0382 Gem 06 44 14.5 +16 24 04 EA 05033 V0440 Hya 10 58 28.5 -32 46 48 SRB
03210 V0383 Gem 06 47 42.1 +23 56 12 EA 05115 V0441 Hya 11 10 38.0 -28 54 02 EB
03230 V0384 Gem 06 50 56.7 +29 01 56 M 05122 V0442 Hya 11 11 30.7 -33 57 54 EW
03322 V0385 Gem 06 59 37.6 +16 40 39 SRB 05154 V0443 Hya 11 16 26.1 -33 17 13 EA
03346 V0386 Gem 07 02 49.6 +17 20 27 EA 05170 V0444 Hya 11 18 50.1 -30 28 25 SRB
03449 V0387 Gem 07 12 05.7 +17 22 48 RRAB 05187 V0445 Hya 11 23 58.2 -33 08 23 EA
03450 V0388 Gem 07 12 14.8 +18 23 50 EB 05223 V0446 Hya 11 29 58.7 -29 36 19 EW
17436 V0389 Gem 07 21 03.3 +25 40 08 EA 05288 V0447 Hya 11 40 14.8 -30 15 49 SRB
03728 V0390 Gem 07 47 03.1 +14 53 23 EA 05312 V0448 Hya 11 44 20.8 -28 29 04 SRA
13717 DT Gru 21 28 18.1 -44 09 17 EA 05373 V0449 Hya 11 52 31.9 -25 46 55 LB
14003 DU Gru 22 03 01.0 -39 21 23 EB 05406 V0450 Hya 11 59 19.1 -27 09 03 M
25852 DV Gru 22 12 38.5 -54 17 27 EA 05414 V0451 Hya 12 00 12.1 -33 53 27 SRB
14193 DW Gru 22 32 38.0 -47 42 47 EA 05421 V0452 Hya 12 01 02.6 -30 48 34 EW
14195 DX Gru 22 32 59.2 -44 48 45 SRB 05488 V0453 Hya 12 11 06.7 -34 30 27 EA
14532 DY Gru 23 23 14.3 -37 30 56 EW 05504 V0454 Hya 12 13 27.8 -32 39 25 EA
07777 V1116 Her 16 30 16.4 +16 55 06 DSCT 05741 V0455 Hya 12 35 04.3 -28 46 40 SRB
07883 V1117 Her 16 39 06.4 +09 47 55 IS 05754 V0456 Hya 12 35 33.6 -31 40 00 SRB
07891 V1118 Her 16 39 45.4 +09 16 37 SRA 05789 V0457 Hya 12 37 22.6 -28 02 40 SRB
07901 V1119 Her 16 40 22.4 +06 07 30 EB 05830 V0458 Hya 12 39 27.5 -33 17 26 LB
07913 V1120 Her 16 41 19.3 +08 28 02 SRB 05943 V0459 Hya 12 47 35.5 -27 35 14 LB
07928 V1121 Her 16 42 46.1 +09 53 29 SRB 06006 V0460 Hya 12 52 44.3 -26 00 13 SRB
07967 V1122 Her 16 46 37.8 +39 03 25 LB 06013 V0461 Hya 12 53 28.7 -28 42 02 EB:
07989 V1123 Her 16 50 13.1 +08 59 11 SR 06068 V0462 Hya 13 02 45.5 -23 58 13 SXPHE
08170 V1124 Her 17 04 32.9 +14 26 33 RRAB 06249 V0463 Hya 13 27 17.4 -25 02 15 M
08179 V1125 Her 17 05 26.6 +14 13 59 LB 06595 V0464 Hya 14 14 21.0 -26 53 17 EW
08208 V1126 Her 17 06 41.0 +15 40 32 RRAB 06806 V0465 Hya 14 48 24.0 -27 15 54 M
08224 V1127 Her 17 07 11.9 +36 18 10 SR 00166 CZ Hyi 00 26 56.6 -79 32 55 SR
09195 V1128 Her 17 34 59.1 +17 21 08 LB 00350 DD Hyi 00 55 23.6 -79 41 33 SRB
09631 V1129 Her 17 44 43.4 +15 01 55 RRAB 00502 DE Hyi 01 23 41.2 -78 23 10 SRB
09676 V1130 Her 17 46 44.1 +15 42 02 LB 00593 DF Hyi 01 40 49.2 -67 29 42 CWB
09697 V1131 Her 17 47 05.2 +38 33 30 RRAB 00620 DG Hyi 01 44 38.1 -77 22 13 SRB
09696 V1132 Her 17 47 31.6 +16 49 49 RRAB 15394 DH Hyi 01 49 13.3 -63 31 00 EA
09853 V1133 Her 17 54 43.9 +15 53 17 EA 15526 DI Hyi 02 27 34.9 -67 47 12 M
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01071 DK Hyi 03 08 41.8 -75 47 24 SRB 06952 OV Lup 15 08 47.6 -41 59 49 SRA
01120 DL Hyi 03 20 09.5 -71 36 10 SRB 06959 OW Lup 15 09 33.6 -33 48 30 EW
13263 CN Ind 20 45 39.2 -51 02 43 EW 06968 OX Lup 15 10 54.5 -42 35 46 EA
13404 CO Ind 20 56 29.6 -47 50 43 EB 20263 OY Lup 15 11 40.0 -42 11 26 EA
13527 CP Ind 21 07 05.6 -54 04 53 EA 07070 OZ Lup 15 26 14.3 -41 28 35 SRB
13749 CQ Ind 21 31 03.3 -50 50 49 EA 20433 PP Lup 15 55 24.2 -41 55 30 EA
13766 CR Ind 21 33 45.1 -67 33 49 EW 07330 PQ Lup 15 55 53.2 -40 41 44 RRAB
13983 CS Ind 21 59 54.6 -68 50 37 UG 03878 EK Lyn 08 04 17.1 +38 46 38 EA
14163 CT Ind 22 29 46.2 -71 31 09 EA 17878 EL Lyn 08 25 22.7 +40 34 55 EA
14241 CU Ind 22 37 17.6 -69 29 09 EW 17902 EM Lyn 08 30 41.7 +40 24 25 RRAB
14263 CV Ind 22 40 39.7 -68 14 17 M 18027 EN Lyn 08 46 07.0 +38 02 53 RRAB
14384 CW Ind 23 00 56.6 -69 16 42 RV: 11363 V0636 Lyr 18 47 52.8 +38 42 18 LB
25841 V0454 La 22 09 05.0 +45 30 29 LB 01196 AR Men 03 31 24.5 -75 27 20 SRA
14062 V0455 La 22 10 50.5 +50 19 37 EA 01675 AS Men 04 32 56.8 -78 07 41 SRB
25859 V0456 La 22 13 50.0 +43 54 39 EA 01770 AT Men 04 52 06.9 -70 43 52 EA
25928 V0457 La 22 36 23.0 +38 06 18 EA 02750 AU Men 05 55 00.7 -72 41 36 EW
14327 V0458 La 22 48 55.9 +45 45 08 EA 02947 AV Men 06 19 07.9 -78 35 09 RRAB
14332 V0459 La 22 50 54.5 +48 39 24 EA 03443 AW Men 07 06 16.3 -76 50 21 EA
18241 HM Leo 09 38 37.0 +07 14 55 UG 03534 AX Men 07 12 01.6 -82 00 24 SRB
18312 HN Leo 09 58 26.0 +27 45 32 GDOR 17537 AY Men 07 34 58.5 -76 57 47 SRB
04745 HO Leo 10 08 13.9 +26 22 33 RRAB 13190 DF Mi 20 39 11.6 -37 55 48 SRB
05019 HP Leo 10 56 20.7 +14 29 31 RRAB 13605 DG Mi 21 14 19.3 -42 47 55 EA
05043 HQ Leo 10 59 40.4 +06 37 31 RRAB 02941 V0872 Mon 06 23 09.1 -10 05 31 M
18601 HR Leo 11 04 42.3 -02 58 20 EB 02962 V0873 Mon 06 26 10.1 +02 05 58 EA
05168 HS Leo 11 18 42.7 +27 31 50 EW 03014 V0874 Mon 06 32 07.9 +03 08 40 EA
01830 AL Lep 05 06 17.7 -20 07 53 EW 16906 V0875 Mon 06 33 00.1 +09 32 30 LB
16262 AM Lep 05 12 17.6 -11 51 58 BY 03057 V0876 Mon 06 38 24.6 -01 39 03 SRB
01875 AN Lep 05 13 44.3 -20 03 15 SRB 03180 V0877 Mon 06 43 01.5 -09 43 48 EA
01965 AO Lep 05 24 14.6 -14 06 03 RRAB 17227 V0878 Mon 06 54 48.9 -01 16 57 EB
01986 AP Lep 05 26 19.5 -15 27 30 EA 03282 V0879 Mon 06 55 34.0 -10 13 12 EA
02490 AQ Lep 05 37 50.1 -15 48 12 M 17236 V0880 Mon 06 55 37.7 -09 29 23 EW
02571 AR Lep 05 40 50.1 -23 35 07 EA 03300 V0881 Mon 06 57 33.6 +05 06 42 EA
02575 AS Lep 05 41 11.8 -16 52 32 SRB 03305 V0882 Mon 06 57 39.5 -05 27 15 EA
02652 AT Lep 05 48 17.1 -25 02 31 EA 17258 V0883 Mon 06 58 11.9 -05 04 29 EA
02781 AU Lep 06 01 04.4 -12 12 21 M 03371 V0884 Mon 07 05 11.8 -11 06 02 EA
02795 AV Lep 06 01 50.8 -21 06 18 SRB 17388 V0885 Mon 071402.926 +00 03 25 SRB
16768 AW Lep 06 04 35.1 -14 01 57 GDOR: 03532 V0886 Mon 071917.227 -10 54 31 LB
20158 LL Lib 14 41 43.2 -20 50 26 RRAB 17440 V0887 Mon 072129.363 -10 20 20 EB
20245 LM Lib 15 07 52.9 -27 29 08 EA: 03645 V0888 Mon 073348.394 -09 40 53 EA
20247 LN Lib 15 08 06.3 -29 12 09 EA 03647 V0889 Mon 073423.061 -01 27 23 LB
20262 LO Lib 15 10 38.0 -09 30 14 RRAB 03654 V0890 Mon 073540.460 -08 44 50 EA
06989 LP Lib 15 13 38.5 -20 26 32 EA 17552 V0891 Mon 074118.576 -01 32 30 EA
07072 LQ Lib 15 26 01.1 -15 32 46 RRAB 03692 V0892 Mon 074155.692 -01 16 35 SRB
07164 LR Lib 15 37 43.7 -26 35 50 EA 03719 V0893 Mon 074527.244 -05 13 12 SRB
20387 LS Lib 15 44 14.3 -22 55 32 SR 03730 V0894 Mon 074651.481 -07 52 26 LB
07222 LT Lib 15 44 34.6 -11 53 02 EA 03757 V0895 Mon 075021.429 -01 14 31 RRAB
07283 LU Lib 15 50 09.7 -17 23 50 EW 03844 V0896 Mon 075941.552 -07 50 13 EA
20174 OO Lup 14 45 46.2 -46 48 12 EA 03850 V0897 Mon 080007.789 -08 57 26 SRB
06799 OP Lup 14 47 34.8 -49 19 13 SRB 03866 V0898 Mon 080159.718 -06 46 46 RRAB
06842 OQ Lup 14 53 45.0 -54 38 14 EA 05175 MU Mus 112123.336 -72 33 51 M
20235 OR Lup 15 04 50.4 -53 21 36 EA 05180 MV Mus 112300.113 -72 48 10 M
06917 OS Lup 15 04 52.2 -37 57 39 EW 05186 MW Mus 112331.986 -71 36 12 M
06921 OT Lup 15 06 08.2 -42 55 27 EA 05216 MX Mus 112821.449 -70 24 06 M
06933 OU Lup 15 06 48.3 -35 04 57 EA 05233 MY Mus 113047.189 -72 58 39 EA
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05236 MZ Mus 113057.040 -69 34 44 SRA 07763 V0400 Nor 16 30 48.2 -46 06 20 EA:
05247 NN Mus 11 32 36.8 -70 07 52 SRB 00244 DW Ot 00 37 52.9 -82 37 14 SRB
05275 NO Mus 11 37 38.9 -72 11 10 M 01067 DX Ot 02 50 25.3 -87 30 22 NL
05296 NP Mus 11 40 47.6 -70 03 28 M 03694 DY Ot 07 31 12.5 -84 32 18 RRAB
05300 NQ Mus 11 42 29.2 -74 58 47 LB 04350 DZ Ot 08 54 48.3 -83 16 57 RRAB
05301 NR Mus 11 42 33.4 -67 52 09 M 04992 EE Ot 10 47 26.9 -84 08 23 RRAB
05333 NS Mus 11 47 05.9 -75 12 35 SRB 05065 EF Ot 11 00 54.5 -84 05 27 M
05331 NT Mus 11 47 08.6 -70 13 52 M 05267 EG Ot 11 35 37.7 -84 21 36 SRB
05343 NU Mus 11 48 19.1 -68 38 51 SRB 05292 EH Ot 11 39 25.2 -87 09 26 M
05342 NV Mus 11 48 24.1 -67 53 47 M 05654 EI Ot 12 32 42.9 -87 26 23 EW
05372 NW Mus 11 52 47.0 -75 12 26 SRB 05959 EK Ot 12 53 52.2 -87 27 21 LB
05377 NX Mus 11 53 24.0 -72 24 43 M 06034 EL Ot 12 59 56.0 -83 12 07 M
05409 NY Mus 11 59 57.9 -74 12 39 SRB 06158 EM Ot 13 20 30.8 -85 52 23 SRB
05412 NZ Mus 12 00 04.5 -75 13 50 SRB 06150 EN Ot 14 50 18.0 -89 46 58 EW
05439 OO Mus 12 03 37.9 -74 28 35 SRB 06749 EO Ot 14 54 21.3 -87 21 05 SRB
05442 OP Mus 12 03 48.4 -73 53 08 SRB 07038 EP Ot 15 30 53.7 -84 48 29 EW
05443 OQ Mus 12 03 52.0 -69 30 55 SRA 08042 EQ Ot 17 10 29.0 -86 23 00 SRA
05466 OR Mus 12 07 54.0 -67 53 01 EA: 12460 ER Ot 19 54 17.2 -74 43 10 SRB
05473 OS Mus 12 08 46.3 -65 45 29 LB 13608 ES Ot 21 17 51.8 -79 24 22 EB
05512 OT Mus 12 15 38.0 -68 08 10 M 13979 ET Ot 22 02 40.5 -84 15 54 EA
05533 OU Mus 12 18 22.4 -70 57 05 SR: 14315 EU Ot 22 48 41.0 -78 48 31 EA
05577 OV Mus 12 22 44.0 -70 28 27 SRB 07722 V2616 Oph 16 26 35.1 -05 58 03 SRB
05648 OW Mus 12 29 36.7 -75 04 32 EA 07730 V2617 Oph 16 27 07.2 -08 51 00 EB
05657 OX Mus 12 30 19.7 -66 57 08 M: 07750 V2618 Oph 16 28 32.9 -01 04 29 SR
05756 OY Mus 12 36 03.6 -73 32 28 EA 07931 V2619 Oph 16 43 27.4 -12 10 47 EW
05769 OZ Mus 12 37 02.4 -72 38 38 M 07999 V2620 Oph 16 51 06.0 +06 57 48 RRAB:
05779 PP Mus 12 37 13.3 -67 16 22 SRB 07996 V2621 Oph 16 51 25.0 -20 21 05 RRAB
05892 PQ Mus 12 43 38.2 -64 48 58 M: 08003 V2622 Oph 16 51 42.8 +07 13 07 RRAB
05919 PR Mus 12 44 57.7 -67 04 22 SRB 08131 V2623 Oph 17 01 58.8 +06 55 28 SRB
06021 PS Mus 12 55 10.2 -68 54 24 LC 20892 V2624 Oph 17 03 53.7 -24 50 42 SRB
06033 PT Mus 12 57 43.4 -67 35 09 SRB 08154 V2625 Oph 17 03 55.2 +12 33 21 LB
06051 PU Mus 13 01 01.2 -69 19 34 M 20913 V2626 Oph 17 05 32.0 +10 32 47 EA
06073 PV Mus 13 04 15.3 -75 10 36 EA 08188 V2627 Oph 17 06 03.8 +01 43 21 SRB
06105 PW Mus 13 08 46.7 -67 12 19 M: 08195 V2628 Oph 17 06 55.5 -23 33 05 CEP:
06126 PX Mus 13 11 57.5 -68 03 35 RVB: 08219 V2629 Oph 17 07 23.7 +10 52 41 EA:
06138 PY Mus 13 13 10.9 -66 17 35 M: 21011 V2630 Oph 17 09 05.5 +11 27 43 LB
06189 PZ Mus 13 20 57.9 -66 13 41 M 08256 V2631 Oph 17 10 22.1 -04 03 36 CWA
06222 QQ Mus 13 25 32.3 -73 04 14 M 08269 V2632 Oph 17 11 52.0 -23 54 35 EA
06221 QR Mus 13 25 43.7 -75 17 04 M 08286 V2633 Oph 17 11 56.5 +09 47 03 SR
06241 QS Mus 13 26 17.5 -67 09 13 M 08339 V2634 Oph 17 13 07.2 +09 45 31 SRB
06240 QT Mus 13 27 03.1 -70 12 15 M 08441 V2635 Oph 17 16 29.8 -00 29 16 EW
06233 QU Mus 13 27 19.4 -74 31 08 M 08472 V2636 Oph 17 18 10.0 -17 15 47 EA
06251 QV Mus 13 28 51.5 -75 37 19 SR 08493 V2637 Oph 17 18 29.6 +05 16 31 EW
06285 QW Mus 13 32 45.4 -74 59 46 M 08486 V2638 Oph 17 18 44.6 -18 56 15 EA
06420 QX Mus 13 47 19.3 -75 34 41 M 08569 V2639 Oph 17 22 07.1 +03 09 35 RRAB
20323 V0391 Nor 15 31 52.6 -59 14 59 DCEPS 08780 V2640 Oph 17 28 01.5 +05 07 15 EW
07118 V0392 Nor 15 32 29.0 -52 52 11 EA 09159 V2641 Oph 17 33 57.2 -20 30 24 CEP
07274 V0393 Nor 15 50 26.8 -46 42 29 EB 09234 V2642 Oph 17 35 57.1 +11 50 41 EA
07355 V0394 Nor 15 58 14.7 -54 20 31 EB 09200 V2643 Oph 17 36 00.3 -20 31 25 M
07377 V0395 Nor 16 00 16.8 -45 07 36 EW 09226 V2644 Oph 17 36 44.9 -29 14 27 EA
07400 V0396 Nor 16 04 05.6 -60 12 59 EA 09504 V2645 Oph 17 40 38.6 +01 36 26 RRAB
07563 V0397 Nor 16 15 55.5 -51 07 15 DCEP 09517 V2646 Oph 17 40 54.9 +04 41 28 RRAB
07642 V0398 Nor 16 21 57.0 -49 09 24 EA 09550 V2647 Oph 17 42 20.3 +10 20 04 EA
20599 V0399 Nor 16 22 35.9 -50 32 38 EB 09569 V2648 Oph 17 43 02.9 +00 05 50 SRA:
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09596 V2649 Oph 17 43 38.5 +13 55 18 LB 12268 V0408 Pav 19 42 07.9 -64 04 38 EA
09637 V2650 Oph 17 45 20.7 +08 10 39 EB 12440 V0409 Pav 19 53 08.9 -74 08 09 SRB
09727 V2651 Oph 17 49 10.6 +08 44 59 SRB: 25617 V0412 Peg 21 29 28.2 +07 15 45 SRB
09748 V2652 Oph 17 49 58.8 +07 10 24 RRC 13868 V0413 Peg 21 45 10.5 +26 43 19 EB:
24021 V2653 Oph 17 52 47.3 +03 47 39 EA 25881 V0414 Peg 22 21 18.5 +05 43 42 EA
09851 V2654 Oph 17 55 01.6 +03 21 20 LB 25943 V0415 Peg 22 41 58.8 +15 13 16 EA
09866 V2655 Oph 17 55 56.4 +01 51 43 LB 25992 V0416 Peg 23 01 05.9 +26 46 53 EA:
09872 V2656 Oph 17 55 56.7 +12 02 01 RRAB 14520 V0417 Peg 23 21 14.1 +09 26 07 SRB
09905 V2657 Oph 17 57 42.7 +02 31 20 EA 26110 V0418 Peg 23 35 37.5 +14 35 37 GDOR
09902 V2658 Oph 17 57 45.8 +01 57 09 RRAB 14723 V0419 Peg 23 50 05.0 +17 53 44 RRAB
09919 V2659 Oph 17 58 13.7 +03 00 14 EA 00651 V0723 Per 01 53 59.7 +53 28 05 EB
09995 V2660 Oph 18 01 24.0 +00 00 08 EA 00709 V0724 Per 02 03 25.7 +51 47 39 SRB
10019 V2661 Oph 18 01 50.8 +04 11 00 RRAB 00733 V0725 Per 02 10 27.0 +48 46 40 EA
10061 V2662 Oph 18 02 29.7 +06 22 19 RRAB 00877 V0726 Per 02 38 10.8 +52 51 13 LB
10072 V2663 Oph 18 02 47.7 +07 54 01 EA 00880 V0727 Per 02 39 25.9 +52 43 52 SRB
10140 V2664 Oph 18 04 12.7 +01 51 58 RRAB 00901 V0728 Per 02 43 52.2 +46 03 44 EA
10202 V2665 Oph 18 06 05.4 +06 47 22 SRB 00953 V0729 Per 02 50 30.0 +45 54 56 LB
10287 V2666 Oph 18 09 33.9 +03 59 36 GDOR 00994 V0730 Per 02 58 35.5 +46 32 05 SRB
10439 V2667 Oph 18 15 14.0 +04 30 50 SR 01085 V0731 Per 03 15 48.2 +44 03 57 EA
10478 V2668 Oph 18 16 24.4 +01 32 47 RRAB 01114 V0732 Per 03 23 19.2 +51 23 29 EA
10595 V2669 Oph 18 18 48.8 +06 41 54 SR 01180 V0733 Per 03 31 48.5 +36 12 45 EA
01719 V1799 Ori 04 47 18.2 +06 40 56 EW 01210 V0734 Per 03 38 19.1 +32 03 13 SR:
01760 V1800 Ori 04 54 18.7 +11 10 44 M 01211 V0735 Per 03 38 29.5 +34 40 14 SR:
16225 V1801 Ori 05 01 38.0 +02 54 25 EA/RS 15730 V0736 Per 03 39 41.4 +37 47 32 EA
01809 V1802 Ori 05 02 21.2 +05 29 19 M 01217 V0737 Per 03 40 20.2 +33 04 07 EW
01850 V1803 Ori 05 09 13.7 +01 21 31 SR 01371 V0738 Per 03 50 56.3 +47 14 35 SR
16296 V1804 Ori 05 23 05.5 +01 03 25 EA 15857 V0739 Per 03 59 46.4 +34 40 57 LB
01956 V1805 Ori 05 23 48.7 +12 54 23 SRB 01447 V0740 Per 04 04 49.3 +33 57 25 EW
01978 V1806 Ori 05 25 45.8 -04 05 47 EA 01448 V0741 Per 04 05 22.8 +49 11 57 SRB
01985 V1807 Ori 05 26 39.2 +01 37 23 SR 15903 V0742 Per 04 07 57.6 +42 13 19 SR:
01990 V1808 Ori 05 26 49.7 -09 13 39 SR 01473 V0743 Per 04 08 48.0 +31 30 54 LB
02001 V1809 Ori 05 27 53.9 +11 37 01 SRB 01481 V0744 Per 04 10 40.7 +44 26 50 LB
02064 V1810 Ori 05 31 15.8 +09 41 20 SRB 01528 V0745 Per 04 15 34.9 +33 49 46 M:
16352 V1811 Ori 05 34 12.4 +00 24 50 EA 01595 V0746 Per 04 26 18.9 +50 12 33 LB
02306 V1812 Ori 05 35 17.7 -05 58 27 INT(YY) 01646 V0747 Per 04 34 12.8 +47 15 36 M
02403 V1813 Ori 05 36 27.7 +14 03 59 EA 01686 V0748 Per 04 40 30.2 +43 11 52 LB
02456 V1814 Ori 05 37 09.5 -06 06 16 INT 01704 V0749 Per 04 44 47.0 +43 35 02 SR
02470 V1815 Ori 05 37 51.7 +08 51 32 EA 01714 V0750 Per 04 47 15.3 +42 50 01 LB
02597 V1816 Ori 05 43 26.3 +10 04 24 SRB 00329 CW Phe 00 51 51.5 -55 50 24 LB
02603 V1817 Ori 05 44 17.0 +10 01 42 SRB 00470 CX Phe 01 19 31.1 -48 17 41 EA
16725 V1818 Ori 05 53 42.6 -10 24 01 IN 00605 CY Phe 01 42 24.0 -46 40 52 SRB
02715 V1819 Ori 05 54 28.8 +12 31 56 DCEP 14764 CZ Phe 23 56 21.8 -53 29 22 RR(B)
02724 V1820 Ori 05 54 37.1 +04 54 11 RRAB 14769 DD Phe 23 57 04.6 -52 13 19 LB
02769 V1821 Ori 06 00 31.6 +20 51 50 SRB 14780 DE Phe 23 57 55.3 -41 55 43 EA
02894 V1822 Ori 06 17 07.9 +15 06 38 LB 01700 AL Pi 04 41 30.8 -52 16 37 RRAB
02895 V1823 Ori 06 17 17.4 +15 42 28 EA 01887 AM Pi 05 13 44.6 -49 32 48 SRA
02940 V1824 Ori 06 22 59.9 +16 39 03 EA 02813 AN Pi 06 03 03.2 -43 01 38 SRB
09948 V0401 Pav 18 01 56.3 -66 01 49 EW 16801 AO Pi 06 11 08.5 -58 17 16 EA
10425 V0402 Pav 18 17 28.5 -68 16 29 EA 03043 AP Pi 06 33 56.8 -62 49 44 SRB
10827 V0403 Pav 18 29 36.4 -64 54 40 M 03075 AQ Pi 06 38 16.5 -58 17 34 M
10858 V0404 Pav 18 30 47.4 -67 08 19 EA 00233 ES Ps 00 38 02.4 +03 41 04 EB
24452 V0405 Pav 18 31 10.9 -64 07 31 EA 15208 ET Ps 00 56 35.9 +10 40 25 EW
11686 V0406 Pav 19 04 36.5 -57 25 42 SRB 15375 EU Ps 01 44 53.5 +19 51 25 EA
11803 V0407 Pav 19 14 38.2 -61 15 40 RV 14745 EV Ps 23 54 08.1 +00 57 49 RRC
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13711 YY PsA 21 27 37.5 -33 45 18 EA 04245 DM Pyx 08 46 05.8 -35 58 21 EA
13844 YZ PsA 21 42 06.2 -25 28 29 RRC 18183 DN Pyx 09 22 10.2 -31 47 53 EA
13890 ZZ PsA 21 50 35.2 -27 48 35 EW 01162 VY Ret 03 27 16.8 -61 15 33 EA
14176 AA PsA 22 30 07.5 -28 10 12 RRAB 01175 VZ Ret 03 28 36.8 -66 55 13 EA/RS
14301 AB PsA 22 44 41.5 -31 58 08 RRAB 01171 WW Ret 03 28 45.8 -60 41 26 SRB
03053 V0599 Pup 06 36 58.8 -45 10 13 SRB 01214 WX Ret 03 37 44.6 -55 23 47 SRA
03252 V0600 Pup 06 51 11.4 -48 21 56 SRB 11888 V0366 Sge 19 18 13.8 +17 39 14 EB
03294 V0601 Pup 06 55 46.0 -47 35 03 SRB 11913 V0367 Sge 19 19 53.2 +17 14 26 DCEP
03358 V0602 Pup 07 03 18.8 -44 29 39 SRA 12514 V0368 Sge 19 53 02.2 +18 25 35 EW
03380 V0603 Pup 07 05 07.5 -37 17 30 SRB 12699 V0369 Sge 20 01 29.2 +18 37 56 EW
17426 V0604 Pup 07 18 38.2 -37 13 30 EB 12772 V0370 Sge 20 04 59.9 +20 13 28 EA
03598 V0605 Pup 07 26 44.1 -44 33 39 EA 12845 V0371 Sge 20 09 35.5 +17 34 45 EB
03612 V0606 Pup 07 28 44.8 -44 28 17 CEP 25022 V0372 Sge 20 09 39.6 +21 04 44 BCEP
17520 V0607 Pup 07 36 19.1 -14 35 32 EA 12971 V0373 Sge 20 16 54.0 +16 55 26 RRC
03682 V0608 Pup 07 39 37.2 -36 30 12 EA 12978 V0374 Sge 20 17 27.9 +16 53 04 EW
17570 V0609 Pup 07 42 53.2 -28 13 05 SRB 09816 V5559 Sgr 17 54 06.3 -28 39 10 EA
03702 V0610 Pup 07 43 00.6 -20 56 11 EA 09863 V5560 Sgr 17 56 21.5 -27 37 56 CEP:
17578 V0611 Pup 07 44 06.1 -16 55 58 EA 09957 V5561 Sgr 18 00 16.1 -24 02 06 SRC
03714 V0612 Pup 07 44 27.6 -24 17 19 DCEPS: 24084 V5562 Sgr 18 02 47.5 -29 21 59 EA
03736 V0613 Pup 07 47 18.8 -19 24 04 LB 24229 V5563 Sgr 18 04 34.2 -24 22 01 EW:
03759 V0614 Pup 07 50 21.4 -23 25 20 SRA 10368 V5564 Sgr 18 13 17.2 -26 32 14 SRB
17646 V0615 Pup 07 52 45.7 -48 01 52 EA 10456 V5565 Sgr 18 16 41.6 -35 38 10 EA
03802 V0616 Pup 07 53 57.6 -28 22 03 DCEP 10624 V5566 Sgr 18 19 57.8 -22 07 15 EA
03812 V0617 Pup 07 54 48.3 -33 03 04 EA 10660 V5567 Sgr 18 21 05.5 -18 27 20 DCEP
03822 V0618 Pup 07 55 43.2 -44 46 25 EA 10761 V5568 Sgr 18 25 24.6 -22 11 16 EA
03820 V0619 Pup 07 56 21.1 -13 54 39 LB 24607 V5569 Sgr 18 50 03.6 -26 24 15 EA
03832 V0620 Pup 07 57 49.9 -29 23 03 DCEP 11781 V5570 Sgr 19 10 56.8 -25 54 40 EA
03836 V0621 Pup 07 58 09.1 -46 48 30 EB 11807 V5571 Sgr 19 13 09.7 -32 16 01 EA
03842 V0622 Pup 07 59 12.2 -26 41 56 DCEP 12107 V5572 Sgr 19 32 03.1 -28 12 45 EA
03849 V0623 Pup 07 59 42.1 -20 53 27 EA 12236 V5573 Sgr 19 39 06.6 -20 49 14 CWA
17705 V0624 Pup 08 00 41.4 -32 50 25 SRC 12369 V5574 Sgr 19 45 44.6 -31 12 37 RRAB
03870 V0625 Pup 08 01 50.5 -40 29 20 EW 24926 V5575 Sgr 19 54 19.4 -29 54 40 EB
17723 V0626 Pup 08 03 10.4 -38 11 48 EA 12710 V5576 Sgr 20 02 22.5 -12 03 19 EA
03877 V0627 Pup 08 03 11.1 -17 56 33 EA 24979 V5577 Sgr 20 03 11.1 -22 07 39 SRB
03893 V0628 Pup 08 04 53.1 -20 15 58 SRB 12854 V5578 Sgr 20 11 23.5 -43 13 48 SRB
03895 V0629 Pup 08 04 58.8 -28 51 39 DCEP 07445 V1282 So 16 07 04.9 -29 16 48 EA
03898 V0630 Pup 08 05 32.8 -21 11 47 LB 20517 V1283 So 16 08 17.0 -17 08 05 EB
03913 V0631 Pup 08 07 40.2 -25 19 51 LB 20546 V1284 So 16 13 38.8 -41 20 51 EA
03921 V0632 Pup 08 08 37.9 -21 20 57 SRB 07638 V1285 So 16 21 02.6 -30 56 49 EA
03929 V0633 Pup 08 10 06.9 -20 18 29 SRB 07746 V1286 So 16 28 59.7 -32 07 34 EA
03975 V0634 Pup 08 15 48.8 -31 52 41 EA 20709 V1287 So 16 36 52.9 -28 05 34 CWB:
03994 V0635 Pup 08 18 00.8 -19 22 14 M 07847 V1288 So 16 37 00.0 -45 19 07 EA
04005 V0636 Pup 08 19 30.6 -20 05 08 SRB 07960 V1289 So 16 47 34.7 -29 36 12 CWA
04014 V0637 Pup 08 19 50.5 -39 28 54 EA 20782 V1290 So 16 50 01.4 -41 37 16 EA
04028 V0638 Pup 08 21 19.5 -22 24 37 SRB 08010 V1291 So 16 53 11.4 -36 38 07 EA
04036 V0639 Pup 08 22 02.8 -22 25 55 SRB 08017 V1292 So 16 53 55.6 -41 52 51 EA
04050 V0640 Pup 08 23 28.4 -21 09 16 EA 20802 V1293 So 16 53 57.6 -41 38 42 EA
04054 V0641 Pup 08 23 34.9 -21 57 49 SRB 08020 V1294 So 16 54 00.0 -41 42 53 EA
04057 V0642 Pup 08 23 38.1 -23 20 40 EA 20827 V1295 So 16 54 35.8 -41 25 23 EA
04059 V0643 Pup 08 24 09.6 -21 58 06 SRB 08029 V1296 So 16 54 44.6 -43 16 53 EA
04067 V0644 Pup 08 25 23.8 -26 05 04 EA 20859 V1297 So 16 56 05.2 -40 20 58 EA
04072 V0645 Pup 08 25 40.0 -23 39 25 LB 08099 V1298 So 17 01 02.3 -40 20 25 SRB
17921 DK Pyx 08 33 24.1 -34 38 55 EA 08145 V1299 So 17 04 26.0 -39 16 04 EA
04237 DL Pyx 08 45 17.5 -33 58 21 EA 20894 V1300 So 17 04 58.4 -38 37 06 EA
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Table 1 (ontinued)
NSV Name R.A., Del., 2000.0 Type NSV Name R.A., Del., 2000.0 Type
h m s o ' " h m s o ' "
08163 V1301 So 17 05 18.7 -34 56 00 EA 11359 V0360 Tel 18 49 38.0 -47 47 39 EA
08194 V1302 So 17 07 17.5 -37 36 23 EA 11425 V0361 Tel 18 52 52.6 -52 10 56 EA
08299 V1303 So 17 13 05.3 -34 45 10 EA 24620 V0362 Tel 18 54 04.9 -51 30 58 EA
08720 V1304 So 17 28 21.8 -38 41 48 EA 11764 V0363 Tel 19 10 12.7 -47 42 19 EA
22125 V1305 So 17 28 40.0 -33 34 58 EB: 12222 V0364 Tel 19 39 22.5 -52 37 48 EA
09018 V1306 So 17 31 34.2 -38 51 40 EA 12283 V0365 Tel 19 42 17.1 -45 46 22 LB
09245 V1307 So 17 37 41.7 -42 31 05 DSCT 12326 V0366 Tel 19 44 07.4 -54 38 28 EA
09708 V1308 So 17 49 16.4 -38 11 35 EA 12438 V0367 Tel 19 50 44.9 -51 20 43 LB
15234 CI Sl 01 03 43.8 -30 23 55 EA 12502 V0368 Tel 19 53 49.9 -50 03 29 EW
00443 CK Sl 01 13 39.4 -26 17 09 SRB 12974 V0369 Tel 20 18 28.0 -49 42 56 SRB
00501 CL Sl 01 24 59.8 -34 38 58 RRAB 00573 AT Tri 01 38 06.3 +33 00 36 RRAB
26112 CM Sl 23 36 03.6 -32 37 24 EA 00583 AU Tri 01 40 24.4 +33 00 53 EA
14664 CN Sl 23 40 22.9 -38 18 58 RRAB 00726 AV Tri 02 08 06.5 +35 23 53 EB:
10697 V0492 St 18 21 59.3 -05 38 46 RRAB 06925 NS TrA 15 07 29.8 -65 34 14 EA
10862 V0493 St 18 28 36.7 -12 59 51 EA 07178 NT TrA 15 40 51.2 -61 43 43 EA
10982 V0494 St 18 32 18.9 -11 17 24 EA 07855 NU TrA 16 39 09.3 -69 24 25 EA
11381 V0495 St 18 50 00.4 -11 09 55 EA 07871 NV TrA 16 40 05.6 -62 55 56 EA
08638 V0405 Ser 17 26 07.7 -14 16 59 M 00326 EH Tu 00 51 23.8 -59 37 46 SRB
09124 V0406 Ser 17 32 47.9 -14 37 33 M: 14164 EI Tu 22 29 12.5 -56 52 12 EA
09248 V0407 Ser 17 37 01.3 -15 06 34 M: 14254 EK Tu 22 38 51.8 -60 39 09 EB
09457 V0408 Ser 17 40 21.9 -12 06 45 SR: 04034 NS UMa 08 24 24.8 +65 43 03 RRAB
09938 V0409 Ser 17 59 00.8 -11 33 23 M 04029 NT UMa 08 24 39.0 +72 45 27 EA
10095 V0410 Ser 18 03 21.7 -00 25 52 LB 18546 NU UMa 10 53 01.1 +57 42 08 EA
24327 V0411 Ser 18 12 24.7 -10 43 53 EA 05040 NV UMa 10 59 41.4 +56 17 14 EA
10400 V0412 Ser 18 14 15.8 -09 20 21 DCEP 05155 NW UMa 11 16 55.3 +28 33 34 RRAB:
24512 V0413 Ser 18 35 08.2 +00 02 35 EA 05171 NX UMa 11 19 27.8 +58 18 53 RRAB
04902 YZ Sex 10 35 43.9 -09 16 25 M 18787 NY UMa 11 32 12.9 +38 55 33 GDOR
01226 V1242 Tau 03 41 26.7 +30 04 09 EA 19235 NZ UMa 12 08 26.1 +48 58 07 GDOR
15791 V1243 Tau 03 48 51.6 +11 42 32 GDOR 05746 OO UMa 12 34 54.0 +53 37 59 RRAB
01343 V1244 Tau 03 49 06.3 +25 35 24 SRB 05787 OP UMa 12 36 53.6 +57 58 08 LB
01387 V1245 Tau 03 51 47.4 +25 12 07 UV 20007 OQ UMa 13 57 22.4 +56 26 07 EW
01383 V1246 Tau 03 51 52.5 +30 25 25 SR 19698 VV UMi 12 57 34.6 +88 57 27 EA
01497 V1247 Tau 04 11 42.4 +26 27 18 SRB 07446 VW UMi 15 54 46.8 +85 40 06 EW
16072 V1248 Tau 04 32 48.1 +22 39 53 SR: 08183 VX UMi 17 01 40.1 +75 17 51 GDOR
01668 V1249 Tau 04 36 48.2 +06 57 06 EA 08499 VY UMi 17 14 14.0 +76 42 14 EW
01677 V1250 Tau 04 38 25.8 +23 53 42 EA 03926 V0401 Vel 08 08 25.0 -48 36 45 SRB
01697 V1251 Tau 04 41 57.7 +05 36 34 EA/RS 17954 V0402 Vel 08 39 21.8 -46 33 43 LB
01845 V1252 Tau 05 09 07.4 +26 08 19 LB 04250 V0403 Vel 08 46 29.0 -40 49 28 EA
01885 V1253 Tau 05 15 07.6 +18 22 29 SR 18104 V0404 Vel 08 59 14.9 -48 49 49 EA
16275 V1254 Tau 05 17 08.6 +27 41 40 SR 18132 V0405 Vel 09 04 38.4 -41 03 53 EA
01976 V1255 Tau 05 26 10.6 +19 08 16 SRB 04387 V0406 Vel 09 07 23.3 -52 29 57 EA
01987 V1256 Tau 05 27 06.5 +16 56 11 CEP 04484 V0407 Vel 09 25 02.3 -55 29 20 EB
02181 V1257 Tau 05 34 41.2 +17 53 19 LB 04554 V0408 Vel 09 37 18.5 -43 22 05 SRB
02249 V1258 Tau 05 35 33.8 +23 53 18 M 04572 V0409 Vel 09 39 22.9 -54 24 55 EA
02442 V1259 Tau 05 37 26.7 +22 20 31 M 04639 V0410 Vel 09 49 11.2 -40 41 36 M
02503 V1260 Tau 05 39 03.9 +25 36 10 EA 04665 V0411 Vel 09 52 47.9 -43 59 31 M
02520 V1261 Tau 05 39 34.9 +18 52 38 SRB 04667 V0412 Vel 09 53 06.4 -44 20 17 SRB
02617 V1262 Tau 05 45 20.5 +19 07 53 LB 04707 V0413 Vel 10 01 25.5 -45 27 26 M
10789 V0354 Tel 18 27 18.7 -48 32 59 EA 04719 V0414 Vel 10 03 09.5 -47 24 03 EA
10845 V0355 Tel 18 29 11.9 -50 58 19 EA 04721 V0415 Vel 10 03 29.9 -46 49 14 SRA
11075 V0356 Tel 18 37 18.6 -51 54 33 EA 04724 V0416 Vel 10 04 20.3 -55 12 16 EA
11114 V0357 Tel 18 38 36.2 -48 48 26 EA 04746 V0417 Vel 10 07 08.8 -55 02 16 EA
11107 V0358 Tel 18 38 36.4 -53 52 28 EA 04756 V0418 Vel 10 08 27.1 -47 00 52 M
24564 V0359 Tel 18 44 23.7 -46 57 27 EA 04780 V0419 Vel 10 11 50.9 -48 51 19 M
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Table 1 (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NSV Name R.A., Del., 2000.0 Type NSV Name R.A., Del., 2000.0 Type
h m s o ' " h m s o ' "
04781 V0420 Vel 10 12 14.7 -46 10 11 RRAB 06127 V0338 Vir 13 11 17.4 -11 06 21 EA
04789 V0421 Vel 10 13 34.7 -49 36 30 M: 06128 V0339 Vir 13 11 20.8 -10 30 51 SRB
04794 V0422 Vel 10 14 46.9 -41 56 36 M 06144 V0340 Vir 13 13 24.2 -13 57 57 EW
04798 V0423 Vel 10 15 22.4 -47 54 49 M 06223 V0341 Vir 13 24 31.2 -15 53 31 RRAB
04805 V0424 Vel 10 16 16.1 -51 29 25 M 06250 V0342 Vir 13 27 10.2 -04 10 21 EA
04807 V0425 Vel 10 16 20.6 -55 35 51 ZAND: 06287 V0343 Vir 13 30 57.9 +10 13 32 LB
04815 V0426 Vel 10 17 11.9 -48 47 27 M 06396 V0344 Vir 13 42 24.6 -19 23 50 SRB
04855 V0427 Vel 10 25 21.7 -46 40 37 SRB 06411 V0345 Vir 13 44 06.5 -13 22 57 LB
04871 V0428 Vel 10 28 31.6 -49 28 12 EA: 06478 V0346 Vir 13 52 51.5 -13 50 37 RRAB
04900 V0429 Vel 10 35 03.9 -44 25 32 M 06488 V0347 Vir 13 54 41.8 -22 04 52 EA
04932 V0430 Vel 10 40 13.8 -44 19 45 M 06606 V0348 Vir 14 16 25.7 -17 05 29 RRAB
04941 V0431 Vel 10 41 40.8 -51 38 43 EA 20106 V0349 Vir 14 26 03.1 -00 41 30 EA
18480 V0432 Vel 10 42 06.5 -42 52 41 EA 17353 YZ Vol 07 05 21.5 -69 09 40 EA
04931 V0433 Vel 10 43 11.6 -47 36 37 LB 03613 ZZ Vol 07 27 01.1 -69 30 55 EW
04972 V0434 Vel 10 47 12.6 -43 55 07 SRA 03790 AA Vol 07 51 05.5 -67 34 37 SRB
04974 V0435 Vel 10 47 46.6 -46 10 00 SRA 03951 AB Vol 08 10 43.5 -72 32 45 EA
04989 V0436 Vel 10 50 36.3 -52 30 40 M 04205 AC Vol 08 40 16.9 -65 47 58 EA
04993 V0437 Vel 10 51 05.6 -55 47 35 M 04249 AD Vol 08 44 39.8 -71 07 41 M
04997 V0438 Vel 10 52 09.2 -56 55 27 SRB 04253 AE Vol 08 45 39.4 -64 59 28 EW
05016 V0439 Vel 10 54 24.1 -56 15 27 LB 04309 AF Vol 08 53 34.9 -70 28 08 EW
18553 V0440 Vel 10 54 43.6 -45 36 10 EA 04341 AG Vol 08 57 43.9 -73 05 45 EA
05021 V0441 Vel 10 55 36.8 -56 10 31 M: 24837 V0460 Vul 19 39 18.1 +20 11 01 LB
05026 V0442 Vel 10 57 00.1 -53 45 58 SRA: 12428 V0461 Vul 19 48 51.6 +23 08 12 SRB
05029 V0443 Vel 10 57 19.2 -55 35 25 M 24986 V0462 Vul 20 03 08.2 +25 17 26 M:
05052 V0444 Vel 11 00 55.4 -48 00 56 M 12886 V0463 Vul 20 11 42.7 +21 51 06 SR:
05061 V0445 Vel 11 01 48.0 -56 10 31 M 13070 V0464 Vul 20 24 50.1 +28 01 16 LB
05467 V0335 Vir 12 07 52.2 -05 59 55 RRAB 13502 V0465 Vul 21 04 08.9 +26 47 50 LB
05617 V0336 Vir 12 26 08.7 +10 15 01 LB 13519 V0466 Vul 21 05 22.9 +28 17 49 RRAB
05987 V0337 Vir 12 50 35.0 +00 57 01 EW 13638 V0467 Vul 21 17 23.9 +21 53 34 EB
Remarks for unusual variable stars (type *).
V1710 Aql. Continuous brightness variations of a B8 star with a period of 68:
d
132.




85 V ) with brightenings to 9:
m
1 V , lasting
for 40 days, eah 357 days. HeII emission in the spetrum.
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Table 2
Name h m s o ' " Type Max Min Epoh Referenes
JD 24...
V0455 And 23 34 01.4 +39 21 41 UG 8.7 16.6 V 01 02
V0466 And 02 00 25.4 +44 10 19 UGSU 12.8 <19. V 03
V1721 Aql 19 06 28.6 +07 06 44 N 14.0 <20. * 54732: (2008) 04 2MASS
V1065 Cen 11 43 10.2 -58 04 04 NA 8.5 <17.0 V 54126 (2007) 05
V1212 Cen 14 35 02.5 -64 06 20 NA 8.38 <19. V 54708 (2008) 06
V0733 Cep 22 53 33.3 +62 32 24 FU: 15.7 <20. R 07 2MASS
V2467 Cyg 20 28 12.5 +41 48 36 NA 7.3 <18. V 54176 (2007) 08 09
V2468 Cyg 19 58 33.4 +29 52 06 NA 7.6 <18. V 54535 (2008) 10
V2491 Cyg 19 43 02.0 +32 19 14 NA: 7.4 <16. V 54568 (2008) 11 12
QY Mus 13 16 36.5 -67 36 48 N: 8.7: <17. V 54749: (2008) 13
V0390 Nor 16 32 11.5 -45 09 13 NA 9.8 <20. V 54271 (2007) 14
V2615 Oph 17 42 44.0 -23 40 35 NA 8.6 <20. V 54182 (2007) 15 09
V2670 Oph 17 39 50.9 -23 50 01 NA 10.0 <19. V 54614 (2008) 16 17
V2671 Oph 17 33 29.6 -27 01 14 NA 11.1 <19. * 54618: (2008) 18 17
V0597 Pup 08 16 18.0 -34 15 25 NA 7.0 <19. V 54419 (2007) 19
V0598 Pup 07 05 42.5 -38 14 39 XN 4.1 16. V 54257: (2007) 20
V5558 Sgr 18 10 18.3 -18 46 52 NB 6.53 <20. V 54292 (2007) 21 22
V5579 Sgr 18 05 58.9 -27 13 56 NA 6.7 <19. V 54580 (2008) 23 24
V1280 So 16 57 41.2 -32 20 36 NA 3.8 <20. V 54148 (2007) 25 26
V1281 So 16 56 59.4 -35 21 50 NA 9.0: <20. V 54154: (2007) 27 26
V1309 So 17 57 32.9 -30 43 10 NA 7.9 <18. V 54716 (2008) 28
NR TrA 16 18 48.2 -60 27 49 NA 8.5 <19. V 54570 29
V0458 Vul 19 54 24.6 +20 52 52 NA 8.1 18. V 54322 (2007) 30 22
V0459 Vul 19 48 08.9 +21 15 27 NA 7.2 20.: V 54462 (2007) 31
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Aording to the WEBDA
1
data base (Mermilliod 1996), the open luster NGC 457 is
known as a relatively young stellar system of log(age) = 7:324, the reddening E(B V ) =
0:472 mag, and the distane of 2.43 kp. Its apparent diameter was estimated to be 20'
(Dias et al. 2002). No searh for variable stars in the luster has been performed to date.
The eld of NGC 457 was searhed for variable stars in B and V bands with two
Shmidt telesopes. The rst ampaign was performed between 2007 November and
2008 April with the 90/180 m Shmidt-Cassegrain Telesope (TSC90) of the Niolaus
Copernius University Astronomial Observatory in Piwnie near Torun, Poland (see
Bukowieki & Maiejewski 2008 for details). In total 478 images in V and 142 in B were
obtained during about 56 hours of observations. The seond ampaign was performed
between 2007 Deember and 2008 Marh with the 70/172 m Shmidt Telesope (ST70)
of the National Astronomial Observatory (NAO) at Rozhen (Bulgaria), operated by the
Institute of Astronomy of the Bulgarian Aademy of Sienes (see Maiejewski et al. 2008
for details). During almost 19 hours of monitoring 218 images in V were aquired. About
14900 stars brighter than 19.0 mag in V band were monitored in total.
One of the deteted bright variables (V3 = V765 Cas) was also observed with the
TSC90 in the Cassegrain mode with the Rihardson spetrograph and Wright CCD am-





with 600 gr/mm grating for spetral lassiation.
Both data sets were redued and analysed in the way desribed in Bukowieki &
Maiejewski (2008). The transformation of instrumental magnitudes into standard ones
based on over 800 luster stars whih photometry was taken from Phelps & Janes (1994).
The (B   V ) overage was in range between 0.25 and 2.0 mag. The residuals in observed
and literature (B   V ) are shown in Fig. 1.
As a result of the analysis the following parameters were derived: the entral o-












, the limiting radius of 14:7  1:3 ar-
min, log(age) = 7:40 0:05, E(B   V ) = 0:48 0:05 mag, the apparent distane mod-
























Figure 1. The omparison of the observed photometry with the literature one.
prole, plotted in Fig. 2, an be approximated with the King's formula (King 1966) with
the following best-t parameters: the entral density f
0





= 2:43  0:13 armin, and the density of the bakground stellar eld
f
bg
= 1:87 0:05 stars/armin
2
. The olour-magnitude diagram (CMD) onstruted for












Figure 2. The radial density prole with the best-t King's formula. The horizontal ontinuous line
marks the bakground-star-density level and the dashed ones its 3-sigma error.
As a result of our survey 29 new and 2 known variable stars were deteted in the eld
of NGC 457. They are listed in Table 1 and their light urves are presented in Figs. 4 and
5. Twelve variables (V1{V12) are loated within the luster limiting radius. They were
marked with open symbols in luster's CMD to disuss their membership. It is lear that
4 of them, i.e. V6, V7, V9, and V10 annot belong to the luster for sure beause they

























Figure 3. The olour-magnitude diagram for NGC 457 with best-t isohrone of solar metalliity. The
open symbols denote variable stars loated within the luster's limiting radius. See text for disussion.
V1 is a red and bright evolved star known as V466 Cas { an irregular pulsating variable.
The star was found to be saturated in our short V band exposures, however its light urve
was reorded in the B band database and plotted in Fig. 4. Its V magnitude and the
(B   V ) olour index were taken from the SIMBAD database. The star and NGC 457
share the ommon proper motions (Perryman et al. 1997, Loktin & Beshenov 2003) what
allows to onlude that V1 (V466 Cas) is luster's member.
V2 is a faint ontat system loated near the isohrone. Assuming it belongs to the
luster, its absolute magnitude is M
V
= 2:7 mag. The same quantity alulated from the
empirial formula of Ruinski & Duerbek (1997) is 3.8 mag. Therefore, we onlude that
V2 is a bakground star.
V3 is known as V765 Cas { an elipsing system of EB type of spetral type B5. Our
photometry learly indiates that the variable is de fato a short period Algol-type system
with a typial shape of minima and unequal brightness near the maxima. The variable is
situated near the isohrone thus it an be treated as luster's member. Additionally, the
star was observed spetrosopially with the TSC90 in the Cassegrain mode to redeter-
mine its spetral type. The spetrum is plotted in Fig. 6 where spetral lines that were
used for lassiation are marked with arrows. The ratios of HeI[4026℄/HI[4340℄ and
HeI[4471℄/HI[4340℄ were onsidered. As a result the spetral type of V3 (V765 Cas)
was found to be slightly earlier, i.e. B2.5.
The light-urve variability of V4 indiates that it is a ontat system. Assuming it
belongs to the luster, its absolute magnitude is M
V
= 0:9 mag. The same quantity
alulated from the empirial formula of Ruinski & Duerbek (1997) is muh greater,
i.e., 1.7 mag. Therefore, we onlude that the membership of V4 is unlikely.
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Table 1. The list of variable stars deteted in the eld of NGC 457. r
d
denotes the distane from the
luster enter, V
max
{ the maximal brightness in V band, V { the amplitude of variation in V ,
(B   V ) { the olor index at the maximum of brightness, P { the period of variation, T
0
{ the epoh of






V B   V P T
0
Type Member.
J2000.0 (') (mag) (mag) (mag) (day) 2454400+
V1 011953+581830 2.7 { { { { { MISC Yes
V2 011929+581340 3.4 16.33 0.21 0.97 0.297507 15.7227 EW No
V3 011909+581725 3.9 10.63 0.41 0.32 1.716280 15.6925 EA Yes
V4 012014+581435 5.2 14.54 0.29 0.68 0.554334 15.8838 EW No
V5 011902+581920 5.4 11.77 0.17 0.37 { { MISC Likely
V6 011901+581009 8.3 12.52 0.21 1.70 { { MISC No
V7 011852+580930 9.5 12.92 0.15 3.94 { { MISC No
V8 011849+582353 9.6 13.55 0.44 0.66 1.720430 39.2008 EA Likely
V9 011841+580756 11.6 13.39 0.23 1.83 { { MISC No
V10 011908+580418 13.1 14.61 0.26 1.07 1.824432 18.6319 DCEP No
V11 011751+581523 14.1 15.40 0.07 0.69 0.048419 15.3794 DSCT Likely
V12 012043+582821 14.3 16.72 0.17 0.78 1.58797 18.0380 EA Likely
V13 011848+583138 16.2 13.97 0.16 0.85 4.078303 28.0865 DCEP {
V14 011749+582430 16.2 14.73 0.85 1.09 0.260823 16.0161 EW {
V15 012048+583112 17.1 15.27 0.20 1.27 14.44783 42.7258 DCEP: {
V16 011757+582749 17.2 15.83 0.16 0.98 0.283611 15.8081 EB {
V17 011811+583200 19.0 16.71 0.36 1.06 0.374246 16.0459 EW {
V18 011733+580922 19.2 15.68 0.29 0.84 0.381185 16.0145 EW {
V19 012038+583438 19.5 14.95 0.72 0.88 0.552955 16.8896 EB {
V20 012023+575726 20.3 15.15 0.62 0.72 0.602602 16.7453 RRAB {
V21 012155+580611 21.0 13.79 0.14 0.64 1.168862 39.5650 CWB {
V22 011805+575752 22.6 14.10 0.48 0.68 2.571928 19.8162 EA {
V23 011708+582827 22.8 16.54 0.13 0.66 0.171418 15.6109 DSCT {
V24 012223+582408 22.8 14.76 0.07 0.67 0.063837 15.4797 DSCT {
V25 012145+580121 22.8 16.21 0.44 0.91 0.320205 15.8258 EW {
V26 011952+584457 28.2 15.34 0.11 0.68 0.888248 17.4587 RR: {
V27 012204+583811 28.6 13.86 0.52 0.83 3.953425: 18.7548 EA {
V28 012038+574911 28.8 13.54 0.26 1.80 { { MISC {
V29 011702+575631 29.0 15.71 0.12 1.09 7.845039 42.1188 DCEP: {
V30 011917+574559 30.9 15.70 0.13 0.77 0.194762 15.6996 DSCT {
V31 011712+584958 38.2 13.57 0.25 1.15 { { MISC {
Remarks: V1 = V466 Cas, V3 = V765 Cas
V5 was found to be a blue pulsating variable of unresolved type, revealing brightness
hanges on long-time sale. It is situated in the bright part of luster's CMD in the area
of SPB variables, thus its membership is likely.
V8 is a detahed elipsing system. Its loation in the CMD suggests that it an belong
to the luster.
V11 is a short-period pulsating variable of Æ Suti type. Assuming it belongs to the
luster, its absolute magnitude is M
V
= 1:8 mag { a typial value for variables of that
type. This suggests that membership of V11 is likely.
V12 was lassied as a faint detahed elipsing system. It is loated near the isohrone,
thus the variable an be treated as luster's member.
Conluding, 6 variables deteted in the eld of NGC 457 are unquestionable or likely
luster members. The luster is found to be rih in elipsing systems represented by 3
detahed binaries. More interestingly, brightness of the systems dereases with distane
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from the luster entre. Assuming an elipsing binary belonging to the luster, its maxi-
mum brightness an be interpreted as a rough approximation of its total mass. As a result
of the mass segregation, more massive (i.e. brighter) systems are expeted to oupy the
entral part of a luster while the less massive (i.e. fainter) ones { the outer region (e.g.
Lamers et al. 2006 and referenes therein).
The original photometri data are available on the survey's web site:
http://www.astri.uni.torun.pl/~gm/OCS.
Aknowledgments: This paper is a result of PAN/BAN exhange and joint researh
projet Spetral and photometri studies of variable stars. The researh is supported by
UMK grant 411-A and Grants VU-F 201/06 and VU-NZ-01/06 of the Bulgarian Siene
Foundation. The researh has made use of the WEBDA and SIMBAD data bases.
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Figure 5. Light urves of variable stars disovered in the eld of NGC 457.

























Figure 6. The optial spetrum obtained for V3 (V765 Cas) in the blue. Spetral lines that were used
for lassiation are marked with arrows.
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The Be/X-ray binary V0332+53 has an orbital period of 34.25 d with an eentriity
of 0.31 (Stella et al. 1985). The optial ounterpart of this system, BQ Cam, is an O8-9Ve
star at a distane of about 7 kp, showing H line emission (Negueruela et al. 1999). This
emission is related to the irumstellar disk around the optial star.
Three optial brightening of BQ Cam have been deteted. Two of them were reported
by Goranskij (2001), one was in 1983 and the other was in 1989. The third one was
reported by Goranskij and Barsukova (2004) in the beginning of 2004. About 300 days
later, Swank et al. (2004) informed the rst All Sky Monitor detetion (on the Rossi
X-Ray Timing Explorer (RXTE)) of the November 2004 X-ray outburst. The previous
two optial brightenings were also aompanied by X-ray outbursts.
Reently, Krimm et al. (2008) reported a new X-ray ativity starting at MJD 54 756
deteted by Swift/BAT
1
hard X-ray transient monitor. Hsiao et al. (2008) obtained an




We have been monitoring the binary system V0332+53 sine 2004 using the 45 m
ROTSEIIId telesope (Roboti Optial Transient Experiment)
2
and RTT150 (Russian-
Turkish 1.5 m Telesope)
3
loated at Bakrltepe, Antalya, Turkey. ROTSEIII telesopes
whih operate without lters were desribed in detail by Akerlof et al. (2003). Details on
the redution of the data were desribed in Baykal et al. (2005) and Kzloglu et al. (2005).
The referene stars for dierential photometry were listed in a previous study of Baykal
et al. (2005).
In our previous study (Baykal et al. 2005), we presented part of the optial light urve
during the giant 2004 X-ray outburst. In this study we report on the long-term variability
of the Be/X-ray binary system V0332+53 up to the present date. The dierential optial
light urve and X-ray light urve of Be/X-ray binary system V0332+53 are shown in
Fig. 1. X-ray light urve was obtained from RXTE/ASM web site
4
.
A fading of 0.2mag ours in the light of BQ Cam after MJD 53 400. On the onset
of the fading trend, the Type II X-ray outburst omes to an end. The X-ray ativity










ould be due to a derease in the density or in the size of the irumstellar disk. After
MJD 53 600 the system brightened again but did not reah its previous value observed
before the giant 2004 X-ray ativity until about MJD 54 700.
Figure 1. ROTSEIIId daily averaged dierential light urve (upper panel) and X-ray light urve (lower
panel) of the Be/X-ray system V0332+53 (MJD = JD   2400000.5). Daily averages of RXTE/ASM
5.0-15.0 keV band light urve and 15-50 keV SWIFT/BAT light urve (properly saled and shifted) are
shown. Vertial line represents PAP and arrows denote spetrosopi observation times.
We presented optial spetrosopi observations obtained before (at MJD 54 730) and
during (at MJD 54 768) the new X-ray ativity reported by Krimm et al. (2008). The
spetrosopi observations were performed with the RTT150 telesope using the medium




ITAK Faint Objet Spetrometer and Camera).
The amera is equipped with a 2048  2048, 15 pixel Fairhild 447BI CCD. We used
grism G8 (spetral range 5800-8300






redution and analysis of spetra were made by using MIDAS
5
and its pakages: Longslit
ontext and ALICE.
The observed H line proles (Fig. 2) were single-peaked and almost symmetri. Mea-
surements of H emission lines were made by tting a Gaussian prole. For eah spe-
trum the measured value of the equivalent width (EW) and full width at half maximum
(FWHM) are given in Table 1. The EW and FWHM values for the present two H emis-
sion proles are almost the same. The alulated EW value of  4:4

Afor both proles
is less than the measured value of 10

Awhih was obtained by Masetti et al. (2005) at




Figure 2. H proles observed on Sep 21 and Ot 29, 2008, before and during the X-ray ativity.
the present data, the disk is less dense and the system has almost reahed the previous
brightness observed before the giant X-ray are.
The present EW values are found to be similar to the ones observed during the fading
of infrared magnitudes of Negueruela et al. (1999). We did not onrm the result of Hsiao
et al. (2008) sine our detetion showed single peaked H emission line (obtained 7 days
later than their observations). In addition to this, the present FWHM was weaker by a
fator of 2.
The H emission lines were found to be red-shifted by 140 km/s whih were larger
than that of Corbet et al. (1986), who found a blue-shift of 65 km/s in H line and
related this to V/R variability seen in Be type stars. In the present study, quite symmetri
H line proles do not represent a perturbation in the disk. Beause of the low inlination
of this system, it is also possible that no variability is seen.
Okazaki and Negueruela (2001) pointed out the possibility of dis trunation by the
neutron star whih was not lose to the mean ritial Rohe Lobe radius at periastron
for the binary system V0332+53 sine this system showed no Type I X-ray outburst for
a long period of time. Aording to them, to have a temporary Type I X-ray outbursts,
Be disk should be strongly disturbed. But, the H emission line prole obtained during
the 2008 Type I X-ray outburst does not show any variability whih would indiate a
disturbed disk. The line is quite symmetri.
We suggest that brightening of the disk after MJD 54 700 may be due to the preession
Table 1. H line proles.





Sep 21, 2008 54730.0796 4.44  0.13 7.89  2.05
Ot 29, 2008 54768.8644 4.37  0.15 6.57  1.52
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of the disk. When the disk is toward the periastron the material in the outer part of the
disk falls on to the neutron star giving rise to the observed 2008 X-ray outburst. The new
2008 X-ray outburst oinides with the periastron passage (PAP) time of the neutron star
(Type I outburst). We used the orbital period of 34.67 days and PAP time of 53367 given
by Zhang et al. (2005).
We ontinue monitoring the system.
Aknowledgments: This projet utilizes data obtained by the Roboti Optial Transient
Searh Experiment. ROTSE is a ollaboration of Lawrene Livermore National Lab,
Los Alamos National Lab and the University of Mihigan (http://www.rotse.net). We
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al fa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EE Cep is a very long period (5.6 yr) elipsing binary star, as bright as about 11
magnitude in the B and V passbands. The nature of the system still remains unlear.
During dierent elipses very large hanges of the duration and the depth of partiular
minima are observed (Fig. 1). This variability indiates that the seondary is probably
a omplex objet. The most attrative explanation of these observational fats seems
to be the hypothesis that the seondary onsists of a dark, opaque, relatively thik dis
around a low luminosity entral objet: a low-mass single star or a lose binary (Mikola-
















 52770  52790  52810  52830
Figure 1. Light urves in V passband of two last minima: left - 1997 elipse (Mikolajewski & Grazyk
1999, + Cook's CCD data (Halbah 1999)), right - 2003 elipse (Mikolajewski et al., 2005a).
Dierenes in the shape of the partiular elipses ould be explained by preession, whih
hanges both the inlination of the dis to the line of sight, and the tilt of its ross-setion
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to the diretion of motion. The majority of the elipses have an asymmetrial shape, in
whih it is possible to distinguish ve repeatable phases: atmospheri and real ingress,
sloped-bottom transit and real and atmospheri egress. The unique elipse with at
bottom observed in 1969 an be explained by a nearly edge-on and non-tilted projetion
of the dis.
Over ve years have passed, sine the last elipse in the EE Cep system took plae. The
observational ampaign, whih has been organized during the last elipse (Mikolajewski
et al. 2003), brought the best multiolour photometri and spetrosopi data so far, in
respet of the time overage as well as the quality. Ten instruments from four ountries
took part in photometri measurements and seven instruments from six ountries in spe-
trosopi observations. Results of that ampaign was desribed by Mikolajewski et al.,
(2005ab) in two papers signed by forty four oauthors representing fteen institutions.
JD = 2452831.37





























































Figure 2. Two models of the elipse of the fast rotating Be star in EE Cep by a solid dis (left) and by
a dis with a gap (right). A at and irular dis with r
 2
density distribution has been assumed. Top:
projetion of the system in the sky plane. Polar (hot) and equatorial (ool) areas of the star are shown
by dark (blue) and light (green) shades respetively. Inner (opaque) and exterior (semitransparent)
areas of the dis are shown by dark and light shades (blak and red olours) respetively. Middle: B
light urve (points) from Mikolajewski et al. (2005a) with orresponding syntheti urves (lines).
Bottom: B   I
C
olour index from the last 2003 elipse (points) together with syntheti ts (lines).
The next elipse is approahing and we hope to gather partiipants for the new obser-
vational ampaign. The mid-elipse moment should take plae on about 14 January 2009
(JD
mid elipse
= 2454846). The longest elipse observed in 1969, lasted for about 60 days,
so the photometri ampaign should begin at least 5 weeks before (7 De 2008) and nish
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5 weeks after (22 Feb 2009) the mid-elipse. The most important should be the period
between 2 and 27 Jan 2009 beause of an interesting olour evolution notied in 2003.
The olour indies from the last elipse show two blue maxima about 9 days before and
after the mid-elipse moment. These maxima an be understood if (i) the elipsed B star
is rotationally darkened at the equator and brightened at the poles and (ii) the elipsing
dis is divided into two parts by a transparent gap (Fig. 2). Indeed, the spetrosopi
observations during the last ampaign showed that the elipsed omponent is a rapidly
rotating Be star (Mikolajewski et al., 2005b). The best t to its Balmer absorptions
(Fig. 3) gives v sin i  350 km=s. This veloity leads to a dierene about 5-6  10
3
K
between the polar and equatorial temperatures. The motion of the gapped dis on the
bakground of this star ould explain both blue maxima (at JD = 2452788; 2452805),
when the star's pole is visible in the gap. A solid dis an give quite a good t to the
light urve but does not explain the olour hanges (Fig. 2 { left). A dis with a irular
gap gives a quite good t to the olours, but a poor t to the light urve (Fig. 2 { right).
























Observed spectrum of EE Cep 11Aug03: 
Synthetic spectra of EE Cep (Teff=15000K, log(g)=3.5, [Fe/H]=0): vsini = 250 [km/s]
vsini = 300 [km/s]
vsini = 350 [km/s]
vsini = 400 [km/s]
Figure 3. Syntheti and observed proles of the H10, H11 lines.
During the 2008/2009 elipse, we reommend photometri observations in the standard
Johnson-Cousins UBV (RI)
C
systems. At least one measurement per night is needed, with
auray near to about 0:
m
01. Some multiolour observations far from the elipse should
be made in order to alibrate systemati dierenes between observatories. We propose
to use the same sequene of omparison stars as during the previous ampaign, given by
Mikolajewski et al. (2003), together with a nding hart.
Any infrared, photometri (at least JHK) and spetrosopi observations before, dur-
ing and after the elipse would be very useful. They ould make it possible to detet
the seondary ompanion of EE Cep (dis and/or entral star/stars). During the last
deade we observed variations in the I passband before and after the elipses of about
0:
m
2 (Fig. 4), whih indiate a signiant ontribution of a dark body in this band. The
variations an be onneted with hanges of the spatial orientation of the dis. In
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Figure 4. Dierential I magnitudes of EE Cep observed in Torun observatory during last eleven years.
The depths of elipses in 1997 and 2003 exeed the sale: both are denoted by arrows with numerial
values of its amplitude. The three series of observations have been made with two photomultipliers and
a CCD amera, respetively. Nevertheless, the evident non-elipsing hanges are learly visible.
As was shown during the 2003 elipse, the shell lines of irumstellar matter were
visible about 3-2.5 months before and after the mid-elipse, so it is advisable to begin
spetrosopi observations immediately and to ontinue until April 2009. Of ourse,
signiant hanges in the proles of absorption and emission lines during the photometri
elipse (between 14 De 2008 and 14 Feb 2009) an be expeted from night to night. Low
and high resolution spetra and spetral distributions would be very useful.
We invite all interested observers to partiipate in the urrent ampaign. Please ontat
us: galanastri.uni.torun.pl or mamikoastri.uni.torun.pl.
Aknowledgements: This work was supported by MNiSW grant No. N203 018 32/2338
and UMK grant No. 412-A. We are very grateful to Dr B. Roukema for his language
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tions.
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CN Ori is one of the brightest and most ative dwarf novae (DNe), with a very short
reurrene time between two onseutive outbursts (' 18 days), and one of the few DNe
with an orbital period above the 3-hour upper boundary of the period gap (P = 0:
d
163199).
The maximum reported brightness is V = 11:9. The minimum is extremely variable
and ranges between V = 14:2 and V = 16:3, with a quasi{sinusoidal omponent of
variability due to a partial elipse (Mumford 1967), and other omponents superimposed
that probably are the signature of an aretion disk out of the steady state (Mantel et
al. 1988). Many photometri observations of CN Ori are reported in the literature, with
time sales ranging from a few seonds to many days (see e.g., Petit 1960, Shoembs 1982).
However, these data have been generally obtained in a single photometri band, and only
sporadi multi{band observations are available (for example, Ehevarria 1984).
We have observed this dwarf nova at the Perugia Astronomial Observatory sine 2002.
The instruments used and the photometri tehniques applied was already desribed in
Spogli et al. (1998). Other observations have been olleted at the Porziano Astronomial
Observatory, Mt. Subasio, Assisi (Italy), with a 0.35m Shmidt{Cassegrain telesope





Johnson{Cousins broad band lters. There is no evaluable dierene between
the redued data obtained with the two telesopes.
The photometri data have been obtained in dierential photometry using the alibra-
tion stars reported by Bailey & Howarth (1979) and Misselt (1996). With the prinipal
aim to give the I
C
magnitudes, we seleted and re{alibrated a new sequene by observing,
on three photometri nights, several standard stars (Landolt 1992) having B   V from
 0:2 to 1:5 mag. Table 1 reports the weighted averages and the standard deviations for
the seleted omparison stars. Fig. 1 shows the nding hart. The BV R
C
magnitudes are
in general agreement with the results of Misselt (1996), while they are in average fainter
by 0.07 mag ompared with the B and V photoeletri estimates of Bailey & Howarth








magnitudes of CN Ori. An important sample of our data
has been obtained during the partial elipse of the binary system, onsidering the orbital
ephemeris reported by Barrera & Vogt (1989). Negleting elipse points, our data onrm
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Figure 1. Finding hart of CN Ori, with the seleted sequene.
the very short reurrene time between two onseutive outbursts (Fourier periodogram
gives P ' 18:76 days), with a symmetri shape of the outburst prole haraterized by
a relatively fast rise and deline. Many variability patterns are superimposed on the
outburst yle, but our data{sampling is not appliable for an aurate investigation.
Fig. 2 shows that the outburst amplitude hanges at dierent lters. Fig. 3 shows the
olor-index versus magnitude diagram for CN Ori.




magnitudes for the seleted omparison stars








5:52:04.0 -5:25:40 15.950.06 14.650.05 13.880.03 13.150.03
C2, M
(2)
5:52:00.0 -5:26:42 16.080.07 15.100.04 14.520.04 14.010.05
C3 5:51:57.0 -5:27:40 14.190.08 12.940.04 12.260.02 11.580.03
C4, M3
(1)
5:52:10.7 -5:26:56 12.930.03 12.480.03 12.190.03 11.970.03
C5 5:52:10.5 -5:30:03 10.320.05 9.810.03 9.500.05 9.240.03
C6, C
(2)
5:52:38.8 -5:31:09 13.150.10 11.930.03 11.120.04 10.340.03
C7, B
(2)
5:52:31.3 -5:28:32 11.780.07 11.340.04 10.980.03 10.760.04
C8, G
(2)










5:52:12.1 -5:25:21 15.450.05 14.210.04 13.480.03 12.740.03
C11 5:52:18.5 -5:24:10 14.880.09 13.920.04 13.330.04 12.850.04
C12, A
(2)
5:51:58.1 -5:21:08 11.760.03 10.610.02 9.940.03 9.290.03
(1) Misselt (1986)
(2) Bailey & Howarth (1979)
During the rise to the outburst, and the subsequent deline, the emission is progres-
sively dominated by the aretion disk and the olor index follows the typial path well
represented by a line. During quiesene the emission is generally dominated by the
seondary, but our data show a large variation in the olor{magnitude diagram, with a
hange in slope and urvature, and the olor index is far from the expeted olor of an
M4-5 star (Ritter & Kolb 1998). So we an onlude that the aretion disk remains rela-
tively bright during the quiesene of CN Ori, and the large olor variations are inreased
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Figure 2. The phase diagram of CN Ori shows a relatively stable outburst-yle, with a
quasi-sinusoidal trend (dashed line), and the outburst amplitude that hanges at dierent wavelengths.



















Figure 3. During the outburst the emission is dominated by the aretion disk and the olor index is
bluer; the emission of the seondary is progressively more important during quiesene and the olor
index is redder, with a omplex behaviour like a urvature (dotted line).
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data of CN Ori




11/02/2002 2317.327 12.780.06 12.770.05 12.680.04 12.620.04
22/02/2002 2328.339 15.600.07 15.310.05 14.900.05 14.560.05
24/02/2002 2330.332 15.150.07 14.850.05 14.420.05 14.160.04
04/03/2002 2338.326 13.030.07 12.950.05 12.850.04 12.770.04






05/12/2003 2979.499 13.530.06 13.450.04 13.390.04 13.270.04
20/12/2003 2994.488 12.810.05 12.710.05 12.630.05
26/12/2003 3000.428 15.610.08 15.110.03 14.720.04 14.310.03
23/01/2004 3028.444 12.880.07 12.740.04 12.620.04 12.520.03
23/01/2004 3028.478 12.990.07 12.800.05 12.690.04 12.600.04
24/01/2004 3029.298 13.050.06 12.850.04 12.730.04 12.660.04
24/01/2004 3029.317 12.950.06 12.790.04 12.650.04 12.600.04
24/01/2004 3029.335 12.880.06 12.770.04 12.680.04 12.620.04
24/01/2004 3029.358 12.850.06 12.750.04 12.660.04 12.570.04
30/01/2004 3035.431 15.280.08 14.770.05 14.500.04 14.170.04
30/01/2004 3035.442 15.090.06 14.630.04 14.440.04 14.160.03
12/02/2004 3048.362 12.930.06 12.890.04 12.820.04 12.790.03
13/02/2004 3049.384 13.350.04 13.340.03 13.200.04 13.100.03
16/02/2004 3052.365 15.210.07 14.820.05 14.500.05 14.110.04
17/02/2004 3053.426 15.820.08 15.240.05 14.850.05 14.490.05
02/03/2004 3067.313 13.100.06 12.990.04 12.890.03 12.820.03
05/03/2004 3070.298 14.640.05 14.390.04 14.030.05
27/11/2005 3702.525 12.460.06 12.430.04 12.410.04 12.390.04
28/11/2005 3703.457 12.580.05 12.500.05 12.490.05 12.480.04
07/12/2005 3712.458 15.590.07 15.190.05 14.760.05
10/01/2006 3746.375 13.060.06 12.930.05 12.860.05 12.750.05
11/01/2006 3747.376 13.170.06 13.060.05 13.040.05 12.960.05
12/01/2006 3748.332 13.560.06 13.460.05 13.400.05 13.320.05
13/01/2006 3749.429 14.520.06 14.390.06 14.250.05 14.050.05
20/01/2006 3756.357 15.020.05 14.650.05 14.250.05
22/01/2006 3758.374 13.380.07 13.230.05 13.180.05 13.080.05
31/01/2006 3767.361 14.160.07 14.020.05 13.920.05 13.750.05
01/02/2006 3768.343 14.680.06 14.380.05 14.120.05
02/02/2006 3769.388 15.520.06 15.100.06 14.570.05
Referenes:
Bailey, J., Howarth, F. D. 1979, J. British Astron. Asso., 89, 265
Barrera, L. H., Vogt, N. 1989, A&A, 220, 99
Ehevarria, J. 1984, Rev. Mexiana Astron. Astrof., 9, 99
Landolt, A. U. 1992, AJ, 104, 340
Mantel, K. H., Marshhausser, R. K., Shoembs, R., et al. 1988, A&A, 193, 101
Misselt, K. A. 1996, PASP, 108, 146
Mumford, G. S. 1967, PASP, 79, 283
Petit, M. 1960, JO, 43, 24
Ritter, H., Kolb, U. 1998, A&AS, 129, 83
Shoembs, R. 1982, A&A, 115, 190
Spogli, C., Fiorui, M., Tosti, G. 1998, A&AS, 130, 485
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TWO PAIRS OF INTERACTING EBS




Shool of Physis and Astronomy, Raymond and Beverly Sakler Faulty of Exat Sienes, Tel Aviv
University, Tel Aviv, Israel
Manual browsing through the online OGLE LMC database
1
(Wyrzykowski et al. 2003)
revealed that elipsing binary OGLE 051343.14-691837.1 (P
1
= 3:57798 d) is signiantly
more noisy than other stars with similar brightness, and indeed another EB was subse-
quently found in it's residuals (P
2
= 5:36655 d). This seond EB has a period of almost
exatly 1.5 times the period of the rst EB. To better disentangle the two signals we
simultaneously tted a trunated Fourier series with N terms (N = 22) for eah period,
plus a zero-point term, for a total of 45 tted oeÆients. We then rejeted outliers and
repeated untill onvergene. This allowed us to better visualize both EBs (see Fig. 1)
and it is easy to see that the two signals are not dierent harmonis of the same system
but rather two distint EBs. Sine OGLE's telesope PSF is rather small, and beause
of the apparent resonane between the two binaries, we believe it is highly unlikely that
this is hane alignment, and that the more probable explanation is of a rather ompat
hierarhial system of two pairs of EBs in 3:2 resonane. Interestingly, it seems that all
4 stars are rather massive as both EBs show very signiant ellipsoidal variation. With
this senario in mind, the fat that both pairs of stars are EBs means that some degree
of o-planarity also exist - further supporting the interating-pairs hypothesis.
Referene:




























Figure 1. The red solid lines are smoothed light urves using a trunated Fourier series - see text for
details (for eah EB the other EB signal is removed). Outliers are marked in red boxes.
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ON BEHALF OF THE ROTSE COLLABO-
RATION
1
University of Mihigan, Ann Arbor, MI 48109, USA, e-mail: yuanfangumih.edu
2
California Institute of Tehnology, Pasadena, CA 91125, USA
3
Indiana University of Pennsylvania, Indiana, PA 15705, USA
4
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, LA 70803, USA
5
University of Texas, Austin, TX 78712, USA
Nova M31 2008-08d (ROTSE3 J004548.3+430222), with a projeted distane of 25 kp
from the enter of M31, was disovered in unltered CCD images taken with the 0.45-
m ROTSE-IIIb telesope at MDonald Observatory on August 25.23 UT, 2008. It was
initially reported by Yuan et al. (2008) as an optial transient with unknown nature
beause of the multi-peaked early lighturve atypial of a nova and its ambiguous orrela-
tion with an INT
1
V -band arhive soure. Spetrosopi observation by Chornok et al.
(2008) identies it as a lassial nova of Fe II type with a radial veloity onsistent with
a loation in M31.
We report in Table 1 the omplete photometri observations of this nova by ROTSE-
IIIb and ROTSE-IIId at the TUBITAK National Observatory in Turkey. The ROTSE-III
images were bias-subtrated and at-elded by the automated pipeline. Initial objet
detetions were performed by SExtrator. The images were then proessed with our
ustom RPHOT photometry program based on the DAOPHOT PSF-tting photometry
pakage (Quimby et al. 2006). The response peak of ROTSE-III CCDs overs a similar
range to R-band. The magnitude zero point for eah image was estimated from median
oset of the duial referene stars to the USNO-B1.0 R-band measurements.
The ROTSE-III detetions are plotted in Figure 1 together with upper limits onstrain-
ing the rise and deay of the transient. The overall deaying lighturve shows signiant
amount of osillation before dropping below our detetion threshold at the end of Oto-
ber. It is not unommon for nova lighturves to show variations due to dust formation
(Shafter 2008), but usually on longer time-sales than observed for this objet.
1
The INT data were obtained from the Isaa Newton Group Arhive whih is maintained as part of the CASU Astro-
nomial Data Centre at the Institute of Astronomy, Cambridge.
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Figure 1. ROTSE-III lighturve of Nova M31 2008-08d (ROTSE3 J004548.3+430222). The lled
squares are detetions from ROTSE-IIIb and the lled triangles are detetions from ROTSE-IIId. All
the upper limits (downward arrows) are from ROTSE-IIIb.
IBVS 5869 3
Referenes:
Yuan, F., et al. 2008, The Astronomer's Telegram, 1702
Chornok, R., Silverman, J. M., George, M. R., and Filippenko, A. V. 2008, The As-
tronomer's Telegram, 1708
Quimby, R. M., et al. 2006, ApJ, 636, 400
Shafter, A. W. 2008, Private Communiation
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Table 1. Log of ROTSE-III observations








54701.99 18.38 0.12 IIId
54703.23 18.31 0.05 IIIb
54704.43 18.02 0.04 IIIb
54704.91 18.21 0.09 IIId
54706.91 18.87 0.08 IIId
54707.90 18.88 0.11 IIId
54708.90 19.13 0.12 IIId
54710.92 18.68 0.10 IIId
54711.33 18.55 0.07 IIIb
54714.19 18.32 0.06 IIIb
54715.93 18.43 0.06 IIId
54716.89 18.66 0.05 IIId
54717.92 19.01 0.10 IIId
54719.93 18.76 0.12 IIId
54720.86 18.65 0.22 IIId
54723.31 19.13 0.38 IIIb
54729.16 18.50 0.07 IIIb
54730.17 18.80 0.07 IIIb
54731.33 18.67 0.06 IIIb
54732.33 18.76 0.07 IIIb
54735.24 19.57 0.17 IIIb
54736.16 19.80 0.18 IIIb
54737.18 20.14 0.22 IIIb
54738.16 20.12 0.21 IIIb
54739.88 19.43 0.18 IIId
54740.16 19.41 0.07 IIIb
54741.16 19.05 0.08 IIIb
54742.16 19.25 0.08 IIIb
54743.29 19.40 0.10 IIIb
54746.16 19.89 0.20 IIIb
54747.16 20.20 0.17 IIIb
54748.16 20.35 0.42 IIIb
54759.16 20.22 IIIb
54760.19 20.12 0.33 IIIb
54761.19 19.60 0.10 IIIb
54763.15 20.08 0.24 IIIb
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PHOTOELECTRIC MINIMA OF SELECTED ECLIPSING BINARIES IN 2008
DVORAK, S.W.
Rolling Hills Observatory, Clermont, FL USA; e-mail: sdvorakrollinghillsobs.org
Observatory and telesope:
25m atadioptri telesope at Rolling Hills Observatory (RHO)





FOV, 512  512 pixels.
Method of data redution:




Method of minimum determination:
The times of minima were omputed using the Kwee and van Woerden method
(Kwee & van Woerden, 1956) as implemented in a ustom-written C appliation.
Referene:
Kwee, K. K. & van Woerden, H., 1956, BAN, 12, 327
1
sextrator is written by Emmanuel Bertin and is available from http://terapix.iap.fr/
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Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
CG Aur 54794.8180 0.0001 I V
EP Aur 54514.6610 0.0001 I V
TY Boo 54595.6023 0.0001 I V
DF CVn 54503.7561 0.0002 I V
XZ CMi 54501.5743 0.0001 I V
V0364 Cas 54759.6380 0.0000 II V
54766.5818 0.0001 I V
54741.8930 0.0001 I V
V0384 Cas 54797.6465 0.0001 I V
V0821 Cas 54825.5334 0.0002 I B
CC Com 54596.6184 0.0001 II V
V Crt 54570.6878 0.0002 II V
V0456 Cyg 54637.8682 0.0002 I V
V0466 Cyg 54624.8263 0.0001 II V
TZ Dra 54570.8839 0.0003 II V
54573.9200 0.0003 I V
54583.8782 0.0003 II V
AZ Gem 54474.6207 0.0001 I V
54498.7697 0.0001 I V
V0899 Her 54632.800 0.001 I V
FG Hya 54529.5808 0.0001 I V
UV Leo 54553.6343 0.0001 I V
VZ Leo 54528.5656 0.0002 I V
WY Leo 54568.667 0.002 I V
VW LMi 54574.6311 0.0001 I V
UV Lyn 54544.6278 0.0001 II V
TZ Lyr 54578.8170 0.0001 I V
V0396 Mon 54494.6405 0.0001 I V
V0714 Mon 54493.6578 0.0001 I V
V0508 Oph 54588.7907 0.0001 I V
FK Ori 54511.5714 0.0003 II V
FT Ori 54755.8755 0.0001 II V
BO Peg 54788.6056 0.0001 II V
54793.5362 0.0001 I V
IQ Per 54791.873 0.0001 I B
AH Tau 54475.7472 0.0001 I V
54475.5807 0.0001 II V
54736.8952 0.0001 I V
CU Tau 54475.6496 0.0002 I V
RS Tri 54787.6679 0.0002 II V
54790.5261 0.0002 I V
HW Vir 54498.8769 0.0001 I V
54498.9353 0.0001 II V
ASAS 085128+2527.9 54477.7306 0.0001 ? V
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TIMINGS OF MINIMA OF ECLIPSING BINARIES
DIETHELM, ROGER
Bahnhofstrasse 3, CH{4118 Rodersdorf, Switzerland
The following Table lists timings of minima of elipsing binaries seured by CCD
photometry, obtained between July 2008 and Deember 2008. The given O-C values
generally refer to the linear elements of the GCVS (Kholopov et al., 1985, 2008 edition)
exept for the ases stated in the remarks. All times given are helioentri UTC.
Table 1: Elipsing binaries
Variable Type HJD 24. . .  O   C n Obs Remarks
AD And p 54774.6223 0.0004  0:0587 23 RD V
AS And p 54787.6587 0.0004 +0:0075 35 RD V; el.: 2452548.5944 + 2.420602 * E
CN And s 54784.6882 0.0009  0:0061 19 RD V
DK And p 54784.6604 0.0009 +0:0085 25 RD V
DO And p 54777.6750 0.0003 +0:0215 42 RD V
DS And p 54802.6448 0.0004  0:0005 32 RD V
EP And p 54802.6338 0.0009  0:0047 15 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5184
FL And p 54784.6643 0.0005 +0:0108 26 RD V
HR And p 54769.649 0.005  0:093 10 RD V
LO And s 54784.6166 0.0006  0:0021 15 RD V
MO And p 54821.6514 0.0005  0:0012 32 RD V
NZ And p 54800.6788 0.0004  0:0218 15 RD V
QR And p 54792.711 0.003  0:014 19 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5777;
additional pulsations
QW And s 54800.7044 0.0007 +0:0051 16 RD V
V372 And p 54762.8347 0.0011 +0:0515 28 RD V
V404 And s 54783.6195 0.0002 +0:0034 20 RD V
V412 And p 54769.7531 0.0006 +0:0477 32 RD V
V440 And s 54774.6632 0.0005 +0:0057 15 RD V; el.: 2452900.1019 + 1.5825712 * E
V441 And s 54768.7252 0.0004  0:0146 31 RD V
V444 And p 54800.6573 0.0007  0:0800 24 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5600
V449 And s 54821.7120 0.0001 +0:0294 22 RD V
EL Aqr s 54769.726 0.003 +0:003 17 RD V
SS Ari p 54821.6936 0.0003  0:0027 27 RD V
AW Ari p 54802.6809 0.0005  0:0123 21 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5219
AH Aur s 54802.9070 0.0002 +0:1038 36 RD V
AP Aur s 54821.9716 0.0003 +0:0856 17 RD V
CL Aur p 54774.8862 0.0008 +0:1364 27 RD V
HS Aur p 54811.8855 0.0006 +0:0028 32 RD V; d=0.04 days
HU Aur s 54831.6360 0.0012  0:0144 25 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 3666
IZ Aur p 54800.8208 0.0010  0:0120 10 RD V; IBVS No. 4586
KO Aur p 54802.8680 0.0002  0:0156 36 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 3410
V404 Aur p 54794.9111 0.0004 +0:0237 40 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 4245
V410 Aur s 54783.8838 0.0006  0:0043 29 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5668
V523 Aur s 54821.8769 0.0007 +0:0070 12 RD V; el.: 2451518.32 + 0.3304376 * E
V555 Aur s 54777.8994 0.0006 +0:0137 37 RD V; formerly ES Tau
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Table 1: Elipsing binaries (ontinued)
Variable Type HJD 24. . .  O   C n Obs Remarks
GSC 2393-680 p 54777.8594 0.0008 +0:0053 16 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5699
GSC 3751-178 p 54802.9093 0.0003  0:0131 29 RD V
UU Cam p 54811.7390 0.0006  0:0710 10 RD V
WW Cam s 54774.8304 0.0005  0:0352 20 RD V
AO Cam s 54830.7036 0.0004  0:0390 22 RD V; el.: PASP 97, 648
AV Cam p 54802.9006 0.0004  0:0693 37 RD V
AY Cam p 54829.8685 0.0003  0:0155 43 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 3005
MP Cam p 54787.8734 0.0004  0:0694 36 RD V
MT Cam p 54831.6560 0.0003 +0:0005 25 RD V; el.: 2452975.3307 + 0.366139 * E
GSC 3715-1039 s 54811.7157 0.0012  0:0099 16 RD V; el. IBVS No. 5700
p 54831.7102 0.0004  0:0142 19 RD V
TU Cn p 54830.8810 0.0007  0:6781 31 RD V
TX Cn p 54829.8835 0.0005 +0:0382 28 RD V
XZ Cn p 54831.8424 0.0007 +0:0657 21 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5592
YY Cn p 54832.8249 0.0012  0:0075 25 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5591
AB Cn p 54830.8560 0.0004 +0:0479 27 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5337
AD Cn p 54831.8929 0.0006  0:0223 22 RD V
AH Cn s 54831.8360 0.0004 +0:0833 19 RD V
EH Cn s 54831.8571 0.0003  0:0531 28 RD V; el.: ASAS
GW Cn p 54831.9258 0.0004  0:0191 24 RD V; el.: ASAS
IL Cn s 54831.9068 0.0009 +0:0498 21 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5248
IR Cn p 54830.8627 0.0003 +0:0015 33 RD V; el.: 2452623.01 + 0.717767 * E;
d=0.04 days
GSC 1927-862 s 54821.8864 0.0008 +0:0059 43 RD V; el.: 2452707.522 + 0.536435 * E
NSV 4158 s 54831.8239 0.0003  0:0001 16 RD V; el.: 2452623.38 + 0.378385 * E
NSV 4188 s 54830.9446 0.0005 +0:0032 21 RD V; el.: 2452623.165 + 0.308026 * E;
d=0.018 days
DF CVn s 54682.4056 0.0004 +0:0015 13 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5021
DQ CVn p 54682.393 0.002  0:005 11 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5541
GSC 2537-520 p 54682.4151 0.0011  0:0059 10 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5541
GSC 2544-1007 s 54682.3999 0.0011 +0:0097 13 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5541
BB CMi p 54821.9225 0.0007 +0:0857 30 RD V; el.: AJ 109, 1239
CW CMi s 54821.8874 0.0002 +0:0051 32 RD V; el.: 2452750.587 + 0.313192 * E
ZZ Cas p 54777.6503 0.0002  0:0115 34 RD V
AT Cas p 54762.8238 0.0004  0:0816 47 RD V
BH Cas p 54783.6764 0.0006 +0:0212 35 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 4482
BS Cas p 54783.6667 0.0004 +0:0050 34 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5668
BU Cas p 54768.7793 0.0006  0:0207 13 RD V
BZ Cas p 54761.7271 0.0005 +0:0660 39 RD V
CV Cas p 54756.7480 0.0003 +0:6312 36 RD B
CW Cas s 54756.7440 0.0002  0:0468 38 RD B; el.: JAAVSO 21, 34
DZ Cas p 54777.6978 0.0002  0:1749 35 RD V
EY Cas s 54787.6413 0.0003 +0:0308 27 RD V
HQ Cas p 54762.7914 0.0003  0:5365 55 RD V
IL Cas p 54800.5942 0.0011 +0:0019 11 RD V; BAV Mitt. 51.1
IT Cas s 54774.7030 0.0005 +0:2004 29 RD V; el.: AJ 114, 1206;
non-irular orbit
KL Cas p 54761.7626 0.0001  0:0097 52 RD V
KR Cas p 54762.7341 0.0008  0:1467 22 RD V
LX Cas p 54830.6537 0.0003 +0:0481 35 RD V
LY Cas p 54830.6737 0.0005 +0:1124 32 RD V
MM Cas p 54774.6676 0.0003 +0:0908 35 RD V
MN Cas s 54783.6377 0.0007 +0:0174 24 RD V
MR Cas s 54769.7288 0.0002  0:0500 30 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5690
MT Cas p 54792.6557 0.0004 +0:0122 21 RD V
MY Cas p 54792.6163 0.0010 +0:0264 15 RD V
NN Cas s 54768.7611 0.0006 +0:1260 18 RD V
p 54800.638 0.002 +0:126 19 RD V
NT Cas p 54762.7376 0.0005 +0:0212 37 RD V
NV Cas p 54783.6831 0.0003  0:1118 23 RD V
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OR Cas p 54787.7009 0.0006  0:0253 25 RD V
OX Cas p 54811.6737 0.0007 +0:0139 27 RD V
QQ Cas p 54769.7426 0.0007 +0:1074 29 RD V; el.: BAV Rdb. 35,1
V337 Cas p 54802.6931 0.0003  0:0653 31 RD V; d = 0.04 days
V361 Cas p 54774.7186 0.0008  0:1979 18 RD V
V366 Cas s 54768.7520 0.0006 +0:0637 17 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 4798
V374 Cas p 54774.6777 0.0003 +0:0164 39 RD V
V375 Cas p 54777.6631 0.0005 +0:1382 38 RD V
V381 Cas s 54783.6287 0.0003  0:0197 23 RD V
V384 Cas p 54777.6983 0.0005  0:1411 35 RD V
V385 Cas p 54762.7344 0.0010  0:8836 16 RD V
V387 Cas p 54761.7116 0.0008 +0:0851 33 RD V
V445 Cas s 54761.7645 0.0008  0:0118 48 RD V; el.; BAV Mitt. 69
V448 Cas s 54761.8494 0.0004 +0:2090 36 RD V
V471 Cas p 54794.5718 0.0003 +0:0814 9 RD V
V473 Cas p 54802.7007 0.0005  0:0195 27 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 4669
V520 Cas p 54783.6144 0.0006 +0:0544 15 RD V; el.: BBSAG Bull. 117, 9
V541 Cas p 54829.6901 0.0008 +0:0168 26 RD V; el.: Chin AA 11, 237
V608 Cas s 54812.7353 0.0005 15 RD V
V952 Cas s 54821.6584 0.0010  0:0121 35 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5171
V1007 Cas s 54756.6563 0.0003  0:0042 17 RD B; el.:2451415.83+0.332008 * E
V1009 Cas p 54769.6745 0.0006 +0:0013 16 RD V; el.: 2451486.57 + 0.784493 * E
V1014 Cas s 54769.7237 0.0008 +0:0016 25 RD V; el. 2451497.062 + 0.855262 * E
NR Cep p 54774.6995 0.0004  0:0488 27 RD V
OT Cep s 54756.7775 0.0007 +0:0053 23 RD B; el.: IBVS No. 5212
V734 Cep p 54762.8104 0.0004 +0:0645 45 V; el.: IBVS No. 5630
s 54783.6376 0.0005 +0:1793 27 RD V; non-irular orbit
GSC 4502-138 p 54794.6717 0.0004 +0:0301 29 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5700
RW Cet p 54802.6401 0.0007  0:0134 23 RD V
TV Cet p 54821.6607 0.0016 +0:0056 30 RD V; non-irular orbit
YY Cet p 54812.6640 0.0009 +0:1133 34 RD V; el.: MN 218, 159
EV Cet s 54794.6069 0.0009  0:0529 19 RD V; el. IBVS No. 5455
NSV 388 54787.7388 0.0003 +0:0011 14 RD V; el.: 245169.04 + 0.321354 * E
AR CrB p 54684.4454 0.0006  0:0053 17 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5295
AS CrB s 54684.4528 0.0007 +0:0036 18 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5295
AV CrB s 54684.3909 0.0003  0:0133 21 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5295
UX Eri s 54812.6442 0.0005 +0:1534 30 RD V
ZZ Eri p 54756.9746 0.0009  0:0077 20 RD B
AM Eri p 54783.9093 0.0004  0:0835 18 RD V
BL Eri p 54830.6743 0.0005 +0:0570 30 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 4104
BZ Eri p 54783.9268 0.0004 +0:0049 22 RD V
GSC 4734-713 s 54832.7370 0.0009 +0:0603 10 RD V; el.: ASAS
GSC 5305-396 p 54829.6129 0.0004  0:0056 23 RD V; el.: 2453047.57 + 1.721786 * E
GSC 5305-1309 p 54787.8890 0.0005 +0:0071 35 RD V; el.: 2454350.890 + 3.413999 * E
NSV 1864 s 54787.8658 0.0005 +0:00282 31 RD V: el.: ASAS; d=0.06 days
BT Gem p 54802.8376 0.0002  0:0088 25 RD V
DP Gem p 54800.8123 0.0004 +0:0689 12 RD V; el.: ASAS
FG Gem p 54811.8692 0.0005  0:0266 28 RD V
FT Gem s 54811.8431 0.0006  0:0277 22 RD V
MU Gem s 54812.9117 0.0009 +0:0216 28 RD V
GSC 1356-2826 s 54811.8639 0.0013  0:0154 20 RD V; el. ASAS
GSC 1368-1411 s 54821.8662 0.0003 +0:0028 33 RD V; el.: 2452639.717 + 1.292358 * E
V1033 Her p 54697.4439 0.0011  0:0096 12 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5146
V1036 Her s 54697.4127 0.0007 +0:0033 11 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5146
V1038 Her p 54697.463 0.002 +0:003 13 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5146
V1039 Her s 54697.473 0.002 +0:002 12 EBl C; el.: BBSAG Bull. 128, 10
V1044 Her p 54697.390 0.005  0:001 7 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5192
V1047 Her s 54697.4642 0.0006  0:0097 13 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5192
V1053 Her p 54697.501 0.002 +0:006 10 EBl C; el.: BBSAG Bull. 128, 10
V1055 Her s 54697.457 0.002 +0:010 10 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5192
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WY Hya s 54829.9123 0.0004 +0:0253 33 RD V
DF Hya s 54832.8694 0.0002  0:0125 29 RD V; el.: JAAVSO 21, 111
DI Hya p 54832.8990 0.0002  0:0281 55 RD V
EU Hya p 54832.8736 0.0009  0:0332 27 RD V
FG Hya s 54829.8831 0.0008  0:0575 18 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 2811
GN Hya s 54830.8744 0.0004  0:1069 36 RD V
GSC 196-894 s 54829.8333 0.0003  0:173 29 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5700
GSC 4855-1725 p 54832.8708 0.0001 +0:0026 42 RD V; el.: 2453416.634 + 0.931733 * E
GSC 5428-504 p 54830.8739 0.0003  0:0127 36 RD V; el.: 2454413.846 + 1.774641 * E
RR Lep p 54777.8607 0.0007  0:0347 30 RD V
GSC 5358-917 p 54794.9341 0.0008  0:0031 33 RD V; el.: 2454421.738 + 0.932998 * E
TY Lyn p 54829.8921 0.0006 +0:0614 56 RD V
DE Lyn s 54829.8635 0.0004 +0:145 28 RD V; el.: 2452368.560 + 0.408818 * E
UV Mon p 54812.8163 0.0005 +0:1531 13 RD V
V383 Mon p 54812.8700 0.0004 +0:0284 27 RD V
V392 Mon p 54792.9036 0.0011 +0:0235 30 RD V; el.: 2453655.862 + 6.767965;
d = 0.12 days
V458 Mon p 54811.8479 0.0002 +0:0663 25 RD V
V460 Mon p 54812.8610 0.0006 +0:2058 28 RD V
V498 Mon p 54802.8234 0.0010  0:1311 18 RD V
V514 Mon s 54811.8535 0.0005 +0:0423 24 RD V
V532 Mon p 54812.793 0.002  0:004 7 RD V
V881 Mon s 54812.8467 0.0002 +0:0004 24 RD V; el.: 2453045.632 + 1.698428 * E
GSC 4826-411 p 54811.8827 0.0004 +0:0014 15 RD V; el.: 2452561.824 + 0.337593 * E
p 54812.8933 0.0007  0:0008 12 RD V
GSC 4850-1736 p 54831.8851 0.0005  0:0009 19 RD V; el.: 2453882.475 + 0.300399 * E
UW Ori p 54792.8746 0.0002 +0:0414 33 RD V; el.: Ch. AA 14, 298
EF Ori p 54800.8159 0.0015 0:0000 11 RD V; el.: AAVSO
ER Ori s 54777.8866 0.0003 +0:0729 42 RD V
FL Ori p 54792.9083 0.0004 +0:0309 30 RD V
FO Ori p 54794.8899 0.0002  0:0459 52 RD V
FZ Ori p 54794.8384 0.0010 +0:0189 22 RD V; IBVS No. 5554
GU Ori s 54800.8748 0.0004 +0:0010 32 RD V; el.: ASAS
V517 Ori p 54787.8805 0.0005  0:0095 33 RD V; el.: 2454423.746 + 1.416903 * E
V641 Ori s 54800.8919 0.0002 +0:0639 29 RD V; el.: ASAS
V647 Ori p 54800.9211 0.0011 +0:0139 27 RD V; el.: 2451985.543 + 0.977557 * E
V667 Ori p 54800.8202 0.0003 +0:0570 14 RD V
V1353 Ori s 54792.8620 0.0006  0:0074 29 RD V; el. IBVS No. 5313
V1824 Ori p 54802.9251 0.0003 +0:0152 28 RD V; el.: 2453399.565 + 1.5929 * E
GSC 104-1999 p 54783.8666 0.0006  0:0019 20 RD V; el.: 2453044.595 + 0.829015 * E
GSC 107-596 s 54783.8437 0.0005 +0:0008 25 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5799
p 54783.9709 0.0006  0:0051 13 RD V
GSC 702-1892 p 54777.8156 0.0003  0:0014 16 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5493
s 54777.9540 0.0005  0:0015 17 RD V
GSC 706-845 p 54794.8506 0.0005  0:0048 18 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5799
GSC 1296-975 p 54794.8906 0.0003 +0:0312 51 RD V; el.: 2453059.568 + 0.717359 * E
GSC 4753-984 p 54794.8331 0.0002 +0:0040 27 RD V; el.: 2453469.502 + 1.818007 * E
NSV 1955 p 54792.9131 0.0006 +0:0067 18 RD V; el.: 2452621.94 + 0.343453 * E
DI Peg p 54774.6840 0.0006  0:0109 25 RD V
V357 Peg s 54777.662 0.003 +0:022 31 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 4855
RV Per p 54783.8318 0.0008  0:0105 22 RD V
CH Per p 54811.6310 0.0011  0:0781 22 RD V
DV Per p 54811.6855 0.0010 +0:0856 24 RD V
DZ Per p 54821.7083 0.0009 +0:0277 25 RD V
EQ Per p 54829.6688 0.0003 +0:5350 35 RD V
HK Per p 54774.8653 0.0002 +0:0874 15 RD V
HW Per p 54787.9009 0.0004 +0:0033 34 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 4516
II Per p 54787.8539 0.0008  0:0036 29 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5741
IK Per p 54774.808 0.005  0:172 15 RD V
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KN Per p 54830.6476 0.0018 +0:2522 26 RD V
KR Per s 54787.9052 0.0006  0:0142 30 RD V
KW Per s 54802.6575 0.0011 0:0110 28 RD V
NZ Per p 54832.7045 0.0012 +0:0381 19 RD V
QW Per p 54832.6689 0.0002 +0:0170 23 RD V
V366 Per s 54832.7306 0.0025 +0:1340 13 RD V
V432 Per p 54831.7196 0.0006 +0:0005 20 RD V; el.: BAV Rb 43, 104
V434 Per p 54831.7322 0.0005 +0:1840 17 RD V
GSC 3708-1325 s 54812.6321 0.0002 30 RD V; non-irular orbit
SX Ps p 54769.7494 0.0003  0:0008 35 RD V
UW Ps p 54761.7402 0.0007 +0:2644 36 RD V
CP Ps p 54768.7235 0.0010  0:0464 14 RD V; el.: Hipparhos
DS Ps p 54761.6990 0.0004 +0:0605 27 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 4424
s 54761.8685 0.0003 +0:0588 25 RD V
DV Ps s 54792.720 0.002 +0:021 10 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5668; prob. pulsator
DZ Ps p 54787.6653 0.0006 +0:0113 22 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 4910
EM Ps s 54794.7402 0.0004  0:0935 12 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5437
GSC 24-63 p 54794.6348 0.0006  0:0030 27 RD V; el.: 2452943.685 + 1.462048 * E
KW Pup p 54821.8279 0.0003 +0:0280 22 RD V
NSV 4033 p 54830.9470 0.0014 0:0000 21 RD V; el.: 2451869.85 + 3.084476 * E
V384 Ser s 54684.4597 0.0006 +0:0053 17 EBl C; el.: IBVS No. 5295
RZ Tau s 54756.9028 0.0007 +0:0546 25 RD B
TY Tau p 54774.890 0.002 +0:247 11 RD V
AN Tau p 54831.6283 0.0003 +0:0002 29 RD V; el.: IAU Symp. 151, 321
CC Tau p 54831.6525 0.0003  0:0036 36 RD V; el.: ASAS
CR Tau p 54800.8368 0.0004 +0:1349 19 RD V
CU Tau p 54831.6577 0.0005 +0:0102 33 RD V; el.: AJ 130, 224
s 54832.6906 0.0004 +0:0095 25 RD V
EQ Tau s 54829.6739 0.0005  0:0223 22 RD V
GR Tau s 54756.9362 0.0007  0:0214 33 RD B
IV Tau p 54756.9339 0.0008  0:0102 32 RD B
V781 Tau s 54792.8637 0.0003  0:0449 26 RD V
V1022 Tau s 54756.9987 0.0008  0:0604 11 RD B; el.: PASP 101, 177
s 54832.6849 0.0009  0:0585 20 RD V
V1112 Tau s 54756.9081 0.0007 +0:0181 24 RD B; el.: 2451946.95 + 0.423854 * E
p 54774.919 0.003 +0:015 10 RD V
V1188 Tau s 54830.6561 0.0012  0:0217 31 RD V; el.: ASAS
V1220 Tau s 54812.6708 0.0011  0:0375 37 RD V; el. IBVS No. 5455
V1222 Tau s 54829.7029 0.0008 +0:0031 18 RD V; el.: 2452265.857 + 0.291727 * E;
d=0.03 days
V1234 Tau s 54787.8075 0.0014 +0:1213 12 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5260
V1237 Tau s 54792.8416 0.0017 +0:0019 15 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5271
GSC 1273-661 s 54756.9568 0.0009 +0:1417 20 RD B; el.: ASAS
GSC 1830-1732 s 54783.8941 0.0009 +0:0057 26 RD V; el.: IBVS No. 5699; likely RR
NSV 1719 p 54756.9226 0.0011 +0:0062 11 RD B; el.: 2451946.793 + 0.290302 * E
V Tri p 54792.6348 0.0008  0:0071 19 RD V
WW Tri p 54821.6616 0.0002  0:0093 35 RD V; el.: 2451497.856 + 1.748456 * E
Observers:
EBl : E. Blattler Wald, Switzerland
RD : R. Diethelm Rodersdorf, Switzerland;
R. Szafranie Obs. operated at Astrokolkhoz Obs., Cloudroft, N.M., USA
Referene:
Kholopov, P. N., Samus, N. N., Frolov, M. S., Goranskij, V. P., Gorynya, N. A., Kireeva, N. N., Kukarkina, N. P.,
Kurohkin, N. E., Medvedeva, G. I., Perova, N. B., Shugarov, S. Yu., 1985, General Catalogue of Variable
Stars, Mosow
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Observatory and telesope:
A 155mm Refrating Telesope (f=1050mm) of the Bohyunsan Optial Astronomy
Observatory (BOAO)




Filter(s): Johnson B, V
Method of data redution:
Aperture photometry using the IRAF/DAOPHOT pakage (Massey & Davis 1992).
Remarks:
We obtained time-series BV CCD images of BX Dra for 17 nights between April
and August 2008 using a small refrating telesope ( =155mm, f =1050mm) in
Bohyunsan Optial Astronomy Observatory (BOAO). Most observation was arried
out by remote-ontrol system. We examined light variations of 760 stars in the
observing eld by eyes. As a result, we disovered ve new eld variable stars
inluding two suspeted variable stars around an elipsing binary star BX Dra.
They are two elipsing binary stars, a long-term variable star and two RR Lyrae
stars. One of the RR Lyrae stars, V1, shows Blazhko eet. We marked the variable
stars in Figure 1. Light urves of the new variable stars and BX Dra are shown
in Figure 2 and Figure 3. We were normalized the mean dierential V magnitudes
of the variable stars to 0.0. For B magnitudes, we added 1.5 mag for V1 and V3,
0.5 mag for V2 and BX Dra and 0.2 mag for V4 and V5, respetively. Photometri
properties of the variable stars are listed in Table 1. We re-alulated the period
of BX Dra using minima of Agerer & Dahm (1995; Eq. (2))
Aknowledgements:
This researh has made use of the SIMBAD database, operated at CDS, Strasbourg,
Frane, and of NASA's Astrophysis Data System. This researh was supported in
part by the 2008 Researh & Eduation (R&E) program of Korea Siene Aademy.
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Table 1: Coordinates and physial properties of new variable stars and BX-Dra
R.A.+DEC NOMAD1 Period V Amp
Name (J2000.0; 2MASS) B V (day) (mag) Type




V2 16092751+6251085 14.900 14.370 0.4221(7) 0.22 EW
V3 16061479+6240149 15.380 15.210 0.5637(4) 0.63 RRab
V4 16104413+6226097 12.428 10.982 { { LB
V5 16074242+6249357 12.284 12.016 { { EA
BX Dra 16061736+6245460 10.978 10.626 0.5790278 0.54 EW
1
It is diÆult to dene period beause of Blazhko eet.
2
Blazhko eet
Figure 1. Finding map of new variable stars and BX Dra
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Figure 2. Light urves of three new variable stars and BX Dra
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Referenes:
Massey, P., Davis, L.E. 1992, A User's Guide to Stellar CCD photometry with IRAF
Agerer, F., Dahm, M. 1995, IBVS, 4266
Figure 3. Light urves of two suspeted variable stars
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DOUBLE-MODE RR LYRAE STARS IN SDSS STRIPE 82
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Vereniging Voor Sterrenkunde, Belgium; e-mail: patrikwilsyahoo.om
The Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS) obtained multiple images in its ve olours of a
region along the elestial equator in the South Galati Cap, Stripe 82, lying between 20
and 4h right asension and between -1.266 and 1.266 degrees delination. It ontains more
than 1 million soures with brightness between magnitude 14 and 22 r
0
, measured between
62 and 134 times during the years 1998 to 2005 for the SDSS-I alibration (Ivezi et al.,
2007) and the SDSS-II Supernova Survey (Frieman et al., 2008). Sesar et al. (2007)
identied 634 RR Lyrae andidates in the data, based on the olour and magnitude
distribution harateristis of the objets. To determine their lassiation, a period
analysis of these stars has been performed on the SDSS data. This showed that the
andidate list ontains 245 RRab, 98 RR, 12 RRd and 87 SX Phe stars. The remaining
objets are elipsing binaries, long period variables or not variable.
As double-mode pulsators are astrophysially important objets, details of the 12 RRd
stars will be given in this paper. Table 1 ontains the identiation of the objets, their
magnitude range (r
0
), average olours, dominant period of variation (in days), and a
running number used as identiation in Table 2. The latter table ontains details about
the deteted frequenies and amplitude ratio of the rst overtone mode to the fundamental
mode. All these have been derived from the r
0
data. Unertainties on the quantities,
alulated by Monte Carlo simulations in Period04 (Lenz & Breger, 2005), are provided
between parenthesis, in units of the last signiant deimal. Beause of the spei
observing window of the data set, with the ommon 1-day alias ambiguities, there are
strong yearly aliases. This is illustrated in a lose-up view in Fig. 1 of the spetral
window for SDSS J224200.05-004222.0, the star whih has the largest unertainty for the
frequenies found (due to its faintness). Therefore it is sometimes diÆult to pik the right
1-year alias, and the atual frequeny may dier by 1=year from the listed frequenies.
Fourier spetra for SDSS J224200.05-004222.0 are given in Fig. 2.
In all RRd stars found, the rst overtone mode has the highest amplitude, as is usual
for this type of variables. Note that the seond star in this list, SDSS J015058.14-005051.3,
has been lassied as RRab by Ivezi et al. (2000) before. It has reeived the designation
FG Cet. For illustration purposes, phase plots of the fundamental and rst overtone
mode, after prewhitening by the other frequeny, are given in Fig. 3 and 4 for FG Cet.
The inidene rate of RRd stars among the rst overtone RR Lyrae stars in Stripe
82 is therefore 11%. This is muh lower than e.g. in the Sulptor galaxy (20%; Kovas,
2001) and the LMC (14%; Alok et al., 2000), but omparable to the inidene rate in
the Sagittarius dwarf galaxy (9%; Cseresnjes, 2001).
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SDSS J014305.32+010549.2 16.8-17.3 1.17 0.10 0.04 0.01 0.353721 1
SDSS J015058.14-005051.3 17.4-18.2 1.14 0.15 0.03 -0.01 0.363189 2
SDSS J020314.89+011220.6 16.4-17.1 1.06 0.21 0.02 0.00 0.351255 3
SDSS J031333.11+004254.7 18.0-18.6 1.22 0.14 0.12 0.02 0.354149 4
SDSS J210309.24-011210.5 16.2-16.9 1.18 0.20 0.04 -0.04 0.361126 5
SDSS J212046.86+001236.4 16.0-16.7 1.16 0.09 0.05 0.02 0.358634 6
SDSS J212629.38-002054.2 19.7-20.2 1.15 0.14 -0.01 0.06 0.439661 7
SDSS J215623.95+005630.2 18.3-18.9 1.12 0.12 0.05 0.04 0.413474 8
SDSS J220654.28-010515.6 17.7-18.2 1.28 0.19 0.05 0.05 0.356722 9
SDSS J222214.29+010059.9 17.1-17.6 1.15 0.23 0.07 0.07 0.395471 10
SDSS J224200.05-004222.0 20.0-20.6 1.14 0.11 0.05 0.00 0.3640 11
SDSS J232147.14+001408.6 19.8-20.6 1.10 0.12 0.01 0.09 0.348600 12


















/d /d ratio ratio
1 2.102805(8) 2.827085(7) 0.7438 1.4(1) X - X X
2 2.04983(2) 2.75339(1) 0.7445 1.2(1) X - - -
3 2.11387(3) 2.84693(2) 0.7425 1.2(2) X - - -
4 2.09919(5) 2.82367(3) 0.7434 1.2(3) X - - -
5 2.05805(2) 2.76912(2) 0.7432 1.2(1) X - - -
6 2.07540(2) 2.788361(8) 0.7443 1.4(1) X X - X
7 1.6936(1) 2.27448(2) 0.7446 2.1(5) - - - -
8 1.80320(2) 2.41853(2) 0.7456 1.5(2) - - - -
9 2.08647(1) 2.80330(1) 0.7443 1.3(1) X X - -
10 1.88608(3) 2.52863(2) 0.7459 1.9(2) X - - -
11 2.041(2) 2.747(3) 0.7429 1.7(7) - - - -
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Figure 2. Fourier spetrum for star SDSS J224200.05-004222.0 before (top panel) and after (bottom)
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Figure 3. Phased light urve for the fundamen-
tal period of FG Cet.
Figure 4. Phased light urve for the rst over-
tone period of FG Cet.
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BAV-RESULTS OF OBSERVATIONS - PHOTOELECTRIC MINIMA
OF SELECTED ECLIPSING BINARIES AND MAXIMA OF PULSATING STARS
(BAV MITTEILUNGEN NO. 201)
H

UBSCHER, JOACHIM; STEINBACH, HANS-MEREYNTJE; WALTER, FRANK
Bundesdeutshe Arbeitsgemeinshaft fur Veranderlihe Sterne e.V. (BAV), Munsterdamm 90, 12169 Berlin,
Germany
In this 61th ompilation of BAV results, photoeletri observations obtained in the year
2008 are presented on 299 variable stars giving 655 minima on elipsing binaries and
maxima on pulsating stars. All moments of minima and maxima are helioentri. The
errors are tabulated in olumn `'. The values in olumn `O C' are determined without
inorporation of nonlinear terms.The referenes are given in the setion `Remarks'. All
information about photometers and lters are speied in the olumn `Rem'. The obser-
vations were made at private observatories. The photoeletri measurements and all the
lighturves with evaluations an be obtained from the oÆe of the BAV for inspetion.
Table 1: Times of minima of elipsing binaries
Variable HJD 245...  Obs O   C Bibliography Fil n Rem
BD And 54295.5302 .0002 RAT RCR +0:0156 GCVS 1985 o 82 5)
DK And 54384.4751 .0003 RAT RCR +0:0023 BAVR 55,106 o 200 5)
DS And 54479.2812 .0012 DIE +0:0025 GCVS 1985 o 22 11)
GK And 54388.5312 .0002 RAT RCR  0:2829 GCVS 1985 o 200 5)
LO And 54296.5097 .0002 RAT RCR  0:0702 s GCVS 1985 o 79 5)
SS Ari 54524.3112 .0013 WN  0:0475 GCVS 1985 V 132 14)
ZZ Aur 54456.6376 .0001 RAT RCR +0:0178 GCVS 1985 o 142 5)
EM Aur 54499.4277 .0005 QU  0:1848 GCVS 1985 V 98 7)
54500.3380 .0010 QU  0:1855 s GCVS 1985 V 72 7)
EP Aur 54509.3380 .0002 JU +0:0093 GCVS 1985 o 54 6)
54509.3407 .0015 SCI +0:0120 GCVS 1985 o 140 6)
EQ Aur 54491.4593 .0010 AG -Ir 99 5)
HL Aur 54186.3306 .0002 RAT RCR  0:0129 GCVS 1985 -Ir 75 5)
HP Aur 54167.3622 .0001 RAT RCR +0:0528 GCVS 1985 -Ir 89 5)
IM Aur 54531.3103 .0006 DIE  0:1014 GCVS 1985 o 25 11)
IY Aur 54499.3610 .0002 WTR  0:1200 GCVS 1985 -Ir 127 12)
KU Aur 54202.3359 .0002 RAT RCR +0:0236 GCVS 1985 -Ir 64 5)
54455.6959 .0003 AG +0:0248 GCVS 1985 o 70 5)
V364 Aur 54187.3524 .0002 RAT RCR -Ir 74 5)
V404 Aur 54115.2722 .0002 RAT RCR -Ir 67 5)
54164.3026 .0004 RAT RCR -Ir 48 5)
54176.3707 .0009 RAT RCR -Ir 60 5)
V410 Aur 54168.3972 .0002 RAT RCR -Ir 74 5)
54175.3569 .0006 RAT RCR -Ir 92 5)
2 IBVS 5874
Table 1: (ont.)
Variable HJD 24. . .  Obs O   C Bibliography Fil n Rem
SS Boo 54596.5176 .0020 AG  3:7800 GCVS 1985 -Ir 92 18)
SU Boo 54149.5887 .0005 RAT RCR +0:0303 GCVS 1985 -Ir 118 5)
TU Boo 54224.3744 .0001 RAT RCR +0:0403 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 47 5)
TY Boo 54586.4047 .0002 SIR  0:0265 BAVM 68 V 57 10)
TZ Boo 54596.5061 .0002 AG  0:0457 BAVM 68 -Ir 88 18)
XY Boo 54555.4948 .0008 AG  0:0425 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 41 5)
54598.4802 .0004 AG  0:0405 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 90 18)
AC Boo 54213.3783 .0001 RAT RCR  0:0548 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 60 5)
AD Boo 54185.5396 .0008 RAT RCR +0:0255 GCVS 1985 -Ir 140 5)
AR Boo 54555.5023 .0014 AG -Ir 42 5)
54598.4399 .0006 AG -Ir 88 18)
CV Boo 54596.4478 .0002 AG  0:0091 s BAVR 49,117 -Ir 88 18)
EF Boo 54596.4967 .0005 JU o 83 6)
FY Boo 54555.4241 .0007 AG -Ir 42 5)
54555.5455 .0011 AG -Ir 42 5)
54598.3529 .0010 AG -Ir 88 18)
54598.4727 .0003 AG -Ir 88 18)
54598.5871 .0002 AG -Ir 88 18)
GL Boo 54570.5040 .0057 AG -Ir 35 5)
GM Boo 54570.3954 .0010 AG -Ir 35 5)
54570.5776 .0019 AG -Ir 35 5)
GN Boo 54570.4367 .0022 AG -Ir 34 5)
54570.5876 .0008 AG -Ir 34 5)
GQ Boo 54570.3868 .0011 AG -Ir 34 5)
54570.5796 .0017 AG -Ir 34 5)
GR Boo 54570.3716 .0010 AG -Ir 34 5)
54570.5591 .0009 AG -Ir 34 5)
GT Boo 54596.4277 .0004 AG -Ir 92 18)
HH Boo 54148.6406 .0008 RAT RCR +0:0544 GCVS 2007 -Ir 108 5)
AL Cam 54516.3682 .0007 JU  0:0318 GCVS 1985 o 80 6)
AO Cam 54472.2644 .0003 JU  0:0523 GCVS 1985 o 80 6)
54510.3667 .0010 JU  0:0554 s GCVS 1985 o 84 6)
AV Cam 54476.3512 .0030 JU  0:0675 GCVS 1985 o 79 6)
S Cn 54474.4415 .0004 FR  0:1007 GCVS 1985 V 101 9)
54531.3466 .0003 FR  0:1029 GCVS 1985 -Ir 325 18) 2)
RY Cn 54509.3965 .0013 AG +0:0600 GCVS 1985 -Ir 41 5)
TU Cn 54508.3158 .0006 AG  0:0688 GCVS 1985 -Ir 39 5)
TX Cn 54509.4073 .0016 AG +0:0339 GCVS 1985 -Ir 41 5)
54509.6023 .0020 AG +0:0374 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 41 5)
54531.4267 .0004 FR +0:0376 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 101 18)
54531.6141 .0008 FR +0:0335 GCVS 1985 -Ir 101 18)
WW Cn 54126.3907 .0001 RAT RCR  0:0687 BAVR 32,36 -Ir 59 5)
54175.4917 .0001 RAT RCR  0:0700 BAVR 32,36 -Ir 134 5)
54535.3947 .0022 AG  0:0644 s BAVR 32,36 -Ir 23 5)
WX Cn 54535.3796 .0010 AG +0:0119 GCVS 1985 -Ir 26 5)
XZ Cn 54513.4504 .0003 FR -Ir 57 18)
AC Cn 54508.3439 .0014 AG -Ir 28 5)
54508.4900 .0017 AG -Ir 26 5)
AD Cn 54508.4460 .0016 AG -Ir 26 5)
AO Cn 54508.3843 .0007 AG  0:0784 GCVS 2007 -Ir 29 5)
EH Cn 54509.3443 .0006 AG -Ir 41 5)
54509.5535 .0006 AG -Ir 41 5)
FF Cn 54509.4119 .0016 AG  0:1698 IBVS 3859=BAVM 65 -Ir 39 5)
54513.3820 .0002 FR  0:1692 IBVS 3859=BAVM 65 V 56 9)
54544.4744 .0007 FR  0:1707 s IBVS 3859=BAVM 65 -Ir 43 18) 2)
DH CVn 54172.4041 .0004 RAT RCR -Ir 63 5)
DR CVn 54221.5759 .0003 RAT RCR +0:0366 GCVS 2007 -Ir 115 5)
R CMa 54500.4132 .0004 FR +0:0830 GCVS 1985 -Ir 48 18)
54504.3895 .0009 FR +0:0836 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 28 18)
RS CMi 54516.4524 .0013 AG -Ir 28 5)
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RY CMi 54516.3391 .0007 AG  0:2675 BAVM 127 -Ir 28 5)
SX CMi 54516.3937 .0020 AG -Ir 28 5)
AK CMi 54507.3201 .0009 DIE  0:0160 GCVS 1985 o 23 11)
54516.3736 .0007 AG  0:0169 GCVS 1985 -Ir 28 5)
TX Cas 54479.3795 .0028 JU  0:0033 BAVR 32,36 o 100 6)
IS Cas 54509.6233 .0025 SCI +0:0660 GCVS 1985 o 96 6)
IV Cas 54366.5668 .0001 RATRCR  0:0637 GCVS 1985 o 119 5)
KR Cas 54473.3795 .0030 JU  0:1489 GCVS 1985 o 84 6)
MS Cas 54454.4414 .0021 AG -Ir 103 5)
MT Cas 54432.3199 .0003 AG -Ir 113 5)
54432.4779 .0002 AG -Ir 113 5)
V336 Cas 54454.4354 .0010 AG -Ir 101 5)
V345 Cas 54440.2419 .0011 AG -Ir 62 5)
V355 Cas 54389.5328 .0003 RATRCR  0:1239 GCVS 2007 o 198 5)
WW Cep 54387.5148 .0001 RATRCR +0:0028 IBVS 4131=BAVM71 o 132 5)
WY Cep 54385.3619 .0010 AG +0:0225 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 55 5)
EF Cep 54171.4079 .0002 RATRCR +0:1394 GCVS 1985 -Ir 70 5)
SS Cet 54433.4874 .0006 AG +0:0091 GCVS 1985 -Ir 82 5)
TU Cet 54033.5735 .0008 AG +0:4623 GCVS 1985 -Ir 159 5)
RW Com 54207.3754 .0001 RATRCR  0:0186 GCVS 1985 -Ir 59 5)
54593.4173 .0002 JU  0:0198 s GCVS 1985 o 64 6)
RZ Com 54531.4044 .0005 AG +0:0417 GCVS 1985 o 15 18)
54583.3655 .0001 WTR +0:0421 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 249 12)
54597.4137 .0001 SIR +0:0424 GCVS 1985 -Ir 127 10)
SS Com 54544.4118 .0013 AG  0:0568 s BAVR 33,152 -Ir 10 5)
VY Com 54555.4716 .0036 FR +0:0338 GCVS 2007 V 57 9)
CC Com 54203.3558 .0003 RATRCR  0:0166 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 56 5)
54593.4190 .0001 SIR  0:0164 GCVS 1985 -Ir 185 10)
54595.4049 .0001 SIR  0:0167 GCVS 1985 -Ir 171 10)
DG Com 54531.4020 .0010 AG  0:0482 GCVS 2007 o 15 18)
LO Com 54185.3597 .0005 RATRCR -Ir 53 5)
54594.4268 .0006 JU o 68 6)
MR Com 54148.4794 .0010 RATRCR  0:0244 GCVS 2007 -Ir 42 5)
AV CrB 54207.4657 .0001 RATRCR  0:0098 GCVS 2007 -Ir 141 5)
WZ Cyg 54455.2815 .0001 RATRCR +0:0617 GCVS 1985 o 84 5)
ZZ Cyg 54663.3963 .0003 QU  0:0526 GCVS 1985 I 35 7)
CV Cyg 54319.4895 .0007 RATRCR +0:2470 GCVS 1985 o 119 5)
54388.3298 .0005 RATRCR +0:2471 GCVS 1985 o 98 5)
V345 Cyg 54405.3553 .0007 RATRCR +0:0318 IBVS 5016=BAVM132 o 56 5)
V385 Cyg 54349.5114 .0002 RATRCR  0:1258 GCVS 1985 o 150 5)
V401 Cyg 54382.3010 .0002 RATRCR +0:0652 s GCVS 1985 o 85 5)
V466 Cyg 54390.3470 .0019 SCI +0:0057 GCVS 1985 o 92 6)
V474 Cyg 54619.74 : .02 AG B;V 38 18) 20)
V504 Cyg 54299.4360 .0003 RATRCR o 74 5)
V728 Cyg 54365.5524 .0002 RATRCR +0:0562 GCVS 1985 o 137 5)
V841 Cyg 54600.5061 .0014 AG +0:0097 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 52 18)
V859 Cyg 54631.4231 .0004 AG +0:0063 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 33 18)
V874 Cyg 54631.5245 .0011 AG -Ir 32 18)
V884 Cyg 54631.4395 .0010 AG -Ir 33 18)
V995 Cyg 54390.3598 .0003 RATRCR o 125 5)
V1083 Cyg 54367.5066 .0002 RATRCR  0:0586 GCVS 1985 o 166 5)
V1256 Cyg 54631.4323 .0008 AG -Ir 33 18)
V1787 Cyg 54307.3980 .0004 RATRCR o 43 5)
V1918 Cyg 54389.3122 .0001 RATRCR o 106 5)
V2282 Cyg 54619.5005 .0009 AG B 35 18)
54619.5006 .0004 AG V 36 18)
V2284 Cyg 54619.4825 .0006 AG V 34 18)
FZ Del 54297.4821 .0001 RATRCR  0:0389 GCVS 1985 o 95 5)
RX Dra 54601.5019 .0002 AG +0:0554 GCVS 1985 -Ir 59 18)
4 IBVS 5874
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RZ Dra 54601.5129 .0005 AG +0:0479 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 59 18)
TW Dra 54597.4498 .0002 AG +0:0360 GCVS 1985 -Ir 57 18)
AK Dra 54594.4256 .0003 SCI +0:2231 GCVS 2007 o 126 6)
BV Dra 54597.3891 .0011 AG -Ir 57 18)
54597.5663 .0008 AG -Ir 57 18)
BW Dra 54597.4793 .0001 AG -Ir 57 18)
BX Dra 54597.4133 .0001 AG +0:0169 IBVS 4266=BAVM 82 -Ir 55 18)
FU Dra 54597.4968 .0004 AG -Ir 57 18)
GQ Dra 54599.4421 .0004 JU o 80 6)
KK Dra 54601.5336 .0001 AG -Ir 59 18)
U Gem 54147.5389 .0010 SIR o 186 10) 4)
54148.4226 .0005 SIR o 200 10) 4)
54173.3668 .0005 SIR o 100 10) 4)
54504.3584 .0005 SIR -Ir 61 10) 4)
54504.5353 .0005 SIR -Ir 59 10) 4)
54505.4198 .0005 SIR -Ir 70 10) 4)
54506.3043 .0005 SIR -Ir 82 10) 4)
54506.4809 .0005 SIR -Ir 78 10) 4)
54507.3654 .0005 SIR -Ir 82 10) 4)
54509.4887 .0005 SIR -Ir 81 10) 4)
54510.3732 .0005 SIR -Ir 81 10) 4)
54510.5502 .0005 SIR -Ir 76 10) 4)
54511.4346 .0005 SIR -Ir 81 10) 4)
54532.3113 .0005 SIR -Ir 70 10) 4)
TZ Gem 54505.3745 .0013 SCI o 21 6)
54505.3777 .0006 AG -Ir 42 5)
WW Gem 54508.4058 .0004 AG +0:0321 GCVS 1985 -Ir 72 5)
54508.4060 .0001 WN +0:0323 GCVS 1985 V 206 14)
YY Gem 54500.3369 .0010 ALH  0:0066 GCVS 1985 B 307 8)
54510.5151 .0010 ALH  0:0069 s GCVS 1985 I 629 8)
AC Gem 54507.4215 .0066 AG  0:2792 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 31 5)
54532.3370 .0032 FR  0:2911 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 38 18)
AY Gem 54507.3393 .0005 AG  0:0526 GCVS 1985 -Ir 41 5)
AZ Gem 54476.6352 .0012 AG +0:0861 GCVS 1985 -Ir 52 5)
BT Gem 54508.4478 .0005 AG -Ir 74 5)
EF Gem 54507.3620 .0023 AG -Ir 42 5)
EL Gem 54505.4241 .0004 AG  0:2195 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 41 5)
EN Gem 54507.3307 .0039 AG  0:0373 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 40 5)
EY Gem 54505.2343 .0007 AG  0:2308 GCVS 1985 o 45 5) 2)
FG Gem 54505.5123 .0002 AG  0:0293 GCVS 1985 -Ir 42 5)
GW Gem 54126.3321 .0001 RAT RCR +0:0248 GCVS 1985 -Ir 49 5)
54505.5137 .0013 WN +0:0261 GCVS 1985 V 161 14)
GZ Gem 54532.3889 .0007 FR V 44 9)
KV Gem 54454.3086 .0004 AG  0:0110 BAVR 52,95 o 191 18)
54454.4897 .0006 AG  0:0091 s BAVR 52,95 o 191 18)
54505.3990 .0004 QU  0:0103 s BAVR 52,95 V 76 7)
54507.3696 .0003 QU  0:0115 BAVR 52,95 V 84 7)
54509.3437 .0005 QU  0:0093 s BAVR 52,95 V 96 7)
54509.5203 .0010 QU  0:0120 BAVR 52,95 V 96 7)
54515.4374 .0005 QU  0:0105 s BAVR 52,95 V 75 7)
54516.3333 .0005 QU  0:0109 BAVR 52,95 V 90 7)
54516.5128 .0007 QU  0:0107 s BAVR 52,95 V 90 7)
54520.4566 .0007 QU  0:0107 s BAVR 52,95 V 75 7)
54531.3915 .0005 QU  0:0107 BAVR 52,95 V 70 7)
QW Gem 54506.4138 .0001 WN V 145 14)
SZ Her 54335.3753 .0001 RAT RCR  0:0201 GCVS 1985 o 50 5)
TT Her 54638.4031 .0001 WTR +0:0357 GCVS 1985 -Ir 77 12)
TU Her 54217.450 : .001 RAT RCR  0:174 GCVS 1985 -Ir 149 5) 3)
54369.3390 .0004 RAT RCR  0:1743 GCVS 1985 o 91 5)
CC Her 54616.5261 .0025 AG +0:1871 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 33 18)
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DH Her 54600.4570 .0007 AG +0:0009 GCVS 2007 -Ir 52 18)
FN Her 54616.4527 .0003 AG +0:0922 GCVS 1985 -Ir 134 18)
GU Her 54601.4088 .0007 AG +0:7826 GCVS 1985 -Ir 79 18)
MS Her 54586.4870 .0038 SCI  0:1166 GCVS 1985 o 105 6)
MT Her 54260.4522 .0001 RAT RCR +0:0162 GCVS 1985 -Ir 105 5)
MX Her 54356.3497 .0003 RAT RCR  0:5240 GCVS 1985 o 64 5)
V359 Her 54204.5004 .0007 RAT RCR +0:1699 GCVS 1985 -Ir 106 5)
V366 Her 54597.4114 .0006 AG  0:1220 GCVS 2007 -Ir 51 18)
V450 Her 54591.5342 .0042 SCI  0:3328 GCVS 1985 o 135 6)
V719 Her 54211.4893 .0003 RAT RCR -Ir 136 5)
54213.4940 .0003 RAT RCR -Ir 128 5)
54329.3611 .0003 RAT RCR o 50 5)
V733 Her 54593.4434 .0021 SCI o 44 6)
V829 Her 54597.5158 .0050 AG +0:0281 IBVS 5496 -Ir 49 18)
V842 Her 54610.4707 .0007 PGL  0:0436 BAVR 49,180 o 362 16)
V861 Her 54596.3771 .0019 SCI o 36 6)
54596.5511 .0024 SCI o 47 6)
V1032 Her 54601.5495 .0010 AG -Ir 64 18)
V1033 Her 54212.5116 .0002 RAT RCR -Ir 124 5)
54597.4445 .0004 AG -Ir 52 18)
54597.5951 .0015 AG -Ir 52 18)
V1038 Her 54205.4890 .0002 RAT RCR -Ir 144 5)
54205.6254 .0002 RAT RCR -Ir 144 5)
54597.4349 .0009 AG -Ir 51 18)
54597.5680 .0003 AG -Ir 51 18)
V1042 Her 54210.4956 .0001 RAT RCR -Ir 125 5)
V1044 Her 54317.4143 .0001 RAT RCR o 52 5)
54367.3480 .0002 RAT RCR o 97 5)
54631.4518 .0002 AG -Ir 70 18)
54631.5705 .0010 AG -Ir 70 18)
V1045 Her 54238.4499 .0004 RAT RCR -Ir 124 5)
V1047 Her 54597.3955 .0006 AG -Ir 47 18)
54597.5552 .0004 AG -Ir 47 18)
V1050 Her 54631.4330 .0009 AG -Ir 67 18)
V1053 Her 54631.4514 .0002 AG -Ir 66 18)
V1055 Her 54316.4412 .0003 RAT RCR o 52 5)
54337.4075 .0005 RAT RCR o 92 5)
V1067 Her 54331.3826 .0002 RAT RCR o 72 5)
V1073 Her 54319.4160 .0001 RAT RCR o 47 5)
54324.4182 .0004 RAT RCR o 40 5)
V1103 Her 54349.3634 .0001 RAT RCR  0:0027 GCVS 2007 o 49 5)
AV Hya 54506.4243 .0017 AG  0:0948 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 59 5)
DI Hya 54535.3799 .0001 WTR -Ir 96 12)
V409 Hya 54148.3945 .0003 RAT RCR +0:0181 s GCVS 2007 -Ir 83 5)
TW La 54382.5153 .0002 RAT RCR +0:2958 GCVS 1985 o 143 5)
CN La 53254.4569 .0030 PGL +0:0144 GCVS 1985 -Ir 143 17)
53263.3674 .0035 PGL +0:0017 GCVS 1985 -Ir 97 17)
EM La 54307.4743 .0002 RAT RCR +0:0677 GCVS 1985 o 102 5)
EO La 54384.1767 .0100 AG +0:2457 GCVS 2007 -Ir 51 5)
V344 La 54453.3229 .0003 RAT RCR o 130 5)
UV Leo 54507.4277 .0006 PGL +0:0036 IBVS 5338 o 278 16)
54579.4375 .0001 FLG +0:0030 IBVS 5338 V 149 15)
XX Leo 54531.5233 .0020 AG  0:1675 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 46 5)
XY Leo 54531.3978 .0022 AG +0:0316 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 47 5)
54531.5404 .0016 AG +0:0322 GCVS 1985 -Ir 47 5)
XZ Leo 54149.4622 .0002 RAT RCR +0:0437 GCVS 1985 -Ir 57 5)
54531.3591 .0010 AG +0:0440 GCVS 1985 -Ir 47 5)
54531.6054 .0014 AG +0:0464 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 47 5)
AG Leo 54507.5424 .0037 SCI +0:1063 GCVS 1985 o 189 6)
AM Leo 54580.4417 .0001 FLG +0:0093 GCVS 1985 V 55 15)
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BL Leo 54564.3745 .0002 AG o 160 18)
54564.5143 .0002 AG o 160 18)
CE Leo 54205.3667 .0001 RAT RCR -Ir 59 5)
54564.4740 .0001 AG o 160 18)
54564.6262 .0002 AG o 160 18)
FM Leo 54514.4020 .0004 FR +0:0071 IBVS 5480 -Ir 70 18)
T LMi 54221.3764 .0004 RAT RCR  0:0956 GCVS 1985 -Ir 66 5)
54532.4217 .0002 AG  0:0984 GCVS 1985 -Ir 74 5)
RT LMi 54532.4483 .0002 AG  0:0070 GCVS 1985 -Ir 71 5)
54532.6362 .0004 AG  0:0066 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 71 5)
XY LMi 54115.5254 .0005 RAT RCR  0:0096 s GCVS 2007 -Ir 140 5)
54195.4731 .0005 RAT RCR  0:0127 s GCVS 2007 -Ir 43 5)
RY Lyn 54222.3658 .0002 RAT RCR  0:0474 GCVS 1985 -Ir 77 5)
54516.5312 .0030 SCI  0:0546 GCVS 1985 o 67 6)
SW Lyn 54521.3320 .0006 DIE +0:0478 GCVS 1985 o 24 11)
SX Lyn 54532.4576 .0003 AG +0:0017 GCVS 1985 o 170 18)
UU Lyn 54187.5311 .0006 RAT RCR  0:0059 GCVS 1985 -Ir 129 5)
54219.3876 .0002 RAT RCR  0:0047 GCVS 1985 -Ir 105 5)
54535.3647 .0019 AG  0:0040 s GCVS 1985 o 103 18)
54535.5979 .0006 AG  0:0050 GCVS 1985 o 103 18)
DE Lyn 54532.4466 .0002 AG o 167 18)
54532.6498 .0005 AG o 167 18)
UZ Lyr 54381.2804 .0001 RAT RCR  0:0257 GCVS 1985 o 54 5)
AH Lyr 54600.4703 .0002 AG -Ir 52 18)
BV Lyr 54639.4314 .0004 AG -Ir 41 18)
DF Lyr 54600.5257 .0005 AG +0:0356 s GCVS 2007 -Ir 52 18)
IP Lyr 54596.4694 .0004 AG -Ir 55 18)
MN Lyr 54596.4385 .0007 AG +0:0492 GCVS 2007 -Ir 46 18)
NV Lyr 54325.4946 .0002 RAT RCR o 121 5)
PY Lyr 54600.4288 .0008 AG -Ir 52 18)
54631.4826 .0007 AG -Ir 33 18)
QU Lyr 54387.3226 .0003 RAT RCR +0:0014 GCVS 1985 o 141 5)
V574 Lyr 54350.3550 .0002 RAT RCR o 71 5)
54596.4425 .0002 AG -Ir 55 18)
54596.5790 .0034 AG -Ir 55 18)
V580 Lyr 54596.4377 .0012 AG -Ir 43 18)
54596.5812 .0005 AG -Ir 43 18)
V596 Lyr 54363.3487 .0003 RAT RCR +0:0108 s GCVS 2007 o 74 5)
RW Mon 54507.3193 .0003 WTR  0:0662 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 130 12)
TU Mon 54506.5200 .0005 FR  0:0728 GCVS 1985 V 251 9)
UV Mon 54512.2790 .0024 SCI o 36 6)
AO Mon 54507.2988 .0027 AG  0:0141 BAVR 51,38 -Ir 25 5)
AT Mon 54500.4466 .0001 FR +0:0087 GCVS 1985 V 54 9)
EP Mon 54507.3202 .0010 AG +0:0344 GCVS 1985 -Ir 25 5)
FS Mon 54514.4190 .0008 AG  0:0116 GCVS 2007 -Ir 45 5)
IL Mon 54514.3763 .0006 AG  0:0482 GCVS 1985 -Ir 67 5)
IX Mon 54513.3292 .0010 AG -Ir 32 5)
IZ Mon 54513.4324 .0023 AG -Ir 32 5)
MX Mon 54507.4964 .0013 AG  0:1068 s GCVS 2007 -Ir 26 5)
V448 Mon 54506.2967 .0005 FR +0:0573 GCVS 1985 -Ir 76 18)
54507.4142 .0002 WN +0:0563 GCVS 1985 V 175 14)
V527 Mon 54507.4373 .0013 AG  0:0262 GCVS 1985 -Ir 24 5)
V532 Mon 54115.3677 .0003 RAT RCR +0:0123 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 79 5)
V843 Mon 54513.4085 .0009 AG +0:0549 s BAVM 147 -Ir 33 5)
V508 Oph 54218.4864 .0001 RAT RCR  0:0136 GCVS 1985 -Ir 139 5)
54223.4870 .0001 RAT RCR  0:0125 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 135 5)
Z Ori 54516.4311 .0006 AG +0:0840 BAVR 52,144 -Ir 60 5)
UW Ori 54500.4003 .0012 AG +0:0213 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 109 5)
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CQ Ori 54504.3269 .0037 SCI  0:0002 GCVS 1985 o 60 6)
EF Ori 54500.4154 .0023 AG -Ir 53 5)
EG Ori 54516.3986 .0013 AG  0:0838 GCVS 1985 -Ir 60 5)
EW Ori 54524.4188 .0001 WN +0:0163 s GCVS 1985 V 125 14)
FF Ori 54500.3287 .0001 WTR +0:0323 GCVS 1985 -Ir 104 12)
FI Ori 54476.5067 .0028 AG +0:2270 GCVS 1985 -Ir 51 5)
FR Ori 54513.3712 .0001 WTR +0:0274 GCVS 1985 -Ir 102 12)
FT Ori 54494.3950 .0030 ALH +0:1195 s GCVS 1985 V 145 8)
GU Ori 54476.3446 .0019 AG -Ir 49 5)
54476.5794 .0010 AG -Ir 49 5)
54500.3478 .0005 AG -Ir 53 5)
V392 Ori 54476.5515 .0033 AG +0:0036 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 52 5)
V519 Ori 54500.3408 .0011 AG -Ir 47 5)
V645 Ori 54516.2986 .0012 AG -Ir 60 5)
V1031 Ori 54516.3894 .0004 FR  0:4799 GCVS 1985 -Ir 24 18)
RW Per 54506.4270 .0013 AG +0:0201 GCVS 1987 -Ir 44 5)
RY Per 54504.3855 .0006 AG +0:0030 GCVS 1987 -Ir 101 5)
HV Per 54509.3180 .0004 AG  0:2757 GCVS 2007 -Ir 60 5)
II Per 54506.4258 .0004 AG -Ir 43 5)
IK Per 54506.4352 .0010 AG  0:1585 GCVS 1987 -Ir 42 5)
KL Per 54454.3145 .0017 JU o 100 6)
KN Per 54033.4905 .0018 AG +0:0111 s BAVR 52,93 -Ir 55 5)
KR Per 54506.5109 .0008 AG  0:0162 GCVS 1987 -Ir 42 5)
KW Per 54514.4327 .0002 AG +0:0107 GCVS 1987 -Ir 38 5)
NP Per 54476.4860 .0004 AG -Ir 56 5)
NZ Per 54173.3530 .0003 RAT RCR +0:0435 GCVS 1987 -Ir 94 5)
V482 Per 54515.3736 .0006 JU +0:2455 BAVM 68 o 88 6)
RV Ps 54455.4130 .0001 RAT RCR  0:0469 GCVS 1987 o 122 5)
CW Sge 54296.4223 .0005 RAT RCR +0:0053 s GCVS 1987 o 54 5)
AU Ser 54206.5304 .0001 RAT RCR -Ir 146 5)
BI Ser 54203.4780 .0002 RAT RCR +0:0965 GCVS 1987 -Ir 140 5)
V384 Ser 54570.3803 .0003 FR +0:0014 GCVS 2007 V 42 9)
54583.4154 .0003 FR +0:0031 s GCVS 2007 -Ir 88 18)
54583.5492 .0003 FR +0:0025 GCVS 2007 -Ir 88 18)
TY Tau 54474.3084 .0002 JU +0:2473 GCVS 1987 o 71 6)
AH Tau 54455.4535 .0016 AG -Ir 33 5)
54505.3542 .0013 WN V 93 14)
AN Tau 54455.4741 .0010 AG  0:1917 s GCVS 1987 -Ir 29 5)
54476.4621 .0017 AG  0:1941 s GCVS 1987 -Ir 62 5)
AP Tau 54390.6080 .0025 SCI +0:0131 GCVS 2007 o 29 6)
BN Tau 54455.4936 .0012 AG -Ir 28 5)
CD Tau 54494.3059 .0027 SCI +0:0049 GCVS 1987 o 112 6)
CU Tau 54455.4389 .0016 AG +0:0166 GCVS 1987 -Ir 33 5)
54476.2706 .0006 WTR +0:0312 s GCVS 1987 -Ir 88 12)
54477.3018 .0006 WTR +0:0318 GCVS 1987 -Ir 134 12)
54505.3520 .0001 WN +0:0511 GCVS 1987 V 93 14)
ET Tau 54507.3004 .0017 SCI  0:0892 GCVS 1987 o 96 6)
54513.3027 .0042 SCI  0:0838 GCVS 1987 o 166 6)
GW Tau 54492.2996 .0053 SCI o 104 6)
V1128 Tau 54500.3313 .0012 SCI o 166 6)
X Tri 54457.3921 .0001 WN  0:0695 GCVS 1987 V 237 14)
TY UMa 54206.3818 .0001 RAT RCR +0:0641 s GCVS 1987 -Ir 50 5)
54222.5143 .0002 RAT RCR +0:0651 GCVS 1987 -Ir 63 5)
54514.4867 .0017 SCI +0:0749 s GCVS 1987 o 104 6)
54597.4527 .0004 JU +0:0789 s GCVS 1987 o 78 6)
UX UMa 54570.3643 .0002 AG +0:0019 GCVS 1987 o 175 18)
54570.5610 .0004 AG +0:0019 GCVS 1987 o 175 18)
UY UMa 54570.4193 .0003 AG  0:0829 GCVS 1987 o 173 18)
54570.6066 .0003 AG  0:0836 s GCVS 1987 o 173 18)
54592.4164 .0007 JU  0:0827 s GCVS 1987 o 74 6)
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VV UMa 54513.3936 .0003 JU  0:0494 GCVS 1987 o 90 6)
XZ UMa 54174.5332 .0001 RAT RCR  0:0888 GCVS 1987 -Ir 157 5)
54514.3335 .0002 JU  0:0935 GCVS 1987 o 100 6)
ZZ UMa 54168.5188 .0003 RAT RCR  0:0022 GCVS 1987 -Ir 111 5)
54191.5114 .0002 RAT RCR  0:0022 GCVS 1987 -Ir 123 5)
AA UMa 54167.5372 .0002 RAT RCR +0:0318 GCVS 1987 -Ir 123 5)
54521.4433 .0003 JU +0:0350 GCVS 1987 o 76 6)
AW UMa 54535.5013 .0114 FR  0:0627 s GCVS 1987 -Ir 43 18)
BH UMa 54216.3235 .0056 SCI  0:0830 s GCVS 2007 o 71 6)
54220.5156 .0067 SCI  0:0830 s GCVS 2007 o 130 6)
DW UMa 54595.4735 .0004 JU o 80 6)
54598.4812 .0001 AG -Ir 55 18)
ES UMa 54223.3736 .0003 RAT RCR -Ir 49 5)
IW UMa 54186.4391 .0004 RAT RCR -Ir 169 5)
54535.4534 .0010 AG o 62 18)
KM UMa 54126.5015 .0001 RAT RCR -Ir 97 5)
LP UMa 54173.5223 .0015 RAT RCR -Ir 96 5)
54595.4554 .0011 JU o 80 6)
MQ UMa 54192.5885 .0008 RAT RCR +0:0624 GCVS 2007 -Ir 163 5)
RZ UMi 54598.3988 .0004 JU o 44 6)
AG Vir 54555.4764 .0008 FR  0:0082 GCVS 1987 -Ir 68 18)
54593.3845 .0019 WN  0:0165 GCVS 1987 V 187 14)
AW Vir 54217.3800 .0001 RAT RCR +0:0182 GCVS 1987 -Ir 50 5)
AX Vir 54592.4239 .0001 SIR +0:0121 BAVR 32,36 -Ir 328 10)
54597.3418 .0001 WTR +0:0124 BAVR 32,36 -Ir 94 12)
54598.3946 .0003 WTR +0:0114 s BAVR 32,36 -Ir 94 12)
AZ Vir 54218.3870 .0006 RAT RCR  0:0189 s GCVS 1987 -Ir 81 5)
54600.3959 .0001 WN  0:0191 GCVS 1987 V 75 14)
CG Vir 54172.4880 .0005 RAT RCR +0:1682 s GCVS 1987 -Ir 127 5)
VV Vul 54410.3899 .0017 AG +0:3861 GCVS 2007 -Ir 61 5)
XZ Vul 54639.4201 .0008 AG +0:2899 GCVS 1987 -Ir 41 18)
AX Vul 54313.4070 .0002 RAT RCR  0:0289 GCVS 1987 o 42 5)
BU Vul 54410.3456 .0050 AG  0:2596 GCVS 1987 -Ir 67 5)
EV Vul 54671.4732 .0030 ALH +0:4562 GCVS 1987 V 170 8)
GP Vul 54631.4487 .0004 AG  0:0405 s GCVS 1987 -Ir 31 18)
GR Vul 54639.4619 .0006 AG -Ir 41 18)
HI Vul 54631.4745 .0006 AG  0:0548 GCVS 1987 -Ir 33 18)
GSC 0133000287 54454.4391 .0004 AG +0:0010 s BAVR 54.105 o 208 18)
54505.3493 .0005 QU +0:0003 s BAVR 54.105 V 76 7)
54507.4419 .0007 QU +0:0007 s BAVR 54.105 V 84 7)
54509.3602 .0010 QU +0:0011 BAVR 54.105 V 96 7)
54509.5339 .0010 QU +0:0004 s BAVR 54.105 V 96 7)
54515.288 : .004 QU +0:001 BAVR 54.105 V 75 7)
54515.4626 .0004 QU +0:0012 s BAVR 54.105 V 75 7)
54516.3342 .0005 QU +0:0010 BAVR 54.105 V 90 7)
54516.5090 .0005 QU +0:0014 s BAVR 54.105 V 90 7)
54520.3448 .0007 QU +0:0015 s BAVR 54.105 V 75 7)
54531.3273 .0005 QU  0:0002 BAVR 54.105 V 70 7)
54531.503 : .004 QU +0:001 s BAVR 54.105 V 70 7)
GSC 0137501085 54504.3247 .0006 SIR -Ir 80 10)
54504.4944 .0004 SIR -Ir 80 10)
54505.3355 .0005 SIR -Ir 91 10)
54505.5044 .0005 SIR -Ir 71 10)
54506.3418 .0007 SIR -Ir 103 10)
54506.5127 .0002 SIR -Ir 128 10)
54507.3483 .0004 SIR -Ir 107 10)
54507.5214 .0006 SIR -Ir 113 10)
54510.3834 .0004 SIR -Ir 102 10)
54544.3698 .0004 SIR -Ir 102 10)
GSC 0162900788 54304.4128 .0009 AG -Ir 31 5)
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GSC 0203800293 54516.6382 .0003 FR +0:0059 BAVM 177 -Ir 60 18)
54570.3858 .0009 FR +0:0015 s BAVM 177 -Ir 115 18)
54570.6366 .0004 FR +0:0046 BAVM 177 -Ir 115 18)
54583.5195 .0002 FR +0:0069 BAVM 177 -Ir 90 18)
54594.4188 .0010 FR +0:0071 BAVM 177 -Ir 64 18)
54596.4004 .0004 FR +0:0071 BAVM 177 -Ir 66 18)
54597.393 .001 FR +0:009 BAVM 177 -Ir 56 18)
GSC 0236102410 54055.3620 .0006 AG -Ir 49 5)
54055.5214 .0015 AG -Ir 49 5)
54055.6819 .0060 AG -Ir 49 5)
54084.3232 .0006 AG -Ir 53 5)
54084.4819 .0012 AG -Ir 53 5)
54084.6411 .0004 AG -Ir 53 5)
54364.5419 .0007 AG -Ir 34 5)
54364.5419 .0007 AG -Ir 34 5)
54455.3989 .0041 AG -Ir 29 5)
54476.4061 .0008 AG -Ir 57 5)
54476.5640 .0005 AG -Ir 57 5)
GSC 0265604286 54631.4159 .0013 AG  0:0075 IBVS 5900 -Ir 33 18)
GSC 0403002020 54092.2753 .0004 AG -Ir 37 5)
54092.4111 .0004 AG -Ir 37 5)
54092.5478 .0002 AG -Ir 37 5)
54092.6810 .0012 AG -Ir 37 5)
54308.4086 .0013 AG -Ir 21 5)
54308.4086 .0013 AG -Ir 21 5)
54367.3284 .0005 AG -Ir 61 5)
54367.3284 .0005 AG -Ir 61 5)
54367.4657 .0005 AG -Ir 61 5)
54367.4657 .0005 AG -Ir 61 5)
54367.6015 .0005 AG -Ir 61 5)
54367.6015 .0005 AG -Ir 61 5)
54388.3799 .0012 AG -Ir 45 5)
54388.3799 .0012 AG -Ir 45 5)
54388.5175 .0009 AG -Ir 45 5)
54388.5175 .0009 AG -Ir 45 5)
54388.6539 .0011 AG -Ir 45 5)
54388.6539 .0011 AG -Ir 45 5)
U-A2 1200-12680286 54631.5195 .0009 AG -Ir 33 18)
U-A2 1500-01208912 54092.2723 .0004 AG -Ir 37 5)
54092.4269 .0013 AG -Ir 37 5)
54092.5782 .0003 AG -Ir 37 5)
54096.3584 .0024 AG -Ir 26 5)
54096.5023 .0011 AG -Ir 26 5)
54308.3828 .0001 AG -Ir 19 5)
54308.3828 .0001 AG -Ir 19 5)
54367.3132 .0012 AG -Ir 61 5)
54367.3132 .0012 AG -Ir 61 5)
54367.4639 .0013 AG -Ir 61 5)
54367.4639 .0013 AG -Ir 61 5)
54367.6141 .0010 AG -Ir 61 5)
54367.6141 .0010 AG -Ir 61 5)
54388.3207 .0009 AG -Ir 46 5)
54388.3207 .0009 AG -Ir 46 5)
54388.4678 .0004 AG -Ir 46 5)
54388.4678 .0004 AG -Ir 46 5)
54388.6192 .0012 AG -Ir 46 5)
54388.6192 .0012 AG -Ir 46 5)
U-A2 1508-0029126 53660.3008 .0014 AG -Ir 43 5)
53660.4576 .0021 AG -Ir 43 5)
53660.6172 .0013 AG -Ir 43 5)
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U-A2 1508-0029126 54002.4749 .0090 AG -Ir 34 5)
54002.6316 .0008 AG -Ir 34 5)
54020.4391 .0013 AG -Ir 32 5)
54020.6004 .0028 AG -Ir 30 5)
54092.3076 .0001 AG -Ir 36 5)
54092.4678 .0013 AG -Ir 36 5)
54092.6209 .0002 AG -Ir 36 5)
54388.3693 .0022 AG -Ir 40 5)
54388.3693 .0022 AG -Ir 40 5)
54388.5289 .0032 AG -Ir 40 5)
54388.5289 .0032 AG -Ir 40 5)
U-B1 1500-0005759 53653.3460 .0020 AG -Ir 33 5)
53717.3230 .0024 AG -Ir 46 5)
53990.6117 .0014 AG -Ir 75 5)
54002.5100 .0018 AG -Ir 35 5)
54003.4707 .0020 AG -Ir 60 5)
54020.5166 .0108 AG -Ir 31 5)
54035.2984 .0025 AG -Ir 44 5)
54085.4625 .0015 AG -Ir 30 5)
54454.5489 .0011 AG -Ir 98 5)
Table 2: Times of maxima of pulsating stars
Variable HJD 24. . .  Obs O   C Bibliography Fil n Rem
SW And 54472.3508 .0011 WN  0:0012 A&A 476.307 2007 V 109 14)
54507.2910 .0015 WN +0:0003 A&A 476.307 2007 V 167 14)
XX And 54479.2945 .0019 WN +0:0213 BAVR 48,189 V 101 14)
54513.2616 .0013 WN +0:0190 BAVR 48,189 V 79 14)
XY And 54388.3216 .0005 MZ -Ir 74 6)
54433.3794 .0020 MZ -Ir 74 6)
54453.3186 .0090 MZ -Ir 74 6)
ZZ And 54338.4181 .0060 MZ V 14 13)
BK And 54337.5375 .0002 MZ +0:0034 BAVR 49,41 V 11 13)
54342.6056 .0002 MZ +0:0123 BAVR 49,41 V 15 13)
CC And 54472.4346 .0014 WN +0:0167 GCVS 1985 V 97 14)
54475.4358 .0026 WN +0:0201 GCVS 1985 V 120 14)
54510.2896 .0009 WN +0:0246 GCVS 1985 V 104 14)
DM And 54451.3274 .0009 MZ  0:0039 GCVS 2007 -Ir 80 6)
DU And 54428.4662 .0010 MZ +0:1953 GCVS 1985 -Ir 59 6)
GM And 54338.4720 .0005 MZ +0:0399 GCVS 2007 V 55 6) 2)
54338.4727 .0003 MZ +0:0406 GCVS 2007 B 46 6) 2)
GP And 54466.2393 .0006 WN +0:0053 GCVS 1985 V 65 14)
54472.2976 .0007 WN +0:0050 GCVS 1985 V 50 14)
54475.3674 .0006 WN +0:0062 GCVS 1985 V 80 14)
54479.2213 .0008 WN +0:0046 GCVS 1985 V 53 14)
54479.3796 .0007 WN +0:0056 GCVS 1985 V 88 14)
54482.2902 .0008 WN +0:0049 GCVS 1985 V 50 14)
OV And 54457.2781 .0019 WN  0:0215 MVS 11,133 V 75 14)
54463.3955 .0013 WN  0:0216 MVS 11,133 V 136 14)
54464.3365 .0016 WN  0:0218 MVS 11,133 V 101 14)
SX Aqr 54349.4251 .0004 FLG +0:0192 BAVR 48,57 V 100 15)
CY Aqr 54381.4464 .0002 MZ +0:0115 GCVS 1985 -Ir 60 6)
X Ari 54512.3137 .0018 WN +0:0533 BAVR 48,189 V 116 14)
SY Ari 54479.3686 .0080 MZ -Ir 76 6)
TZ Aur 54479.4802 .0011 WN +0:0128 GCVS 1985 V 134 14)
54512.3803 .0013 WN +0:0122 GCVS 1985 V 78 14)
NU Aur 54456.3178 .0004 MZ +0:2642 GCVS 2007 -Ir 109 6)
UU Boo 54512.6731 .0018 SCI +0:2024 GCVS 1985 o 71 6)
54583.4985 .0017 SCI +0:2051 GCVS 1985 o 46 6)
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VY Boo 54587.5019 .0055 MZ -Ir 121 6) 2)
CQ Boo 54583.3865 .0030 ALH  0:0513 BAVR 48,189 o 223 8) 1)
54583.4224 .0030 ALH  0:0153 BAVR 48,189 o 223 8) 1)
54639.4803 .0030 ALH  0:0523 BAVR 48,189 o 289 8) 1)
54639.5139 .0030 ALH  0:0187 BAVR 48,189 o 289 8) 1)
UY Cam 54544.388 .004 AG +0:067 BAVR 49,41 o 22 18)
TT Cn 54513.5727 .0010 FR  0:0098 A&A 476.307 2007 -Ir 56 18)
AP Cn 54508.379 .001 AG  0:040 GCVS 2007 -Ir 28 5)
AQ Cn 54506.5188 .0017 WN  0:0727 GCVS 1985 V 116 14)
54521.3263 .0010 MZ  0:0752 GCVS 1985 -Ir 59 6)
EF Cn 54509.293 .002 AG -Ir 40 5)
54509.588 .002 AG -Ir 40 5)
RZ CVn 54608.3985 .0015 WN +0:1213 BAVR 48,189 V 82 14)
AD CMi 54479.3627 .0004 FLG +0:0091 GCVS 1985 V 145 15)
54479.4861 .0005 FLG +0:0095 GCVS 1985 V 145 15)
HU Cas 54512.3576 .0010 MZ -Ir 95 6)
IU Cas 54516.3760 .0015 MZ -Ir 66 6)
NS Cyg 54396.3512 .0005 MZ -Ir 86 6)
V939 Cyg 54356.4670 .0010 RAT RCR +0:0381 BAVM 92 o 400 5)
VZ Dra 54652.5013 .0030 ALH +0:1291 GCVS 1985 V 99 8)
RR Gem 54474.4319 .0030 ALH  0:0031 BAVR 47,67 o 290 8)
54479.5956 .0010 WN  0:0042 BAVR 47,67 V 69 14)
54505.4171 .0013 WN  0:0067 BAVR 47,67 V 75 14)
54509.4359 .0014 PGL +0:0391 BAVR 47,67 o 547 16)
SZ Gem 54506.4102 .0016 SB +0:0080 BAVR 48,65 -Ir 137 15)
54508.4151 .0030 ALH +0:0084 BAVR 48,65 V 290 8)
GQ Gem 54513.4732 .0020 SB  0:1958 GCVS 2007 -Ir 117 15)
IV Gem 54454.3947 .0060 MZ -Ir 79 6)
TW Her 54646.4964 .0020 ALH  0:0118 GCVS 1985 V 148 8)
VX Her 54593.3738 .0010 QU +0:0372 GCVS 1985 V 42 7)
54608.4007 .0007 PGL +0:0368 GCVS 1985 o 287 16)
54618.4211 .0020 ALH +0:0390 GCVS 1985 o 252 8)
VZ Her 54598.4653 .0013 PGL +0:0655 GCVS 1985 o 218 16)
54631.492 .002 AG +0:068 GCVS 1985 -Ir 68 18)
IT Her 54597.4840 .0024 SCI o 108 6)
54598.4990 .0023 SCI o 73 6)
V633 Her 54387.3324 .0010 MZ -Ir 76 6)
SZ Hya 54509.3611 .0048 FLG  0:2259 GCVS 1985 V 135 15)
UU Hya 54506.641 .003 AG -Ir 70 5)
UV Hya 54506.603 .002 AG -Ir 70 5)
RR Leo 54512.5796 .0013 WN +0:0016 A&A 476.307 2007 V 116 14)
54594.4667 .0005 QU +0:0041 A&A 476.307 2007 V 66 7)
ST Leo 54555.4284 .0020 ALH  0:0188 GCVS 1985 V;B 168 8)
BP Leo 54564.529 .001 AG  0:201 GCVS 2007 o 160 18)
BT Leo 54507.4528 .0006 MZ -Ir 94 6)
DI Leo 54531.388 .002 AG +0:250 GCVS 2007 -Ir 47 5)
SZ Lyn 54479.5591 .0008 WN +0:0186 GCVS 1985 V 59 14)
54512.4658 .0009 WN +0:0193 GCVS 1985 V 91 14)
Y Lyr 54380.3212 .0003 MZ -Ir 58 6)
RR Lyr 52503.587 .004 ALH +0:042 AC 1205.4 1982 o 999 19)
EN Lyr 54389.2908 .0080 MZ -Ir 29 6)
EX Lyr 54364.4539 .0080 MZ  0:1341 GCVS 1985 -Ir 105 6)
KM Lyr 54295.4626 .0060 MZ +0:1183 GCVS 2007 -Ir 62 6)
54297.4701 .0060 MZ +0:1251 GCVS 2007 -Ir 53 6)
NQ Lyr 54390.3737 .0013 MZ  0:0047 GCVS 1985 -Ir 68 6)
AI Mon 54507.605 .010 AG  0:162 GCVS 2007 o 26 5)
EZ Mon 54513.3708 .0016 MZ +0:0291 GCVS 2007 -Ir 191 6) 2)
CM Ori 54505.3254 .0002 MZ +0:0267 BAVR 49,105 -Ir 70 6)
AV Peg 54456.2446 .0018 WN +0:0057 A&A 476.307 2007 V 109 14)
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AV Peg 54463.2717 .0018 WN +0:0060 A&A 476.307 2007 V 101 14)
BH Peg 54466.3455: .0050 WN +0:0166 BAVR 47,67 V 166 14)
CD Peg 54457.2074 .0016 MZ  0:2412 GCVS 2007 -Ir 123 6) 2)
CV Peg 54452.3141 .0040 MZ -Ir 49 6)
DH Peg 54464.2750 .0031 WN +0:0269 GCVS 1987 V 145 14)
DY Peg 53224.417 .001 PGL  0:004 GCVS 1987 -Ir 174 17)
53232.4379 .0003 PGL  0:0042 GCVS 1987 -Ir 122 17)
53256.3567 .0003 PGL  0:0052 GCVS 1987 o 132 17)
53350.4763 .0020 PGL  0:0335 GCVS 1987 o 38 17)
54080.3708 .0014 PGL +0:0146 GCVS 1987 -Ir 77 17)
54463.2118 .0005 WN  0:0074 GCVS 1987 V 39 14)
54479.3269 .0007 WN  0:0090 GCVS 1987 V 39 14)
54482.2454 .0005 WN  0:0076 GCVS 1987 V 85 14)
GY Peg 54380.4512 .0025 MZ  0:2392 GCVS 2007 -Ir 40 6)
AR Per 54387.4161 .0005 MZ +0:0516 GCVS 1987 -Ir 53 6)
54463.5937 .0022 WN +0:0559 GCVS 1987 V 190 14)
54464.4453 .0015 WN +0:0564 GCVS 1987 V 173 14)
54476.3590 .0030 ALH +0:0547 GCVS 1987 o 460 8)
54505.2957 .0011 WN +0:0541 GCVS 1987 V 104 14)
54508.2740 .0009 WN +0:0536 GCVS 1987 V 112 14)
54513.3825 .0011 WN +0:0555 GCVS 1987 V 155 14)
ET Per 54455.3410 .0003 MZ  0:0258 BAVR 49,41 -Ir 80 6) 2)
V375 Per 54509.281 .002 AG -Ir 60 5)
V378 Per 54505.378 .002 AG -Ir 92 5)
BO Tau 54452.4306 .0008 MZ -Ir 80 6)
BR Tau 54457.4132 .0001 MZ -Ir 62 6)
RV UMa 54531.371 .001 NIC +0:009 BAVR 48,189 V 178 7)
TU UMa 54535.6079 .0015 FR  0:0276 GCVS 1987 -Ir 52 18)
54591.3733 .0017 WN  0:0281 GCVS 1987 V 91 14)
54591.3747 .0005 QU  0:0267 GCVS 1987 V 54 7)
54596.3934 .0007 QU  0:0269 GCVS 1987 V 59 7)
UZ UMa 54544.416 .004 AG o 22 18)
AE UMa 54506.5887 .0006 WN +0:0052 BAVR 48,189 V 67 14)
54512.5199 .0002 WN +0:0012 BAVR 48,189 V 50 14)
54513.4650 .0009 WN +0:0002 BAVR 48,189 V 182 14)
54513.5559 .0009 WN +0:0050 BAVR 48,189 V 182 14)
54524.4815 .0008 WN +0:0065 BAVR 48,189 V 64 14)
U-A2 1425-00752967 54432.296 .001 AG -Ir 113 5)
Remarks:
AG: Agerer, F., Tiefenbah QU: Quester, W., Esslingen
ALH: Alih, K., Shahausen (CH) RAT: Ratz, M., Herges-Hallenberg
DIE: Dietrih, M., Radebeul RCR: Ratz, M., Herges-Hallenberg
FLG: Flehsig, Dr. G., Teterow SB: Steinbah, Dr. H., Neu-Anspah
FR: Frank, P., Velden SCI: Shmidt, U., Karlsruhe
JU: Jungbluth, Dr. H., Karlsruhe SIR: Shirmer, J., Willisau (CH)
MZ: Maintz, Dr. G., Bonn WN: Wishnewski, M., Wennigsen
NIC: Nikel, O., Mainz WTR: Walter, F., Munhen




s = seondary minimum
C = CCD-amera




I = I-lter ousins
-Ir = -Ir-lter
GSC = The HST Guide Star Catalogue 1.2
U-A2 = The USNO A2.0 Catalogue
U-B1 = The USNO B1.0 Catalog
1) = double maximum
2) = assembled from the observations of two nights
3) = not muh desend
4) = elipse of the hot spot
5) = d-amera ST-6 hip 375*242 unoated
6) = d-amera ST-7
7) = d-amera ST-7E
8) = d-amera ST-8E
9) = d-amera ST-9
10) = d-amera Alpha Maxi hip KAF401e
11) = d-amera pitor 1616XT
12) = d-amera Pitor 416XT
13) = d-amera holiam
14) = d-amera Meade DSI Pro 2
15) = d-amera SIGMA 402
16) = d-amera Artemis 4021
17) = d-amera Canon EOS 300D
18) = d-amera Sigma 1603
19) = photodiode S5972
20) = this star has not been observed sine 1959; redued by adding half time of
= expeted total duration (0.014p) to time of seond ontat
A&A = Astronomy & Astrophysis
AC = Astronomial Cirular
BAVM nnn = BAV Mitteilungen No. nnn
BAVR vv,ppp = BAV Rundbrief Vol. vv, page ppp
GCVS yy = General Catalogue of Variable Stars, 4th edition,
IBVS nnnn = Information Bulletin on Variable Stars No. nnnn
MVS vv,ppp = Mitteilungen uber Veranderlihe Sterne; volume,pages
ERRATUM FOR IBVS 5657 (BAVM 173)
AO Cam 53360.4840 RAT RCR orret value: 53360.4940
ERRATUM FOR IBVS 5761 (BAVM 183)
AE Cas 54000.4498 SCI orret value: 54017.4498
ERRATA FOR IBVS 5802 (BAVM 186)
AO Cam 53809.3529 RAT RCR orret value: 53809.3259
GK Cas 54212.5234 RAT RCR orret value: 54211.5234
ERRATUM FOR IBVS 5874 (BAVM 201)
GSC 0137501085 SIR all results must be deleted
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CCD MINIMA FOR SELECTED ECLIPSING BINARIES IN 2008
NELSON, ROBERT H.
1393 Garvin Street, Prine George, BC, Canada, V2M 3Z1 e-mail: bob . nelson  shaw . a
Observatory and telesope:
Sylvester Roboti Observatory (SyRO): 33 m f/4.5 Newtonian on Paramount ME
mount
Detetor: SyRO: SBIG ST-7XME, 1.25" pixels, 15.8' x 10.5' FOV,
ooled  10 > T >  30 deg C
Method of data redution:
Aperture photometry using MIRA, by Mirametris, In.
Method of minimum determination:
Digital traing paper method, bisetion of hords, urve tting, and (oasionally)
Kwee and van Woerden (1956)
Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
CN And 54802.7371 0.0002 II R
EP And 54723.8280 0.0001 I R
V0441 And 54722.6977 0.0005 II 
V0444 And 54739.7129 0.0003 I R
RX Ari 54803.6572 0.0001 I R
AH Aur 54789.8208 0.0004 II R
AP Aur 54739.9813 0.0002 I R
BC Aur 54803.7684 0.0005 I R
EP Aur 54725.9431 0.0005 II R
GX Aur 54522.7930 0.0003 II 
HL Aur 54515.6406 0.0001 I R
HL Aur 54803.8545 0.0002 I 
V0410 Aur 54726.9173 0.0003 II R
GSC 2915-0212 54820.898 0.001 I R
GSC 3751-0178 54823.7385 0.0002 II R
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Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
XY Boo 54544.932 0.001 I R
AR Boo 54540.8442 0.0002 II 
GN Boo 54532.8879 0.0002 I R
GR Boo 54541.9320 0.0001 I R
GS Boo 54590.7593 0.0003 II R
GT Boo 54515.9263 0.0003 II R
GSC 2013-0288 54619.8025 0.0002 II R
GQ Boo 54520.9612 0.0003 II 
DN Cam 54729.8559 0.0001 I V
GSC 3715-1039 54737.8706 0.0005 I 
GSC 4369-1506 54820.7111 0.0003 II R
AX Cas 54704.8719 0.0001 I 
BH Cas 54722.7907 0.0005 I R
CW Cas 54725.8155 0.0001 II R
DZ Cas 54726.6808 0.0005 I 
EG Cas 54725.7052 0.0005 II 
KL Cas 54685.8913 0.0002 I 
V0366 Cas 54684.8838 0.0002 II 
V0375 Cas 54726.8282 0.0003 II R
V0396 Cas 54729.7403 0.0003 I R
V0541 Cas 54820.5954 0.0001 I R
V0776 Cas 54819.6290 0.0002 R
GSC 4030-2020 54704.8561 0.0002 II 
BB CMi 54517.8698 0.0005 I R
TX Cn 54516.6823 0.0002 I R
TX Cn 54802.8896 0.0003 II R
WW Cn 54823.8582 0.0001 I R
YY Cn 54811.876 0.001 I R
HN Cn 54821.8240 0.0003 I R
RW Com 54556.7480 0.0001 I 
RW Com 54802.9951 0.0002 II R
RW Com 54803.1139 0.0002 I R
SS Com 54550.8092 0.0002 II R
CC Com 54535.8200 0.0001 I R
CC Com 54818.9608 0.0001 I 
CC Com 54819.0707 0.0001 II 
LP Com 54512.8055 0.0002 I 
MM Com 54804.023 0.001 II 
AM CrB 54547.8649 0.0002 I 
BO CVn 54557.7673 0.0001 II R
DH CVn 54555.7694 0.0001 II 
DI CVn 54539.7536 0.0003 I 
DQ CVn 54516.7940 0.0003 I R
DR CVn 54516.8980 0.0002 II R
DR CVn 54551.7773 0.0005 II 
DR CVn 54821.1112 0.0002 R
DX CVn 54558.9649 0.0002 I 
EE CVn 54549.7320 0.0004 II 
EF CVn 54553.8428 0.0002 II 
EG CVn 54538.8661 0.0002 II 
EI CVn 54554.8178 0.0001 II 
EI CVn 54817.0176 0.0002 I R
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Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
GSC 2537-0520 54520.8277 0.0002 II 
GSC 2534-1121 54541.8388 0.0002 II 
GSC 2544-1007 54544.7391 0.0002 I R
GSC 3034-0299 54547.7692 0.0001 II R
V0456 Cyg 54588.8528 0.0001 I BVR
V0628 Cyg 54814.6202 0.0003 I 
V0726 Cyg 54590.9341 0.0001 I R
V0885 Cyg 54557.0042 0.0007 I R
V1036 Cyg 54802.5994 0.0002 II R
V1901 Cyg 54728.8039 0.0002 I 
V2364 Cyg 54551.0034 0.0003 II R
V2364 Cyg 54617.9145 0.0003 II R
BV Dra 54545.9288 0.0001 II V
BW Dra 54545.9127 0.0001 I V
BX Dra 54527.9296 0.0001 I R
FU Dra 54588.7561 0.0002 II R
GSC2.2 N311122119912 54683.9331 0.0003 II?  RHN-12
WW Gem 54796.8135 0.0003 I R
AC Gem 54814.8452 0.001 II 
AL Gem 54515.8113 0.0002 I R
AY Gem 54818.8104 0.0001 I 
GSC 1331-0726 54819.9195 0.0003 II R
GW Gem 54824.0252 0.0001 I R
QW Gem 54821.7408 0.0002 II R
TT Her 54602.8324 0.0002 I VRI
TT Her 54603.7442 0.0005 I VRI
TT Her 54618.7928 0.0002 II VRI
V0719 Her 54516.9943 0.0004 I 
V0728 Her 54539.026 0.001 I R
V0742 Her 54517.9826 0.0002 I 
V1003 Her 54555.945 0.004 II BVR
V1024 Her 54555.8497 0.0001 II 
V1036 Her 54547.9875 0.0002 I R
V1038 Her 54521.9409 0.0002 II 
V1042 Her 54550.9219 0.0001 II 
V1043 Her 54546.0269 0.0002 II 
V1047 Her 54540.9468 0.0002 I 
V1047 Her 54582.8019 0.0002 I 
V1055 Her 54553.9412 0.0002 II R
V1065 Her 54565.8912 0.0001 II 
V1073 Her 54551.898 0.001 I 
V1097 Her 54591.8665 0.0001 II 
GSC 2056-0117 54556.9209 0.0001 I 
GSC 3510-1283 54557.8942 0.0001 I 
GSC 3097-1297 54595.7930 0.0001 II 
GSC 2615-1821 54613.8121 0.0001 II R
4 IBVS 5875
Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
FG Hya 54499.7477 0.0002 I R
XZ Leo 54527.7025 0.0003 II 
AM Leo 54816.0161 0.0001 I R
GV Leo 54814.9668 0.0002 I 
RT LMi 54556.8184 0.0001 I 
RZ Lyn 54538.657 0.001 I R
BG Lyn 54543.7764 0.0002 I R
BG Lyn 54796.9430 0.0001 I R
DZ Lyn 54811.7608 0.0005 I 
GSC 2495-1146 54559.7242 0.0005 I 
TZ Lyr 54519.0594 0.0001 I R
AH Lyr 54614.8980 0.0003 I 
DF Lyr 54533.0031 0.0004 II 
QU Lyr 54609.9126 0.0003 I 
V0400 Lyr 54522.0273 0.0001 II 
V0396 Mon 54512.6751 0.0002 II 
GSC 0143-1718 54797.8283 0.0005 I R
GSC 2751-1007 54723.7050 0.0002 I 
KW Per 54823.6113 0.0001 I R
V0432 Per 54819.8346 0.0001 R
V0462 Per 54724.8549 0.0002 II 
V0579 Per 54816.644 0.001 I R
V0680 Per 54793.8643 0.0002 II 
GSC 2366-3002 54821.5909 0.0002 II R
WY Tau 54530.7646 0.0002 I R
CT Tau 54723.9291 0.0001 I R
GQ Tau 54793.7349 0.0003 I 
V0471 Tau 54797.7205 0.001 I V
GSC 1830-1432 54739.8574 0.0005 II 
XZ UMa 54521.6668 0.0001 I R
AA UMa 54498.7387 0.0002 II R
AA UMa 54816.8320 0.0003 I R
BM UMa 54527.8214 0.0001 II 
HN UMa 54521.8065 0.0004 II R
MQ UMa 54518.9277 0.0005 I 
GSC 3449-0688 54499.8744 0.0002 II 
GSC 3449-0688 54815.8735 0.0002 I 
RU UMi 54512.9199 0.0003 II R
HW Vir 54554.9022 0.0005 I BVR
GSC 2140-1485 54619.9165 0.0004 II R
Aknowledgements:
Aknowledgements: Thanks are due to Environment Canada for the website satel-
lite views (see referene below) that were essential in prediting lear times for
observing runs in this loudy loale. Thanks are also due to Attilla Danko for
his 'Clear Sky Cloks', (see below). This researh has made use of the SIMBAD
database, operated at CDS, Strasbourg, Frane.
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om/
Kwee, K. K., & van Woerden, H., 1956, B.A.N. 12, (464), 327-330
Nelson, R. H., Bob Nelson's O-C Files, http://binaries.boulder.swri.edu/binaries/om/
Satellite Images for North Ameria, http://gfx.weatheroÆe.e.g.a/
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Reent satellite observations demonstrate that the phase of maximum ux of the 67 min
spin modulation of the white dwarf in the atalysmi variable EX Hya is drifting away
from the optial quadrati ephemeris of Hellier & Sproats (1992, hereafter HS92). Relative
to that ephemeris, the peak of the spin-phase extreme ultraviolet (EUV) ux modulation
measured with the Extreme Ultraviolet Explorer (EUVE ) was 
67
= 0:0400:002 in 1994
May (Mauhe 1999) and 
67
= 0:115 0:001 in 2000 May (Belle et al. 2002). Similarly,
the peak of the spin-phase X-ray ux modulation measured with the Chandra X-ray
Observatory was 
67
 0:1 in 2000 May (Hoogerwerf, Brikhouse, & Mauhe 2004) and

67
 0:2 in 2007 May (Luna, Brikhouse, & Mauhe 2008). Beause the disrepany
between the observed O and alulated C phases of the spin-phase ux modulation of
EX Hya is now approahing a signiant fration of a spin yle, we have undertaken the
task of updating the ephemeris.
Toward that end, we have have ombined the optial data of Vogt, Krzeminski, &
Sterken (1980, hereafter VKS80), Gilliland (1982), Sterken et al. (1983), Hill & Watson
(1984), Jablonski & Busko (1985), Bond & Freeth (1988), HS92, Walker & Allen (2000),
and Belle et al. (2005) with the optial, EUV, and X-ray data listed in Table 1. The rst set
of optial data in Table 1 was obtained by CS at the European Southern Observatory, La
Silla, Chile using the Danish 1.5-m telesope and the DFOSC CCD amera. Dierential
V -band magnitudes were obtained by aperture photometry extrated from at-elded
and bias-orreted CCD frames. The seond set of optial data in Table 1 was obtained
by Beuermann & Reinsh (2008, hereafter BR08) and is inluded here to lear up an
ambiguity in the units of the timings in their Table 3, whih are labeled as HJD, desribed
as BJD, and treated as BJD(TT), whereas they are in fat BJD(UT); this hange aets
all the O   C values in their table. Other than the EXOSAT , Ginga, and BR08 data,
whih have been taken from the given referenes, all other times of spin maximum in
the table have been derived by us from the various datasets. In the proesses, we have
orreted an error in the (spin and orbit) phases of the ASCA data published by Ishida,
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Mukai, & Osborne (1994) and the RXTE data published by Mukai et al. (1998). We
note that our result for the seond EUVE observation agrees within the errors with the
result derived independently by Belle et al. (2002). Table 1 lists the observed times of spin
maximum in Baryentri Julian Date, the orresponding yle number E derived from the
HS92 quadrati ephemeris, and the O  C residuals in days relative to the VKS80 linear
ephemeris, the HS92 quadrati ephemeris, and our ubi ephemeris (eqn. 1). Table 1. is
available eletronially at the IBVS website as 5876-t1.txt.
The task of ombining optial, EUV, and X-ray data into a single ephemeris presents a
number of hallenges. First, the published times of optial ux maximum typially do not
inlude error estimates. Seond, the times of ux maximum are typially determined in
dierent manners in the optial and higher-energy wavebands. In the optial, the times of
the ux maxima are typially estimated diretly from the light urves, whereas in the EUV
and X-ray wavebands, where the event rates are often fairly low, the events are typially
phase-folded to produe a mean light urve, from whih the phase oset relative to the
assumed ephemeris is alulated from an analyti (typially, sine) t to the mean light
urve. From this, the eetive time of ux maximum is derived, typially referened to
the start or mid-point of the observation. This approah is apable of produing very high
signal-to-noise ratio light urves and hene error values on the t parameters, partiularly
the times of ux maxima, that are formally very small.

















Optial . . . . . . . . . . . 37699.89157 +0:046546478  6:25 10
 13
  
0:00054 0:000000007 0:22 10
 13
EUV & X-ray . . . . . 37699.88930 +0:046546477  6:19 10
 13
  
0:00165 0:000000011 0:17 10
 13
All . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37699.89300 +0:046546454  5:85 10
 13
  
0:00041 0:000000003 0:05 10
 13








Given these ompliations, we have taken a multi-step approah to alulate a revised
spin ephemeris for EX Hya. First, we t the optial data to a quadrati ephemeris without
weights, produing the ephemeris onstants listed in the rst entry of Table 2. The
standard deviation of this t is 0.00360 days or 0.077 yles (whih, if used as a uniform
error on the data, produes the same t with a redued 
2
= 1). Seond, we t the
EUV and X-ray data to a quadrati ephemeris aounting for the errors listed in Table 1,
produing the ephemeris onstants listed in the seond entry of Table 2. The two results,
optial on one hand and EUV and X-ray on the other, are onsistent within the errors
and are as well lose to (but dierent from) the optial quadrati ephemeris onstants of
HS92. Next, we t the ombined data sets, using 0.00360 days for the error on the optial
data and the errors listed in Table 1 for the errors on the EUV and X-ray data, produing
the ephemeris onstants listed in the third entry of Table 2. The ephemeris onstants
are now signiantly dierent from those of the previous ts, although it is apparent that
the t is not ideal (
2
per degree of freedom (dof) = 651:2=431 = 1:51), in part beause
the ephemeris rolls over too rapidly at early times. To remedy this deieny, we t the
ombined data sets to a ubi ephemeris, produing the ephemeris onstants listed in the
fourth entry of Table 2. The t is now somewhat improved (
2
=dof = 638:5=430 = 1:48),
the t parameters are loser to those of the earlier quadrati ts, the ephemeris is lose to
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that of HS92 through 1991 January (230,000 yles; Fig. 1a), and it reprodues well all
of the available EUV and X-ray data (Fig. 1). Finally, by setting a lower limit of 0.02
yles or 0.00093 days on the size of the timing errors on the EUV and X-ray data, the
redued 
2
of the t is redued to a very reasonable 
2
=dof = 471:0=430 = 1:10. Based
on these results, we reommend that the following ubi ephemeris be used for reent













Figure 1. O   C residuals for the optial (lled irles) and EUV and X-ray (Xs) spin maxima of
EX Hya relative to (a) the VKS80 linear spin ephemeris, (b) the HS92 quadrati spin ephemeris, and
() the ubi spin ephemeris of equation 1. In the top panel, the HS92 quadrati and equation 1 ubi
spin ephemerides are shown relative to the VKS80 linear spin ephemeris by the dashed and solid urves,
respetively.
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Tenth list of maxima of RR Lyr stars observed by the automated telesopes TAROT
(GEOS Cirular RR 37)









GEOS (Groupe Europeen d'Observations Stellaires), 23 Par de Levesville, 28300 Bailleau l'Eve^que, Frane
2
LATT, Universite de Toulouse, CNRS, Toulouse, Frane
3
Observatoire de Haute-Provene, Saint Mihel l'Observatoire, Frane
4
CESR, Universite de Toulouse, CNRS, Toulouse, Frane
We present here the tenth list of light maxima of RR Lyrae stars from the GEOS
RR Lyr Survey (Le Borgne et al. 2007), a GEOS program (http://www.upv.es/geos/,
Boninsegna et al., 2002) of observations of RR Lyr stars using the automati telesopes
TAROT (http://tarot.obs-hp.fr, Boer et al., 2001, Bringer et al., 1999). The present
list ontains 453 maxima observed mainly between July and Deember 2008 (Table 1).
A desription of the present list may be found in the former lists (for example Le
Borgne et al. 2008). The data are also available in the GEOS RRLyr web database
(http://dbRR.ast.obs-mip.fr). The O   C's are omputed with the GCVS elements
(Kholopov et al., 1985) when available. Otherwise, the referene of the elements, if exists,
is given as a footnote of Table 1.
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Table 1: maxima of RR Lyrae stars
Variable Maximum O   C E Obs. Variable Maximum O   C E Obs.
star HJD 24. . . (days) star HJD 24. . . (days)
SW And 54708.5180.002 -0.784 82700. C TZ Aqr 54702.4460.003 0.010 30031. C
SW And 54712.4990.003 -0.784 82709. C TZ Aqr 54706.4460.003 0.012 30038. C
SW And 54736.3800.001 -0.786 82763. C TZ Aqr 54718.4440.004 0.015 30059. C
SW And 54750.5340.002 -0.785 82795. C TZ Aqr 54734.4350.003 0.012 30087. C
SW And 54766.4570.002 -0.784 82831. C BN Aqr 54708.4210.004 0.581 35847. C
SW And 54802.2790.004 -0.787 82912. C BR Aqr 54708.5320.002 -0.160 35429. C
XX And 54679.4950.003 0.234 21573. C BR Aqr 54709.4970.003 -0.159 35431. C
XX And 54692.5040.002 0.233 21591. C BR Aqr 54710.4600.002 -0.160 35433. C
XX And 54705.5130.003 0.233 21609. C BR Aqr 54736.4830.002 -0.158 35487. C
XX And 54739.4790.002 0.230 21656. C BR Aqr 54739.3720.003 -0.161 35493. C
XX And 54744.5440.004 0.236 21663. C BR Aqr 54765.3890.002 -0.165 35547. C
XX And 54750.3290.003 0.239 21671. C BR Aqr 54767.3200.004 -0.162 35551. C
XX And 54786.4650.004 0.237 21721. C CP Aqr 54674.4790.002 -0.112 36232. C
XX And 54791.5200.002 0.233 21728. C CP Aqr 54681.4290.002 -0.114 36247. C
XX And 54797.3060.003 0.237 21736. C CP Aqr 54688.3810.003 -0.113 36262. C
XX And 54802.3630.002 0.235 21743. C CP Aqr 54699.5020.003 -0.113 36286. C
XX And 54823.3240.002 0.236 21772. C CP Aqr 54712.4800.004 -0.111 36314. C
XX And 54828.3810.003 0.234 21779. C AA Aql 54672.4070.002 0.034 83820. C
ZZ And 54750.4280.002 0.024 53959. C AA Aql 54677.4720.004 0.034 83834. C
AT And 54677.3960.005 -0.001 19993. C AA Aql 54681.4530.002 0.035 83845. C
AT And 54709.4700.003 -0.007 20045. C AA Aql 54702.4360.001 0.035 83903. C
AT And 54722.4260.007 -0.006 20066. C V341 Aql 54681.5010.002 0.031 23330. C
AT And 54767.4640.008 -0.003 20139. C V341 Aql 54688.4380.003 0.032 23342. C
AT And 54790.2860.004 -0.006 20176. C V341 Aql 54699.4220.002 0.033 23361. C
AT And 54793.3730.005 -0.004 20181. C V341 Aql 54703.4670.003 0.032 23368. C
AT And 54796.4580.003 -0.004 20186. C V341 Aql 54736.4120.002 0.030 23425. C
CI And 54704.4990.002 0.112 39169. C X Ari 54752.5980.005 0.351 26367. C
CI And 54705.4690.003 0.113 39171. C X Ari 54765.6210.002 0.351 26387. C
CI And 54706.4370.003 0.111 39173. C X Ari 54788.4100.002 0.350 26422. C
CI And 54722.4310.003 0.109 39206. C X Ari 54807.2940.004 0.351 26451. C
CI And 54751.5130.002 0.108 39266. C SY Ari 54751.3770.003 -0.057 32904. C
CI And 54786.4060.002 0.102 39338. C TZ Aur 54755.6110.002 0.013 88985. C
CI And 54787.3760.002 0.102 39340. C TZ Aur 54818.6700.003 0.012 89146. C
CI And 54806.2790.002 0.101 39379. C TZ Aur 54819.4530.002 0.012 89148. C
DM And 54744.4690.005 0.007 30183. C TZ Aur 54825.3280.002 0.012 89163. C
DM And 54749.5060.004 0.001 30191. C BH Aur 54743.6130.002 0.002 26293. C
DR And 54787.3360.002 -0.012 31196. C BH Aur 54749.5410.003 0.001 26306. C
DR And 54828.4120.004 -0.044 31269. C BH Aur 54754.5580.003 0.001 26317. C
NX And
1
54791.5160.004 0.007 24921. C BH Aur 54766.4180.002 0.002 26343. C
NX And
1
54797.3500.005 0.008 24930. C BH Aur 54802.4480.002 0.001 26422. C
NX And
1
54828.4630.005 0.015 24978. C BH Aur 54808.3760.003 0.000 26435. C
EX Aps 54650.6080.002 0.015 56628. LS U Cae 54804.6220.002 -0.113 48810. LS
SW Aqr 54677.4210.002 0.001 64402. C U Cae 54809.6520.002 -0.121 48822. LS
SW Aqr 54682.4710.003 -0.002 64413. C AH Cam 54752.3890.005 -0.431 43455. C
SW Aqr 54699.4680.002 0.001 64450. C AH Cam 54788.5140.005 -0.442 43553. C
SW Aqr 54700.3850.002 -0.001 64452. C AH Cam 54807.3190.005 -0.442 43604. C
SW Aqr 54705.4370.001 -0.001 64463. C AH Cam 54822.4630.003 -0.417 43645. C
SW Aqr 54727.4840.003 -0.001 64511. C RW Cn 54785.6230.003 0.214 27831. C
SX Aqr 54672.4570.002 -0.117 27769. C RW Cn 54796.5680.003 0.215 27851. C
SX Aqr 54679.4230.003 -0.115 27782. C RW Cn 54807.5150.003 0.218 27871. C
SX Aqr 54686.3860.004 -0.116 27795. C SS Cn 54807.4550.003 0.053 86375. C
SX Aqr 54708.3530.005 -0.113 27836. C SS Cn 54819.5750.002 0.051 86408. C
SX Aqr 54739.4200.002 -0.118 27894. C SS Cn 54825.4510.002 0.050 86424. C
SX Aqr 54746.3860.001 -0.116 27907. C TT Cn 54820.6620.002 0.104 26402. C
TZ Aqr 54678.4600.005 0.014 29989. C TT Cn 54828.5470.004 0.101 26416. C
TZ Aqr 54682.4560.005 0.012 29996. C AN Cn 54785.6310.002 0.148 30111. C
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AN Cn 54803.5560.005 0.149 30144. C RX Col 54801.6940.004 -0.254 43750. LS
AN Cn 54828.5390.002 0.146 30190. C RX Col 54804.6580.005 -0.260 43755. LS
AS Cn 54827.7310.003 0.364 25306. C RX Col 54810.5990.005 -0.260 43765. LS
EZ Cn
2
54823.5750.002 -0.036 14053. C RY Col 54776.7310.005 -0.186 42740. LS
EZ Cn
2
54824.6690.002 -0.034 14055. C RY Col 54777.6910.005 -0.184 42742. LS
Z CVn 54832.6470.005 0.398 24320. C RY Col 54778.6460.004 -0.187 42744. LS
UZ CVn 54824.6010.002 0.248 40696. C RY Col 54789.6570.007 -0.190 42767. LS
AA CMi 54791.5670.002 0.060 38241. C RY Col 54790.6160.003 -0.188 42769. LS
AA CMi 54799.6680.002 0.064 38258. C RY Col 54801.6440.002 -0.174 42792. LS
AA CMi 54802.5270.004 0.065 38264. C RY Col 54802.6040.002 -0.172 42794. LS
AA CMi 54803.4770.002 0.062 38266. C AV Col 54810.6270.003 LS
AA CMi 54821.5790.003 0.064 38304. C S Com 54823.6420.003 -0.097 24155. C
AA CMi 54827.7690.002 0.062 38317. LS UY Cyg 54661.4090.002 0.053 57477. C
AL CMi 54799.5460.005 0.458 33064. C UY Cyg 54684.4030.003 0.058 57518. C
EE Car 54823.8180.005 0.017 44600. LS UY Cyg 54704.5860.003 0.056 57554. C
IU Car 54777.8280.005 0.303 17747. LS XZ Cyg
3
54655.5010.003 -0.001 13041. C
IU Car 54791.8370.004 0.307 17766. LS XZ Cyg
3
54656.4340.002 -0.001 13043. C
IU Car 54808.7900.003 0.305 17789. LS XZ Cyg
3
54726.4330.003 0.008 13193. C
IU Cas 54745.6270.003 -0.086 40034. C XZ Cyg
3
54727.3690.003 0.011 13195. C
IU Cas 54751.4740.003 -0.084 40043. C DM Cyg 54674.4350.004 0.061 28800. C
IU Cas 54803.4220.002 -0.086 40123. C DM Cyg 54700.4680.002 0.063 28862. C
V363 Cas 54696.4080.006 0.582 33947. C DM Cyg 54703.4060.002 0.062 28869. C
V363 Cas 54702.4120.008 0.574 33958. C DM Cyg 54718.5220.003 0.063 28905. C
V363 Cas 54720.4550.010 0.582 33991. C DM Cyg 54721.4640.003 0.066 28912. C
V363 Cas 54749.4250.005 0.585 34044. C DM Cyg 54727.3370.002 0.061 28926. C
V363 Cas 54790.4040.005 0.574 34119. C V939 Cyg
4
54656.3990.006 0.018 12561. C
V363 Cas 54791.5120.005 0.589 34121. C V939 Cyg
4
54718.4090.003 0.023 12721. C
AQ Cep 54750.4800.002 0.062 40866. C ZZ Del 54745.3340.002 0.011 32786. C
RR Cet 54718.5380.002 0.006 38944. C ZZ Del 54758.3360.006 0.008 32811. C
RR Cet 54749.5060.002 0.005 39000. C BV Del 54765.3220.002 0.021 69047. C
RR Cet 54776.6030.002 0.003 39049. LS DX Del 54676.3990.003 0.058 32392. C
RR Cet 54785.4550.002 0.007 39065. C DX Del 54684.4350.002 0.059 32409. C
RR Cet 54787.6650.002 0.005 39069. LS DX Del 54700.5040.004 0.059 32443. C
RR Cet 54790.4340.002 0.008 39074. C DX Del 54717.5150.002 0.056 32479. C
RR Cet 54792.6440.003 0.006 39078. LS DX Del 54726.4990.003 0.061 32498. C
RR Cet 54794.3050.003 0.008 39081. C DX Del 54729.3340.003 0.060 32504. C
RR Cet 54820.2950.002 0.006 39128. C DX Del 54745.4020.002 0.059 32538. C
RR Cet 54825.2740.002 0.008 39137. C DX Del 54754.3820.002 0.059 32557. C
RR Cet 54826.3760.005 0.004 39139. C VW Dor 54778.6700.003 -0.114 28740. LS
RV Cet 54789.6490.006 0.194 25146. LS VW Dor 54782.6680.002 -0.111 28747. LS
RV Cet 54794.6340.003 0.192 25154. LS VW Dor 54794.6600.002 -0.101 28768. LS
RV Cet 54804.6250.006 0.208 25170. LS VW Dor 54802.6380.002 -0.112 28782. LS
RZ Cet 54787.6570.005 -0.151 40894. LS XZ Dra 54696.4800.002 -0.108 26796. C
RZ Cet 54788.6830.005 -0.146 40896. LS BC Dra 54703.4480.005 0.086 17267. C
RZ Cet 54797.3630.002 -0.146 40913. C BC Dra 54705.6060.006 0.085 17270. C
RZ Cet 54819.3250.005 -0.140 40956. C BC Dra 54752.3860.008 0.093 17335. C
RZ Cet 54820.3390.002 -0.148 40958. C BC Dra 54788.3590.005 0.087 17385. C
RT Col 54809.6510.005 -0.265 50374. LS BD Dra 54672.4540.002 0.719 21895. C
RT Col 54825.7480.002 -0.266 50404. LS BD Dra 54692.4830.003 0.721 21929. C
RW Col 54778.7240.006 -0.085 50961. LS BD Dra 54718.3990.003 0.718 21973. C
RW Col 54790.7260.004 -0.255 50984. LS BD Dra 54722.5120.006 0.708 21980. C
RW Col 54801.6330.003 0.067 51004. LS BD Dra 54752.5160.010 0.670 22031. C
RW Col 54807.6310.002 0.243 51015. LS BD Dra 54787.3050.002 0.705 22090. C
RW Col 54825.6410.003 0.260 51049. LS BD Dra 54788.4820.002 0.704 22092. C
RX Col 54782.7070.005 -0.232 43718. LS BK Dra 54659.4810.003 -0.155 49210. C
RX Col 54788.6340.004 -0.245 43728. LS BK Dra 54662.4430.002 -0.153 49215. C
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BK Dra 54694.4120.002 -0.156 49269. C BD Her 54661.4090.003 0.064 46493. C
BK Dra 54704.4770.002 -0.157 49286. C BD Her 54679.4050.006 0.051 46531. C
RX Eri 54776.7430.004 -0.014 56338. LS UU Hor 54778.7780.004 0.157 46694. LS
RX Eri 54779.6830.004 -0.010 56343. LS UU Hor 54780.7060.004 0.154 46697. LS
RX Eri 54793.7800.003 -0.007 56367. LS UU Hor 54787.7900.004 0.158 46708. LS
SV Eri 54779.7050.010 0.776 26936. LS UU Hor 54791.6520.002 0.157 46714. LS
SV Eri 54794.6890.008 0.770 26957. LS UU Hor 54809.6770.005 0.159 46742. LS
SV Eri 54804.6860.010 0.774 26971. LS SZ Hya 54822.5590.003 -0.239 26326. C
BB Eri 54778.6520.002 0.235 26705. LS SZ Hya 54829.5880.002 -0.194 26339. C
BB Eri 54779.7940.004 0.237 26707. LS UU Hya 54802.6430.005 0.034 29251. C
BB Eri 54787.7680.003 0.233 26721. LS UU Hya 54813.6300.005 0.020 29272. C
BB Eri 54791.7590.002 0.234 26728. LS UU Hya 54824.6180.003 0.007 29293. C
BB Eri 54794.6050.003 0.231 26733. LS FY Hya 54650.6170.003 0.003 21301. LS
BB Eri 54803.7300.004 0.237 26749. LS TW Hyi 54802.7180.002 0.008 22709. LS
BB Eri 54827.6630.002 0.235 26791. LS TW Hyi 54806.7740.004 0.011 22715. LS
RX For 54776.7680.004 -0.013 25021. LS TW Hyi 54823.6570.003 0.010 22740. LS
RX For 54779.7550.003 -0.012 25026. LS CQ La 54656.4500.003 0.138 31643. C
RX For 54803.6200.002 -0.040 25066. LS CQ La 54674.4290.003 0.136 31672. C
RX For 54806.6230.003 -0.023 25071. LS CQ La 54746.3520.001 0.135 31788. C
SS For 54775.8080.006 -0.133 32511. LS CQ La 54790.3770.002 0.137 31859. C
SS For 54776.7960.003 -0.136 32513. LS PW La 54765.4190.002 0.161 33661. C
SS For 54787.6930.003 -0.138 32535. LS RR Leo 54796.6900.002 0.093 25423. C
SS For 54790.6690.002 -0.135 32541. LS RR Leo 54821.5730.002 0.094 25478. C
SS For 54792.6540.005 -0.131 32545. LS RX Leo 54823.5260.004 0.095 28339. C
SS For 54793.6430.004 -0.133 32547. LS RX Leo 54832.6710.003 0.092 28353. C
SS For 54794.6360.002 -0.131 32549. LS ST Leo 54832.6580.002 -0.020 56298. C
SW For 54776.6840.005 0.416 25422. LS WW Leo 54824.5550.003 0.039 33080. C
SW For 54780.7040.004 0.417 25427. LS AX Leo 54823.6630.005 -0.032 40696. C
SW For 54792.7640.006 0.421 25442. LS V LMi 54822.5360.002 0.030 64885. C
SW For 54805.6220.006 0.419 25458. LS X LMi 54796.5420.003 0.214 22791. C
SX For 54776.6450.004 0.044 25801. LS X LMi 54813.6420.005 0.206 22816. C
SX For 54779.6730.004 0.046 25806. LS U Lep 54775.7680.003 0.044 23085. LS
SX For 54788.7500.005 0.043 25821. LS U Lep 54778.6730.004 0.042 23090. LS
SX For 54791.7800.006 0.046 25826. LS U Lep 54789.7270.005 0.047 23109. LS
SX For 54825.6780.004 0.045 25882. LS U Lep 54792.6290.004 0.042 23114. LS
RR Gem 54808.5490.002 -0.401 33857. C U Lep 54803.6800.002 0.045 23133. LS
RR Gem 54820.4700.002 -0.399 33887. C U Lep 54824.6120.003 0.044 23169. LS
RR Gem 54822.4550.001 -0.401 33892. C AZ Lib 54650.5800.002 0.177 40938. LS
RR Gem 54826.4310.002 -0.398 33902. C TT Lyn 54820.4930.003 -0.037 30412. C
SZ Gem 54807.5930.001 -0.057 55102. C TT Lyn 54821.6870.002 -0.037 30414. C
SZ Gem 54819.6200.002 -0.058 55126. C TT Lyn 54823.4830.003 -0.034 30417. C
SZ Gem 54825.6330.002 -0.058 55138. C TW Lyn 54756.5690.002 0.057 20201. C
SZ Gem 54829.6420.002 -0.058 55146. C TW Lyn 54829.3270.002 0.054 20352. C
GI Gem 54765.5390.002 0.069 56360. C RZ Lyr 54688.3840.002 -0.019 26416. C
GI Gem 54824.4640.002 0.069 56496. C RZ Lyr 54694.5200.002 -0.018 26428. C
TW Her 54664.4770.002 -0.013 82881. C AW Lyr 54703.3900.005 -0.004 59045. C
TW Her 54678.4650.005 -0.011 82916. C AW Lyr 54696.4260.004 -0.004 59031. C
TW Her 54682.4600.003 -0.012 82926. C CN Lyr 54659.4250.003 0.018 24729. C
TW Her 54684.4570.004 -0.013 82931. C CN Lyr 54682.4630.005 0.018 24785. C
TW Her 54704.4390.003 -0.011 82981. C CN Lyr 54696.4540.003 0.022 24819. C
VZ Her 54661.4330.002 0.066 40589. C CN Lyr 54703.4480.003 0.023 24836. C
VZ Her 54672.4420.004 0.067 40614. C CN Lyr 54717.4290.003 0.017 24870. C
VZ Her 54687.4130.002 0.067 40648. C CN Lyr 54722.3650.004 0.016 24882. C
VZ Her 54694.4580.002 0.067 40664. C CN Lyr 54729.3600.003 0.018 24899. C
AR Her 54683.4360.002 -1.259 28148. C CN Lyr 54736.3530.003 0.017 24916. C
AR Her 54684.3750.002 -1.260 28150. C IO Lyr 54664.4890.002 -0.033 26070. C
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IO Lyr 54686.4200.002 -0.033 26108. C ET Peg 54744.2920.002 -0.047 32130. C
IO Lyr 54694.4980.003 -0.035 26122. C ET Peg 54758.4940.002 -0.051 32159. C
IO Lyr 54697.3830.002 -0.035 26127. C AR Per 54743.6040.002 0.055 64638. C
IO Lyr 54712.3890.004 -0.035 26153. C AR Per 54752.5450.005 0.059 64659. C
IO Lyr 54727.3910.002 -0.038 26179. C AR Per 54788.2890.002 0.057 64743. C
NR Lyr 54669.4230.004 -0.024 27257. C AR Per 54797.6490.003 0.055 64765. C
NR Lyr 54742.3980.003 -0.026 27364. C AR Per 54808.2880.003 0.056 64790. C
V340 Lyr 54688.3880.004 -0.040 42402. C AR Per 54828.2900.003 0.057 64837. C
V340 Lyr 54709.4260.003 -0.043 42438. C TZ Phe 54775.7500.010 LS
AV Men 54810.6320.004 LS TZ Phe 54780.6740.010 LS
DV Mon 54823.6760.002 0.075 71547. LS TZ Phe 54788.6740.006 LS
DY Ot 54808.7280.003 LS U Pi 54777.6770.002 0.062 29773. LS
DY Ot 54809.8410.002 LS U Pi 54781.6400.001 0.061 29782. LS
DY Ot 54823.7950.003 LS U Pi 54788.6870.004 0.063 29798. LS
DZ Ot 54810.7970.004 LS U Pi 54802.7770.002 0.061 29830. LS
DZ Ot 54824.6460.003 LS U Pi 54803.6600.002 0.063 29832. LS
DZ Ot 54825.6010.003 LS XX Pup 54823.7660.004 0.483 25233. LS
V455 Oph 54657.4610.004 -0.264 28253. C CR Pup 54807.6770.006 -0.321 38222. LS
V455 Oph 54682.4240.003 -0.266 28308. C HH Pup 54787.7360.003 0.010 41683. LS
CM Ori 54807.7080.006 -0.020 44989. LS HH Pup 54807.6640.002 0.010 41734. LS
CM Ori 54824.7640.002 -0.018 45015. LS HH Pup 54823.6860.002 0.012 41775. LS
V964 Ori 54790.6260.002 -0.401 46152. LS X Ret 54783.8270.002 0.206 31190. LS
V964 Ori 54791.6350.003 -0.401 46154. LS X Ret 54787.7650.003 0.208 31198. LS
V964 Ori 54792.6440.004 -0.401 46156. LS X Ret 54788.7510.003 0.210 31200. LS
V964 Ori 54801.7280.002 -0.401 46174. LS X Ret 54790.7160.003 0.207 31204. LS
V964 Ori 54802.7390.003 -0.399 46176. LS X Ret 54823.6720.002 0.200 31271. LS
TY Pav 54650.8460.005 0.257 18466. LS V756 Sgr 54650.6420.002 0.098 48125. LS
VV Peg 54676.4530.003 -0.026 31301. C VW Sl 54781.5740.002 -0.016 52792. LS
VV Peg 54717.4780.001 -0.025 31385. C VW Sl 54783.6180.002 -0.015 52796. LS
VV Peg 54739.4570.002 -0.024 31430. C VX Sl 54793.6750.003 -0.746 20680. LS
VV Peg 54767.2960.002 -0.023 31487. C AE Sl 54777.6730.005 0.225 24650. LS
VV Peg 54787.3180.001 -0.024 31528. C AE Sl 54782.6260.003 0.227 24659. LS
AV Peg 54676.4200.003 0.115 27886. C AE Sl 54788.6770.003 0.227 24670. LS
AV Peg 54683.4480.002 0.116 27904. C AE Sl 54793.6250.002 0.224 24679. LS
AV Peg 54692.4250.002 0.115 27927. C SS Tau 54804.7280.005 0.416 42634. LS
AV Peg 54702.5790.003 0.119 27953. C W Tu 54775.6130.003 0.162 27867. LS
AV Peg 54720.5350.004 0.118 27999. C W Tu 54780.7570.005 0.168 27875. LS
AV Peg 54754.4970.002 0.117 28086. C W Tu 54782.6820.003 0.166 27878. LS
AV Peg 54787.2890.002 0.118 28170. C W Tu 54784.6060.002 0.164 27881. LS
AV Peg 54794.3170.003 0.119 28188. C W Tu 54807.7240.003 0.161 27917. LS
BF Peg 54745.4710.003 -0.056 23767. C YY Tu 54778.6040.002 0.166 20289. LS
BH Peg 54678.5190.008 -0.084 23890. C AE Tu 54776.6760.005 -0.066 49482. LS
BH Peg 54791.3100.005 -0.108 24066. C AE Tu 54779.5780.001 -0.065 49489. LS
CG Peg 54687.4790.004 -0.049 33363. C AE Tu 54781.6500.001 -0.065 49494. LS
CG Peg 54702.4270.002 -0.049 33395. C AE Tu 54790.7700.002 -0.060 49516. LS
CG Peg 54717.3770.002 -0.048 33427. C AE Tu 54791.5980.001 -0.061 49518. LS
CG Peg 54744.4760.004 -0.043 33485. C AE Tu 54793.6710.002 -0.060 49523. LS
CG Peg 54758.4830.002 -0.050 33515. C AB UMa 54820.6570.010 0.134 31010. C
CG Peg 54788.3790.003 -0.051 33579. C AB UMa 54829.6390.005 0.123 31025. C
CV Peg 54796.2440.003 -0.056 53389. C EX UMa 54791.4670.005 0.035 10645. C
DZ Peg 54681.4650.002 0.161 34231. C EX UMa 54818.5970.004 0.023 10695. C
DZ Peg 54729.4570.005 0.173 34310. C KT UMa 54819.5480.004 0.042 9172. C
DZ Peg 54746.4470.002 0.157 34338. C SV Vol 54791.6920.003 0.098 34476. LS
DZ Peg 54766.4900.002 0.158 34371. C SV Vol 54794.7410.003 0.119 34484. LS
DZ Peg 54788.3570.003 0.161 34407. C SV Vol 54802.6690.002 0.099 34505. LS
ET Peg 54665.4320.004 -0.044 31969. C SV Vol 54805.7230.003 0.124 34513. LS
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Table 1 (ont.): maxima of RR Lyrae stars
Variable Maximum O   C E Obs. Variable Maximum O   C E Obs.
star HJD 24. . . (days) star HJD 24. . . (days)
SV Vol 54808.7720.003 0.145 34521. LS BN Vul 54729.3660.002 0.064 15483. C
SV Vol 54824.6350.002 0.112 34563. LS BN Vul 54751.3490.002 0.064 15520. C
BN Vul 54679.4580.005 0.063 15399. C
* C = Calern, LS = La Silla
1 Meinunger, 1984
2 Boninsegna, 1990
3 Baldwin and Samolyk, 2003
4 Agerer and Moshner, 1996
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The period evolution of High-Amplitude Delta Suti Stars (HADS) is not well un-
derstood. Stellar evolution theory predits an inreasing period (Breger & Pamyatnykh,
1998), but also dereasing periods are possible during short times, and have been ob-
served. Breger & Pamyatnykh (1998) suggest that most period hanges in Æ Suti stars
are aused by non-linear eets in pulsation and not to evolution. Furthermore it is not
lear whether hanges in period our monotonously or in ontrast abruptly with on-
stant periods in between hanges. The observational reords are often too fragmented to
deide between the two senarios. Also deteting light time eets due to ompanions
is of interest to better determine the pulsator's mass and understand its evolution. It is
therefore important to regularly obtain aurate data to monitor the period behaviour of
HADS.
In most ases times of maximum light are used for period studies. These are alulated
from the observations using a variety of methods (often with polynomial tting). The
alulated times are usually based on data points lose to maximum, while data from the
rest of the yle are ignored. Depending on the alulation method used (e.g. the degree
of the tted polynomial) and the seleted data points, this often leads to a fairly large
spread in the alulated times, larger than the quoted unertainties. Higher auray an
however be obtained when all the available observations are used, espeially data from
the asending and desending branhes of the light urve, as there the variation is largest
per time unit.
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Table 1: Details on the observed HADS without GCVS designation.
Star Position (2000) Mag. NSVS Epoh HJD Period (d)
GSC 4519-1078 04:57:20.99 +79:20:58.7 11.8-12.2 2454823.415 0.140316(2)
GSC 3755-0845 06:05:01.84 +55:09:51.9 10.4-10.7 2454201.293 0.07609773(1)
GSC 2977-0238 08:19:17.58 +41:59:00.5 10.6-11.0 2454204.343 0.07593393(5)
GSC 4552-1498 11:24:25.47 +77:42:15.3 12.9-13.4 2453321.535 0.05581096(1)
GSC 3832-0152 11:48:42.04 +54:43:07.1 11.7-12.1 2453489.290 0.09134218(2)
GSC 4556-1113 12:03:17.41 +80:33:42.4 11.5-11.9 2453813.332 0.086337(3)
GSC 3863-0740 14:41:38.23 +56:26:17.3 11.4-11.7 2453795.423 0.197702(2)
GSC 2566-1398 15:22:21.52 +32:58:45.6 11.9-12.3 2453896.456 0.0907090(1)
GSC 3074-0114 16:41:06.83 +40:42:26.3 13.8-14.5 2454138.969 0.05130(1)
GSC 3934-1904 19:39:55.94 +52:35:09.8 10.9-11.2 2453924.403 0.1092685(1)
The times of maximum light presented in this study are therefore alulated as follows.
First an average light urve prole (Fourier series) for eah star has been reated using
Period04 (Lenz & Breger, 2005), independently for eah lter. As all the stars in the
present study are single-mode radial pulsators, without notieable hanges in the light
urve from yle to yle, these average light urve proles an then be used to t the
observations of individual yles, by shifting them in time (and magnitude if another
omparison star has been hosen). Using this method a highly aurate and onsistent
determination of the time of maximum is possible, as data from at least half a yle, and
in the majority of ases a full yle, are used in the tting proess.
The average proles of the stars overed in this paper are available eletronially. The
unertainty on the timings is measured by the average squared dierene in time between
the data points and the tted light urve prole. This gives a measure of the width of the
observed light urve. Changing the time of maximum by the quoted unertainty makes
the observations deviate learly from the average prole, so that this unertainty gives a
realisti indiation of the preision of the timing.
Some of the HADS for whih observations are reported in this paper were found dur-
ing a searh for RR Lyrae stars (Wils, Lloyd & Bernhard, 2006) in the data of the
Northern Sky Variability Survey (NSVS; Wozniak et al., 2004). Details of these stars
are listed in Table 1. Unertainties on the period are given between parentheses in units
of the last deimal. It is impossible to distinguish between Population I and Popula-
tion II (SX Phe) stars based on photometri data alone, so this distintion has not been
made here. GSC 3074-0114 and GSC 4519-1078 were found independently by Khruslov
(2006a,b), lassifying the latter as an SX Phe star. GSC 4556-1113 was also found by
Gregor Srdo (AAVSO VSX ). Phased light urves for the stars from Table 1 are shown
in Fig. 1. GSC 3755-0845 has a fairly unusual light urve for a HADS with humps on
both the asending and the desending branh. GSC 3074-0114 has a peuliar bump near
minimum.
The observers and their instruments are given in Table 2. The 271 times of maximum
obtained for 19 HADS are listed in Table 3. When more than one lter was used, the times
alulated per lter were averaged to get a single timing. One of the stars, GSC 2977-0238,
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GSC 3934-1904
Figure 1. Phased V light urves for nine the stars from Table 1 and an unltered light urve of
GSC 3074-0114. On the y axis dierential magnitudes with respet to a omparison star are shown.
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Table 2: List of instruments used for the observations.
Initials Telesope type Aperture Observatory CCD
SK Catadioptri 30 m Zagori Observatory SBIG ST-7XMEI
HMB Cassegrain 35 m Mol, Belgium SBIG ST-8
HMB2 Rithey-Chretien 50 m New Mexio, USA STL11000XM
JVS Newton 41 m Monegrillo Observatory SX Starlight
MVL Catadioptri 26 m Willebroek Observatory SBIG ST-10XME
PL&PVC (HO) Refrator 13 m R.O.B.-Humain SBIG ST-10XME
PL&PVC (BHO) Newton 40 m Beersel Hills Observatory SBIG ST-10XME
PL&PVC (BHO2) Refrator 18 m Beersel Hills Observatory SBIG ST-10XME
CWR Catadioptri 30 m SETEC Observatory SBIG ST-8
SBL Cassegrain 28 & 23.5 m Alan Guth Observatory Starlight XPress MX-716
RP Catadioptri 30 m Shobdon, UK Starlight XPress MX7
IR Catadioptri 35 m Zagori Observatory SBIG ST-7XMEI
SD Refrator 8 m Oostkamp, Belgium SBIG ST-10XME












Figure 2. O-C urve of GSC 2977-0238 with respet to the elements given in Table 3. The rst point
was derived from NSVS data (Wozniak et al., 2004).
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Table 3: Observed times of maximum (Epoh = HJD - 2400000).
Star

Epoh Un. Obs. Filter Star Epoh Un. Obs. Filter
GP And 54713.4600 0.0007 HMB V G2566-1398 53913.4191 0.0007 SK V,I
C
GP And 54827.2354 0.0006 MVL V G2566-1398 53916.3220 0.0008 SK V,I
C
GP And 54827.3142 0.0006 MVL V G2566-1398 53916.4127 0.0009 SK V,I
C
GP And 54827.3929 0.0006 MVL V G2566-1398 53916.5029 0.0009 SK V
GP And 54827.4716 0.0006 MVL V G2566-1398 54170.4883 0.0007 HMB V
V460 And 54135.3080 0.0006 RP V G2566-1398 54170.5788 0.0006 HMB V
V460 And 54135.3831 0.0006 RP V G2566-1398 54170.6697 0.0006 HMB V
V460 And 54355.5266 0.0007 SK V G2566-1398 54171.4865 0.0007 HMB V,I
C
V460 And 54355.6013 0.0007 SK V G2566-1398 54171.5767 0.0008 HMB V,I
C
V460 And 54391.4424 0.0008 SK V G2566-1398 54171.6673 0.0006 HMB V
V460 And 54391.5180 0.0008 SK V G2566-1398 54172.4840 0.0007 HMB V,I
C
V460 And 54391.5923 0.0008 SK V G2566-1398 54172.5748 0.0007 HMB V,I
C
XX Cyg 54649.4459 0.0008 SBL V G2566-1398 54172.6650 0.0007 HMB V
XX Cyg 54649.5806 0.0008 SBL V G2977-0238 53321.5406 0.0003 BHO V
XX Cyg 54728.3420 0.0008 MVL V G2977-0238 53321.6166 0.0004 BHO V
XX Cyg 54728.4768 0.0007 MVL V G2977-0238 53321.6927 0.0006 BHO V
XX Cyg 54729.4208 0.0008 MVL V G2977-0238 53444.1680 0.0009 SK V
XX Cyg 54729.5558 0.0008 MVL V G2977-0238 53444.2443 0.0008 SK V
V2455 Cyg 54357.5561 0.0001 SK B G2977-0238 53473.2502 0.0008 SK V
V2455 Cyg 54642.4354 0.0003 HO B G2977-0238 53473.3266 0.0009 SK V
V2455 Cyg 54642.5296 0.0003 HO B G2977-0238 53476.2117 0.0008 SK V
V2455 Cyg 54646.4860 0.0006 SD V G2977-0238 53476.2875 0.0009 SK V
V2455 Cyg 54652.5157 0.0007 SBL V G2977-0238 53481.2232 0.0008 SK V
V2455 Cyg 54694.4383 0.0006 SD V G2977-0238 53481.2992 0.0007 SK V
V2455 Cyg 54694.5327 0.0006 SD V G2977-0238 53492.2336 0.0007 SK V
V2455 Cyg 54702.4879 0.0022 SBL V G2977-0238 53492.3094 0.0009 SK V
V2455 Cyg 54730.3298 0.0003 MVL V G2977-0238 53499.2204 0.0007 SK V
V2455 Cyg 54730.4239 0.0004 MVL V G2977-0238 53499.2960 0.0010 SK V
V2455 Cyg 54730.5182 0.0005 MVL V G2977-0238 53508.2557 0.0006 SK V
V2455 Cyg 54730.6126 0.0005 MVL V G2977-0238 54172.4534 0.0005 RP V
V2455 Cyg 54758.4031 0.0009 MVL V G2977-0238 54172.5293 0.0007 RP V
V2455 Cyg 54758.4973 0.0009 MVL V G2977-0238 54204.2692 0.0006 SK V
V2455 Cyg 54759.3447 0.0008 MVL V G2977-0238 54204.3455 0.0009 SK V
V2455 Cyg 54759.4389 0.0009 MVL V G2977-0238 54759.5706 0.0008 BHO2 V
V2455 Cyg 54759.5332 0.0007 MVL V G2977-0238 54768.6067 0.0009 BHO2 V
LW Dra 54369.4051 0.0007 SK V G2977-0238 54827.3794 0.0007 HMB V
DY Her 54648.5619 0.0008 MVL V G2977-0238 54827.4551 0.0008 HMB V
DY Her 54672.4912 0.0008 MVL V G2977-0238 54827.5310 0.0008 MVL V
KZ La 52145.5531 0.0008 RG - G2977-0238 54827.5313 0.0006 HMB V
KZ La 52205.3842 0.0006 RG - G2977-0238 54827.6067 0.0009 MVL V
KZ La 52224.4928 0.0008 RG - G2977-0238 54827.6070 0.0007 HMB V
V593 Lyr 54339.3819 0.0007 HMB V,R G2977-0238 54827.6831 0.0006 HMB V
V593 Lyr 54339.4840 0.0008 HMB V,R G2977-0238 54831.5556 0.0008 MVL V
V593 Lyr 54339.5861 0.0005 HMB V,R G2977-0238 54831.6319 0.0008 MVL V
DY Peg 54728.4433 0.0007 HO V G3074-0114 54138.9693 0.0005 HMB2 -
DY Peg 54729.3912 0.0006 BHO2 V G3074-0114 54139.9952 0.0005 HMB2 -
DY Peg 54729.4644 0.0004 BHO2 V G3074-0114 54140.9699 0.0005 HMB2 -
DY Peg 54739.3530 0.0007 SBL V G3755-0845 53365.3601 0.0011 SK V
DY Peg 54739.4258 0.0007 SBL V G3755-0845 53365.4353 0.0008 SK V
DY Peg 54808.2977 0.0007 MVL V G3755-0845 53389.4068 0.0008 SK V
DY Peg 54808.3708 0.0009 MVL V G3755-0845 53389.4825 0.0008 SK V
G2566-1398 53896.4564 0.0009 SK V,I
C
G3755-0845 53389.5588 0.0008 SK V
G2566-1398 53896.5470 0.0011 SK V,I
C
G3755-0845 53405.6915 0.0007 CWR V
G2566-1398 53903.3501 0.0008 SK V,I
C
G3755-0845 53419.6952 0.0016 CWR V
G2566-1398 53903.4409 0.0007 SK V,I
C
G3755-0845 53419.7698 0.0009 CWR V
G2566-1398 53903.5316 0.0007 SK V G3755-0845 53419.8451 0.0008 CWR V
G2566-1398 53907.3409 0.0009 SK V G3755-0845 53426.3140 0.0008 SK V
G2566-1398 53909.3376 0.0009 SK V,I
C
G3755-0845 53426.3902 0.0009 SK V
G2566-1398 53909.4277 0.0007 SK V,I
C
G3755-0845 53426.6189 0.0007 CWR V
G2566-1398 53909.5187 0.0009 SK V G3755-0845 53426.7704 0.0007 CWR V

Gxxxx-xxxx denotes GSC identiers.
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Table 3: Observed times of maximum (ontinued).
Star

Epoh Un. Obs. Filter Star Epoh Un. Obs. Filter
G3755-0845 53426.8469 0.0011 CWR V G3832-0152 53510.4814 0.0007 JVS R
G3755-0845 53430.6517 0.0006 CWR V G3832-0152 53513.3129 0.0008 SK V
G3755-0845 53430.7276 0.0007 CWR V G3832-0152 53518.4282 0.0007 JVS R
G3755-0845 53430.8037 0.0006 CWR V G3832-0152 53526.3747 0.0007 SK V
G3755-0845 53433.6193 0.0004 CWR V G3832-0152 53528.3843 0.0008 IR V
G3755-0845 53433.6972 0.0014 CWR V G3832-0152 53529.3890 0.0007 JVS R
G3755-0845 53433.7732 0.0015 CWR V G3832-0152 53529.4805 0.0008 JVS R
G3755-0845 53441.3060 0.0008 SK V G3832-0152 53530.3938 0.0008 JVS R
G3755-0845 53441.3812 0.0008 SK V G3832-0152 53530.4851 0.0007 JVS R
G3755-0845 53468.6244 0.0004 CWR V G3832-0152 53531.3071 0.0008 SK V
G3755-0845 54137.2956 0.0012 RP V G3832-0152 53531.3983 0.0006 SK V
G3755-0845 54137.3714 0.0009 RP V G3832-0152 53531.3986 0.0008 JVS R
G3755-0845 54201.2933 0.0007 SK B,V G3832-0152 53531.4898 0.0006 JVS R
G3755-0845 54728.5743 0.0009 HO V G3832-0152 53536.4221 0.0006 JVS B
G3755-0845 54827.2735 0.0009 HMB V G3832-0152 53539.4368 0.0008 JVS B
G3755-0845 54827.3498 0.0008 HMB V G3832-0152 53540.4411 0.0007 JVS B
G3755-0845 54827.3504 0.0008 SBL V G3832-0152 53541.3550 0.0005 SK V
G3755-0845 54827.4265 0.0008 SBL V G3832-0152 53541.4462 0.0006 SK V
G3755-0845 54827.5022 0.0009 HMB V G3832-0152 53545.2820 0.0007 SK V
G3755-0845 54827.5025 0.0008 SBL V G3832-0152 53545.3743 0.0006 SK V
G3755-0845 54827.5778 0.0009 HMB V G3832-0152 53553.4116 0.0009 JVS I
G3755-0845 54827.6537 0.0008 HMB V G3832-0152 53554.4173 0.0008 JVS I
G3755-0845 54828.2629 0.0009 HMB V G3832-0152 54174.4476 0.0008 RP V
G3755-0845 54828.3381 0.0010 HMB V G3832-0152 54174.5388 0.0006 RP V
G3755-0845 54828.4146 0.0008 HMB V G3832-0152 54203.3114 0.0008 SK V
G3755-0845 54828.4910 0.0008 HMB V G3863-0740 53795.4228 0.0007 SK BV,I
C
G3755-0845 54828.5671 0.0008 HMB V G3863-0740 53795.6202 0.0006 SK B,V,I
C
G3755-0845 54828.6425 0.0008 HMB V G3863-0740 53799.5740 0.0005 SK B,V,I
C
G3755-0845 54828.7190 0.0008 HMB V G3863-0740 53815.3908 0.0006 SK B,I
C
G3755-0845 54830.2411 0.0008 HMB V G3863-0740 53815.5884 0.0006 SK B,V,I
C
G3755-0845 54830.3169 0.0008 HMB V G3863-0740 53821.5215 0.0006 SK B,V,I
C
G3755-0845 54830.6219 0.0009 HMB V G3863-0740 53826.4626 0.0006 SK B,V,I
C
G3755-0845 54830.6976 0.0009 HMB V G3863-0740 53835.7536 0.0007 CWR V
G3755-0845 54831.2302 0.0010 HMB V G3863-0740 53838.7197 0.0006 CWR V
G3755-0845 54831.3064 0.0008 HMB V G3863-0740 53842.6732 0.0008 CWR V
G3755-0845 54831.3827 0.0008 HMB V G3863-0740 53842.8700 0.0006 CWR V
G3755-0845 54838.3074 0.0008 MVL V G3863-0740 53843.6649 0.0006 CWR V
G3755-0845 54838.3834 0.0008 MVL V G3863-0740 53843.8599 0.0006 CWR V
G3832-0152 53474.4005 0.0005 JVS V G3863-0740 53845.6379 0.0008 CWR V
G3832-0152 53479.4247 0.0007 JVS V G3863-0740 53845.8361 0.0007 CWR V
G3832-0152 53487.3715 0.0006 JVS V G3934-1904 53924.4033 0.0008 SK B,V,I
C
G3832-0152 53487.4630 0.0009 JVS V G3934-1904 53924.5124 0.0008 SK B,V,I
C
G3832-0152 53488.3764 0.0007 JVS V G3934-1904 53931.3966 0.0007 SK B,V,I
C
G3832-0152 53488.4679 0.0008 JVS V G3934-1904 53931.5057 0.0008 SK B,V,I
C
G3832-0152 53488.5586 0.0008 JVS V G3934-1904 53935.3304 0.0008 SK B,V,I
C
G3832-0152 53489.2894 0.0006 SK V G3934-1904 53935.4395 0.0009 SK B,V,I
C
G3832-0152 53489.3807 0.0007 SK V G3934-1904 53941.3401 0.0008 SK B,V,I
C
G3832-0152 53489.3810 0.0008 JVS I G3934-1904 53941.4491 0.0007 SK B,V,I
C
G3832-0152 53489.4720 0.0007 SK V G3934-1904 53941.5586 0.0008 SK B,I
C
G3832-0152 53489.4723 0.0009 JVS I G3934-1904 53944.3994 0.0008 SK B,V,I
C
G3832-0152 53489.5639 0.0006 JVS I G3934-1904 53944.5084 0.0009 SK B,V,I
C
G3832-0152 53489.5640 0.0006 SK V G3934-1904 53944.6177 0.0005 SK V
G3832-0152 53496.4141 0.0009 JVS I G3934-1904 54368.6888 0.0009 HMB2 -
G3832-0152 53496.5057 0.0008 JVS I G3934-1904 54370.6557 0.0008 HMB2 -
G3832-0152 53496.5973 0.0008 JVS I G3934-1904 54376.6654 0.0008 HMB2 -
G3832-0152 53497.4195 0.0008 JVS I G3934-1904 54377.6487 0.0008 HMB2 -
G3832-0152 53497.5107 0.0008 JVS I G3934-1904 54379.6158 0.0007 HMB2 -
G3832-0152 53497.6026 0.0007 JVS I G3934-1904 54380.5989 0.0008 HMB2 -
G3832-0152 53500.3420 0.0008 SK V G3934-1904 54380.7083 0.0007 HMB2 -
G3832-0152 53510.3902 0.0007 JVS R G3934-1904 54649.5086 0.0008 HMB V

Gxxxx-xxxx denotes GSC identiers.
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Table 3: Observed times of maximum (ontinued).
Star

Epoh Un. Obs. Filter
G3934-1904 54708.4470 0.0007 SBL V
G4519-1078 54823.4146 0.0010 HMB V
G4519-1078 54827.3435 0.0007 HMB V
G4519-1078 54828.3257 0.0008 HMB V
G4519-1078 54828.4660 0.0008 HMB V
G4519-1078 54830.4304 0.0007 HMB V
G4519-1078 54830.5709 0.0006 HMB V
G4519-1078 54830.7109 0.0009 HMB V
G4552-1498 53321.5354 0.0007 BHO V
G4552-1498 53321.5912 0.0006 BHO V
G4552-1498 53321.6474 0.0007 BHO V
G4552-1498 53321.7025 0.0007 BHO V
G4552-1498 53534.3983 0.0006 IR V
G4552-1498 53534.4543 0.0008 IR V
G4552-1498 53792.3008 0.0010 BHO V
G4552-1498 53792.3566 0.0013 BHO V
G4552-1498 53810.3273 0.0005 BHO V
G4552-1498 53810.3832 0.0006 BHO V
G4552-1498 53810.4388 0.0005 BHO V
G4552-1498 54172.3734 0.0006 HMB V,R
G4552-1498 54172.4290 0.0006 HMB V,R
G4552-1498 54172.4855 0.0007 HMB V,R
G4552-1498 54172.5407 0.0007 HMB V,R
G4552-1498 54172.5965 0.0007 HMB V,R
G4552-1498 54172.6521 0.0007 HMB V,R
G4552-1498 54209.3203 0.0009 IR V
G4552-1498 54209.3764 0.0008 IR V
G4556-1113 53813.3316 0.0006 BHO V
G4556-1113 53813.4178 0.0007 BHO V
G4556-1113 53814.3676 0.0006 BHO V
G4556-1113 53814.4539 0.0008 BHO V

Gxxxx-xxxx denotes GSC identiers.
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NEW PHOTOMETRY OF BLUE STRAGGLERS
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Blue straggler stars are very interesting subjets aording to the stellar evolution theory.
The appearane of the stars is not expeted on the main-sequene and on the bluer side
of the luster turn-o point aording to the standard evolution theory. Although there
are some senarios that have tried to larify their loations on the H-R diagram, their
origins are still onsidered as unertain. In this ontext, the variation mehanisms of
blue stragglers an provide a lue to explain their existene and to derive their physial
parameters. Hrivnak (1977), Lapasset and Ahumada (1996), Mateo (1993), Maitzen et
al. (1981) an be given as example studies to suh attempts. The loations of stars in
olor-magnitude and olor-olor diagrams are signiant to determine the photometrial
luster membership probability of the stars but a more aurate photometry is needed.
Hene, we initiated an observation program for blue straggler stars of four galati open
lusters. The observations were arried out with a 48-m Cassegrain telesope equipped
with a three-hannel photometer, using broad-band Johnson UBV lters, at Ege Univer-
sity Observatory during the 2006-2007 observing season. The blue straggler stars, whih
atalogued in WEBDA database for four open lusters, namely IC 4725, Melotte 111,
NGC 1342 and NGC 6871, were observed with the omparison stars hosen from same
lusters. The observations were redued from the eets of atmospheri extintion; and
then helioentri orretions to the observing times were applied. The standard stars with
appropriate olor and brightness, taken from the lists of Landolt (1992) and Harmane
et al. (1994), were used for transformation to the standard system. The galati and
equatorial oordinates (from SIMBAD) and E(B   V ) olor exesses (from WEBDA) of
the four open lusters an be seen in Table 1.
Table 1. Coordinates and B   V olor exesses of the four open lusters.
Galati oordinates Equatorial oordinates





) (h m) (
Æ 0
) (mag)
IC 4725 13.69  04.42 18 32  19 07 0.476
Melotte 111 222.51 +83.40 12 22 +25 50 0.013
NGC 1342 155.19  15.12 03 33 +37 25 0.319
NGC 6871 72.65 +02.05 20 06 +35 47 0.443
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We determined the interstellar reddening in the line of sight by the olor-olor diagram.
The estimations of olor exesses in U  B and B   V were made by using the sliding t
method and adopting the slope of the reddening line as 0.72. The results for both blue
stragglers and the omparison stars are listed in Table 2. 'BS' in the fourth olumn (Star
type) denotes blue straggler andidates listed in the WEBDA database.
Table 2. New photoeletri photometry of blue stragglers and omparison stars
in four galati open lusters.
Cluster WEBDA HD/BD Star V B   V U   B E(B   V ) E(U  B)
No. No. type (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag) (mag)
NGC1342 1 21773 8.490 (6) 0.416 (10) -0.133 (13) 0.59 0.43
NGC1342 2 21728 BS 8.815 (5) 0.235 (10) -0.142 (13) 0.35 0.26
NGC1342 3 21785 BS 9.273 (5) 0.247 (8) 0.141 (10) 0.27 0.20
NGC1342 4 275501 9.362 (6) 1.214 (11) 1.108 (16) 0.34 0.25
NGC1342 6 275509 9.652 (8) 1.109 (12) 0.895 (20) 0.28 0.20
NGC1342 7 275507 10.160 (6) 1.123 (11) 0.824 (19) 0.34 0.24
NGC1342 8 275510 10.356 (5) 0.324 (10) 0.203 (17) 0.35 0.26
NGC1342 10 275502 10.719 (7) 0.430 (11) 0.331 (17) 0.29 0.21
NGC1342 11 275508 10.669 (7) 0.390 (9) 0.224 (11) 0.20 0.14
NGC1342 275495 9.364 (5) 0.446 (9) -0.070 (10) 0.60 0.44
NGC 6871 4 190864 BS 7.764 (4) 0.155 (9) -0.809 (10) 0.48 0.34
NGC 6871 5 227634 BS 7.923 (9) 0.203 (14) -0.676 (11) 0.49 0.35
NGC 6871 7 227586 BS 8.803 (6) 0.158 (11) -0.694 (14) 0.45 0.32
NGC 6871 8 +35
Æ
3956 BS 8.833 (6) 0.165 (15) -0.627 (18) 0.43 0.31
NGC 6871 1163 227767 8.871 (3) 0.016 (8) -0.816 (11) 0.31 0.22
NGC 6871 1866 191201 7.257 (4) 0.110 (9) -0.808 (10) 0.43 0.31
Melotte 111 89 107655 6.243 (6) 0.009 (10) -0.010 (11) 0.04 0.03
Melotte 111 136 108449 8.271 (7) 0.263 (11) 0.043 (16) 0.34 0.24
Melotte 111 139 108486 6.684 (3) 0.170 (9) 0.101 (12) 0.20 0.14
Melotte 111 146 108662 BS 5.311 (3) -0.020 (8) -0.150 (10) 0.05 0.03
IC 4725 6 -19
Æ
5032 9.553 (7) 0.192 (11) -0.140 (12) 0.31 0.22
IC 4725 50 170682 BS 7.907 (8) 0.290 (19) -0.071 (23) 0.41 0.29
IC 4725 91 170719 BS 8.060 (12) 0.254 (20) -0.056 (22) 0.36 0.26
IC 4725 97 -19
Æ
5044 BS 8.724 (15) 0.320 (22) -0.056 (21) 0.44 0.32
IC 4725 163 170835 BS 8.765 (11) 0.200 (16) -0.480 (18) 0.43 0.31
IC 4725 167 170836 BS 8.952 (12) 0.267 (19) -0.120 (24) 0.40 0.29
IC 4725 233 170763 8.948 (5) 0.261 (8) -0.028 (10) 0.36 0.26
Ahumada and Lapasset (2007) suggested new riteria to selet the blue straggler stars
in published data in WEBDA database; and aordingly, they exluded the stars NGC
1342 1 and 10. Both stars are also listed in Table 2 to present their new photometry. On
the other hand, NGC 1342 4 (HD 275501) is tabulated by its photometri values, using
Ahumada and Lapasset (2007)'s study, as V = 9:
m
21, B   V = 0:
m
24, U   B = 0:
m
17.
The literature related to this star (Hoag et al. 1961, Jennens and Helfer 1975, Frani
1989, Svolopoulos 1961, Bersier 1996, Pena et al. 1994) and our observations showed
that HD 275501 is a late type star. It is thought that there is a misprint; and the values
mentioned above for this star were similar to those of NGC 1342 3. NGC 1342 3 is
believed to be wrongly labeled as NGC 1342 4 in the atalogue of Ahumada and Lapasset
(2007) sine its loation on the H-R diagram was more appropriate to be a blue straggler
andidate. Thus, NGC 1342 3 was labeled as blue straggler star in Table 2. The means
of the olor exesses listed in Table 2 were alulated for eah luster and then adopted
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as luster's olor exess. NGC 1342 1, on the other hand, was exluded sine its olor
exesses have a very dierent value than other blue stragglers in the same luster. This
an be a photometri evidene for NGC 1342 1 that it may not be a member of the luster.
Consequently, we determined E(B   V ) reddenings of 0.40, 0.33, 0.46, and 0.05 mag for
the lusters IC 4725, NGC 1342, NGC 6871, and Melotte 111, respetively.
The photometry of stars listed in Table 2 were heked for variability. As for the long-
term observations of the blue stragglers inluded in this study; we deteted that one of
them, namely HD 21728, showed light variations.
Although HD 21728 has been lassied as a hemially peuliar star (e.g. Svolopoulos
1961, Young and Martin 1973, Abt 1985, Renson 1992), its photometri variation was
not identied up to now. We found a light variation with a period of 5.340 days, using
the Phase Dispersion Minimization Tehnique of PERANSO period analysis program,
for the star. The amplitude of the variation was 0.04 and 0.05 mag in B and V lters,
respetively. We alulated the phases of the light and olor urves presented in Figure 1
using the following light elements:





is the time of rst observation point and P is the period determined from period
analysis of V data. The star's light urve has asymmetri shape, while its olor urve does
not establish a lear variation as an be seen from Figure 1. It is known that the light urve
shapes of the hemially peuliar stars an hange in dierent lters (e.g. Maitzen 1989,
Adelman 1997). The determination of physial parameters of blue stragglers is signiant
to test their formation senarios and to omprehend their origin. Consequently, their
photometri or spetral variability is a fairly useful tool. The magneti peuliar stars,
whih are member of luster, are also very valuable objets to study their evolution
(North et al. 2008). In this ontext, additional multiolor broad and intermediate band
photometry of HD 21728 is onsidered as neessary for future studies.
Figure 1. The rst light and olor urves of HD 21728.
The authors would like to thank to Ege

Universitesi, Arastrma Fon Saymanlg for
supporting this study with the Projet No. 2005 / FEN / 050.
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Guest investigator, Dominion Astrophysial Observatory, Herzberg Institute of Astrophysis, National Re-
searh Counil of Canada
While studying the optial variability of ROSAT X-ray soures, Robb et al. (2002)
found MW UMa (= GSC 4153-0634 = RXJ 114302+603435) to be a detahed elipsing
binary of period 1.2347 days. They presented eight CCD times of minima, photometry,
a light urve in R
C
(Cousins), and a lassiation spetrum. The spetrum and the





were kindly forwarded to the author.
During April of 2006, the author took ve high resolution (10

A/mm reiproal dis-
persion) spetra at the Dominion Astrophysial Observatory (DAO) in Vitoria, British
Columbia, Canada; he then used the Ruinski broadening funtions (Ruinski, 2004) to
obtain radial veloity (RV) urves (see Nelson, et al., 2006a for details). The spetral range
was 5004-5267

A and the reiproal dispersion, 10

A/mm. A log of DAO observations
and RV results is presented in Table 1.
Table 1:




Image # (HJD-2400000) (se) Mid-exp (km/s) (km/s)
3697 53847.9490 1422 0.778 122.2 -138.4
3720 53848.9623 3600 0.599 71.5 -84.5
3729 53849.7431 3600 0.231 -124.1 134.5
3731 53849.7853 3600 0.266 -122.9 138.0
3736 53849.8639 3600 0.329 -107.4 123.1
The following elements were used for phasing throughout (see Nelson, 2006b for the
O-C relation):
JDHelMin I = 52402:3277(1) + 1:23475(80)E
The author used the 2004 version of the Wilson-Devinney (WD) light urve and radial
veloity analysis program with the Kuruz atmospheres (Wilson and Devinney, 1971,
Wilson, 1990, Kallrath, et al., 1998) as implemented in the Windows software WDwint
(Nelson, 2005) to analyze the data. To get started, a spetral type F6V mentioned above
and a temperature T
1
= 6514  240K were used; interpolated tables from Cox (2000)
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whih gave log g = 4:368 were used; an interpolation program by Terrell (1994) gave
the (van Hamme, 1993) limb darkening values; and nally, a logarithmi (LD=2) law
for the extintion oeÆients was seleted, appropriate for ooler stars (Bessell, 1979).
Convetive envelopes were hosen for both stars. (Radiative envelopes were later tried as
a hek but gave a poorer t.)
Mode 2 (for detahed stars) was hosen based on the general appearane of the light
urves. Mindful that, for detahed systems, stellar size is not well onstrained by the light
urves (Terrell, 2009), the author determined the ux ratio based on the areas under the
(well-dened) peaks in the Ruinski broadening funtion (see Fig. 1). This is justied
(Ruinski, 2008) beause the Ruinski broadening funtions (Ruinski, 2004) are linear.




= 0:690  0:003
(sd of mean) was obtained. (Note that this was for a wavelength band entred at 5136
Angstroms; it was taken to represent the V band, the losest available band.)
Figure 1. A Ruinski broadening funtion for MW UMa, image #3697.
During modelling, onvergene was attained through the method of adjusting sets of
unorrelated parameters (xed parameters are given in Table 2). In partiular, the mass




was held xed beause this value (0:886  0:003) was well determined
from the RV urves; in ontrast, it is not well onstrained from the photometri data.
Various starting values of 

1
were used and the DC proedure followed through to a best




were then found and ompared to the required
value of 0.690. In this way, the optimal value for 

1
was found and a onsistent solution
found.
To investigate the situation further, the author made use of a ontour-plotting routine
in WDwint in whih the best model served as the starting point, after whih the program






(the surfae potentials of stars 1 and
2, resp.) { over a matrix of 100 preset values. For eah value of these two parameters,





inlination i) over two iterations or loops (eah loop varying one parameter, making the
orretion, then on to the next parameter, then on to the third). Mass ratio, q, was kept






spae resulted, in whih low values
of the sum of residuals (!
2
res
) nearly equaled that of the best solution all the way along
the trough. (See Fig. 2.) This result undersored the need for independent ux ratio
determinations obtained from the spetra, else the solution would be truly indeterminate.
The lines of onstant ux ratio (not shown) are lines of positive slope; the one for the
required value neatly interseted the imaginary line along the trough for the best (spotted)
solution (marked by a ross).
The author then ran a set of runs using the square root law (LD = 3), interating with
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the above ontour plot to get 

2
as a funtion of 

1
. The best solution yielded a sum
of the residues indistinguishable from the solution with LD = 2; further, there was no
signiant hange in any of the output values.
Runs with non-zero eentriity were attempted, but with the formal errors lose to the
nal value of 0.001, irular orbits were adopted. Two separate runs were made: Model
0: no spots, and Model 1: spots of star 1. The nal results for both models are given in
Table 4. It may be seen that Model 1 (spots on star 1) gives a signiantly lower residual
than the unspotted model and a muh better t visually; hene it is adopted (but the
unspotted results given for omparison). Note that the quoted errors are formal errors
produed by the WD program; atual errors may be larger. Also the quoted error in T
2
is relative to T
1




). The absolute error in T
1
is muh
larger, orresponding to half one spetral sub-lass (so obviously, the absolute error in T
2
will be of the same order). Third light was tested for, but no signiant dierenes from
zero were found.
The fundamental parameters, using the results from Model 1 are given in Table 3.
Also, the interstellar oeÆient, A
V
= 0:19 0:09 was taken from Robb, et al. (2002) to
yield an estimate of the distane.













Star 1 Star 2
g 0.320 0.320 [xed℄
A 0.500 0.500 [xed℄
x (bol) 0.639 0.644 [xed℄
y (bol) 0.241 0.225 [xed℄
x (V ) 0.710 0.741 [xed℄
y (V ) 0.275 0.257 [xed℄
x (R
C
) 0.637 0.669 [xed℄
y (R
C
) 0.285 0.271 [xed℄
x (I
C
) 0.553 0.585 [xed℄
y (I
C
) 0.276 0.264 [xed℄
Table 3:
Fundamental Star 1 Star 1 Star 1 Star 2 Star 2 Star 2
Quantity Tabular WD error Tabular WD Error
Sp. Type F6 V { { F9 V { {
Mass (M
0
) 1.32 1.28 0.10 1.11 1.14 0.09
Radius (R
0
) 1.26 1.23 0.01 1.14 1.18 0.01
log g (gs) 4.36 4.36 0.004 4.37 4.35 0.004
Luminosity (L
0
) 2.56 2.47 0.36 1.60 1.75 0.25
Distane (p) { 159 11 { { {
Table 4:
Quantity. Model 0 Model 1 Error Quantity. Model 0 Model 1 Error
{ (no spot) (spot on 2) { { (no spot) (spot on 2) {
T
1




(V ) 0.670 0.690 -
T
2




6.27 6.17 0.02 V





5.89 5.95 0.02 r
1
(pole) 0.185 0.189 0.001
q = M2=M1 0.886 0.886 0.005 r
1
(point) 0.188 0.192 0.001
i (deg) 82.90 82.78 0.05 r
1
(side) 0.186 0.190 0.001
Spot Lat (deg) na 90 30 r
1
(bak) 0.188 0.191 0.001
Spot Lng (deg) na 185 2 r
2
(pole) 0.183 0.180 0.001
Spot Rad. (deg) na 74 5 r
2
(point) 0.186 0.184 0.001
Spot Temp fa na 0.992 0.004 r
2







) (V ) 0.592 0.592 0.002 r
2

















) (I) 0.567 0.571 0.002
The resultant V light urves are displayed in Figs. 3 and 4 together with the residuals,
and the radial veloity urves, in Fig. 5. A 3-dimensional representation from Binary
Maker 3 (Bradstreet, 1993) is displayed in Fig. 6. Fits for all olours are found in the
on-line version in Figs. 7-8.
The validity of spots resulting from WD analysis is, in the opinion of the author,
tenuous. Spots are added beause they yield signiant improvements to the t (as
happened here). One needs to use are, however, as the unrestrained addition of spots
an, in priniple, t anything!
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Figure 3. Photometri Data and WD Output (V , top panel), residual (bottom panel) { Model 0 (no
spot)
Figure 4. Photometri Data and WD Output (V , top panel), residual (bottom panel) { Model 1 (with
spot)
6 IBVS 5880
Figure 5. Radial Veloity Data and WD Output
Figure 6. Binary Maker depition of the system at phases 0.75 and 0.97 respetively
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In onlusion, MW UMa is a detahed binary with temperatures of about 6500 and
6100 K, and luminosities of about 2.6 and 2.5 solar units respetively. Referene to the
evolutionary traks of Shaller et al. (1992) for Y = 0.300 and z = 0.020 reveals that both
stars are unevolved from the main sequene.
Aknowledgements. It is a pleasure to thank Russ Robb, at the University of Vitoria,
for suggesting this star and for providing the photometri data. It is also a pleasure to
thank the sta members at the DAO (espeially Dmitry Monin and Les Saddlemyer) for
their usual splendid help and assistane. Thanks are also due to an anonymous referee
for pointing out problems with the original paper, and to Dirk Terrell for his advie in
the modelling proess and for reviewing the nal manusript.
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7) was found to be an
unsolved new variable with f = 4:45732 d
 1
frequeny and 0.0247 mag amplitude by
Koen and Eyer (2002) during the revision of the epoh photometry data of the Hipparos
atalogue. This star lies in the eld that was observed by the HAT-5 telesope in June and
July 2003 (Hartman et al. 2004). Based on these data the HATNET variability survey
lassied HD 190336 as a pulsating variable with P = 0:2244 d period (f = 4:45633 d
 1
).
Although the HAT-5 light urve of HD 190336 shows it denitely that the star is not
monoperiodi (Fig. 1), no detailed analysis of the available photometri data of HD 190336
has been performed previously. Photometri time series of HD 190336 was also observed
with the Optial Monitoring Camera (OMC, Mas-Hesse et al., 2003) on board the Integral
satellite (Winkler et al., 2003). The FITS format OMC data were onverted into ASCII
tables using the OMC2ASCII program as desribed in Sokolovsky (2007).
Table 1 summarises the log of the photometri data available for HD 190336.
Table 1. Photometri observations of HD 190336
Soure Observation period [JD℄ number of data

lter
Hipparos 2 447 894{2 449 046 138 Hip
OMC 2452 595{2 453 961 296 V
HAT-5 2 452 800{2 452 830 756 I
C
The most deviant data points are omitted
The spetral type of HD 190336 was lassied to be B0.7 II-III (Walborn, 1971), its
empirial temperature alibrations gave logT
e
= 4:37 (Gulati et al., 1989). Based on
its period, amplitude, shape and variability of the light urve, the star an be lassied
as a new  Cep variable. Although all these data were available previously, HD 190336
was not listed as a andidate  Cep star in the reent atalogue of galati  Cep stars
(Stankov & Handler, 2005).
The Fourier spetrum of the HAT-5 data shows 6 distint frequenies in the 4{5 d
 1
frequeny range, forming two equidistant triplets with f = 0:135 d
 1
spaing. Three
ombination frequeny omponents an also be deteted. Cleaned spetra of the HAT-
5 observations of HD 190336 are shown in Fig. 2. (See Roberts et al., 1987, on the
appliation of the Clean algorithm on Fourier amplitude spetra of variable star time
2 IBVS 5881
series.) The positions of the equidistant triplets and their linear ombination frequenies
are marked in Fig. 2. The deteted frequenies and their Fourier amplitudes and phases are
listed in Table 2. Frequeny triplets and doublets with the same frequeny spaing were
deteted in other  Cep variables also (see e.g. Handler, 2005). A trivial explanation of
equidistant triplets is rotational splitting, however e.g., Handler et al. (2006) interpreted
the equidistant spaing of the triplet frequenies deteted in the spetrum of 12 La as
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JD-2400000
Figure 1. HAT-5 light urve of HD 190336.
Table 2. Frequenies deteted in the HAT-5 data of HD 190336










 f 4.1894 0.0083 0.0003 4.04 0.08
f
2










 f 4.5347 0.0064 0.0003 3.89 0.10
f
5
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frequency [c/d]
Figure 2. Clean spetra of the HAT-5 observations of HD 190336. Marks show the positions of
equidistant triplets with 0:135 d
 1






























































Figure 3. Hipparos, Integral OMC and HAT-5 light urves of HD 190336 folded with the three main
frequenies found in the data. In eah plot the the signals belonging to the other frequenies has been
removed.
4 IBVS 5881
The Hipparos and OMC data of HD 190336 make it also possible to investigate the
stability of the deteted frequenies on longer time sale. Pigulski & Pojmanski (2008)
deteted both period and amplitude hanges of the frequenies of multiperiodi  Cep
variables using ASAS-3 observations spanning over 6 years.
Hipparos, OMC and HAT-5 light urves of HD 190336 folded with the three main
frequenies found in the data are plotted in Fig. 3. In eah panel of this gure, the the
signals belonging to the other frequenies has been removed.







Their amplitudes are 0.026, 0.022 and 0.019 mag, respetively, indiating either that
the amplitudes of these frequenies are hanging, or that there are signiant dierenes
between their amplitude ratios in dierent bands. The frequenies of the three signals
found in the Hipparos data agree within the error ranges with the frequenies of the
three largest amplitude frequenies deteted in the HAT-5 data.
The OMC V band data span over four years, overlapping with the 30 days interval
of the HAT-5 observations. Although both systemati and random noise are the largest




an be deteted in the OMC data too. Their amplitudes are
lose the same; 0.021 mag. For omparison, the amplitudes of these frequenies are 0.025




from the Integral data,
the residual shows a frequeny at 4:3354 d
 1
, lose to the frequeny of f
2
deteted in the
HAT-5 and Hipparos data. The dierene between the position of this frequeny and f
2
is, however, muh larger than it ould be explained by the unertainties of the frequenies.
Therefore, most probably it is a dierent frequeny.
The available photometri observations of HD 190336 do not allow to perform a more
detailed asteroseismi study of the star and mode identiation of the deteted frequenies.
They show, however, that HD 190336 is an ideal, interesting asteroseismi target whih
denitely deserves further attention. Both observational and theoretial eorts are needed
in order to interpret its frequenies and their spaings.
Aknowledgements This researh has made use of the SIMBAD database, operated at
CDS, Strasbourg, Frane. The nanial support of OTKA grant T-068626 is aknowl-
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THREE NEW GALACTIC DOUBLE-MODE PULSATING STARS
HAJDU, G.1; JURCSIK, J.2; SO´DOR, A´.2
1 Eo¨tvo¨s Lora´nd University, Department of Astronomy, P.O. Box 32, H-1518 Budapest, Hungary; e-mail:
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2 Konkoly Observatory of the Hungarian Academy of Sciences, P.O. Box 67, H-1525 Budapest, Hungary;
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We report the discovery of the double-mode nature of three pulsating variable stars;
V2157 Sgr, V767 Sgr and V363 Cas, observed with the Optical Monitoring Camera (Mas-
Hesse et al., 2003) on board the Integral satellite (Winkler et al., 2003). The observations
are available via the OMC Data Server (Gutierrez et al., 2004). We have used this
database to analyse light curves of RR Lyrae variables observed by OMC for any sign of
light curve variability (eg. Blazhko-effect or double-mode nature). The light curves are
available as FITS tables which were converted into ASCII tables using the OMC2ASCII
program as described by Sokolovsky (2007). We have analysed the light curves of all
the variables down to V ∼ 17 which were classified as RR Lyrae by the OMC Input
Catalogue and which have more than 200 data points using the 630 second sampling
of OMC observations. The result of our analysis is the identification of double-mode
nature in three of the variables. Based on their period ratios, periods, and light curves’
shape, two of the stars are pulsating simultaneously in the first and second overtones
(FO/SO) and are in fact short period Cepheid stars, not RR Lyrae variables. The OMC
observes through a Johnson V filter, allowing us to combine the observations of OMC
with ASAS (Pojmansky, 2002) V lightcurves, when they are available. When combining
the lightcurves, offsets of the zero-points were taken into account. During the analysis,
some outlier points were removed manually. The log of observations of the three new
double mode variables is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Log of observations
Star Dataset JD 2400000 + No. of datapoints∗ mean V mag
V2157 Sgr OMC 53110 – 54051 541 14.483
V2157 Sgr ASAS 51875 – 53894 271 14.121
V767 Sgr OMC 52729 – 54763 640 12.532
V767 Sgr ASAS 51940 – 53294 540 12.463
V363 Cas OMC 52654 – 53956 1120 10.569
∗ After the rejection of outlying points.
2 IBVS 5882
V2157 Sgr (α2000.0 = 19
h40m15s, δ2000.0 = −39
◦21′42′′): The combined OMC and
ASAS data revealed that this variable is a double-mode RR Lyrae. As it is common in
RRd stars, the dominant mode is the first overtone, however, the fundamental mode has
commensurable amplitude to that of the first overtone mode. In the Fourier spectrum
of the light-curve, apart from the fundamental mode and the first overtone and their
harmonics, linear combination terms of f1 and f0 also appear. The folded light curves,



















































































Figure 1. Light curves, Fourier spectra and the spectral window of V2157 Sgr. The light curves folded
with the primary (top-left panel) and secondary (bottom-left panel) periods are prewhitened for the
signals belonging to the other detected frequencies. The top and bottom panels in the middle show the
Fourier spectrum of the original data and the data prewhitened for the primary period and its
harmonics, respectively. In the top-right panel the spectrum after prewhitening for both the primary
and the secondary frequencies and their harmonics are shown. In this residual spectrum the linear
combinations of the two main pulsation components appear. The spectral window is shown in the
bottom-right panel.
Table 2. Fourier parameters of the frequencies detected in the spectrum of V2157 Sgr.
V2157 Sgr P1=0.371369 P0=0.498952 P1/P0=0.7443
frequency amplitude / error phase∗/error
cycle/day magnitude radian
f1 2.692739 0.2248 0.0063 2.15 0.06
2f1 5.385478 0.0646 0.0061 1.54 0.13
3f1 8.078217 0.0135 0.0062 4.83 0.45
f0 2.004201 0.1942 0.0062 2.85 0.08
2f0 4.008403 0.0376 0.0062 1.69 0.25
3f0 6.012604 0.0287 0.0061 2.20 0.33
4f0 8.016805 0.0204 0.0062 1.81 0.42
f1 + f0 4.696940 0.0659 0.0061 1.24 0.13
f1 − f0 0.688538 0.0527 0.0065 5.07 0.13
r.m.s 0.117 mag
∗ According to sine term decomposition. Initial epoch is 2 452 027.
V767 Sgr (α2000.0 = 19
h52m28s, δ2000.0 = −26
◦42′12′′): The main period of this star
is 0.67 d (f1 = 1.49 c/d), that would correspond to the period of a fundamental mode
RR Lyr variable. However, its secondary frequency is at f2 = 1.86 c/d with a period ratio
IBVS 5882 3
of 0.8, indicating that the star is pulsating simultaneously in the first and second radial
mode overtones. Based on the period values of these modes the star is more probably a
short period Cepheid than an RR Lyrae.
After prewhitening the light curve with the frequencies of the two radial modes and
their linear combination term, a signal appears in the residual spectrum near the primary
period, indicating period change during the observations (the observations are spanning
almost eight years). The folded light curves, the Fourier-spectra and the spectral window






















































































Figure 2. Same as Fig. 1, but for V767 Sgr. Note the different scales on the Y axes of the residual
spectra.
Table 3. Fourier parameters of the frequencies detected in the spectrum of V767 Sgr.
V767 Sgr P1=0.670312 P2=0.536335 P2/P1=0.8001
frequency amplitude / error phase∗ /error
cycle/day magnitude radian
f1 1.491842 0.1760 0.0024 3.97 0.02
2f1 2.983684 0.0338 0.0023 3.87 0.08
3f1 4.475526 0.0129 0.0024 3.93 0.50
f2 1.864508 0.0624 0.0024 4.05 0.08
f1 + f2 3.356350 0.0233 0.0024 4.05 0.12
r.m.s 0.057 mag
∗ According to sine term decomposition. Initial epoch is 2 451 940.
V363 Cas (mV ≈ 10.
m61, α2000.0 = 00
h15m14.s333, δ2000.0 = +60
◦20′11.′′99): This star is
classified by the GCVS as type of RRab. Schmidt & Seth (1996) suggested to revise the
type to RRc:, while Fernley et al. (1998) noted that this star is probably an Anomalous
Cepheid. Despite being a moderately bright star, the double-mode nature of V363 Cas
was not discovered by earlier studies due to the very small, 0.02 mag amplitude of its
secondary mode. The analysis of the OMC data revealed that V363 pulsates in two radial
modes with 0.802 period ratio corresponding to the first and second overtone periods.
The periods of the identified modes support that instead of being an RR Lyrae, V363 Cas




















































































Figure 3. Same as Figs. 1 & 2, but for V363 Cas. Note the different scales on the y axes of the
residual spectra.
Table 4. Fourier parameters of the frequencies detected in the spectrum of V363 Cas.
V363 Cas P1=0.546556 P2=0.438243 P2/P1=0.8018
frequency amplitude / error phase∗ /error
cycle/day magnitude radian
f1 1.829638 0.1980 0.0011 5.77 0.02
2f1 3.659276 0.0392 0.0011 0.85 0.04
3f1 5.488915 0.0165 0.0011 2.60 0.08
f2 2.281842 0.0196 0.0012 4.08 0.16
f1 + f2 4.111480 0.0080 0.0012 5.55 0.19
r.m.s 0.026 mag
∗ According to sine term decomposition. Initial epoch is 2 452 654.
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ERRATUM FOR IBVS 5882
The correct coordinates of two variables discussed in this issue of the IBVS are as
follows:
V767 Sgr: α2000.0 = 17
h52m28.s4, δ2000.0 = −26
◦42′12.′′5
V363 Cas: α2000.0 = 00
h15m14.s3, δ2000.0 = +60
◦20′25.′′7
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SHORT-PERIOD OSCILLATIONS IN THE ALGOL-TYPE SYSTEMS III:
NEWLY DISCOVERED VARIABLE GSC 4588-0883
DIMITROV, D.; KRAICHEVA, Z.; POPOV, V.
Institute of Astronomy, BAS, Tsarigradsko Shossee 72, 1784 Soa, Bulgaria,
e-mail: dinkoastro.bas.bg; zkastro.bas.bg; vpopovastro.bas.bg
GSC 4588-0883 was disovered as a new elipsing binary in our searh for new variables
in the NSVS database (Wozniak et al., 2004). Aording to the NSVS data the star
was lassied as Algol-type binary with period P ' 3:2582 days, amplitude of primary
minimum A
R
> 0:65 mag, and the magnitude in maximum R
0
max
' 11:67 mag. The
astrometri and photometri data for the star (Table 1) are taken from NOMAD atalogue
(Zaharias et al., 2004).
The CCD photometry (in BV R bands) of GSC 4588-0883 was arried out with the
60m Cassegrain telesope at NAO Rozhen, equipped with the CCD amera FLI PL09000
(30563056, 12 pixel), and Bessell (1990) standard UBV RI lters. The standard IRAF
proedures were used for the redution of the photometri data. Using the method of
Everett and Howell (2001) six stars with  < 0:005 mag in all R band observations
(Table 1) were seleted to reate an ensemble standard star.
The NSVS and Rozhen's light urves of GSC 4588-0883 are shown on Fig. 2. The
light urves for 6 nights, obtained in R band are shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5. Short-
period osillations with a peak-to-peak amplitude of up to 0.015 mag in R (Table 2) were
deteted. The osillations are smaller than in the previous disovered stars GSC 4550-1408
and GSC 3889-0202 (Dimitrov et al., 2008a,b). The osillations are present at the primary
and the seondary minima also. A preliminary periodogram analysis (Fig. 6) of the data
shows a main periodiity in the interval 71 78 minutes.
Spetral observations of GSC 4588-0883 were obtained with the Coude spetrograph
(resolution of 0.19

A/pixel) of the 2m RC telesope at NAO Rozhen (Table 3). The




, and MgII 4481 lines (Fig. 3). The
data redution of the spetra was made with the standard IRAF proedures. The radial
veloities were measured by the ross-orrelation tehnique using syntheti spetrum,
alulated with the programme SPECTRUM (Gray & Corbally, 1994) and a grid of LTE
atmosphere models for a solar-type hemial omposition (Castelli & Kuruz, 2003), as a
template spetrum. The physial parameters of the primary omponent were estimated
by omparing the syntheti and the observed spetra. The parameters of the seondary
were omputed with the PHOEBE software (Prsa & Zwitter, 2005). The spetral types of
the omponents were determined using Straizys & Kuriliene (1981) alibration (Table 4).
The new ephemeris were omputed using both Rozhen and NSVS data:
2 IBVS 5883
HJD(MinI) = 2451274:021(0:005) + 3:25855(0:00009)E (1)
Aknowledgements This study made use of the SIMBAD, ADS, and VSX databases,
and GCVS atalogue.
Table 1. Data for the variable, and standard stars used in the CCD photometry
ID Name RA (J2000) DEC (J2000) V B   V V  R












8 11.32 0.50 0.34












9 11.38 0.46 0.31












9 12.26 1.02 0.97












4 12.35 0.92 0.88












8 12.20 1.01 0.63












5 13.15 0.41 0.31












9 13.02 0.54 0.32
Table 2. Observational runs of GSC 4588-0883




















































BV R 3120 26,23,23 0.46 - 0.50 < 0:01
Table 3. Rozhen spetra of GSC 4588-0883






15.10.2008 2454755.4238 36 1800  64.181.39 4400 - 4600 0.390
15.10.2008 2454755.4468 47 1800  61.352.58 4800 - 5000 0.397
15.10.2008 2454755.4696 56 1800  49.872.18 6500 - 6700 0.404
16.10.2008 2454756.2574 44 1800  17.521.50 4400 - 4600 0.646
16.10.2008 2454756.2785 41 1800  16.711.12 4400 - 4600 0.652
16.10.2008 2454756.3016 50 1800  12.893.01 4800 - 5000 0.660
16.10.2008 2454756.3227 54 1800  12.612.03 4800 - 5000 0.666
16.10.2008 2454756.3454 60 1800  11.102.55 6500 - 6700 0.673
16.10.2008 2454756.3665 61 1800  13.142.05 6500 - 6700 0.679
Table 4. Preliminary physial parameters of GSC 4588-0883 binary system




log g 3.9 3.2



















Figure 1. Field of the elipsing binary GSC 4588-0883.
Figure 2. Light urves of GSC 4588-0883. Up-
per panel - NSVS data, lower panel - Rozhen R
data (dots) and model (solid line).
Figure 3. Rozhen ombined spetra (thin line)
of GSC 4588-0883 and the best syntheti spetra
(thik line).
4 IBVS 5883
Figure 4. R light urves of GSC 4588-0883 (di-
amonds) and C1 standard star (rosses).
Figure 5. Residuals between observations
and the model near the primary and seondary
minima (diamonds) and shifted C1 standard
(rosses). Dashed vertial lines indiate the mid-
dle and the end of the elipses.
Figure 6. Power spetrum of GSC 4588-0883 Rozhen data after subtrating the syntheti light urve.
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(2000)) seems to have been disovered by Kippenhahn (1953 - earliest SIMBAD referene)
but no further details are available. Perova (1957) disusses three variable stars { pre-
sumably with elements and light urves for V364 Cas, but again, no further details are
available. Hildith & Hill (1975) did Stromgren observations of V364 Cas, along with
those of many other elipsing systems. Chaubey (1984), using photoeletri observations
in U;B and V did a set of two analyses { one based on the Russell and Merrill (Rus-
sell & Merrill, 1952) method, the other based on Kopal's method (Kopal, 1981). Clearly,
an up-to-date analysis using a modern physial model is overdue.
During September of 2006 (and 2007), the author took nine high resolution (10

A/mm
reiproal dispersion) spetra at the Dominion Astrophysial Observatory (DAO) in Vi-
toria, British Columbia, Canada; he then used the Ruinski broadening funtions (Ruin-
ski, 2004) to obtain radial veloity (RV) urves (see Nelson et al., 2006a for details). The
spetral range was 5004{5267

A and the reiproal dispersion, 10

A/mm.
Table 1. A log of DAO observations and RV results
DAO Mid Time Exposure Phase at V1 V2
Image # (HJD-2400000) (se) Mid-exp (km/s) (km/s)
13087 53989.9690 3600 0.708 147.38  120.22
13099 53990.7688 3600 0.227  132.29 137.20
13101 53990.8146 3600 0.256  134.71 137.94
13103 53990.8632 3600 0.288  131.77 132.04
13114 53990.9920 3600 0.371  101.29 105.34
13127 53991.7376 3600 0.854 114.33  98.50
13142 53992.9787 2730 0.659 124.22  97.79
13154 53994.8602 3600 0.878 105.39  84.35
11257 (Taken in 2007) 54369.8310 3600 0.882 98.25  84.63
On 10 nights Otober of 2006, the author took a total of 350 CCD images of the eld
in V , 349 in R
C
and 344 in I
C
(both Cousins) at his private observatory in Prine George,
British Columbia, Canada. The telesope was a 33 m f/4.5 Newtonian on a Paramount
ME mount; the detetor was a SBIG ST-7XME CCD ooled to 20
Æ
C. Redution software
was MIRA by Mirametris, In., and sky ats were used.
Table 2. A list of the Variable, Comparison and Chek stars
Type TYC R.A. De. V B   V









































The following elements were used for phasing throughout (see Nelson, 2008 for the
O   C relation):
JD Hel Min I = 53732:727(4) + 1:5430670(2)E
There was some initial onfusion as to whih was the primary elipse (sine the elipse
depths are very lose). However, modeling revealed that the star initially onsidered to
be the seondary was in fat the hotter of the two. Therefore, even though it is smaller
and has the lesser mass, it must be onsidered the primary star as, when elipsed, it
gives the deeper elipse that is onsidered to be phase 0 (by photometri tradition). The
above elements reet that designation. The primary elipse, then, is an oultation and
is at-bottomed as a result (see eletroni Fig. 4); the other elipse is a transit (see the
V light urve in Fig. 1 and V RI light urves as eletroni Fig. 5).
Figure 1. V364 Cas: V Light Curve { Data and WD Fit
The author used the 2004 version of the Wilson-Devinney (WD) light urve and radial
veloity analysis program with the Kuruz atmospheres (Wilson and Devinney, 1971;
Wilson, 1990; Kallrath et al., 1998) as implemented in the Windows software WDwint
(Nelson, 2009a) to analyze the data. To get started, a spetral type A7 V (Branewiz &
Dworak, 1980) and a temperature T
1
= 7816 240 K were used; interpolated tables from
Cox (2000) whih gave log g = 4:282 were used; an interpolation program by Terrell (1994)
gave the (van Hamme, 1993) limb darkening values; and nally, a square root (LD = 3)
law for the extintion oeÆients was seleted, appropriate for hotter stars (Bessell, 1979).
Radiative envelopes were hosen for both stars, again appropriate for hotter stars. The
parameters are listed in Table 3.
Mode 2 (for detahed stars) was hosen, based on the general appearane of the
light urves. Convergene by the method of multiple subsets was reahed in a small




was held xed beause
this value (1:080 0:002) was well determined from the RV urves; in ontrast, it is not
well onstrained from the photometri data.
The solution was very robust in that when one started with signiantly dierent
initial values for the important parameters (inlination, T
2
, and potentials 1 and 2), the
iterations zeroed in on the same solution. Correlations between parameters were, exept
for one parameter, all less than 0.5. Therefore, varying almost all the parameters at one
yielded rapid onvergene.
Third light was tested for and found to be insigniant. Next, non-zero eentriity
was tested for; a value of 0:0006 0:0003 resulted. This is a very low value and is worth
ignoring.
A plot of the V light urve and WD t are shown in Fig. 1; the RVs are shown in
Fig. 2. A three dimensional representation from Binary Maker 3 (Bradstreet, 1993) is
IBVS 5884 3
shown in Fig. 3. The reader will note that the shapes are tidally distorted. This aounts
for the fat that the light urves between elipses are not at and, as a result, are easy to
model with no ambiguities in the potentials, as ourred with MW UMa (Nelson, 2009b).
Figure 2. V364 Cas: Radial Veloity Curves { Data and WD Fit.
Figure 3. Binary Maker 3 representation of the system { at phases 0.75 and 0.97.
Table 3. Final WD output parameters
Quantity Value Error Quantity Value Error Quantity Value Error
Star 1 Star 2
g 0.320 0.320 [xed℄ T
1
(K) 7816 86 a (solar radii) 8.32 0.01
A 0.500 0.500 [xed℄ T
2
(K) 7780 86 V

(km/s) 6.2 0.1































































The WD output fundamental parameters are listed in Table 4 along with those from
the properties of zero age main sequene stars (ZAMS; Cox, 2000). In estimating the
distane, galati extintion was allowed for using the formula A
V
= 3E(B   V ) =
= 3((B   V )
data
  (B   V )
tables
). This method is relatively rude in that neither star is
on the main sequene (throwing in question the tabular value for (B   V )). Also, the
value 3 is an approximation { it varies from plae to plae and many authors favour the
value 3.1. This last unertainty aounts for an error of only 4 p and is therefore well
within the error estimate of 45 p.
As one will note from the table, both stars are over-luminous for the (solar abundant)
ZAMS (Cox, 2000) by fators of about 1.5 and 2 (respetively).
Performing 2-dimensional interpolations (using the adopted temperatures and
WD masses) in the under-abundant (Z = 0.004, Y = 0.252) evolutionary traks of Char-
bonnel et al. (1993) yields lose agreement for the luminosities of both stars (see Table 5).
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Table 4.
Fundamental Star 1 Star 2
Quantity Tabular WD error Tabular WD Error
Sp. Type A7 V A7 V
Mass (M

) 1.80 1.57 0.10 1.80 1.69 0.11
Radius (R

) 1.60 1.97 0.01 1.60 2.33 0.01
M bol 2.12 2.00 0.17 2.12 1.66 0.17
Log g (gs) 4.28 4.04 0.004 4.28 3.93 0.004
Luminosity (Lo) 8.80 13 2 8.80 18 3
Distane (p) | 670 44 | | |
The lesser-abundant (Z = 0.001) traks of Shaller (1992), the greater-abundant (Z=0.008)
traks of Shaerer (1993), plus the solar-abundant (Z = 0.02) traks of Shaller (1992) are
added for omparison. Note that all the papers are by the same Swiss group and represent
a homogeneous set of alulations.
Table 5. Luminosities (solar units)
Abundane Z = 0.001 Z = 0.004 WD Z = 0.008 Z = 0.02
Shaller 1992 Charbonnel 1993 Result Shaerer 1993 Shaller 1992
Star 1 Luminosity 30 14 13 9.1 4.7
Star 2 Luminosity 38 20 18 15 8.4
In onlusion, V364 Cas is detahed binary with both stars evolved o the ZAMS; they
also appear to be have sub-solar abundanes. Referene to the data tables of Charbonnel
(1993) reveals an apparent age of around 1:310
9
years (from the ZAMS). An abundane
study for this system would be useful in order to test the evolutionary traks for Z = 0.004.
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Name of the objet:
















Date(s) of the observation(s):
From August 16, 1971 to November 1, 1978





alibrated by Semkov and Peneva (2008)
Availability of the data:
Available at the IBVS website as 5885-t1.txt
Remarks:
While they were obtaining CCD photometry of the pre-main sequene objet
V733 Cephei, Semkov and Peneva (2008, hereafter SP08) notied the possible vari-
ability of three nearby stars, USNO-B1.0 1525-0418386, USNO-B1.0 1525-0418333,
and USNO-B1.0 1525-0418196 (for short Var.1, Var.2, and Var.3 hereafter). Their
amplitudes of variability were reported by SP08 as V = 2:98 (19.26 16.28) and
I
C
= 2:36 (16.24 13.88) for Var. 1, V = 1:02 (17.38 16.36) and I
C
= 0:67
(14.54 13.87) for Var. 2, and V = 0:35 (15.61 15.26) and I
C
= 0:27
(13.33 13.06) for Var. 3. They observed the andidate variable stars on 12 dates
distributed over the period February 2007 to February 2008, and suggested that
Var. 1 ould be a Mira and Var. 2 a pre-main sequene objet.
2 IBVS 5885
Remarks:
To help shed light on the matter, we estimated the brightness of the three possible
new variables on 40 plates that we found in the plate arhive of the Asiago 67/92m
Shmidt telesope. The plates were exposed on Cep OB3 from August 16, 1971 to




photometri bands. The magnitude of the three possible new variable stars





alibrated by SP08. The measurements were repeated in an unbiased manner for
all plates on dierent days. All measurements were found to repeat within 0.1 mag.
The resulting magnitudes and observing details are given in Table 1 (Fig. 1).
Var.1 (USNO-B1.0 1525-0418386). The mean values (and dispersion) we measured
on the 1971-1978 Asiago plates are: < B >= 18:8 ( = 0:9), < V >= 16:93
( = 0:05), < I
C
>= 14:49 ( = 0:15). They are within the range of variability
reported by SP08. The star is onrmed, beyond doubt, to vary on the B band
plates we examined, while the variability at I is far less pronouned (muh less
than listed by SP08). SP08 suggested Var.1 to be a Mira variable. To lie within
the Galaxy in that diretion (9 kp) and to shine at < V >= 16:9, Var.1 must
be extinted by A
V
 1:1 for an absolute magnitude M
V
=  1, typial for Miras.
It would orrespond to E
V I
 0:5 for a standard reddening law, and thus to an




 2:5 for the range of V   I
C
measured by SP08. Comparing
with intrinsi olors by Bessell (1990) the orresponding spetral type would equal
or earlier than M3III. Suh an early spetral type would orresponds to a Mira
with a short pulsation period and low amplitude, in agreement with our data. The
I
C
= 2:36 reported by SP08 (and not onrmed by our data) would be far too
large for suh a Mira.
Var.2 (USNO-B1.0 1525-0418333). The star does not vary on the 1971-1978 plates
we examined. The mean values (and dispersion) are: < B >= 17:68 (=0.04),
< V >= 16:40 (=0.00), < I
C
>= 13:83 (=0.11).
Var.3 (USNO-B1.0 1525-0418196). This star too does not vary on the 1971-1978
plates we examined. The mean values (and dispersion) are: < B >= 16:95
(=0.05), < V >= 15:03 (=0.12), < I
C
>= 13:01 (=0.12).
Our values for both Var.2 and Var.3 orrespond to the the bright end of the range
of variability reported by SP08. If they are indeed variable stars, their variability
appears onned to rare episodes of drop in brightness from a protrated and stable
bright state.
Referenes:
Bessell, M., 1990, PASP, 102, 1181
Semkov, E.H., Peneva, S.P., 2008, IBVS, 5831
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N. HJD date <UT> plate + lter Var.1 Var.2 Var.3
4577 2441180.42001 1971 08 16 22:03 103a-O GG13 B >19.5 17.6 17.0
4669 2441216.50252 1971 09 21 24:00 0a-O GG13 B 19.5 17.7 17.0
4709 2441240.35147 1971 10 15 20:22 0a-O GG13 B >17.7 17.7 17.0
4810 2441246.33759 1971 10 21 20:02 103a-O GG13 B 19.0 17.6 16.9
4989 2441251.51882 1971 10 26 24:23 103a-O GG13 B 17.8 17.7 16.9
5012 2441293.23595 1971 12 07 17:37 Ia-O GG13 B 17.7 17.6 17.0
5065 2441298.24062 1971 12 12 17:44 Ia-O GG13 B >17.7 17.7 16.9
5097 2441301.25091 1971 12 15 17:59 Ia-O GG13 B 17.8 17.6 16.9
5656 2441596.45764 1972 10 05 22:55 103a-O GG13 B 19.3 17.7 16.9
5749 2441624.37154 1972 11 02 20:51 103a-O GG13 B >19.5 17.7 16.9
5809 2441628.35829 1972 11 06 20:32 103a-O GG13 B 18.8 17.7 16.9
5935 2441651.24176 1972 11 29 17:45 103a-O GG13 B 18.6 17.7 16.9
9284 2443455.43327 1977 11 07 22:20 103a-O GG13 B { { 17.0
9348 2443480.38055 1977 12 02 21:05 103a-O GG13 B 17.8 17.7 16.9
9374 2443492.35648 1977 12 14 20:31 103a-O GG13 B 17.6 17.7 17.0
9713 2443814.34655 1978 11 01 20:15 103a-O GG13 B >19.5 17.7 17.0
9796 2443837.37734 1978 11 24 21:00 104a-O GG13 B >17.7 17.7 17.0
4579 2441180.47349 1971 08 16 23:20 IN RG5 I 14.3 13.6 13.1
4670 2441216.53030 1971 09 21 24:40 IN RG5 I 14.6 13.7 13.2
4710 2441240.38202 1971 10 15 21:06 IN RG5 I 14.7 13.9 12.9
4811 2441246.36606 1971 10 21 20:43 IN RG5 I 14.6 13.6 13.1
5011 2441293.21165 1971 12 07 17:02 IN RG5 I 14.6 13.9 12.9
5064 2441298.21354 1971 12 12 17:05 IN RG5 I >14.3 13.8 12.9
5096 2441301.22383 1971 12 15 17:20 IN RG5 I 14.6 13.9 13.1
5657 2441596.47987 1972 10 05 23:27 IN RG5 I 14.7 13.8 13.1
5748 2441624.35140 1972 11 02 20:22 IN RG5 I 14.6 13.8 12.9
5808 2441628.33815 1972 11 06 20:03 IN RG5 I 14.5 13.8 12.7
5934 2441651.22023 1972 11 29 17:14 IN RG5 I 14.3 13.8 13.1
5980 2441663.31632 1972 12 11 19:33 IN RG5 I 14.6 14.0 12.9
6025 2441676.21091 1972 12 24 17:02 IN RG5 I 14.3 13.9 12.9
9285 2443455.45758 1977 11 07 22:55 IN RG5 I 14.5 13.9 13.1
9296 2443458.34850 1977 11 10 20:18 IN RG5 I 14.3 13.8 13.1
9325 2443464.37893 1977 11 16 21:02 IN RG5 I 14.5 13.9 13.2
9349 2443480.40625 1977 12 02 21:42 IN RG5 I 14.3 13.9 12.9
9373 2443492.33010 1977 12 14 19:53 IN RG5 I 14.3 14.0 13.2
9714 2443814.37363 1978 11 01 20:54 IN RG5 I 14.5 13.8 12.9
4578 2441180.44710 1971 08 16 22:42 103a-E RG1 R 15.7 14.9 14.2
5982 2441663.38854 1972 12 11 21:17 103a-D GG14 V 16.9 16.4 14.9
6026 2441676.23104 1972 12 24 17:31 103a-D GG14 V 16.9 16.4 15.0
9795 2443837.35998 1978 11 24 20:35 103a-D GG14 V 17.0 16.4 15.2




photometry of the suspeted variables on 1971-1978 plates from the
arhive of the Asiago 67/92 Shmidt telesope.
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It is well known that lassial W UMa-type binaries have spetral types A-K and we do
not observe a single system with omponents of M spetral type. The spetral types and
olors orrelate with orbital periods due to the main-sequene state of the omponents,
whih results in sharp ut-o in the number of systems at short orbital periods. The
physial reasons for the observed period ut-o are still not lear (see Ruinski, 1992).
The statistial data on the ontat binaries have signiantly been improved by the
The All Sky Automated Survey (ASAS) (Pojmanski 1997, 2004; Pazynski et al., 2006)
by disovery of several hundred new systems in the magnitude range 8-13 magnitudes.
Analysis of their period distribution (Ruinski, 2007) showed that the maximum in the
ontat-binary numbers ours at about P = 0:27 days with denite short-period ut-o
at about 0.215-0.22 days. Ruinski (2007) indiated seven ontat-binary andidates with
P < 0:22 days in the ASAS sample and seleted GSC 1387-475 as the best andidate. The
photometri and spetrosopi investigation of Ruinski & Pribulla (2008) onrmed that
GSC 1387-475 is genuine ontat binary; at present being reord holder for eld systems
with P = 0:2178 days. The only known ontat binary having shorter period is V34 in
globular luster 47 Tu with P = 0:2155 days (Weldrake et al., 2004).
In our investigation we foused on two other ASAS andidates listed in Table 3 of
Ruinski (2007) observable from northern mid-latitudes: J071829-0336.7
(P
ASAS
= 0:211249 days, V
max





= 13:36). Both stars are fainter than V = 13 in the maximum, therefore useful
spetrosopi observations leading to sound analysis would require 8-10m lass telesope
beause of very short orbital periods. While 2MASS infrared olor of J071829-0336.7,
(J  K) = 0:81 (K7V) is onsistent with extremely short orbital period, J113031-0101.9
is too blue, (J  K) = 0:40 (G4-5V), to be ontat binary with the orbital period given
in the ASAS database.
Both targets were observed at the Stara Lesna Observatory of the Astronomial Insti-
tute of Slovak Aademy of Sienes using 50m Newton telesope equipped with SBIG
ST10MXE CCD amera (see Pribulla & Chohol, 2003). Expeting both objets to be





instrumental magnitudes of the targets have been obtained by the aperture photometry
2 IBVS 5886
using the photometrially alibrated frames (dark frame subtration and at eld divi-
sion). The dierential magnitudes have been left in the instrumental photometri system,
very lose to the Johnson-Cousins system. The part of typial CCD frames in the I
C
passband for either of the targets showing the variable, omparison and hek stars are
shown in Figs. 1-2. The times of minimum light for both systems determined using Kwee
& van Woerden's method are listed in Table 1. The preliminary light-urve (LC) analysis
has been performed using ode ROCHE (see Pribulla, 2004).
Figure 1. Field of the elipsing binary






Figure 2. Field of the elipsing binary






Table 1. Times of primary (I) and seondary (II) minima for both elipsing binaries.
Weighted averages from individual lters are given.
Star HJD Error Filters Type















J071829-0336.7 Although this target has been observed during three nights
(Jan 13/14, Feb 2/3 and Mar 25/26, 2009) only, thanks to the extremely short orbital
period, full phase overage has been ahieved. The dierential LC of J071829-0336.7 has
been obtained with respet to USNO-A 0825.04506649 having similar olor. The stability
of this omparison has been heked using USNO-A 0825.04514810. Our new photometry
(Fig. 3) denitely shows that the system is a lose binary and not a pulsating variable.
Very short orbital period given in the ASAS atalogue has been heked by tting trigono-
metri polynomials of the 12th degree to the phase diagrams of our I
C
data for test periods
between 0.205 and 0.215 days. The best period was later optimized by non-linear least
squares tting of even trigonometri polynomials resulting in the following ephemeris for
the primary minimum:
HJD (MinI) = 2 454 874:7916(3) + 0:2112594(6)E; (1)
ompatible with the ASAS result. When srutinizing the CCD frames of the system a
faint ompanion has been notied west of the system whih ould not be separated during
IBVS 5886 3
the aperture photometry, but whih adds unknown amount of third light. The minima
of the system are partial, therefore geometri parameters annot reliably be determined
without spetrosopi mass ratio. The observed LC ould be solved suessfully for a large
range of mass ratios between 0.55 and 0.85 (limited by rather large photometri ampli-
tude, about 0.55 mag). Assumption of the W-type lassiation (less massive omponent
slightly hotter) always resulted in better 
2
. For the ase of q=0.65, onvetive envelope,
temperature of the hotter omponent 4020 K (K7V), marginal ontat (ll-out = 0) the
orbital inlination is i = 76:
Æ
8. The system sets the new short-period limit for ontat
binaries.


























P = 0.2112594 days
Figure 3. R
C
(gray triangles) and I
C
(blak irles) LCs of J071829-0336.7.
J113031-0101.9 The LC of the variable (Fig. 4) has been obtained by aperture pho-
tometry with respet to GSC 4930-00167. The stability of the omparison has been
heked using USNO-A 0825.07480282. The CCD photometry (Jan 25/26, Feb 2/3,
Feb 29/Mar 1, Mar 14/15, 25/26, 26/27, 2009) showed that the orbital period given
in the ASAS atalogue, P
ASAS
= 0.213135 days, is spurious. This beame evident from
the observing run on Marh 14/15 whih overed both minima and indiated orbital pe-
riod substantially longer, being about 0.270 days. Unfortunately, ASAS photometry is
too noisy to reliably determine/improve the orbital period. Therefore, the orbital period
has been searhed by tting trigonometri polynomials of the 12th degree to the phase
diagrams of our I
C
data for test periods between 0.25 and 0.29 days. The best period
was later optimized by non-linear least squares tting of even trigonometri polynomials
resulting in the following ephemeris for the minimum:
HJD(MinI) = 2 454 905:2867(3) + 0:270969(4)E: (2)
The Stara Lesna data (Fig. 4) show that the system is totally elipsing, but other-
wise rather usual ontat binary. Thanks to the total elipses the geometri parameters,
q = 0:15, i = 88
Æ
, and ll-out f = 0:5 are rather reliable (unless there was third light).
The system, however, requires photometri observations from at least 1m telesope.
4 IBVS 5886

























P = 0.270969 days
Figure 4. (RI)
C
light urves of J113031-0101.9. The entered symbols as in Fig. 3.
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NEW TIMES OF MINIMA OF SOME ECLIPSING BINARY STARS
















IC , D.; ULUS, N. D.; ELMASLI, A.;
SELAM, S. O.; ALBAYRAK, B.; EKMEKC
_
I, F.
Ankara University Observatory, 06837, Ahlatlbel, Ankara, TURKEY
e-mail: mesutastro1.siene.ankara.edu.tr
Observatory and telesope:
30-m Maksutov-Cassegrain and 40-m Shmidt-Cassegrain telesope of the Ankara
University Observatory
Detetor: - OPTEC SSP-5A photoeletri photometer (unooled)
ontaining a side-on R1414 Hamamatsu photomultiplier.
- Apogee ALTA U47+ CCD amera, 1024  1024 pixels.
Method of data redution:
Redution of the photoeletri observations was made in the usual way (Hardie,
1962) and redution of the CCD frames was made with IRAF
1
pakage.
Method of minimum determination:
The minima and maxima times were alulated using Kwee & van Woerden's (1956)
method.
Table 1: Minima Times of Elipsing binaries
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Method Obs.
HJD 2400000+
V372 And 54733.4251 0.0002 I BVR d DCA-YCE
54758.4248 0.0001 II BVR d LCE-SK

O
54780.4826 0.0001 I BVR d

OBA-SHA
HS Aqr 54666.4121 0.0002 II BVR d ZAV-SSA
54667.4758 0.0001 I BVR d SCA-LKA
54687.3616 0.0001 I BVR d OB
_
I-GER
54720.3846 0.0003 II BVR d ZTE-E
_
IM
AP Aur 54401.4788 0.0006 I BV pe ET

O-CTE
54491.4441 0.0006 I BV pe EC
_
I-TKI
54500.2695 0.0006 II BV pe TTA-HAS









IRAF is distributed by the National Optial Astronomial Observatories, operated by the Assoiation of the Universities
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h in Astronomy, in., under ooperative agreement with the National Siene Foundation
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Table 1: (ont.)
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Method Obs.
HJD 2400000+
AR Aur 54438.4782 0.0003 II BV pe TKI-POR
54777.5236 0.0005 II BVR d

OBA-AKA
IU Aur 54062.4016 0.0007 II BV pe TTA-ZSA
TZ Boo 54521.4731 0.0005 II BV pe SS
_
I-HDU
54600.3682 0.0004 I BV pe NUL-HBO
54614.3323 0.0003 I BV pe TTA-YCE
54614.4828 0.0003 II BV pe ZSA-YCE
54621.4701 0.0005 I BV pe BS
_
I-KTO
54663.3708 0.0006 I BV pe HBO-DCA
54666.3404 0.0005 I BV pe SSA-GYA





54643.3642 0.0004 I BV pe HKA-KTO
54671.3810 0.0005 II BV pe MYI-SSA
CK Boo 54489.5903 0.0005 II BV pe HSE-DSA
54648.3426 0.0005 II BV pe AEL-SAY
DU Boo 54227.4733 0.0002 I BVR d NAL-SSU
54235.4138 0.0002 II BVR d GG

O-ADE
ET Boo 54207.4357 0.0001 II BVR d TCA-HG

U





TX Cn 54466.5192 0.0005 I BV pe BSA-GKA
54501.3684 0.0004 I BV pe MSE-SER
WY Cn 54456.4350 0.0006 I BV pe EES-GYA
54505.3680 0.0002 I BV pe SCA-ZAV










BO CVn 54656.3429 0.0002 I BVR d MYI-MSE







54671.3491 0.0002 I BV d

OTA-SAK
54678.3377 0.0002 II BV d

OTA-TKA
54699.2940 0.0002 I BVR d ZAY-GVA
V776 Cas 54788.3554 0.0002 I BVR d KEY-TCA
EG Cep 54668.3976 0.0002 II BVR d NAL-LCE
54672.4814 0.0001 I BVR d TYI-

OBA
54676.5650 0.0003 II BVR d GER-BSA










54865.5361 0.0001 I BVR d ADE-MSE
54865.6541 0.0001 II BVR d GG

O-TCA
54911.5823 0.0001 I BVR d ZAV-EES
54914.5486 0.0001 II BVR d HG

U-POR
54930.3325 0.0001 I BVR d HSE-TKA
54930.4503 0.0002 II BVR d HSE-ZAY
YY CrB 54604.3614 0.0001 I BV pe G

OA-CKI
54605.4910 0.0002 I BV pe LCE-DCA
54688.3345 0.0003 I BV pe SCA-E

OZ
ZZ Cyg 54673.4536 0.0001 I BVR d TKI-AEL





54717.4570 0.0001 I BVR d MPI-SSU
GO Cyg 54634.3658 0.0004 I BV pe GKA-SER
54640.4689 0.0004 II BV pe LCE-MPI
54653.3903 0.0005 II BV pe AB
_
I-CKI
54667.3843 0.0003 I BV pe LKA-ZTE
54677.4322 0.0003 I BV pe SSA-YCE





Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Method Obs.
HJD 2400000+
GO Cyg 54700.4003 0.0004 I BV pe

OBA-CTE
54705.4257 0.0003 I BV pe MYI-HBO
54710.4500 0.0002 I BV pe NAL-MYA
MR Cyg 54374.4208 0.0003 I BV pe MYA-SK

O
54390.3593 0.0007 II BV pe KEY-SHA
54696.4114 0.0002 I BV pe M

OZ-HAS
V477 Cyg 54654.4723 0.0002 I BV pe HDU-SS
_
I





54393.3258 0.0003 I BV pe AEL-G
_
IA





54649.4630 0.0004 I BV pe TTA-MSE





54373.3945 0.0004 II BV pe DB
_
I-BSA
V1073 Cyg 54697.3165 0.0002 II BVRI d TKI-SER
54698.4943 0.0002 I BVRI d MYI-ZSA
54720.5010 0.0004 I BVRI d HSE-EES
V1191 Cyg 54653.3860 0.0001 II BV d E
_
IM-CTE
54654.4816 0.0001 I BVR d SK

O-HAS
54654.3264 0.0001 II BVR d SK

O-SSU
54656.5204 0.0001 II BVR d SSA-EC

O
54662.4744 0.0002 II BVR d GER-GKA
V2150 Cyg 54414.2966 0.0005 I BV pe

OBA-ZAV
54674.4056 0.0004 II BV pe LKA-CKI





54693.3594 0.0008 II BV pe

OBA-TYI
54759.3441 0.0005 I BV pe EC

O-NUL
DM Del 54404.2733 0.0010 I BV pe AKA-SHA
54760.2868 0.0009 II BV pe TKI-BSA
LS Del 52562.3993 0.0003 II BV pe GER-BSA
53293.3382 0.0003 II BV pe HSE-NBA
53558.3901 0.0005 I BV pe NUL-MYI
53560.4026 0.0004 II BV pe TTA-EC
_
I
53589.3258 0.0006 I BV pe ET

O-NBA
53589.5074 0.0009 II BV pe TTA-G

OA
53606.4239 0.0008 I BV pe NAL-DB
_
I





54404.5444 0.0002 I BV pe DCA-KEY
54465.3069 0.0002 I BV pe LCE-MPI
54467.3951 0.0003 II BV pe ADE-SCA
V345 Gem 54844.3680 0.0002 I BVR d GG

O-POR
54844.5029 0.0001 II BVR d SAY-TCA
54845.4695 0.0001 I VR d MYI-MSE
54845.6031 0.0002 II VR d SSA-BS
_
I
54851.5120 0.0002 I BVR d BSA-HG

U
54851.6488 0.0002 II BVR d DB
_
I-MSE
AK Her 54610.4137 0.0004 I BV pe

OBA-EES
54616.3136 0.0004 I BV pe EES-CTE
54620.3239 0.0006 II BV pe TKI-SAY
54630.4391 0.0004 II BV pe D

OZ-KTO
54640.3419 0.0003 I BV pe MPI-HDU
HS Her 54685.3698 0.0003 I BV pe HSE-HKA
V829 Her 54587.4809 0.0005 I BV pe DCA-GVA
54616.4969 0.0003 I BV pe AEL-TYI
54662.5167 0.0008 II BV pe TKI-GKA
54647.4809 0.0006 II BV pe SER-HG

U
V842 Her 54593.4986 0.0005 II BV pe NAL-AKA
54670.3877 0.0003 I BV pe TTA-SSA
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Table 1: (ont.)
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Method Obs.
HJD 2400000+
V878 Her 54669.4497 0.0001 I BVR d G
_
IA-GER
54683.4818 0.0002 II BVR d TCA-POR
54701.4879 0.0003 II BVR d EC
_
I-ZAY
SW La 54385.4827 0.0003 II BV pe AEL-SAK





54661.4639 0.0001 I BV pe M

OZ-MYA
54665.4721 0.0010 II BV pe GYA-SSA
54673.4919 0.0002 II BV pe ZAV-EES





54681.3486 0.0002 I BV pe CKI-LKA
54681.5097 0.0002 II BV pe LKA-SCA
54686.3210 0.0004 II BV pe GG

O-DSA
54698.5039 0.0005 II BV pe MYI-YCE
54703.4790 0.0001 I BV pe DCA-LCE
54716.4679 0.0001 II BV pe ZTE-E
_
IM
54719.5151 0.0024 I BV pe ZSA-HBO





54757.3583 0.0003 I BV pe AEL-GYA
XY Leo 54098.5661 0.0003 II BV pe SSA-G
_
IA





54502.4188 0.0003 I BV pe TKA-SAK
54523.4478 0.0002 I BV pe KY
_
I-GVA
54523.3058 0.0005 II BV pe BSA-ADE
54530.5494 0.0004 I BV pe HG

U-MSE
54530.4089 0.0003 II BV pe TYI-GG

O
54582.3292 0.0006 II BV pe

OBA-ZAV
54621.3142 0.0002 II BV pe KEY-SHA





AP Leo 54501.5440 0.0009 II BV pe TKI-DB
_
I










54553.3349 0.0002 II BV pe EES-CTE
CN Lyn 54518.3333 0.0008 I BV pe NBA-

OTA
V456 Oph 54649.3582 0.0004 I BV pe NAL-ADE
V502 Oph 54577.5419 0.0006 II BV pe LCE-M

OZ
54641.4712 0.0006 II BV pe GER-GKA
V508 Oph 54655.3364 0.0003 I BV pe TCA-TKA
54656.3689 0.0009 I BV pe SAY-EG

U
V566 Oph 54641.3192 0.0005 II BV pe AKA-HDU
54642.3433 0.0004 I BV pe TTA-YCE
54646.4391 0.0001 I BV pe SCA-NBA





V839 Oph 54576.5661 0.0004 I BV pe ZTE-LKA
54625.4398 0.0002 II BV pe LKA-SCA
54628.5035 0.0003 I BV pe HBO-BS
_
I





U Peg 54434.3465 0.0002 I BV pe HSE-NBA





V357 Peg 54702.4649 0.0001 I BVR d SCA-E

OZ
54714.3240 0.0001 II BVR d HSE-TYI
54723.2892 0.0002 I BVR d CKI-SCA





54748.4518 0.0001 II BVR d DSA-EC

O
V407 Peg 54703.5236 0.0002 II BVR d LCE-DCA
54716.5690 0.0002 I BVR d SCA-NBA












Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Method Obs.
HJD 2400000+
V407 Peg 54746.5075 0.0003 I BVR d GYA-MSE
54752.2351 0.0003 I BVR d SSU-MPI
IQ Per 54421.2998 0.0006 II BV pe TKI-GYA
54733.4028 0.0005 II BV pe MYI-SSA
ST Per 54428.3647 0.0006 I BV pe EES-CTE
V482 Per 54400.3747 0.0006 I BV pe CTE-NUL
54433.4101 0.0006 II BV pe MYI-YCE
AQ Ps 54417.3032 0.0005 II BV pe TTA-EC
_
I
54763.3041 0.0006 I BV pe CTE-D

OZ
54764.4984 0.0007 II BV pe ZAV-SSA
RZ Tau 54769.5842 0.0002 I BVR d HSE-GVA
54770.4130 0.0001 I BVR d EG

U-DSA
54778.3108 0.0001 I BVR d TKI-AEL
54778.5188 0.0001 II BVR d POR-TYI
GR Tau 54371.5594 0.0006 I BV pe CTE-GER
54376.5064 0.0006 II BV pe NAL-SHA










V471 Tau 54718.4881 0.0005 I BV pe SAY-BSA
V781 Tau 54436.5708 0.0003 II BV pe TTA-ZTE
54520.3817 0.0005 II BV pe SCA-LKA
54756.4728 0.0005 I BV pe HSE-EES
54757.5060 0.0003 I BV pe G
_
IA-SSA
V781 Tau 54760.6118 0.0001 I BVR d DB
_
I-GKA
54760.4426 0.0001 II BVR d DB
_
I-POR
54775.4442 0.0001 I BVR d MYI-SSA
54775.6177 0.0001 II BVR d HBO-EC

O
V1123 Tau 54719.5734 0.0001 I BVR d ZSA-BS
_
I
54722.5754 0.0002 II BVR d TKI-GYA
54725.5735 0.0001 I BVR d GG

O-SER
54726.5752 0.0002 II BVR d YCE-SSA
54740.5726 0.0001 II BVR d SSA-MSE
54747.5707 0.0001 I BVR d EC

O-KTO
54753.5706 0.0001 I BVR d AEL-SAY
54753.3699 0.0002 II BVR d TCA-MSE
V1128 Tau 54785.3952 0.0001 II BVR d TKI-ZAV
54813.4891 0.0001 II BVR d POR-EES
54842.3464 0.0001 I BVR d CKI-EES
54842.1940 0.0001 II BVR d SCA-ZTE
V1130 Tau 54771.4260 0.0001 I BVR d EG

U-GYA
54779.4153 0.0003 I BVR d KY
_
I-NBA





54843.4501 0.0002 I BVR d NAL-SSU
54818.9856 0.0002 II BVR d MPI-HAS
54852.4627 0.0003 II BVR d ZSA-GVA





ZZ UMa 54920.3747 0.0001 I BVR d LCE-HAS
GR Vir 54647.3362 0.0003 I BV pe MYA-HDU
DR Vul 54617.5044 0.0004 II BV pe HKA-SAK
54680.5335 0.0003 II BV pe ZAY-HKA
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Table 2: Maxima Times of Pulsating Stars
Star name Time of max. Error Filter Method Obs.
HJD 2400000+
OV And 54048.3431 0.0005 BV pe AEL-MYI
54048.3431 0.0005 BV pe AEL-MYI
54056.3448 0.0003 BV pe NUL-DCA
54057.2851 0.0004 BV pe NUL-TTA
54064.3459 0.0004 BV pe NUL-TTA
54065.2917 0.0009 BV pe NUL-G

OA
54088.3418 0.0005 BV pe NUL-AEL
54098.2293 0.0003 BV pe NUL-DCA
54700.5654 0.0001 BVR d NUL-

OBA
RS Boo 53480.4586 0.0001 BV pe NUL-NAL
53485.3602 0.0003 BV pe NUL-LCE
53505.3659 0.0004 BV pe NUL-ET

O
ST Boo 54216.5301 0.0001 BVR d LCE-G

OA
54231.4734 0.0002 BVR d LCE-DCA
54244.4847 0.0005 BV pe LCE-G

OA
54284.3805 0.0001 BVR d LCE-ET

O
54287.4903 0.0001 BVR d LCE-HSE
54297.4482 0.0001 BVR d LCE-DCA
54307.4037 0.0001 BVR d LCE-G

OA
54330.4271 0.0001 BVR d LCE-HSE
54335.4003 0.0001 BVR d LCE-ET

O
54350.3315 0.0001 BVR d LCE-DCA
TV Boo 54228.3646 0.0002 BVR d NUL-DCA
54233.3312 0.0002 BVR d NUL-ET

O
54247.4039 0.0003 BVR d NUL-ET

O
54271.4659 0.0002 BVR d NUL-NAL
54283.3396 0.0002 BVR d NUL-G

OA
4 CVn 53452.4425 0.0004 BV pe NUL-AEL
53466.5304 0.0013 BV pe NUL-MYI
53466.5304 0.0013 BV pe NUL-MYI
53829.4387 0.0007 BV pe NUL-DCA
XZ Cyg 53985.4794 0.0005 BV pe NUL-MYI
53992.4743 0.0005 BV pe NUL-MYI
53993.3983 0.0002 BV pe NUL-AEL
54306.4815 0.0001 BVR d NUL-DCA
54321.4217 0.0002 BVR d NUL-MYI
54328.4160 0.0004 BVR d NUL-MYI
54336.3504 0.0002 BVR d NUL-

OBA
54742.2881 0.0001 BVR d NUL-

OBA
RR Leo 54181.4301 0.0003 BVR d LCE-HSE
54200.4271 0.0005 BV pe LCE-ET

O
54211.2878 0.0004 BV pe LCE-G

OA
54215.3591 0.0002 BVR d LCE-HSE
54234.3555 0.0002 BVR d LCE-HSE
54244.3088 0.0002 BVR d LCE-ET

O
RR Lyr 53927.3812 0.0003 BV pe NUL-AEL
53948.3911 0.0004 BV pe NUL-AEL
53956.3073 0.0004 BV pe NUL-NAL
53957.4458 0.0004 BV pe NUL-MYI
53961.4032 0.0004 BV pe NUL-G

OA
53969.3322 0.0003 BV pe NUL-AEL
54258.4703 0.0002 BVR d NUL-MYI
54291.3617 0.0002 BVR d NUL-DCA
54304.3763 0.0005 BVR d NUL-LCE
54308.3323 0.0003 BVR d NUL-

OBA





Star name Time of max. Error Filter Method Obs.
HJD 2400000+
T Sex 54167.3472 0.0002 BV pe LCE-G

OA
54168.2831 0.0002 BV pe LCE-G

OA
54169.2815 0.0002 BV pe LCE-ET

O
54203.3771 0.0002 BV pe LCE-HSE
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These stars were disovered and reported to be of RR Lyrae type by Boye & Huruhata
(1942), Homeister (1966, 1967) and Nielsen (1932). Exept some remarks onerning
the type of variability (see details below), no further observations or ephemeris have been
published until today. Photographi plates of a eld entered at  Oph, taken with the
Sonneberg Observatory 40-m Astrographs during three intervals spread over the years
from 1964 to 1994, were used to investigate the behaviour of these objets (see Table 1).
The given elements were obtained by means of least-squares solutions. Photographi
amplitudes were derived with respet to magnitudes of the omparison stars given in
Table 2. An extensive list holding the times of maxima derived an be retrieved as




Type of variability (elipsing) desribed by Boye and Huruhata (1942) is erroneous.
NSV 9320
Right asension oordinate given in the paper of Boye & Huruhata (1942) is erroneous.
The objet is plaed approximately 2 minutes westwards.
NSV 9539
Nielsen (1932) reported the star to be short periodi.
This researh made use of the SIMBAD data base, operated by the CDS at Strasbourg,
Frane.
Referenes:
Boye, E.H., Huruhata, M., 1942, Harvard Annals, 109, 19
Homeister, C., 1966, Astron. Nahr., 289, 1
Homeister, C., 1967, Astron. Nahr., 290, 43


































































































Figure 9. Light urve of NSV 9539 Figure 10. Light urve of NSV 9545
Table 1. Summary of this paper
Star Type Epoh Period Max. Min. M  m No. of
2400000+ (day) Plates













































































Table 2. Comparison stars and ross referenes
NSV 8671 NSV 8744
S 8615 S 8616
USNO 0975-09209323 USNO 0975-09230699






















NSV 8887 NSV 9027
HV 10950 HV 10959
USNO 0975-09268884 USNO 0975-09304132
























NSV 9097 NSV 9298
HV 10962 S 9815
USNO 0975-09326486 USNO 0975-09458804






















NSV 9320 NSV 9480
HV 10997 HV 11013
USNO 0975-09467795 USNO 0975-09528437

















NSV 9539 NSV 9545
384.1931 S 8624
USNO 0975-09567576 USNO 0975-09574756

























Magnitudes refer to the B values of the USNO A2.0 atalogue
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BAV-RESULTS OF OBSERVATIONS - PHOTOELECTRIC MINIMA OF
SELECTEDECLIPSINGBINARIES AND MAXIMAOFPULSATINGSTARS
(BAV MITTEILUNGEN NO. 203)
HU¨BSCHER, JOACHIM; STEINBACH, HANS-MEREYNTJE; WALTER, FRANK
Bundesdeutsche Arbeitsgemeinschaft fu¨r Vera¨nderliche Sterne e.V. (BAV), Munsterdamm 90, 12169 Berlin,
Germany
In this 63rd compilation of BAV results, photoelectric observations obtained in the year
2008 are presented on 380 variable stars giving 591 minima on eclipsing binaries and
maxima on pulsating stars. All moments of minima and maxima are heliocentric. The
errors are tabulated in column ‘±’. The values in column ‘O−C’ are determined without
incorporation of nonlinear terms. The references are given in the section ‘Remarks’.
All information about photometers and filters are specified in the column ‘Rem’. The
observations were made at private observatories. The photoelectric measurements and all
the light curves with evaluations can be obtained from the office of the BAV for inspection.
Table 1: Times of minima of eclipsing binaries
Variable HJD 24..... ± Obs O − C Bibliography Fil n Rem
RT And 54738.3976 .0010 QU −0.0041 s GCVS 1985 V 85 5)
54798.4570 .0041 AG −0.0075 GCVS 1985 -Ir 33 18)
WZ And 54758.3592 .0003 JU +0.0478 GCVS 1985 o 78 4)
54765.3148 .0012 SCI +0.0469 GCVS 1985 o 166 4)
XZ And 54779.4277 .0025 ALH +0.1693 GCVS 1985 V 146 6)
54824.2181 .0003 JU +0.1695 GCVS 1985 o 27 4)
AB And 54697.3431 .0002 SG −0.0220 s GCVS 1985 m 50 4)
AD And 54784.4832 .0020 SCI −0.0598 GCVS 1985 o 121 4)
54798.2939 .0012 JU −0.0558 GCVS 1985 o 85 4)
BD And 54379.3165 .0001 MS FR +0.0166 GCVS 1985 o 300 8)
54798.2421 .0026 AG +0.0156 GCVS 1985 -Ir 33 18)
BL And 54798.2575 .0014 AG −0.0040 GCVS 1985 -Ir 33 18)
DK And 54765.3314 .0040 WTR −0.0021 s BAVR 55,106 -Ir 99 13)
KN And 54800.627 .000 FR +0.086 BAVR 39,19 -Ir 170 18)
QX And 54817.2538 .0008 AG +0.0120 s GCVS 2008 -Ir 30 18)
V376 And 54757.5422 .0045 SCI +0.0031 GCVS 2008 o 183 4)
V404 And 54831.2785 .0008 JU +0.0020 GCVS 2008 o 60 4)
V412 And 54757.3436 .0038 SCI +0.0448 s GCVS 2008 o 71 4)
CX Aqr 54748.2884 .0009 DIE +0.0074 GCVS 1985 o 22 22)
KO Aql 54675.5401 .0010 AG +0.0621 GCVS 1985 -Ir 67 18)
LT Aql 54706.4311 .0003 AG +0.0784 GCVS 1985 -Ir 50 18)
OO Aql 54684.5386 .0003 AG +0.0401 GCVS 1985 -Ir 51 18)
V416 Aql 54707.4818 .0100 AG −0.0499 GCVS 2007 -Ir 36 18)
V417 Aql 54706.4446 .0002 AG −0.0530 BAVR 33,152 -Ir 49 18)
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Table 1: (cont.)
Variable HJD 24..... ± Obs O − C Bibliography Fil n Rem
V417 Aql 54707.3698 .0003 AG −0.0536 s BAVR 33,152 -Ir 33 18)
V420 Aql 54707.4260 .0018 AG +0.2765 GCVS 2007 -Ir 38 18)
V602 Aql 54719.3597 .0009 AG +0.2662 GCVS 1985 -Ir 38 18)
V609 Aql 54663.3901 .0033 AG −0.0445 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 42 18)
V694 Aql 54684.3820 .0050 AG +0.0183 s IBVS 4481=BAVM 97 -Ir 52 18)
54706.5408 .0012 AG +0.0215 s IBVS 4481=BAVM 97 -Ir 93 18)
V699 Aql 54684.5145 .0005 AG +0.0213 GCVS 1985 -Ir 51 18)
54706.4370 .0003 AG +0.0215 GCVS 1985 -Ir 55 18)
V887 Aql 54675.4656 .0011 AG -Ir 67 18)
V962 Aql 54675.4789 .0001 AG +0.1019 GCVS 2007 -Ir 68 18)
V1045 Aql 54719.4572 .0013 AG −0.0092 s GCVS 2007 -Ir 35 18)
V1075 Aql 54719.4250 .0006 AG −0.0309 GCVS 2007 -Ir 38 18)
V1096 Aql 54663.5278 .0012 AG −0.2694 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 42 18)
V1097 Aql 54703.4624 .0007 AG −0.0659 GCVS 2008 -Ir 40 18)
V1168 Aql 54706.5534 .0010 AG +0.0029 GCVS 1985 -Ir 50 18)
V1184 Aql 54675.4214 .0007 AG −0.0090 GCVS 2007 -Ir 68 18)
V1197 Aql 54707.3784 .0006 AG −0.0125 GCVS 2007 -Ir 29 18)
V1299 Aql 54663.5426 .0019 AG −0.0450 s GCVS 2007 -Ir 42 18)
V1353 Aql 54001.3550 .0014 MON +0.0153 BAVR 44,62 V 93 3)
54675.5133 .0007 AG +0.0212 s BAVR 44,62 -Ir 67 18)
54697.4388 .0002 FR +0.0172 BAVR 44,62 -Ir 54 18)
V1542 Aql 54718.4090 .0007 QU +0.0076 IBVS 5161=BAVM 138 V 80 5)
RS Ari 54831.4846 .0007 FR −0.0859 GCVS 1985 -Ir 38 11)
SS Ari 54085.2421 .0006 MON −0.0345 s GCVS 1985 V 104 3)
54512.3344 .0020 ATB −0.0475 s GCVS 1985 o 60 3)
54823.3145 .0021 PGL −0.0585 s GCVS 1985 o 318 17)
54843.2074 .0007 PGL −0.0593 s GCVS 1985 o 170 17)
AL Ari 54800.3020 .0005 FR −0.0081 A&A 374,980 -Ir 38 11)
54845.2724 .0005 SIR −0.0073 A&A 374,980 -Ir 194 10)
CQ Aur 54861.4447 .0031 SCI +1.2485 GCVS 1985 o 144 4)
EM Aur 54099.5170 .0015 MON −0.1702 s GCVS 1985 V 120 3)
54365.5149 .0004 MS FR −0.1819 s GCVS 1985 o 663 8)
54827.3788 .0004 SIR −0.1907 GCVS 1985 -Ir 155 10)
54837.3948 .0014 PGL −0.1957 s GCVS 1985 o 299 17)
IY Aur 54513.3254 .0028 MON −0.1226 GCVS 1985 V 310 3)
KU Aur 54834.4147 .0007 PGL +0.0250 GCVS 1985 o 237 17)
V364 Aur 54452.2829 .0002 MS FR o 231 8)
V379 Aur 54455.2871 .0003 MS FR o 418 8)
UW Boo 54454.6987 .0032 MS FR −0.0133 s GCVS 1985 o 451 8)
AC Boo 54204.3908 .0006 MON −0.0553 GCVS 1985 V 145 3)
54595.4321 .0007 QU −0.0345 s GCVS 1985 Ic 70 5)
54597.5459 .0007 QU −0.0352 s GCVS 1985 Ic 85 5)
54598.4267 .0004 QU −0.0355 GCVS 1985 B 55 5)
54600.5411 .0004 QU −0.0357 GCVS 1985 Ic 80 5)
54637.5482 .0004 QU −0.0337 GCVS 1985 B 61 5)
54639.4887 .0003 QU −0.0315 s GCVS 1985 B 65 5)
54648.4743 .0004 QU −0.0329 GCVS 1985 Ic 65 5)
54672.4404 .0005 QU −0.0320 GCVS 1985 V 44 5)
GN Boo 54172.4756 .0001 MS FR o 232 8)
GR Boo 54174.4911 .0004 MS FR o 270 8)
SV Cam 54760.3081 .0003 SG +0.0490 GCVS 1985 -Ir 53 5)
54843.3387 .0042 PGL +0.0498 GCVS 1985 o 564 17)
AO Cam 54842.4143 .0001 WN −0.0692 GCVS 1985 V 134 15)
54843.4044 .0001 WN −0.0689 GCVS 1985 V 179 15)
S Cnc 54199.3914 .0013 PRK −0.0988 GCVS 1985 o 52 8)
WW Cnc 54569.4236 .0014 ATB −0.0723 BAVR 32,36 o 53 3)
WY Cnc 54223.3794 .0003 MON −0.0299 GCVS 1985 V 89 3)
AD Cnc 54862.4326 .0015 SCI −0.0183 GCVS 2008 o 29 4)
ZZ Cas 54776.4062 .0005 AG −0.0121 GCVS 1985 -Ir 48 18)
AL Cas 54798.3155 .0014 SCI +0.0033 GCVS 1985 o 96 4)
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AL Cas 54798.5712 .0010 SCI +0.0087 s GCVS 1985 o 66 4)
AX Cas 54405.2919 .0001 MS FR −0.0948 GCVS 1985 o 396 8)
54752.3007 .0034 SCI −0.1033 GCVS 1985 o 42 4)
54776.3195 .0005 AG −0.0996 GCVS 1985 -Ir 48 18)
BN Cas 54776.4237 .0023 AG +0.5141 s GCVS 2007 -Ir 48 18)
BS Cas 54673.5492 .0004 AG −0.0148 IBVS 4778=BAVM 123 -Ir 30 18)
54736.5336 .0017 SCI −0.0176 IBVS 4778=BAVM 123 o 93 4)
54760.3206 .0003 JU −0.0159 IBVS 4778=BAVM 123 o 112 4)
EY Cas 54827.4083 .0023 SCI +0.0347 GCVS 1985 o 89 4)
54829.3338 .0021 SCI +0.0323 GCVS 1985 o 53 4)
54829.5663 .0021 SCI +0.0238 s GCVS 1985 o 40 4)
GG Cas 54815.5474 .0033 AG −0.0564 GCVS 1985 -Ir 60 18)
GR Cas 54453.3005 .0001 MS FR −0.0406 GCVS 2008 o 477 8)
54751.4811 .0025 SCI −0.0446 GCVS 2008 o 27 4)
IL Cas 54776.4278 .0010 AG −0.0023 BAVR 51,1 -Ir 48 18)
IR Cas 54776.3621 .0001 FR +0.0098 GCVS 1985 -Ir 57 18)
IS Cas 54684.5654 .0004 AG +0.0644 GCVS 1985 -Ir 60 18)
IT Cas 54737.4846 .0007 JU +0.0617 GCVS 1985 o 63 4)
54751.3216 .0011 JU +0.0539 s GCVS 1985 o 80 4)
KL Cas 54776.4451 .0017 AG −0.0117 GCVS 1985 -Ir 37 18)
MN Cas 54815.2684 .0017 AG +0.0188 GCVS 1985 -Ir 60 18)
OR Cas 54776.4924 .0003 AG −0.0224 GCVS 1985 -Ir 48 18)
OX Cas 54433.2879 .0004 MON +0.0082 GCVS 1985 V 101 3)
54673.5519 .0015 AG +0.0208 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 30 18)
54744.4601 .0009 JU +0.0126 GCVS 1985 o 89 4)
54764.3787 .0020 QU +0.0164 GCVS 1985 V 106 5)
54830.3823 .0031 JU +0.0226 s GCVS 1985 o 62 4)
PV Cas 54706.4139 .0005 QU −0.2819 s GCVS 1985 V 80 5)
QQ Cas 54718.3299 .0020 AG +0.1038 BAVR 35,1 -Ir 63 18)
54779.3806 .0002 WTR +0.1062 s BAVR 35,1 -Ir 100 13)
V336 Cas 54718.4344 .0006 AG −0.0164 s GCVS 2008 -Ir 63 18)
V345 Cas 54798.3995 .0015 AG −0.0186 s GCVS 2008 -Ir 33 18)
V357 Cas 54396.3116 .0060 MS FR −0.1497 s GCVS 1985 o 351 8)
V361 Cas 54317.5419 .0002 MS FR −0.1922 GCVS 1985 o 418 8)
V381 Cas 54827.2768 .0012 JU +0.0101 s BAVR 32,36 o 105 4)
V449 Cas 54776.4247 .0015 AG -Ir 37 18)
V459 Cas 54071.2432 .0006 MON −0.0110 IBVS 4737 V 183 3)
V473 Cas 54815.3785 .0014 AG −0.0132 s IBVS 4669=BAVM 115 -Ir 60 18)
54815.5824 .0003 AG −0.0170 IBVS 4669=BAVM 115 -Ir 60 18)
V523 Cas 54779.3502 .0003 JU −0.0372 s GCVS 1985 o 80 4)
54779.4666 .0002 JU −0.0376 GCVS 1985 o 44 4)
V651 Cas 54684.3981 .0013 AG +0.0019 s IBVS 3554=BAVM 55 -Ir 63 18)
SU Cep 54798.4788 .0009 AG +0.0066 s GCVS 1985 V 73 18)
VW Cep 54676.414 .002 MOO −0.038 s GCVS 1985 o 14 20)
WW Cep 54700.3713 .0003 AG +0.0018 IBVS 4131=BAVM 71 -Ir 29 18)
XX Cep 54752.3836 .0007 JU −0.0207 GCVS 1985 o 76 4)
ZZ Cep 54738.4258 .0018 AG −0.0067 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 133 18)
BR Cep 54738.6018 .0003 AG +0.0106 GCVS 2007 -Ir 133 18)
CW Cep 54750.3458 .0015 JU +0.0022 GCVS 1985 o 79 4)
54765.3332 .0008 JU +0.0394 s GCVS 1985 o 90 4)
DN Cep 54798.3753 .0017 AG −0.0367 GCVS 1985 -Ir 74 18)
IW Cep 54738.5147 .0003 AG +0.0298 GCVS 2008 -Ir 66 18)
KP Cep 54798.2321 .0013 AG +0.0424 GCVS 2008 -Ir 74 18)
TT Cet 54809.3839 .0006 AG −0.0572 GCVS 1985 -Ir 84 18)
DD Com 54455.5926 .0005 MS FR −0.0585 GCVS 2008 o 450 8)
RW CrB 53834.3922 .0002 PRK −0.0073 GCVS 1985 o 211 8)
YY CrB 54648.4194 .0010 JU o 38 4)
VV Cyg 54737.3508 .0004 AG +0.0094 GCVS 1985 -Ir 20 18)
WW Cyg 54697.4530 .0001 AG +0.0760 GCVS 1985 -Ir 62 18)
WZ Cyg 54798.3641 .0001 FR +0.0628 GCVS 1985 -Ir 71 18)
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BR Cyg 54465.3367 .0005 BKN −0.0010 GCVS 1985 V 63 15) 2)
CG Cyg 54684.5900 .0012 FR +0.0564 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 39 11)
54706.3689 .0002 DIE +0.0609 GCVS 1985 o 22 12)
54737.2942 .0003 DIE +0.0603 GCVS 1985 o 22 12)
CV Cyg 53934.4858 .0025 MON −0.2353 GCVS 1985 V 206 3)
DO Cyg 54718.3362 .0006 AG −0.0252 GCVS 2008 -Ir 74 18)
54800.4181 .0004 AG −0.0238 GCVS 2008 -Ir 67 18)
LO Cyg 54737.3485 .0012 AG +0.0155 s GCVS 2008 -Ir 19 18)
54760.3172 .0052 SCI +0.0172 GCVS 2008 o 64 4)
MR Cyg 54706.4743 .0008 AG +0.0012 GCVS 1985 -Ir 35 18)
QU Cyg 54663.4731 .0026 SCI −0.0721 GCVS 2008 o 21 4)
V370 Cyg 54685.4783 .0004 AG −0.0229 GCVS 1985 -Ir 29 18)
V387 Cyg 54688.4208 .0021 AG +0.0192 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 91 18)
V388 Cyg 54719.4104 .0007 FR +0.0787 GCVS 1985 -Ir 43 11)
V393 Cyg 54697.4009 .0010 AG +0.0218 GCVS 1985 -Ir 62 18)
V443 Cyg 54707.4437 .0015 AG +0.0317 GCVS 2008 -Ir 19 18)
V444 Cyg 54707.4494 .0062 AG +0.1742 GCVS 2008 -Ir 20 18)
54709.5629 .0015 FR +0.1815 s GCVS 2008 -Ir 64 11)
V453 Cyg 54757.4007 .0018 FR +0.0289 s GCVS 2008 -Ir 45 18)
V456 Cyg 54707.3832 .0024 AG +0.0455 GCVS 1985 -Ir 19 18)
54709.6020 .0017 FR −0.0203 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 64 11)
V463 Cyg 53896.4503 .0015 MON +0.0424 GCVS 1985 V 151 3)
V478 Cyg 54709.4075 .0009 FR +0.0317 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 110 11)
V483 Cyg 54685.4798 .0015 AG +0.0232 GCVS 2008 -Ir 29 18)
V490 Cyg 54685.4130 .0046 AG +0.2060 s GCVS 2008 -Ir 28 18)
V493 Cyg 54685.5691 .0013 AG +0.1177 GCVS 1985 -Ir 29 18)
V496 Cyg 54757.4771 .0014 FR +0.0032 s GCVS 2008 -Ir 53 11)
V502 Cyg 54697.5555 .0004 AG +0.1203 GCVS 2008 -Ir 60 18)
V505 Cyg 54697.5413 .0012 AG +0.0658 GCVS 1985 -Ir 37 18)
V513 Cyg 54317.4456 .0002 MS FR +0.1954 s GCVS 1985 o 520 8)
V628 Cyg 54704.4282 .0008 AG −0.0029 IBVS 4381=BAVM 89 -Ir 44 18)
V635 Cyg 54658.5052 .0002 AG −0.0475 GCVS 2008 -Ir 47 18)
54704.5014 .0029 AG −0.0531 s GCVS 2008 -Ir 46 18)
54706.4081 .0032 AG −0.0473 GCVS 2008 -Ir 33 18)
V642 Cyg 54282.6785 .0010 AG +0.3087 GCVS 1985 -Ir 74 3)
54798.4741 .0007 AG +0.3142 GCVS 1985 -Ir 75 18)
V680 Cyg 54798.5264 .0018 AG +0.0248 BAVR 32,36 V 78 18)
V687 Cyg 54685.4605 .0005 AG −0.0072 GCVS 1985 -Ir 40 18)
V700 Cyg 54707.5050 .0007 AG −0.0651 GCVS 1985 -Ir 18 18)
V704 Cyg 54648.5139 .0004 AG +0.0332 GCVS 1985 -Ir 45 18)
V711 Cyg 54704.4735 .0007 AG −0.0066 s GCVS 2008 -Ir 45 18)
54706.5420 .0021 AG −0.0050 GCVS 2008 -Ir 34 18)
V725 Cyg 54697.5295 .0007 AG +0.2323 GCVS 1985 -Ir 38 18)
V726 Cyg 54697.5001 .0002 AG +0.0426 GCVS 1985 -Ir 62 18)
54707.4602 .0012 AG +0.0433 GCVS 1985 -Ir 18 18)
V841 Cyg 54720.3755 .0019 SCI +0.0002 GCVS 1985 o 120 4)
V859 Cyg 54685.4919 .0005 AG +0.0074 GCVS 1985 -Ir 41 18)
V874 Cyg 54708.4230 .0015 SCI +0.0327 GCVS 2008 o 41 4)
V889 Cyg 54685.4651 .0010 AG −0.1769 GCVS 1985 -Ir 41 18)
V957 Cyg 54685.5189 .0008 AG +0.1448 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 40 18)
V1011 Cyg 54649.4842 .0005 FR +0.0384 s GCVS 2007 -Ir 53 18)
54696.4608 .0026 AG +0.0441 GCVS 2007 -Ir 94 18)
V1018 Cyg 54649.5479 .0007 FR −0.0856 GCVS 1985 -Ir 54 18)
54697.4463 .0008 AG −0.0856 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 39 18)
V1023 Cyg 54697.4204 .0013 AG −0.0492 GCVS 1985 -Ir 38 18)
V1034 Cyg 54649.4340 .0008 FR +0.0146 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 88 11)
V1036 Cyg 54720.555 .002 SCI −0.005 BAVM 141 o 38 4)
V1083 Cyg 54658.5306 .0011 AG −0.0618 GCVS 1985 -Ir 46 18)
54706.4948 .0025 AG −0.0602 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 34 18)
V1136 Cyg 54685.5173 .0003 AG +0.0799 GCVS 1985 -Ir 40 18)
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V1171 Cyg 54763.4116 .0003 FR −0.0504 GCVS 1985 -Ir 148 18)
V1188 Cyg 54736.3859 .0022 SCI −0.0075 GCVS 2008 o 12 4)
V1321 Cyg 54707.4904 .0042 AG +0.0790 GCVS 2008 -Ir 18 18)
V1326 Cyg 54715.3539 .0007 AG +0.5055 s GCVS 2007 -Ir 30 18)
V1356 Cyg 54649.5438 .0010 FR +0.1526 GCVS 1985 -Ir 45 11)
V1401 Cyg 54675.5118 .0010 AG +0.2301 GCVS 2008 -Ir 46 18)
V1411 Cyg 54737.3998 .0004 AG −0.1680 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 21 18)
V1414 Cyg 54658.3999 .0017 AG +0.0461 GCVS 2008 -Ir 47 18)
V1417 Cyg 54658.5123 .0087 AG +0.1743 GCVS 2008 -Ir 47 18)
54682.4918 .0037 AG +0.1703 GCVS 2008 -Ir 22 18)
54737.3548 .0005 AG +0.1619 s GCVS 2008 -Ir 21 18)
54798.4027 .0007 AG +0.1608 s GCVS 2008 -Ir 74 18)
V1877 Cyg 54663.5469 .0013 FR -Ir 58 18)
54682.5143 .0004 FR -Ir 83 18)
V2021 Cyg 54663.4503 .0003 FR -Ir 50 18)
54682.4706 .0001 FR -Ir 78 18)
V2422 Cyg 54096.2548 .0013 SCI −0.0921 s GCVS 2007 o 47 4)
54338.4519 .0033 SCI −0.1069 GCVS 2007 o 138 4)
54673.5350 .0026 SCI +0.1315 s GCVS 2007 o 68 4)
54707.4521 .0031 SCI −0.1192 GCVS 2007 o 32 4)
XX Del 54663.5118 .0003 AG −0.4116 GCVS 2007 -Ir 43 18)
BW Del 54703.4903 .0009 AG +0.3503 GCVS 2007 -Ir 40 18)
CR Del 54705.3779 .0017 AG −0.1767 s GCVS 2007 -Ir 34 18)
EX Del 54703.4503 .0004 AG −0.0932 GCVS 1985 -Ir 40 18)
GG Del 54719.3887 .0010 AG −0.0226 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 38 18)
UZ Dra 54204.5708 .0005 MON +0.0023 GCVS 1985 V 117 3)
54703.5518 .0010 AG +0.0040 GCVS 1985 -Ir 57 18)
AI Dra 54758.3120 .0013 SG +0.0233 GCVS 1985 -Ir 45 5)
BE Dra 54703.4445 .0004 AG −0.1241 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 41 18)
S Equ 54396.3663 .0002 BKN +0.0660 GCVS 1985 V 85 15)
WW Gem 54508.4067 .0008 MON +0.0330 GCVS 1985 V 252 3)
54831.4714 .0002 WN +0.0291 GCVS 1985 V 186 15)
YY Gem 54491.3801 .0002 MON −0.0063 GCVS 1985 V 320 3)
AE Gem 54831.5321 .0032 SCI +0.1617 GCVS 1985 o 128 4)
AH Gem 53446.3874 .0004 PRK +0.0622 GCVS 2008 o 120 4)
AI Gem 53446.4036 .0006 PRK +0.0311 s GCVS 2008 o 120 4)
AY Gem 54809.6496 .0004 AG −0.0537 GCVS 1985 -Ir 54 18)
AZ Gem 54809.6801 .0006 AG +0.0844 GCVS 1985 -Ir 54 18)
EL Gem 54809.6543 .0005 AG −0.2233 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 54 18)
54857.5046 .0029 SCI −0.2220 GCVS 1985 o 58 4)
KV Gem 54809.6021 .0004 AG −0.0148 BAVR 52,95 -Ir 52 18)
Z Her 54655.4222 .0011 FR −0.0333 GCVS 1985 -Ir 47 18)
SZ Her 54663.4328 .0003 JU −0.0200 GCVS 1985 o 47 4)
TX Her 54647.428 .001 JU −0.002 GCVS 1985 o 26 4)
UX Her 54671.4921 .0084 MOO +0.0705 GCVS 1985 o 25 20)
DH Her 54600.4544 .0029 SCI −0.0017 GCVS 2007 o 88 4)
V829 Her 54673.4412 .0015 JU +0.0257 IBVS 5496 o 57 4)
V856 Her 54672.4221 .0015 JU o 52 4)
V857 Her 54599.4919 .0031 SCI o 159 4)
V1039 Her 54709.4056 .0004 AG -Ir 73 18)
VX Lac 54760.2852 .0003 DIE +0.0670 GCVS 1985 o 22 12)
AG Lac 54712.5732 .0014 AG −0.0003 GCVS 2008 -Ir 37 18)
54737.3941 .0011 AG −0.0013 GCVS 2008 -Ir 44 18)
AU Lac 54675.4379 .0003 AG −0.0253 GCVS 2008 -Ir 49 18)
54682.3993 .0008 AG −0.0261 GCVS 2008 -Ir 19 18)
54709.5510 .0060 AG −0.0270 s GCVS 2008 -Ir 40 18)
BB Lac 54709.3562 .0004 AG −0.5518 GCVS 2007 -Ir 122 18)
CF Lac 54663.5205 .0046 AG +0.0077 GCVS 2007 -Ir 22 18)
CN Lac 54704.4268 .0003 AG −0.0424 GCVS 1985 -Ir 39 18)
54709.5265 .0002 AG −0.0417 GCVS 1985 -Ir 122 18)
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CO Lac 54199.6189 .0006 MON +0.0073 s GCVS 1985 V 121 3)
54223.5046 .0004 MON −0.0112 GCVS 1985 V 95 3)
DG Lac 54798.2347 .0004 AG −0.2203 GCVS 1985 -Ir 49 3) 18)
EK Lac 54706.4054 .0008 AG −0.0035 GCVS 1985 -Ir 35 18)
EP Lac 54738.4277 .0007 AG −0.3771 GCVS 1985 -Ir 66 18)
ER Lac 54712.4537 .0085 AG −0.4991 GCVS 2007 -Ir 33 18)
ES Lac 54738.4747 .0010 AG +0.6610 s GCVS 2008 -Ir 66 18)
EU Lac 54738.4215 .0004 AG +0.1963 GCVS 2007 -Ir 68 18)
EX Lac 54712.4638 .0023 AG +0.2246 s GCVS 2008 -Ir 36 18)
EY Lac 54737.4082 .0008 AG −0.4206 s GCVS 2007 -Ir 45 18)
FL Lac 54712.5465 .0004 AG −0.0574 GCVS 1985 -Ir 39 18)
54738.5492 .0028 AG −0.0768 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 64 18)
54798.3385 .0050 AG −0.0829 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 33 18)
HR Lac 54658.4963 .0011 AG +0.1008 s GCVS 2008 -Ir 46 18)
54682.5212 .0021 AG +0.0977 s GCVS 2008 -Ir 18 18)
54798.3772 .0006 AG +0.1042 s GCVS 2008 -Ir 74 18)
54798.5884 .0019 AG +0.1009 GCVS 2008 -Ir 74 18)
IP Lac 54798.4829 .0005 AG +0.0779 s GCVS 2008 -Ir 74 18)
IZ Lac 54738.4644 .0022 AG +0.0055 GCVS 2008 -Ir 67 18)
54798.3731 .0013 AG −0.0016 GCVS 2008 -Ir 75 18)
MZ Lac 54737.5916 .0024 AG +0.1566 GCVS 1985 -Ir 45 18)
NR Lac 54663.5327 .0036 AG +0.0665 s GCVS 2008 -Ir 32 18)
54712.5249 .0009 AG +0.0696 s GCVS 2008 -Ir 38 18)
OS Lac 54737.4108 .0010 AG +0.3241 s GCVS 2008 -Ir 45 18)
PP Lac 54737.4900 .0004 AG −0.0516 GCVS 1985 -Ir 45 18)
54798.2678 .0004 AG −0.0500 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 33 18)
54798.4681 .0031 AG −0.0503 GCVS 1985 -Ir 33 18)
V339 Lac 54738.3704 .0006 AG +0.1308 GCVS 2008 -Ir 67 18)
V342 Lac 54738.6121 .0009 AG −0.1047 GCVS 2008 -Ir 67 18)
54798.5132 .0009 AG −0.1030 s GCVS 2008 -Ir 75 18)
VZ Leo 54174.3427 .0003 MS FR −0.0688 GCVS 1985 o 285 8)
AG Leo 54212.3794 .0019 MON +0.0906 GCVS 1985 V 93 3)
BL Leo 54452.7290 .0030 MS FR −0.0226 s GCVS 2008 o 170 8)
TY Lyn 54457.3667 .0005 MS FR +0.0583 GCVS 1985 o 351 8)
54509.3472 .0023 MON +0.0589 GCVS 1985 V 271 3)
AH Lyn 54455.4200 .0001 MS FR o 585 8)
FL Lyr 54466.2261 .0003 BKN −0.0019 GCVS 1985 V 76 15)
IW Lyr 54172.6324 .0002 MS FR −0.0727 s GCVS 1985 o 396 8)
V579 Lyr 54671.4189 .0010 JU o 52 4)
V580 Lyr 54738.3613 .0006 JU o 69 4)
TV Mon 54457.4942 .0002 MS FR +0.0108 GCVS 1985 o 468 8)
UU Mon 54815.5163 .0006 AG +0.0142 GCVS 2008 -Ir 38 18)
AQ Mon 54148.4030 .0007 MON −0.0095 BAVR 52,144 V 138 3)
54512.4166 .0009 MON −0.0098 BAVR 52,144 V 159 3)
BM Mon 54815.5465 .0006 AG +0.0450 GCVS 1985 -Ir 37 18)
DD Mon 54815.4187 .0007 AG −0.1288 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 37 18)
IL Mon 54510.348 .005 NIC −0.050 GCVS 1985 o 128 5)
V448 Mon 54506.297 .003 NIC +0.058 GCVS 1985 o 119 5)
54815.5569 .0014 AG +0.0614 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 38 18)
V507 Mon 54815.5177 .0031 AG −0.0372 GCVS 2007 -Ir 38 18)
V514 Mon 54453.4562 .0002 MS FR +0.0353 s GCVS 1985 o 429 8)
54815.4800 .0006 AG +0.0459 GCVS 1985 -Ir 37 18)
V515 Mon 54815.5093 .0007 AG −0.0376 GCVS 1985 -Ir 37 18)
AL Oph 54709.4350 .0100 AG -Ir 24 18)
V573 Oph 54655.4555 .0005 AG +0.0241 GCVS 2007 -Ir 65 18)
V735 Oph 54709.3402 .0008 AG +0.0698 GCVS 2008 -Ir 79 18)
CP Ori 54507.341 .001 BKN +0.001 BAVR 57.153 V 395 15) 2)
ES Ori 54858.3197 .0023 SCI +0.1477 GCVS 2007 o 76 4)
EW Ori 54857.3868 .0010 SIR +0.1840 s GCVS 1985 -Ir 166 10)
GG Ori 54492.3415 .0019 MON +0.0835 GCVS 1985 V 129 3)
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V648 Ori 54452.4304 .0002 MS FR +0.0627 GCVS 1985 o 315 8)
U Peg 54709.4307 .0005 QU −0.0147 BAVR 45,3 V 65 5)
54843.2249 .0001 WN −0.0162 BAVR 45,3 V 100 15)
BX Peg 54757.3391 .0003 JU +0.0528 s GCVS 1987 o 80 4)
DK Peg 54466.356 .002 BKN +0.089 GCVS 1987 V 71 15)
54763.3539 .0003 AG +0.0973 GCVS 1987 V 108 18)
V396 Peg 53621.4940: .0005 PRK −0.0007 BAVM 139 o 180 8)
54704.4853 .0005 AG −0.0039 BAVM 139 -Ir 68 18)
54763.3610 .0012 AG −0.0015 BAVM 139 V 104 18)
RT Per 54784.4052 .0004 JU +0.0612 GCVS 1987 o 80 4)
XZ Per 54830.2903 .0003 JU −0.0538 GCVS 1987 o 55 4)
54830.2909 .0014 SCI −0.0532 GCVS 1987 o 67 4)
BY Per 54815.5647 .0003 AG +0.0235 GCVS 2008 -Ir 59 18)
HS Per 54815.3007 .0007 AG -Ir 59 18)
IQ Per 53991.5750 .0009 MON +0.0049 GCVS 1987 V 290 3)
54433.5046 .0022 MON −0.0606 s GCVS 1987 V 345 3)
54760.4886 .0002 FR +0.0040 GCVS 1987 -Ir 84 18)
KL Per 54765.5457 .0028 SCI +0.1287 GCVS 2008 o 150 4)
KN Per 54504.4080 .0007 QU +0.0049 BAVR 52,93 V 85 5)
54507.4502 .0031 ATB +0.0145 s BAVR 52,93 o 110 3)
V482 Per 54816.3222 .0008 JU +0.2561 BAVM 68 o 69 4)
Y Psc 54763.4585 .0001 AG −0.0017 GCVS 1987 V 108 18)
VZ Psc 54763.2733 .0006 AG +0.0205 s GCVS 1987 V 103 18)
54763.4013 .0007 AG +0.0179 GCVS 1987 V 103 18)
ER Psc 54704.4263 .0002 AG +0.1922 GCVS 2007 -Ir 68 18)
V Sge 54658.5291 .0017 FR −0.0565 s GCVS 1987 -Ir 23 18)
SY Sge 54718.3946 .0026 PRK +0.1508 GCVS 1987 V 34 8)
BR Sge 54712.4193 .0006 AG −0.5432 GCVS 2007 -Ir 68 18)
CU Sge 54697.4295 .0003 FR +0.0185 s GCVS 1987 -Ir 62 18)
CW Sge 54712.4563 .0005 AG +0.0201 s GCVS 1987 -Ir 64 18)
54719.3907 .0013 AG +0.0208 GCVS 1987 -Ir 37 18)
DK Sge 54658.5186 .0006 AG +0.1524 s GCVS 2008 -Ir 42 18)
FL Sge 54388.3450 .0100 AG +0.1062 s GCVS 2007 -Ir 23 3)
54663.5610 .0010 AG +0.1058 GCVS 2007 -Ir 43 18)
GN Sge 54712.5393 .0010 AG +0.0061 GCVS 1987 -Ir 69 18)
V384 Ser 54516.6359 .0005 FR +0.0028 GCVS 2007 -Ir 54 18)
54594.4335 .0002 FR +0.0033 s GCVS 2007 -Ir 78 18)
54594.5664 .0002 FR +0.0018 GCVS 2007 -Ir 78 18)
54596.4472 .0002 FR +0.0015 GCVS 2007 -Ir 81 18)
54596.5811 .0005 FR +0.0011 s GCVS 2007 -Ir 81 18)
54597.3894 .0002 FR +0.0032 s GCVS 2007 -Ir 84 18)
54597.5232 .0002 FR +0.0026 GCVS 2007 -Ir 84 18)
54610.4225 .0002 FR +0.0029 GCVS 2007 -Ir 70 18)
54610.5568 .0004 FR +0.0029 s GCVS 2007 -Ir 70 18)
54636.4897 .0002 FR +0.0034 GCVS 2007 -Ir 63 18)
54703.4042 .0002 FR +0.0044 GCVS 2007 -Ir 50 18)
SV Tau 54815.3885 .0026 FR −0.0210 s GCVS 1987 -Ir 71 11)
AH Tau 54781.3074 .0002 AG +0.0413 GCVS 2008 -Ir 42 18)
AN Tau 54820.3277 .0019 SCI −0.1983 s GCVS 1987 o 52 4)
54862.2986 .0019 SCI −0.2081 s GCVS 1987 o 128 4)
CU Tau 54781.3292 .0003 AG +0.0470 s GCVS 1987 -Ir 42 18)
EN Tau 54844.3060 .0010 SIR −0.0015 BAVR 52,49 -Ir 207 10)
IV Tau 54830.4196 .0016 SCI −0.0103 GCVS 2007 o 18 4)
V781 Tau 54815.2793 .0005 FR −0.0474 s GCVS 1987 -Ir 218 11)
54815.4504 .0003 FR −0.0488 GCVS 1987 -Ir 218 11)
V1112 Tau 54814.3401 .0024 SCI o 92 4)
RV Tri 54817.2603 .0004 AG −0.0305 GCVS 1987 -Ir 30 18)
DY Vir 54861.5840 .0018 SCI −0.1322 GCVS 2007 o 28 4)
AW Vul 54719.3218 .0007 DIE −0.0121 GCVS 1987 o 30 22)
54723.3544 .0016 DIE −0.0117 GCVS 1987 o 29 12)
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Variable HJD 24..... ± Obs O − C Bibliography Fil n Rem
AW Vul 54723.3545 .0007 DIE −0.0116 GCVS 1987 o 30 22)
AX Vul 54648.5160 .0019 AG −0.0307 s GCVS 1987 -Ir 39 18)
54648.5212 .0019 FR −0.0255 s GCVS 1987 -Ir 36 18)
AY Vul 54682.4003 .0004 AG −0.0746 GCVS 1987 -Ir 46 18)
AZ Vul 54648.5460 .0003 AG +0.0282 GCVS 1987 -Ir 39 18)
54648.5461 .0004 FR +0.0283 GCVS 1987 -Ir 54 18)
BE Vul 54697.5555 .0009 AG +0.0650 GCVS 1987 -Ir 37 18)
BP Vul 54648.4241 .0009 AG +0.9209 GCVS 1987 -Ir 40 18)
54682.4184 .0001 AG +0.9591 s GCVS 1987 -Ir 46 18)
BS Vul 54658.4630 .0008 AG −0.0185 s GCVS 1987 -Ir 41 18)
54684.3989 .0001 WTR −0.0230 GCVS 1987 -Ir 84 13)
54712.4825 .0002 AG −0.0217 GCVS 1987 -Ir 65 18)
BT Vul 54697.5933 .0013 AG +0.0037 GCVS 1987 -Ir 39 18)
BU Vul 54709.3415 .0003 DIE +0.0150 GCVS 1987 o 22 12)
CD Vul 54648.3957 .0005 AG −0.0032 GCVS 1987 -Ir 49 18)
ER Vul 54682.3921 .0008 FR +0.0177 GCVS 2008 -Ir 53 11)
EV Vul 53991.3406 .0015 MON +0.4256 GCVS 1987 V 119 3)
54685.5816 .0016 AG +0.4546 GCVS 1987 -Ir 39 18)
54712.3953 .0016 AG +0.4593 s GCVS 1987 -Ir 69 18)
54719.4475 .0004 PRK +0.4565 GCVS 1987 V 205 8)
FF Vul 54682.3963 .0016 AG −0.0611 GCVS 2008 -Ir 46 18)
FM Vul 54685.4793 .0004 AG +0.0253 GCVS 1987 -Ir 41 18)
FQ Vul 54685.4865 .0009 AG +0.2500 GCVS 2008 -Ir 41 18)
HI Vul 54697.4526 .0006 AG −0.0567 GCVS 1987 -Ir 38 18)
HS Vul 54658.5216 .0004 AG −0.0304 GCVS 2008 -Ir 42 18)
54712.4845 .0007 AG −0.0284 s GCVS 2008 -Ir 67 18)
IW Vul 54685.5125 .0006 AG −0.0488 s GCVS 2008 -Ir 41 18)
KN Vul 54697.4554 .0005 AG +0.0254 GCVS 1987 -Ir 37 18)
GSC 0137501089 54147.4707 .0003 SIR -Ir 138 10)
54148.4792 .0030 SIR -Ir 189 10)
54173.3791 .0030 SIR -Ir 100 10)
54504.3247 .0006 SIR -Ir 80 10)
54504.4944 .0004 SIR -Ir 80 10)
54505.3355 .0005 SIR -Ir 91 10)
54505.5044 .0005 SIR -Ir 71 10)
54506.3418 .0007 SIR -Ir 103 10)
54506.5127 .0002 SIR -Ir 128 10)
54507.3483 .0004 SIR -Ir 107 10)
54507.5214 .0006 SIR -Ir 113 10)
54510.3834 .0004 SIR -Ir 102 10)
54544.3698 .0004 SIR -Ir 102 10)
Table 2: Times of maxima of pulsating stars
Variable HJD 24..... ± Obs O − C Bibliography Fil n Rem
SW And 54507.2892 .0024 ATB −0.0015 A&A 476.307 2007 o 70 3)
54751.4179 .0015 ALH −0.0013 A&A 476.307 2007 V 428 9)
54840.3153 .0025 WN +0.0014 A&A 476.307 2007 V 268 15)
XX And 54765.4996 .0032 ALH +0.0163 BAVR 48,189 V 208 9)
54828.3850: .0026 WN +0.0221 BAVR 48,189 V 129 15)
CC And 54718.3734 .0002 SG +0.0120 GCVS 1985 m 69 5)
CI And 53375.3689 .0002 MZ −0.0048 BAVR 53,87 Sy 100 19)
GM And 53379.3981 .0002 MZ +0.0373 GCVS 2007 Sy 86 19)
GP And 53985.4871 .0012 MON +0.0044 GCVS 1985 V 80 3)
53992.5691 .0011 MON +0.0049 GCVS 1985 V 106 3)
53992.6476 .0011 MON +0.0048 GCVS 1985 V 106 3)
54829.2037 .0003 DIE +0.0064 GCVS 1985 o 85 22)
54829.2814 .0003 DIE +0.0054 GCVS 1985 o 85 22)
54830.2255 .0003 DIE +0.0053 GCVS 1985 o 86 22)
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GP And 54830.3055 .0002 DIE +0.0066 GCVS 1985 o 86 22)
54842.2631 .0011 WN +0.0044 GCVS 1985 V 244 15)
54842.3435 .0025 WN +0.0061 GCVS 1985 V 244 15)
OV And 53376.3556 .0003 MZ −0.0194 MVS 11,133 Sy 90 19)
54464.3370 .0032 ATB −0.0213 MVS 11,133 o 48 3)
54712.3348 .0002 SG −0.0197 MVS 11,133 m 58 5)
CY Aqr 53569.5167 .0005 PRK +0.0136 GCVS 1985 o 185 4)
53612.3657 .0006 PRK +0.0137 GCVS 1985 o 266 4)
53612.4269 .0004 PRK +0.0139 GCVS 1985 o 266 4)
53612.4878 .0005 PRK +0.0137 GCVS 1985 o 266 4)
53612.5483 .0004 PRK +0.0132 GCVS 1985 o 266 4)
AA Aql 53985.3724 .0016 MON +0.0033 BAVM 78 V 75 3)
54706.4146 .0004 FLG WTH +0.0031 BAVM 78 V 151 21)
V766 Aql 54684.414 .003 AG +0.047 GCVS 2007 -Ir 53 18)
V1538 Aql 53899.523 .004 AG -Ir 28 3)
54326.512 .003 AG -Ir 46 3) 2)
54706.553 .003 AG -Ir 46 18) 2)
X Ari 54831.3852 .0016 WN +0.0564 BAVR 48,189 V 107 15)
SY Ari 53375.4782 .0001 MZ −0.0025 GCVS 2008 Sy 155 19) 2)
TY Ari 54831.3410 .0030 SB +0.0168 GCVS 2008 -Ir 247 16)
54840.2330 .0040 SB +0.0052 GCVS 2008 -Ir 265 16)
TZ Aur 53376.5212 .0003 MZ +0.0095 GCVS 1985 Sy 98 19)
54834.3374 .0014 PGL +0.0127 GCVS 1985 o 251 17)
BH Aur 53721.5081 .0010 MZ +0.0000 SAC Vol.73 Sy 116 19)
TW Boo 54197.3619 .0019 MON −0.0045 A&A 476.307 2007 V 86 3)
YZ Boo 53846.3533 .0018 MON +0.0033 GCVS 1985 V 45 3)
54148.5309 .0015 MON +0.0031 GCVS 1985 V 162 3)
54148.6350 .0015 MON +0.0031 GCVS 1985 V 162 3)
54592.3777 .0018 MON +0.0035 GCVS 1985 V 90 3)
54592.4813 .0018 MON +0.0030 GCVS 1985 V 90 3)
54594.3550 .0018 MON +0.0030 GCVS 1985 V 61 3)
54595.3961 .0018 MON +0.0032 GCVS 1985 V 50 3)
CG Boo 54459.6542 .0035 MS FR o 602 8)
CM Boo 54221.3484 .0018 MON −0.0998 GCVS 1985 V 31 3)
CQ Boo 54596.3911 .0008 MZ −0.0133 BAVR 48,189 -Ir 80 4)
CS Boo 54202.5347 .0026 MON −0.0030 IBVS 2855 V 33 3)
RW Cnc 54512.5691 .0052 ATB +0.2120 GCVS 1985 o 69 3)
TT Cnc 54552.4565 .0024 ATB −0.0045 A&A 476.307 2007 o 82 3)
54578.3569 .0042 ATB −0.0231 A&A 476.307 2007 o 90 3)
AS Cnc 53377.7489 .0010 MZ −0.2987 GCVS 2008 Sy 56 19)
53379.6029 .0010 MZ −0.2974 GCVS 2008 Sy 109 19) 2)
RZ CVn 54196.4507 .0019 MON +0.1056 BAVR 48,189 V 102 3)
54508.5342 .0019 MON +0.1194 BAVR 48,189 V 52 3)
AA CMi 53722.6809 .0010 MZ +0.0169 BAVR 49,41 Sy 85 19) 2)
AD CMi 54515.2739 .0008 MON +0.0117 GCVS 1985 V 216 3)
PS Cas 54815.302 .003 AG −0.197 GCVS 2008 -Ir 60 18)
V470 Cas 54815.399 .005 AG +0.207 IBVS 4332=BAVM 87 -Ir 60 18)
RZ Cep 54706.4175 .0020 ALH −0.0951 GCVS 1985 V 320 9)
54706.4481 .0020 ALH −0.0646 GCVS 1985 V 320 9)
54738.539 .001 AG −0.077 GCVS 1985 -Ir 133 18)
RV CrB 54170.645 .001 MS FR −0.053 GCVS 1985 o 395 8)
UY Cyg 53941.4643 .0012 MON +0.0536 GCVS 1985 V 200 3)
54671.4974 .0024 SCI +0.0491 GCVS 1985 o 150 4)
XX Cyg 54763.2723 .0001 WN +0.0024 GCVS 1985 V 97 15)
54778.2414 .0001 WN +0.0014 GCVS 1985 V 51 15)
DM Cyg 53943.4558 .0019 MON −0.0006 A&A 476.307 2007 V 135 3)
54700.4687 .0020 ALH −0.0019 A&A 476.307 2007 V 164 9)
V789 Cyg 54709.4569 .0037 SCI −0.0815 GCVS 2007 o 71 4)
V838 Cyg 54737.4040 .0010 MZ +0.0352 GCVS 2007 -Ir 117 4)
54762.3762 .0008 MZ +0.0330 GCVS 2007 -Ir 155 4)
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V1962 Cyg 54720.4285 .0010 MZ -Ir 62 4)
BV Del 54709.4290 .0010 SB +0.0234 GCVS 1985 -Ir 224 16)
DX Del 54737.3661 .0014 WN +0.0575 GCVS 1985 V 131 15)
RW Dra 54594.4254 .0040 MZ +0.1779 GCVS 1985 -Ir 63 4)
AV Dra 54597.4970 .0040 MZ +0.1594 GCVS 2007 -Ir 77 4)
BK Dra 54202.3928 .0016 MON +0.0579 BAVR 46,1 V 93 3)
54512.6458 .0012 MON +0.0651 BAVR 46,1 V 192 3)
CY Dra 54592.3995 .0028 MZ -Ir 76 4)
54593.4687 .0050 MZ -Ir 86 4)
54600.4311 .0030 MZ -Ir 68 4)
DD Dra 53150.5278 .0018 MON +0.0121 BAVR 49,6 V 132 3)
53832.5714 .0015 MON +0.0379 BAVR 49,6 V 133 3)
RR Gem 53376.7189 .0010 MZ +0.0028 BAVR 47,67 Sy 139 19) 2)
SZ Gem 53721.6288 .0003 MZ −0.0005 BAVR 48,65 Sy 127 19) 2)
GI Gem 53378.6543 .0001 MZ −0.0086 BAVR 51,40 Sy 36 19)
TW Her 54218.5253 .0015 MON −0.0112 GCVS 1985 V 81 3)
54672.489 .002 MOO +0.007 GCVS 1985 o 20 20)
VX Her 54172.6207 .0012 MON +0.0486 GCVS 1985 V 180 3)
54737.2675 .0019 WN +0.0331 GCVS 1985 V 63 15)
VZ Her 54173.5464 .0016 MON +0.0630 GCVS 1985 V 142 3)
AR Her 54674.5216 .0003 PGL +0.0479 BAVR 52,3 o 240 17)
54675.4577 .0005 PGL +0.0440 BAVR 52,3 o 314 17)
54676.4063 .0030 PGL +0.0527 BAVR 52,3 o 251 17)
54708.3564 .0015 PGL +0.0438 BAVR 52,3 o 494 17)
54746.4167 .0014 PGL +0.0354 BAVR 52,3 o 405 17)
DY Her 54593.4195 .0018 MON −0.0037 BAVR 48,189 V 59 3)
54709.3506 .0008 WN −0.0050 BAVR 48,189 V 93 15)
HN Her 54685.3812 .0002 SHT −0.1427 GCVS 2008 -Ir 23 4)
LW Her 54680.4828 .0040 MZ +0.1474 GCVS 2007 -Ir 79 4)
CH Lac 54663.434 .002 AG +0.012 GCVS 2008 -Ir 25 18)
CZ Lac 54737.5001 .0020 WN −0.1262 BAVR 53,12 V 213 15)
54763.4393 .0019 WN −0.1180 BAVR 53,12 V 212 15)
54831.3006 .0019 WN −0.1096 BAVR 53,12 V 209 15)
54837.3309 .0014 WN −0.1299 BAVR 53,12 V 206 15)
RR Leo 54589.4878 .0014 ATB +0.0016 A&A 476.307 2007 o 84 3)
GP Leo 54172.370 .001 MS FR −0.289 IBVS 5114=BAVM 136 o 315 8)
Y LMi 54591.4508 .0042 ATB −0.0138 BAVR 49,41 o 90 3)
EH Lib 54509.6094 .0010 MON +0.0031 GCVS 1985 V 185 3)
54509.6984 .0010 MON +0.0037 GCVS 1985 V 185 3)
54513.5887 .0010 MON +0.0038 GCVS 1985 V 170 3)
54513.6767 .0010 MON +0.0034 GCVS 1985 V 170 3)
54598.3765 .0010 MON +0.0033 GCVS 1985 V 65 3)
SZ Lyn 54858.5254 .0010 SCI +0.0231 GCVS 1985 o 92 4)
54858.6439 .0011 SCI +0.0211 GCVS 1985 o 163 4)
TV Lyn 54494.3143 .0015 MON +0.0246 GCVS 1985 V 166 3)
TW Lyn 53378.4380 .0010 MZ +0.0457 GCVS 1985 Sy 121 19) 2)
BE Lyn 54433.6507 .0008 MON V 171 3)
54837.3550 .0014 PGL o 160 17)
RZ Lyr 54731.3370 .0010 MZ −0.0107 BAVR 48,189 -Ir 90 4)
CG Lyr 54760.3489 .0004 MZ +0.1103 GCVS 2008 -Ir 98 4)
CN Lyr 53846.5394 .0019 MON +0.0052 A&A 476.307 2007 V 100 3)
54196.6143 .0010 MON −0.0067 A&A 476.307 2007 V 142 3)
EX Lyr 54685.4431 .0060 MZ −0.1209 GCVS 1985 -Ir 66 4)
EZ Lyr 53917.4620 .0015 MON +0.0286 BAVR 34,145 V 79 3)
54729.515 .003 MOO +0.024 BAVR 34,145 o 22 20)
IO Lyr 54193.5610 .0015 MON −0.0292 GCVS 1985 V 52 3)
KM Lyr 54678.4141 .0040 MZ −0.0780 GCVS 2007 -Ir 33 4)
AI Mon 54815.439 .003 AG −0.184 GCVS 2007 -Ir 37 18)
VV Peg 54720.4107 .0020 ALH −0.0228 GCVS 1987 V 97 9)
54759.4812 .0024 ALH −0.0233 GCVS 1987 V 161 9)
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AO Peg 54409.3366 .0028 ATB −0.0123 BAVR 49,41 o 84 3)
AV Peg 54765.4291 .0010 QU +0.0086 A&A 476.307 2007 V 80 5)
54815.3999 .0004 MOO +0.0106 A&A 476.307 2007 o 21 20)
CG Peg 54709.4349 .0012 FLG −0.0275 SAC Vol.72 V 294 16)
DH Peg 54718.4819 .0020 ALH +0.0010 GCVS 1987 V 580 9) 1)
54718.5104 .0020 ALH +0.0295 GCVS 1987 V 580 9) 1)
DY Peg 53984.3798 .0012 MON −0.0053 GCVS 1987 V 224 3)
53984.4519 .0012 MON −0.0062 GCVS 1987 V 224 3)
53984.5241 .0012 MON −0.0069 GCVS 1987 V 224 3)
54000.2764 .0012 MON −0.0067 GCVS 1987 V 109 3)
54000.3496 .0012 MON −0.0064 GCVS 1987 V 109 3)
54359.4377 .0012 MON −0.0074 GCVS 1987 V 165 3)
54359.5111 .0012 MON −0.0069 GCVS 1987 V 165 3)
54359.5840 .0012 MON −0.0069 GCVS 1987 V 165 3)
54709.4830 .0014 PGL −0.0083 GCVS 1987 o 155 17)
54719.4733 .0014 PGL −0.0089 GCVS 1987 o 170 17)
54735.4440 .0007 PGL −0.0091 GCVS 1987 o 141 17)
54760.3851 .0014 PGL −0.0087 GCVS 1987 o 388 17)
54820.3296 .0007 PGL −0.0096 GCVS 1987 o 161 17)
54828.2802 .0004 WN −0.0081 GCVS 1987 V 50 15)
AR Per 54067.4003 .0016 MZ +0.0485 GCVS 1987 Sy 41 19)
54834.2477 .0014 PGL +0.0568 GCVS 1987 o 239 17)
54839.3539 .0021 PGL +0.0564 GCVS 1987 o 381 17)
FM Per 54760.5504 .0020 FR +0.1841 GCVS 2007 -Ir 146 18)
V375 Per 54817.253 .003 AG −0.250 GCVS 2008 -Ir 30 18)
SS Psc 54839.232 .007 PGL +0.007 BAVR 47,67 o 417 17)
BR Tau 54723.4862 .0010 MZ +0.0886 GCVS 2008 Sy 45 19)
UX Tri 54464.5464 .0035 ATB +0.0535 BAV ATB unpb.2006 o 26 3)
54479.4616 .0031 ATB +0.0278 BAV ATB unpb.2006 o 101 3)
RV UMa 54173.2988 .0013 MON +0.0065 BAVR 48,189 V 117 3)
54661.499 .003 MOO +0.015 BAVR 48,189 o 14 20)
BN Vul 53931.4481 .0012 MON −0.0233 SAC Vol.73 V 201 3)
Remarks:
AG: Agerer, F., Tiefenbach PGL: Pagel, Dr. L., Klockenhagen
ALH: Alich, K., Schaffhausen (CH) PRK: Proksch, W., Winho¨ring
ATB: Achterberg, Dr. H., Norderstedt QU: Quester, W., Esslingen
BKN: Bakan, Dr. S., Wedel RAT: Ra¨tz, M., Herges-Hallenberg
DIE: Dietrich, M., Radebeul RCR: Ra¨tz, M., Herges-Hallenberg
FLG: Flechsig, Dr. G., Teterow SB: Steinbach, Dr. H., Neu-Anspach
FR: Frank, P., Velden SCI: Schmidt, U., Karlsruhe
JU: Jungbluth, Dr. H., Karlsruhe SG: Sterzinger, Dr. P., Wien (A)
MON: Monninger, Dr. G., Gemmingen SHT: Scharnhorst, D., Erfurt
MOO: Moos, C., Netphen SIR: Schirmer, J., Willisau (CH)
MS: Moschner, W., Lennestadt WN: Wischnewski, M., Wennigsen
MZ: Maintz, Dr. G., Bonn WTH: Westerhoff, T., Kirchheim




s = secondary minimum
C = CCD-camera
B = B-filter
Ic = I-filter cousins
m = multiple filter
o = without filter
Sy = Stroemgren y (Calar Alto) is equivalent to V-filter
V = V-filter
-Ir = -Ir-filter
1) = double maxima, determination of time is difficult
2) = normal result
3) = ccd-camera ST-6 chip 375*242 uncoated
4) = ccd-camera ST-7
5) = ccd-camera ST-7E
6) = ccd-camera ST-8E chip KAF1602E
7) = ccd-camera ST-9 chip
8) = ccd-camera ST-9E
9) = ccd-camera ST-8 XMEI chip KAF1603e
10) = ccd-camera Alpha Maxi chip KAF401e
11) = ccd-camera OES-LcCCD12
12) = ccd-camera pictor 1616XT
13) = ccd-camera Pictor 416XT
14) = ccd-camera holicam
15) = ccd-camera Meade DSI Pro 2
16) = ccd-camera SIGMA 402 chip
17) = ccd-camera Artemis 4021
18) = ccd-camera Sigma 1603
19) = ccd-camera Busca
20) = ccd-camera Canon EOS 350D
21) = ccd-camera STL-6303E
22) = ccd-camera Canon EOS D60
A&A = Astronomy & Astrophysics
BAVM nnn = BAV Mitteilungen No.nnn
BAVR vv, ppp = BAV Rundbrief Vol. vv, page ppp
BAV unp = unpublished
GCVS yyyy = General Catalogue of Variable Stars, yyyy
GSC = The HST Guide Star Catalogue 1.2
IBVS nnnn = Information Bulletin on Variable Stars No. nnnn
MVS vv,ppp = Mitteilungen u¨ber Vera¨nderliche Sterne; volume,pages
SAC vv = Rocznik Astronomiczny No. vv, Krakow (SAC)
U-A2 = The USNO A2.0 Catalogue
ERRATA FOR IBVS 5731 (BAVM 178)
V463 Cyg 54660.307 FR must be deleted
GSC 0192700862 53721.4698 QU correct value: 52721.4698
ERRATUM FOR IBVS 5802 (BAVM 186)
GSC 0137501085 SIR all results must be deleted
ERRATUM FOR IBVS 5874 (BAVM 201)
GSC 0137501085 SIR all results must be deleted
IBVS 5889 13
ERRATA FOR IBVS 5889 (BAVM 203)
SV Cam 54760.3081 SG correct value: 54760.3068
AI Dra 54758.3120 SG correct value: 54758.3134
ERRATUM FOR IBVS 5889 (BAVM 203)
BR Tau 54723.4862 MZ has to be deleted
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NSV 11154 = USNO{A2.0 1350{09802429= S9323 Lyr = ROTSE1 J183751.21+472324.5
has been disovered and reported to be a short periodi variable by Homeister (1966).
Photographi plates (n=562) of a eld entered around R Lyr, taken with the Son-
neberg Observatory 40m Astrograph between 1964-1996, were used to re-examine the
behaviour of this star. Comparison stars are listed in Table 1.
The objet is neither a short periodi variable nor a long periodi variable as surmised
by Akerlof et al. (2000) aording to the ROTSE1 data. Irregular variations with some









Individual data an be retrieved as 5890-t2.txt, using the link in the HTML version
of this paper.
Table 1. Comparison stars















Magnitudes refer to the B values of the USNO A2.0 atalogue
This researh made use of the SIMBAD data base, operated by the CDS at Strasbourg,
Frane.
Referenes:
Akerlof, C. et al., 2000, Astron. Journal, 119, 1901












Figure 1. Photographi light urve of NSV 11154
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A PERIOD ANALYSIS OF THE δ SCUTI VARIABLE GSC 03973-01698
HINTZ, E. G.1; BUGNO, J. L.1; JONER, M. D.1
1 Brigham Young University, Dept. of Physics and Astronomy, Provo, UT 84602, USA
e-mail: doctor@tardis.byu.edu; batgirl3220@aim.com; jonerm@forty-two.byu.edu
As part of an undergraduate summer research program, we examined the High Mass
X-ray Binary system (HMXB) 4U 2206+543. On a finder chart for this system provided
by the American Association of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO), they identify one of
the comparison stars, GSC 3973-1698, as a δ Scuti variable with a period of 0.06 d.
GSC 3973-1698 was present in our field of view on all nights of observations during our
campaign; therefore we present an analysis of its light curves.
Our data consists of 20 nights of photometric observations on the field near 4U2206+543.
A finder chart is given in Fig. 1 which includes the δ Scuti, 4U 2206+543, and the five
comparison stars. A total of 19 nights were obtained with the 0.41-m David Derrick
Telescope of the Orson Pratt Observatory (OPO), which is located in the center of the
BYU campus. Observations were made with an unbinned ST-10XME CCD. Six nights
of data were obtained with the 0.31-m telescope of the BYU West Mountain Observa-
tory (WMO) using another ST-10XME CCD which was binned 2 × 2. These six nights
overlapped with six of the nights secured on the OPO system. Finally we obtained two
nights of data with the 0.51-m telescope at the BYU West Mountain Observatory using
a SBIG STL-1001 CCD. One of these nights was in common with the OPO data, while
the other provided our 20th night of data. All observations were made with a standard
V filter (Bessell, 1990) and yielded an error per observation on the order of 0.004 mag.
The observational dara are available on the IBVS website as 5891-t3.txt.
Differential magnitudes were determined relative to an ensemble of four comparison
stars (Star 2 was not used since it is an eclipsing binary system). Apparent magnitudes
were determined using GSC 3973-1066 (Star 3, V = 11.946± 0.013) and GSC 3973-1906
(Star 4, V = 11.837± 0.008). The magnitudes given were taken from the calibration of
the field obtained by A. Henden†. In Fig. 2 we show simultaneous light curves from data
taken at both observatory facilities. The light curves for all nights are presented in Fig. 3.
The denser portions of the light curves indicate when simultaneous data were obtained.
Both a Fourier analysis using the Period04 (Lenz & Breger, 2005) program and a
traditional time of maximum light argument were utilized to determine a period for
GSC 3973-1698. We note that a time of maximum light analysis is not always reliable for
low amplitude, multiperiodic stars. In Table 1 we present the 19 times of maximum light
found for GSC 3973-1698. From this we find an ephemeris of
HJD = 2454630.942(±0.003) + 0.06501(±0.00001)E. (1)
†http://homepage.usask.ca/~ges125/Astronomy/LPH128 aavso.pdf ftp://ftp.aavso.org/public/calib/3a2206.dat
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From the Fourier analysis we find four frequencies that have detection signal-to-noise
values higher than four (Breger et al., 1993, 2007). The four main frequencies are reported
in Table 2 and the power spectrum is shown in Fig. 4. Overlaid in Fig. 3 we show the four-
frequency model generated from our Fourier solution. From the final panel in Fig. 4, and
the fit in Fig. 3, it is clear that additional frequencies exist in GSC 3973-1698, but their
detection level is too low from this data set. Our primary frequency of 15.3843 cycles/day
corresponds to a period of 0.06500 days and is consistent with the value and errors found
in Equation 1.
GSC3973-1698 is a typical low amplitude δ Scuti variable with a complex frequency
content. The thing that makes this star so interesting is that it is in the field of 4U2206+543,
which means that a great deal of data will be obtained in many filters as observations are
taken of the HMXB.
Acknowledgements We would like to acknowledge the Brigham Young University
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Figure 1. Finder chart for GSC 3973-1698 with 4U 2206+543 and comparison stars marked. The field
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Figure 3. All 20 nights of V photometry are presented on the same magnitude and time scales. The
data from WMO and OPO are plotted together.
Table 1. Times of Maximum Light for GSC 3973-1698
Cycle HJD Cycle HJD Cycle HJD
0 2454630.9375 228 2454645.7687 398 2454656.8164
13 2454631.7871 229 2454645.8370 399 2454656.8795
14 2454631.8481 258 2454647.7103 551 2454666.7485
76 2454635.8808 259 2454647.7693 552 2454666.8103
77 2454635.9492 306 2454650.8319 752 2454679.8403
198 2454643.8204 322 2454651.8699
199 2454643.8853 383 2454655.8394
Table 2. Frequency Content of GSC 3973-1698
Frequency Amplitude Detection
ID (cycles/day) (mag) S/N
f1 15.3843 0.010 12.5
f2 16.3310 0.006 7.3
f3 13.4091 0.005 6.2
f4 6.0763 0.004 5.0
References:
Bessell, M., S., 1990, PASP, 102, 1181
Breger, M et al., 1993, A&A, 271, 482
Breger, M., Rucinski, S. M. & Reegen, P., 2007, AJ, 134, 1994
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Figure 4. Power spectra of GSC 3973-1698. The spectral window in the top panel is scaled to the
same frequency range as the individual power spectra.
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SHORT-PERIOD OSCILLATIONS IN THE ALGOL-TYPE SYSTEMS IV:
NEWLY DISCOVERED VARIABLE GSC 4293-0432
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A new Algol-type system GSC 4293-0432 was extracted during our data-mining vari-
ability search in the NSVS database (Wozniak et al., 2004). The parameters of the
system are as follows: period P ≃ 4.3844 days, amplitude of the primary minimum
AR > 0.25 mag, and magnitude in the maximum R
′
max ≃ 10.72 mag. R
′
max stands for the
maximum in the light curve in the instrumental system of NSVS, which is similar, but
not identical to the R color (hence, R′). The astrometric and photometric data for the
stars (Table 1) are taken from NOMAD catalogue (Zacharias et al., 2004).
The CCD photometry of GSC 4293-0432 in BV R bands was carried out with the 60cm
Cassegrain telescope at Rozhen NAO, equipped with the CCD camera FLI PL09000
(3056×3056, 12µ pixel), and Bessell (1990) standard UBV RI filters. The standard
IDL procedures were used for the reduction of the photometric data. Five stars from
the field (Fig. 1) with σ < 0.005 mag in V band observations were selected to create an
ensemble standard star (Everett & Howell, 2001).
The NSVS and Rozhen light curves of GSC 4293-0432 are shown in Fig. 2. The
six V light curves of the star are shown in Fig. 4. During the campaign short-period
oscillations (also present at the secondary minimum) with a peak-to-peak amplitude of
up to 0.04 mag in B, 0.04 mag in V , and 0.035 mag in R (Table 2) were detected. The
frequency analysis of the residual light curve, performed with the PERIOD-04 software
based on the classical Fourier analysis (Lenz & Breger, 2005), revealed multi-periodic
pulsation of the primary star. The main peaks in the power spectrum were observed at
about 8 c/d and 22 c/d in V band (Fig. 5).
Spectral observations of GSC 4293-0432 were obtained with the Coude´ spectrograph
(resolution of 0.19 A˚/pixel) of the 2m RC telescope at NAO Rozhen (Table 3). The
spectral domain covered two regions around Hβ, and MgII 4481 lines (Fig. 3). The data
reduction of the spectra was made with standard IRAF procedures. The corresponding
radial velocities (Table 3) were measured by the cross-correlation technique using synthetic
spectrum, calculated with the programme SPECTRUM (Gray & Corbally, 1994) and a grid
of LTE atmosphere models for a solar-type chemical composition (Castelli & Kurucz,
2003), as a template spectrum. The physical parameters of the primary component were
estimated by comparing the synthetic and the observed spectra. The parameters of the
secondary were computed with the PHOEBE software (Prs´a & Zwitter, 2005). The spectral
types of the two components were determined using Straizˇys & Kuriliene (1981) calibration
(Table 4).
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The new ephemeris were computed using both Rozhen and NSVS data:
HJD (MinI) = 2451271.7302(±0.0013) + 4.38440(±0.00019)E (1)
Acknowledgements This study made use of the SIMBAD, ADS, and VSX databases,
and GCVS catalogue.
Table 1. Data for the variable and comparison stars
used in the CCD photometry from NOMAD
ID Name RA (J2000) DEC (J2000) V B − V V −R Sp. type
V1 GSC 4293-0432 23h45m41.s82 +66◦05′06.′′5 10.567 0.334 0.217 A2
C1 GSC 4293-0050 23h45m46.s11 +65◦59′45.′′7 10.067 0.336 0.217 A0
C2 GSC 4293-0424 23h46m15.s22 +66◦09′30.′′8 10.442 0.251 0.162
C3 GSC 4293-0603 23h45m11.s23 +65◦59′00.′′4 11.798 0.608 0.408
C4 GSC 4293-0424 23h46m15.s22 +66◦09′30.′′8 11.862 0.630 0.442
C5 GSC 4293-0105 23h46m16.s47 +66◦05′27.′′5 12.148 0.584 0.338
Table 2. Observational runs of GSC 4293-0432
Date HJD(start) Length Filter Exp.[s] N Phase Aosc(max)
06.11.2008 2454777.20962 07h06m V 30 429 0.54-0.60 0.025
12.11.2008 2454783.26564 07h32m V 60 360 0.92-0.99 0.020
13.11.2008 2454784.32173 05h42m V 60 300 0.16-0.21 0.040
01.12.2008 2454802.21245 07h23m BV R 120,60,30 100 0.24-0.31 0.04,0.03,0.025
05.12.2008 2454806.29740 04h19m BV R 120,60,60 50 0.17-0.21 0.03,0.03,0.035
07.12.2008 2454808.43581 01h30m BV R 120,60,60 20 0.66-0.67 ∼0.02
09.12.2008 2454810.27001 05h34m BV R 120,60,60 70 0.08-0.13 0.035,0.035,0.03
Table 3. Rozhen spectra of GSC 4293-0432
Date HJD(mid) S/N Exp. RV Region Phase
[s] [kms−1] [A˚]
08.05.2009 2454960.55950 56 1800 −18.0 ±1.4 4400-4600 0.353
08.05.2009 2454960.58215 77 1800 −11.9 ±1.4 4800-4965 0.358
10.05.2009 2454962.56910 58 1200 18.9 ±1.5 4800-4965 0.812
10.05.2009 2454962.58534 61 1200 18.8 ±1.4 4400-4600 0.815
Table 4. Preliminary physical parameters of the GSC 4293-0432 components
Parameter Primary star Secondary star
Teff [K] 7750 4300
v sin i [kms−1] 40
Spectral type A7 K3
References:
Bessell, M., S., 1990, PASP, 102, 1181
Castelli, F., Kurucz, R., 2003, IAU Symp., 210, 20
Everett, M., Howell, S., 2001, PASP, 113, 1428
Gray, R., Corbally, C., 1994, AJ, 107, 742
Lenz, P., Breger, M., 2005, CoAst, 146, 53
Prs´a, A., Zwitter, T., 2005, ApJ, 628, 426
Straizˇys, V., Kuriliene, G., 1981, ApSS, 80, 353
Wozniak, P., Vestrand, W., Akerlof, C. et al., 2004, AJ, 127, 2436
Zacharias, N., Monet, D., Levine, S. et al., 2004, AAS, 205, 4815
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Figure 1. Field of the eclipsing binary GSC 4293-0432.
Figure 2. Light curves of GSC 4293-0432. Up-
per panel - NSVS data, lower panel - Rozhen V
data (dots) and model (solid line).
Figure 3. Rozhen combined spectra (thin line)
of GSC 4293-0432 and the best synthetic spectra
(thick line).
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Figure 4. Sample V light curves of GSC 4293-0432 (diamonds), and shifted comparison star C2
(crosses).
Figure 5. Power spectrum of GSC 4293-0432 Rozhen data after subtracting the synthetic light curve
from the data.
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Observatory and telescope:
Two 30-cm Cassegrain-Schmidt telescopes of the C¸anakkale University Observatory
Detector: -ST237 camera, Peltier cooling, TC237 chip, 11′×8′ FOV,
640 × 480 pixels, (C¸UG301).
-ST10XME camera, Peltier cooling, KAF 3200ME chip,
17′ × 12′ FOV, 2184 × 1472 pixels, (C¸UG302).
-STL1001E camera, Peltier cooling, KAF-1001E chip,
28′ × 28′ FOV, 1024 × 1024 pixels, (C¸UG303).
-ALTA U47 camera, Peltier cooling, E2V CCD47-10 chip,
15′ × 15′ FOV, 1024 × 1024 pixels, (C¸UG304).
Method of data reduction:
Reduction of the CCD frames was made with C-MUNIPACK1 software.
Method of minimum determination:
Kwee – van Woerden method (Kwee & van Woerden, 1956).
Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
KO Aql 54993.4578 0.0004 I V C¸UG304
V602 Aql 54255.4377 0.0005 I V C¸UG302
Y Cam 54201.3678 0.0002 I C C¸UG301
54224.5087 0.0003 I V C¸UG302
54925.3356 0.0001 I C C¸UG301
54991.4519 0.0002 I C C¸UG303
AB Cas 54930.3131 0.0001 I C C¸UG301
OX Cas 54362.3890 0.0004 II BV Rc C¸UG302
54367.3655 0.0002 II BV Rc C¸UG302
54428.3118 0.0004 I BV Rc C¸UG302
CW Cep 54331.4020 0.0001 II BV Rc C¸UG302
54357.3533 0.0003 I BV Rc C¸UG302
GI Cep 54086.3182 0.0003 I C C¸UG301
AK Cmi 54932.3067 0.0001 I C C¸UG301
TW Crb 54930.3888 0.0001 I C C¸UG301
V370 Cyg 54932.5566 0.0002 I C C¸UG301
V909 Cyg 54966.3708 0.0001 II C C¸UG301
WW Cyg 54989.4204 0.0002 I C C¸UG301
1Motl, D., 2004, C-MUNIPACK, http://integral.sci.muni.cz/munipack/
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Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
RZ Dra 54966.4644 0.0001 I C C¸UG301
TZ Eri 54084.4897 0.0003 I C C¸UG301
BC Her 54275.4998 0.0002 I V C¸UG302
CT Her 54961.4629 0.0002 I V C¸UG304
GL Her 54261.4514 0.0004 I V C¸UG302
SZ Her 54955.4927 0.0001 I V C¸UG304
TU Her 54225.3930 0.0005 II Ic C¸UG303
54931.5389 0.0001 I C C¸UG301
TX Her 54925.4998 0.0005 I C C¸UG301
V338 Her 54941.4599 0.0001 I V C¸UG304
54954.5176 0.0001 I V C¸UG304
CO Lac 54298.3185 0.0002 II BV Rc C¸UG302
54338.4150 0.0003 II BV Rc C¸UG302
VX Lac 54111.2814 0.0001 I C C¸UG301
54861.2885 0.0003 I C C¸UG301
RW Leo 54138.4234 0.0002 I C C¸UG301
54939.3062 0.0002 I V C¸UG304
UU Leo 54844.4787 0.0002 I V C¸UG303
UX Leo 54138.4862 0.0002 I C C¸UG301
54961.3398 0.0007 I C C¸UG301
54966.3708 0.0001 I V C¸UG304
VZ Leo 54067.5363 0.0003 I C C¸UG301
54962.3451 0.0003 I C C¸UG301
XZ Leo 54086.5432 0.0002 I C C¸UG301
Y Leo 54111.4376 0.0001 I C C¸UG301
54869.3226 0.0007 II Ic C¸UG303
54906.4333 0.0005 II Rc C¸UG304
54955.3296 0.0001 II Rc C¸UG304
T LMi 54085.4845 0.0002 I C C¸UG301
54218.3594 0.0002 I V C¸UG303
SX Lyn 54166.3883 0.0002 I C C¸UG301
EW Lyr 54224.4142 0.0001 I V C¸UG303
TZ Lyr 54930.4869 0.0002 I C C¸UG301
BO Mon 54117.3837 0.0001 I C C¸UG301
RW Mon 54117.5293 0.0001 I C C¸UG301
V839 Oph 54993.3433 0.0001 I V C¸UG304
EQ Ori 54116.5019 0.0003 I C C¸UG301
54867.3056 0.0004 I C C¸UG301
FH Ori 54166.2980 0.0001 I C C¸UG301
RT Per 54085.3438 0.0002 I C C¸UG301
XZ Per 54116.2733 0.0001 I C C¸UG301
54868.2952 0.0001 I C C¸UG301
AO Ser 54926.5017 0.0002 I C C¸UG301
AM Tau 54138.3095 0.0001 I C C¸UG301
54841.4208 0.0003 I V C¸UG303
RV Tri 54110.3271 0.0002 I C C¸UG301
54138.2132 0.0001 I C C¸UG301
V Tri 54117.3124 0.0001 I C C¸UG301
VV UMa 54117.4620 0.0002 I C C¸UG301
54966.3794 0.0003 I C C¸UG301
XZ UMa 54129.3080 0.0001 I C C¸UG301
54844.3556 0.0001 I V C¸UG303
54954.3627 0.0004 I V C¸UG304
54998.3666 0.0002 I C C¸UG302
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Remarks:
We present 72 minima times of 46 eclipsing binaries. In the Remarks column of
Times of Minima table, telescopes and detectors used in the observations are given.
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TIMINGS OF MINIMA OF ECLIPSING BINARIES
DIETHELM, ROGER
Bahnhofstrasse 3, CH{4118 Rodersdorf, Switzerland
The following Table lists timings of minima of elipsing binaries seured by CCD pho-
tometry, obtained between January and June 2009. The given O C values generally refer
to the linear elements of the 2008 eletroni version of the GCVS (Kholopov et al., 1985,
2008 edition), exept for the ases stated in the remarks, where the determination of ur-
rent elements made use of the up-to-date ASAS data (http://www.astrouw.edu.pl/asas/)
and the Laer-Kinman algorithm of the PERANSO software (http://www.peranso.om/).
All times given are helioentri UTC.
Table 1: Minima of elipsing binaries
Variable Type HJD 24. . .  O   C n Obs Remarks
ZZ Aur p 54860.6524 0.0001 +0:0156 29 RD V
CG Aur p 54860.6527 0.0012 +0:0090 29 RD V
DO Aur p 54844.6296 0.0006 +0:0752 27 RD V
EI Aur s 54848.6089 0.0004  0:1587 21 RD V
EM Aur p 54845.5981 0.0009  0:1913 22 RD V
EP Aur p 54881.6784 0.0004 +0:0249 28 RD V; IBVS 4099
EU Aur p 54842.7516 0.0016 +0:5942 9 RD V; d=0.02days
FP Aur p 54862.6756 0.0003  0:0713 33 RD V
FR Aur p 54852.579 0.005  0:595 13 RD V
FW Aur p 54860.6947 0.0001  0:0402 31 RD V
HP Aur p 54844.6199 0.0003 +0:0515 20 RD V
HW Aur p 54860.6777 0.0004 +0:0239 39 RD V; el.: IBVS 5016
II Aur p 54862.6516 0.0004 +0:0145 31 RD V
V364 Aur p 54848.6302 0.0003  0:0189 26 RD V; el.: 2438849.342 + 0.699026 * E
V576 Aur p 54865.7028 0.0011  0:2078 30 RD V; el.: www.astrouw.pl/asas/
GSC 2393-680 p 54862.6909 0.0004 +0:0055 27 RD V; el.: IBVS 5699
SY Boo p 54961.7850 0.0002  0:0324 47 RD V; el.: 2451273.62 + 0.71449 * E;
d=0.038days
TU Boo p 54961.7925 0.0003 +0:0064 33 RD V; el.: A&AS 117, 105
AC Boo p 54958.8099 0.0011 +0:1647 11 RD V
AQ Boo p 54948.7748 0.0006  0:0201 15 RD V; el.: IBVS 4871
s 54948.9395 0.0007  0:0221 12 RD V
AR Boo s 54891.9286 0.0016 +0:0313 11 RD V; el.: IBVS 4601
CK Boo s 54961.7578 0.0003 +0:1106 22 RD V; el.: IBVS 3727
CV Boo s 54965.7394 0.0006 +0:0026 25 RD V; el.: IBVS 5535
EF Boo p 54958.771 0.002  0:181 9 RD V; el.: IBVS 4811
EW Boo p 54961.8778 0.0003 +0:3595 25 RD V
FY Boo p 54957.6806 0.0002 +0:0060 12 RD V; el.: IBVS 5741
GK Boo s 54958.8085 0.0007  0:0628 14 RD V; el.: IBVS 5060
GL Boo p 54963.8410 0.0019 +0:0453 37 RD V; el.: 2453425.805 + 3.197524 * E
GM Boo 54961.8511 0.0005 +0:0518 26 RD V; el.: IBVS 5125
GQ Boo p 54965.7952 0.0006  0:0050 29 RD V; el.: IBVS 5125
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Table 1: Minima of elipsing binaries (ontinued)
Variable Type HJD 24. . .  O   C n Obs Remarks
GU Boo p 54965.7845 0.0005 +0:0402 14 RD V; el.: 2451555.917 + 0.488724 * E
HH Boo s 54958.6887 0.0009 +0:0162 10 RD V
p 54958.849 0.003 +0:017 13 RD V
HR Boo s 54963.7534 0.0005 +0:0020 15 RD V; el.: www.astrouw.pl/asas/
p 54963.9144 0.0008 +0:0050 10 RD V
s 54965.6514 0.0017 +0:0042 10 RD V
p 54965.8097 0.0005 +0:0046 20 RD V
GSC 912-792 p 54958.778 0.002  0:002 6 RD V; el.: 2453447.874 + 0.286482 * E
s 54958.920 0.002  0:003 6 RD V
GSC 921-412 s 54958.663 0.003 +0:023 5 RD V; el.: 2453859.742 + 0.356727 * E
p 54958.8403 0.0006 +0:0224 9 RD V
GSC 1478-669 p 54965.7839 0.0004  0:0221 36 RD V; el.: 2454204.822 + 0.428000 * E
GSC 1484-525 p 54958.7985 0.0018 +0:0002 10 RD V; el.: 2453093.610 + 0.33215 * E
WW Cam p 54839.6640 0.0004  0:0211 41 RD V
AQ Cam p 54849.6809 0.0003 +0:0257 29 RD V
AZ Cam p 54839.8226 0.0012 +0:0254 13 RD V
HW Cam p 54833.9055 0.0004 +0:0712 23 RD V; el.: IBVS 4526
LR Cam p 54852.6506 0.0007  0:0482 33 RD V; el.: IBVS 5132
MP Cam p 54842.6658 0.0004  0:0702 36 RD V
NO Cam s 54833.6883 0.0004 +0:0037 30 RD V; el.: 2451497.718 + 0.430753 * E
NR Cam p 54891.7028 0.0009 +0:0058 15 RD V; el.: 2451589.757 + 0.255885 * E
GSC 4370-206 s 54862.6395 0.0003  0:0469 29 RD V; el.: 2453062.17715 + 0.442114 * E
NSV 3715 p 54889.6861 0.0007 +0:0008 23 RD V; el.: 2451489.223 + 0.362098 * E
NSV 4638 s 54849.8138 0.0014  0:0470 16 RD V; el.: 2451434.388 + 0.39005 * E
WW Cn p 54842.8313 0.0005  0:5178 21 RD V
WX Cn p 54848.8760 0.0006 +0:0135 26 RD V
WY Cn p 54842.9174 0.0005  0:0323 19 RD V
AO Cn p 54848.9371 0.0006  0:0787 20 RD V
GQ Cn p 54839.8837 0.0011 +0:0558 19 RD V; el.: IBVS 4393
p 54842.8436 0.0005 +0:0596 24 RD V
IN Cn p 54889.623 0.002  0:002 10 RD V; el.: IBVS 5428
IO Cn s 54848.8582 0.0006  0:0099 21 RD V; el.: IBVS 5428
s 54849.9018 0.0004  0:0097 22 RD V
IU Cn p 54833.9050 0.0004  0:0081 36 RD V; d=0.03days
p 54839.8092 0.0002  0:0070 12 RD V
GSC 1407-222 p 54849.9153 0.0003  0:0179 23 RD V; el.: www.astrouw.pl/asas/
NSV 4322 s 54839.8659 0.0010  0:0102 30 RD V; el.: www.astrouw.pl/asas/
RV CVn p 54950.7203 0.0010 +0:0252 11 RD V
s 54950.8540 0.0006 +0:0241 16 RD V
VV CVn p 54950.8926 0.0004 +0:0360 20 RD V; el.: 2452308.695 + 0.5331238 * E
VW CVn p 54887.8205 0.0010  0:0432 8 RD V
BI CVn s 54888.9012 0.0004 +0:0441 29 RD V; el.: IBVS 4554
s 54957.6763 0.0007 +0:0463 21 RD V
CI CVn p 54950.8216 0.0011  0:0200 26 RD V; el.: Hipparos
DF CVn p 54887.8543 0.0010  0:0037 16 RD V; el.: 2450571.199 + 0.3268958 * E
p 54888.8382 0.0005  0:0005 8 RD V
p 54996.3841 0.0007  0:0033 22 EBl C
s 54996.5516 0.0008 +0:0007 18 EBl C
DH CVn p 54881.8834 0.0007  0:0182 24 RD V; el.: IBVS 5149
p 54996.3814 0.0006  0:0181 12 EBl C
DI CVn s 54882.8984 0.0009  0:0036 17 RD V; el.: IBVS 5224
s 54955.7171  0:0050 19 RD V
DQ CVn p 54882.9012 0.0009 +0:0034 18 RD V; el.: IBVS 5541
DR CVn p 54884.9475 0.0008 +0:0376 15 RD V
p 54957.6656 0.0006 +0:0349 19 RD V
DU CVn s 54889.8378 0.0012  0:0026 9 RD V; el.: 2451341.744 + 0.307261 * E
DX CVn p 54888.8299 0.0008 +0:0038 6 RD V; el.: IBVS 5403
p 54972.4565 0.0008 +0:0030 21 EBl C
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Table 1: Minima of e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DY CVn s 54888.8673 0.0002  0:0058 19 RD V; el.: IBVS 5403
p 54888.9895 0.0015  0:0066 7 RD V
s 54972.4908 0.0004  0:0051 13 EBl C
EE CVn p 54891.8782 0.0003  0:0053 19 RD V; el.: IBVS 5403
s 54996.3831 0.0017  0:0102 12 EBl C
p 54996.5261 0.0006  0:0075 18 EBl C
EF CVn p 54891.8628 0.0013  0:0057 8 RD V; el.: IBVS 5269
p 54957.6975 0.0005  0:0069 20 RD V
p 55000.4110 0.0007  0:0051 20 EBl C
EG CVn s 54889.8873 0.0008 +0:0340 16 RD V; el.: IBVS 5269
p 55000.4356 0.0006 +0:0380 23 EBl C
EH CVn p 54891.8740 0.0009  0:0422 17 RD V
EI CVn p 54972.4364 0.0008  0:0125 17 EBl C; el.: IBVS 5403
GSC 2537-520 p 55000.3955 0.0009  0:0059 14 EBl C; el.: IBVS 5541
GSC 2544-1007 p 55000.4444 0.0003 +0:0065 18 EBl C; el.: IBVS 5541
TT CMi p 54889.6617 0.0006  0:2924 18 RD V
TX CMi p 54888.7173 0.0005 +0:0069 23 RD V; el. BBSAG Bull. 106, 7
UZ CMi p 54891.7538 0.0002 +0:0150 25 RD V; el.: 2451925.4166 + 0.551361 * E
XZ CMi p 54891.6902 0.0006  0:0098 31 RD V
CX CMi p 54888.6757 0.0007 +0:0007 30 RD V; el.: IBVS 5366
CZ CMi p 54888.7927 0.0002 +0:0464 10 RD V; el.: IBVS 5366
DL CMi s 54889.6786 0.0006 +0:0002 26 RD V; el.: 2451629.654 + 4.017282 * E
p 54891.6847 0.0011  0:0023 20 RD V
V1018 Cas p 54833.7032 0.0018  0:0002 27 RD V; el.: 2451601.625 + 4.127814 * E;
non-irular orbit
EF Cep s 54839.6440 0.0009 +0:1811 33 RD V
RW Com s 54874.9082 0.0008  0:0212 14 RD V
p 54955.7293 0.0002  0:0163 19 RD V
RZ Com p 54887.8522 0.0009 +0:0427 15 RD V
SS Com p 54882.9253 0.0004 +0:1594 21 RD V; el.: BAV Rb. 1984-4, 152
p 54952.6911 0.0007  0:1605 22 RD V
AQ Com s 54881.8582 0.0004  0:0098 15 RD V; el.: IBVS 5684
p 54957.6775 0.0011  0:0094 23 RD V
CC Com s 54865.8558 0.0006  0:0168 20 RD V
p 54865.9656 0.0005  0:0174 11 RD V
s 54891.898 0.003  0:015 11 RD V
CM Com s 54874.845 0.002  0:012 10 RD V; el.: 2452639.33 + 0.554515 * E
CN Com p 54888.9114 0.0007 +0:0638 18 RD V
DD Com p 54881.8785 0.0005 +0:0742 16 RD V
DG Com p 54952.6863 0.0005  0:0485 18 RD V
EK Com p 54882.8419 0.0007  0:0505 21 RD V; el.: IBVS 4167
s 54882.9757 0.0007  0:0499 12 RD V
EQ Com s 54889.9151 0.0004 +0:1719 10 RD V
LL Com s 54887.8972 0.0007 +0:0032 17 RD V; el.: IBVS 4386
p 54957.6853 0.0004 +0:0084 21 RD V
LO Com p 54865.8945 0.0005 +0:0097 16 RD V; el.: IBVS 5052
s 54955.6663 0.0011 +0:0076 13 RD V
p 54996.4771 0.0007 +0:0120 22 EBl C
LP Com s 54874.908 0.002  0:013 15 RD V: el.: IBVS 5052
s 54955.6682 0.0006  0:0191 11 RD V
p 54996.3853 0.0006  0:0232 15 EBl C
LR Com p 54884.9132 0.0006  0:0207 25 RD V; el.: 2449687.296 + 0.896299 * E
MM Com s 54888.8842 0.0007  0:0103 17 RD V; el.: IBVS 5224
MR Com p 55000.387 0.003  0:031 10 EBl C; el.: IBVS 5269
GSC 881-218 s 54955.6990 0.0009  0:0014 19 RD V; el.: 2452525.822 + 0.324438 * E
GSC 883-1116 p 54955.6898 0.0003 +0:0011 17 RD V; el.: 2454622.622 + 0.363610 * E
GSC 1445-866 p 54952.6808 0.0010  0:0330 20 RD V; el.: 2453439.709 + 0.373020 * E
GSC 1446-1499 s 54955.7329 0.0011 +0:0100 10 RD V; el.: 2454868.821 + 0.266162 * E
GSC 1446-2377 p 54952.7405 0.0005 +0:0024 17 RD V; el.: 2453439.709 + 0.297899 * E
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GSC 1994-935 s 54950.7439 0.0006 +0:0075 21 RD V; el.: 2453818.687 + 0.347309 * E
p 54950.9209 0.0013 +0:0066 8 RD V
RT CrB p 54984.7950 0.0007  0:0180 49 RD V
RW CrB p 54961.7884 0.0003  0:0016 31 RD V
YY CrB s 54983.7393 0.0006  0:0979 30 RD V; el.: IBVS 5152
AR CrB s 54952.8582 0.0003  0:0037 21 RD V; el.: IBVS 5295
AS CrB s 54955.8638 0.0004 +0:0054 26 RD V; el.: IBVS 5295; d=0.04days
GSC 880-55 s 54874.9167 0.0017  0:0009 14 RD V: el.: 2452763.558 + 0.582846 * E
s 54957.6772 0.0009  0:0045 23 RD V
W Crv p 54874.9106 0.0010 +0:0171 10 RD V
AC Crt s 54852.8566 0.0006 +0:0021 27 RD V; el.: www.astrouw.pl/asas/
AR Dra p 54881.9380 0.0009 +0:0150 17 RD V
AX Dra p 54884.9375 0.0003  0:0573 20 RD V
BX Dra p 54955.8323 0.0012 +0:0192 18 RD V; el.: IBVS 4266
FU Dra s 54952.8318 0.0003  0:0112 20 RD V; el.: Hipparos
IV Dra s 54952.8335 0.0003 +0:0061 17 RD V; el.: 2450977.5005 + 0.268105 * E
RU Eri p 54844.6313 0.0007  0:0224 29 RD V
TZ Eri p 54863.7252 0.0007 +0:2883 19 RD V
WW Eri p 54844.6712 0.0009 +0:0597 17 RD V
p 54845.6007 0.0005 +0:0627 24 RD V
BC Eri s 54844.6561 0.0004 +0:0385 20 RD V; el.: IBVS 4937
s 54845.7137 0.0007 +0:0416 24 RD V
GS C5297-974 54839.6730 0.0013 +0:0043 33 RD V: el.: 2454535.507 + 3.417547 * E
SX Gem p 54881.6613 0.0006  0:0587 32 RD V
AI Gem s 54884.6749 0.0004  0:0078 26 RD V
AZ Gem p 54887.6615 0.0005 +0:0867 27 RD V
BD Gem p 54882.6908 0.0003  0:0329 28 RD V
DP Gem s 54849.6698 0.0003 +0:0641 32 RD V; el.: www.astrouw.pl/asas/; d=0.05days
EL Gem p 54874.6458 0.0003 +0:0352 24 RD V
EY Gem p 54881.6998 0.0006  0:2225 28 RD V
p 54882.6358 0.0005  0:2276 26 RD V
FT Gem s 54884.7055 0.0003  0:0292 28 RD V
GX Gem p 54882.6810 0.0002  0:0325 34 RD V; el.: 2451563.5046 + 4.037967 * E
IV Gem s 54852.6091 0.0013 19 RD V
KQ Gem p 54887.6328 0.0003  0:0826 16 RD V
KV Gem s 54884.7087 0.0007 +0:0211 15 RD V; el.: 2451876.534 + 0.358519 * E
V380 Gem p 54862.7215 0.0007 +0:0001 21 RD V; el.: www.astrouw.pl/asas/
NSV 3744 s 54891.7252 0.0009 +0:0273 28 RD V; el.: www.astrouw.pl/asas/
IK Her p 54994.8446 0.0004 +0:2440 32 RD V
V381 Her p 54957.8089 0.0015 +0:1821 8 RD V
V651 Her p 54983.7809 0.0003  0:0784 60 RD V; el.: IBVS 5350; GSC 962-2150
V663 Her s 55003.910 0.003  0:262 25 RD V; el.: ROTSE1
V681 Her p 54984.8087 0.0008 +0:1195 16 RD V; el.: ROTSE1
V687 Her s 54955.8694 0.0002  0:1526 28 RD V
V718 Her p 54957.9124 0.0008 +0:2873 15 RD V
V728 Her s 54998.7765 0.0003 +0:0952 43 RD V; el.: IBVS 3234
V742 Her p 55003.7911 0.0009 +0:0384 14 RD V
V789 Her p 54994.7506 0.0006 +0:0117 20 RD V; el.: IBVS 5741
V861 Her p 54990.643 0.008  0:031 5 RD V; el.: IBVS 4360
s 54990.8089 0.0005  0:0370 14 RD V
V1005 Her s 54990.7759 0.0004  0:0794 15 RD V; el.: IBVS 4611
V1024 Her s 54955.8300 0.0009 +0:0501 14 RD V; el.: 2452699.47 + 0.530834 * E
V1025 Her p 54984.7367 0.0007  0:0211 14 RD V; el.: 2453503.687 + 0.563359 * E
V1031 Her p 54994.8383 0.0006 +0:0047 25 RD V; el.: 2454599.727 + 1.436751 * E
V1036 Her s 54990.7772 0.0009 +0:0024 19 RD V; el.: IBVS 5146
V1041 Her p 54994.7978 0.0004 +0:0216 39 RD V; el.: 2451332.69 + 1.114112 * E
V1042 Her p 54957.799 0.003 +0:021 5 RD V; el.: IBVS 4998
V1044 Her p 54998.6701 0.0002  0:0036 15 RD V; el.: IBVS 5192
s 54998.7923 0.0007  0:0017 14 RD V
p 54998.9089 0.0005  0:0053 9 RD V
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V1049 Her p 54998.8413 0.0005 +0:0028 42 RD V; el.: 2453529.638 + 0.727327 * E
V1097 Her p 55003.7746 0.0002 +0:0049 15 RD V; el.: IBVS 5306
V1119 Her p 54955.8292 0.0010  0:0289 13 RD V; el.: IBVS 5699; d=0.034days
V1133 Her p 55003.7302 0.0004  0:0427 27 RD V; el.: 2453229.608 + 2.467545 * E;
non-irular orbit
GSC 950-560 p 54983.8172 0.0003  0:0053 34 RD V; el.: 2454351.551 + 1.232498 * E
GSC 965-581 p 54994.8254 0.0002 +0:0010 38 RD V; el.: 2454546.848 + 0.443541 * E
GSC 973-1212 p 54990.7758 0.0005  0:0006 19 RD V; el.: 2454722.504 + 0.267470 * E
GSC 985-533 s 54994.8138 0.0007 +0:0146 27 RD V; el.: 2454179.873 + 0.389451 * E
GSC 990-480 p 54998.8064 0.0005  0:0004 20 RD V; el.: 2453872.797 + 0.332942 * E
GSC 1528-936 p 54984.7582 0.0003  0:0077 26 RD V; el.: 2454190.832 + 1.301531 * E
GSC 1539-326 p 54998.8197 0.0007 +0:0070 24 RD V; el.: 2453833.639 + 0.387745 * E
GSC 2043-227 p 54990.6598 0.0007 +0:0077 11 RD V; el.: 2454938.867 + 0.313849 * E
s 54990.8157 0.0009 +0:0067 14 RD V
UW Hya p 54889.6548 0.0004 +0:0260 20 RD V; el.: MVS 12, 48
VW Hya p 54833.8695 0.0001 +0:2304 34 RD V
VZ Hya p 54848.9718 0.0003 +0:0046 12 RD V
AV Hya p 54849.8342 0.0004  0:0940 17 RD V; el.: Ap&SS 76, 173
CQ Hya p 54833.9200 0.0003 +0:1760 32 RD V
EZ Hya p 54848.8496 0.0004  0:1054 25 RD V; d=0.04days
FG Hya p 54889.7014 0.0003  0:0690 23 RD V; el.: IBVS 2811
V404 Hya p 54833.8411 0.0005 +0:0121 22 RD V
V409 Hya p 54842.8787 0.0005 +0:0278 31 RD V; d=0.04days
V410 Hya p 54849.981 0.005  0:009 7 RD V; el.: 2452732.712 + 3.150711 * E
GSC 230-1627 p 54839.8780 0.0007 +0:0135 29 RD V; el.: 2453894.473 + 1.059856 * E
GSC 235-461 p 54839.9429 0.0010 +0:0361 19 RD V; el.: 2453363.83 + 1.173352 * E
GSC 4875-1418 p 54848.9076 0.0007  0:0064 20 RD V; el.: 2453102.627 + 0.569937 * E
GSC 5447-940 s 54842.8526 0.0003 +0:0110 28 RD V; el.: 2453856.589 + 1.05538 * E;
d=0.04days
GSC 5463-753 s 54842.8492 0.0009  0:0013 26 RD V; el.: 2453796.762 + 1.04244 * E
GSC 5467-1483 p 54849.9109 0.0007  0:0032 26 RD V; el.: 2454256.517 + 2.952224* E;
d=0.02days
UU Leo p 54852.8748 0.0007 +0:1573 20 RD V
UX Leo p 54890.5368 0.0006 +0:0498 30 RD V; el.: BAV Mitt. 68, 21
UZ Leo p 54862.8941 0.0014 +0:2000 39 RD V
XX Leo s 54887.924 0.002  0:001 14 RD V; el.: JAAVSO 28, 25
s 54890.8383 0.0006 +0:0006 40 RD V; d = 0.066 days
XY Leo s 54852.8629 0.0012 +0:1832 21 RD V
XZ Leo s 54860.8268 0.0004 +0:0467 20 RD V
AM Leo s 54865.9488 0.0017 +0:0115 14 RD V
AP Leo s 54863.9100 0.0007  0:0331 19 RD V
BL Leo s 54884.9255 0.0002  0:0257 21 RD V
BW Leo s 54865.9660 0.0009  0:1197 13 RD V
CE Leo s 54865.9361 0.0008  0:0037 18 RD V
DU Leo p 54860.9186 0.0002 0:0000 34 RD V; el.: IBVS 3999
GU Leo p 54852.8794 0.0004 +0:0617 27 RD V; el.: IBVS 5329
GV Leo p 54863.9128 0.0002  0:0859 18 RD V; el.: IBVS 5697
HI Leo p 54862.9147 0.0006 +0:0039 22 RD V; el.: IBVS 5455; d=0.025days
HS Leo p 54852.8914 0.0006 +0:0501 27 RD V; el.: Per. Zv. 25, 2
GSC 262-948 p 54881.9447 0.0005 +0:0381 16 RD V; el.: 2453444.694 + 1.371386 * E
GSC 263-585 p 54863.8283 0.0004  0:0028 17 RD V; el.: 2452706.698 + 1.297914 * E
GSC 270-9 s 54952.6647 0.0015 +0:0811 17 RD V; el.: 2454299.594 + 0.581728 * E
GSC 824-1304 p 54862.8851 0.0001 +0:0095 33 RD V; el.: 2453492.56 + 0.885789 * E
GSC 870-349 p 54952.6886 0.0006  0:0063 27 RD V; el.: 2453444.679 + 0.343277 * E
RT LMi p 54860.8769 0.0003  0:0066 24 RD V
XY LMi s 54860.8561 0.0009  0:0127 27 RD V; el.: IBVS 5411
Z Lep p 54844.714 0.005 +0:058 5 RD V; el.: JAAVSO 21, 111
p 54845.7086 0.0002 +0:0591 29 RD V
GSC 5337-1744 p 54849.7166 0.0002  0:0019 17 RD V; el.: 2453009.567 + 1.092078 * E
GSC 5361-545 p 54881.6873 0.0003 +0:0056 20 RD V; el.: 2454421.804 + 0.797015 * E
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NSV 1864 s 54852.6590 0.0003 +0:0274 37 RD V; el.: www.astrouw.pl/asas/; d=0.045days
NSV 2698 p 54863.7504 0.0001  0:0003 10 RD V; el.: 2453399.588 + 0.806257 * E
NSV 7292 Lib p 54957.8065 0.0019  0:0136 9 RD V; el.: www.astrouw.pl/asas/
NSV 7481 s 54952.8774 0.0001 +0:0121 26 RD V; el.: 2451926.215 + 0.293408 * E
RV Lyn p 54882.6328 0.0002 +0:8943 24 RD V
RZ Lyn p 54852.9053 0.0003  0:1124 40 RD V
UU Lyn p 54842.9080 0.0006  0:0048 21 RD V
BG Lyn p 54891.7339 0.0006  0:0014 29 RD V; el.: AJ 87, 314
DY Lyn p 54889.609 0.002 +0:001 7 RD V; el.: 2452704.488 + 1.313173 * E
V573 Lyr p 55014.7582 0.0006 +0:0003 26 RD V; el.: 2451288.851 + 0.870539 * E
UU Mon p 54882.7018 0.0004 +0:0115 26 RD V
BO Mon p 54891.7542 0.0002  0:0647 25 RD V
CF Mon p 54882.6455 0.0002 +0:0023 27 RD V
EI Mon p 54884.6382 0.0004  0:0144 15 RD V
EW Mon s 54884.6191 0.0004  0:1408 10 RD V
GU Mon s 54881.6418 0.0003  0:0491 25 RD V
KR Mon p 54889.6774 0.0008 +0:0066 23 RD V; el.: 2453427.651 + 1.150959 * E
V396 Mon p 54874.7337 0.0002  0:0756 20 RD V
V448 Mon p 54887.7006 0.0015 +0:0641 30 RD V; pulsator?
V453 Mon p 54887.6042 0.0010  0:3037 12 RD V
V457 Mon p 54882.6826 0.0004  0:0098 30 RD V
V458 Mon p 54882.7011 0.0003 +0:1040 25 RD V
V463 Mon p 54887.7028 0.0006  0:0907 28 RD V
V494 Mon p 54887.6592 0.0005 +0:1278 23 RD V
V514 Mon s 54887.6627 0.0005 +0:0489 25 RD V
V524 Mon s 54884.7231 0.0008 +0:1209 20 RD V
V714 Mon s 54874.6818 0.0004  0:0246 29 RD V; el.: IBVS 4468
V864 Mon s 54888.7382 0.0004  0:0283 23 RD V; el.: IBVS 5425
GSC 4829-2025 s 54888.6401 0.0012  0:0161 18 RD V; el.: 2453810.652 + 1.496189 * E
GSC 4839-280 s 54888.6658 0.0008 +0:0047 16 RD V; el.: 2453356.736 + 1.130155 * E
GSC 5397-1850 p 54888.6528 0.0005  0:0155 21 RD V; el.: 2453793.698 + 1.862163 * E
GSC 5399-2407 s 54889.6789 0.0004  0:0001 22 RD V; el.: 2454162.622 + 1.444006 * E
SX Oph p 54983.7785 0.0003 +0:0005 62 RD V
V947 Oph p 55014.7857 0.0003  0:0247 15 RD V; el.: IBVS 5847
V954 Oph 55014.807 0.002 5 RD V
V1016 Oph p 54984.8212 0.0004  0:1233 28 RD V; el.: BBSAG Bull. 99, 9
V1022 Oph s 54984.6958 0.0006  0:1232 14 RD V: el.: IBVS 5690
p 54984.8139 0.0003  0:1249 14 RD V
V1120 Oph s 54957.8228 0.0007 +0:0014 12 RD V
GSC 398-1236 s 54998.7764 0.0002 +0:0048 35 RD V; el.: 2453793.876 + 0.314471 * E
GSC 403-1109 p 54994.7652 0.0006  0:0028 22 RD V; el.: 2454299.598 + 0.341104 * E
GSC 418-2020 p 55003.7668 0.0005  0:0019 22 RD V; el.: 2454228.802 + 1.205236 * E
GSC 978-1292 s 54998.8493 0.0006 +0:0089 37 RD V; el.: 2454542.871 + 0.896695 * E
GSC 979-1273 p 54994.8242 0.0008 +0:0098 28 RD V; el.: 2453560.616 + 0.389199 * E
NSV 9699 p 55003.8371 0.0008 +0:0014 35 RD V; el.: 2454358.506 + 0.706050 * E
NSV 24049 p 55014.7245 0.0005  0:0003 23 RD V; el.: 2452161.3 + 3.96309 * E
EG Ori p 54874.6484 0.0003  0:0891 31 RD V
EW Ori p 54860.6486 0.0010  0:0230 29 RD V; non-irular orbit
FF Ori p 54860.6230 0.0003 +0:0323 25 RD V
FK Ori s 54842.6844 0.0015 +0:0222 32 RD V
FZ Ori p 54865.6328 0.0009 +0:0161 20 RD V
GG Ori p 54863.6952 0.0002 +1:4269 27 RD V; non-irular orbit
V392 Ori p 54881.6829 0.0004 +0:0320 27 RD V; el.: BAS India 19
V530 Ori s 54874.6947 0.0013  0:1879 27 RD V
V640 Ori p 54863.7145 0.0001  0:1355 24 RD V
V648 Ori p 54860.6744 0.0002 +0:0633 35 RD V
V1202 Ori p 54852.6582 0.0001  0:0304 31 RD V; el.: IBVS 3544
V1626 Ori p 54874.6374 0.0004  0:0027 25 RD V; el.: IBVS 5339
V1642 Ori p 54863.6399 0.0005 +0:0062 30 RD V; el.: 2453809.575 + 3.037633 * E
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GSC 127-719 p 54849.7013 0.0002 +0:0149 22 RD V; el.: 2453059.638 + 2.13101 * E
s 54865.6315 0.0006  0:0374 23 RD V
GSC 702-1892 s 54862.6967 0.0004  0:0040 17 RD V; el.: IBVS 5493
GSC 1283-53 p 54848.6710 0.0006  0:0010 27 RD V; el.: IBVS 5799
NSV 1955 p 54863.6595 0.0005 +0:0018 25 RD V; el.: IBVS 5871
XZ Per p 54848.7164 0.0003  0:0538 19 RD V
FW Per p 54842.6686 0.0007  0:0537 24 RD V
IM Per s 54833.6742 0.0007 +0:0892 39 RD V
KR Per s 54845.6758 0.0003  0:0161 33 RD V
LS Per p 54833.6262 0.0004  0:4882 29 RD V
NP Per s 54848.6540 0.0003  0:0545 32 RD V
V482 Per p 54845.6826 0.0003 +0:2267 38 RD V; el.: BAV Mit. 68, 21; d=0.02days
V737 Per p 54833.7329 0.0007  0:0004 17 RD V; el.: 2451536.724 + 0.366538 * E
GSC 5404-4206 p 54888.6740 0.0003  0:0020 24 RD V; el.: 2453765.63 + 0.610683 * E
AO Ser p 54952.8851 0.0004  0:0092 27 RD V
AU Ser s 54952.8579 0.0001  0:1011 25 RD V
BI Ser p 54963.7459 0.0005 +0:0839 36 RD V
V384 Ser p 54961.6506 0.0005 +0:0022 9 RD V; el.: 2452365.4575 + 0.268729 * E
s 54961.7836 0.0001 +0:0009 12 RD V
p 54961.9198 0.0010 +0:0027 10 RD V
V385 Ser p 54952.9146 0.0005 +0:0392 16 RD V; el.: IBVS 5455; d=0.024days
GSC 357-162 s 54955.8611 0.0004 +0:0011 25 RD V; el.: 2454641.656 + 0.375169 * E
GSC 370-665 s 54983.8308 0.0002 +0:0293 27 RD V; el.: 2454227.748 + 0.421552 * E
GSC 378-1212 s 54955.8514 0.0009 +0:0001 23 RD V; el.: 2453455.804 + 0.328202 * E
GSC 930-267 p 54983.7647 0.0004 +0:0115 35 RD V; el.: 2453601.532 + 0.352248 * E
GSC 949-1089 p 54984.8233 0.0016 +0:0040 13 RD V; el.: 2454606.708 + 0.350103 * E
GSC 1499-834 s 54983.7507 0.0006 +0:0086 29 RD V; el.: 2454273.672 + 0.321226 * E
p 54983..9096 0.0008 +0:0069 14 RD V
GSC 2034-1670 s 54955.8499 0.0004 +0:0006 21 RD V; el.: 2454272.556 + 0.300944 * E;
d=0.01days
GSC 2038-293 p 54983.8090 0.0008 +0:0051 50 RD V; el.: IBVS 5719
GSC 5017-129 p 54965.7720 0.0003  0:0061 24 RD V; el.: 2454627.626 + 0.751449 * E
GSC 5037-866 p 54984.7803 0.0003  0:0026 15 RD V; el.: 2454203.796 + 0.406976 * E
Y Sex p 54862.8687 0.0003  0:2114 29 RD V
WX Sex s 54862.9108 0.0006  0:0072 20 RD V; el.: IBVS 5455
WZ Sex p 54890.8727 0.0024  0:0275 24 RD V; el.: 2454852.77 + 1.059171 * E
GSC 4908-1303 p 54860.8603 0.0003 +0:0061 32 RD V; el.: 2453490.637 + 1.537842 * E
GSC 4911-1235 p 54865.8134 0.0008 +0:0045 11 RD V; el.: 2453140.597 + 0.424302 * E
GSC 4916-292 p 54863.8559 0.0002  0:0061 29 RD V; el.: 2453773.724 + 1.919257 * E
GSC 4918-1155 p 54849.7980 0.0013  0:0133 11 RD V; el.: 2453115.642 + 4.699646 * E;
p 54863.9020 0.0002  0:0083 38 RD V; d=0days
RZ Tau p 54852.7188 0.0006 +0:0575 20 RD V
TY Tau s 54848.6948 0.0007 +0:2527 13 RD V
WY Tau s 54863.6341 0.0003 +0:0542 30 RD V
AH Tau p 54833.7012 0.0006 +0:0116 22 RD V; el.: IBVS 5554
BN Tau p 54842.6242 0.0005  0:0789 30 RD V
BV Tau p 54862.6214 0.0020  0:0163 20 RD V; el.: www.astrouw.pl/asas/
CR Tau p 54852.7208 0.0003  0:0038 20 RD V; el.: IBVS 4778
GQ Tau p 54862.6678 0.0004 +0:1983 38 RD V
GW Tau p 54845.6732 0.0004  0:0757 42 RD V
V407 Tau p 54849.6919 0.0007 +0:5515 24 RD V
V1249 Tau s 54844.705 0.003  0:009 7 RD V; el.: 2451609.717 + 1.188245 * E;
non-irular orbit
GSC 1841-879 p 54842.5950 0.0008  0:1047 18 RD V
GSC 1848-1264 s 54849.7205 0.0005 +0:0055 15 RD V; el.: IBVS 5699
TW UMa p 54948.7739 0.0004  0:2869 62 RD V
TY UMa p 54890.6670 0.0006  0:0579 25 RD V: el.: MNRAS 317, 111
s 54890.8422 0.0007  0:0601 18 RD V
UX UMa p 54948.7582 0.0010 +0:0003 7 RD V
p 54948.956 0.002 0:002 5 RD V
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Table 1: Minima of elipsing binaries (ontinued)
Variable Type HJD 24. . .  O   C n Obs Remarks
UY UMa s 54957.7182 0.0005 +0:1075 24 RD V
VV UMa p 54890.7983 0.0005  0:0464 29 RD V
XY UMa p 54842.8569 0.0003 +0:0316 19 RD V
XZ UMa p 54852.9131 0.0005  0:0965 29 RD V
ZZ UMa p 54862.8951 0.0005  0:0024 37 RD V
AA UMa p 54845.857 0.002 +0:038 8 RD V
AC UMa p 54839.8146 0.0003  0:1184 60 RD V; d=0.063days
BM UMa p 54845.8280 0.0004 +0:0090 13 RD V
BS UMa s 54862.8610 0.0012 +0:0005 9 RD V; el.: 2453134.7083 + 0.349510 * E
p 54890.6479 0.0002 +0:0014 14 RD V
s 54890.8199 0.0004  0:0014 11 RD V
DW UMa p 54863.906 0.001 0:000 7 RD V; el.: AA 364, 573
ES UMa 54863.8117 0.0006 16 RD V
IW UMa p 54848.8248 0.0006 +0:0150 17 RD V; el.: IBVS 4402
LO UMa p 54860.8250 0.0008 +0:0179 19 RD V; el.: IBVS 5084
MS UMa p 54865.9317 0.0003 +0:0318 21 RD V
RU UMi s 54891.9122 0.0012  0:0171 23 RD V
AG Vir p 54874.8688 0.0012  0:0133 20 RD V
AW Vir p 54888.9170 0.0003 +0:0230 27 RD V
AZ Vir s 54891.8386 0.0008  0:0223 8 RD V
BF Vir s 54948.7691 0.0010 +0:1052 27 RD V
IR Vir p 54882.8770 0.0007 +0:0048 17 RD V; el.: 2453913.627 + 0.369377 * E
PS Vir p 54863.8671 0.0002  0:0083 20 RD V
QX Vir p 54963.6849 0.0008 +0:0038 17 RD V; el.: 2452025.629 + 0.242074 * E
s 54963.8074 0.0011 +0:0052 13 RD V
p 54963.930 0.002 +0:006 6 RD V
V337 Vir s 54889.8436 0.0010  0:0400 9 RD V; el.: 5630
GSC 286-631 s 54952.7330 0.0018 +0:0051 16 RD V; el.: 2453866.584 + 0.315327 * E
GSC 296-9 p 54955.6932 0.0005 +0:0002 18 RD V: el.: 2454649.516 + 0.417704 * E
GSC 303-36 p 54888.8999 0.0003  0:0062 28 RD V; el.: 2454259.639 + 1.310973 * E
GSC 303-65 p 54948.6339 0.0014 +0:0041 8 RD V; el.: 2453186.769 + 0.372329 * E
s 54948.8211 0.0004 +0:0051 20 RD V
GSC 303-735 p 54950.7032 0.0005 +0:0026 21 RD V; el.: 2453079.772 + 0.288412 * E
s 54950.8487 0.0010 +0:0038 16 RD V
GSC 314-388 p 54948.6773 0.0006 +0:0024 22 RD V; el.: 2454506.847 + 0.347896 * E
s 54948.8499 0.0001 +0:0011 30 RD V
GSC 316-99 p 54963.8060 0.0005  0:0006 17 RD V; el.: 2454643.620 + 0.404276 * E
GSC 318-1169 p 54963.6780 0.0011  0:0012 11 RD V; el.: 2453821.748 + 0.239499 * E
s 54963.7985 0.0016  0:0005 13 RD V
p 54963.9173 0.0011  0:0014 9 RD V
GSC 329-256 p 54963.7416 0.0014  0:0460 17 RD V; el.: 2452788.307 + 0.259883 * E
s 54963.8806 0.0011  0:0370 15 RD V
GSC 329-639 s 54963.7500 0.0005  0:0375 24 RD V; el.: 2452766.289 + 0.350954 * E
GSC 330-1394 p 54965.8311 0.0007 +0:0134 38 RD V; el.: 2453848.736 + 0.436872 * E;
d=0.03days
GSC 878-260 p 54884.9351 0.0006 +0:0101 19 RD V; el.: 2454620.606 + 0.964668 * E
GSC 892-892 p 54948.7758 0.0003  0:0018 23 RD V; el.: 2453459.753 + 0.305943 * E
s 54948.9276 0.0004  0:0029 18 RD V
GSC 897-470 p 54889.9065 0.0003 +0:0061 28 RD V; el.: 2454575.685 + 1.441355 * E
GSC 898-3 p 54882.8642 0.0007  0:0027 12 RD V; el.: 2454538.782 + 0.516644 * E
s 54891.9068 0.0012  0:0013 14 RD V
GSC 4955-767 p 54887.8552 0.0005 +0:0012 13 RD V; el.: 2453871.595 + 0.683889 * E
GSC 4958-415 p 54950.8142 0.0005  0:0008 19 RD V; el.: 2453106.737 + 0.868210 * E
Observers:
EBl : E. Blattler Wald, Switzerland
RD : R. Diethelm Rodersdorf, Switzerland;
R. Szafranie Obs. operated at Astrokolkhoz Obs., Cloudroft, N.M., USA
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We present here the eleventh list of light maxima of RR Lyrae stars from the GEOS
RR Lyr Survey (Le Borgne et al. 2007), a GEOS program (http://geos.webs.upv.es/,
Boninsegna et al., 2002) of observations of RR Lyr stars using the automati telesopes
TAROT (http://tarot.obs-hp.fr, Klotz et al., 2009). The present list ontains 685
maxima observed mainly between January and June 2009 (Table 1).
A desription of the present list may be found in the former lists (for example Le
Borgne et al. 2008). The data are also available in the GEOS RRLyr web database
(http://dbRR.ast.obs-mip.fr). The O   C's are omputed with the GCVS elements
(Kholopov et al., 1985) when available. Otherwise, the referene of the elements, if exists,
is given as a footnote of Table 1.
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Table 1: maxima of RR Lyrae stars
Variable Maximum O   C E Obs. Variable Maximum O   C E Obs.
star HJD 24. . . (days) star HJD 24. . . (days)
XX And 54833.4430.003 0.237 21786. C RS Boo 54975.4610.003 -0.006 34995. C
CI And 54834.4020.002 0.111 39437. C RS Boo 54989.4220.002 -0.006 35032. C
WY Ant 54859.6410.004 0.221 24749. LS RS Boo 54992.4420.002 -0.005 35040. C
WY Ant 54879.7450.005 0.224 24784. LS ST Boo 54939.6330.002 0.080 57462. C
WY Ant 54913.6270.003 0.220 24843. LS ST Boo 54974.4710.005 0.069 57518. C
BK Ant 54864.6350.010 LS ST Boo 54979.4520.004 0.072 57526. C
BK Ant 54896.6610.004 LS ST Boo 54992.5200.003 0.072 57547. C
BK Ant 54912.6730.005 LS TW Boo 54852.5830.002 -0.058 52532. C
BN Ant 54904.7290.004 LS TW Boo 54861.6330.002 -0.057 52549. C
BT Ant 54853.7800.010 LS TW Boo 54900.4940.004 -0.052 52622. C
BT Ant 54861.7160.010 LS TW Boo 54901.5540.002 -0.056 52624. C
TY Aps 54914.5860.003 0.042 30274. LS TW Boo 54916.4550.002 -0.059 52652. C
TY Aps 54915.5910.004 0.044 30276. LS TW Boo 54956.3760.001 -0.059 52727. C
TY Aps 54919.6030.004 0.042 30284. LS TW Boo 54958.5060.002 -0.058 52731. C
TY Aps 54923.6160.003 0.041 30292. LS TW Boo 54965.4260.004 -0.057 52744. C
TY Aps 54929.6330.004 0.038 30304. LS TW Boo 54982.4580.003 -0.058 52776. C
TY Aps 54986.8460.006 0.058 30418. LS CM Boo 54853.5680.002 -0.105 31116. C
VX Aps 54904.7930.004 0.119 42646. LS CM Boo 54884.6280.002 -0.108 31167. C
XZ Aps 54885.7190.005 0.204 44550. LS CM Boo 54917.5180.003 -0.109 31221. C
XZ Aps 54902.7480.002 0.198 44579. LS CM Boo 54928.4810.003 -0.109 31239. C
XZ Aps 54995.5350.005 0.170 44737. LS CM Boo 54953.4520.002 -0.110 31280. C
BS Aps 54900.6990.003 0.009 30007. LS CM Boo 54978.4250.002 -0.110 31321. C
BS Aps 54904.7750.005 0.007 30014. LS U Cae 54848.6970.002 -0.117 48915. LS
BS Aps 54921.6980.006 0.036 30043. LS AH Cam 54843.4790.005 -0.418 43702. C
BS Aps 54992.7430.002 0.009 30165. LS AH Cam 54847.5250.003 -0.429 43713. C
EX Aps 54933.6910.004 0.019 57228. LS AH Cam 54852.3000.003 -0.447 43726. C
EX Aps 54938.8770.002 0.015 57239. LS TT Cn 54836.4230.002 0.088 26430. C
EX Aps 54972.8480.002 0.016 57311. LS TT Cn 54849.3820.005 0.088 26453. C
EX Aps 55005.8740.004 0.016 57381. LS TT Cn 54862.3460.004 0.093 26476. C
SX Aqr 55000.8510.004 -0.115 28382. LS TT Cn 54875.3110.005 0.098 26499. C
TZ Aqr 55013.7610.005 0.024 30576. LS TT Cn 54907.4340.002 0.105 26556. C
BN Aqr 55004.7820.003 0.595 36478. LS TT Cn 54915.3190.002 0.101 26570. C
BO Aqr 55011.8030.004 0.156 19294. LS W CVn 54841.6640.004 -0.134 60605. C
CP Aqr 55005.8120.004 -0.115 36947. LS W CVn 54861.5280.002 -0.134 60641. C
CP Aqr 55006.7370.003 -0.117 36949. LS W CVn 54877.5300.002 -0.133 60670. C
DN Aqr 55006.8530.005 0.029 41943. LS W CVn 54898.4930.003 -0.137 60708. C
DN Aqr 55013.8290.005 0.034 41954. LS W CVn 54915.5960.002 -0.138 60739. C
AA Aql 54990.7820.002 0.037 84700. LS W CVn 54918.3590.002 -0.134 60744. C
V341 Aql 55013.8680.002 0.036 23905. LS W CVn 54925.5310.003 -0.135 60757. C
S Ara 55006.7990.003 -0.351 30660. LS W CVn 54929.3940.005 -0.134 60764. C
MS Ara 54950.7990.004 0.396 51362. LS W CVn 54956.4260.003 -0.138 60813. C
MS Ara 55008.5450.004 0.397 51472. LS W CVn 54973.5290.003 -0.140 60844. C
MS Ara 55013.7920.005 0.394 51482. LS Z CVn 54836.5710.003 0.399 24326. C
X Ari 54844.4080.002 0.350 26508. C Z CVn 54893.4560.004 0.402 24413. C
X Ari 54846.3630.002 0.352 26511. C Z CVn 54910.4640.005 0.410 24439. C
X Ari 54848.3160.003 0.351 26514. C RU CVn 54909.5470.002 0.218 35632. C
TZ Aur 54850.3950.004 0.012 89227. C RU CVn 54912.4140.002 0.218 35637. C
TZ Aur 54875.4620.002 0.012 89291. C RU CVn 54951.3930.003 0.217 35705. C
TZ Aur 54879.3810.001 0.014 89301. C RU CVn 54963.4310.003 0.217 35726. C
TZ Aur 54908.3650.002 0.014 89375. C RU CVn 54971.4560.002 0.216 35740. C
RS Boo 54845.6580.003 -0.004 34651. C RU CVn 54975.4680.002 0.216 35747. C
RS Boo 54859.6190.002 -0.005 34688. C RZ CVn 54870.5470.003 -0.160 25602. C
RS Boo 54884.5230.002 -0.005 34754. C RZ CVn 54907.4270.002 -0.162 25667. C
RS Boo 54898.4830.002 -0.007 34791. C RZ CVn 54962.4630.002 -0.165 25764. C
RS Boo 54926.4080.003 -0.005 34865. C RZ CVn 54970.4130.002 -0.159 25778. C
RS Boo 54929.4270.002 -0.005 34873. C RZ CVn 54979.4960.003 -0.154 25794. C
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Table 1 (ont.): maxima of RR Lyrae stars
Variable Maximum O   C E Obs. Variable Maximum O   C E Obs.
star HJD 24. . . (days) star HJD 24. . . (days)
SS CVn 54844.6150.002 0.157 31810. C ST Com 54885.6180.002 -0.029 19470. C
SS CVn 54845.5750.004 0.160 31812. C ST Com 54917.3590.003 -0.031 19523. C
SS CVn 54889.5770.010 0.138 31904. C ST Com 54939.5210.005 -0.029 19560. C
SS CVn 54890.5340.004 0.138 31906. C WW CrA 54941.8040.003 -0.023 42280. LS
SS CVn 54902.5190.002 0.160 31931. C TV CrB 54902.5910.002 0.028 39828. C
SS CVn 54928.3620.002 0.163 31985. C TV CrB 54963.3940.002 0.031 39932. C
SS CVn 54959.4450.006 0.142 32050. C TV CrB 54998.4740.005 0.034 39992. C
SS CVn 54961.3580.005 0.141 32054. C W Crt 54853.7870.003 -0.021 36915. LS
SS CVn 54970.4270.003 0.118 32073. C W Crt 54860.7880.002 -0.024 36932. LS
UZ CVn 54859.4960.004 0.253 40746. C W Crt 54867.7940.002 -0.022 36949. LS
UZ CVn 54887.3980.002 0.244 40786. C W Crt 54917.6480.002 -0.022 37070. LS
UZ CVn 54970.4370.002 0.247 40905. C W Crt 54933.7140.002 -0.024 37109. LS
AA CMi 54834.4380.002 0.062 38331. C X Crt 54908.7940.007 0.068 17890. LS
AA CMi 54874.4500.002 0.063 38415. C X Crt 54917.5870.006 0.067 17902. LS
AA CMi 54875.4030.002 0.063 38417. C X Crt 54950.5840.007 0.087 17947. LS
AA CMi 54880.6450.003 0.066 38428. LS SW Cru 54855.8190.004 0.074 87941. LS
AA CMi 54887.3120.002 0.064 38442. C SW Cru 54864.6660.005 0.071 87968. LS
AL CMi 54855.6990.003 0.460 33166. LS SW Cru 54886.6310.006 0.075 88035. LS
AL CMi 54865.6100.004 0.462 33184. LS SW Cru 54901.7020.005 0.068 88081. LS
RV Cap 55011.8310.003 -0.023 47189. LS SW Cru 54906.6140.003 0.063 88096. LS
TX Car 54848.7930.004 0.125 50375. LS SW Cru 54910.5550.003 0.071 88108. LS
EE Car 54855.7160.004 0.016 44647. LS SW Cru 54929.5620.006 0.066 88166. LS
EE Car 54885.5740.004 0.011 44691. LS SW Cru 54935.7960.005 0.073 88185. LS
IU Car 54842.7020.004 0.308 17835. LS UY Cyg 54999.5160.002 0.055 58080. C
IU Car 54848.5960.005 0.305 17843. LS UY Cyg 55008.4890.003 0.057 58096. C
IU Car 54862.6040.003 0.307 17862. LS XZ Cyg
1
54942.4640.004 0.003 13656. C
IU Car 54901.6710.005 0.306 17915. LS XZ Cyg
1
54956.4640.003 0.005 13686. C
IU Car 54904.6120.005 0.298 17919. LS XZ Cyg
1
54976.5220.002 -0.000 13729. C
IU Car 54907.5650.002 0.302 17923. LS XZ Cyg
1
54977.4550.005 -0.001 13731. C
BI Cen 54858.8230.003 0.039 40091. LS XZ Cyg
1
54990.5120.002 -0.008 13759. C
BI Cen 54906.8810.004 0.060 40197. LS XZ Cyg
1
55012.4540.003 0.004 13806. C
BI Cen 54911.8610.005 0.055 40208. LS DX Del 55012.4350.005 0.063 33103. C
BI Cen 54992.5340.005 0.061 40386. LS RT Dor 54843.8450.003 -0.094 49865. LS
V499 Cen 54886.7440.002 0.031 26401. LS VW Dor 54859.6980.004 -0.113 28882. LS
V499 Cen 54937.8240.002 0.032 26499. LS VW Dor 54879.6700.005 -0.112 28917. LS
V499 Cen 54945.6440.002 0.034 26514. LS RW Dra 54916.4130.003 0.165 35083. C
V499 Cen 55004.5390.005 0.032 26627. LS RW Dra 54958.4950.003 0.170 35178. C
V671 Cen 54915.7320.010 -0.107 46876. LS RW Dra 54959.3810.003 0.170 35180. C
V671 Cen 54919.6450.005 -0.133 46885. LS RW Dra 54982.4560.003 0.213 35232. C
V671 Cen 54940.6740.010 -0.112 46933. LS RW Dra 54997.4710.002 0.169 35266. C
RT Col 54853.6510.002 -0.266 50456. LS RW Dra 55013.4420.002 0.195 35302. C
RW Col 54855.6470.002 0.099 51106. LS SU Dra 54842.6160.003 0.051 16566. C
RW Col 54861.6520.003 -0.247 51118. LS SU Dra 54844.5970.002 0.051 16569. C
RX Col 54842.6800.008 -0.257 43819. LS SU Dra 54854.5040.004 0.052 16584. C
RX Col 54848.6150.005 -0.263 43829. LS SU Dra 54858.4690.005 0.054 16590. C
RX Col 54880.6800.004 -0.276 43883. LS SU Dra 54872.3360.004 0.053 16611. C
AV Col 54847.6610.004 LS SU Dra 54874.3140.003 0.049 16614. C
AV Col 54855.6290.005 LS SU Dra 54897.4350.004 0.056 16649. C
AV Col 54862.6590.001 LS SU Dra 54899.4160.002 0.055 16652. C
S Com 54843.5860.005 -0.097 24189. C SU Dra 54901.3920.002 0.050 16655. C
S Com 54856.4860.004 -0.102 24211. C SU Dra 54928.4730.003 0.054 16696. C
S Com 54893.4460.004 -0.098 24274. C SW Dra 54861.3810.002 0.056 50269. C
S Com 54897.5490.003 -0.101 24281. C SW Dra 54871.6380.002 0.059 50287. C
S Com 54934.5050.003 -0.100 24344. C SW Dra 54874.0000.004 0.142 50291. C
S Com 54961.4970.004 -0.091 24390. C SW Dra 54886.4520.004 0.061 50313. C
ST Com 54879.6290.004 -0.028 19460. C SW Dra 54890.4370.003 0.059 50320. C
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SW Dra 54898.4220.005 0.068 50334. C TW Her 55008.5350.002 -0.010 83742. C
SW Dra 54907.5270.002 0.058 50350. C TW Her 55010.5320.002 -0.012 83747. C
XZ Dra 54950.4340.002 -0.127 27329. C VX Her 54928.5180.002 -0.428 72860. C
XZ Dra 54960.4450.005 -0.122 27350. C VX Her 54954.4730.001 -0.430 72917. C
XZ Dra 54971.3920.001 -0.134 27373. C VX Her 54965.4020.003 -0.430 72941. C
XZ Dra 54990.4700.002 -0.116 27413. C VX Her 54985.4380.002 -0.430 72985. C
XZ Dra 55001.4290.003 -0.117 27436. C VX Her 54995.4550.002 -0.431 73007. C
XZ Dra 55010.4740.003 -0.125 27455. C VZ Her 54952.4920.002 0.068 41250. C
BC Dra 54849.5260.005 0.090 17470. C VZ Her 54960.4180.002 0.069 41268. C
BC Dra 54880.4720.006 0.095 17513. C VZ Her 54971.4260.001 0.068 41293. C
BC Dra 54898.4560.007 0.089 17538. C VZ Her 54974.5100.002 0.070 41300. C
BC Dra 54929.3870.005 0.078 17581. C VZ Her 54982.4340.002 0.068 41318. C
BC Dra 54934.4400.005 0.094 17588. C VZ Her 54985.5150.002 0.067 41325. C
BC Dra 54952.4340.005 0.099 17613. C VZ Her 54989.4790.002 0.068 41334. C
BC Dra 54980.4820.003 0.083 17652. C VZ Her 54993.4420.001 0.068 41343. C
BC Dra 54990.5580.005 0.085 17666. C VZ Her 54996.5260.002 0.070 41350. C
BC Dra 54993.4380.005 0.087 17670. C AR Her 54876.6040.004 -1.273 28559. C
BD Dra 54842.6790.005 0.708 22184. C AR Her 54885.4990.002 -1.308 28578. C
BD Dra 54845.5980.005 0.682 22189. C AR Her 54942.4030.005 -1.278 28699. C
BD Dra 54871.5020.005 0.668 22233. C AR Her 54958.3950.002 -1.267 28733. C
BD Dra 54898.5940.003 0.663 22279. C AR Her 54995.5210.002 -1.273 28812. C
BD Dra 54927.4870.005 0.693 22328. C AR Her 54996.4610.002 -1.273 28814. C
BD Dra 54950.4480.002 0.681 22367. C DL Her 54954.4880.003 0.033 28305. C
BD Dra 54953.4090.002 0.697 22372. C DL Her 54993.5440.005 0.042 28371. C
BD Dra 54960.4740.002 0.693 22384. C DL Her 54996.5030.002 0.043 28376. C
BD Dra 54980.4950.003 0.686 22418. C V542 Her 54918.5160.005 0.127 25301. C
BD Dra 54990.4850.002 0.662 22435. C V542 Her 54954.4440.005 0.130 25359. C
BD Dra 54993.4220.005 0.654 22440. C V542 Her 54985.4030.005 0.118 25409. C
BD Dra 55010.5330.002 0.683 22469. C V591 Her 54939.5070.006 0.295 22901. C
BD Dra 55013.4690.004 0.673 22474. C V650 Her 54928.5190.003 0.028 29842. C
BK Dra 54958.4800.002 -0.157 49715. C V650 Her 54954.4640.002 0.030 29892. C
BK Dra 55006.4360.002 -0.159 49796. C V650 Her 54995.4530.002 0.028 29971. C
BT Dra 54878.5010.004 -0.009 41014. C SV Hya 54866.8010.002 0.111 32491. LS
BT Dra 54901.4550.003 -0.014 41053. C SV Hya 54912.7480.004 0.117 32587. LS
BT Dra 54994.4700.002 -0.009 41211. C SV Hya 54913.7120.003 0.124 32589. LS
BT Dra 54997.4070.002 -0.016 41216. C SV Hya 54935.7110.004 0.110 32635. LS
BB Eri 54847.6090.003 0.234 26826. LS SV Hya 54993.6160.003 0.111 32756. LS
RR Gem 54846.2920.002 -0.402 33952. C SZ Hya 54836.5750.001 -0.192 26352. C
RR Gem 54847.4880.001 -0.399 33955. C SZ Hya 54852.6880.010 -0.195 26382. LS
RR Gem 54849.4720.001 -0.401 33960. C SZ Hya 54853.7640.005 -0.194 26384. LS
RR Gem 54873.3060.002 -0.406 34020. C SZ Hya 54878.4550.005 -0.216 26430. C
RR Gem 54874.5000.002 -0.404 34023. C SZ Hya 54880.6250.004 -0.195 26434. LS
SZ Gem 54907.3180.001 -0.059 55301. C SZ Hya 54885.4610.002 -0.194 26443. C
SZ Gem 54909.3220.001 -0.059 55305. C UU Hya 54848.7450.005 0.036 29339. LS
SZ Gem 54910.3240.002 -0.059 55307. C UU Hya 54859.7200.005 0.010 29360. LS
SZ Gem 54911.3280.002 -0.058 55309. C UU Hya 54868.6290.003 0.013 29377. LS
SZ Gem 54913.3310.001 -0.059 55313. C UU Hya 54911.5900.002 0.017 29459. LS
SZ Gem 54916.3390.002 -0.058 55319. C UU Hya 54912.6360.002 0.015 29461. LS
GI Gem 54833.5630.002 0.070 56517. C UU Hya 54922.6100.005 0.036 29480. LS
GI Gem 54836.5950.001 0.070 56524. C WZ Hya 54859.7530.004 -0.001 28328. LS
GI Gem 54846.5600.002 0.069 56547. C WZ Hya 54907.6100.002 -0.000 28417. LS
GI Gem 54860.4240.002 0.069 56579. C WZ Hya 54908.6850.005 -0.001 28419. LS
GI Gem 54861.2910.002 0.069 56581. C WZ Hya 54914.5950.002 -0.005 28430. LS
GI Gem 54876.4560.002 0.070 56616. C WZ Hya 54921.5830.003 -0.008 28443. LS
GI Gem 54883.3890.003 0.071 56632. C WZ Hya 54935.5680.004 -0.003 28469. LS
GI Gem 54902.4530.002 0.071 56676. C WZ Hya 54942.5590.002 -0.003 28482. LS
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XX Hya 54841.6740.003 0.065 29560. LS SS Leo 54914.5270.002 -0.065 20968. C
XX Hya 54848.7790.002 0.062 29574. LS SS Leo 54934.5710.005 -0.064 21000. LS
XX Hya 54906.6620.003 0.059 29688. LS ST Leo 54842.6960.003 -0.020 56319. C
XX Hya 54935.6050.002 0.059 29745. LS ST Leo 54856.5600.004 -0.017 56348. C
BI Hya 54861.7150.005 0.234 51210. LS ST Leo 54879.5020.002 -0.019 56396. C
BI Hya 54899.6180.002 0.231 51282. LS ST Leo 54880.4580.002 -0.019 56398. C
BI Hya 54919.6240.003 0.232 51320. LS ST Leo 54889.5420.003 -0.016 56417. C
BI Hya 54938.5780.002 0.232 51356. LS ST Leo 54911.5270.002 -0.019 56463. C
BI Hya 54939.6310.003 0.233 51358. LS ST Leo 54934.4690.002 -0.020 56511. C
DD Hya 54847.3990.002 -0.156 26211. C ST Leo 54935.4250.002 -0.020 56513. C
DD Hya 54848.4020.002 -0.156 26213. C SZ Leo 54905.6140.007 0.393 17672. LS
DD Hya 54874.5070.002 -0.144 26265. C SZ Leo 54906.6820.007 0.392 17674. LS
DD Hya 54875.5040.002 -0.150 26267. C SZ Leo 54913.6410.010 0.409 17687. LS
DG Hya 54853.7610.003 0.003 41485. LS TV Leo 54868.7350.004 0.115 26495. LS
DG Hya 54859.7960.005 0.018 41499. LS TV Leo 54905.7410.005 0.114 26550. LS
DG Hya 54915.6110.003 -0.063 41629. LS TV Leo 54924.5810.002 0.115 26578. LS
DG Hya 54921.6430.002 -0.051 41643. LS TV Leo 54934.6740.004 0.115 26593. LS
DH Hya 54917.6660.004 0.070 48551. LS WW Leo 54854.6940.004 0.036 33130. LS
DH Hya 54919.6200.002 0.068 48555. LS WW Leo 54886.6440.003 0.035 33183. LS
ET Hya 54863.7940.004 0.147 27632. LS WW Leo 54912.5660.002 0.035 33226. LS
ET Hya 54905.6120.003 0.148 27693. LS WW Leo 54918.5970.003 0.038 33236. LS
FX Hya 54947.7360.003 -0.005 49611. LS AX Leo 54834.5610.004 -0.037 40711. C
FY Hya 54937.7510.003 0.007 21752. LS AX Leo 54842.5550.009 -0.038 40722. C
FY Hya 54944.7510.004 0.004 21763. LS AX Leo 54906.5190.005 -0.035 40810. C
GO Hya 54848.5210.005 -0.079 45879. C AX Leo 54917.4180.005 -0.038 40825. C
GO Hya 54876.5220.004 -0.081 45923. C V LMi 54841.5730.003 0.030 64920. C
GO Hya 54879.7090.005 -0.077 45928. LS V LMi 54876.3850.002 0.031 64984. C
GO Hya 54886.7130.005 -0.073 45939. LS V LMi 54877.4740.002 0.032 64986. C
GO Hya 54890.5260.004 -0.079 45945. C V LMi 54879.6480.002 0.031 64990. C
GO Hya 54902.6240.006 -0.073 45964. LS V LMi 54914.4600.002 0.031 65054. C
GO Hya 54906.4360.005 -0.080 45970. C U Lep 54842.6410.004 0.047 23200. LS
IK Hya 54908.6310.005 0.171 25303. LS AO Lep 54848.6610.005 LS
IK Hya 54913.8480.006 0.188 25311. LS AO Lep 54853.7040.004 LS
IK Hya 54973.6580.006 0.198 25403. LS TV Lib 54921.7450.002 -0.005 129456. LS
IK Hya 54990.6050.010 0.245 25429. LS TV Lib 54929.8340.002 -0.005 129486. LS
RR Leo 54860.4790.001 0.094 25564. C VY Lib 54924.8290.003 -0.029 25809. LS
RR Leo 54877.6700.002 0.095 25602. C XX Lib 54900.8390.005 0.056 38580. LS
RR Leo 54878.5750.002 0.095 25604. C XX Lib 54914.8070.009 0.055 38600. LS
RR Leo 54885.3610.002 0.095 25619. C XX Lib 54937.8530.004 0.053 38633. LS
RR Leo 54903.4570.002 0.095 25659. C XX Lib 55005.5990.006 0.051 38730. LS
RR Leo 54913.4100.001 0.096 25681. C AZ Lib 54913.7440.004 0.185 41342. LS
RR Leo 54917.4810.002 0.096 25690. C AZ Lib 54924.8170.003 0.185 41359. LS
RX Leo 54834.6380.004 0.099 28356. C TT Lyn 54859.3280.004 -0.035 30477. C
RX Leo 54861.4230.003 0.094 28397. C TT Lyn 54860.5190.004 -0.039 30479. C
RX Leo 54878.4160.006 0.098 28423. C TT Lyn 54876.6530.004 -0.035 30506. C
RX Leo 54887.5590.003 0.093 28437. C TT Lyn 54890.3910.002 -0.038 30529. C
RX Leo 54904.5550.005 0.101 28463. C TT Lyn 54918.4710.002 -0.038 30576. C
RX Leo 54908.4690.003 0.094 28469. C TW Lyn 54848.6030.003 0.056 20392. C
RX Leo 54914.3540.004 0.098 28478. C TW Lyn 54880.4050.002 0.055 20458. C
RX Leo 54944.4080.004 0.095 28524. C TW Lyn 54904.4990.004 0.056 20508. C
SS Leo 54862.5440.002 -0.062 20885. C RZ Lyr 54986.4510.002 -0.006 26999. C
SS Leo 54868.8040.004 -0.065 20895. LS RZ Lyr 54988.4970.003 -0.005 27003. C
SS Leo 54879.4560.004 -0.061 20912. C AW Lyr 54979.4610.004 -0.016 59600. C
SS Leo 54884.4650.002 -0.063 20920. C AW Lyr 54986.4270.002 -0.014 59614. C
SS Leo 54905.7570.005 -0.066 20954. LS CN Lyr 54951.5110.003 0.022 25439. C
SS Leo 54911.3970.002 -0.063 20963. C CN Lyr 54986.4780.002 0.022 25524. C
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CN Lyr 54995.5270.002 0.020 25546. C DY Ot 54852.8130.002 LS
CN Lyr 55007.4560.002 0.019 25575. C DY Ot 54855.6060.002 LS
IO Lyr 54952.4730.002 -0.034 26569. C DY Ot 54860.6270.003 LS
IO Lyr 54978.4450.002 -0.032 26614. C DY Ot 54879.6020.002 LS
IO Lyr 54986.5240.002 -0.033 26628. C DZ Ot 54879.6080.003 LS
IO Lyr 55008.4540.003 -0.034 26666. C ST Oph 54994.7310.003 -0.022 58994. LS
IO Lyr 55012.4940.002 -0.033 26673. C ST Oph 55008.6930.003 -0.022 59025. LS
V340 Lyr 54986.4580.002 -0.043 42912. C V455 Oph 54977.4630.005 -0.269 28958. C
AV Men 54841.7050.004 LS V455 Oph 54997.4320.003 -0.272 29002. C
DV Mon 54852.6080.002 0.070 71617. LS V455 Oph 55002.4290.004 -0.268 29013. C
TX Mus 54847.8010.005 0.101 64636. LS TY Pav 54920.7850.004 0.244 18846. LS
TX Mus 54868.6200.005 0.098 64680. LS TY Pav 54972.6380.004 0.238 18919. LS
TX Mus 54899.8510.003 0.096 64746. LS TY Pav 54974.7710.007 0.240 18922. LS
TX Mus 54900.7970.003 0.096 64748. LS TY Pav 54986.8430.004 0.235 18939. LS
TX Mus 54902.6890.003 0.095 64752. LS WY Pav 54973.6750.003 0.071 47751. LS
TX Mus 54913.5760.005 0.098 64775. LS BN Pav 54995.8200.004 -0.093 47004. LS
TX Mus 54917.8300.002 0.093 64784. LS BN Pav 55004.8890.003 -0.098 47020. LS
TX Mus 54929.6680.004 0.100 64809. LS BP Pav 54971.8770.004 0.091 49567. LS
TX Mus 54939.5990.002 0.093 64830. LS BP Pav 54989.8050.005 -0.252 49601. LS
TX Mus 54991.6580.005 0.098 64940. LS CG Peg 55013.5420.002 -0.048 34061. C
TX Mus 54994.4930.005 0.093 64946. LS AR Per 54833.3960.002 0.056 64849. C
EM Mus 54864.7870.005 -0.160 34943. LS AR Per 54836.3750.002 0.056 64856. C
EM Mus 54885.8090.003 -0.166 34988. LS AR Per 54844.4610.002 0.057 64875. C
EM Mus 54896.5570.002 -0.166 35011. LS AR Per 54858.5090.004 0.062 64908. C
EM Mus 54901.6990.005 -0.165 35022. LS AR Per 54859.3550.002 0.056 64910. C
EM Mus 54910.5760.003 -0.166 35041. LS AR Per 54870.4190.002 0.056 64936. C
EM Mus 54924.5950.002 -0.166 35071. LS XX Pup 54864.6240.004 0.484 25312. LS
EM Mus 54925.5280.002 -0.168 35073. LS XX Pup 54910.6510.002 0.481 25401. LS
EM Mus 54934.8740.003 -0.168 35093. LS BB Pup 54855.7760.002 0.116 33389. LS
EM Mus 54994.6900.005 -0.166 35221. LS BB Pup 54859.6240.004 0.120 33397. LS
VY Nor 54915.8370.005 -0.164 78285. LS BB Pup 54921.6120.002 0.118 33526. LS
Y Ot 54989.6460.005 -0.250 41154. LS BB Pup 54922.5730.004 0.118 33528. LS
Y Ot 54991.5880.005 -0.248 41157. LS CR Pup 54847.5750.010 -0.306 38279. LS
Y Ot 54993.5170.003 -0.259 41160. LS CR Pup 54861.5830.006 -0.292 38299. LS
RV Ot 54901.6920.003 0.132 69656. LS HH Pup 54853.7750.004 0.013 41852. LS
RV Ot 54920.5440.005 0.136 69689. LS HH Pup 54900.6630.002 0.012 41972. LS
RV Ot 54924.5380.002 0.131 69696. LS HH Pup 54904.5730.002 0.014 41982. LS
RV Ot 54934.8220.004 0.134 69714. LS HK Pup 54879.6390.005 -0.262 24885. LS
RV Ot 54936.5280.004 0.127 69717. LS V675 Sgr 55009.5710.006 0.078 41449. LS
RV Ot 54938.8180.005 0.132 69721. LS V756 Sgr 54971.8400.005 0.103 48738. LS
RV Ot 54948.5260.002 0.131 69738. LS V1176 Sgr 54942.8170.005 -0.075 94445. LS
RV Ot 54988.5070.005 0.130 69808. LS V1646 Sgr 55012.8540.005 0.173 37999. LS
RV Ot 54993.6510.004 0.134 69817. LS V494 So 54941.8420.005 -0.209 32330. LS
RV Ot 55012.4990.002 0.133 69850. LS V494 So 54950.7990.004 -0.226 32351. LS
RY Ot 54991.7910.002 0.086 47925. LS V494 So 55013.6150.005 -0.228 32498. LS
RY Ot 54992.9160.002 0.085 47927. LS V690 So 54940.7900.005 -0.013 26700. LS
RY Ot 55012.6190.002 0.066 47962. LS V765 So 54950.6370.004 0.146 54230. LS
SS Ot 54987.8790.002 -0.035 43368. LS V765 So 54993.7560.004 0.145 54323. LS
UV Ot 54901.8580.005 -0.165 37915. LS V765 So 54995.6090.004 0.143 54327. LS
UV Ot 54906.7490.005 -0.157 37924. LS UZ Sl 55009.8390.005 0.039 35397. LS
UV Ot 54907.8290.003 -0.163 37926. LS VY Ser 54919.7190.010 0.030 33181. LS
UV Ot 54918.6820.005 -0.162 37946. LS VY Ser 54970.4320.004 0.043 33252. C
UV Ot 54988.6750.003 -0.168 38075. LS VY Ser 54975.4330.006 0.045 33259. C
UW Ot 54989.7380.002 -0.010 46463. LS VY Ser 54980.4290.005 0.042 33266. C
UW Ot 54992.8450.003 -0.014 46470. LS AN Ser 54944.4930.002 0.005 77069. C
DY Ot 54847.7920.002 LS AN Ser 54954.4110.002 0.004 77088. C
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AN Ser 54978.4260.002 0.004 77134. C AF Vel 54861.7100.005 -0.230 25464. LS
AN Ser 54992.5220.002 0.004 77161. C AF Vel 54900.7440.004 -0.223 25538. LS
AN Ser 55002.4430.004 0.005 77180. C AF Vel 54901.8000.005 -0.222 25540. LS
AT Ser 54937.8490.005 0.052 17600. LS AF Vel 54907.5930.003 -0.231 25551. LS
AT Ser 54994.5920.006 0.057 17676. LS AF Vel 54937.6740.004 -0.211 25608. LS
AV Ser 54938.7630.003 0.147 54548. LS AF Vel 54974.5690.002 -0.234 25678. LS
CS Ser 54940.7390.004 0.019 45111. LS FS Vel 54858.8040.002 -0.123 32158. LS
CS Ser 54950.7480.002 0.019 45130. LS FS Vel 54860.7060.002 -0.123 32162. LS
RV Sex 54880.7970.003 0.056 50138. LS FS Vel 54941.5840.002 -0.120 32332. LS
RV Sex 54919.5580.003 0.054 50215. LS ST Vir 54888.5820.004 0.005 34448. C
RV Sex 54920.5640.003 0.053 50217. LS ST Vir 54910.7590.004 -0.003 34502. LS
RV Sex 54921.5670.002 0.050 50219. LS ST Vir 54913.6380.002 0.001 34509. C
RW TrA 54903.8200.002 -0.179 35864. LS ST Vir 54917.7480.003 0.002 34519. LS
RW TrA 54912.8050.004 -0.171 35888. LS ST Vir 54950.6090.003 -0.003 34599. LS
RW TrA 54974.8940.003 -0.173 36054. LS ST Vir 54965.4030.002 0.001 34635. C
RW TrA 54987.6140.003 -0.171 36088. LS UU Vir 54889.4760.003 -0.006 27527. C
YY Tu 54993.8390.003 0.129 20628. LS UU Vir 54909.4520.002 -0.005 27569. C
RV UMa 54849.6570.002 0.117 20882. C UU Vir 54914.6860.004 -0.003 27580. LS
RV UMa 54858.5520.003 0.119 20901. C UU Vir 54935.6110.005 -0.005 27624. LS
RV UMa 54859.4850.003 0.116 20903. C UU Vir 54939.4170.003 -0.003 27632. C
RV UMa 54871.6550.003 0.116 20929. C UU Vir 54946.5460.002 -0.008 27647. LS
RV UMa 54908.6310.003 0.116 21008. C UV Vir 54853.5580.005 0.021 25313. C
RV UMa 54927.3590.003 0.121 21048. C UV Vir 54870.5690.005 0.007 25342. C
RV UMa 54934.3760.002 0.117 21063. C UV Vir 54880.5600.003 0.017 25359. C
RV UMa 54976.5010.002 0.117 21153. C UV Vir 54908.7420.005 0.019 25407. LS
RV UMa 54977.4360.003 0.116 21155. C UV Vir 54913.4340.002 0.015 25415. C
TU UMa 54853.4740.002 -0.027 21558. C UV Vir 54938.6780.005 0.014 25458. LS
TU UMa 54887.4880.002 -0.030 21619. C UV Vir 54944.5510.002 0.016 25468. LS
TU UMa 54897.5250.002 -0.031 21637. C UV Vir 54948.6600.002 0.016 25475. LS
TU UMa 54935.4480.002 -0.029 21705. C UV Vir 54950.4180.002 0.013 25478. C
AB UMa 54841.6430.010 0.135 31045. C AF Vir 54870.6210.005 -0.138 30050. C
AB UMa 54870.4090.009 0.121 31093. C AF Vir 54871.5870.005 -0.140 30052. C
AB UMa 54871.5950.005 0.108 31095. C AF Vir 54911.7390.005 -0.140 30135. LS
AB UMa 54880.5930.006 0.113 31110. C AF Vir 54915.6080.005 -0.141 30143. C
AB UMa 54889.5860.010 0.112 31125. C AF Vir 54916.5820.003 -0.134 30145. C
AB UMa 54909.3790.006 0.119 31158. C AF Vir 54951.4010.003 -0.146 30217. C
AB UMa 54918.3760.007 0.122 31173. C AF Vir 54965.4340.004 -0.142 30246. C
AB UMa 54952.5460.009 0.116 31230. C AF Vir 54972.6870.002 -0.145 30261. LS
EX UMa 54834.3440.004 0.028 10724. C AF Vir 54974.6200.002 -0.147 30265. LS
EX UMa 54847.3740.005 0.030 10748. C AF Vir 54980.4190.002 -0.154 30277. C
EX UMa 54853.3450.003 0.030 10759. C AF Vir 54990.5870.005 -0.144 30298. LS
EX UMa 54860.4000.002 0.028 10772. C AS Vir 54937.5710.004 0.112 28518. LS
EX UMa 54873.4340.005 0.034 10796. C AT Vir 54886.5430.002 -0.284 28925. C
EX UMa 54885.3750.005 0.033 10818. C AT Vir 54915.4590.003 -0.287 28980. C
EX UMa 54886.4550.003 0.027 10820. C AT Vir 54916.5110.002 -0.287 28982. C
EX UMa 54893.5160.005 0.032 10833. C AT Vir 54925.4500.002 -0.286 28999. C
KT UMa 54841.5040.006 0.043 9207. C AT Vir 54941.7490.004 -0.287 29030. LS
KT UMa 54846.5220.006 0.042 9215. C AT Vir 54944.3780.002 -0.287 29035. C
KT UMa 54848.3990.007 0.038 9218. C AT Vir 54989.5910.002 -0.292 29121. LS
KT UMa 54875.3800.005 0.045 9261. C AV Vir 54862.6990.006 0.012 20387. C
KT UMa 54876.6340.007 0.044 9263. C AV Vir 54910.6600.004 0.019 20460. C
KT UMa 54910.5180.007 0.054 9317. C AV Vir 54939.5640.004 0.019 20504. C
KT UMa 54912.3910.004 0.045 9320. C BB Vir 54910.5480.002 0.269 32470. C
AF Vel 54843.7840.002 -0.224 25430. LS BB Vir 54911.4890.002 0.267 32472. C
AF Vel 54852.7410.002 -0.233 25447. LS BB Vir 54944.4660.002 0.268 32542. C
AF Vel 54860.6540.003 -0.231 25462. LS BB Vir 54951.5330.002 0.268 32557. C
8 IBVS 5895
Table 1 (ont.): maxima of RR Lyrae stars
Variable Maximum O   C E Obs. Variable Maximum O   C E Obs.
star HJD 24. . . (days) star HJD 24. . . (days)
BC Vir 54950.5860.003 0.161 62050. LS SV Vol 54861.8280.002 -0.167 34662. LS
DO Vir 54913.8330.003 0.214 53171. LS SV Vol 54880.7380.003 -0.182 34712. LS
DO Vir 54919.6950.003 0.216 53182. LS SV Vol 54902.6990.003 -0.174 34770. LS
DO Vir 54920.7590.004 0.215 53184. LS SV Vol 54929.5330.003 0.165 34840. LS
DO Vir 54991.6090.003 0.213 53317. LS BN Vul 54998.5120.003 0.069 15936. C
DO Vir 55006.5330.004 0.221 53345. LS BN Vul 55007.4220.002 0.067 15951. C
SV Vol 54841.7100.004 0.154 34608. LS
* C = Calern, LS = La Silla
1 Baldwin and Samolyk, 2003
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sequenes around more than 80 symbioti stars. Inlusion of stars in the omparison se-
quenes was based on several riteria, inluding among others (i) overing a wide bright-
ness range (for estimation of brightness on arhival photographi plates), (ii) extending
over the larger possible olor range (for alibration of olor orretions in CCD and pho-
toeletri photometry), and (iii) photometri stability over three, well separated in time,
re-observations. The latter requirement intended to avoid the most obvious variables from
entering the photometri sequenes. However, Henden and Munari were well aware that
three observations were not enough to prevent from some ontamination to leak in, and
it would have been only the protrated use of the sequenes that would have ultimately
pruned them.
The ANS (Asiago Novae and Symbioti stars) Collaboration is monitoring intensively
all symbioti stars for whih Henden and Munari alibrated the photometri sequenes.
While observing the symbioti star AS 338 = V1413 Aql, we have noted that one of
the reddest omparison stars, at RA:285.941467 and DEC:+16.497797, is indeed variable.
This star is IRAS 19015+1625, and at the time Henden and Munari worked out their se-
quenes, the oinidene with the suspeted variable NSV 24674 was not noted, otherwise





photometry of IRAS 19015+1625 is presented in Table 1 (available ele-
troni version only through the IBVS website as 5896-t1.txt) and in Figure 1. It
was obtained with (a) the 0.42-m ARAR telesope in Bastia (Ravenna, Italy; identi-
ed as R120 in Table 1), equipped with an Apogee Alta 260e CCD amera, 512512
array, 20 m pixels  1:
00









and (b) the AAVC 0.30-m telesope in Cembra (Trento, Italy; identied as R030 in Ta-
ble 1). The CCD is an SBIG ST-9, 512512 array, 20 m pixels  1:
00
72/pix, with a









Sienti. IRAS 19015+1625 has been observed for a total of 78 nights: 49 in 2005 and
other 49 in 2009.
IRAS 19015+1625 is a quite red star, as illustrated by the following mean values
of the data in Table 1: < V >= 12:64 (dispersion 0.20 mag), < B   V >= +1:86
(0.11), < V   R

>= +2:13 (0.10), and < V   I

>= +4:61 (0.08). The orrespond-
ing mean values measured by Henden and Munari (2000) are: < V >= 12:26(0:06),
2 IBVS 5896
< B   V >= +1:92(0:01), < V  R

>= +1:85(0:03) and < V  I

>= +3:90(0:10),
from three distint observations olleted on 1999 Ot 2, 6 and 13.
A low resolution, absolutely uxed spetrum of IRAS 19015+1625 was obtained on
2009 July 28.99 UT, with the AFOSC imager+spetrograph of the Asiago 1.82m telesope.
The spetrum is presented in Figure 2, that illustrates its perfet math with the M6III




The amount of reddening aeting IRAS 19015+1625 seems ontraditory dened. The
t to the observed spetrum requires preisely E
B V
= 0:90, while the math with the ob-
served V  I

(see below) indiate E
B V
= 1:05. Conversely, the < B   V >= +1:86 olor
when ompared with intrinsi olors of M giants (Lee, 1970) orresponds to E
B V
= 0:28.
Similarly, the 2MASS olors of IRAS 19015+1625 (Ks = 4:01, J   K = +1:463,
H  Ks = +0:453), when ompared with the intrinsi olors of M6III stars in the 2MASS
system (J Ks = 1:25; Straizys and Lazauskaite, 2009, with extrapolation saled aord-
ing to Lee, 1970) results in E
B V
= 0:37 (following Fiorui and Munari, 2003 for a
standard R
V
= 3:1 reddening law).
Figure 1. The light urve of IRAS 19015+1625 from our 2005 (left panels) and 2009 (right panels)
observations. Formal errors (Poissonian noise + unertainty in the slope of the instantaneous olor
orretion from loal to Henden-Munari systems) do not exeed the size of the symbols.
The light-urve of IRAS 19015+1625 in Figure 1 is haraterized by a limited am-
plitude and olor variation, with a pattern highly reminisent of multi-periodi SR vari-
IBVS 5896 3
ables, similar to IRC-10443 that we have reently investigated (Munari et al., 2008).
A Fourier analysis shows that a shorter, about 50-day periodiity is learly present in
IRAS 19015+1625 superimposed with a longer one, unonstrained with the present set of
data, possibly of the order of 250 days.
Figure 2. The absolutely uxed spetrum of IRAS 19015+1625 for 2009 July 28.99 UT. The spetrum
of a M6III star from the atlas of Fluks et al. (1994), reddened by E
B V
= 0:90, is plotted for
omparison. The math is essentially perfet.
A pulsating nature of the observed variability is supported by Figure 3, that shows
how the variability in the V band is stritly orrelated with the V   I

olor. When
IRAS 19015+1625 is brightest, the olor is the bluest, and when the star is faintest, the
olor is the redder, whih is the behaviour of a blak-body that expands and ontrats at
onstant luminosity. The ontinuous line in Figure 3 represent the lous of MIII giants
(with the atual exursion given of the right-hand ordinate axis) reddened by E
B V
= 1:05
(for a standard R
V
= 3:1 reddening law) and saled to the mean observed brightness for
IRAS 19015+1625.
4 IBVS 5896
Figure 3. Variability of IRAS 19015+1625 on the V=V   I

plane from our observations. The line
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Cassegrain telesope at the University of Athens Observatory









(using a foal reduer) FOV,
1530  1020 pixels, Bessell BV RI lters
Method of data redution:
The redution of the CCD frames was made using the software Muniwin v.1.1.23
(Hroh, 1998).
Method of minimum determination:
The minima times were omputed using the Kwee & van Woerden (1956) method.
Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
AD And 54711.5097 0.0002 I BV RI
TT And 54298.4326 0.0001 I V
54309.4931 0.0001 I V
RY Aqr 54297.4658 0.0001 I V R
54361.3731 0.0003 II V R
54362.3626 0.0001 I V R
AH Aur 54178.3628 0.0001 I V RI
54203.3144 0.0001 II V RI
AC Boo 54572.3454 0.0002 I BV RI
54572.5224 0.0002 II BV RI
TZ Boo 54099.6529 0.0001 I R
54102.6259 0.0001 II R
54605.4207 0.0002 I BV RI
54608.3921 0.0002 I BV RI
54608.5435 0.0003 II BV RI
54624.4384 0.0002 II BV RI
UW Boo 54592.3568 0.0002 II B
AL Cam 54516.3669 0.0001 I BV
54526.3292 0.0004 II BV
2 IBVS 5897
Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
SV Cam 54352.5745 0.0003 II V RI
54359.3914 0.0002 I V RI
54361.4719 0.0001 II V R
AV CMi 54107.4977 0.0002 I R
54475.5015 0.0009 II V RI
54492.4357 0.0003 I V RI
54772.6025 0.0004 I I
YY CMi 54114.4364 0.0001 I R
RW Cap 54303.5221 0.0001 I V
TY Cap 54296.4612 0.0001 I R
54363.3648 0.0001 I R
54373.3282 0.0001 I R
54716.3804 0.0004 I BV RI
WY Cet 54766.4518 0.0002 I BV RI
RZ Com 54566.2706 0.0001 I V RI
54573.3789 0.0001 I BV RI
54573.5489 0.0002 II BV RI
KR Cyg 54696.3480 0.0001 II B
RZ Dra 54201.5765 0.0001 II R
54229.3945 0.0001 II RI
54232.4247 0.0002 II RI
TZ Dra 54204.5621 0.0002 II BI
54214.5197 0.0001 I BI
54658.3585 0.0004 II BV
54661.3878 0.0001 I BV
TZ Eri 54475.4092 0.0002 I R
54479.3194 0.0003 II BV
54496.2583 0.0001 II B
UX Eri 54109.3134 0.0001 I R
AL Gem 54491.4655 0.0003 II V R
54544.3340 0.0003 II V R
54887.3015 0.0001 I BV RI
54919.3026 0.0001 I V
54935.3010 0.0011 II BV RI
GSC 3101-0683 54609.3997 0.0002 I B
54610.3475 0.0001 I B
54610.5055 0.0002 II B
54611.4540 0.0002 II B
54699.3835 0.0003 II BV RI
54700.3326 0.0003 II BV RI
54701.2817 0.0004 II BV RI
54701.4384 0.0004 I BV RI
54703.3363 0.0003 I BV RI
54704.4433 0.0006 II BV RI
54706.3421 0.0003 II BV RI
54707.4480 0.0004 I BV RI
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Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
GSC 4589-2999 54290.4167 0.0003 II RI
54306.4601 0.0007 I BV RI
54312.3603 0.0005 II BV
54377.3822 0.0001 I R
54399.3355 0.0001 I R
54637.4327 0.0003 I BV RI
54642.4998 0.0001 I V
54691.4703 0.0002 I V
GSC 4833-1209 54437.6234 0.0002 I R
54791.6365 0.0008 I V R
54797.5610 0.0006 II V R
54798.6051 0.0004 I V R
54824.3893 0.0009 I V R
54883.2778 0.0017 II V R
54886.4134 0.0006 I V R
54906.2730 0.0015 II V R
CC Her 54935.5805 0.0010 II I
54988.4685 0.0001 I BV RI
SZ Her 54367.2809 0.0001 I R
54376.2798 0.0001 I R
54392.2324 0.0002 II V R
V338 Her 54610.4418 0.0002 II B
54706.4237 0.0002 I BV RI
UU Leo 54200.2862 0.0003 II R
54520.2829 0.0001 I R
54891.5123 0.0002 I BV RI
54907.4703 0.0024 I RI
LZ Lyr 54595.4741 0.0001 II R
DD Mon 54551.2890 0.0001 I R
54555.2650 0.0001 I R
IL Mon 54410.3509 0.0003 I V R
KR Mon 54108.4508 0.0001 I R
54116.5072 0.0002 I R
54165.4234 0.0003 II R
54437.6262 0.0001 I R
54486.5401 0.0004 II R
54791.5462 0.0003 II V R
54825.4988 0.0015 I V R
V839 Oph 54262.4460 0.0001 I BV RI
54263.4695 0.0001 II BV RI
54268.3780 0.0002 I BV RI
54269.3989 0.0001 II BV RI
54287.3945 0.0001 I BV RI
54288.4192 0.0001 II BV RI
54299.4619 0.0002 II BV RI
54300.4837 0.0002 I BV RI
54315.4129 0.0001 II BV RI
54316.4355 0.0002 I BV RI
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Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
54654.4801 0.0001 II BV RI
54655.5019 0.0001 I BV RI
54666.3412 0.0001 II BV RI
54667.3625 0.0001 I BV RI
54685.3586 0.0001 I BV RI
54985.3669 0.0002 II BV RI
54997.4323 0.0001 I BV RI
54686.3825 0.0001 II BV RI
54998.4554 0.0001 II BV RI
FT Ori 54457.5738 0.0001 II V R
BB Peg 54086.3022 0.0001 I R
KP Peg 54344.3843 0.0002 II BV RI
54345.4728 0.0002 I BV RI
IU Per 54436.2332 0.0001 I B
54800.4713 0.0001 I B
V432 Per 54117.2300 0.0001 I R
CR St 54305.3571 0.0002 I R
UZ Sge 54662.3688 0.0002 I V R
55021.3218 0.0007 I BR
55022.4293 0.0008 II R
55023.5389 0.0002 I B
V505 Sgr 54267.5471 0.0002 I V I
YY Sgr 54236.5696 0.0001 I R
54332.3573 0.0001 II R
EQ Tau 54108.2304 0.0001 I R
RV Tri 54348.4846 0.0001 I R
54354.5141 0.0001 I R
54368.4613 0.0001 II R
X Tri 54764.3948 0.0001 I BV RI
AZ Vir 54204.3995 0.0001 II R
54217.3370 0.0001 II R
54235.3448 0.0001 I R
DR Vul 54267.4424 0.0001 I R
54275.3696 0.0001 II R
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Observatory and telesope:
Kolonia Observatory: K1 - 2.8/180 mm photolense, K2 - 5.6/400 mm photolense,
K3 - 256/1360 mm Newton, K4 - 280/1500 mm Newton, K5 - 1000/9000 mm RC,
K6 - 300/2400 mm Cassegrain
Roztoky Observatory: R1 - photolense 2/200 mm, R2 - refrator 70/700 mm, R3 -
400/4000 mm Cassegrain
Astronomial Institute of the SAS: G1 - 500/2500 mm Newton, G2 - 600/6000 mm
Cassegrain
David Dunlap Observatory, University of Toronto: DDO - 150 mm refrator
University Observatory Jena: GSH - 250/2250 mm Cassegrain
Detetor: K1, K2, K3, K4, R1, R2 - Meade DSI Pro, K4, K6 - SBIG
ST-9XE and FLI PL1001E, K5 - two hannel photoeletri
photometer, G1 - SBIG ST-10XME, G2 - photoeletri
photometer, DDO - SBIG ST-402 and ST-6, GSH - bak-
illuminated SITe TK1024
Method of data redution:
The part of Kolonia observations and Roztoky data were redued using C-
Munipak pakage (http://integral.physis.muni.z/munipak/), G1 and
DDO data were analysed by sripts written under the MIDAS redution pak-
age (http://www.eso.org/projets/esomidas/) by (TP). The rest of Kolonia
and Jena data were redued by sripts using Sextrator ode (Bertin & Arnouts,
1996) written by (SP).
Method of minimum determination:
The minima times were omputed by Kwee & van Woerden (1956) method.
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Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
RT And 54659.4634 0.0001 I K1
AB And 54385.5325 0.0001 I K1
54680.4160 0.0002 II V K2
54701.4912 0.0004 I V K2
CN And 54308.4784 0.0004 II K1
54385.3007 0.0001 II K1
54675.4675 0.0002 II V K2
54709.4821 0.0003 I V K2
54714.3435 0.0009 II R1
EP And 54799.3940 0.0005 I V K3
55042.4743 0.0002 II V K3
GZ And 54779.2034 0.0005 I R1
54779.3566 0.0002 II R1
55038.4709 0.0002 I V K3
LO And 54300.5035 0.0002 I V K3
54434.4167 0.0002 I V K3
54679.4224 0.0002 I K1
54719.3703 0.0001 I R1
55037.4174 0.0002 I V K3
V376 And 54752.3656 0.0002 II V K2
54774.3113 0.0002 I V K2
OO Aql 53606.5916 0.0002 I DDO
AH Aur 54433.5652 0.0003 I K3
AR Aur 54469.4879 0.0002 I V K2
54494.2967 0.0003 I K2
54715.4986 0.0002 II V K2
54715.5004 0.0001 II K2
54748.5780 0.0001 II V K2
54773.3864 0.0002 II V K2
54775.4536 0.0001 I V K2
54831.2728 0.0001 II V K2
V402 Aur 54749.5030 0.0003 II V K2
TY Boo 54507.5943 0.0004 II K2
54615.4260 0.0001 II V K3
54912.5914 0.0005 II V K3
54927.3378 0.0002 I V K3
TZ Boo 53868.7610 0.0003 II DDO
53874.7041 0.0003 II DDO
54173.4984 0.0002 I K3
54189.3978 0.0001 II BV RI K4
54190.4375 0.0001 I BV RI K4
54192.3696 0.0002 II V RI K4
54192.5175 0.0001 I V RI K4
54222.3822 0.0002 II BV RI K4
54222.5230 0.0001 I BV RI K4
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Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
TZ Boo 54223.4218 0.0002 I BV RI K4
54223.5730 0.0003 II RI K4
54336.3451 0.0010 I K1
54469.6196 0.0001 II V K4
54613.4445 0.0001 II V K4
54883.5652 0.0002 II V K4
54929.3273 0.0002 II V K3
54938.5403 0.0002 II V K3
XY Boo 54964.4156 0.0002 I V K4
AC Boo 54192.4074 0.0001 I V K3
54531.6382 0.0003 II K2
54533.4012 0.0003 II R2
54942.4166 0.0001 I V K3
FI Boo 54305.4473 0.0003 II K1
54581.3785 0.0003 I V K2
54581.5654 0.0007 II V K2
54616.4727 0.0003 I K2
54657.4272 0.0001 I K1
SV Cam 54597.5162 0.0003 II K1
54752.5978 0.0002 I V K2
AO Cam 54544.3486 0.0001 II R2
54556.3903 0.0001 I R2
54706.4967 0.0003 I V K2
54803.4862 0.0003 I K1
CD Cam 54189.4308 0.0005 I V K3
54190.5802 0.0005 II V K3
54892.4839 0.0002 I V K3
54941.3923 0.0001 I V K3
DN Cam 54753.2766 0.0002 I V K2
FN Cam 54500.5055 0.0004 I K2
TX Cn 54507.3114 0.0004 II K2
54782.5980 0.0002 II V K2
EH Cn 54167.3931 0.0002 I R K4
54167.3931 0.0003 I V K4
54892.2636 0.0002 I V K3
BI CVn 54922.3271 0.0001 II V K4
54937.5033 0.0002 I V K4
RZ Cas 54765.5744 0.0001 I V K2
54782.3076 0.0001 I V K2
BS Cas 54677.5122 0.0001 I K3
54689.4053 0.0001 I K3
55042.4412 0.0001 II V K4
CW Cas 54213.4051 0.0002 II R R3
54263.3048 0.0002 I R R3
54264.4219 0.0002 II R R3
4 IBVS 5898
Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
CW Cas 54271.4381 0.0004 II R R3
54279.4098 0.0003 II R R3
54315.4410 0.0001 II V K3
54691.5374 0.0002 I K3
V459 Cas 54773.2794 0.0004 I V K4
V523 Cas 54314.5347 0.0004 I V K3
54509.3177 0.0001 II R2
54676.4082 0.0002 II K1
55017.4829 0.0002 I V K3
55030.4532 0.0001 II V K3
V651 Cas 54335.5124 0.0002 II K1
V651 Cas 54716.2946 0.0007 II V K2
V776 Cas 54700.4962 0.0004 II V K2
VW Cep 54307.3801 0.0002 I K1
54384.4771 0.0001 I K1
54384.3291 0.0001 II K1
54677.3896 0.0002 II K1
54677.5289 0.0002 I K1
WZ Cep 54433.3598 0.0008 II K3
55029.4650 0.0002 II V K3
GK Cep 53617.6425 0.0002 II DDO
GW Cep 54500.3078 0.0003 I K2
54964.5261 0.0001 I V K3
RW Com 52311.4482 0.0001 I BV G2
52338.5060 0.0004 I BV G2
52338.6212 0.0001 II BV G2
52339.4524 0.0001 I RI R3
52339.5700 0.0001 II V RI R3
52345.5055 0.0001 II V RI R3
54149.5808 0.0002 II V K3
54187.4373 0.0004 I R R3
54187.5576 0.0007 II R R3
54189.3367 0.0005 I R R3
54189.4556 0.0006 II R R3
54203.3413 0.0002 I R R3
54203.4593 0.0007 II R R3
54203.5762 0.0004 I R R3
54209.6300 0.0002 II DDO
54209.7488 0.0002 I DDO
54211.5289 0.0008 II R R3
54235.3797 0.0001 I R R3
54235.4995 0.0002 II R R3
54513.5513 0.0001 I V K4
54523.5205 0.0007 I R2
54883.4563 0.0001 II V K4
IBVS 5898 5
Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
RW Com 54891.4076 0.0001 I V K4
RZ Com 54582.3507 0.0001 II R1
SS Com 54500.6509 0.0002 I V K4
54556.5894 0.0001 II R2
CC Com 54162.4189 0.0007 I V K3
54162.5294 0.0003 II V K3
CC Com 54887.3738 0.0002 I V K4
54964.3937 0.0001 I V K3
YY CrB 54224.4154 0.0002 I K1
54298.4116 0.0002 II K2
54300.4821 0.0010 I K2
54308.3892 0.0002 I K1
54500.6202 0.0003 II K2
54504.5744 0.0008 I K2
54513.6124 0.0006 I K2
54628.4650 0.0002 I K2
54632.4137 0.0003 II K2
54648.4184 0.0030 I K2
55017.4401 0.0003 I K1
CG Cyg 54260.4664 0.0002 II K1
54657.4548 0.0002 II V K2
54658.4020 0.0004 I V K2
54675.4442 0.0001 I K1
KR Cyg 54198.5565 0.0002 II BV RI K4
V401 Cyg 54677.4440 0.0004 I V K2
54679.4954 0.0002 II V K2
54684.4377 0.0002 I V K2
54947.5336 0.0004 II V K3
54954.5275 0.0002 II V K3
54973.4656 0.0001 I V K3
V1191 Cyg 53879.7805 0.0002 I DDO
53893.7283 0.0002 II DDO
54258.3604 0.0005 I R R3
54335.4533 0.0003 I R R3
54620.4785 0.0001 II V K3
54941.5475 0.0002 I V K3
54946.5605 0.0002 I V K3
V1918 Cyg 54620.4841 0.0001 II R1
54680.3929 0.0003 II K1
54942.5533 0.0001 I V K3
54969.4097 0.0002 I V K3
LS Del 54650.4699 0.0005 II V K2
CM Dra 53997.4177 0.0005 I K3
54020.2491 0.0001 I V K3
54191.4819 0.0001 I V K3
6 IBVS 5898
Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
CM Dra 54309.4420 0.0002 I V K3
54621.4660 0.0001 I V K3
FU Dra 54509.4701 0.0004 I R2
54509.6229 0.0005 II K2
54597.3436 0.0002 II K1
54613.4462 0.0001 I V K3
54893.4794 0.0001 I V K3
54977.3681 0.0002 II V K3
HL Dra 53168.6961 0.0005 I DDO
54660.4646 0.0002 II K1
AK Her 54309.4458 0.0003 I K1
54335.3687 0.0003 II K1
54346.3304 0.0001 II V K5
54365.2989 0.0001 II V K5
54595.4526 0.0002 II BV K6
54615.4727 0.0003 I K2
54699.3556 0.0001 I R K6
54706.3122 0.0003 II K2
54926.5551 0.0003 I BV RI K6
54929.5064 0.0001 I B K6
V624 Her 54621.4195 0.0005 II K2
54697.3858 0.0002 I V K2
V728 Her 54936.5598 0.0002 II V K3
54938.4453 0.0002 II V K3
54959.4181 0.0001 I V K3
V829 Her 54195.4842 0.0003 II V K3
54500.6311 0.0002 II V K3
54912.5088 0.0002 II V K3
54929.5190 0.0002 I V K3
54959.4292 0.0002 II V K4
V857 Her 52049.4447 0.0003 II BV G2
52119.3930 0.0003 II BV G2
52320.6342 0.0004 I BV G2
52348.5389 0.0004 I BV G2
52387.5201 0.0002 I RI R3
52401.4672 0.0002 II V RI R3
52402.4296 0.0002 I V RI R3
52387.5203 0.0001 I V R3
54709.3811 0.0003 II V K2
54710.3397 0.0004 I V K2
54977.5181 0.0002 I V K3
SW La 54749.3417 0.0001 I V K2
PP La 54299.4201 0.0002 I V K3
55000.4517 0.0002 II V K3
55001.4536 0.0002 I V K3
IBVS 5898 7
Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
V344 La 54615.5126 0.0002 II V K3
54627.4759 0.0001 I V K3
54691.4146 0.0004 I V K3
54978.5359 0.0005 I V K3
V398 La 54783.2979 0.0002 I V K2
UV Leo 54494.5256 0.0002 II K2
AM Leo 54149.5323 0.0002 I V K2
54513.5000 0.0003 I K2
CE Leo 54449.6271 0.0004 II K3
54538.5313 0.0003 II R2
54947.4012 0.0001 I V K3
EX Leo 54506.4816 0.0004 I K2
RT LMi 54410.5999 0.0001 II K3
54525.3253 0.0001 II R2
54525.5127 0.0001 I R2
54530.3866 0.0002 I R2
54828.6332 0.0002 II V K3
54893.3065 0.0001 I V K3
VW LMi 54938.5253 0.0002 I V K1
V714 Mon 54424.5840 0.0001 I V K4
RV Oph 55002.3858 0.0002 I R K1
V508 Oph 54513.6267 0.0001 I V K4
54969.4403 0.0001 I V K4
V2610 Oph 54618.5275 0.0003 I V (R)
C
G1
54620.4424 0.0003 II K2
54627.4764 0.0002 I K2
54667.3591 0.0002 II BV (R)
C
G1
V2612 Oph 54597.5346 0.0002 II V K2
FZ Ori 54506.2466 0.0001 II V (RI)
C
G1
54507.2462 0.0001 I BV (R)
C
G1
V1363 Ori 52618.63160 0.0004 II DDO
V1387 Ori 54480.3920 0.0012 II K2
54506.3058 0.0003 I K2
54533.3164 0.0012 I K2
U Peg 54737.3508 0.0002 II V K2
AT Peg 54686.4720 0.0002 I V K2
BB Peg 54298.5034 0.0001 I V K3
55033.4355 0.0001 I V K3
BX Peg 53928.4221 0.0002 I V K3
54297.4537 0.0002 I V K3
54678.4008 0.0002 II K1
54690.4604 0.0002 II R2
DI Peg 54309.5089 0.0002 II K1
54738.3787 0.0002 I V K2
KW Peg 53928.4864 0.0007 II V K3
8 IBVS 5898
Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
KW Peg 54297.5015 0.0002 II V K3
V351 Peg 53972.4606 0.0010 I K2
54328.4409 0.0002 I V K1
54710.5267 0.0004 I V K2
V357 Peg 53607.7475 0.0002 II DDO
53616.7127 0.0002 I DDO
54329.3641 0.0002 I V K1
54676.4345 0.0005 I V K2
54680.4845 0.0003 I K1
V432 Per 54434.2272 0.0001 I K3
54480.4152 0.0005 II R3
54489.4239 0.0003 I R3
DV Ps 53666.3867 0.0002 I BV (RI)
C
G1
53667.4640 0.0001 II BV (RI)
C
G1
53668.3987 0.0001 II BV (RI)
C
G1
54404.4076 0.0004 I K3
54410.2698 0.0002 I K3
54410.4260 0.0002 II K3
54433.2610 0.0002 II BV (RI)
C
G1
54715.4127 0.0001 I BV (RI)
C
G1
54715.5771 0.0002 II BV (RI)
C
G1
54716.4977 0.0002 II BV (RI)
C
G1
54737.3162 0.0002 I I R3
54737.4691 0.0003 II I R3
54739.3226 0.0002 II R R3
54748.4252 0.0002 I R R3
GSC 8-901 54410.3290 0.0001 I K3
54433.1982 0.0002 II BV (RI)
C
G1
54433.3434 0.0003 I BV (RI)
C
G1
54715.4478 0.0005 II BV (RI)
C
G1
54715.5896 0.0005 I BV (RI)
C
G1
54716.4581 0.0004 I BV (RI)
C
G1
AO Ser 54491.6646 0.0003 II V RI G1
AU Ser 54507.6122 0.0001 II V K4
54508.5803 0.0001 I V K4
54955.3711 0.0001 I V K3
OU Ser 54554.5940 0.0001 I K2
54594.4996 0.0001 II V K2
BD +7 3142 54211.7133 0.0001 II DDO
54211.8532 0.0001 I DDO
Y Sex 54213.4053 0.0002 I BV RI K4
54507.4968 0.0004 II K2
CW Sge 54988.4833 0.0003 II V K4
55027.4461 0.0003 II V K3
55028.4405 0.0002 I V K3
IBVS 5898 9
Times of minima:
Star name Time of min. Error Type Filter Rem.
HJD 2400000+
AH Tau 52195.4372 0.0001 II UBV G2
52195.6032 0.0001 I UBV G2
52203.4208 0.0001 II BV G2
52278.2731 0.0001 II BV G2
52278.4389 0.0001 I BV G2
54434.4958 0.0001 I K3
54720.5937 0.0002 I R1
EQ Tau 54508.2903 0.0004 I K2
54803.3890 0.0004 II K1
V781 Tau 54751.4730 0.0002 II V K2
UX UMa 54433.6781 0.0003 I BV (RI)
C
G1
54508.6094 0.0001 I BV (RI)
C
G1
54509.5928 0.0001 I BV (RI)
C
G1
54521.5899 0.0001 I BV (RI)
C
G1
54651.3927 0.0001 I BV G1
XY UMa 54594.5000 0.0001 II K1
AA UMa 54469.4804 0.0001 II V K4
54937.3747 0.0002 I V K4
AW UMa 54887.5735 0.0001 I BV RI K6
HH UMa 54424.5872 0.0002 I K3
54532.3577 0.0002 I R2
54532.5416 0.0003 II R2
54912.3530 0.0002 I V K3
54922.3052 0.0002 II V K3
TV UMi 53897.4349 0.0002 I K3
54173.3534 0.0003 I V K2
54190.3975 0.0005 I V K2
54506.6337 0.0003 I K2
54508.5070 0.0003 II K2
AG Vir 54479.6439 0.0003 I K2
AH Vir 54595.4420 0.0001 I K1
AZ Vir 54943.4170 0.0001 I V K3
54946.3894 0.0002 II V K3
HW Vir 54925.4281 0.0003 II V R GSH
54925.4870 0.0005 I V R GSH
54947.4298 0.0002 I R GSH
PY Vir 54202.4175 0.0003 I BV RI K4
54228.4062 0.0004 II BV RI K4
54505.5802 0.0003 I K2
Explanation of the remarks in the table:
Observatory ID's are given
10 IBVS 5898
Remarks:
Times of minima are weighted averages from all lters used. The minimum types
are alulated aording to Kreiner's (2004) up to date linear elements of elipsing
binaries (http://www.as.up.krakow.pl/ephem/). The elements for HL Del are
taken from Pribulla et al. (2006), for V398 La from Cakirli et al. (2007), for
V1387 Ori from Pribulla et al. (2009), for BD+7 3142 from Ruinski et al. (2008)
and for GSC 8-901 from Parimuha et al. (2008).
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e of all observers
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ians during all these observations.
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OBSERVATIONS OF VARIABLES
The last but one issue of the volume publishes new observations, and results on known
variable stars. Figures and data les are available eletronially.
Previous reports an be found in IBVS No. 5799.
The Editors
Date: 28 May 2008
Reported by:
Udovihenko, S.N. - Astronomial Observatory of Odessa National University,
udovihfarlep.net
Name of the objet:
DM Cyg, V341 Aql, AV Peg, X Ari
Remarks:
For four RR Lyr type star: DM Cyg, V341 Aql, AV Peg and X Ari 11 new times
of maxima were determined.
Date: 28 May 2008
Reported by:
Liakos, A. - National and Kapodistrian Univ. of Athens, Dept. of Astrophysis,
Astronomy and Mehanis, alliakosphys.uoa.gr
Niarhos, P. - National and Kapodistrian Univ. of Athens, Dept. of Astrophysis,
Astronomy and Mehanis, pniarhophys.uoa.gr
Name of the objet:
GSC 3101-0683
Remarks:
Deteted in the FOV of V338 Her. Its variability was disovered by ROTSE1
experiment (Akerlof 2000), but no aurate period was given there. Pejha (2005,
2006) published observations of the system. We report a new period.
Min.I = 2454610.3476169 + 0.3162897d*E
2 IBVS 5899
Date: 30 Deember 2008
Reported by:
Liakos, A. - National and Kapodistrian Univ. of Athens, Dept. of Astrophysis,
Astronomy and Mehanis, alliakosphys.uoa.gr
Niarhos, P. - National and Kapodistrian Univ. of Athens, Dept. of Astrophysis,
Astronomy and Mehanis, pniarhophys.uoa.gr
Name of the objet:
GSC 4833-1209
Remarks:
Variability disovered by Henden and Stone (1998). In the eld of KR Mon.
Type: EA/EB , Ephemeris : Min. I = HJD 2454437.62373 + 0.6968758d * E
Date: 20 January 2009
Reported by:
Kinman, T.D. - NOAO, U.S.A., kinmannoao.edu
Name of the objet:
V391 Mon
Remarks:
The GCVS desribes V391 Mon as an RRab (phot. amp. 0.4 mag; period 0.4643
days) and identies it with GSC 4824-01986. Simbad identies V391 Mon with
GSC 4824-00646. Photoeletri observations between 1988 and 1999 showed GSC
4824-01986 to be onstant but with a olour ((B   V ) = 0:376) appropriate for an
RRab, while GSC 4824-00646 was slightly variable (12:70 < B < 12:84) but too red
(< (B   V ) > = 0:70). The orretion for reddening is unertain, however, so the
interpretation of these olours is urrently ambiguous. Forty six CCD observations
on 11 nights in 2008 of GSC 4824-00646 gave 11:99 < V < 12:12. The star is
probably a short period EW. There is no indiation of the 0.4643 d periodiity in
the data.
Referenes:
Akerlof, C. et al., 2000, AJ, 119, 1901
Anonymous, 2006, IBVS, 5699, (report No. 75. by Pejha, O.)
Henden, A.A., Stone, R.C., 1998, AJ, 115, 296
Pejha, O., 2005, IBVS, 5645
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REPORTS ON NEW DISCOVERIES
The last issue of the volume publishes a list of newly disovered variables. Figures
(nding harts and light urves) and data les are available eletronially. Previous reports
an be found in IBVS 5700.
The Editors
Date: 24 Otober 2007
Observer(s) and aÆliation(s):
Tiwari, S.K. - Aryabhatta Researh Institute of Observational Sienes, Manora
Peak, Nainital - 263129, India
Chaubey, U.S. - Aryabhatta Researh Institute of Observational Sienes, Manora
Peak, Nainital - 263129, India
Pandey, C.P. - Aryabhatta Researh Institute of Observational Sienes, Manora
Peak, Nainital - 263129, India
HD 103498 is an A1 type magneti star having surfae magneti eld of about 2.5
kG and shows the lines of Sr, Eu and Cr in its spetrum (Cramer & Maeder, 1980).




= 1.010 and  =
2.858, (Hauk & Mermilliod, 1998). We observed this star on four nights between Marh
and April 2007 with 104-m telesope of ARIES Nainital, equipped with high-speed fast
photometer and disovered 15-min osillations. The observational and data redution
proedures are available in Tiwari, Chaubey & Pandey (2007).
The nightly observed mean amplitude of the osillations are dierent from eah other.
The amplitude modulation may be due to either exitation of dierent modes or rotation
of the star or both.
Aknowledgements: Dr. B.J. Medhi; DST Govt. of India, Grant No. SR/S2/HEP-
20/2003.
RA(J2000) De(J2000) type Mag.




HD 103498 = BD +47 1914
2 IBVS 5900
Date: 12 November 2007
Observer(s) and aÆliation(s):
Liakos, A. - Dept. of Astrophysis, Astronomy and Mehanis, Faulty
of Physis, National & Kapodistrian University of Athens, Athens, Greee,
alliakosphys.uoa.gr
Niarhos, P. - Dept. of Astrophysis, Astronomy and Mehanis, Faulty
of Physis, National & Kapodistrian University of Athens, Athens, Greee,
pniarhophys.uoa.gr
RA(J2000) De(J2000) type Mag.





Date: 12 November 2007
Observer(s) and aÆliation(s):
Zhang, X.B. - National Astronomial Observatories, Chinese Aademy of Sienes,
Beijing, 100012, China, xzhangbao.a.n
Luo, C.Q. - Dept. of Physis, China West Normal University, Sihuan, 637002,
China
Luo, Y.P. - Dept. of Physis, China West Normal University, Sihuan, 637002,
China
Deng, L.C. - National Astronomial Observatories, Chinese Aademy of Sienes,
Beijing, 100012, China, liaibao.a.n
The new variable is a ertain member of the intermediate age open luster NGC752
(Platais, 1991).
RA(J2000) De(J2000) type Mag.




NGC 752 170 = Cl* NGC 752 Stok 239 = Cl* NGC 752 PLA 758
Date: 13 Deember 2007
Observer(s) and aÆliation(s):
Agerer, F. - Bundesdeutshe Arbeitsgemeinshaft fur veraderlihe Sterne e.V., Mun-
sterdamm 90, D-12169 Berlin, Germany, agerer.zweikt-online.de
Remark: In the eld of V941 Cyg
RA(J2000) De(J2000) type Mag.





GSC 2656-4286 = USNO-B-1.0 1208-0386457
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Date: 9 January 2008
Observer(s) and aÆliation(s):
Agerer, F. - Bundesdeutshe Arbeitsgemeinshaft fur veranderlihe Sterne e.V.
(BAV), Munsterdamm 90, D-12169 Berlin, Germany, agerer.zweikt-online.de
Remark: South-east of OR Cas (very lose).
RA(J2000) De(J2000) type Mag.
00 48 03.78 60 51 28.5 EW 13.64 (USNO-B1.0
R2mag)
Period Epoh
0.318004 d 2454002.631 (Min I)
Cross-identiation(s):
USNO-B1.0 1508-0029126
Remark: In the eld of V459 Cas. Already published by Brat (2006), but no period
was given there.
RA(J2000) De(J2000) type Mag.
01 11 08.89 61 07 45.1 EW 14.45 (USNO-B1.0
R1mag)
Period Epoh
0.302240 2454092.275 (Min I)
Cross-identiation(s):
USNO-B1.0 1511-0041416 = 2MASS J01110892+6107448 = LBvar010 Cas
Date: 14 January 2008
Observer(s) and aÆliation(s):
Violat-Bordonau, Franiso - Caeres Astronomial Observatory, E10080, Caeres,
Spain, fviolatyahoo.es
Arranz-Heras, Teolo - "Las Pegueras" Observatotory, Navas de Oro, Segovia,
Spain
Remark: BD +36 3317 is an A5 type star (Anthony-Twarog, 1984) loated in the open
luster Stephenson 1, near the Delta2 Lyrae variable.
RA(J2000) De(J2000) type Mag.
18 54 22.23 36 51 07.4 EA 8.77 V (SIMBAD)
Period Epoh
4.30216 d 2454437.25921 (Min I)
Cross-identiation(s):
BD +36 3317 = SAO 67556 = TYC 2651-802-1
Date: 15 January 2008
4 IBVS 5900
Observer(s) and aÆliation(s):
Shuster, W.J. - Institute of Astronomy/Observatorio Astronomio Naional, Uni-
versidad Naional Autonoma de Mexio, P.O. Box 439027, San Diego, CA, 92143-
9027, U.S.A., shusterastrosen.unam.mx
Ohoa, J. - Institute of Astronomy/Observatorio Astronomio Naional, UNAM,
hioastrosen.unam.mx
Zurita, C. - Institute of Astronomy/Observatorio Astronomio Naional, UNAM,
zuritaastrosen.unam.mx
Fox Mahado, L. - Institute of Astronomy/Observatorio Astronomio Naional,
UNAM, lfoxastrosen.unam.mx
Remark: On the night of 26 September 2007 UT dierential uvby photometry of two
AO-type stars was arried out at the 1.5m telesope of the San Pedro Martir Observatory,
and HD 207331 proved to be variable (see 5900-f18). Conrming CCD observations were
arried out on the night of 30 September 2007 UT at the 84m telesope of the same
observatory, and the light urve suggests strongly that this variable star is of the Æ Suti
type with a period of about 1.17 hour (see 5900-f19). The position of this star in the
M
v
,(B   V ) diagram also onrms this lassiation (see 5900-f21).
The sta of the San Pedro Martir Observatory, Baja Californ ia, Mexio, is gratefully
thanked.
RA(J2000) De(J2000) type Mag.




HD 207331 = BD+ 42 4207 = HIP 107557
Date: 26 February 2008
Observer(s) and aÆliation(s):
DeGennaro, S. - University of Texas at Austin
Williams, K. - University of Texas at Austin
Montgomery, M. - University of Texas at Austin
Remark: This objet may represent a new lass of variable star: the pulsating arbon
atmosphere white dwarf, or DQV. The objet found to pulsate with a single mode at
417.76 +/- 0.35 s with an amplitude of 1.7
The objet was observed for 5 and 3 hours on two onseutive nights using the Argos
high-speed photometer on the 2.1m Otto Struve reetor at MDonald Observatory. The
period and amplitude were found to be stable between the two observations.
The gures show the light urves obtained for the two nights, smoothed by a Gaussian
with a sigma of 1.25 observations (37.5 s), and the ombined Fourier transform of the two
data sets.
RA(J2000) De(J2000) type Mag.






Date: 11 Marh 2008
Observer(s) and aÆliation(s):
Cook, S.P. - 332 Weed Road, Weed, NM 88354-0499, USA
Remark: This early-type, high luminosity emission line star (15' NE of Cepheid BM
Persei) is an elipsing binary (beta Lyr type?). Minima times were determined by Kwee
and van Woerden (1956) method, and the period was determined by weighted least squares
tting of three best observed minima (Belserene, 1988a) and using DFT (Belserene, 1988b)
on NSVS data (Wozniak et al., 2004).
RA(J2000) De(J2000) type Mag.




BD +48 1098 = GSC 3333-1755 = PPM 47103 = ALS 7963 = NSVS 4287647 =
NSVS 4265168
Date: 9 September 2008
Observer(s) and aÆliation(s):
Liakos, A. - National and Kapodistrian Univ. of Athens, Dept. of Astrophysis,
Astronomy and Mehanis, alliakosphys.uoa.gr
Niarhos, P. - National and Kapodistrian Univ. of Athens, Dept. of Astrophysis,
Astronomy and Mehanis, pniarhophys.uoa.gr
RA(J2000) De(J2000) type Mag.




GSC 3641-0359 = 2MASS 23355022+4843428
RA(J2000) De(J2000) type Mag.




GSC 2673-1583 = 2MASS 19543947+3256027
Date: 29 January 2009
Observer(s) and aÆliation(s):
Monninger, G. - Bundesdeutshe Arbeitsgemeinshaft fur veranderlihe Sterne e.V.
(BAV), Munsterdamm 90, DE-12169 Berlin, Germany, gerold.monningeronline.de
Remark: In the eld of GSC 3377-0296, an RS CVn variable (Lloyd et al., 2007).
6 IBVS 5900
RA(J2000) De(J2000) type Mag.
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ERRATUM FOR IBVS 5700
The epoh reported in IBVS 5700 for GSC 3355-0394 should be 2451537.61909 .
